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WONESDAY, AUGUST IT, 1968
o

UNITED STATES SENATE;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION 4F TILE
COMMIVEE oig LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C.
'in
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at10:05 o'clock
room 4200, New Senate Office Building, Senator Wayne Morse, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Morse (presiding), Yarborough, Randolph, and
Davits.

Committee staff present : John S. Forsythe, general counsel; Charles
'Lee, iirofessionnl staff member; and Roy H. Millenson, minority clerk.
Senator MORSE The .itearing will come to order.

We open Our hearings this morning on S. 2874 and H.R. 14643,
measures relating to legislation proposed by the President in his

message on International Health and Education of last February.
At this point in the hearings record, I direct that the President's
message, the- text of the two bills and the House Committee report''
on H.R. 14643 be printed2 together with fact,sheet material prepared.

By the Office of Education and such departmental reports as are
received.
(The documents referred to follow :)
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2
.897%; &NORMS
!Ed Session

f

HOUSE%F REPRESENTATIVES
,

-Docum'ENr

No. 375

INS ERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
4

MESSAGE
FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
RELATIVE TO

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH PROGRAiiVIS

FEBRUAttY 2, 1966.Referred to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Uniop and ordered to be printed

7o the Congress of .the
.the United States:

Last year the Congress by its 'action declared: the Nation's No, 1
task is to improve the education and health of our people.
Today I call upon Congress to add a world dimension to this task.
I urge the passage of the International Education. and He ath Acts
of 1966. ,

We would be shortsighted to confine our Vision to this Nation's

shorelines.. The same rewards we count at home will flow-from sharing
in a worldwide effort to rid mankind '.of this slavery of ignorance and
the scourge- of disease.
We bear a special role in this liberating mission. Our resources
will be wasted iin defending freedom's'frontaers if we neglect the spirit

that makes men wantto be free. T
Half a century ato, the philosOpher William James declared that
mankind must seek "a moral equivalent of war."

The search continuesmore urgent today than ever before in

man's history.
Ours is the .great opportunity to challenge all nations, friend and
foe alike, to join this battle.
.
We have made hopeful beginnings. Many of the programs described in this message havf3 been tested in practice. I have directed

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION. ACT

3

our agencies of government to improve and enlarge the programs

already authorized by Congress.
Now I am requesting Congress to give new purpose and new rower
to our efforts by declaring that- Programs to advance education and health are basic building
blocks to lasting peace.

They represent a long-term commitment in the national

interest.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is charged

with a broad authority to help strengthen our country's capacity
to carry on this noble adventure.
EDUCATION

Education lies at the heart of every nation's hopes and purposes.
It must be at the heart of our international relations.
We have long ,upported UNESCO and other multilateral and inter-

national agencies. We propose to continue these efforts with renewed vigor.
Schooled in the grief of war, we know certain truths are self-evident

in every nation on this earth:

Ideas, not armaments, will shape our lasting prospects for

peace.

The conduct of our foreign policy will advance no faster than
the curriculum of our classrooms.
The knowledge of our citizens is one treasure which grows only
when it is shared.
International education cannot be the work of one country. It is

the responsibility and promise of all nations. It calls for fre.i exchange and full collaboration. We expect to receive as much as we
give, to learn as well as to teach.
Let this Nation play its part. To this end, I propose to strengthen
our capacity for international educational cooperation; to stimulate
exchange with students and teachers- of other lands; to assist the
progress of education in developing nations; to build new bridges of
international understanding.

I. TO STRENGTHEN OUR CAPACITY FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
COOPERATION

Our education base in this country is strong. Our desire to work
with other nations is great. But we must review and renew the
pose of our programs for international education.. I propose
(1) Direct the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

establish

within his Department a Center for Educational C opirration.This
Center will be a focal point for leadership in int ational education.
While it will not supplant. other governmen agencies already conducting programs in this field, it will
Act as a channel for communication between our missions
abroad and the U.S. educational community;
Direct programs assigned to the Departnient of Health, Education, and Welfare;

Assist public and private agencies conducting international

education programs.

4
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(2) Akperint a Council on International Education.Our commit-

ment to international educationjnust draw on the wisdom, experience,
and energy of many people. This Council, to be composed of outstanding leaders of American education, business, labor, the profes-

sions, and philanthropy, will advise the Center for Educational

Cooperation.
(3) Create a Corps of Education (Oars to serve in the U.S. Foreign
Service.As education's representatives abroad, they will give sharper
direction to our programs. Recruited from the ranks of outstanding

educators, they will report directly to the ambassador when serving

in foreign missions.

(4) Stimulate new programs in international studies for elementary
and secondary schools.No child should grow to manhood in America
without realizing the promise and the peril of the world beyond our
borders.

Progress in teaching about world affairs must not lag

behind progress made in other areas of American education.

I am directing the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to earmark funds from title IV of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 so that our regional education laboratories
can enrich the international curriculums of our elementary and
secondary schools.
(5) Support programs of international scope in smaller and developing

colleges.Many of our Nation's institutions have been unable to share

fully in international projects. By a new program of incentive
grants administered through HEW, these institutions will be encouraged to play a more active role.
(6) Strengthen centers of special competence in intmtatwnal research
and training.--Over the past two decades, our universities have been

a major resource in carrying on development programs around the
world. We have made heavy demands upcin them. But we have
not supported them adequately.

I recommend to the Congress a program of incentive &rants admin-

istered by HEW for universities and groups of universities
(a) To promote centers of excellence in dealing with particular
problems and particular regions of the world.
(b) To develop administrative staff and faculties adequate to
maintain long-term commitments -to overseas educational enterprises.

In addition, I .propose that AID be given authority to provide
support to American research and educational institutions, for increasing their capacity to deal with programs of economic and social
development abroad.
II. TO STIMULATE EXCHANGE WITH THE STUDENTS AND TEACHERS OF
OTHER LANDS

Only when people know aboutand care abouteach other will

nations learn to live together in harmony. I therefore propose that

we

(1) Encourage the growth of school-to-school partnerships.Through
such partnerships, already pioneered on a small scale, a U.S. school
may assist the brick-and-mortar construction of a sister school in less
developed nations. The exchange can grow to include books and
equipment, teacher and student vis;ts.
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To children, it can bring deep understanding and lasting friendships.
I recommend a goal of 1,000 school-to-school partnerships.
This program will be administered by the Peace Corps, in coopera-

tion with AID, 'particularly its partners of the Alliance program.
The chief cost will be borne by the voluntary contributions of the

participating schools.

(2) F,stablish an exchange Peace Corps.Our Nation has no better
ambassadors than the young volunteers who serve in 46 countries in
the Peace Corps. I propose that we welcome similar ambassadors to
our shores. We need their special skills and understanding, just as
they need ours.
These "volunteers to America" will teach their own language and
culture in our schools and colleges. They will serve in community
programs alongside VISTA volunteers. As our Peace Corps volunteers learn while they serve, those coming to the United States will'be
helped to gain training to prepare them for further service when they
return home.
I propose an initial goal of 5,000 volunteers.
(3) Establish an American Education Placement Service.We have
in the United States a reservoir of talent and good will not yet fully
tapped:
School and college teachers eager to serve abroad;
Professors and administrators who are retired or on sabbatical
leave;
Peace Corps volunteers who desire further foreign service.

To encourage these men and women to assist in the develbping
nations and elsewhere, I recommend that we establish an American
Education Placement Service in HEW. It will act as an international
recruitment bureau for-Americ,ati teachers, and will provide supplemental assistance for those going to areas of special hardship_ In
time, I hope this Service will lead to the development of a World
Teacher Exchangein which all nations may join to bring their classrooms into closer relationship with one another.
III. TO ASSIST THE PROGRESS OF EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING NATIONS

To provide direct support for those countries struggling to improve

their education standards, I propose that we

(1) Enlarge AID programs of education assistance.In my message
on foreign assistance, L directed AID to make a major effort in programs of direct educational benefit. These will emphasize teacher
training, vocational and scientific education, construction of educational facilities, specialized training in the United States for foreign
students, and help in publishing badly needed textbooks.
(2) Develop new techniques for teaching basic education and fighting

illiteracy.Our own research and development in the learning process
can be adapted to fit the needs of other countries. Modern technology
and new communications techniques have the power to multiply the
resources available to a school system.
I am calling on HEW to support basic education research of value
to the developing nations.
I am requesting AID to conduct studies and assist pilot projects for
applying technology to meet critical education shortages.
(3) Ex and U.S. Summer Teaching Corps.The Agency for International Development now administers programs for American teach-
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ers and professors who participate in summer workshops in less developed countries. They serve effectively to support teacher training
in these countries. They also enrich their own teaching experience.
I propose this year that AID double the number of U.S. participants
in the Summer Teaching Corps.
(4) Assist the teaching of English abroad.Many of the newer nations have a vital need to maintain English as the language of international communication and national development: We must help
meet this demand even as we extend the teachmg of foreign languages
in our own schools.
I have directed AID, supported by other agencies, to intensify its
efforts for those countries which seeic our help.
(5) Establish binational educational foundations. We have at our
disposal excess foreign currencies in a number of developing nations.
Where conditions are favorable, I propose that significant amounts of
these currencies be used to support binational educational foundations. Governed by leading citizens from the two nations, they would
have o_pportimities much like those afforded major foundations 4.1 the
United States to invest in basic educational development.

To the extent further currencies are created by our sales of agricultural commodities abroad, I propose that a portion be earmarked
for educational uses, particularly to assist technical training in food
production.
IV. TO BUILD NEW BRIDGES OF INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING

The job, of international education must extend beyond the classConferences of experts from many nations, the free flow of
books- and ideas, the exchange of works of science and imagination
can enrich every citizen. I propose steps to
(1) Stimulate confrrences of kaders and experts.I have directed
every department and agency to support a series of seminars for representatives from every discipline and every culture to seek answers
to the common problems of mankind.
We are ready to serve as host to international gatherings. I have
therefore called on the Secretary of State and the Attorney General
to explore ways to remove unnecessary hindrances in granting visas
to guests invited from abroad.
(2) Increase the fiow of books and other educational material.I
recommend prompt passage of legislation to implement the Florence
room.

agreement and thus stimulate the movement of books and other

educational material between nations. This agreement was signed by
representatives of the U.S. Government in 1959 and ratified by the
Senate in 1960. This necessary congressional action is long overdue
to eliminate duties and remove barriers for the importation of educational materials.
I also recommend that Congress implement the Beirut agreement

to permit duty-free entry of visual and auditory materials of an

educational, scientific, or cultural nature.
Finally, we must encourage American private enterprise to participate actively in educational exchange. T urge the Congress to amend

the U.S. Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948 to

permit improvements in the informational media guarantee program.
(3) Improve the quality of U.S. schools and colleges abroad.We

have a potentially rich resource in the American elementary and
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secondary schools and colleges overseas assisted by the Department
of State and AID.
They should be showcases for excellence in education. They should
help make overseas snarvice attractive to our own citizens. They
should provide close contact with students and teachers of the host
cow try.

I request additional support to assist those institutions which meet

the standards.

(4) Create special programs for future leaders studying in the United
Statee.There are some 90,000 foreign students now enrolled in U.S.
institutions. Many of them will someday play leading roles in their

own countries. We must identify and assist the potential leaders.
I recommend that HEW and AID provide grants to enrich their

educational experience through special courses and summer institutes.
HEALTH

The well-being of any nation rests fundamentally upon the health

of its people. If they are cursed by disease, their hopes grow dim.
If they are plagued by hunger, even the blessings of liberty give little
comfort.
We have committed ourselves for many years to relieving human

Today our effort must keep pace with a growing world
and with growing problems. Therefore, I propose a program to
Create an international career service in health;
Help meet health manpower needs in developing nations;
Combat malnutrition;
Control and eradicate disease;
suffering.

Cooperate in worldwide efforts to deal with population

problems.

I. CREATE AN INTERNATIONAL CAREER SERVICE IN HEALTH

The first requirement of an international health program is trained
manpower.

I propose to

(1) Increase the supply of trained Americans.I recommend a program of Public Health Service grants to our universities and professional schools. Our first-year goal will be to increase by at least 500
the number of graduate students preparing to participate in international health activities.
(2) Establish a select corps of international health associates.The
Public Health Service will recruit young professionals in the health
disciplines to be available for assignments at home and overseas.
Through service with AID, the Peace Corps, and international organizations, they will gain experience as the first step in building careers
in international health.
I recommend recruitment of 100 outstanding young Ameri3ans to
be the freshman class of international health associates.
(3) Establish a program of fellows in international health.I propose
that 50 special fellowships be awarded to the best qualified young

Americans with previous experience overseas and demonstrated
capacity for leadership. With the help of advanced training, they
will prepare for ever more rewarding service in this challenging career.

(4) Create an international corps in the Public Health Service.
I have directed the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to

8
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build a career service corps competent to sustain the international
health programs in which this country participates.

IL TO HELP MEET THE HEALTH MANPOWER NEEDS OF DEVELOPING
NATIONS

In many countries, the struggle for better health is crippled by
severe shortages not only of physicians but of all health workers
nurses, sanitarians, laboratory technicians, public health workers,
health educators, hospital administrators, and others.
We must work for the day when each country will be able to train,
in its own institutions, the health workers it needs. Meanwhile,
we must assist in relieving critical manpower needs. Toward these

ends I propose to

(1) More than double the present AID program to strengthen medical
and health training institutions in the developing nations.This program

supports construction of teaching and laboratory facilities, modernization of teaching materials and methods, and assignments of Amer-

ican faculty abroad.
(2) Enable the Peace Corps to recruit and provide more volunteers for
service in the health manpower programs of the developing nations.
This will require an expanded recruitment effort, new programs of
training, and an increased emphasis on health.
III. TO COgRAT MALNUTRITION

Last year, in a special message to Congress, I emphasized the cost
of malnutrition to the developing nations. This cost is counted in
stunted human and national growth.
Since then, we have done much to combat hunger. Today, our
food-for-peace programs reach about 100 million people.

With our help, a number of countries have begun to establish

self-sustaining programs to conquer malnutrition. Through inter-

national organizationsthe Food and Agriculture Organization,
UNICEF, the World Health Organizationwe have added further
resources to this struggle.
But food production has not kept Nice with the increasing demands
of expanding population.
Where food is scarce, babies, young children, and mothers are the
first affected. By 1967, nearly 270 million of the world's children
will suffer from malnutrition. The legions of the hungry will grow
unless mankind acts to meet this peril.

This Nation must play a larger role in combating malnutrition,

especially among the young.

I propose to

(1) Establish a Head Start nutritionai program to increase the
number of infants, children, and mothers receiving adequate diets
under the food-for-peace program.

Our assistance currently reaches about 70 million children,

10

million of whim are under 5 years of age. Our goal must be to help
the developiffg nations start or expand programs that will reach 150
million children within the next 5 years.
To overcome the most serious nutritional diseases, I have directed
AID to enlarge its program for enriching milk and other food-for-peace
commodities with vitamins and minerals.
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(2) Provide training in nutrition. The developing nations need
trained manpowerprofessional, technical, and administrativeto
carry out effective nutrition programs. I am requesting that Congress

appropriate funds for AID to support training in the United States
for nutrition specialists from the developing countries and to support
training institutions that have been established in 27 nations.

(3) Expand research on malnutrition.We need to know much

more about the effects of nutritional deficiency; the cheapest and best
ways to apply technological advances; and how to develop new, rich
sources of protein. I am requesting funds for AID to expand basic
and applied research in these areas.
IV. TO CONTROL AND ERADICATE DISEASES

In the rich natio'ts, a healthy childhood is the birthright of most
But in the poor nations, children die daily, of diarrheal
diseases and cholera. Smallpox, malaria, and yellow feverall
preventable diseasesdrain the health of the people and the economy
of the nation. Animal diseases destroy desperately needed food.
To launch a simultaneous and concerted attack upon these major
infectious diseases, I propose that we initiate or enlarge programs to
(1) Eradicate malariawithin 10 yearsfrom the Western Hemisphere, Ethiopia, Nepal, Jordan, the Philippines, Thailand, India,
Pakistan, and Iran.The United States assists 15 malaria eradication
programs now in progress. I am requesting additional funds to expand these programs, and thus bring frewlom from this disease to
children.

more than 800 million people in the coming decade.

We will strengthen the Pan American Health Organization as
coordinator of the hemispheric' attack on m!aria. We will support
the efforts of the World Health OrganizatiVii.
(2) Eradicate small pox throughout the world by 1975.Toward this

goal, we will continue our support for the World Health Organization
and provide special AID support for 19 West African countries which
have requested our assistance.
(3) Reduce the hazard of msasles.Measles, a relatively mild disease
in our country, is virulent in others. It kills many children. It leaves
others blind, deaf, or mentally retarded. AID and the Public Health
Service have conducted a successful pilot project in measles immuniza-

tion in Upper Volta.

Since then, nearly all the neighboring West

African countries have requested similar assistance. AID will expand
its vaccination program to help those countries control measles within
the next 5 years.
(4) Develop th,e means to control cholera and diarrheal diseases in.
developing nations.Because cholera cannot yet be prevented, we must
develop more effective means of control. Through our own research,

through cooperative programs with Japan, and through continued
assistance to the SEATO Cholera. Research Center in East Pakistan,

we will move actively to curb the outbreak of this dread disease.
Diarrhea! disease, a major cause of infant death in the poor nations,
is transmitted largely through contaminated water. -Working directly

with these nations and with international organizations, AID will

expand worldwide programs to insure safe water supplies.
(5) Control animal di8eases. Control or eradication of animal dis-

eases could increase the meat supply by more than 25 percent in a
66.855 0 - 66 - 2
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number of developing nations. As many as three-fourths of the rural
population suffer from debilitating diseases that originate in animals.

I am requesting funds to support the Pan American Health Or-

ganization in developing and testing vaccines against rabies and footand-mouth disease. In addition, we will support PAHO as it initiates

and expands control measures against foot-and-mouth disease in

several Latin American countries.
(6) Expand United States- Japan, science cooperation.In 1965 we

joined Japan in a cooperative science program to combat some of
the major diseases of Asialeprosy, parasitic diseases, tuberculosis,
cholera, and malnutrition. I am requesting funds to expand this
important venture administered through the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

v. TO COOPERATE IN WORLDWIDE ERFORTS TO DEAL WITH POPULATION
PROBLEMS

By 1970, there will be 300 million more people on this earth. A
reliable estimate shows that at present rates of growth the world
population could double by the end of the century. The growing

ppbetween food to eat find mouths to feedposes one of man-

ldnd's greatest. challenges.- -.It threatens the dignity of the individual
sand the sanctity of the family.

We must meet these problems in ways that will strengthen free
societiesand protect the individual rig!' t to freedom of choice.
To mobilize ouiresources more effectively, I propose programs to
(1) Expand research in human reproduction and yoopidatton dgnarnico.W are supporting research efforts through the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, AID, and the World Health

Organization. I am requesting funds to increase the pace and scope
of this effort. The effort, to be successful, will require a full response
by our scientific community.

(2) Enlarge the training of American and foreign specialists in the
population frld.We are supporting training programs and the devel-

opment of training programs through the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and AID. We will expand the programs

at home and abroad.
(3) Assist family planning programs in nations which request such
he2p.Here at home, we are gaming valuable experience through new
programs of maternal and infant care as well as expansion of private
and public medical care programs. Early. last year we made clear
our readiness to share our knowledge, skill, and financial resources
with the developing nations requesting assistance. We will expand.
this effort in response to the increasing number of requests from other
countries.

THE CHOICE WE MUST. MAKE

We call on rich nations and poor nations to join with usto help

each other and to help themselves. This must he the first work of the
world for generations to come.

For our part, the programs in international education and health

I am recommending this year will total $524 million:
3354 million in the foreign assistance program.
$103 million in the Health, Education, and Welfare Department
program.
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$11 million in the Peace Corps program.

$56 million in the State Department cultural and education
program.
As I indicated in my message on foreign assistance yesterday, these
programs will be conducted in a manner consistent with our balanceof-payments policy.
Last fall, speaking to a gather* of the world's scholars at the Smith-

sonian Institution, I said: "* * * We can generate growing light in
our universe or .we can allow the darkness to gather.

In the few months since then,.-44 million more children haVe come
into the world. With them come more hungerand more hopa.--;'
Since that time the gross national product of our Nation has passed
the $700 billion mark.
The choice between light and darkness, between health and sickness, between knowledge and ignorance, is not one that we can ignore.
The light we generate can be the brightest hope of history. It can
illuminate the way toward a better life for all. But the darknessif
we let it gathercan become the final, terrible midnight of mankind

The International Educaton and Health.Acts of 1966 present an
opportunity to begin a great shared adventure with other nations.
I urge the Congress to act swiftly, for passage of both measures.
Our national interest warrants it.
The work of peace demands it.

LYNDON B. JOHNSON.

THE WHITE HOUSE, February 2, 1966.
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S. 2874

IN THE SENATE OF TEE UNITED STATES
FEBRUARY 3 (legislative day, JANUARY 26), 1666
Mr. MORPE ( for himself, Mr. CLARK, Mr. GRUENINO, Mr. IIARTRE, Mr. IN017YE,

Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts, Mr. Low; of Missouri, Mrs. NEUBEWER,
Mr. PELL, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. limicorr, Mr. Wu-Limits of New Jersey,

and Mr. Ysmionoton) introduced the following bill; which was read twice
and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To provide for the strengthening of American educational
resources for international studies and research.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3

That this Act may he cited as the "International Education

4

Act of 1966".

5

_ ___FINDINGS- AND-DECLARATION

6

SEC. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that a

7

knowledge of other countries is of the utmost importance in

8

promoting mutual understanding and cooperation between

9

nations; that strong American educational resources are a

10

necessary base for strengthening our relations with other
II
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1

countries; that this and future generations of Americans

2

should be assured ample opportunity to develop to the fullest

3

extent possible their intellectual capacities hi all areas of

4

knowledge pertaining to other countries, peoples, and cur-

5

tures; and that it is therefore both necessary and appropriate

6

for the Federal Government to assist in the development of

7 , resources

for international study and research and to assist

8

the progress of education in developing nations, in order to

9

meet the requirements of world leadership.

10

CENTERS FOR ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

11

SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and

12

Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary ") is u-

13

thorized to arrange through grants to institution's of higher

14

education, or combinations of such institutions, for the estab-

15

strengthening, and operation by them of graduate

16

centers which will be national and international resources for

17

research and training in international studies.

18

carried on in such centers may be concentrated either on

19

specific geographical areas of the world or on particular fields

20

or issues in international affairs which concern one or more

21

countries, or both.

Activities

22

(b) Grants under this section may be used to cover part

23

or all of the cost of establishing, strengthening, equipping,

24

and operating research and training centers, including the

25

cost of teaching and research materials and resources and
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3
1

the cost of programs for bringing visiting scholars and fac-

2

ulty to the center, for the training and improvement of the

3

staff, and for the travel of the' staff in foreign areas, regions,

4

or countries with which the center may be concerned. Such

5

grants may also include funds for stipends (in,such amounts

6

as may be determined in accordance with regulations of the

7

Secretary) to individuals undergoing training in such cen-

8

tern, including allowances for dependents and for travel here

9

and abroad. Grants under this section shall be made on such

10

conditions as the Secretary finds necessary to carry out its

11

purposes.

12

GRANTS TO STRENGTHEN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

13

IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

14

SE0-4. (a) The Secretary is authorized. to make grants

15

to institutions of higher education to assist them in planning,

16

developing, and carrying out a comprehensive program to

17

!;trengthen and improve undergraduate instruction in inter-

18

tuitional studies.

19

for projects and activities which are an integral part of such

20

a comprehensive program such, as-

Grants made under this section may he

21

(1) faculty planning for the development and

22

pansion of undergraduate programs in international

23

studies;

24

(2) training of faculty members inforeign countries;

25

(3) expansion.of foreign language courses;
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4

(4) work in the social sciences and humanities

1

2

which is related to international studies;

(5) planned and supervised student work-study-

3

4

travel programs; and

5

(6) programs under which foreign teachers and

6

scholars may visit institutions as visiting faculty or re-

7

source persons.

8

(b) A grant may be made under this section only upon

9 application to the Secretary at such time or times and con10

such information as he deems necessary. The Sec-

11 retary shall not approve an application unless it12

(1) sets forth' a program for carrying out one or

13

,

14 lk

more projects or activities for which a grant is authorized

under subsection (a) ;

15

(2) sets forth policies and procedures which assure

16

that Federal fundt made available under this section for

17

any fiscal year will be so used as to supplement and,

18

to the extent practical, increase the level of funds that

19

would, in the absence .of such Federal funds, be made

20

available for purposes which meet the requirements of

21

subsection (a) , and in no case supplant such funds;

22

(3) provides for such fiscal control and fund as:

23

counting procedures as may be necessary bo assure

24

proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal

25

funds paid to the applicant under this section; and
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ti

(4) provides for making such report, in such form
and containing such information, a.s tle Secretary may
3

require to carry out his functions under this section,ird

4

for keeping such records and for affording such access

5

thereto as the Secretary may find necessary to assure

6

the correctness and verification of such reports.
4,

7

(c) The Secretary shall allocate grants to institutions

8

of higher education under this section in such manner and

9 according to such plan as will most nearly provide an
10

equitable distribution of the grants throughout the .States

11

',sine at the same time giving a preference to those insti-

12

tutions which are most in need of additiedua funds for pro-

A

,

*

13 grams in international studies and which sjiorwpFoinise
14

of being able to use additional funds effectively.

15

METHOD OF PAYMENT; FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION

16

SEC, 5. (a) Payments under this Act may be made in

3.7

installments, and in advance or by way of reimbursement

184 with necessary adjustments on account of overpayments or
19

undezpayments.

20

(b' In administerbig the provisions of this Act, the

21

Secretary is authorized to utilize the services and faculties

22

of any agency of the Federal Government and of any other

23

public or nonprofit agency or institution, in accordance with

24 agreements between the Secretary and the head thereof.
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1 r

FEDERAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION PROHIBITED

2

Six.. 6. Nothing contained in this Act shall be con-

3

stilled to authorize any department, agency, officer, mr em-

4

ployee of the United States to exercise any direction, super-

5

vision, or control over the curriculum, program of instniction,

,

rm. administration, or personnel of any educationg institution.
7

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

8

SEC. 7. For the purpose of making grants under sections

9

3 and 4 of this Act, there are antlicr.zed to be appropriated

10

such sums as may he necessary for the fiscal year ending

11

June 30. 1967, and each of the four succeeding fiscal years.

12 AMENDMENTS TO STRENGTHEN TITLE VI OF THE NATIONAL
13

DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT OF 1958

14

Removing Requirement for Area Centers That Adequate

15

Language Instruction Not Be Readily Available

16

SEc. 8. (a) (1) The first sentence of section 601 (a) of

17

the National Defense Education Act of 1958 is amended by

8''- striking out " (I)" -and by striking out;,` and (2) that adeigquate instruction in such latiguage,i{ctot readily available in
20

the United States".

21

(2) The first sentence of section"601 (b) is amended

22

by striking out " (with respect to which he makes the de-

2:-.)

termination under clause (1) of subsection (a) ) " and insert-

24

ing in lieu thereof "(with respect to which_he makes the

t 25

under subsection (a) ) ".

18
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1

Removing 50 Per Cent= Ceiling on Federal Participation

2

(b) The third sentence of section 601 (a) is amended

3

by striking out "not more than 50 per centum" and insert-

4

ing "all or part" in lieu thereof.

5

Authorizing Grants as Well as Contracts for Language and

6

Area Centers

7

(c) Section 601 (a) is amended by inserting "grants

8

to or" after "arrange through" in the first sentence, and by

9

inserting "grant or" before "contract" each time that it

10

appears in the second and third seater,..-2s.
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IN THE SENATE OF _HE UNITED STATES
JUNE 7,1966

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

AN AC T
To provide for the strengthening of American educational
resources for international studies and research.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 1?epresenta-

2

lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be cited as the "International Education

4

Act of 1966".
FINDINCS AND DECLARATION

5
6

SEC. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that a

7

knowledge of other countries is of the utmost importance in

8

promoting mutual understanding and cooperation between

cl

nations; that strong Americ..! educutionai resources are a

10

necessary base for strengthening our relations with other

11

countries; that this and future generations of Americans
II

19

20
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1

should' be assured ample opportunity to develop to the fullest

2

extent possible their intellectual capacities in all areas of

3

knovledge pertaining to other countries, peoples, and
tures; and'that it is therefore both necessary and appropriate

5

for the Federal Government to assist in the development of

6

resources for international study and research, to assist in

7

the tlevelopent of resources and trained personnel

8

academic and professional fields, and to coordinate the exist-

9

ing and future programs of the Federal Government in inter-

10

national eduatioa, to meet the requirements of world

11

leadership.

12

in

CENTERS FOR ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

SEC.:. (a) The Secretary of Health, Edtpion, and

13

(hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary")

14

Welfare

13

authorized to arrange through grants to institutions of higher

16

education, or combinations of such institutions, for the estab-

17

lishment, strengthening, and; operation by them of graduate

18

centers which will be national and international resources for

1-9

researelrand training in international studies and the inter-

20

national aspects of professional and other fields of study.

21

ACtivities carried on in such centers may he concentrated

22

either on specific geographical areas of the world or on

23

particular fields or issues in world affairs which concern one

24

or more countries, or on both.

25

11111C grants to public and private nonprofit agencies and

is

\

The Secretary may also
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3
1

organizations, including professional and scholarly assoia-

2

tions, when such grants will make an especially significant

3

contribution to attaining the objectives of this section.

4

(b) Grants under this section may be used to eover part

5

or all of the cost of establishing, strengthening, equipping,

6

!Ind operating research and training etaners, inebnliaig the

7

cost of teaching awl research materials and resources; the

8

cost of programs for bringing visiting scholars and faculty

9

to the center, aria the cost of training, improvement, and

10

travel of- the staff for the purpose of carrying out the objec-

11

tivos of this section. Such grants may also include funds

12

for stipends (in such amounts as may be determined in

13

accordance with regulations of the Secretary) to individuals

14

undergoing training in such centers, including allowances for

.15

dependents and for travel for research and study hen, and

16

abroad.

17

conditions as the Secretary finds necessaryla-carry-outits--

18

purposes.

19

GRANTS TO STRENGTHEN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS IN

20

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Grants under this section shall be made on such

21

'SEC. 4. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants

22

to institutions of higher education, or combinations of such

23

,

institutions, to assist them in planning, developing,, and

24

carrying out a comprehensive program to strengthen and im-

25

prove undergraduate instruction in international studies.
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4
1

Grants made under this section may be for projects and

2 activities which are an integral part of such a comprehensive

3. program such as

(1) planning for the development and expansion of

4
5
6
7

8

9

.

undergraduate programs in international studies;
(2) teaching, research,. curriculum development,

and other related activities;

13) training of faculty members in foreign cowltries;

10

(4) expansion, of foreign language courses;

11

(5 )" planned and supervised student work-study-

12
13

14

travel programs ; and

(6) programs under which foreign teachers and

scholars may visit institutions as visiting faculty.

15

The Secretary may also make grants to public and private

16

nouprofit_agenciesandorganizations, including professional

17

and scholarly associations, when such grants will make an

18

especially significant contribution to attaining the objectives

19

of this section.

20

(b) A grant may be made tinder this section only upon

21

application to The Secretary at such time or times and con-

22

taining such information as he deems necessary. The Secre-

23

tary shall not approve an application unless it-

24

(1) sets forth a program for carrying out one or
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5
1

more projects or activities for which a grant is author-

2

ized under subsection (a) ;

3

(2) sets forth policies and procedures which assure

4

that: Federal funds made available under this section for

5

any fiscal year will be so used as to supplement and, to

C

the extent practicsil, inulease the level of funds that
would, in the absence of such Federal funds, be made

.

8

available for purposes which meet the requirements of

9

subsection (a), and in no case supplant such funds;

10

(3) provides for such fiscal control and fund ac-

11

counting procedures as may be necessary to assure

12

proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal funds

paid to the applicant under this section; and
14

(4) provides for making such report, in such form
and containing such information, as the Secretary may

16

require to carry out his functions under this section, and

17

for keeping

18

thereto as the Secretary may find necessary to assure the

19

correctness and verification of such reports.

20,

records and for affording such access

.

(c) The Secretary shall allocale grants to institutions

21

of higher education umler this section in such manner and

22

according to such plan as will most nearly provide an

23

equitable distribution of the grants throughout the States
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6

while at the same time giving a preference to those institutions which are most in need of funds for programs in inter3

national studies and which show real promise of being able

4

to use funds effectively.

5

31 ETHOD OF PAYMENT; FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION

6

SEC. 5. (a) Payments under this Act may be made in

7

installments, and in advance or by way of reimbursement

8

with necessary adiustments on account of overpayments or

9

underpayments.

10

(b) In administering the provisions of this Act, the

11

Secretary is authorized to utilize the services and faciities

12 of any agency of the Federal Government and of any other
13

public or nonprofit agency or institution, in accordance with

14

agreements between the Secretary and the head thereof.

15

FEDERAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION -PROITIDITED

16

SEC. 6. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed

17

to authorize -tiny department, agency, officer, or employee

18

of the United States to exercise any direction, supervision,

19

or c(nitnil over the curriculum, program of instructimi, ad-

20

ministration, or personnel Of any eant.ational institution.

21

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

22

SEC. 7. (a) The Secretary shall carry out during the

23

fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, and each of the four sue-

24

ceeding fiscal years, the grant programs provided for in

25

this Act.
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1

(b) For the; purpose of making grants under this Act,

2

there is Lereby authorized to he appropriated the sum of

3 $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,
30, 1968, and,
4 $40,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June

5 $90,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Jane 30. 1900: but
1970, and the succeeding
6 for the iiSta: year ending June 30,
7 fiscal year, only such sums may be appropriated as the Con8 gress mar hereafter autheriie by law:
ANNUAL REPORT

9
10
11

12

SEC. 8. Prior to January 31 of each year, the Secretary

shall make a report to the Congress which reviews and
evaluates activities carried on under the authority of this

13 Act and which reviews otheractivities of the Federal

Gov -

14

drawing upon or strengthening Ainerican resources

15

and any existing activfor international study and research
_

10

ities and plans to coordinate and improve the efforts of the

17

Federal Government in international education.

18 ANIENDMENTS TO sTRENUI'llEN Trri.x Si OF 'rim NATIONAL'
19

DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT OF 1958

20

Removing Requirement for Area Centers That Adequate

21

Language InStruction Not Be Readily Available

22

SEC. 9. (a) (1) The first sentence of section 601 (a)

23

of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 is amended

24 by striking out " (I)" and by striking out ", and (2) that
68-655 0 - 66 - 3
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8
1

adequate instruction in such language is not readily avail-

2

able in the United State ".

3

(2) The first sentence of section 601 (b) is anended.by

4 striking out " (with -respect to which he makes the deter5

urination under clause (1) of subsection (a) )" and insert-

6

ing in lieu thereof " (with respect. to which he makes the

7

determination under subsection (a) ) 7.

8 Removing 50 Per Centum Ceiling on Federal Participation
9

(b) The third sentence of section 601 (a) is amended

10 by striking out "not more than 50 per centum" and insert..

11

ing "all cr part" in lieu thereof.

12

Authorizing Grants as Well as Contracts for Language and

13_

Area Centers

14

(c) Section 601 (a) is amended by inserting "grants

15

to or" after "arrange through" in the first sentence, and by

16

inserting -Vgrtnt or" before "contract" each time that

17

appears in the second and third sentences.

Passed the House of Representatives June 0. 1966.
A ttest :

RA LPTI R. liOBER TS,
Clerk.

it
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MAY 17, 1964.Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. POWELL, from the Committee on Education and Labor, submitted
the following

REPORT
[To Accompany H.R. 14843]

The Committee on Education and Labor, to whom was referred the
bill (H,R, 14643) to providelor the stre.ngthering.of American educe,
tional. resources for international studies and research, having considered the same, report favorably thereon with an amendment and
recommend that the bill as amended do pass.
The amendment is as follows:
Page 2, in line 6, strike out "and" the second time it appears and
insert a comma, and in line, 8, after "fields" insert the following,
,

and to coordinate existing and future programs of the

Federal Governmemt in international education,

'-

SUMMARY OF THE BILL

This bill, H.R. 14643, would authorize a domestic program, administered by the Department' of Health, Education, and Welfare, of
grants designed to strengthen the resources and capabilities of Amencan colleges and universities in international studies and research.
Section 3 of the bill would authorize grants to universities, or groups
thereof, for graduate centers of research and training in international
studies. These centers might focus on a geographic area or on
partic'ilar fields or issues in world affairs, or on both.

Section 4 would authorize grants to universities and colleges or
groups thereof, to assist them in planning and carrying out comprehensive programs to strengthen and improve undergraduate instruction in international studies. It is intended to encourage programs
involving not only those departments traditionally concerned with
area and international studies, .such as political science, international
relations, history, and languages, but also ether parts of the institu
.
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tionparticularly the prbfessional schools, in which over 60 percent.
of U.S. undergraduates are enrolled.
These sections also provide for grants to public and private nonprofit agencies and organizations, including professional and scholarly
associations, when such grants will make an especially significant

contribution to attaining the objectives of the respective section.
This authority is provided specifically because of the important rple
which such groups have played in the development of international

education.
Section 8 provides for an annual report to Congress on the activities

carried out under this act and on other activities of the Federal
Government in international education, particularly activities and

plans to improve and coordinate the efforts of all Federal agencies in
this field.

Section 9 would amend title VI of the National Defense Education
Act by removing the requirement that language instruction be limited
to those "not readily available." in the United States; eliminating the

50-percent matching requirement.; and providing grant as well as

contracting authority. The major purpose of this bill is to strengthen
our universitiesand colleges as an essential national resource, and the
legislation is therefore domestic in focus. H.R. 14643 is not an educa-_,
tional foreign aid bill, nor is it prirriarily. designed to produce specific
categories of trained personnel. One of its useful effects, however,
would be to increase substantially the supply of experts in international
affairs, international development, and the languages and cultures of
other nations to serve in business, government, academic, and other
fields at home and abroad.
COST CF THE BILL

The bill authorizes for fiscal year 1967 a total for both sections 3 and
4 of $10 million; for fiscal year 1968 a total of $40 million; for fiscal
year I969 a total of $90 million, ,,for the fourth and fifth years of this
5-year program such amounts as Congress may later authorize. In
any given year, no specific allocation of the total amount authorized
is made as between section 3 and section 4. This bill authorizes no
new funds for existing programs in international education.
BACKGROUND: THE UNITED STATES AND INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION TODAY

THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS OF U.S. Wity_ERSITIES
.

Once an almost completely neglected aspect of American'higher
education, training in the cultures, languages, and current affairs
and problems of other countriesespecially in non-Western regions
is now receiving considerable attention on campuses across the
Nation.

Only 15 years ago, students had hardly any opportunity to learn
about the larger part of the world's peoples and-cultures. American
higher education was based almost entirely on the Western European
culture brought here by immigrants to the United States. Textbooks
and teaching materials for international studies were either inadequate
or nonexistent, and library resources 'n the relevant subjects were
severely liniited.
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Only a handful of universities gave courses on Asia or the Middle
East which emphasized the contemporary world; still fewer offered
courses on Africa. A Ford Foundation study in 1953, for example,

found that there were at least 20 Asian languages, each spoken

by millions of people, for which the most elementary learning materials were not available in the United States.

Moreover, not many university faculty members or graduate

students went abroad to study foreign cultures.. Those who did go

overseas more often went for advanced training in a particular

speeialtr such as medicine, than to study any aspect of the life of the
countries to which they went.
The effort to remedy tihe imbalance in international st dies in the
1950's and 1960's has bben initiated and supported alma t entirely
by private resources, particularly those of the major p
te foundato
tions and a relatively few universities and colleges, someof which- are
publicly supported. These efforts have been stimulated by the many
changeseconomic, political, scie.ntific--,--following World War II.
The Nation's new international activities included foreign aid, first
in Western Europe and Japan. Then, from an increasing rumber of
newly independent nations came requests for trained manpower to
assist in economic and social development programs. Membership
in the. United ?rations and the location of international organizations
iethe United States further heightened the interest of American people
i the events and changes in the rest of the world. American business
investment abroad climbed from less than $12 billion in 1950 to more
than $40 billion in 196§, a year when some 35,000 executives, engineers, and other personnel were working overseas. And scholarly
research on foreign areas, some of which had proved extraordinarily
valuable during the war, was becoming recognized as a continuing
need in governmental and private relations with the rest of the world.
The growing international focus of Americaa higher education today
can be measured in part from the fallowing: 10
.

In 10 years, foreign-area programs stressing training and

research on the languages and cultures of non-Western regions
more than doubled, and by 1964 there were 153 such programs at
universities across the Nation.
Almost 4,000 college and university faculty members were
abroad in 1965 to study, engage,in research, or apply their skills
to the problems of emerging nations. In addition, some 18,000
American students went abroad to 9ke part of their studies4 at
foreign institutio1is.

In 9 years, the number of foreign facultz and scholars at

American campuses for research or visiting professorships increased more than tenfold, and in 1964 totaled almost 9,000.

Foreign student enrollment in 1965-66 reached 90,000 and

included representatives of 1591 countries and_territories.

This rapid growth in international educationprograms has placed a
substantial burden on thefiniversitig and colleges inyolVecL.'-Yet
there is wide agreement that their present resources fall far short of
meeting national ;weds.
The response of the univel*ties_a-the- United States to the -Challenge of world affairs is as varied as thrinstitutions themselves. Each

institution has evolved in its own wayin response to the interests of
its faculty," the opportunities presented, the leadership given, and the
needs to whichi reacts most strongly. This response has emphasized,
t2
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a wirvariety of patterns and combinations, such elements as nonWestern and intercultural curriculum elements at the undergraduate
level, graduate area study centers; programs for foreign students, functional and problem-oriented research programs, general and specialized library development, training of U.S. nationals for service'abroad,
travel, study, and research ovelmeas individually and in institutional
settings, cooperative, programs with other institutions at home and
abroad, and programs in educational assistance with the support of
private foundations or Government agencies. Our publicly supported
universities have retained the traditional dual concerns with teaching
and scholarship and have added a third dimension: Service to the
society beyond the campus.
As our people and our Government have entered' into ever growing international commitment and activities, it has been a natural
development for our universities to become more involved in both,
teaching and studying about the world beyond our borders. Simill

ilarly, it has been a natural development for the American public
university, and in some measure the private university- as well, to
develop a service function extending to a "community" beyond the
borders of its local constituency, even beyond the borders of the
State and Nation.
PROGRAMS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The years since World War II have also seen the Federal Government become increasingly involved in international education efforts

both in the United States and abroad. At present over 20 departments and agencies of the Federal Government are carving on such
activities: the Department of Defense, for instance, will bring over

22,000 foreign nationals to this country for training in the fiscal year
1967, and its specialized training facilities such as the Defense Language Institute have played a significant role in increasing the number of Americans trained in language and area studies. Over 30
Federal agencies are supporting research in U.S. universities related
to international affairs..or other areas of the world. flys agencies,
however, have major responsibilities relating to international education.
The activities of the Agency for International Development in education overseas are extensive, ranging from elementary, and secondary
education, through teacher training and vocational education to aid-to
colleges and universities. Currently about $55 million is spent by
AID for these programs, and an equal amount for activities which have

a major educational content, such as public health, agriculture, and
public administration. Altogether, some 350 projects of an educational nature are being.carried out in- more than 60 countries. The
assistance of American universities, professional. societies, and other
non-Federal organizations is usually an important.part of ;his process.
More specifically, AID had contracts with 72 U.S. universities, as of
September 30, 1965, to conduct technical cooperation activities in the
establishment or strengthening of
institutions in 39 foreign
countries. Over $163 million is involved in these contracts over their

total duration. AID also brings about 6,000 people a year to the
United. States for "participant training" related to its development

projects.
The Peace Corps is engaged on a large scale in providing personnel

to build up educational institutions overseas. Of more than 12,000

r=t,'
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Peace Carps volunteers in service, 6,000 are teaching in classrooms,
chiefly at the secondary school level, but also in primary schools, in
teacher-training and vocational schools, and in universities. In many
countries, Peace Corps volunteers have made possible a_su tantial
expansion of the public school sys m. In six countries,
example,
volunteers constitute half the 9u ified secondary scho teache a
work. The Peace Corps has relied eavily on America higher e 1 ucation for predeparture training of its volunteers. As of
vemb 1965,
over1.00 colleges and universities h ve entered into cont cts ith the
Peace Corps .fur the training of
unteers both in the specialized
fields oflictivity and in the languages, politics, economics, culture and
history of the regions to which they"Nvill be assigned. Because the
Peace Corps has grown so rapidly and covers so many countries, many
colleges _and universities have been called upon to develop Peace
Corps training programs on crash time schedules which have often
dislocated their continuing educational activities. About half of the
first 6,000 returned volunteers have reentered U.S. universities for
further study, bringing new experience and perspective to American
campuses and creating new demti..ds as well.
The Bureau of Educational and Oultural Affairs of the Department
of State has international education as its principal' assignment. It
fulfills this assignment principally through supporting exchange of
students, teachers, professors and research scholars. Over 2,500
Americans and 6,000 people from abroad are currently el-changed
each year, in a program extending, to 130 countries and territories.
The Bureau also supports selected research and study centers abroad,

programs of American studies abroad, presentations of cultural

.achievements, and a university affiliation program which is currently
assisting 62 U.S. colleges and universities in establishing ties with
similar institutions abfoad for the purpose,of educational exchanges.
In addition, the State Department plays a special role in coordinating thetotal effort of the Federal Government in international education from the standpoint of the relationship of these activities to the
foreign affairs of the United States.
Many of the activities of the U.S. Information Agency have adirect
bearing on educational development overseas. Through its oversea
operating branch, the U.S. Information Service, the VSIA. engages
extensively in the teaching of English, in the development of American

studies in universities and secondary schools, and in a substantial
effort to provide at low cost both textbooks tad generat reading
material to educational institutions.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is a minor partici-

pant in U.S. educational efforts abroad, but is the major Federal participant in strengthening interantional education resourcesiat home.
The Department's present role resulted naturally from its expertise

and concern for strengthening the Nation's domestic educational
resources.

h. passing the National Defense Education Act of 1958, Congress
took the initial ster toward improving the Nation's capacity to deal
with other cultures and peoples. It was, as Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare John W. Gardner testified at the task force
hearings, "the first great move of the Government to face up to its
responsibilities" in this area. Title VI of.the act empowers the U.S.`
Office of Education to support university centers for instruction in
modern foreign languages not readily available as well as in related
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studies necessary to understand the regions in which the languages are

At preseu 61 universities have established 98 NDEA supported language and area centers, ranging in coverage from Czech.-to
Tagalog. Over 4,550 students- have received fellowships under title
spoken.

VI of NDEA to assist them in their studies at NDEA language and
area centers.

In addition to its programs under title VI, NDEA, the Office of

Education provides matching grants to State educational agencies for
strengthening instruction in critical subjects, including foreign
languages. Other grants are directed to the elementary and secondary
schools and are expended for laboratories and other special equipment,
including audiovisual and printed and published materials. In the
first 6 years of the operation of title III of NDEA the number of State,
and Federal-supported language development facilities increased from
less than 50 to over 8,000.
Under the Cooperative Research Act of 1954, as amended by title

IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized to support regional educational laboratories for improving instruction and
curriculums in primary and secondary schools. In his message to
Congress of February 2, 1966, President Johnson directed the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to earmark title IV cooperative
research funds for enriching international studies in our elementary
and secondary schools.
In 1964 responsibility for administration of section 102(b)(6) of_the
Fulbright-Hays Act was delegated by the President to the Office of
Education. This section seeks to promote language and area studies
at all levels of United States education by supporting study and travel
in foreign countries by teachers and prospective teachers, and by
financing visits of foreign teachers to the. United States.
Title II of the Higher Education Act of 1965 provides general assistance for college and university library acquisitions and special collections such as those required for international programs.
Other programs conducted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare provide modest support to the field of international
education. These include comparative education studies which are
made available to the public; encouragement of- U.S: participation in
the educational activities of international organizations; and the support with U.S.-owned foreign currencies of research on problems related to education.
FEDERAL RELIANCE ON UNIVERSITY RESOURCES

The record is clear that in the past two decades the Federal Government has come to rely very heavily on the colleges and universities

of the United States for_personnel, knowledge, and instiaitional
expertise in relation to activities in international education and in
other fields as well. It is generally agreed that this reliance has not
brought with it adequate Federal support to strengthen these institutions as resources for the future. Perhaps the most important
influence in shaping the relationship in this manner has been the
fact that the Federal agencies active in international education have

been primarily concerned with the various problems and challenges
in foreign affairs for which they were primarily responsible, and only
secondarily concerned with the welfare of the educational institutions
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upon which they were drawing. Of the Muir Federal agencies

primarily charged with overseas activities in internationa' education,
none has education as a primary concern, still less the strength and
balanced development of our higher educational institutions here at
home: in the budget- of the Agency for International Development
and its predecessor agencies, for example, educational activities have

never accounted for more than 4 percent of the total annual

appropriation.
The result has been that the Federal agency in question has generally
come to the university in question with a request which was short-

term, often to be carried out on a crash basis, and nearly always
conceived and planned according to the foreign policy objectives and
purposes of the agency in question rather than according to any of the
needs or desires of the university. This has generally been true even
with overseas educational assistance projects where the experience of

the university would have been a valuable asset in Government
planning. Because it is usually brought into the project only after

project plans have been crystallized according to Government needs,
the university has all too frequently been forced to assume responsibility for operation of a project which it.has not planned and can only
change with difficulty. It is not-given leeway to assimilate the project
to its home needs by maximizing the benefits from its participation.
Because of this lack of university participation in planning, and still
more because of Government concern with paying only for activities
for which direct overseas "payoff" could easily be envisioned, there
have rarely been provisions allowing even for 'followup studies to
evaluate the total effectiveness of the project over time.

It has unfortunately become clear that Government-supported
overseas educational assistalice projects have proven of primary
benefit to the Government and only secondarily beneficial to the
university or individual professor involved. It is significant in this
respect that service abroad has not yet become a normally accepted
element of an academic career; in large part because of the lack of

opportunity for research or other recognized professional development.
In his message of February 2, 1966, President Johnson for the first
time in .the history of this Nation established greater effectiveness of

our efforts in international education as one of our major national
policy objectives. He also made clear that to implement this new

program, the Federal Government will have to rely more heavily than

ever on the resources of U.S. higher education. The Center for
Educational Cooperation, which the President announced would be
established in the Depa tmentof Health, Education, and Welfare
will serve as a central point of overview. and leadership for the total
U.S. effort in both the domestic, and foreign aspects of international
education. The Center will serve as a central point of reference
within the Federal Government for the colleges and universities of the
United States in their concern with international education; of necessity, the Center must draw heavily on their resources both for personnel and for expertise.
The President also proposed the creation of a corps of education
officers who will serve in selected embassies abroad, providing central
guidance for all aspects of official American educational relationships
with the host country. If these positions are to be filled by those

best equipped to handle this important job, the Governinent will

have to turn to the academic community in most cases to fill them.
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Other programs proposed by the President will place an even
heavier drain on our present supply, of educational talent: The

President directed AID "to make a major effort in programs of direct
educational benefit" to developing nations, by assisting other countries

in increasing their own capacities to educate their people, to do
research, and to produce the resources on which an excellent educational system can be built. As part of this effort, the President

recommended, under existing legislative authority, a significant increase in the number of Americans teaching' abroad, including a
stepped4ip and improved program of English teaching; a general
upgrading of U.S. schools and colleges overseas; and evaluation and
improvement of the education and . services provided to foreign
'students studying in this country.
In addition to these aspects of international education, which would
aid the United States through aiding the peoples of other countries,
the President. laid particular stress on strengthening the education of
Americans as knowledgeable citizens and for specialized work with
it ternatiOnal implications.

COMMITTEE COMMENT

NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BILL

The International Education Act of 1966 reflects the continuing

concern of Congress for the strengthening of American higher educatkn. This concern has previously been expressed in many forms,
including Federal support for the natural and physical sciences, for

medical research, and for the construction of facilities for higher
Even in the specific context of international education,

education.

there has been continuing congressional interest in strengthening the
capabilities of-our colleges and universities. For example, the National

Defense Education Act of 1958 supports the improvement and

expansion of instruction in modern languages and related subjects;
and the Fulbright-Hays Act specifically authorizes, among its other
provisions, grants to teachers and prospective teachers of foreign
languages.

The International Education Act, however, represents the first

legislative initiative to strengthen the international dimensions of our
colleges and universities on a long-range, broad gage basis. Instead of
responding to a specific, defined need, such as that for expanded foreign
language competence, the act provides for support and improvement

of research and teaching in world affairs at both the graduate and
undergraduate levels in colleges and universities throughout the

Nation. In the committee's view, the urgent need for this legislation
cannot be stated too strongly. There appears to be ample justification\ for the words of Hon. John W. Gardner, Secretary of Healtb,
Education, and Welfare, in urging the passage of this legislation. "I
believe very deeply that we are talking here about one A' the gravest
challenges the American people face."
The extensive testimony of witnesses before the task force and the
experience and research of the committee led to two major conclusions:
first, that in the conduct of our foreign policy the Federal Government
has to date drawn heavily upon the resources of our colleges and universities without sufficient concern for the strengthening and replen-

ishing of their intellectual capital; and second, that the increasing
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responsibilities of world leadership make it necessary for this country
to increase systematically the competence of our institutions of higher
education to teach American students and to acceleratk research on
international issues and problems.
The committee believes that the deepest interests of the American

people are involved here: these strengthened educational resources
will contribute both to providing the organized knowledge and highly
trained personnel essential to safeguard the welfare and interests of

our Nation, on the one hand, and on the other to the continuing search
to determine the conditions, policies, and actions which will create a
more stable and peaceful world.
The committee regards President Johnson's message on international

education of February 2, 1966, as an important step forward in
recognition by the United States that international education has
varied but interrelated aspects, which together constitute an
important area of national concern and responsibility. While the
support this bill would provide or U.S. higher education may cons
stitute only a small part of the total program presented by the

President to Congress, the committee believes this bill to be a crucially
important element in its focus on strengthening our own educational
resources.

The committee was impressed by the widespread support for the
bill expressed in testimony of the witnesses during the hearings and
in written statements submitted by representatives of the interested
sectors of our society.

The committee heard statements from

representatives of individual universities and colleges, educational
and scholarly associations, State education departments, primary
and secondary scluiol systems and teachers, private foundations,
business, and labor. The committee was also impressed by the
testimony of the heads of the major governmental agenCies having
responsibilities in the field of foreign affairs that there is no conflict
between their existing responsibilities in international education
and the responsibilities which would be assigned to the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare under this bill; that On the concon trary the International Education Act can be viewed as strenthening
trarv,
resources available to other Federal agencies in carrying out
the
.

their international responsibilities. These officials also agreed that the

interests of their agencies in international education not only interrelate but are mutually supporlive.
FEDERAL SUPPORT

The committee concludes that the Federal Government has a clear

responsibility to support and strengthen the capabilities of our
colleges and universities for international studies and research. The

testimony before the task force established the magnitude of the
need aria the importance to our Nation of an educational system

with high competence in world affairs. Private sources, particularly
the foundations arid the universities themselves, have made heavy
Commitments to the support of international programs. It is now
apparent, however, that if our colleges and universities are to meet
the demands placed upon them in the field of international-affairs,
we must provide additional support from Federal funds. However
valuable the financial support provided by State, local, and private
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sources for international studies and research programs in colleges
and universities, such financing is no longer adequate.
Many of the capabilities which this bill would support constitute
a national responsibility. . As Chancellor Franklin Murphy, of the
University of California at Los Angeles, said in his testimony:
At UCLA we have graduate programs in which five different African languages are taught. Quite clearly we

are not teaching those languages in order to solve the
problems of California; these are not really very germane
to the interests of the. California citizen. This is in the
national interest because it is one of the few places in the
world where this concentration can be found, and students
come from all over ithe_United States for this experience.

The record of past experience with governmental and private support
of international studies in our universities and colleges persuades the
committeethat Federal grants under the International Education Act
of 1966 will not result in reliance upon Federal financing; on the contrary, several witnesses testified that the enactment of H.R. 14643 is
likely to stimulate rising levels of support for these programs from the
resources of the recipient institutions themselves, from State and local
governments, and from private sources. The committee notes particularly the possibility and desirability of greatly increased support
by private business. Witnesses testified before the task force that

programs contemplated under the International Education Act of
1966 would produce the knowledge and the personnel required by
American business both to compete in international markets and to
play an effective role in assisting the economic development of the
emerging nations. In this connection, it is apparent that American
business and industry have unique resources which can strengthen the
activities of our country in many aspects of international education at
home and abroad.
PROGRAMS TO BE SUPPORTED UNDER THE BILL

During the task force hearings, three principal themes emerged
from the testimony of witnesses and the questions of members concerning administration of the grant programs under the International
Education Act: the need for criteria and guidelines in selecting institutions for support, a long-term Federal commitment, and broad-gage
support of a wide diversity of programs.
Both witnesses and task force members emphasized that the need of
our universities and colleges for funds for international studies is so

great, and the funds proposed in this bill are so limited, that it is

essential to establish clear and usable criteria for their allocation. All
commented on this point opposed the inclusion in
the witnesses '

the act of rigid formulas for the selection of institutions to receive
grants. Many of the, witnesses emphasized that the criteria should
include faculty competence imaginative leadership, and institutional

commitment to improve the quality and broaden the scope of teaching
and research capabilities in international studies.

The development of appropriate criteria for allocation of grants
under the act will present a major challenge to the administrators of
the program: in this respect the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare would be well advised to avail itself of outside expertise.
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Both the academic community and the private foundations with
long experience in programs of this type can make valuable contributions to the refinement and application of criteria.

The testimony before the task force differentiated between the
criteria for section 3 graduate center support and those for section

4 undergraduate program. The typical institution receiving assistance
under section 3, for example, will probably already have taken some

substantial steps toward the development of international programs

on the campus in the directions for which it seeks support. The
complexity of the task of building a center equal or superior to the
centers in area of functional studies presently in existence indicates
that in most cases Federal support should build on some existing
strength. Faculty competence in areas related te the proposed
center program should be given considerable emphasis.

The committee specifically intends that support under section 3

may be given to existing or emerging programs with either an area or
a functional emphasis, or a combination of the two, and that support
might be given as well to high-quality,programs which may be focused
in still other directions.
The balance between research and training, between the systematic
development of new knowledge and the production of specialists to
meet critical national needs, will appropriately differ from center to
center. However, a center is more likely to represent a continuing
resource of national signifi-cance when both functions are pursued
together and neither is seriously slighted.

Section 4 of the act lists three factors that are to be given consideration in awarding grants for undergraduate pr6grams: geographical distribution, institutional need, and the ability to use the

funds effectively. In practice a wide diversity of programs involving

many different types of institutions both established and developing
should receive support.
The committee feels strongly that exposure to international affairs,
particularly to at least one of the non-Western areas, should be an
important element in the education of every undergraduate, whether
he is enrolled in a liberal arts program or in a more specialiked professional or preprofessional curriculum. (Over 60 percent of our undergraduates are now enrolled in the latter kind of program). The primary objective of section 4 is the infusion of an international dimension into all undergraduate curriculums, so that this and future generations of American college students will gain a better understanding
of the complex and multifaceted world we live in. A second objective
is the preparation of students who will go on to graduate training in
international studies. Dean Stephen Bailey of the Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University, in his testimony
before the committee quoted a recent report:
The encouragement of non-Western studies in undergraduate
colleges will not only serve to sustain and enliven the liberal
arts but will also furnish 'help where it is likely to yield the
highest returns. The quality of graduate education depends
upon the quality of the undergraduate experience.

The listing in section 4 of some illustrative elements of under-

graduate programs is not intended by the committee tc be restrictive
or to imply that a program to be worthy of support must necessarily
encompass all the elements listed.
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Bocause there are many more institutions eligible for grants under
section 4 than under section 3, there may be pressure to allocate a
larger share of tue available funds in any given year to section 4.

The administrators of the act would be well advised, however, to bear
in mind, at least in the early years of the program, that the development of strong graduate centers as sources of facul: v. and curricular
-materials must to some degree precede any substantial increase in the

number of high-quality undergraduate programs.
To capitalize on the experience of those institutions which have
already made significant strides in international studies a careful

evaluation of a number of successful existing programs should be made
during the first year as part of the planning process which is envisioned

by the committee. By mapping out the- patterns, practices, and
experience which have already led to high levels of competence,

helpful guidelines will be established for those institutions embarking
on new programs. Particularly helpful will be the experience under
existing programs involving groups of institutions which have pooled
their efforts and resources.
The committee finds that a long-term Federal commitment to the objectives of this act and to its grant programs is essential if the programs
are to become an integral part of our educational institutions. As colleges and universities build an international dimension into their curriculums and activities on the home campus, a direct and substantial
commitment of their own resources is required, particularly with regard
to a probable increase in tenure faculty.
In the past, the short-term and project-oriented nature of Federal
programs in the field of international education has reinforced a tendency of some institutions and indiyisluals to regard international educational programs as peripheral to t primary concerns of the institution. That this situation can be ameliorated by lona-term support

has been demonstrated both by the support provided by the major
foundations to international studies and research programs and by the
previous experience of the Federal Government in providing grant
support for the advancement of scientific research.
Through the National Defense Education Act of 1958 the Federal
Government has already made a significant contribution toward the

training of specialists in language and area studies, with activities
under the act concentrated in certain languages and academic disciplines. The functions of the NDEA and the two new patterns of
grantmaking authority in the International Education Act can and

should support each other.
The amendments to title VI of the National Defense Education Act
contained in section 9 of the International Education Act will enable
programs under the NDEA to be administered with a flexibility commensurate with the broad and important national needs toward which
the act is directed. The committee has no intention of changing the

major directions and primary impact of this landmark legislation in
the field of international education.. Section 9 of the International
Education Act removes the limitation which now restricts support to
relatively exotic languages and areas to permit support under the
- NDEA to be directed to other languages and areas. For example,
under the NDEA as amended it will be possible to meet more adequately, the continuing need for trained Western European specialists
whose language competence might be in French, German, or Italian,
languages not now eligible for support. It will also be possible to
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pi ovide funds to centers focusing on Western European languages and
peoples, or the British Commonwealth and Canada. However, there
is no intent to shift the major emphasis of NDEA. support markedly

away from those languages and areas in which instruction has not
been readily available.
The committee is particularly interested in seeing broad support
under the act given to a diversity of high-quality programs. The
International Education Act is designed to make it possible for the
Federal Government to bring about a basic improvement in its relationship with our, colleges and universities in international education.
Rather than simply buying a commodity defined in narrpw terms, as
as been the case all too often in the past, the Federal Government
would instead make a conscious, systematic and long-term investment
in this facet of U.S. education.
The colleges and universities of this country have already taken important steps in strengthening their own resources, often at considerable
sacrifice. The part which we are asking them to play in our national
foreign policy will require at least as great an effort.as did the national
demands for improved scientific research and teaching of the 1950's.

Our institutions are being requested to perform a national service to

assume responsibilities far beyond the needs of the communities which

support them. There must be a commensurate national invgstment
which will be dictated not so much by the foreign policy requiriiments
of the nation, or by the cost - effectiveness equations applied to our
overseas governmental activities, as by the purposes and priorities of
our educational institutions.
This investment will enable our colleges and universities to become
national and international resources capable of meeting the demands of
future years as well as those of the present day: This strengthening
of American capabilities M international education is, in a sense, both
compensation for a debt long overdue and a pledge for the future. It
represents the cornerstone on which to build a comprehensive program
which will, for the first time, recognize and embody the central truth
that American educational activity at home and American educational

cooperation abroad comprise a single, interrelated and indivisible
whole.

"Broad support," as the committee defines it, refers both to support

which is concerned with strengthening the balanced growth of an
institution as a whole, and to support of a wide diversity of programs.
In this connection, the committee notes certain aspects of the projected
programs under the 'International Education Act which recur in the
task force hearings and subsequent deliberations. These recurring
points may deserve special emphasis:
(1) This act is designed to support programs of international studies

and research which are integrated into the central concerns and

activities of our universities and colleges. An institution applying
for a grant under this act should therefore demonstrate that it regards
its, proposed program to be part of its central concerns, rather than a
peripheral activity prompted primarily by academic fashion, external
pressure, or the potential availability of outside financing.
(2) The committee wishes to make clear that, while innovation as
such should not be required of every program, support may be given

to comparatively unorthodox programs which show distinctive
promise. A university might receive a grant under section 3, for
example, to conduct a program for which many of the students and
, .
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some of the faculty, are drawn from outside the academic community
such as a program to prepare labor or business leaders for international
or foreign work. Under section 4, a junior college or a continuing
education center might receive support for a program where institutional commitment, leadership, interest, planning, and past perform-

ance give promise of a program contributing significantly to the
objectives of the act.

(3) The committee wishes to make clear that the International
Education Act of 1966 is not an "education foreign aid bill." The
primary focus of the act is on strengthening the capabilities and
resources for international studies and research of colleges and universities in the United States. It is, of course, both inevitable and
desirable that some of the programs supported by this act have byproducts which will significantly strengthen the overseas educational
assistance and institution-building activities carried on by the Agency

for International Development, the Department of State, and other
Federal, private, and international agencies. Some of the centers
supported under section 3 would help alleviate the curraitly critical
manpower needs of our overseas programs by providing more personnel with training both in their professional specialties and in the
areas and cultures m which they will be working. These and other
centers through their research and studies may well make significant
contributions to our now inadequate understanding of the processes
of social and economic developenent. For example, such centers could

analyze in the emerging nations the benefits and drawbacks of educational and other forms of assistance. The committee wishes to
reiterate, however, that the act is intended to strengthen our universities, not to make them instruments of foreign policy. It is significant that the programs under the act are to be administered by
the Department of tiealth, Education, and Welfare, and not by one
of the agencies whose primary concern is with foreign affairs.

(4) It is the clear intent of the committee that both section 3 and
section 4 programs should, wherever appropriate, include as broad a
range as possible of the different disciplines and departments of the
grantee institution. Much of the existing activity in international
studies and research in American higher education is concentrated in

the humanities and the social sciences. A number of witnesses,
however, testified to the desirability of allowing and encouraging
active participation of other elements within the university as well.
A particularly fruitful development in this direction would be the
participation of such professional schools as education, law, medicine,
public health, social work, business administration, public adminis-

tration, agriculture, engineering, and architecture. Under this act
programs cbuld also involve other parts of the university, such as the
natural and physical sciences and the arts.
(5) Programs bringing a stronger international and cross-cultural
dimension to the training of elementary and secondary school teachers

are of particular importance. Notf only is the competence of our
Nation's teachers the major factor in preparing future college and
university students but, as William Carr, executive secretary of the
National Education Association, suggested
A Major purpose of the added support for graduate and
undergraduate education should be better preparation of
teachers for the elementary and secondary schools. These
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schools complete formal education for the major part of the
American electorate.
(8) It is the opinion of the task force and of several witnesses that
the training of foreign students in this country should be evaluated
and improved. This act does not directly support programs designed

primarily for foreign students, but the committee anticipates that
programs supported, under this act, particularly functional centers
under section 3, might provide more relevant education and training
for foreign students.
(7) The language in both section 3 and section 4 permits grants to
groups of institutions as well as to individual colleges and universities.

In view of the high cost of quality programs and the scarcity of

qualified faculty, source material, and other essential resources, the
committee strongly endorses interinstitutional cooperation on either
a formal or informal basis.
(8) In recent years a number of organizations and other entities
which are not degree-granting institutions have made major contributions to strengthening international education. They have done
so by developing resources, programs, and opportunities along distinctive lines, Among these entitles are scholarly. and professional
organizationk area studies orga,nizations, State education depart-

ments with responsibilities in higher education, and educational

research organizations. The committee has authc'ized grants to
such public or private nonprofit organizations in Circumstances where
it appears that such° support would make an especially significant
contribution to advancing the objectives of the act.

(9) The committee is concerned that continuing attention and

evaluation be given to the administration of this program and to its
relationship to other Federal Government programs in international
ducation. The committee has, therefore, added language to the act
r uiring the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make an
an ual report 'to Congress which reviews and evaluates the administrat n of programs under this act while also reviewing activities of
the Federal Government which draw upon or strengthen American
resources for international study and research and any plans or activities then in existence designed to coordinate or improve the efforts of
the Federal Government in international education.
"", intent adopted by the
This same intent, is reflected
declaring that
committee for insertion io7.
it is both necessary and itppropriltte for the Feder.11 (..',ornment "to
coordinate existing and future programs of the Federal Government
in international education."
The committee views the function embodied in section 8 of the net
as an essential one, best performed by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare precisely because it is the Department
charged with the strengthening of American education as one of its
primary concerns. In the committee's view, each word in the phrase
"international educatiOn" is of equal importance; but governmental

activity and interest in the past two decades has focused on the

"international" rather than on the "education."
It is in part to redress this balance that the committee has added
the requirement of the annual report to Congress. The committee

has no intention thai the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare or any other agency should attempt to dilute or supplant the
";4-855 0 - 86 - 4
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authority or the responsibility of the Department of State for the
function it now performs in reviewing and coordinating, from the
standpoint, of the foreign policy interests of the United States, the
activities of the Federal Government, in international education.
The committee has assigned to the Secretary of Health Education,

and Welfare an entirely different function, that of overview and
reporting in relation to the activities of the Federal Government in
international education frog .the standpoint of the stre,noth and the
balanced development of the educational resou.ces 6i the United States.
The evidence is clear that our governmental activities in the past have

not been given systematic, continuinveyaluation within the Government from this latter viewpoint.
THE CENTER, FOR EDUCATIONAL COOPERATION

In his inessage of February 2, 1966, President Johnson announced
that he planned to "direct the Secretary of Health, Education,. and
Welfare to establish within his Department a Center for Educational
Cooperation." As the President described it:
This Center will he a focal point for leadership in international education. While it will not supplant other governmental agencies already conducting programs in this

field, it will
Act as a channel for communication between our
missions abroad and the. U.S. educational community;
Direct programs assigned to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare;
Assist public and private agencies conducting international education programs.

Secretary Gardner testified before the task force that one of the
responsibilities assigned to the Center will be the administration of
grant programs under the International Education Act of 1966. For
this reason and because of the leadership role the Center will play in
relation to international education generally, the committee regards
the character and functioning of the Center as having a crucial.bearing
on the success of the International Education Act. The testimony of
witnesses before the task force emphasized the great importance of
developing a close working relationship between the Center and our
universities and colleges, characterized by cooperatioh, communication,.mutual understanding, and respect. A comment of Dean Stephen

..Bailey is relevant here:

I think a lot of the mistakes, a lot of the detours, a lot of
the bumps that have been negotiated by thOse agencies of
the Federal Government which have been dealing in the past
with. higher eductitiorrhave been made because of a lack of

understanding of the very complex nature of American
higher education. I Would hope that those who come into

this work, to administer the program, would have patience
and also sensitivity to . the very complex decision process

which is involved.
The committee notes that a number of witnesses who commented on

this question urged that the Center be located at a high level in the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in order to aid the
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Center both in attracting outstanding personnel and in dealing effectively with other Federal agencies having responsibilities in international education.
In his message, President Johnson also announced plans to appoint
a Council on International Education to advise the Center for Educational Cooperation. The Council is to be "composed of outstanding
"leaders of American .education, business, labor, the professions, and
philanthropy." `The committee endorses the idea of the Council and
notes in particular its desire that the Council membership and the
committee staff include representation for women, for citizens of
Asiatic and Latin American descent, for Negroes, and for Americans
of other racial and ethnic backgrounds. In order to fulfill its advisory
function to the Center on mattem of broad policy, the Council should
be broadly representatiVe of American, society.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the ad-

ministrators of the Center should also- avail themselves of more detailed advice and counsel, particularly from academic institutions and
foundations, on a relatively frequent and systematic basis. This procedure will not only be helpful to the Center in implementing the objectives of this act, but will also stimulate communication between the
Center staff and the academic community.
HISTORY OF THE LEGISLATION

On September 16, 1965, President Johnson in a speech commemorat,

ing the bicentennial celebration of the Smithsonian Institution

promised to place before Congress in the following year a comprehen-

sive program of international education, designed to improve the
competence of U.S. educational institutions in the field of international studies and to aid the education efforts of developing nations.
In setting forth his concept of the new program, the President stated

that "the growth and the spread of learning must be the first work.of
nation that seeks to.be free." To carry out his proposals, the President subsequently appointed 'a special task force "to recommend a
. broad and long -range plan of worldwide educational endeavor," and
indicated the importance he attached to this work by naming Secretary of State Rusk as chairman and Secretary of Health, Education,
and. Welfare as another member of the task force.
The result of the efforts of the task force was embodied 4 months
later in a special message to Congress on February 2, 1966. In
this message the President made more than 2 dozen proposals embody-

ing the details of the programs whose broad outlines he had traced

in his Smithsonian address, and at the same time he urged the passage
of the International Education Act of 1966.

The new proposals constitute a unified, integrated approach to
U.S. effortsboth in this country and abroadin the field of international education. Their purpose is "to strengthen our capacity
for international educational cooperation, to stimulate exchange with
students and' teachers of other lands, to assit the program of education in developing nations, and to build new bridges of understanding,"

In advocating. this new approach to, international education,
President Johnson indicated that many agencies and departments of

the Federal Government will be involved in its implementation
through new legislation, Executive order, and departmental di-rective.

The President specially charged the Department of Health,

*
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Education, and Welfare with "a broad authority to help strengthen
our country's capacity to carry on this noble adventure."
It is foa the purpose of carrying out this particular aspect of the
President's new program that the International Education Act of
1966 was introduced in the House of Representatives on February
2, 1966, by Representatives Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., of NewYork,
and John Brademas, of Indiana. On February 3, 1966, an identical
bill, S. 2874, was proposed in the Senate by Senator Wayne Morse;
of Oregon.

On February 2, 1966, H.R. 12451 and H.R. 12542, the Powell and
Brademas bills, were referred to the House Committee. on Education
and Labor, and Chairman Powell appointed Congressman Bradeinas
as Chairman of a Task Force on International Education to conduct
hearings on the proposed legislation. The members of the task forte
for the majority were Representatives Carlton R. Sickles (Maryland),

August F. Hawkins (California), William D. Hathaway (Maine),

William D. Ford (Michigan) and Patsy Mink (Hawaii) ; or the minority: Representatives William H. Ayres (Ohio), A.lphonzo Bell (California), and Albert H. Quie (Minnesota). Seven days of hearings
were conducted, from March 30 to April'7, 1966. The task force
heard testimony from a total of 26 witnesses. Testifying as administration witnesses were the Honorable John W. Gardner, Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.,the Honorable Daiid E. Bell, Administrator of the Agency for International Del;elopment; the Honorable Charles Frankel, Assistant Secretary of State for Education and
Cultural Affairs; the HonorableLeonard H. Marks, Director of the
U.S. Information Agency; and the Honorable Warren IL- Wiggins,
Acting Director of the Peace Corps. (Representalives Robert
McClory; of Illinois, and Weston E. Vivian, of Michigan, offered
testimony also. The 19 nongbvenatental witnesses..who presentle

"testimony on the International Education Act administrators add
faculty from universities and colleges, associations representing xirtually every aspect of the educational community in the, United
States, scholarly and professional societies, labor and bUsiness. Depite the diversity of viewpoint represented, all of the witnesses, endorsed the new leg,islation, although changes akemphasis or coverage

\

were 13uggested. ,

The 'ask force committee took 620 transetipt pages of testimony

and received over two dozen additional officialstatements of opinion.
Over 40 formal and informal suggestions for amendments were proposed by the witnesses or suggested by the task force me . US them -

'selves during the heinings or at later stages in their de ieiatiobs.
More than a dozen of these were incorporated in an amended version

of the bill which the task force reported with unanimowi.approval
with instructions that the amended eversion be submitted as a clean
bill. The clean bill, H.R. 14643,,was considered by the Committee
on Education and Labor on April; 27, 1966, and with the addition of
one amendment proposed by the chairman. of the committee, was
approved without dissent and ordered 'to be reported to the House of
Representatives.

.
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE

This section states that the act may be cited as the "International
Education Act of 1966."
SECTION 2. FINDINGS AND DECLARATION

This section contains a statement of congressional fin gs which
declares that a knowledge of other countries is of the utmo t importance in promoting mutual understanding and cooperation between
nations, that strong American educational resources are a ecessary
base for strengthening our relations with other nations, that Americans

should be assured ample opportunity to develop their intellectual
capacities in all areas of knowledge pertaining to other countries,
peoples, and cultures. For these reasons, the Congress declares it to

be both necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government to
assist in the development of resources for international study and
research and to assist in the development of resources and trained

personnel in academic and professional fields to meet the requirements

of world leadership and to coordinate all Federal programs in the
field of international education.

SECTION S. CENTERS FOR ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDY

This section authorizes the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to arrange for the establishment, strengthening, and opera-

tion of graduate centers which will be national and international
resources for research and training in international studies and international aspects of professional and other fields of study. The

activities of these centers will be concentrated either on specific
,geographical areas of the world or on particular fields or issues in
world affairs which concern one or more countries, or on both.

This section will be carried out through grants to institutions of
higher education or combinations of such institutions; however, the

Secretary is also authorized to make grants to public and private
nonprofit agencies and organizations, including professional and
scholarly associations, when such grants will make an especially
significant contribution to attaining the objectives of the section.
These grants may be used to cover the cost of establishing, strength:equipping, and operating research and training centers, inen'
uding the cost of teaching and research materials and resources of
rograms for bringing visiting scholars and fa..::,ilty to the center,
and of training, improvement, and travel of the staff for the purpose
of carrying out the objectives of the section. The grants may also
include funds for stipends to individuals undergoing trai";,,,g. The
amounts of the stipends, including allowances for dependents and for
travel for research and study both here and abroad, will be determined
in accordance with the-regulations of the Secretary.
4

_f

SECTION 4.. GRANTS .TO STRENGTHEN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS IN
ji INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

This Section auth rizes the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare to make grar4ts to institutions of higher education or combina-
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tions thereof to assist them in plalling, developing, and carrying out
a comprehensive program to strengthen and improve undergraduates
instruction in international studies. These grants may be. for projects
and activities which are. an integral part of such a comprehensive
Trogram such as (1) planning for the development and expansion of
.undergraduate programs in international studies; (2) teaching, re-

search, curriculum development, and other related activities; (3)
training of faculty members in foreign countries; (4) expansion of
foreign language courses; (5) planned and supervised student work-

study-travel programs; and (6) programs under which foreign teachers
and scholars may visit institutions as visiting faculty.

The Secretary is also authorized to make grants to public and

private nonprofit agencies and organizations, including professional
and scholarly associations, when such grants will make an especially
signifiCant contribution to attaining the objectives of the section.
Grants under this section will be made only upon application to
the Secretary containing such information as he deems necessary.
'For approval, lin application, must set forth a- program for carrying-oitt one or more projects or activities for which a grant is authorized
under the section; must set forth policies and procedures assuring
that-Federal funds will be used to supplement and, if practical, increase
the level of funds that would in the absence of the Federal grant, be
made available for purposes which meet the requirements of section 4,
and that in no case will they supplant such funds. In addition, the

application must provide for fiscal control and fund accounting
procedures and for making appropriate reports to the Secretary.

The Secretary is required to allocate grants to institutions of

higher education in a manner and according to a plan which will most

nearly provide an equitable distribution of grants throughout the

States while giving a preference to those institutions which are most

in need of funds for programs in international studies and which
show -real promise of being able to use such funds effectively.

---SECTION 5. METHOD OF PAYMENT; FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION

This section authorizes payments to be made in installments, and
in advance or by way of reimbursement. It authorizes the Secretary

to utilize the Services and facilities of other Federal agencies and
other public and nonprofit agencies.

SECTION. 6. FEDERAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION PROHIBITED

This sectio'i,i provides that nothing contained in the act shall be
co1i4tued to authorize any Federal officer or agency to exercise any
direction, supervision, or control over their curriculum, program of
instruction, administration, or personnel of any educational institution.
SECTION 7. APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

Subsection (a) of this section directs the Secretary to carry out
the grant program provided in the act during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1967, a d each of the 4 succeeding fiscal years.
Subsection (b) rovides that for making grants under the act there
is authorized to b appropriated the sum of $10 million for the fiscal,
year 1967, $40 mil ion for the fiscal year 1968, and $90 million for the
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It provides that fur the fiscal years ending June 30,
1970, and June 30, 1971, only such sums may be appropriated as the
Congress may hereafter authorize by law.
fiscal year 1969.

SECTION 8. ANNUAL REPORT

This section requires the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare, prior to January 31 of each year, to make a report to Congress
reviewing and evaluating activities carried on under the authority of
the act, and also, reviewing other activities of the Federal Government
drawing upon or strengthening American resources for international
study and research. and anv existing activities and plans to coordinate

and improve the efforts of the Federal Government in international
educat

SECTION 9. AMONDAIENTS .TO STRENGTHEN TITLE VI OF THE NATIONAL
DEFENSE EDUCATION 4CT OF 1958

Subsection (a) amends section_ 601(a) of the National Defense

Education Act of 1958, which authorizes the Commissioner of Education to arrange with institutions of higher education for the establishment and operation of language and area centers. Under the present
law, language and area centers may be established only if the Commissioner determines (1) that indiViduals trained in the language are
needed by the Federal Government or by business, industry, or educa-

tion in the United States,--and (2) that adequate instruction in the
language is not readily available in the United States. The amendment repeals the second of the two required determinations.
Subsection (b) also amends section 601(a) of the National Defense
Education Act of 1958. That section now provides that a contract

for the establishment and operation of a language and area center
may cover not more than 50 percent of the cost of the establishment
and operation of the center. The amendment changes this provision
to authorize payment of "all or part" of such costs.
Section (c) also amends section 601(a) of the National Defense
Education Act of 1958. That section now authorizes the Com-

missioner of Education to arrange through contracts for- the establishment and operation of language and area centers. The amendment
would authorize the Commissioner to use grants as well as contracts
for this purpose.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW -MADE, BY Ti-is BILL, AS RLTORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIli of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in.._ existing law made by the, bill, as
reported; are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackers, new matter is printed in italics, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
SECTION 601 OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT Of 1958
LANGUAGE AND AREA CENTERS

SEC. 601. (a) The Commissioner is authorized to arrange thrthkgh

grants to or contracts with institutions of higher education for t
establishment and operation by them, during the period beginnin
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July 1, 1958, and ending with the close of June 30, 1968, of centers
for the teaching of any modern foreign language with respect to which

the Commissioner determines [(I)] that individuals trained in such
language are needed by the Federal Government or by business;
industry, or education in the United States[, and (2) that adequate
instruction in such language is not readily available in the United
States]. Any such grant or contract may provide for instruction
not only in such modern foreign language but also in other fields

needed to provide a full understanding of the areas, regions, or
countries in which such language is commonly used, to the extent

adequate instruction in such fields is not readily available, including
fields such as history, political science, linguistics, economics, sociology,

geogra hy, and anthropology. Any such grant or contract may
cover (not more than 50 per centum] all or part of the cost of the
establishment
ment and operation pf the center with respect to which it is

made, including the cost of grants to the staff for travel in the foreign
areas, regions, or countries with which the subject matter of the field
or fields in which they are or will be working is concerned and the costof travel of foreign scholars to such centers to teach or assist in teaching
therein and the cost of their return, and shall be made on such conditions as the Commissioner finds necessary to carry out the purposes of
this section.

(b) The Commissioner is also authorized, during the period beginning July 1, 1958, and ending with the close of June 30, 1968, to pay
stipends to individuals undergoing advanced training in any modern
foreign language (with respect to which he makes the determination
under [clause (1) of] subsection (a)), and other fields needed for a full
understanding of the area, region, or country in which such language
is commonly used, at any short-term or regular session of any institution of higher education, incizz-iino allowances for dependents and for
tranli to and from their pla-7.., of residence, but only upon reasonable
assurance that the recipients of such stipends will, on completion of
their training, be available for teaching a modern foreign language in
an institution of higher education or for such other service of a public
nature as may be permitted in regulations of the Commissioner.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS
We, the undersigned, regard the provisions of this bill as a logical
extension of the "Language and Area Centers" program authorized
by title VI of the National Defense Education Act. In our judgment,
title VI has been among the most important contributions to American
education stemming from President Eisenhower's recommendations
which initiated the NDEA.

Few people, even today, are aware of the sorry state of modern

language study in American schools and colleges that existed a decade

after World War II. In 1958, less than 15 percent of secondary
school students studied a modern language, and the record was not

much better in our colleges. Moreover, both language and cultural
studies were confined largely to French and Spanish. Three-quarters

of the population of the earth speak languages for which almost no
instruction was available in the United States.. The serious implications of this academic void are too obvious to require discussion, and
while the situation will require many more years to remedy we have
made great progress since 1958.
Title VI area study programs go beyond grants for the establishment

of university centers for in -depth study of languages and cultures;
they also include the award of fellowships for advanced study in lan-

guages in which we require more proficiency and research and studies
in linguistics. Currently, 98 centers are being supported, 1,915 persons are receiving stipends for language and area studies, and about 80
new research projects are being initiated. In addition, a sizable proportion of fellowships awarded under another title of the act are for
advanced study in languages.

From the beginning, the emphasis in the centers and associated

programs has been on proficiency in languages and knowledge of cul-

tures closely related to the Nation's paramount interests in foreign

relations, and in our commercial and economic development interests

At a relatively modest cost, shared by universities which
have committed their own limited funds to this purpose, these programs have made an enormous contribution to the Nation's capacity
to cope with its role of world leadership. Increasingly, this contribution will be felt in the private sector of commerce, business, and inas well.

dustry, as well as in the conduct of our foreign policy.
The present bill soundly builds upon the base created in the NDEA

under the leadership a .L resident Eisenhower. It recognizes that
every field of scholarship and every applied science has an international dimension, and that necessarily this din...sion is of prime
concern to the National Government. The Federal funds are "seed
money" in the true sense of that expression, for which we can expect
returns far exceeding in worth the amount of money invested.
In the years since 1959 we have not heard of a single complaint
concerning title VI of NDEA, although it involves some very difficult
decisions about the disposition of limited funds and the assessment
of needs in both the public and the private sectors, to say nothing of
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the competing demands of scholarship itself. Therefore we are
confident of the success of the expanded program proposed in H.R.
14643, and we join in urging its enactment.
WILLIAM H. AYRES,
ALBERT H. QUIE,
CHARLES E. GCODELL,
JOHN M. ASHBHOOK,
ALPHONZO BELL;

OGDEN F. REID,
GLENN ANDREWS,
EDWARD J. GURNEY,

Members of Congress.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CONGRESSMEN QUIE, GOODELL,
AND GURNEY
We want to make perfectly clear that this bill has nothing at all to
do with aid to other nations to improve their educational systems.
The President's message of February 2, 1966, relating to "international education and health," was couched in typically gramliose
terms of "a worldwide effort to rid mankind of this slavery of ignorance
and the scourge of disease." The implication that .we were to under-

take a program to extend the "Great Society" to all the world at the
same time we were engaged in an increasingly costly war in Vietnam
and faced with mounting inflation at home caused great concern to
Members of Congress of both parties.
H.R. 14643 does not even move in the direction of any new foreign
commitment. It merely expands the application of a program devised
and sponsored by a Republican administration, and is related solely
to domestic colleges and universities.
In view of the President's expansive pronouncements on this subject we think it is necessary to make the true dimensions of this bill
absolutely clear in order to avoid misunderstandings.
ALBERT H. QUIE.
CHARLES E. GOODELL.
EDWARD J. GURNEY.
Members of Congress..
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FACT SHEET PREPARED BY THE OFFICE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTIt
EDUCATION AND WELFARE

"INTERNATIONAL EDI/CAT:0:r ACT OF 1966"
S.

2874 AND OTHERS

Background

In his Message on International Education, President 'Johnson reco llllll ended
a program of incentive grants administered by Health, Education, and Welfare
for universities and groups of universities:
(a ) to promote centers of excellence in dealing with particular problems
and particular regions of the world ;

(h) to develop administrative staff and faculties adequate to maintain

long-time commitments to overseas educational enterprises. The President
asked for a program giving colleges and universities financial assistance in
their efforts to add an international dimension to their course offerings.
World War II ended the isolationism of the U.S. and gave this Nation new
responsibilities in parts of the globe where we previously had only marginal

interests.
Soon, both Government and private business concerns working overseas found

their tasks hampered by language barriers and inadequate knowledge of the
many countries where our international commitments carried us. , The search

for.Americans well trained in modern foreign languages revealed the inadequacies
of language training in our schools.
In 1958, the Congress responded to this ueed by passing the National Defense

Education Act which included provisions in Title VI for the establishment of

Langaage and Area Centers at American colleges and universities,
In 1963, our American universities were operating 55 language and area centers
with a total student enrollment of 31,567. This year, there are 99 centers with
an enrollment of more than 3.3,000 students. This program also provided 1,035
feliowships for graduate study in non-Western languages during 1963. This year,
it is financing graduate language study by nearly 2,000 students. Further, Language and Area Centers developed specifically to serve undergraduates went into
operation for the first time at the beginning of this academic year.

Serious deficiencies still exist in the international affairs curricula of many

colleges and universities.

A little before World War II, this country exchanged ambassadors with only
17 nations, and ministers with 43. Today, we have well over 100 ambassadorial
posts.

Relationships with other c' untries that could not have been foreseen 25 years
ago have arisen; so have America's international commitmentsin travel and

commerce, in research and study abroad, in business and governmental relations
with these countries,
During 1963-64, more than 18,000 students and more than 4.000 U.S. faculty
members extended their education abroad. This is double the numbermf a short
10 years ago.

In 1954, 1.1 million Americans were overseas travelers, spending $1.6 billion.

By 1964, 2.2 million Americans were abroad spending $3.4 billion.

Foreign travel to the United States and foreign trade have also increased

dramatically. It has become clear that our colleges and universities, attempting,

to keep up with the demand for critically needed skills of other areas of the

world, must move forward in this field to help respond to our national needs.
Last fall, President Johnson, in an address before the Centennial celebration
of the Smithsonian Institution, called for a new and wide-ranging endeavor in
the field of international education. He appointed a Task Force en International

Education chaired by Secretary of State, Dean Rusk on which Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare, John Gardner served,
Many of the Task Force's recommendations were contained in the President's
Message on international Education submitted recently to Congress.
Proposal
Other Federal agencies, including the Peace Corps and the Agency for Inter-

national Development, would be authorized to conduct new programs. The
President's Message also directs the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to set up a Center for Educational Cooperation within the Department
to be a "focal point for leadership in International Education and act as a
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channel for communication between the U.S. educational community and U.S.
missions abroad."
The legislation proposes vesting new authority with the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare to carry out new legislative programs including the
administration of :
A grant program to American colleges and universities to establish Graduate

Centers of excellence equipped to be centers of national and international resources for research and training in international studies. A center might
specialize in all matters affecting one geographic area instead of a previous
emphasis on just language or the culture of that area. It also might concentrate on a problem common to many countries or specific areas such as overpopulation or agriculture. It might do both.
Subject matter at these Graduate Centers would be as far-ranging as necessary
to fill the serious gaps in our knowledge of other countries. The Act would
underwrite travel by visiting scholars and faculty to the American centers as
well as other projects and activities.

A grant program
assist colleges and universities in planning, developing
and carrying out a comprehensive program to sIreugthen and improve Undergraduate Instruction in international studies. Sample programs could include
such projects and activities as faculty planning for development and expansion
of undergraduate programs, expansion of foreign language courses and student
work-study-travel programs.
A strengthened Title VI of the National Defense Education Act of 1958. Pres-

ently, the Federal share of the cost of financing language and area centers is
limited to 50 percent. This would be increased to a maximum 100 percent of
Federal funding. The amendments would also remove Ihe restrictions on language covered by the legislation. Area and language centers for Western studies
Presently, these centers over comprehensive programs of

could, be established.

instruction dealing with one or another non-Western world region in close
integration with the study of the modern languages spoken in that region including languages from Arabic to Vietnamese.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

September 19, 1966.

Chairman, Education Subcommittee,
Committee on Labor and Public 1Velfare,

U.S. Senate, 1Vashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: This letter is in response to your request of August 18.

1966, for a report on an amendment (contained in h Committee print of August
18) intended to be proposed to H.R. 14643 (as passed by the Honse), a bill "To
provide for the strengthening of American educational resources for international
studies and research".

The proposed amendment would amend part C of title VII. of the Public

'Health Service Act. under which this Department provides finanPial assistance
to accredited schools of medicine. osteopathy, dentistry, pharmacy, podiatry, or
optometry in the United States (including Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands)
to assist them in making lot.sns to students who are pursuing full-tin e courses
of study in these schools. This program is known as the Health Professions

Stud= Loan Program. The amendment would provide for setting aside

portion of the funds appropriated for ;.his program to enable the Secretary to
make direct loans on similar terms to United States citizens for full-time study
in sehools located outside the Unite fj States. The amendment would require
the Secretary to approve the foreign seftol to be attended by the student, and he
eould not. approve a school for this purpose unless he determined that it offe"s
training of a type and quality substantially similar to .that offered by similar
schools in the United States which are accredited for purposes of the present
Health Professions Student Loan Program.
We are opposed to the enactment of the proposed amendment because of the
difficulties involved in approving foreign schools for purposes of this program.
In the United States, accrediting bodies for schools which are eligible to participate in the Health Professions Student Loan Program draw upon professional and acadentiFIcifirership to assure a high level of education and training
standards. These standards are vigorously safeguarded and approved by the
accrediting bodies.
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In, most foreign countries Equivalent standards do not exist and government.
in many eases. is the accrediting bOdy.

If the 'proposed inendment were adopted. either this Ihqiurtment or private
accrediting agencies it the United States would have to approve the foreign

Neither k presently equipped to do so. Since the Federal Government
does not approve or accredit American schools for participation in this program.
we would consider it most inadvisable to consider doing so in the case of foreign
lust it lit ions. Iu addithm. the process would be difficult. costly. and politically
hazardous since the United States would be superimposing our accreditation
standards upon foreign schools.
schools.

We are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is no objection to
the presentation of this report from the standtPoint of the Administration's
program.
Sincerely.

:1011N W. GARDNF.R.

Secret a ry.

OPENING S'.',.TEMF.NT

(7IIAIRMAN

Senator MORSE. AppearinU be fore us this morning will be the admin-

istration witnesses to present 1estiinony in favor of the bol On Friday, the subcommittee will hear oral testimony from outside witnesses.
At a date to be announced later the hearings will conclude with an
additional day of testimony from other outside and congressional witnesses. The bearings will lie limited to 3 days.

The Chair has requested during the final 2 (lays of the hearings
that oral statements lie limited to 10 minutes. with the understanding
that the full statement of each witness will be printed in the record
together with such substantiating documentation as the witness may
wish to supply.
This morning, we have the honor and piivilege of having as our first
witness the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare. He is accompanied by his colleagues in the Department and in the Office of
Education.
Mr. Secretary, it will be our pleasure to hear your testimony.: You
may introduce for the record your associates who will appear with
yon.

11 it is agreeable to in colleagues we will take your testimony and
upon the conclusion of it we will. through colloquy, resolve any questions the members may have before we proceed to our next, witness.
As far as the Chair is concerned, however. T have prepared a list
of quest i'ons for you to consider. T shall read some of them when you
but T shall not ask you to answer them this morning. I think
we can save time and it will be to the benefit of the subcomthittee if I
submit these questions to you in writing to have you prepare written
answers to them for insertion in the record when it is convenient for
yon to submit them. T will have them placed in the record immediately following your testimony.
As is usual in our subcommittee hearings. we reserve the right to_
have all interested in your Department participatewith us iii seminar
fashion by submitting to us from time to time the information the sub_committee may need and we reserve the right to call members of your
staff before ns, evert in executive session when we come to mark up the
hill, to give us additional information.
in behalf of my subcommittee. T want to thank you again .for the

splendid and unfailing cooperation we always receive from your
Department in carrying out our work as we'conduct these hearings.
We will be delighted to hear you at thiS time.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN W. GARDNER, SECRETARY
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY DR.

RALPH S. -HUITT, SECRETARY Fort LEGISLATION; DR. PAUL A.
MILLRR, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION; HONORABLE
HAROLD HOWE II, COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION; RALPH C. M.
FLYNT, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCA-

TION; SHELTON B. GRANGER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS; AND SAMUEL HALPERIN,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION

Secretary GAILDN-Pr. Mr. Chairman, I will first introduce our asso-

ciates at the table here: Paul Miller, Assistant Secretary of HEW
for Education ; Ralph K. Huitt, Assistant Secretary of HEW for
Legislation; Harold 'Howe II, U.S. Commissioner of Education;
Ralph C. M. Flynt, Associate Commissioner for International Educa-

tion; Shelton II. Granger, Deputy Assiaant Secretary of HEW for
International Affairs; and Samuel Halperin,,Deputy Assistant Secretary of HEW for Legislation.
If I may, I shall proceed with my testimony.

Senator Mont:. You may proceed in your own way.

Secretary GARDNER. I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the proposed International Education Act of 1966 Contained in
two related bills, H.R. 14643, passed by the House of Representatives
and S. 2874, introduced by the distinguished chairman of this sub committee.

NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

In my view, this legislation addresses itself to the most serious
challenge of our timethe task of understanding and coping with a
world torn by conflict. Given the crucial role our Nation has come
to play in the affairs of the world, we can no longer afford to be ignorant of the processes that are shaping that world.
'Modern technology, especially in transportation and communica-

SO has made everyone next: door neighbors. What our neighbors
do affects us and what we do affects them. In a world whose capacity

for destruction constantly challenges its capacity to understand, it
is imperative that we play our part. wisely. For this we need not
only Highly trained o .to- serve overseas
private and public
, is as importantly, a citizenry that is broadly educapaci
cated in the history an culture of other countries and is aware of the
complexities of our international role. And above all we need to
pursue the kinds of peaceful and constructive collaboration with other
nations that will strengthen mutual understanding.
PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGE

No activity serves all of these purposes more .effectively than the
activity broadly described as international education.' It. is in this
context that President Johnson proposed to -expand our national efforts in the area of international echication. In his Message on International Education and Health he said :
We would be shortsighted to confine our vision to this Nation's shorelines.
The same renards we count at home will flow from sharing in a worldwide
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effort to rid mankind of the slavery of ignorance

. . . Education lies at the heart
of every nation's hopes and purposes. It must be at the heart of our international relations.

Among the several proposals which the President called for in his
February 2d message is the bill which you are presently considering:

The International Education Act is' not an overseas assistance

program. Rather, it seeks to strengthen and develop the American
educational institutions which must provide the resource base of talent
and knowledge for our efforts abroad and for public enlightenment
at home.

4ik

EDUCATIONAL INSITruTIONS AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

In shaping the legislation we were mindful of the traditional relationship between our educational institutions and the Federal Govern;
ment. Our educational institutions are strong only in the degree thai,
they are independent. They serve the Nation best when they serve
the high purposes for which they were ated.
In my own writings I have often
d the need for our universi-

ties to maintain their independence of the Federal Government. I
sincerely believe that the provisions of this act are such that the
integrity and autonomy of our universities will be preserved and
strengthened. Too often in the past, the Federal Government has
asked the universities to take on international activities through a
pattern of ad hoc services and contracts that sometimes diverted these
institutions into tasks that were not integral parts afslheir long-range
development.
SECTION 3

Section 3, the first of the three major substantive provisions of the

International Education Act, authorizes "grants to institutions of
higher education, or combinations of such institutions, for the establishment, strengthening, and operation by them of graduate centers
which will be national and international resources for research and
training in international studies."
This section is designed to encourage the development strengthening of graduate centers '3oncernPd with international !batters. No

attempt is made to specify the subjects of concentration of these
centers. The act states only that they may concentrate on specific
geographic areas of the world, such as Africa or Latin America, or on
particular problems, such as velopment economics or tropical medicine, or they may combine t approaches. Some graduate center's
may draW' from many dep
ents within one university. Others
may build upon one or more f the university's professional schools
as a base for significant international activities, a development long
overdue in American higher education. Still others may draw upon

the resources of several universities, wimps finding new ways to
cooperate with academic institutions abroad that are concerned with
similar problems.

A university that is willing to make the long-term commitment

essential to the success of a graduate center must be free to select an
approach that best, reflects its special strengths and capabilities. In-
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stead of imposing firm blueprints or rigid concepts, we shall encourage
those who seek grants to take the initiative in formulating varied and
imaginative programs: In this way, we shall benefit from the rich
diversity, that has always characterized our educational institutions.
GRANTS TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE NONPROFIT AGENCIES

Diversity of approach will be further encouraged.by a special provi-

si 4 in the House-passed bill making it possible to offer grants to
p blic and private nonprofit agencies. We believe this to be a sound
provision.

Section 3 gra uate centers will doubtless take a great variety of

forms, some of w ich we cannot yet anticipate. As. the centers develop,
the quality and i act of their work will, we hope, haVe a positive
influence on the un ergraduate and graduate programs of the umver. sities with which they are associated. 'The centers will also become

international resources with which the educational institutions and
governments of other nations ma;; collaborate on constructive activities.

SECTION 4

Section 4 of the act concentrates on undergraduate programs. Unlike the provision for the graduate centers,"it is not concerned with
specialization, but seeks rather to encourage it broad introduction of

the Nation's undergraduate students to international affairs. It
authorizes grants to institutions of higher education to assist "in planning, developing, and carrying out a comprehensive program to
strengthen and improve undergraduate instruction in international
studies." Examples of the kinds of efforts that could be supported

include curriculum pl_anning, faculty training, expansion of foreign
language courses, student work-study programs abroad, and programs
-"to support visits*y foreign teachers and scholars.

Here, gain, we have not tried to establish a uniform model. The
differences among our colleges, junior colleges, and universities
throughout the country are so great that specifications suited to one
type of Sq hoot might serve as a straightjacket for another.

We hope that a variety of approaches will develop, each of which
will provide an international dimension to undergraduate education.

In some instances, new courses will.he added. In others, present courses

will he revised to include an international dimension. Some institutions may emphasize international training in the arts. Others may
include new extracurricular programs. The act requires only that
whatever approach is selected must be part of a comprehensive program meaningful to both faculty And students.. We will look for longterm programs capable of growth, We will avoid "flash in the, pan"
proposals which are not fully integrated into the life of the college
as a whole.
Although a byproduct of the undergraduate programs may well be
an increased interest in international careers, the chief objective is to
provide college students with a richer opportunity to learn about.their
world. In today's world it is impossible to consider our citizens educated if they are not aware of the world beyond their shore and of the
forces of change at work in that. world.
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Eventually we hope that every undergraduate institution in the
country will be encouraged.to develop a sound program of internetional studieson its own or in conjunction with other institutions.
Of couise, not all these-efforts will be funded by us; our contributions
'will supplement other, established sources of support. In distributing
the limited funds available, we will strive for an equitable geographical distribution, but will also give preference to institutions which are
most in need of funds for programs iminternational studies and show
real promise of being able to usethese funds effectively. Under these
criteria, we will consider the total range of undergraduate institutions from those relatively modest in academic stature to the finest
universities in theland.
. FUNDS RECOMMENDED

Beciuse both of the ,programs authorized by the act,requii:e careful and lon,g-range preparations, we propose "a modest beginning. We

have recommended for fiscal year 1967 a total of $10 millionwith
no specific allocation between the graduate and undergraduate programs. Most of this money will be directed to the essential tasks of
academic planning Professors will have to be released from their
regular duties to plan the new programs. New courses and course
materials will have to be developed. In some cases new administrative arrangements will have to be worked out within the institution or
among a group of institutions. Once this initial planning phase is
completed, we hope to move more rapidly. For .fiscal years 1968 and
1969, the sums authorized by the House bill$40 million and $90 million, respectively, seem to be reasonable ceilings given the newness
of the program. Specific 'proposals have not been prepared for subsequent years. However, these programs are based on the premise

that long-term, continuing support is the only meaningful way to
build up the capacities of our educational institutions for international studies.

TITLE VI, NDEA

The International Education Act also contains three amendments to
a the National Defense Education Act of 1958. ?Title VI
at p sent authorizes grants to support university centers for instruction in modern foreign languages "not readily available in the United

States," as well as in "related studies necessary to understand the
regions in which the languages are spoken." To date, the related

studies that have Veen combined with language training have included
such fields as the history, literatuiv, government, and geography of the
areas involved.
The establishmentuf the NDEA language and a,rea centers: was the
first great move of Os Federal GovernmenCto face up to its educational responsibilities in the international area. It hr- made a vital
contribution to our colleges and universities. However, in'the nearly
8 years of experience under title VI, we have become aware of several
limitations in the enabling legisla, ion which we ate now seeking; to
remove.

a
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PROPOSALS FOIKIWEA-TITLE VI CHANGES

First, we proposed to remo4 the requirement which presently limits

instruction at NDEA centerajo those languages not 'readily available" in the United States. 'Py so doing, we will enable the centers
to reflect more fully our natinnal needs in foreign language instruction. For example, as amen0d, it would be possible to fund language and area programs involving instruction in French, Spanish,
German, and Italian. This w41 mean a sizable increase in the number of students capable of using the languages of large portions of
Africa and South America.
ill also enable the NDEA program,
for the first time, to meet the gr ving need for trained West European
specialists, an area of comnete ce that has been seriously neglected
on riur campuses.

"

The second proposed amendment would remove the present 50-

percent ceiling on Federaldfflading, providing, in some instances, for,

greater support for new -4;strengthened language and area centers.
This will broaden the base of the program by making it accessible
to many undergraduate institutions which are now excluded because
of their inability to underwrite half of the cost. The restrictiveness
of the present 50-50 provision is revealed by the fact that while we
now have 98 NDEA centers in operation, they .are located at only 61
institutionsthe greatest concentration being in the Nation's larges
and wealthiest universities.
A list of these 98 centers has been provided to the committee staff
for your consideration.

A third amendment will permit language and area centers to be

supported by grants as well as by contracts. Because of the detailed
and specific nature of Government contracts and the difficulty of altering them to meet changed conditions, the administration of title VI

has frequently suffered from a lack of flexibility: The rigidity of

the contract system has at times made it difficult to adrpt the NDEA
programs to the normal growth pattern of the universities. By adding grantmaking authority, new methods of administration can be
developed which will allow the participants in the program a greater
degree of independence.

We propose, further, to combine the planning and operation of the

NDEA laiivage and area programs with the two new programs

created by this act. This will enable those who make decisions on
grants to consider both the total needs and the range of possibilities
available to our institutions of higher education. Fcr this reason,
we are asking you to approve a fourth amendment to the NDEA
language and area centers program. This amendment, which is attached to the text of this statement, was not requested when the International Education Act was considered by the House of Representa;
tives. It would vest authority for the administration of the centers
and language fellowship programssecticn 601 of the NDEAwith
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, rather than with
the Commissioner of Education. The NDEA foreign language re -search program would remain in the Office of Education closely ielated to the other research programs of that agency.
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TITLE IV, Ef3F.A COORDINATION

At the same time that we are engaged in all of these higher educational efforts, we shall be striving under other programs to provide
an international dimension at the elementary and secondary school
levels. The President has specifically proposed that we utilize the
new regional education laboratories? authorized under title IV of the
Elementary and Secondary Education 'Act of 1965, to develop international studies curriculums for our grammar and high schools. We
are now in th.e process of formulating such programs and will correlate them with this new legislation.

H.R. 14643 AND PROPOSED AMENDMENT

I would like to speak briefly now about the House-passed International EJ'Acation Act, H.R. 14643. We have studied it carefully and
believe that it is an improvement over eur original proposal. 'Flow ever, we do wish to suggest one amendment.

Section 8 of H.R. 14643 calls for an annual report to the Congress
which "reviews and evaluates activities carried on under the authority
of this act and which reviews other activities of the Federal Government draining upon or strengthening American resources for international study and research * *.' This report, according to the
House's language, is to be submitted by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. I believe it would be preferable to place the

reporting requirement upon the President ,by changing the phrase
"the Secretary" in section 8 to the phrase "the President."

This change is desirable because there should be no ambiguity either

about the responsibilities of my Department or about that of other
departments in the executive branch. The proposed Intepational
Education Act iS one part of a new and heightened effort in international education Domestically, my Department will serve as a focal
point. When this effort moves overseas, however, the Department of

State has primary authority. For this /reason, I believe ambiguity
would be removed and the bill made more consonant with existing
practice if the reporting requirement were placed on the President.
....aich a change would not affect the roe of my Department in the
coordination and stimulation of our dom tic efforts. It would simply
clarify that different aspects of coordin tion- with regard to international education belong in different part of the executive branch.
CENTER FOR. EDUCATIONA

COOPERATION

Although it is not within the provisio is of this legislation, I would
like to comment on, the new unit we are es ablishing in HEW to admin

ister the International Education Act, tie language and area centers
program of the NDEA, and related prog ms. In his February 2 message, the President directed me to, establi h a Center for Educational
Cooperation (GEC). He stated that, the unctions of the CEC woul?,
be to "act SAS a channel for communication

tween our missions abroad
and the U.S. educational community," to " rect programs assigned,to
the Department of Health, Education, an Welfare," and "to assist
public and private agencies conducting international education programs."
,.
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I plan to locate the CEC within the ()aloe of the Secretary, where
it will serve as the central point with HEW for contacts with universItieti, private organizations, and other governmental agencies con-

cerned with furthering international studies in this country. I
belitve hat the Center Iran be of critical importance and support to
the Ani,,an educational -,vsteni. It N 11 be directed by an educational lea

of stat ire and will have my closest personal attention.
CONCLI 't

N

In concluding, may I express my conviction concerning the import-

ance of this act. Over the past two decades, the universities have

served the Goveriltlietlt as a major resource in carrying on every variety

of international program around the world. But we have never made
aii.adequate effort to strengthen this resource upon which we have
drawn so freely. In a sense, this legislation is the acknowledgement
of a debt long overdue.

I do not think the importance of the International Education Act
can be overemphasized. The first priority for this generation is international understandingto learn the hazards and hopes of this world
we inhabit and to learn how to cope with its problems. Our first step
must be to strengthen our institutions of learning. Lacking such
strength, we can neither engage intelligently in assistance to others
nor can we develop the wisdom and judgment essential in fulfilling

the almost terrifying responsibilities' which we as a nation have

acquired.
I urge your favorable consideration of this legislation.
Mr. Chairman, my colleagues and I would be pleased to try to answer
any questions you or other members of the committee may have.
(The attachment to Secretary Gardner's statement follows:)
AMENDMENT PROPOSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

TO INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION Buz. To VEST STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR LAN-

GrADE AND AREA CENTERS AND FELLOWSHIPS UNDER TITLE VI OF NDEA IN
SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Amend section 9 of H.R. 14643 (as passed by the House) or section 8 of S.

'2574 by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection :

VESTING' AUTHORITY FOR LANGUAGE AND AREA PROGRAMS IN SECRETARY

(d) Seetlea 601 of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 is
further amunded by striking out "Commissioner" each time such term
occurs and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".

Senator MORSE. Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you for what I
consider to be a very excellent statement, T think-you know and
members of my subcommittee know that I am an enthusiastic sup porter of the objectives of the international education program. I
think we must have it if we, are going to carry out in future g aerations
the responsibility that is going Co be forced upon us, whether we wish

to accept it or not. We will try to meet the great educational needs
of many of the underdeveloped countries of the world as well as
our own.

To my colleagues, I want to say I shall turn the questioning over to

you forthwith, but before you arrived this morning, I announced
that we also shall submit to the-Department a list of questions that I
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have asked the staff to prepare that I think should -receive written
answers from the Department and be made a part of the record.
This bill, I think, is so important that we need to have the carefully
prepared answers to these questions submitted to us by the Department
in keeping with the seminar format in which we conduct these hearings. However, I Fan sure that there are additional questions which
you may want to ask the Secretary tais morning or which you may
later wish to have apswered by the Department.

COORDINATION OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN ASPECTS OF PROGRAM

I only want to make this comment to you now. There has been
some discussion within the subcommittee, informally, as to the admin-

istrative procedures that should be followed in connection with the
so-called domestic and foreign aspects of an international education
program. Your testimony this morning is concerned with a bill
which emphasizes the domestic aspects of the program rather than
the program abroad. I quite agree with you that when we come to
a program overseas, the State Department has an immediate jurisdictional interest. Rut for that matter, it also has certain jurisdictional interests in any international education program domestically.
Likewise, it seems to me that your Department has equally a jurisdictional interest in any program abroad if we are going to have proper
coordination and correlation between two programs. Some concern
has already been expressed within the committee, on an informal
basis, as to whether or not we may be headed for a dual administrative
setup that not only can prove to be wasteful of money, but which also
can result in the creation of operational problems. A third part is the
danger of generating misunderstanding of the'conceived objectives of
administrative policies arising in separate headquarters. No judgments have been reached as yet of these points, but we think that the
problems I am now raising ought to be carefully considered both by
your Department and the Department of State.
I think that there will be some great doubts, both in this committee
and on the floor of the Senate, if there is to 13.3 a clear-cut demarcation line drawn on the domestic front by which the foreign education programs are turned over to the Agency for International De-

It will have to be demonstrated to us that such a proposal can be justified. Our information is that that is the present
plan of the administration. I think, if that is the plan of the present
administration, it is heading for troubled legislative waters. I believe
that there should be the closest of correlation, coordination, and a
single administration of the expenditure of the taxpayers' motley for
an international education program. It should be without any airtight partition walls built up betWoen the domestic program and the
foreign program.
My tentative opinion is that the money will be saved and efficiency
can be promoted if the administrative setup is vested in your Department and not in that of the State Department. We shall have further
discussions about it. I wanted at the very beginning of the hearing to
raise that warning flag to you, because many of ns think that the administration has an obligation to tell us more than it has yet told us
to date as to what it intends to do with regard to the education provelopment.
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gram abroad. This bill i 3e.ms Iiiviited to only t.:-.1e educatic:a program
to be carried un among the institutions of higher learning in our own
country.
MODIFICATION OF 50-50 FORMULA

I am also delighted to find in your statement a proposal to in,odify
the ;50-50 formula of title VI of NDEA. As your statement points
out, if we do not modify it, then the wealthy institutions of higher

learning are going to continue to be able to monopolize the program.
One of the questions that I shall read later deals with the role of the
smaller colleges and the junior and community college segment of
higher education. I am going to ask you to prepare for us, a memorandum on this point.

But as far as the overall program, as you have presented it this
morningspeaking only for myselfI am an enthusiastic supporter.
I shall refrain at this time from reading the questions to which I
have referred until my colleagues finish asking such questions as they
wish to.

But to my colleagues on tha subcommittee, I think it is very important that. we supplement whatever the Secretary says this morning, even in answer to your questions, with a detailed preparation of
answers in respect to those which will be made a part of this hearing record. I have already announced that there will only be 3 days
of hearings. There is this morning for the administration witnesses;
there. will be a hearing Friday morning for outside witnesses and another hearing the early part of next week. After today, the witnesses

will be strictly limited to 10 minutes in summary of any written
testimony they may wish to submit to the subcommittee. Time is a

wasting, as we all know, in connection with our education legislation.
We have had to postpone and postpone and postpone, and justifiably
so, our hearings on education legislation and our executive sessions
on education legislation because the priority scheduled which was
worked out in the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee made
it desirable and necessary that we dispose of certain other pieces of
legislation in other fields first.
CROWDED AGENDA OF LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE COMMITTEE

But I need not tell you, Mr. Secretary, that the administration is
not fully aware at all time of the procedural problems that confront
the subcommittee. It has been urging this chairman to get on with the
education legislation. My respectful reply has been that you had
better make up your minds downtown what priority you want us to

follow in considering this and other legislation. When I good
naturedly pointed that out., there was an immediate understanding
and they said just as soon as you can. This is the first time that we

have had to start these hearings, but I am not going to have prolonged
public hearings on these matters. Thoy are not necessary. We have a
voluminous record already from past bearings and I think we have
.reached the point where a written record will suffice and take the place
of prolonged oral testimony.
Senator JAVITS.

Would the Chair yield at that point?

Senator MORSE. I am all through. I will be glad to yield.
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Senator JAvvrs. Mr. Chairman, I have very serious committee responsibilities elsewhere-and J woUld like the privilege not of asking
questions here_st-thii timeI would-not-wish to intrude on-my colleague

erect:

t for- -plan*. into -the - record alistefquestions. to I*

senator MORSE. I will be delighted to have you do so.
Senator JAvirs. I have a list of questions I would wish the witness
to answer and I would like unanimous consent to have Clem put in the
record.

Senator Moan. They will be put in the record at this point, and

the written answers by the Secretary will be put in the record.
(The questions by Senator Javits and Senator Prouty and responses
thereto follow :)

Rzepori sz or SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE GARDNER TO
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS

1. Q. In 1963-64 (the latest statistics available) more than 18,000 American

students studied abroad, of whom 2,368 were medical students. I have suggested
that the loan provisions of the lica':h Professions Education. Assistance Act and

the guaranteed loan provisions (Part B, Title IV) of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 be expanded in order that young Americans studying abroad would have
available some of the same education aids as Americans studying herethis is
now being done, for example, for veterans under the GI bill, but not for these
others. What are your views on this Proposal?

1. A. We would support including in the International Education Act an

amendment to the Higher Education Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-239) extending benefits
of the guaranteed to n program, authorized by the latter Ac:, to students wishing

to study abroad. Benefits of the guaranteed loan program already extend to
students attending co:lege outside the United States but basically enrolled at a
university or college it. this country under an arrangement between the American
and the foreign institution. The junior year abroad program of some schools
is a typical example of such an arrangement. The proposed amendment would
extend similar benefits to students choosing to take all or part of a degree program at a foreign institution where no technical arrangements exist between such
a school and an American college or university.
We would, however, oppose a similar extension of the Heal* Professions
Education Assistance Act which currently provides loans to U.S. students pursuing full-time study in accredited U.S. schools of medicine, dentistry, osteopathy,
optometry, podiatry, or pharmacy.

In this country, accrediting bodies for schools in the above categories draw
upon professional and academic leadership to assure a high level of education
and training standards. These standards are vigorously safeguarded and approved by the accrediting bodies.

In most foreign countri's equivalent standards do not exist and government,

in many cases, is the accrediting body.

If the proposed amendment to the Health Professions Education Assistance
Act were adopted either HEW or private U.S. accrediting agencies would have
to approve the foreign schools. Neither is presently equipped to do so. Since
the Federal Government does not approve or accredit American higher educational institutions, we would consider it most inadvisable to consider doing so
in the case of foreign institutions. In addition, the process would be difficult.
costly, and politically hazardous since the U.S. would be superimposing our
accreditation standards upon foreign schools.
2a. Q. Status of ostalishment of a Center for Educati..oal Cooperation (CEC).
2a. A. As Secretary Gardner indicated in his testimony before the Subcommittee on August 17, plans are underway to locate the CEC within the Office of
the Secretary. The Director of the CEC will report to the Secretary through
the Assistant Secretary for Education.
During the planning period, theie has been close collaboration with the State
Department and the White House in defining the roles of HEW and the State
Department in international education generally and, specifically, in carrying out

the various programs mentioned in the President's Message to Congress on
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February 2. Full agreement has been reached and proposals are being submitted to the Bureau of the Budget for an appropriate Executive Order.
It is anticipat', that an Executive Order will assign specific responsibilities
to the SecrearY of HEW which will provide the basis for the CEC to carry out
the Presidential intcat, as stated in the February 2nd Message, that the CEC
will serve as a "focal point for leadership in international education," "act as
channel for communication between our missions abroad and the U.S. educational community; direct programs assigned to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare"; and "assist public and private agencies conducting
international education programs." Further, it is proposed that an Executive
Order provide for the establishment of an Advisory Council on International

Education in accordance with the President's Message.
See also Senator Morse's question 12(a ).
2b. Q. Status of appointment of a Citizens' Advisory Council on International
Education.
2b. A. Plemle see Question 12(e) of Sena tOrMorse.
2c. Q. Status of creation of a Corps of Education Officers.
2c. A. A joint Office of Education-State Department Task Force has prepared
a position description for the Corps of Education Officers which has been approved by the following: AID, HEW, State, DOD, USIA, Bureau of the Budget,
and the White House. This same task force set forth the "criteria of selection"
for members of the scholarly and academic community wishing to serve overseas.

During the first year, we e:epect to have eight Education Officers appointed
and, by June of 1968, it is expected that 30 will have been recruited.
The Department of State is currently in the process of preparing a recruiting
letter which will have information on the expected duties of these Education
Officers and is working closely with the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to see that the objectives of this program are closely coordinated.
The Center for Educational Cooperation (CEC) In HEW will provide continuing
professional support for the Education Officers.

2d. Q. The legislation before us carries forward only a small portion of the
program advocated by the President in his February 2d message on International Education. What is being done with respect to the other recommendations, viz.(d) Earmarking Title IV ESEA funds for new programs in inter-

national studies for elementary and secondary schools.
2d. A. The Bureau of Research, Office of Education, has set aside $1 million
in earmarked funds flr this general purpose and is in the process of developing

the program

Publicity will shortly be sent to our colleges and universities

inviting their proposals and we also will assure a wide dissemination of information through the developing regional educational laboratories.
2e. Q. Status of establishment of an American Education Placement Service
to coordinate information and efforts of Americans wishing to serve abroad in
education?

2e. A. This will be one of the responsibilities of the Center for Educational
Cooperation when it is eseliblished in the Office of the Secretary of HEW. We
are considering a range of alternatives, including possible use of the National
Roster of Scientific and Specialized Perebsnel, or an equIvalent of it, or the

possibility of contracting the service to an outside organization with demonstrated competence in matching teacher applicant qualifications with job

requirements. Because the first Director of the CEO should be free to make the
necessary major policy decisions with respect to the organization and operations
of the Placement Service, we are unable to provide more detailed information
at this time.
2f. Q. Status of development of new techniques for teaching basic education
and fighting illiteracy through baste research of valne to developing nations.
2f. A. The Office of Education gas earmarked $400,000 for research related

to the educational needs of countries in the regions of the world faced with

major problems of economic, social and educational development. Since illiteracy

is a critical problem in those areas, a sizeable portion of these funds will be
devoted to meaningful research in basic education to provide the basis for
realistic programs in the developing nations. In addition, we plan to give
careful consideration to university proposals for graduate centers which will
concentrate on methodology for significantly reducing Illiteracy.
2g. Q. Status of the creatiomof special programs for foreign students studying
in the UgA?
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2g. A. Following the President's Message on February 2nd, \he Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare considered several approaches to this Q nation
but to date no specific programs have been initiated. We .believe HEW's role
should be, through the Center for Educational Cooperation (CEC), to encourage
the expansion of university-sponsored seminars and summer conferences devoted
to those needs and concerns of foreign students which differ from the needs of
our own students. This we'aId be done in our planning discussions with academic

community and with the Advisory Council on Internation Education. The
Center will cooperate wit hthe State Department Bureau of Educational and
-Cultural Affairs and with AID in developing both new approaches and sug-

gestions for strengthening those efforts now underway.
We also believe that the CEC, through its clearinghouse function, could provide

a useful service by maintaining an inventory of present programs for foreign
students at U.S. colleges and universities. This might include special community
programs. discussion groups, and extra-curricular activities, in addition to
formal academic programs. However, we would not undertake this service function if it can be carried out more effectively by a non-governmental organization.
3. Q. The Administration bill proposes to eliminate the 50% matching provision

of Title VI (Language and Area Centers) of NDEA substituting a provision
authorizing payment of "all or part" of the costs for establishment and operation of a language and area center.

3a. Q. By eliminating the matching provision will not the total amount of

funds to be expended be reduced?

3b. Q. Does the Administration propose any Increase in funding to meet the
increased responsibilities for this enlarged Federal share?

3c. Q. The bill language is somewhat indefinitehow does the Department
intend to administer it?
3d. Q. Will the Federal share be consistent throughout the Ijatton at a given
time?

3e. Q. What will be the determfhants of the Federal share?
3a. A. By eliminating the matcbing provision, the total amount of funds may
need to be increased. The NDEA is up for renewal next year and authorizations
requested for Section 601 (a) of the NDEA may need increased funding at that
time. The purpose of the amendment at this time is to encourage revised, planning for FY 1968, FY 1967 awards having already been announced.
3b. A. Since Congress will be reviewing the NDEA next year, we will 'request
increased funding if that should appear necessary on the basis of our contacts
with colleges and universities in the next several months.

3c. A. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will administer

the amended Title VI of the NDEA and the International Education Act through
the Center for Educational Cooperation. It is not anticipated- that fundamental
changes will be introduced in the operation of the NDEA program. The major
change intended by this amendment is to broaden the number of institutions to

which such programs are available; too often in the past only the wealthier

institutions have been able to provide matching grants.
3d. A. Because we will be encouraging colleges and universities to continue
to contribute to the funding of NDEA programs, and to obtain financial assistance
from business, foundations, or other private sources, and, because regional needs

for such centers and the matching abilities of various colleges vary so considerably, we do not anticipate that the Federal share will be consistent- at a
given time throughout the Nation.

3e. A. Decisions on the Federal contribution for NDEA centers would continue to be based-on the fasters of need, long-range objectives and plans. rate
of growth of the center. and such statistical data as numbers of courses, num: -.I.
of students, number of faculty members and library resources related to the

program.

4. Q. The authorizations for this program, as suggested by the Administration
and as incorporated in the House bill. are $10 million for FT 1987. $40 million
for FY 1968 and $90 million for FY 1969. What do.you estimate the level of.
costs will be in subsenuent years?

4. A. It should be noted :bat these figures represent' the best professional
Judgment of the Department at this time; they do not imply Administration

budgetary rennests in this area.
The attached table presents HEW's estimates for two miglitional years beYond

FY 1969. We feel that it would be unwise to make any further tentative

.
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projections before the Center for Educat;onal Cooperation (CEO) is established
in HEW and is able to gain some experleace in administering at least ',.he first
year of the proposed program.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1966

Estimated new obligation authority, final years 1967-71
sin millions of dollars)
Program

1968

1967

1970

1969

1971

Centers for advanced international study

5.0

20.0

45

50

60

international studies
Administration

5.0

45

100

160

.6

20.0
.9

1

1

1

10.6

40.9

91

151

211

Gnu Its to strengthen undergraduate programs in
Total

NOTE. The projections in this table represent predictions of the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare and do not represent the administration position on future program or budget requirements.
Annual requirements will be dependent on program developments and budget factors which at this time
cannot be fully predicted.

5. Q. The report "AID and the Universities" is largely concerned with the role
of U.S. colleges .and AID. Do you feel that the recommendations contained in

this report are being carried forward satisfactorily? Do yo still hold to* the
views set forth in the report and do you have anything to add?

5. A. The report, as the Committee knows, was prepared at the request of Mr.
David Bell. former Administrator of AID, to assist him and his colleagues in
developing the means to strengthen the partnership between AID and the universities in their mutual endeavors of providing assistance to the developing
nations. Although I feel that AID and the academic community are in better
Position to comment on the effectiveness of the many steps which have been
taken by both parties to implement the report's recommendations, it is my general feeling that a number of significant actions have 'Neen taken. For example,
there appears today to be much more open and continuous communication between the universities and AID which is strengthening their mutual objectives.
Specifically, AID has seen fit to support more research in the universities, thereby improving the capacity of the academic community to assist the developing
coun' Ties and to deepen a permanent concern for international education in the
InstiLutions.

I Oelieve a major portion of the recommendations are still valid. However,
since the publication of the report in 1964 and its.wide distribution throughout
the country, the Administration and the Congress have proposed programs to
expand this country's efforts in international education which precisely meet
the basic needs and objectives cited in 1964. Indeed, these proposals, while ad-dressing the fundament/11 recommendation of the report that colleges and universities be strengthened as national resources for international activities, also
include a major f.ffort to assure our citizenry an understanding of the complex
world in which we live.

As the Committee knows, I have been an active participant, along with David
Bell and others, 112 the Administration's planning for these new efforts in international education. With long experience and interest in this field, I have
mme to recognize the urgency of improving as quickly as possible the vital connection, between education add international understanding. I can assure you

that the International Education Act now before the Committee and all of the
other proposals for-interantional education outlined in the President's Message
of February 2, 1966, have my complete support.
6. Q. The 1964 Gardner report states that "the universities will probably
achieve their most profound and lasting influence in working with their own
kinds. of institutions abroad." Do you feel that the language of the pending
hill offers sufficient opportunities to enhance this cooperation? How does the
Department intend to facilitate this?
6. A. The International Education Act of 1966 will contribute to the historic
tendency for competent scholars to share common interests and discoveries,
regardless of the cultural circumstances of their work. An increasing conversation on a worldwide basis rong scholars of particular fields is already occurring.
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As competent American centers in international education increase, both in
number and in quality, the very nature of their work will make necessary
an understanding of scholarly studies which will be underway at universities in.
and from
other countries of the world. In addition, as more persons in the
abroad are trained for work in the international studies field, many of these may
be expected to serve as faculty members of universities in foreign eountries.
The Act will advance the cooperation between teacher and student and between
scholar and scholar on U.S. campuses. Therefore, we expect that lifelong relationships will develop on an informal basis between scholars and their institutions in this country and those in the world community.

In a more formal way, we expect that effective work of U.S. centers will require a variety of relationships with comparable centers in other countries.
Both the language and the irtent, as expressed in the hearings before the Task

Force of the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives.

and before this Subeommittee, stress the importance of cooperation between
institutions of higLer learning on an international basis. I3 th the Act and
the Center for Educational Cooperation go far in encouraging such relationships.
Since one of the principal objectives of the Center for Educational Cooperation concerns its role as .a mint of contact for Americans or representatives of
other countries who have ideas related to international education, we expect that
the administration of the Act will include a strong an' continuing emphasis upon

cooperation between institutions of various countries and those of the U.S.
Cooperation will be encouraged among U.S. institutions, by means of the consortium and similar academic devices, and between them and colleges and
universities in the international community.

7. Q. The Gardner report indicates that AID has in the past too 'closely
restricted its contracts with universtles, letting them "pile up in the most
obvious institutions." If the pending bill IS enacted, how does HEW propose
itself to avoid a similar pitfall?
7. A.''One of the basic objectives of the pend ,ng bill is to increase substantially

the quantity and the quality of international education in our institutions of
,higher learning. By following the guidelines indicated in the answers to
Senator Morse's questions, particularly 4(h), 8(b), we believe this can be accomplished. The Advisory Council on International Education will play an
important role in helping Us to insure that we are, in fact, fulfilling the objectives of the bill.

8. Q. The Gardner report states that "much would be gained by a free

exchange of personnel between AID and the universities." Do Am feel that
this recommendation might be constructively applied with respect to other
Federal agencies concerned with international matters?
8. A. A free exchange between the academic community and other Federal

agencies concerned with international matterssuch as the Departments of
State,. Labor, and Commerce would certainly benefit all concerned. There is
already considerable movement between government and the academic communityin almost all fields. We planthrough the Center for Educational Coopera-

tionto improve the channels of communication between the universities and
the agencies of the Federal Government concerned with international education.
A natural derivative of this will undoubtedly be an increased exchange of per-

Further, we anticipate that the programs created by the IEA will
stimulate more students to choose international careers with a variety of
sonnel.

employers..

However, it would be a mistake to think of the Act as a manpower training
bill which will turn out internationally-trained government servants. The bill,

as was emphasined in the first day of the Senate hearings, is designed to

strengthen our colleges and universities and to help them to develop the personnel and talent necessary to conduct ar meaningful international program.
(Also see Question 3 of Senator Morse.)
9. Q. Why did not the Administration propose amending and/or expanding
NDEA for this international education program instead of the method used in
the pending bill?
9. A.
see our response to enator Prouty's question 3.
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10. Q. Education and World Affairs, in its repot", "The University Lo6ks
Abroad," raises the question: "Can foreign students be used while in America
as educational resources, either in intercultural studies or through extracurricular programs?" What are your views on this?
10. A. This is a question for which there are no clr -cut answers. We hope
that, once the Advisory Could( on International Education and the Center for
Educational Cooperation are established, they can devote some of their time to
a thorough study of how best to utilize the rich resource represented by the
numerous foreign students F tudyini; in this countryin a way that will benefit
both the American and the foreign students as individuals and the institutions
where they are enrolled.

We would caution agast diverting foreign students from their primary

purposes in Coming to the U.S. to obtain an American education and to learn
about our country. However, we do feel that it will be possible for our universities and colleges, under both Sktions 3 and 4 of the International Edufation
Act, to develop new rppr aches tO utilize the knowledge of languages and the
cultures of their rc untries and regions through. which foreign students can
enrich the programs in the U.S. institutions.
11. Q. Will you please fzinish for the record figures on foreign students in
S. colleges and universities and .43. students abroad?
.,A. In1904-436, there were 82,045 foreign students studying in U.S. colleges
and universities. An estimated 90000 foreign students are expected this year.,
The number of -U.S. students studying abroad in colleges and universities,
1903-84. was 18,092. Figures are not yet available for 1964 -85.'
1 These figures are taken from a publication of the Institute of Interhational Education
which takes an annual census of foreign students. A copy Is attached.
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FOREWORD
International education has vital meaning for the
world in which we live today, and those who believe
'that it is indispensable to a better world have reason

to be encouraged by its steady growth. For the
seventeenth consecutive year since I IE began
collecting statistics on educational exchange. the
number of participants in educational exchange
programs between the United States and other

, abroad, particularly in an era when the need for
Americans with experience and insight into other
cultures is steadily growing. Also, one notes that
those Americans who do study abroad are concentrated in Europe. While this traditional pattern
is understandable, the needs of the present world
make it important for. Americans to gain broader
knowledge through studies in other areas of the

countries has grown.
This unbroken trend underscores the increasingly
important role educational exchange plays on the
American academic scene as well as in the economic and social development of many lands and in
the search for international understanding.
If the full potential of educational exchange is to

world.
Every effort has been made to assure that the
data in Open Doors 1965 are as accurate and complete as possible. Needless to say, however, information-gathering on a scale involving nearly 3,000

be realized, many problems attendant upon its

American students abroad, for example, is less

growth must be solved. We hope that the data con-

comprehensive than we would wish.

tained in Open Doors 1965 will prove useful to
those seeking to improve :he planning and adminis-

tration of exchange programs. With this in mind,
mme of the implications of therm figures deserve
attention.
For one thing, the number of foreign students in
the United States, this year numbering 82,000. continues to increase; the forecast that they will number at least 100,000 by 1970 therefore seems entirely
reasonable. Clearly. if colleges and universities are

to cope with this growing demand- upon their resources, they must adopt selection procedures

institutions around the world will inevitably involve some degree of omission. The information on

Compiling these statistics is the task of IIE's
Exchangte Records Division. The care they take in
their work is well known to the thousands of college
and university administrators whose co-operation
makes Open Doors/possible. To these university

reprezentatives we are grateful, as we are to the
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
and the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, which co-sponsor
these surveys with 11E.

which will assure the admission of those most likely
to benefit from the educational exchange experience.

At the same time, one is struck by the much
smaller number of

ans (18.000) who study

KENNETH HOLLAND

June 1965

President
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OPEN DOORS 1965
Open Doors /965 reports the findings of four

FOREIGN STUDENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

surveys conducted by the Institute of International
Education on educational exchange between the
United States and other nations of the world during
the academic year 1964-65. These surveys, cover-

More than 82.000 foreign students, a record
number, were reported enrolled in American

ing foreign students and scholars in the United
States who plan to return home upon completion of

their assignments, and U.S. students and faculty
and administrative staff members abroad, reveal a
record number of participants in each category of
exchange. This year, I I E did not conduct a survey
of foreign interns and residents affiliated with U.S.
hospitals because data on this- aspect of international education are available from other sources.

More than 91,000 foreign citizens were on
American college and university campuses during
this academic year. By far the greater number more than 82,000 -were students; the remaining
9,000 were scholars engaged in research, or teach-

academic institutions during 1964-65, an increase
of nearly 10 percent over last year, but considerably
less than 'the 16 per cent reported the year before.
Eac geographic area also showed an increase in
the number of its students in the United States. As
in the past, the Far East sent the. largest group -

29,400 studentS, or 36 per cent of all foreign
students. Since 1954, the Far Eac, has led all other
geographic areas in the number of students attending U.S. colleges and universities.
Following the Far East this year were, in order,
Latin America, which sent 13,600 students, or 17
per cent of the total; the Near and Middle East, with

-

11,200 students, or 14 per cent; Europe, with
10,1(X) students, or 12 per cent; North At merica,

ing at U.S. institutions. This total. exceeds last

with 9,300 students, or 41 per cent; Mica, with

year's by 7,800-about nine per cent.

6,800 students, or eight per cent; and Oceania, with
1,200 students, or about two per cent.
Although the total number of foreign students in
the United States has risen from 34,2_(X) in 1954-55

The over-all increase was reflected in every
geographic area. The largest number of exchange
visitors by fai- 32,400, or 35 per cent-came from
the Far East. Latin Americans made up 16 per cent,
followed by visitors from Europe (IS per cent), the
Near and Middle East (13 per cent), North America
(1 t per cent) Africa (eight per cent), and Oceania

to 82,000 this year, the percentages of students
from each geographic area have remained quite
stable. During the decade, the proportion of Europeans, Latin Americans, and North Aiterica.:s has

(two per cent). This distribution is very similar to

declined slightly, while the percentages of students

last year's.
Nearly 22,000 American citizens were abroad:
just over 18,000 studentS and nearly 4.000 faculty
and administrative staff members. Because of the
difficulty in gathering infor,-iation on U.S. students
enrolled in foreign institutions, the figure for

from the Far East and Africa have increased. In
1954-55, for example, Europeans made up IS per
cent of the total; in 1964-65, only 12 per cent. Ten

students overseas is for the 1963-64 academic
year, while the figure for faculty members is for
1964-65. The total of both students and faculty is
seven per cent above the figures reported in Open
Doors last year.

years ago, students from the Far East represented
30 per cent of all foreign students, this year 36 per
cent.
Africa, with 6,8(10 students this year, showed an

increase of 12 per cent, the greatest of any geographic area; this has been true for six consecutive
years. The rate of increase, however, was only half
last year's rate of 23 per cent.

4
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Mork countries and territories than ever before

sciences (where 62 per cent were graduates),

;9sent students to the United States. The
Seychelles islands. which sent two students, and

agriculture (60 per cent graduates), and the social
sciences (52 per cent graduates). In engineering,

the Trucial States. whichoent one, were represented
by exchange students for the first time

the humanities, business administration, the medical
sciences, and education, undergraduates pre-

Two countriesColombia and Pakistanjoined

dominated. The number of special students was
especially greaKin the humanities, where there
were nearly 22 per cent.

the list of nations sending more than I ,000 students.

Countries represented by more than 2.000 foreign
students included, as in the past. Canada, India.
the Republic of China, Iran. Japan, Hong Kong,
Korea, and the Philippines..
The slow but steady trend over the oars toward

Students from the Far East were more likely than

others to be working at the graduate level: there
were 17,100 graduates, almost twice as many as
the 9,800 undergraduates. Europe was the only
coher area to send more graduate than u er-

graduate study continues. Undergraduates this
year comprised 46 per cent of all foreign students.
Forty-three per cent were graduates, and 11 per
cent reported they were special students or did not
answer the question. Last year, 48 per cent were
undergraduates, 42 per cent graduates. and 10 per
cent special students. Ten years agot he proportions
were quite different: undergraduates made up M&
per cent of the total, Lraduates only. 36 per cent,
and special students to six per cent.
Graduate students continue to outnumber undergraduates in three fields: the natural and physical

S.

ch
Agiaduate student., though the proportion was
uates.
coos ....-4,300 graduates to 3,700 undo

This pattern has held for the past several yeah.
Men students .vere far more likely to come to
the United States than women; 77 per cent of the
-

foreign students in 1964-65 were men, and only 23
per cent were women. This ratio has changed not at

. all since 1954-55. However, within this pattern
some variations may be seen. Students from Africin

nations and from the Near and Middle East are
especially likely to be men: 88 per cent of Africans .
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and 89 per cent df Near and Middle Easte'rn students

year of study. This in an increase of less than 1.700

are male. Seventy-three per cent of students from

over last year and far less than the 37,300 who
arrived. ip 1962-63. Another large group-nearly
24.000-said they had been in the United States
for three years or more. Students here for two
years numbered 15,200, and 17,400 students did

Europe and from Latin America, 74 per cent of
students from the Far East. and 80 per cdnt of
students from North America are male.
Only the Philippines, among the nations sending
significant numbers of students to the United States,
was represented by more women than men: 1.355
women to 1.118 men. For the Philippines. this is
not unusual: last year, women students outnumbered men by 1.203 to 1.074. and this has been
true for several years.

not answer the question.

This is the second consecutive year when the
number of incoming students has comprised less
than!one third of the total foreign-student popula-

tion. This presents a sharp contrast to the two
previous years, when the rata, of incoming students

stood at a record of about 56 per cent. It is alsO
LENGTH OF STAY
How long do foreign students stay in the United
States? Of the 82.000 foreign students here this
year. 25.400 (30 per cent) said this was their first

considerably under the average for the period
1954-60, when the proportion of incoming students
was about 40 per cent.
This year and last, 18 per cent of fo .ign students

reported that they were in their second year of

.
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FIELDS OF STUDY OF FOREIGN STUDENTS-1964-1965
study, and 30 per cent were here for three years
or more.
Although the number of students who do not
answer the question on when they began their
studies has always been high (ranging from 10 per

cent in 1954-55 to 22 per cent this year). the

foreign students. In 1954-55, 12 per cent were in
this field; in 1960-61, 16 per cent: this year, 18
per cent. The social sciences (15 per cent), business administration (nine per cent). the medical
sciences (six per Leut), education (five per cent),
and agriculture (four per tent) were the other major

statistics we have seem to indicate that the growth
in total numbers of students here during the past
two years is me:: and more due to the fact that

fields of study in which foreign students were

students are prolonging their stays.

There has been little variation in recent years in
the fields studied by students frqm different geographic areas. Far easterners have concentrated

FIELDS OF STUDY

engaged. This order of preference has been the
same Tor the past several years.

Over the years. title change can be seen in foreign
students' prefere, ices for fields of study. Engineering and the humanities, chosen this year by 22 and
20 per cent of all foreign students, were selected by
exactly the same percentages last year. and, indeed,

in engineering (25 per cent this year) and the

by about the sathe percentages over tne last 10

Engineering continues the most popular course
of study with students from the Near and Middle

years.

The third most popular field. the natural and
physical sciences, has slowly been attracting more

8

physical and natural sciences (24 per cent this year).

Seventeen per cent of Far Eastern students were

in the humanities and 14 per cent in the social
sciences.

East: 36 per cent (the largest percentage of gtudents
from any one area in any single field) were studying

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

it this year. Halt as many (18 per cent) chose the
natural and physical sciences, while the humilities

FOREIGN STUDENTS IN THE U.S.

1952.-1965

and the social sciences each attracted nine per cent.

As was the case last year, Latin American students preferred the humanities to engineering by
the narrowest of margins: 22 per cent to 21 tier
cent. The social sciences (selected by 15 per cen,),

30.000

the natural and physical sciences (14 per cent), and
business administration (seven per cent) were also

21.

popular with Latin A'nericans. This pattern of

27.000

interest has remained constant for several years.
The pattern for European students has also
remained essentially unchanged. They continue
their traditional adherence to the humanities with

31 per cent, the highest proportion tier, in this
field. In other fields of study, Europeans were

fairly evenly distributed: 17 per cent in engineering, 16 per cent in the social sciences, and 15 per
cent in the physical and natural sciences.
North American Students, primarily Canadians,
also favored the humanities: 21 per cent selected

this field during 1964-65. Other fields studied by
significant numbers were the social sciences (16
per cent), natural and physical sciences (13 per

81
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20.000
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cent), engineering (12 per cent), educm ion (11 per

cent), and business administration (10 per cent).

17.000

The social sciences, which have always attracted

the largest number of African students, were
selected by 25 per cent this year. Seventeen per
cent were in the natural and physical sciences, 14
per cent in engineering, nine per cent in agriculture,
and nine per cent in business administration. A far
smaller proportion -six per cent -studied the medi-

cal sciences than in years past: 10 years ago the
percentage was 15.

WHERE THEY STUDIED
In 1963-64, more'U.S. colleges, universities, and

other institution' of higher education than ever
before -1,859 - reported foreign students in attendance. While there are few U.S. institutions at which
foreign students are not enrolled, nevertheless they

tend to cluster at a small number of major universities. particularly in California and New York.
Calif ,a had 16 per cent of all foreign students
in the
sited States- 13,113 -and nearly 7,000

were concentrated in five institutions: the University of California, the University of Southern
California, Stanford, California State Polytechnic
College, and San Francisco State College. Of the
11,100 foreign students in New York State (once
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SOURCES OF SUPPORT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS

1964-1965

again second to California in numbers of foreign
students), nearly 7,000 were enrolled in four universities: New York University, Columbia, Cor-

SOURCES OF SUPPORT

nell, and Syracuse.
Indeed, 47 per cent (38,155) of the students were

foreign students in the country last year were self-

concentrated in only 42 colleges and universities,
each of which reported having 400 or more foreign

quired no financial assistance. More than half the

students in attendance.
Of these institutions, the University of California

variety of sources: American academic institutions,

Almost 32,000, or about 40 per cent, of all
supporting; five years ago only 30 per cent restudents received full or partial support from a

for the eighth consecutive year had the largest
number of foreign students (4,393), and Howard

private organizations, the U.S.Goverruncnt, or
foreign. governments. Not infrequently, students
received support from more than one source: a

University, for the sixth consecutive year, had the,
highest proportion of foreign students in relation to
its entire student body 16 per cent.

tuition scholarship from a university, for example,
and a living allowance from a private organization.
U.S. academic institutions provided support to

10
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more foreign students-23 per cent of the total
than the U.S. and foreign governments combined.

LEADING NATIONALITY GROUPS
OF FOREIGN FACULTY MEMBERS
AND SCHOLARS - 1964-1965

The former assisted some 10 per cent of all students,

while foreign governments sponsored six per cent
of their students. Foundations and other private
agencies aided 14 per cent. These pi °portions have
remained about the same for several years.
North American students, who with few exceptions are Canadians, required less support than any
other group: 55 per cent were self-supporting, ar
appreciable increase over the 43 per cent in this
category five years ago. Other geographic regions
.with high percentages of self- supporting students
included the Near and Middle East (45 per cent),
Latin America (43 per cent), and the Far East (41
per cent). Only 13 per cent of the Africans were
self-supporting; the overwhelming mifority received assistance. The U. S. Government aided 28

per cent, their own governments 18 per cent.
American institutions of higher education contributed to the support of 22 per cent, and foundations and other private agencies also aided 22 per
cent. Higher percentages of African students than
others received aid from foundations, from the U. S.
Govimment, and from their own governments.
The relatively, small perce..tage of Europeans
who were self-supporting is worth noting. Only 28
per cent of them were in this category, compared
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to 33 per cent 10 years ago. European students were

even more likely than others to win a college or
university grant; 28 per cent did so last year. Unless

they receive aid, are Europeans more likely to
-attend universities in their own countries?
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The Institute customarily includes in its
census those who come to the United States
expressly for education or trainii4 and state
their intention of returning home upon its completion. This year IIE also asked for information on students from abroad who stated that

they intended to remain in the U.S. These
students-6,674 this year do not meet tiE's
definition of a foreign student and are not included in our statistics. Nevertheless, in a great

many, if not the majority, of cases, the academic, social, and other problems they present
make them indistinguishable from other foreign
students and require the interest and attention

of foreign-student advisers and other college
and university staff members concerned with
students from abroad.

FIELDS OF INTEREST
OF FOREIGN FACULTY MEMBERS
AND SCHOLARS - 1964-1965
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FOREIGN FACULTY MEMBERS
AND SCHOLARS
Nearly 9.000 foreign scholars. researchers,
professors, and other senior academic personnel

were at American e lucational institutions this
year, an increase of seven per cent over last year.
They came from 108 countries, one more than last
year.

' The number of foreign academic personnel visiting the United States, it seems, is increasing rapidly.
Ten years ago, for example. only 635 foreign faculty

members were here., five years later, there were
3.636. nearly five times as mr,ny; and this year there
Were more than double the number here in 1960-61.

By contrast, the number of foreign students has
- risen about two and one-half timesfrom 14.200 in
1954-55 to 82.000 this year.
As usual, the largest group of foreign academic
personnel (40 per cent) was European. and the
second largest (34 per cent) came from the Far

East. The percentage of Europeans. however.
shows a decline from 53 per cent 10 years ago.
while Far Eastern scholars have increased from 20
per cent of the total l0 years ago to the current 34

per cent. The proportions of groups from other
areas ave changed only slightly in the past 10
years. lu 1964-65. Latin American scholars made
up eight per cent of the total: those from the Near

and Middle East. seven per cent; from North
Ameria, four per cent; from Oceania. three per
cent: and from Africa, two per cent.
The percentage of foreign scholars in the natural
and physical sciences (40 per cent). although somewhat lower than last year, is still appreciably higher
thah the 31 per cent 10 years ago. The representa-

tion- of scholars in the medical sciences, which
reached a high five years ago of 25 per cent, declined

this year to only 16 per cent. A similar decline of
interest over the past decade from 23 per cent to
16 per centis apparent in the humanities. Nine
per cent ofloreign scholars were teaching or working in the social sciences this lyear, and eight per
cent in engineering.
The opportunity for American students to work
with foreign scholars is steadily growing, not only

because there are more foreign scholar; at our
institutions but also because they are affiliated with

more institutions than ever before. lit the past
academic year tney were at 614 institutions, more
than double the 1960-61 figure of 304, and four
times the 1954-55 figure of 155

12
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U.S. STUDENTS
ROAD
As has been stated, because of If...! difficulty of
compiling statistics on American students abroad,
these figures are for the academic year 1963-64.
They should be considered representative of trends
rather than accurate totals. Unquestionably a substantial number of U.S. students abroad were not
reported to 11E. The number of U.S.'studeMi over-

seas increased by five per cent over 1962-63.
Just over half the 18,092 Americans abroad
studied the humanities. The rest were scattered
among the following disciplines: 2,78 in the social
sciences (15 per cent), 2,368 in the medical sciences
(13 per cent), and 1,532 (nearly nine per cent) in
the physical and natural sciences. Courses in education, business administration, engineering, and
agriculture were each the choice o' less than two
per cent of the U.S. students abroad.
The five favorite countries for American students
were, as always, France (which regained first place,
held by Mexico last year, with 2,742 Americans),
Canada (2,496), Melico (1,927), the United Kingdom (1,736), and tharedei:al Republic of Germany
(1,693). Europe, as usual, drew the largest group

(60 per cent) of. students, North America 14 per
cent. Latin America 12 per cent, and the Far East
nine per cent. Token numberswere in the Near and
Middle East. Africa, and Oceania, This proportion
has held trhe for the last several years.

"As with foreign students, U.S. students tend to
cluster at athandful of institutions. The 46 foreign
educational institutions reporting more than 100
U.S. students in dttendance accounted for 13,233.
or 73 per cent, of all Americans recorded as studying abtoad.

U.S. FACULTY MEMBERS ABROAD
During the academic y.9r",1%4-65, 3,793 U.S.
Gibers were ibroad on educational
faculty
this was a 13 per cent increase ever
, 4,41"
me years ago, only 2,218 faculty, meo,`Iers

abroad.

t

As has been the case for the past five years.
nencin faculty members were most likely to go
to Europe: half ofthem did this year. Over the past
fit e years. the percentage of U.S. faculty members
Europe has varied between 54 per cent and 49
per cent.
Sixteen per cent were in the. Far East, II per

cent in Latin America, and eight per cent in the
Near and Middle East. There has been only slight
change in these figures over the past five years, with

1
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the exception of Africa. Five years'ago, only five
per cent of American faculty meinbers abroad were
there; the figure has now risen to 10 per cent.
As for their fields of interest, 29 percent were in
the Iumarlities, 23 per cent in tbe social sciences.
21 per cent in the r tural and physical sciences,
eight per cent in edta., ,ion, six percent in engineering, five per cent in the medical pciences, five per

cent in agriculture, and two pee cent in business
administration.

With the exception of a modest increase of two
per cent in the natural and physical sciences, there
has been little change in this pattern over the past
five years.

CONDUCT OF THE. SURVEYS
The data given in this report were gathered from
four separate surveys_ undertaken by_the Inst:1,1te
of International Edueatibn.

14
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FIELDS OF STUDY
OF U.S. STUDENTS ABROAD
1963-1964
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For the census of foreign students in the United
States, questionnaires were mailed in August 1964

tions, 1,085 (43 per cent) replied but only 409
reported Amefican students. The list of foreign

io 2,556 colleges and universities. The question-

institutions pollbed was compiled from the CommonWealth Universities . Yearbook, edited by 3. F.

naire asked the name and home address of the
student, year at birt co try of citizenship, type
e o university attended, date
of beginning college sit y in the United States,
major field of study, ac
mic status, and source of
support.
The number of instidt0ons responding was 2,293
(almost 90 per cent). i these, a record number of
1,8.39 (81 per cent) r rted foreign students and
of visa, name of colt

434 (almost 19 per cen , the lowest yet) reported
none. The names of the institutions surveyed were
obtained from Part III (Higher Education) of the
Education Directory, 1963-64, of the U. S. Office
of Education; Lovejoy's College Guide, Seventh
Edition; Directory ofCatholic Colleges and Schools

in the U.S.: reports of accrediting agencies; and
past surveys of the Institute of Intems.tional
Education..
The survey of American students abroad during
the academic year 1963-64 was conducted through
a questionnaire sent to 1,720 foreign institutions of
higher learning around the world. Of these institu-

Foster, Association of Universities of the British
Commonwealth, 1964; the International Handbook

of Universities, edited by FI:h.f. R. Keyes. . the
International Association of Universities, 1962;
ano the Handbook on International Study.. For
U. S. Nationals, Institute of International Education, 1965.

LIE surveyed 2,127 U.S. institutions of higher
education in collecting data on U.S. faculty members abroad. It received positive replies from 580
and negative replies from 1,324, fora total response
of 1,904 (90 per cent). The list of institutions polled
was compiled from Part Ill (Higher Education) of
the Education Directory issued by the U. S..0ffice.
of Education.
For the survey of foreign faculty members and
scholars in the United States, 11E polled the same

2,127 institutions polled in the survey of U.S.
faculty members abroad. It received 414 positive
replies and 1,320 negative replies, for a total response of 1,934 (91 per cent).
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TANI v

U.S. STUDENTS ABROAD: FIELDS OF MAJOR INTEREST
RUMAN111113

,

$

1
61053
COUNTRY

.

TOTAL

TOTAL

18.092

AFRICA

-

Congo 1Leopoldville)

Ethiopia
Ghana

166

1 11
110

i--

Kenya

2
7
10

32
1

34

286

96

716

4,673

833

1.371

ag

-3

.1

I

.33

--.

.s

801
424

2

3

2

...

34

29

93

996'

Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Spain

2
127

China, RaPublm of
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia

Jam

Korea
Malaysia
Nepal

23

II

5
2

'94
2

f.
2

I

5
I

Vernet+

Brasil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Guatemala
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
P-.nama
Peru
Venereal+

6

2

6
26

-7

1

I

6

1

8

141

860
9

524
241
14
2

35
19

I

2

,

96

-14

1

3

28

_

9
36

_

3

I

32

91

13

20
1

3

4

2

--:

1

19

1

II

I

3

1;

1

.

637
.179
33

I
9

I

,

3
290

1,772

568
.

414

5
4

17

_I

3

2

2

1

4

6
2.377
1.029

560

66

78

1

a
54
516

97

35.
II

3

I

2

5
.4

I

3

2

9

116

99
34

20
40

423

2

86
35
773

_

4

I

21

1

422
39
239
696
849
5

--

.219

22

8

2

90

2

16

20

307

2

13

2

3
7

3

232

1

5

3

4

184

19

19

I

13

28

10

14

1

MO

MD

75

9

I

1

I

I

.

,

--I

1

13

6

I

I

12

38

134

421

52

7

29

. 642

2
10

2

.1

9

68

2

17

2

1

2

22

21

64

HO

3

1

5

2
1,927

196
34

15
13
4

5

2:219

19

57

2.

1

2

7.064

13

.

16
4

17

1,191

133.

2

146
13

23

6
1,141

14

23
8
31

615

6

407
34

3

7

37
1,530

10

I
1

1

t

10

615

8

I
4

6

UM

12

6

4
_

I

1

4

3

7
18

79

4

1

.

4

2

1

3

.

7

5

158

61

3

3
3

2

2

2

10

1

830

LATIN AMERICA

35

674
672
1.736

2

-

10

I

3
1

135

Italy

FAR EAST

--ET -

14-

6

13

2,742
1,699
6
8

.

1

48

USSR.

9.211

1.6411

2

17

Austria
Belgium

Switaeriand
United Kingdom
Vatican City State
YugoshirM

1

1

41

6

Sweden

i

327

----

I1.164

Ireland

1.

I

EUROPE

Greece .
Iceland

11

..

1

26

red.
et Rep. of

.

!3

II

Rhodesia
Senegal

Denmark
Finland
France

1

I

Nigeria
Sierra Leone
South Africa, Republic of
Sudan
Uganda
United Arab Republic

1

.315

18
2

Liberia

i

I

1

1

2

202
4

I

'Includes Mom modems whom particular field of interest at. net operilicsily +Moe+
Ilveluele. dent.", annuli plaannary. pre-methane. and veterinary 11}11110M.

114

334
I
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INTERNATIONAL -EDUCATION ACT

TAM V

U.S.. STUDENTS ABROAD: FIELDS OF MAJOR INTEREST CONTINUED
NUMANMES

HOST
COUNTRY

TOTAL

NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST 410
Iraq

Is/
m
Lakanon
Pakistan

a

Twit.*

3
245
130

1.

Canada

OCEANIA
Australia
Nast Zealand ,

11

T

2

3

5
....

6

1

4

5

1

5

1

9

311

-- - - - 174

424

4

1

18

29
15

3.499

7

39

84

27

39

2.

332

136

94

264

878

2A96

7

39

64

87

99

24

332

135

94

254

878

89

-

6

6

2

1

4

3

16

98

2

6

2

1

1

3

le

23
3

66
23

3

Induct.. Nom student. atina. portavla litld of futon.* vas not qrs.-ikon) defined
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=

87
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396

16
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26

74

11
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87
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396
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11

26

74

19

6

6
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2

2

1
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6

5

6

9
9

1

1

1

13

1

/

.

4

4.

1

5
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1
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6

3

57
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7
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1

7.

9

_
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4
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1

4
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U. S. INSTITUTIONS REPORTING FOREIGN SCHOLARS, U. S. FACULTY
MEMBERS ABROAD, AND FOREIGN STUDENTS
The information given below represents the results of three
separate surveys. The figures on foreign scholars visiting U. S.
colleges and universities and on U. S. faculty members abroad
resulted from survey of 2,127 institutions (ees, page 34), while
data on foreign students were obtained 'from' survey made of

26 institutions (see page 16). Undergraduate and graduate
'AM R

8,993 3,793

MM.
ALABAMA

00

Alabama A. & M. Coll.,
Normal
Alabama Coll. Montevallo
Alabama, Univ. of amid,
Birmingham Campus

27
19

20

4
4

9

II

Auburn Univ., Auburn
Birmingham Southern Coll.,
Birmingham

251

3

34

meow

156

27

404

62
12
50

6
2

102

4

29

.48

3

88
80

7
2
4

Florence State Coll., Floronca
Howard Coll. 01/1111fIghWO

14

7
2

Huntengdon Coll. Montgomery
Jerleonville State Coll.,

Jscluonville
,,Judem Coll., Marion

7

2

Oakwood Coll, Huntsville
Sacred Heart Coll. Cullman
St Barmaid Coll., St Bernard

I

3
33

1
34

4

I

Snead Jr. Cell., Boaz

11

7

Southmstern Bible Coll.
Birmingham
Spring Hill Coll.. Mobile

7

5
9
9

Stillman Coll.,. Tuscalowe

Talledega Coll., Talledep
Tr", State Coll.,

:2
l

2
1

TIAnew Ma%
'hakes*. Institute

13

'ALASKA

S

6
13

74

24

:Alaska Methodist Univ:,

3

Anchorege
Olaska, Univ. of, College

13

ARIZONA
American Init. for Foreign

68

.

21

'

80

15

38

II

2

4
34

206

4

18

10
8

283

2
22
172

71

96

3

382

Eastern Arizona Jr. Coll.,
Thatcher
Grand Canyon Coll., Phoenix
ARKANSAS

6

11

23

Trick. The, Mania

Arizona State Coll, Flagstaff
Arizona State Univ., Tempe

Arian, Univ., of. Tome

18
3

3

Marion Inst, Maria,

36

6

30

623

9
20
99
485
5

38

IS

Heoderion Stela Teacher. Coll.,
Arkadelphia
Boothia Coll., Conway
John Brown Univ.,
Silos= Springs
Little Rock Univ., Little Rock
Ouachita Baptist Coll,
Arkadelphia
Ozarks, Coll. of the. Clarkaville
Philander Smith Coll.,
Little Rock
.Shorter Coll., North Little Rork
Southern Baptist Coll.,
Walnut Ridge
Southern State Coll., Magnolia

CAlLIFORNIA

186

Haling Coll, Searcy

8

1

3

7
22

a
2

5
2

4

4

8
1
9
7,434 8,114 868 13,113
23

l

9
2

16
2

2
11

8
80

10

n

20
1

68
24
16

2

8

15

4
2

13

3

31

3

18.

a

Le Mirada
Brooke Inst. of Photography.

a

70
138

2

.a

8

Sontaliarbars
California Baptist Coll.,

18

Rivereide
California Baptist Theo. Sera..
Covina

2

a
1

19

32

32
1

2

3

4

38

'California Coll of Arta and

C.11s, Oakland
California Coll. of Medicine,
.

Lae Angeles

Thousand Oaks
Calicarnia Podiatry Coll.,

3

II

1:

Bala Coll., La Mirada
Biola &h. of Missionary
Medicine. Los Angela

4
11

;18

10

(WW/

4

34
33

s

11

California Lutheran Coll.

/I

1

Santa Cruz

3

1

9

Bible Inst. aloe Angeles, Inc.

2

3
3

478

,-..

Bakersfield Coll., Ilakerstleld
Berkeley Baptist Divinity &h.,
Berkeley
Bethany Bible Col. 1...,

2

Arkansas, Univ. of Mean
Fayetteville Campus
Little Rack Campo.

1

1

Azum ca., krum

3

3
26
24

3

49

College Heights
Arkansas Fblytechnic Coll,
Rusaellville

8

.

1

Armstrong Coll., Berkeley
Art Center Sch., The,
Loe.Amelse

California Hop. Sc).. of
Nursing. lee Angelm
California Inst. of Technology,

1

0

7
4

8
60

3

Conway

0

7
4

7

Secramealo

A.M., A N. Call., Pine Bluff
Arkansas A. & M. Coll.,

Arkansas State Coll., Jcneeboro
Arkanms State Teachers Coll.,

staling...

a

1943

Allan Hancock Coll.,
Santa Merle
Ambaseatior Coll, Paaaderta
American River Jr. Coll.,

II

Talbot Theo. Seam

6

nia

tts

mama moan

34

1

Males Coll.. littreltem

0

38,156 35,106 8,753 62,045

ILY.ONg

2

'University'Campu

f

.11/0111111,

1000014

90101.45

TOTAL

students are'indicated in columns U and O. Thom indkatid in
0, include "special" students and those who did not answer the
question concerning academic status. IA "special" student is
one who is noninatriculated, Is not working for degree and,
therefore, receives no credit for the courses taken.) The total of
these three categories is Indicated in column T.'
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MINIM
A 0

10.1011011

1.111.16 WIWI
Montan. State Coil.,
Bommon
4
6
Montana Sala Univ.,
Miranda
2
Northern Montana Coll.. Havre
Rocky Idountsin Con.,

BUlinp

Waterer Montana Coll. of

.

U

i

MOOD

94 / 29

2

125

rill

9

132
2

16

/ 11

n

Ai

256

Creighton Univ.. The,
5

Dena Coll.. Blair

9

1

4

SI

10

3

Park General Hoop, &h. of/
Nursing...mato

34

Princeton Trim. Sem.,
Prilweton
Princeton Univ., Princeton
Rutgers, The State Univ,
New Brunswick
St. Elisabeth, Coll. of,
Convent Station

IS
8

6

Fairbury Jr. Coll.. Fairbury.
Grace Bible Inst.. °mot.:

18

Hastings Coll.. &alines!

2

ideCOok;

1

20

9

2

100

9.1

3

IS

33

24
24

1

24

19

101

I

47

i

72

3

55
48

9

9

16

188

12

98

Bloomfield Coll., Bloomfield
Caldwell Coll. for Women,
Caldwell
Centenary Coll. for Women,
HacketUrtown
Don Boom Coll., Newton
Dow
Madison
Fairleigh Dickinson
Rutherford Campus
6
Tearwak Campus
Georgian Court Coll.,
Lakewood
Glusboto States Coil., Glassboro
Immaculate Conception Sem..

Jerre. City
Teaneck

775

25

8

33

4

45

40

8

446
IS

7

,
93

1

1
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I
1

2

49
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'4

37
320

5

55
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I

1

II
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2

I1

3

8
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2

3

11

2

I
I
I

14
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10

IS
7
10

11
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7

I

8
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24
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2

rn New Mexico Univ,

1.

/ New MroX Inst. of Mining

I
3

& 'Technology, Socorr:

. New Minim Military 1nm.,
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4

7

10

25

35

4

13

17

13

I

2

2
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48

6

176

7

154

80

13

257

I

1:

2

New Mexico State Univ.,
4
4
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10

6

2
4

2
8

156 1.130

6

.21

I
5

2
12

40

4

117

4

35
73

36
73

1;

134

9

.

1...th.ron Collogir te Bible Inst.,

5

4

2

21

6

ew Mexico Highlands Univ.,
Las Veg

'',.

New London
Dartmouth Coll.. Hanover
Keene State Coll., Keene
ML St. Mary Coll., Hooluett.
New England.Coll., Henniker 2
Newt Hampshire, Univ. of,
Durham
12
Notre Dame Coll. Manchester
Plymouth State Coil.. Plymouth
St. /model'. Coll., Manchester 1

1

1

NE MEXICO

1-442----ES
2
.

22
8

31

n

Pr'

1

I

Villa Walsh Coll., Morristown,
Weetrturi ter Choir Coll.,

5

19

19

4

1

225

4
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Tombrock Jr. CAL Paterson
Trenton Jr. p41.. Trenton
Coll., Trenton
Unsisla ColL, East Orange

33
2

5

3
49

2
74

&h of /

rent Si.
S
Ton

1.

3

40

in

Stevens Inet. of yhnolomy,

1

Colby Jr Coll for Women,

Jersey City State Coll.,

/

Shelton Coll.. Cape Mn y

2
13
?

2
13

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Darlington.

2t2

Nursing, Paterson
St. Peter'. Coll., Jersey City
&ton Had, Univ.,
South Orange

2
187

I1

11

Loa Vegas Campus
Reno Campus
Reno Bus. Coll., Reno

Univ. (Total)
FlorharnMadison Campo

St. Joseph's Hoop.

9

2

NEVADA
Nevada, Univ. of Mull

NEW JERSEY'

2
211/

5
6

.

S. Debrief. Coll., Lakewood'

Kearney State Coll..

Midland Coll., Fremont
Nebraska, Univ. of, Lincoln
Nebraska Wesleyan Univ.,
Lincoln
Omaha, Univ. et °Malta
Peru State Col/. Peru
St. Mary, Coll. of, Omaha
Scottsbluff Coll.. Soottahluff
Union Cal.. Lincoln
Wayne State Coll.. Wayne
York Coll.. York

t

Northeaste, Collegiate Bible /
Inst., Ewa Fella
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Doane Coll.. Crete
Drachmae Coll. of the Scored j'
tr
Heart. Omaha

,'

/10 i II

Newark Stott Coll.. Union
New Brunarkk Theo. Sent,
New Brunswick

379

6

1
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3

2
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/

/2

Network
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Chadron Ptah Coll..
Chadron
Concoct', Te-.....an Coll.,

/

/

3

Network Coll. of Engineering,

NEBRASKA

0

0

U

5

Newark Beth Isn't Wee. Sch.
of Sliming, Newark

13

1

&Nation, Dillon

11.1 SS SSS

MR

IOWAN NCIM,
Monmouth Coll.,
Wm% Long Branch
Montclair State Coll., Upper
Montclair
Muhlenberg Hoop Sch. of
Medical Technoloo, Plainfield

2
2

120

II

1

2

3

4

5

University Park

New Mexico. Univ. of,
A Jbuquerque
OD the Rio Grande,

St. Joao

8

Coll. of, Albuquerque
St. Michael'. Coll., Santa Fe
Westorn New Mexico Univ.,
Silver City

NEW YORK

. .

12

6
3
1 .216

459 3,459 4.6183,183 11,159

Acad. of Aeronautics,

LeGuardio Airy.:
Adelphi Univ. (Total)

Ade.rauffolk Coll..

20
4

3

Adolph' Univ..
Gorden City
Albany Bug. Coll., Albany

'Alfred Univ., Alfred

Ameriam Acad. of Dramatic
Arta New York
American Inst. for
Peychoanalyais, New York
Art Career Sch., New York
Art Student. League of ,
New York. New York
Atlantic State Chiropractic

In... New York

Auburn Community Coll..
Auburn

3

21
41

41

4

4

37

37

12

7

1

2
8

3

.

3

22

9

12

3

3
5

44

55

2

3

3

5

5

`Theme avg. =luck the 11141MLIUM salliated with Alfred Univ....thy, which

50

uo looted sewaretely under the State Untie...11y of New York.
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

TABLE VII

FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS REPORTING U.S. STUDENTS, 1963-1964

----TOTAL

15,092

ARGENTINA
Catholic University of C6rdoba
National Technological University. Buenos Aires
Teachers College, Rosario
University of Buenos Aires

19
0

AUSTRALIA
Australian National University, Canberra
University of Adelaide
University of Melbourne
University of New South Wales, Sydney
University of Queensland, Brisbane
University of Sydney
University of Tasmania, Hobart
University of Western Australia

06

AUSTRIA
Academy of Applied Art. Vienna
Academy of Musk and Dramatic Art, Vienna
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art, Salzburg
American Medical Society. Vienna
College of Agriculture, Vienna
Technical University of Graz
Technical University of Vienna
University of Commerce, Vienna
University of Innsbruck
University of Vienna
Veterinary College of Vienna

BELGIUM
Catholic.University of Louvain
College of Europe, Bruges
Free University of Brussels
Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine.
Antwerp
Royal Conservatory of Music, Antwerp
Royal Conservatory of Music, Brussels
Royal Institute of Cultural Heritage, Brussels
State University of Ghent
University of Liege

.1
1

12

10
16

6

s
s

13

3
5

801
2

70
148
176
2
3
2
3
123

270
2

424
309
4

80

9
11-.

3
1

2

5

BOLIVIA
Royal and Pontifical University of San Francisco
Xavier of Chuquisaca, Sucre

2

BRAZIL
Faculty of Philosophy, Science and Letters.
Imaculada Conceisio. Santa Maria
Faculty of Philosophy, Science and Letters of
S. Corwifin de Jesus, Baum
Pontifical CatholiC University of Rio de Janeiro
Universityof See Paulo

11

2

1
1

3

6

CANADA
Acadia University, Wolfville, NS.
Bishop's University, Lennoaville, P.Q.
Carleton University, Ottawa, Ont.
College of Saint Joseph, Saint-Joseph, N.B
Dalhousie University, Halifax. 149.
Laval University, Qualw Rot
McGill Universitv, Montreal..P.Q.
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ont.
Memorial University of Newfoun ',land, St. John's
Mount Allison University, Sackville, N.B
Mount Saint Vincent CoPege, Halifax, N.S
Nma Scotia Technical College, Halifax. N.S.
Queen's University at Kingston, Kingston, Ont
St. Dunstan's University, Charlottetown, P.E.I
St Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, N.9
St. Mary's University, Halifax, hi.S
Sir George William. University, Montreal, P.Q
University of Alberta, Edmonton
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg
University of Montreal, P.Q
University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, N.B
University of Ottawa, OH.
University of Saskatchewan. Saskatoon ..
University of Toronto, Ont.
University of Windsor, Ont.

2,496
72
13

7
17
107

54
629
26

9

17
127
6

49

67
129
109
29
105
67
103
38
180
42

352
162

CHILE ..
Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Santiago
University of Chile, Santiago
University of Concaprifst Banos Arana

23

CHINA, REPUBLIC OF
National Taiwan University, Taipei
Taiwan Normal University, Taipei
Tunghai University, Taichung

23

COLOMBIA
Free University of Colombia, Bogotk

148

National University of Colombia, &god
University of the Andes, Bogoti
University of Cali
Xavier Pontifical Catholic University, Bogota
-CONGO fLeopoldM110
Official University of the Congo, Elizahetlwille

COSTA RICA
Inter. American Institute of Agricultural Sciences
of the OAS. Turrialba
Normal School of Costa Rica, Heredia
University of Costa Rica, San Jose

17

3
2
11

3
9

1

14

F9
5

76
1
1

IS
1
1

11
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DENMARK
Royal Academy of Fine Arts, e°
Technical Universi of DenmarrnChoapgeetlagen
University of

48
7
1

40

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
University of San Domingo

17

ECUADOR
Central University, Quito
University of Guayaquil

2

17

1
1

ETHIOPIA

11

Haile Sellaasie I University, Addis Ababa

11

FINLAND
Institute of Technology, Otair.ztni
University of Helsinki
University of Oulu
University of Turku

13

FRANCE
Catholic Faculties of Lyon
Catholic Institute of Paris
Catholic University of Lille
Catholic University of the West. Angers
Central School of Arts and Industries. Paris
Institute of Advanced Cinematographic Studies,
Paris
National Institute of Aeronautics, Paris
National Institute of Archives, Paris
National Institute of Fine Arta, Paris
National Institute of Modein Oriental Language.,
Paris
Polytechnic Institute. Paris
School of Advancid Business Studies, Paris
University of Aix- Marseilles
University of Besancon
University of Bandeaus
University of Caen
University of Dijon
University of Grenoble
University "f Lille
University of Lyon
University of Montpellier
University of Nancy
University of Paris
University of Poitiers
University of Rennes
University of Strasbourg
University of Toulouse

GERMANY, Federal Republic of
Academy of Fine Arts, Munich
Baden Conservatory of Music, Karlsruhe
College of Physical Education, Cologne
Free University of Berlin
Hanover College of Veterinary Medicine, Hanover
Institute of Fine Arts, Berlin-Charloltenburg
Institute of Music, Berlin
National College of Fine Arts, Dusseldorf
National College of Fine Arts, Frankfurt
National College of Fine Arta, Freiburg
National College of Fine Arta, Hamburg
National College of Music, Cologne
National College of Music, Hamburg
National College of Music, Munich
National College of Music, Saarbriicken
National College of Music and Art, Stuttgart
National College of Music and Drama, Hanover
German Academy of Music, Detmold
Technical University of Aachen
Technical
Technical University of Berlin
Technical University of Brunswick
Technical University of Darmstadt

1

Z742
4

124

6
1

1

2
1

3
40
25
1

5

392
57

270
77
32
281

16
51

112
4

975
42
18

179
24

1.893
10

2

4
184
1

9
10
4
10
1

10

13
19

2
8
4

6
2
10

2
12

133

Technical University of Hanover
Technical University of Karlsruhe
Technical University of Munich
Technical University of Stuttgart
University of Bonn
University of Cologne
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
University of Frankfurt
University of Freiburg
University of Unseen
University of Gottingen
University of Hamburg
University of Heidelberg
University of Kiel
University of Mains
University of Marburg
University of Munich
University of kliinster
University of the Saar, Saarbriieken
University of Tubingen
University of Wursburg

2

s

16

9
82
38
56
41

165
10
101

63
258
14

80
77

203
18

20
103
25

.

GHANA
.
University of Ghana, Accra

18
18

GREECE
Aristotelian University of Salonika

6

GUATEMALA
University of San Carlos of Guatemala,
Guatemala City

19
19

HONG KONG
University of. Hong Kong

s
s

ICELAND
University of Iceland, Reykjavik

B

8

INDIA
Banana Hindu University, Varanasi
Gauhati University, Assam
Kerala University, Trivandrum
Maharaja Saysjirado University of Banda
Nagpur University
Osmania University, Hyderabad
University of Allahabad
University of Bombay
University of Delhi
University of Lucknow
Visva- Bharsti. Santiniketan

31
2
1
1
1
1

9
3
2
9
1

1

INDONESIA
Gadjah Mada University
Padjadjaran University, Bandung

2

IRAQ
Al-Hikma University of Baghdad

3

IRELAND
National University of Ireland (Total/
University College, Cork
University College, Dublin
University College, Galway
University of Dublin, Trinity College

ISRAEL
Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan
Hebrew, Union College Biblical and Archaelogica/
School, Jerusalem

Hebrew Univereity. Jerusalem
Rubin Academy of Music, Jerusalem
Tel-Aviv University
Weisman Institute of Science, Rehovoth

1
1

3

135
97
17

60
20
245
11

24
1811

20
3
7

61

134
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ITALY
Academy of Fine Arta, Rome
Academy of FM. Arta, Turin
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan

Conservatory of Mum, Naples
Conservatory of Music, Palermo
Conservatory of Music, Penns
Conservatory of Music, Pesaro
Conservatory of Music, Rome
Institute of Economics, Commerce, Foreign
Languages and Literature, Venice
National Institute of Art, Florence
Oriental University Institute of Naples
Polytechnic Institute of Milan
University of Bari ,
University of Bologna
University of Economics and Commerce

"Luigi Be=ni, Milan

University of Ferrara
University of GC.JII
University of Milan
University of Modena
University of Pavia
University of Perugia
University of Pisa
University of Rome
University of Siena
University orTurin

JAMAICA
University of the West Indies, Kingston

JAPAN
Chiba University
Gakuahuin University, Tokyo
Hoag University, Tokyo
Kagoshima University
Keio University, Tokyo
KitaKyushu University
Kobe University
Kokusai University
Kyoto City College of Fine Arta
Kyoto University
Nagoya Commercial University
Nippon Medical School, Tokyo
Ryukoku University, Kyoto
Seinen Gekuin University, Fukuoka
Shimane University, Mataue
Sophia University, Tokyo
Tohoku University, Sendai
Tokyo College of Economics
Tokyo Dental College
Tokyo School of the Japanese Language
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
Tottori University
University of the Sacred Heart, Tokyo
University of Tokyo
Weseda University, Tokyo
KENYA
University College, Nairobi

KOREA

ChungAng University, Seoul
Korea University, Seoul
Seoul Notional University
LEBANON
American University of Beirut

St. Joseph's Unisersity, Beirut
LIBERIA
Cuttington College and Divinity School.
Bong County

62

996
69

LUXEMBOURG
International University of Comparative Sciences

1

MALAYSIA
University of Singapore

4
4

2

1

4
I
1

2
3
19

2
10

2
1

332
7
2

a
1

4

410
120
5
2
2
2

615
2

2
2
1

19
1
1

MEXICO
Autonomous Unil , raity of Guadalajara
College of Mexico, Guanajuato
Graduate College of the National School of
Agriculture, Chapingo
Institute or Science, Guadalajara
Institute of Technology and Advanced Studies,
Guadalajara
.
Institute of Technology and Advanced Studies,
Monterrey
National School of Anthropology, Mexico, D.F.
University of the Americas, Mexico City
University of Chihuahua
University of Coahuila
University of Nuevo Leon, Monterrey
University of San Luis Potosi
University of Veracruz

1,927
71
10
1

7

6
36
12

1,899
1
i

NEPAL
Tribbuvan University, Katmandu

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam Conservatory of Music
Catholic University of Nijmegen
Institute of Social Studies, The Hague
Leiden University
Netherlands Training Institute for Service
Abroad, Breukelen
Royal Conservatory of Music, The Hague ..
State Academy of Fine Arts, Amsterdam
State University of Groningen
State University of Utrecht
Technological University of Delft
University of Amsterdam

13
51
3
17
1

1

127
5
2

8
31

4

2
4

3
12

6
50

10
'2

19
1
1

7
1

1

412
3
1.1

70
1

2
15
13

27
1

I

10
13
1

7
130
129
1

NEW ZEALAND
University of Auckland
University of Canterbury, Christchurch
University of Otago. Dunedin
Victoria University of Wellington
NICARAGUA
.
National University of Nicaragua, Leon

23
2

3
6
18

3
3

NIGERIA
University of Madan
University of Nigeria, Nsukka

25

NORWAY
Norwegian Advanced Teachers College, Trondheim
University of Bergen
University of Oslo

23

PAKISTAN
University of the Panjab, Lahore
University of Peshawar

17

8

1

1

21
4

PANAMA

21

Ilniversity.of Panama, Panama City

21

PERU
National University of Engineering, Lima
National University of San Antonio Abed de Cuzco
Pontifical Catholk -University of Peru, Lima

11

2

PHILIPPINkb

2

Adamson University, Manila
Araneta University, Rizal

4
1

6
830
3

86
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Annan° University, Manila
Alamo De Manila Univeriiri, Quenon City
Central Philippine University, Iloilo City
Centro &Kolar University, Manila
Far Eastern University, Fianna
Manila Central University
Philippine Women', University, Manila
University of the East. Manila
University of Manila
University of San Carlos, Cebu City
University of Santo Tonvno, Manila
University of Southern Philippines, Cebu City
University of the Philippines, Quezon City
Xavier University, Cagayan de Om

POLAND
Jagiellonian University, Cracow
University of Lodz
University of Warsaw

1

18
12
3
21
1

23
4
1

1

25

135

SWITZERLAND

872

St. Gall Graduate School of Economics, Business

and Public Administration
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, rurich
University of Basle
University of Berne
University of Fribourg
University of Geneva
University 'of Lausanne
University of Neuchetel
University of Ziirich

4

37
107

29
103
224

88
33
47

1

624
6

TURKEY.

28

Middle East Technical University, Ankara

7
17

Robert College. Istanbul
4

University of Ankara
University of Istanbul

2
5

UGANDA

11

1

3
34
34

Makarere University College, Kampala

PORTUGAL
National Conservatory of Music, Lisbon
,
Univerritysd 'Coimbra

4

RHODESIA,

2

University College of Rhodesia & Nyasaland,
Salisbury

2

1

RUMANIA

2

Univenqy of Bucharest

2

SENEGAL
University of Dakar

7

SIERRA LEONE

7

10

Smash Bay College, The University College of
`

Sierra Leone..Freetown

SOUTH AFRICA
University of Cape Town

University of Natal. Durban
University of South Africa, Pretoria
University of Stellenboech

SPAIN
Pontifical University of Salamanca
School of Ceramics, Mildew!

University of Barcelona
University of Grenade
University of Madrid
University of Navarre, Pamplona
University of Santiago de Compostela

SUDAN
University of Khartoum
SWEDEN
Agricultural College of Sweden, Uppsala
Anglo-American Institute. University of Lund
Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg
Institute of Englinh-Spea king Student.,
University of Stockholni
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
Royal Swedish Academy of Fine Arts. Stockholm
Royal Veterinary College, Stockholm
South Swedish Institute of Physical Medicine,
University of Lund
Stockholm School of Economics..
Swedish State School of Arts, Crafts
and Design, Stockholm
University of Gothenburg
University of Uppsala

10

32
9
1

20
2

874
3
1

12
18

675
10

55
1.
1

141

i
s
3

81
1

I
5

3

32

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

37!
8'

Leningrad State University
Moscow State University

29

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
Al Axhar University

41

American University in Cairo .

34

6

Alexandria University.

UNITED KINGDOM

1

1.738

Bristol Old Vic Theatre School, Bristol
British Drama League. London
Central School of Speech and Drama, London
Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London

4
15
4
3

1..:C.C. Central School of Arts and Sciences,
London

London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art
Nottingham College of Art and Design
Queen's University, Belfast
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, London
Royal College of Art, London
Royal Scholl of Church Music. Croydon
a/ Scottish Academy of Music and College of
Dramatic Art, Glasgow
St. Martin's School of Art, London
University of Aberdeen
University of Birmingham
University of Bristol
University of Cambridge tiiria1)
Christ's College
Churchill College
Clare College

Corpus Christi College
Downing College
Emmanuel College

Fitrailliam House
Girton College
Gonville and Came College
Jesus College
King's College
Magadalene College
New Hall
Newnham College
Pembroke College
Peterhouse
Queens' College
SL Catherine's College
St. John's College
Selwyn College
Sidney Sullies College

3
14
1

11

a

8
2
2
21

16
27
167
6
10
10
4
2
4
14
5

8
10
19

2
3
12

9
3
6

b

9'
1

2

This figure was obtained from the Inter- University Cor.tmittee on Travel Grant., which conducts program in to.

oseset3n with the Minpy of Higher Education of the
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Trinity College

14

Trinity Neil

University of Durham
University of Edinburgh
University of Exeter
University of Clasper '

8
3
127

27
27

,

University of Hull
University pf Keels

University of Leeds
University of Leicester
University of Liverpool
University of London (Total)
Bedford College
Birkbeck College
British Postgraduate Medical Federation

Courtauld Institute of Art

Imperial College of Science and Technology
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
Institute of Archaeology
Institute of Classical Studies
Institute of Education
Institute of Historical Research
'Jews' College
King's College
London School of Economics and
Political Science
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine
Medical College of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital
Middlesex Hoepital Medical School
New College
*Northern Polytechnic
Richmond College
"Rdthamsted Experimental Station
"Royal Academy of Music
"Royal College of Music
Royal Holloway College
St. Mary's Hospital Medical School
School of Pharmacy
School of Slavonic and East European
Studies

University College

Warburg Institute

Westfield College
Westreineter Medical School
'Woolwich Polytechnic
Wye College
University of Manchester
University of Newcastle upon Tyne

University of Nottingham
1/niversity of oxford (Total)
Balliol College
Brasenom College

Campion Hall
Christ Church
Corpus Christi College
Exeter College
GreYfriare
Hertford College
Jesus College
Keble College

Lady Margaret Hall
Linacre House

64

11

3

24
3
11

721

9
18

95
23
19
31
12
1

12

36
2
10

Lincoln College
Magdalen College
Mansfield College
Merton College
New College
Nuffield College
Oriel College
Pembroke College
The Queen's College
Regent's Park College
St. Anne's College
St. Antony's College
St. Benees Hall
St. Catherine's Society
St. Edmund Hall
St. Hilda's College
St. Hugh's College.
St. John'a College
Somerville College
Trinity College
University College

8
23
9

Wa,dharn College
Worcester College

13
14

6

University of Reading
University of St. Andrews
University of Sheffield
University of Southampton
University of Strathclyde, Ghagow
University of Sussex
University of York
University of Wales (Total)
University College of North Wales, Bangor
University College of South Wales and _
Monmouthshire,'Cardiff
University College of Swansea
University Co)lsge of Wales, Aberystwyth

4
4

VATICAN CITY STATE

291
4

4
5
3
2
1

6

1

Pontifical Athenaeum of St. Anselm
Pontifical Antonian Athenaeum

1

6
101
3

8
1

1
1

40
6
12

322
22
10
4
12
4
14
2
2
2

5
9
31

Pontifical Biblical Institute
Pontifical Gregorian University
Pontifical Institute of Oriental Studies
Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music
Pontifical Lateran University
Pontifical North American College
Pontifical Theological Faculty of St. Boneventure
of the "Frail Minori Conventuali"
Pontifical University of St, Thomas Aquinas
Pontifical Urbanian University

12
18
5

8
5
2
7
14

2

9
9
1

2
7

8
9
13

2
34
17

8
1

9
1

20
3
4

10
3

MO
15

9
34
381

9
2

60
274
18

70

a

VENEZUELA

3

Andres Bello Catholic University, Caracas
University of the Andes, Merida

2

YUGOSLAVIA

9

University of Belgrade
University of Ljubljana
University of Novi Sad

1

1

1

'Institutions with teachers recognised by the University of
London.

_.
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Institute of international Education
809 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA. NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

Ihe Institute of International Education, founded in 1919, is a_private,

T nonprofit organization which develops and administers programs of

educational exchange for foundations, private organizations, governments, colleges, universities, and corporations in the United States and
abroad. Approximately 6,000 students, teachers, technicians, and specialists from more than 100 countries study or train through these programs each year. Through its counseling and information services and its

publications, the Institute assists thousands of individuals and many
organizations concerned with international education here and abroad.
The institute relies on contributions from those interested in educational
exchange to meet its annual operating costs, and it invites individuals,
foundations, and corporations to share in its important activities. Contributors may establish special scholarship opportunities for U.S. and
foreign students and provide supplementary grants-in-aid. Contributions
to the Institute are tax deductible.
U. 5: REGIONAL 'OFFICES
MIDWEST

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
1600 Sherman Street

116 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60603.

Denver, Colorado 80203

SOUTHERN

WASHINGTON

World Trade Center
1520 Texas Avenue
Houston, Texas 77002

1530 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
WEST COAST

291 Geary Street
San Francisco, California 94102
OVERSEAS OFFICES

.

EAST AFRICAN

EUROPEAN

P. 0. Box 5869
Nairobi, Kenya

Reid Hall
4, Rue de Chevreuse
Paris 6, France

LATIN AMERICAN

SOUTHEAST ASIAN

Apartado 300
Lima, Peru

78 North Sathorn Road
Bangkok, Thailand

68-855 0 - 66 - AO
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12. (), The' pending bill deletes from Sec. 601(a) of Title VI of NDEA the
requirement that, in establishing language and area centers, the Commissioner
must determine that adequate instruction in the language is not readily available
in the United States. Do you conceive this as broadening Sec 601(a) to cover
such languages as French, Spanish, and German? With Title VI broadened as
you propose here, do you feel that present funding is sufficient? if not, what do
you recommend?

.

12. A. Yes, the proposed amendment would broaden Section. 601(a) of the
NDEA to fund language and area programs involving instruction in French,
Spanish, German, and Italian. This will mean a sizeable increase in the number
of students who can speak the languages C2 large portions of Africa and South
America and at the-same time enable the NDEA program to meet the growing
need for West European specialists.
Regarding funding, see Question 3. No additional funds are needed for FY

1967 since award; have already been made. For FY. 1968, we shall review the
entire operation of the NDEA Title VI program. Neiertheless, the amendment
is needed now to put colleges and universities on notice so they may plan for

FY 1968 and beyond.

RESPONSES OF SECRETARY OS. HEAVY
EDUCATION, ANp WELFARE GARDNER TO
4QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR WINSTON L. PROUTY

1. Q. How much money do von propose to spend under this bill ?..
1. A. Please see the answer N. Senator Javits' question 4.

2. Q. Given limited funds for what I suspect will be a very large demand,

what criteria do you propose to follow in the allocation of these monies?
.2. A. With. respect to graduate centers, please see answers to Senator Morse's
questions 4(h), 4(1), 4(3), 5(b), 5(c).
With respect to undergraduate institutions, please see . answers to Senator
Morse's questions 8(b), 8(c), 8(d).
3. Q. What is new in this program and hoW does it absolutely differ from aid
to area centers as provided for under Title VI of NDEA?
3. A. This legislation is much broader .in_scope,. concept and approach than
Title VI of the NDEA.
The NDEA was the first legislation to recoginze a Federal responsibility in
international education. The language and area centers which it authorized in

Title VI have and .will continue to make important contributions. However
these centers are limited to instruction in modern foreign languages and in those
subjects necessary for an understanding of the areas where the languages ate
spoken} such as the history, literature and geography of the area. Participants
in the centers are generally limited to those departments which compose the
school of Arts and Sciences: Students enrolling in the centers include undergraduates who look forward to graduate work in specialized area studies and to
\ graduate students seeking advanced degrees in such studies. ,

'\

The IEA seeks on the graduate level to create centers which will include many
schools and program's in addition to Arts and Sciences, such as Medicine, Law,
Business and Agriculture. Indeed, an NDEA center may well be one of many
participants in a new IR& graduate center.
In addition, the new .centers need not be restricted to a geographic approach
but may concentrate on certain world-wide functional problems.
On the undergraduate level, we ,seek through Section 4 to reach all students
and nob\merely those who intend to specialize in. area or regional studies.
The contemplated base is much broader and the resources which will be employed to carry out the Act's objectives will be far more varied than under the
NDEA. MOreover, since the. NDEA was enacted to meet certain highly specialized needs related to national defense, we felt it was more appropriate for the

broad academic purposes of the lEA to be pursued through an independent
legislative enactment.

4. Q. Mr. Secietary, you are probably aware that several colleges and private
organizations in Vermont are making outstanding contributions to international
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education. One of them, for example, a small liberal arts college in the northern
part of the State has given English language training to some 40,000 foreign
nationals from GO countries in the past dozen years. Is there anything in this
legislation -which would fund a program such as teaching English as a second
language?
4. A. There is nothing specifically in the legislation to cover a program for the
training of 'foreigt nationals or foreign students. While there may be a need
for such a program and courses in this area, the International Education Act is
designed primarily for U.S. colleges and American students attending them.
Several features of the Act are relevant to the problem at hand :
Private non-profit groupo are eligible for grants if they can make an especially
significant contribution to the purposes of the bill.. The work of such organizations may well have an indirect benefit on the teaching of English to foreigners.
Secondly, the university itself in developing a Section 4 program may choose to
develop activities that will involve American students. hi seminars, discussion
groups, or extracurricular activities with foreign nationals.
Thirdly, while we have not thought of the program described as meriting a
high priority under the terms of the Act, we do believe that it could be developed
into an approvable project application by the inclusion of dimensions beyond the
teaching of English which are specifically geared to the fleet's of American
students.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS STUDY

Senator JAvi.Ts. I have also a survey of selected institutionssof higher education with study programs preparing students for Work abroad,
a printed document made at my request and dated FebruarY 22961.
I leave it to the judgment of the Chair as to whether this report by the
Library of Congress, -hielt gives the status of the international education programs in our institutions of higher, education, if it were up-.
dated.:t is a few. years oldshould or should not be made part of

our recc:d.. But I submit it because I think it. is the first thing that

was done in. pursuance of my own deep concern with this problem.
Senator MORSE. If the Senator will let me interrupt a moincrii,
I am going to withhold inserting the report in the record at this time.
It will eventually, be inserted anyway with subcommittee approval,
but I would like to see if we cannot get it brought up to date. It should
not take very long to have it revised by the Library of Congress, but
I would like to -attempt to get it in current form 'for insertion 'ir. the
', record, because I think it is the type of material weought to have on
each Senator's desk in the printed proceedings .when we -come to consider the matter.
Senator JAVITS. If the chairtnan will allow me, with the consent of
the chairman, I will request the Library of Congress to update it.
Senator MORSE: We will make that request forthwith.
SenatorJavzTs. Then I ask S. 2037, which is the bill I introduced to
accomplish the purposes to which the witness is now testifying,. that is,
S. 2874, the, chairman's bill.
Senator Ni onst. That bill will be insetted in the record at the close
of the hearings_thismorning.
(The document referred to follows:)
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7..

-1sT SESSION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAI( 26 (legislative day, MAY 24), 1965

gr. JAVrrs introduced the following bill; which was read twite and referred
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

A ?ILL
To amend the National Defense Education Act of 1958 in
order to provide for certain international affairs programs.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

1

2

gives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That title IX of the Nationpl Dr.i'ense Education Act of 1958

4

is amended

5

6

(1) by inserting after the title the following: "PART

IGENERAL" ;

7

(2) by striking out the word "title" in section

8

1102 and inserting in lieu thereof the word "part,".; and

9'
10

(3) by adding at the end thereof a new part as follows:
II
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2
1

"PART 1IINTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

2.

"STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

`fSEC. 1111. (a) The Congress finds and declares that

3

4 the international programs and activities of the United States
5

business community, cultural and educational institutions,

6

and Government have attained a',position of primary in-

7

portance to the national security and the economic and social

8

welfare of the United. States. Furthe\r , with the increasing

9 responsibilities inherent to United states free world leade&-.
10 ship, these. international programs and activities will require
11

continued expansion- in scope and improvement in quality,

12

especially with respect to the personnel engaged'in them.

13

" (b) The national need for people with knowledge in.

14

fields Mated to international affairs is not currently being

.15

met, and large-scale efforts will be required to meet the

16 mounting needs of the future. A greater number of students,
17

teachers, businessmen, professional people, and Government

18

off

19

challenges and oppOrtunities, in the international field; It is

20

the purpose of this part to improve and develop the facilities

21

in institutions of higher education for the training of .students

22

and others for -wdik in the field of intemational4iirs.

23

I.

Is .must he better prepared to deal. with the growing

"INTERNATIONALS AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

24

"SEc. 1112. (a) The Commissioner is authorized to

25

arrange through contracts with institutions of higher educa,.
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\

1

lion for the establishment and operation of prognuns of inter-

2

national affairs studies for the trifling of individuals for(1)

:3

4

technical personnel in business or Goven went work;

" (2) work in the United States in international

5
6

affairs; or

" (3) teaching or...'research work in international

7
^8

Ver8011S CITIpinyllIellt as In ministnitive or

affairs.

Any such prOgram may include necessary language training
10

and guid;ince and counseling' in employment opportunities...

11

Any :melt arrangement may cover not more than 50 per

12

centum of the cost of the establishment and operation of the

13

program with respect to whiclr it is made, including the cost

14

of grants to the staff for travel in the foreign areas, regions,

15

or countries with which the subject matter of the field or

16

fields imm which they are or will he working is concerned and

17

the cost of travel of foreign scholars to enable them to teach.

18

or assist in teaching- in such pograin and the cost of their

19

return, and shall be made on such conditions as the Comfit's-

20

sioner finds necessary to carry out the purposes of this

21

section.

22

" (b) The Commissioner is !abo authorived to pay

23

stipends to individuals undergoing advanced training in in-

24

ternational affairs at, any 41:w-term nr rilgular.session of any

25

institution of higher education., or of a'Comparale institution

v,

4,
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4
1

abroad approved for this purpose by the Commissioner, in-

2

eluding allowances for dependents and for travel to and from

3

their places of residence, but only upon reasonable assurances.

4

that the recipients of such stipends will, on completion of

5

their training, be available for teaching international affairs

6

in an institution of higher education or for such other service

7

of 'a public nature as may be permitted in regulations of the

8 Commissioner.
9 "INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS INSTITUTES FOR SECONDARY
10
11

SCHOOL TEACHERS

"SEC. 1118. (a) The Commissioner is authorized to

12

arrange through contracts with institutions of higher edueal.

13

tion for the establishinent and operation of short term or

14 regular session institutes for teachers in secondary schools
15

in order to give them a broader underrstariding of international

16

affairs.

17

establishtnent and operation of the institute with respect. to

18

which it is made, including the 'cost of grants to the staff

19

of travel in the foreign areas, regions, or countries with which'

20

the subject matter. of the field or fields in which they are or

21

Will be working is concerned,,and the cost of travel of foreign

Any such 'arrangement may mver the cast of the

22 scholars to enable them to teach or assist in teaching in such
23

in titute and the cost of their return, and shall be made on

\24 sue i conditions as the Commissioner finds necessary to carry,
25

out lte purpOses of this section.
I

_
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1

" (b) The Commissioner is authorized to pay stipends to

2

any individual to study in a program assisted under the

3

provisions of this section upon determining that assisting

4

such individual in such studies will promote the purpose of

5'1 this part. Stipends under the provisions of this subsection
6 may include allowances for dependents and for travel to and
7

from the place of residence.

8

"APPROPRIATION8 AUTHORIZED

9

"Sic. 1114. There are authorized to be appropriated

10

$3,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966,

11

$8,000 J00 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,

12

$12,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968,

13

$15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30; 1969, and

14 $18,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1979, and
15

for each succeeding fiscal year, to carry out the provisions

16

of this part."
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EDUCATION FOR PEACE AMENDMENT

Senator JAVITS. Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to call the
witness' attention to a proposal I introduced as an amendment to this
bill, an amendment which I call "education for peace." It is like focd
for peace, except it relates to education. It will result in converting
currencies of countries that have soft currencies into currencies usable

her for the education of students coining to the United States. I

wool 1 greatly appreciate the opinion of the Department on it in connecti with these hearings as I do intend to call it up as an amendment to this bill.
Senator Moan. It, will be inserted at. this point, in the record. The
Secretary will be requested to have his staff prepare a memorandum
from the Department setting forth its views with regard to the amendment.
Senator JAVITS. Together with the explanatory statement I made on
the floor.

SenatorMoasu. The explanatory statement will be inserted as well.
(The documents referred to follows :)
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89TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION

S. 2874

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
AUGUST 10 (legislative day, AUGUST 9), 1966

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and ordered to be
printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAVITS to S. 2874, a bill to
provide for the strengthening of American educational resources for international studies and research, viz: At the
end of the bill add the following:
AMENDMENTS TO MUTUAL, EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL

EXCHANGE ACT OF 1961

2
3

SEC. 9. (a) Section 102 (b) of the Mutual Educational

4 and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2452) is
5 amended (1) by striking the period at the end of clause (9)
6

and substituting a semicolon; and (2) by adding at the end

7 thereof a new clause as follows:
8

" (10) promoting studies, research, instruction, And

9

other educational activities of citizens and nationals of
Amdt. No 736
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2

foreign countries in American schools, colleges, and uni2

versifies located in the United States by making avail-

3

able to citizens and nationals of less developed friendly

4

foreign .cOuntries for .exdiange 14 currelicies of their

5

respective countries

6

rencies)

7

dollars in such amounts as may be necessary to enable,

8

such foreign. citizens or nationals who are coming tem-

9

porarily to the United States as students, trainees,

,

at.

(other than excess foreign cur-

United States embassies, United States

teachers, instructors, or professors to meet expenses of
11

the kind described in section 104 (e) (1) of this Act."

12.

(b) Section 104 of the Mutual Educational and Cul-

13

tural.Exchange'Aet of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2454) is amended

14

by adding at the end thereof a new subsection as follows:

15

(g) (1) For the purpose of performing functions

16

authorized by section -.102 (b) (10) of this Act, the Presi-

17.

dent is authorized to establish the exchange rates at which

18

all foreign currencies May be acquired through operations

19

tinder such section, and shall issue regulations binding upon

20

all embassies with respect to the exchange rates to be appli-

21

cable in each of the ieSPective countries where currency

22

changes are authorized under such section.

e.x.

23

(2) In performing the functions authorized under sec-

24

tion 102 (b) (10) of this Act, the president shall make
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1

suitable arrangements for protecting the interests of the

2

United Siates Government in connection with the owner-

3

ship, use, and disposition of all foreign currencies acquired

4

pursuant to exchanges made under such section.

5

" (:

)

The total amount of United States dollars ac-

6

(wired by any individual through currency exchanges under

7

the authority of section 102 (a) (10) of this Act shall in

8

no event exceed $3,000 during any academic year.

9

" (4) Au individual shall he eligible to exchange for-

10

cirri currency for 1.Tnited States dollars at United States

11

embassies under section 102 (1) (10) of this Act only if

12

he gives satisfactory assurances that he will devote essen-

13

tinily full time to his -proposed educational activity in the

14

United States and will maintrain good:standing in relation

15

to such program.

16

" (5) As used in section 102 (b) (10) of this Act, the

17

term 'excess foreign currencies' means foreign currencies,

18

which if acquired by the United States (A) .would be in

19

excess of the normal requirements of departments, agencies,

20

and embassies of the United Sta;(.s for such currencies; as

21

determined by the President. and (B) would be 'available

22

for the use of thi. United States Government under

23

plicable agreements with the foreign country concerned."

ap7
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4
1

(c) Section 105 of the Mutual Educational and Cul-

2

tural Exchange Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2455) is amended

3

by adding at the end thereof a new subsection as follows:

4

" (g) Notwithstanding Iv other provision of this Act,

5

there are authorized to be appropriated for the purposes of

6 making currency exchanges under section 102 (b) (10) of
7

this Act, not to exceed $10,000,000 for the 'fiscal year

8

ending June 30, 1968, and not to exceed $15,000,000

9

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969.".

.-

4-
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[From the Congressional Record, Aug. 10, 19001
STRENGTHENING OF AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES FOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND RESEARCH-AMENDMENT

AMENDMENT ;to. 870

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I submit an amendment, intended to be proposed
by me to the bill (S. 2874) to provide for the strengthening of American educational resources for international studies and research.
This amendment to amend the National Education Act of 1956, would authorize the U.S. Government to accept foreign currencies from qualified students
and teachers in the less developed nations with currency conversion problems,
in order to help their students study in this country.
Currency expenses would apply only to the less developed friendly countries
where the United States does not hold a surplus of local curr^ncies. This would
be for the foreign student an adaptation of what we call th,_ Fulbright plan for
Fulbright scholars, and the facts and figures point out that we have a great
opportunity to help foreign students. Very few of them study here without
any help from the U.S. Government.

This is a field in which we compete so ardently with the Soviet Union and
Communist China. The plan I propose would be an effective way to encourage
this kind of study without costing the United States any material amount of
money,

I hope very much that Senators will consider this plan, which I call an
"education for peace" plan, and thst it may have widespread support in the

Senate.
This proposal would supplement the educational exchange program under the

Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961the Fulbright-Hays
Actwhich presently brings between 5,000 and 6,000 students Into the United
States annually on a scholarship basis at a cost of some $18 million a year.
Under my amendment, U.S. funds would not be used to finance the education
of these foreign students but rather would be employed to enable them to
exchange their foreign currency for dollars in order that they might be able to
finance their own education or use local scholarship money for study in this
country. Thus, my amendment will enable U.S. colleges and universities to

'

increase t*.eir export of knowledge.

An exchange limit of $3,000 annually is set for each student, which is generally inline with the estimated average cost of $2,600 for a school year in a
non-public U.S. college or university. For the first year of the program's opera-

tion, $10 million of U.S. currency would be made available; $15 million is authorized the second year. Thus, an estimated 3,300 students could benefit from the
program the first year and 5,000 the second, year.

Last year, 82,045 students from 159 countries and territories attended more
than 1,000 colleges and universities throughout the United States: Of this
number, 37 percent were studying on their own resources and only 7.2 percent
received their tutition from the U.S. Government; the remainder received aid
from their own governments or from private sources, including U.S. colleges and
universities themselves. Since many nations still retain various forms' of currency exchange control, this is a remarkable record.

But the numbers of such studentsmany of whom are destined for leadership
in their home countriescould be appreciably increased if the United States
made a policy commitment to accept foreign students whose homelands have
currency conversion difficulties. We do much the same thing in sales of food
abroad under our food-for-peace program.
This is, in effect, an education-for-peace program, exporting the knowledge nf

.

our colleges and universities rather than the harvests of our fields and farms:
The <United States should be encouraged in its own efforts to attract foreign
students by the serious problems the Communists nations are having with their
programs. Many Africans studying in both the Soviet Union and Communist
China, have complained of racial discrimination. restrictions on ,academic fivedopl, politically oriented rather than professionally oriented courses mid heavy-

handed attempts at proselytizing. We have a chance to do much better by
providing an increased number of foreign students with an opportunity to observe and absorb within the United States the meaning of freedom in thought

.

0
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and in the practice of daily American life as well as providing a thorough grounding in the skills which are so needed for advancement abroad.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be received, printed, and
appropriately referred.
The amendment '(No. 736) was referred to the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare.

RESPONSE ON SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE GARDNER TO
QUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MORSE

QUESTION NO. 2

Q. Could you supply for the record a memorandum setting forth the Departmental position on Amendment No. 736 to S. 2874, which was introduced by Sen-

ator davits?
A. The Department fully endorses the general objective of Amendment No.
736; we favor the expansion and facilitation of study for foreign students in the
U.S. However, we feel that the InternatiJnal Education Act of 1966 is not the
appropriate instrument for expanding the foreign student program. The basic
aim of the International Education Act is to strengthen the capacity of our
domestic institutions of, higher education for research, study and teaching in
international affairs. The emphasis 18 on institutions and not on individuals, on
American schools and not on foreign assistance._ The inclusion of the programs
envisioned by Amendment No. 738 in the International Education Act could

detract from and confuse the Act's main purposes.
Serious consideration should be given to the foreign exchange problems which

the amendment raises for both the U.S. and the foreign countries which will
participate in the proposed program. The Department of Health, Education.

and Welfare is not competent to comment on the technical fiscal problems involved

and defers to the Department of the Treasury within whose jurisdiction such
matters fali.

Senator MORSE. I understand f.lat Senator Randolph from West
Virginia has a distinguished guest this morning who is joining us in
participating in, these hearings and I would like to have the Senator
from West Virginia introduce him for the record.
DR. HOFFMAN, DEAN OF INSTRUCTION. WEST VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE

Senator RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Edwin D. Hoffman is the

dean of instruction at West Virginia State College at Institute. He

is here this morning intensely interested in the provisions of the pending proposal. You i.re very thoughtful to allow him to be acknowled d as being present
Senator MORSE. Dean, we are glad to have you with us..
Dean HOFFMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MORSE. Senator Yarborough?
INDEPENDENCE. OF. UNIVERSITIES FROM FEDERAL CONTROL

Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Secretary, I think you have a fine statement. As one of the coauthors, along with our distinguished chairman
and 11 other members of the Senate, of S. 2874, I am glad to see this
much progress being mace in this field. I am particularly interested
in your prepared statement where you say :
In my own writings I have often stressed the need for our universities to
maintain their independence of the Federal Government. I sincerely believe
that the provisions of this Act are such that the integrity and autonomy of our
universities will be preserved and strengthened.
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I note the bill itself on page 2, line 22, says:
Grants under this section may be used to cover part or all of the cost of

establishing, strengthening, equipping, and operating research and training centers, including the cost of teaching and research materials and resources and
the cost of programs for bringing vigtting-scholars and faeulty_ to the center,

for the training and improvement of the staff, and for the travel of the staff
in foreign areas, regions, or countries with which, the center may be concerned....

Do you think if the Federal Government puts up all the money

that the independence and integrity of the academic community can
be maintained in these centers without any Federal influence of them
or direction, that their true quest will be for truth and learning and
knowledge and not just to be agents of the Federal bureaucracy ri
That seems to me a problem.

Secretary GARDNER. I really have no serious doubt of it. I think

that the record of Federal university relations is a long enough one
and a full enough one now so that we are pretty well aware of the
kinds of conditions that promote university autonomy. I think that
-

kind of funding is entirely compatible with it.
When I spoke of the strengthening and protection of the autonomy

of universities and protection of their integrity, I was thinking particularly of the long-term aspects of this, which I think is very important, and the fact that we are really asking univ6rsitiec to strengthen
themselves as resources rather than doing what' we have done so often,

ask them to run errands for the Government.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Onceduring World War II, I was the military government officer of a combat division, the 97th, in Europe, and'

we had charge ofwe first captured a territory taken over and moving forward. When we got to Bonn, Germany, I was installed in the
office of the Governor of the Rhine of Westphalia Province. I roamed

arm ,nd among his records when I could catch odd minutes, under
stknding enough German to understand what was in them, and'came
across a file there where the golden key of Bonn University had been
given .to a distinguished graduate, the most distinguished recorded.
H'e had been gauleiter or ruler of Norway. So this university took its
golden key of the highest excellence and gave it to a man for oppreSs-

ing the Norwegians under Hitler. I thought how proud I am that I
am an American that it could not happen there. Many of us were
shocked by the disclosures that. the CIA by grants had turned parts
of an American university seemingly into a cloak-and-dagger operation. I think it reflects no credit to the American academic community that they would take a grant and subvert the quest for knowledge

into some kind of an adjunct of a cloak-and-dagger operation. That is
what causes me to ask these questions. I don't want to see happen
to the American universities what happened to these German universities, where they were giving their golden keys for excellence to the
people who oppressed other peoples.
I would hope, Mr. Secretary, with your great background and learning, that you would devote part of your talents to see that this does not
happen to American education. To me it was a beginning, when the
CIA. starts making secret grants to universities to carry out secret objectives, that seems to me" th beginning of the decline of great American objectives as I see them.
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Your statement says :
The centers will also become international resources with which the educational institutions and governments of other nations may collaborate on constructive
activities.

Many of these governments of other nations, as we know, are purely
dictatorships. Are these other governments of other nations going
to have anything to say about these institutions and how they are being
run We know that we have more freedom here than most countries
over there, and that many of them
SenatonMORSE. Still,
Senator YARBOR017011. We still' have more freedom.

Senator MORSE. That is a very important modification.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I accept the modification without hestitation.

If we are going to turn it over to a bunch of petty dictators over the
world, and say we will ask their collaborations, let these governments
say something about how it is 'going to be run, I think we had better
take a second look, not at the Act before us, but at how it is going to
be run; even though some of those petty dictators might be bought
and paid for by the CIA. It is not a question of whose dictators they
are, but it is a question that there is not any freedom in those countries.
Secretary GARDNER. Senatori the governments of other nations will

not have any say in the running of these programs. The/whole purpose of these programs is to put the universities, the ,recipients, in
chargecolleges or universities., This is the sense in which they would
be international resources. I May say that all'of these programs will
\be going on well below the level of politics and policy activities of the
moment. If a university in this country developed a major center on,
let's say, arrid lands agriculture, it may well find, it profitable to collaborate with agronomists in other countries who, are concerned with
the-same problem, to set up experiments or exchange information or
whatever. The same would. be 'true of tropical medicine, developing
economics, any number of fields. This is the ,sense in which the
sentence,is intended.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I did not mean by that that I expressed any

doubts about the great value of exchanging scientific informatiofi
whether it be agrononists, astronomers, physicists, or many fields.
I did not mean those questions' to raise any doubts ;bout it. I think
there is great value in exchanging this scientific information for the
advancerhent or mankind. I did not mean
Secretary GARDNER. I realize that.

raise that question at all.

EXTENT OF UNIVERSITY INVOX.VEXENT IN INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION. PROGRAMS
.

-.

Senator YARBORM.H. Thesein these programs, I note from this
list, if I may become a bit parochial here, that in these NDEA centers,
there is only one institution in my home State represehted, and although that is the largest, and of course, I think the greatest in my
State, we have 'other very fine institutions like Rice University and
Texas A. & M. University and land-grant colleges. that have certain
68-854S---611
7
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competence in these fields and. I am wondering-1 shall' not ask you

to answer this now without some investigation of itwhether they

have sought to participate in these programs or whether there was not
enough money, Or why some of the most competent in some of these

fields have not been drawn, into these programs?' They are great
universities with thousands of students and high academic ratings.

I

suggest that the Department look at the probability of others being'
involved in these programs.

I want, to congratulate you on recommending this amendment to

makelit apply to all foreign languages and not to those unusuz.:,1::::1.6.9
that are not normally taught in universities. I. am gratified at What

you say about French, Spanish, Italian, and so on, being useful in
these _countries. In my visits in Africa, I found that the people I saw,
.iii government were 'speaking either English, French, or Spanish.
They were not speaking Yakut or Swahili or whatever it waS.. When
they got to the governmental level, they were speaking a European lan.

gunge, French or Spanish-. Most of them. 1 saw ..were. speaking
French.
I think it is highly important in_ these underdeveloped nations, :I
know it is in Latin America, that we teach the language that is widely
used.

I think. it is important that we teach French, Spanish; and

Portuguese, too, in these schools as languages that will help us. in our
with two of the greatest underdeveloped areas
ability to con n'
in the world, South AMerica and A.frica.
"Senator MORSE. Would you permit me' to interrupt you I Want
the.at tent ion of the reporter.
I would likc-tb insert in the record immediately following Secr9tary
Gardner's testimony this morning the memorandum that he .referred:
to, the report that.he referred to in his testimony upon Which Senator
Yarborough rounnented. It is entitled "Institutional Assistance Sec
t ion, Division of Foreign Studies, NDEA Language and Area. Centers
and'the Foreign 'Language Offerings,1966-67," a report prepared by
the Department. of Health, Education, and 'Welfare, U.S. Office of !
Education. It will be printed in full in the record.
j

(The docUment 'referred. to follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, U.S. OFFICE or EDUCATION,?
INSTITUTIONAL ASSISTANCE SECTION, DwksioN: or FOrzcaN STUDIES

TABLE V.NDEA language and area centers anOhe foreign W10144168 offering*,

1966471 (Juno 1966)

InatitutivA

Languages with Federal
support 3

American University, Washington, D.C, Hindi, Indonesian
20016 (Prof. Kenneth P. Landon, director,
Language and Area Center for Sonth and
'Southeast Asia).

Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387
(Prof. Susana Bouquet, director, Language

and Area renter for Latin America).
The University of Arizona, Tucson Ariz.
83721 (Prof. Earl H. Pritchard, director,
Language and Area Center in Oriental
Studies). Boston College, Chestnut nail , Mass. 02187

(Pmf. Raymond T. McNally, director,

Language and Area Center for Slavic and
East European Studies).

See footnotes at end of table.

Languages without Pods*
isuPPort 2

(Sanskrit).

Portuguese, Spanish
Arabic, Chinese, Hindi,
Japanese.

(Old Church Slavonic), Ru. (Old Russian).
manian, Russian, SerboCroatian.
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TABLE V.NDEA ranguage. and area centers and the foreign languages offerings,

1966-671 (June 1960Continued

Institution

Languages with Federal
support

Languages witho..t Federal
support

Brown University, Providence, R.I. 02012 ChMese
(Prof. Jerome B. Orieder, director, East
Asia*Language and A tea Center).
Bucluell University, Lewisburg, Pa. 17637 Inpones1
(Prof. David J. Lu, director, Language and
Area Ce'nter for Japanese).

University ar California, Berkeley, Calif.
MO (Prof. David (1. Mandelbaurn, dir. ctor, South Asia Language and Area
C. titer),
nsity, of California, Berkeley, Calif.

9477.1 (Prof. William M. Winner, direttor,
Neat Eastern Language and Area Center).

University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
.

94720 (Prof. Oleg A. Maslonikov, director,
East European Language and Area
Center.).

Hindi-Urdu, Tamil, Telugu_

skrit).

tsiaratid; 2, (San-

Arable, (Avestan), (Ilittite), (Akkadian), (Aramaic),
Persian, (Old and Middle
Armenian, (Classical ArPersian), (89gdian),
menian), (Caananite
(Syriac), Turlish, ( UgariDialects), (Coptic), (Egyptic).
tan), liebrow, (Sumerian),
Czech, Hungarian, Lithubulgarian,, (Old Russian),
anian, Polish, Russian,
(Old.Church Slavic).
Serbo-Croatiah.
.

University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. Afrikaans, Bambara, Eflk,
90024 cl'rof. Paul O.' Proehl, director,
Hausa, Igho, Luganda,
&alto. Swahili, Twi,
African Language and Area Center).
Yoruba.
University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. Portuguese, Quechua96024 (Prof. Johannes Wilbert, director,

Spanish..

Latin American Language and Arta

Center).
University of California. Los Angeles, Calif.
90024

Prof. Gustave von GI unebaum,

dir,cmr, Near Eastern Language and Area

center/

Amharic, (Akkadian),
(Aramaic). (Classical
Arabic), Egyptian,

Moroccan' and Syrian
Arabic, Armenian (Classical Armenian)
(Chagatai), (Old EgFP-

Ban), (Old Ethiopic,,
(Georgian), Hehrew,
Kabyle, Persian, Shilha,
(Syriac), Tarnailght,
Turkish, (Ottoman Turk-.
ish), (Ugaritic), Urdu,
Uzbek.

The University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. Chinese, Japanese '
60637 (Prof. Edwin McClellan, director,
Far Eastern Languor and Area Center).
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. Albanian; 13ulgarlan,Czech,
60637 (Prof. Eric P. Vamp, director, Center In Slavic and Balkan Studies).

:he University of 'Chicago, Chicago, Ill.,

Modern Greek, Kashublan, Polish; Rumanian,
Serbo-Croatian, Slovak,
Slovenian, Upper and
Lower Sorbian, Turkish.
Bengali, Hindi-Urdu, Kannada, (Sanskrit), Tamil.

60637 (Prof. Edward C. Dimock, director,
South Asia Language and Area (enter).
niversity of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. 80304 Czech, Polish, Russian,
(Prof. Walter N. Vickery, director, Center- Serbo-Crdatian.
for Salvia and East European Stu es).
Columbia University, New York,
Y. Hausa, Swubili

(Aromunian),* (Judeo-Spanish), 2 Macedonian' (Old
Church Slavonic), (Ro-

mani Gyps:')? Russian.

Nepali,* (Porn,' (Prakrit).,
(Old Church Slavic).

10027 (Prof. L. Gray Cowan,. direr r,

-

African Language and Area Center).
Columbia University New York, N.Y. 1
(Prof. Charles Wagley, director, Language

Portuguese

Spanish/

Studies).
Columbia University New York, N.Y. 10027

Russian, Ukrainian

Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Serbo-Croatian.

and Area Center for Latin American

(Prot. Alexander Dallin, director, Soviet
and East European Language and Area
Center).
Columbia Universit3 , NeW York, N.Y.

10027 (Prof. Wm. Theodore de Bary, director, East Asian Language and Area Center).

Columbia University,. New York, N.Y.
10027 (Prof. John Lotz, director, Uralic
Language and Area Center).

Bee footnotes at end of table.

Chinese, Japanese, Korean.. (Classical Chinese), (Class(' cal Japanese), (Classical
Tibetan).
Finnish,
Estonian.*
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TABLE Y, NDEA language and area centers and the foreign languages offerings,

1966-67' (June 1966) Continued

Institution
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 (Prof.

Harold Shadick, director, East Asia Languagwand Area Center).

Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 (Prof.

Languages with Federal
support I

Languages without Federal
support

Cantonese and Mandarin

Chinese, (Classical
Chinese), Japanese,
(Classical Japanese),
Portuguese, Quechua

Spanish.
Tom E. Davis, director, Language and
Area Center for Latin American Studies).
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 (Prof. Dravidian linguistics,
Gordon II. Fairbanks, director, South Asia
indbilrdu, (IndoLanguage and Area Center).
Aryan linguistics), Sinhalese, Telugu.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. NSW (Prof. Burmese, Indonesian, Java- Dutch, (Old Javanese),
Frank 11. Golay, director, Southeast Asia
nese, Thai, Vietnamese.
Tagalog.
Language and Area Center).
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H. 037M Chinese
(Prof. Francis W. Grainlich. director, Language and Area Center for East Asia).
Duke University, Durham, N.C. 27706 (Prof. Hindi-Urdu, Kannada,
Robert I. Crane, director, Center for
Marathi. Telugu.
Southern Asian Studies).
Duquesne UniVersity, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219 Hausa, Lingala,
Arabic.
(Prof. Goia Grossehmid, director, Africon
Language and Area Center).
Earlharn College, Richmond, Ind. 47375 Japanese
,(Prof. Jackson II. Bailey, director, Language and Area Center for East Asia).
University of Florida, Gainesville. Fla. 32601 Swahili
Portuguese,

(Prof. Irving Wershow, acting director,
Language and Area Center for African

Studies).
University of Florida, Gainesville, Flu. 32601

(Prof. J. V. D. Saunders, director, Latin

Portuguese, Spanish

American Language and Area Program).

Fordham University, New York, N.Y. Russian
10458 (Rev. Walter C. Jaskieviez, S.J.
director, Russian Language and Area
Center).
George Washington University, Washington,

D.C. 20006 (Prof. Kurt L. London, director, Language and Area Center for Sitio-

Chinese, Russian

Sov let Studies).

Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. Arable
20007 (Prof. Wnllace M. Erwin, director,
Language and Area Center for Middle
).
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. Chinese, Classical Chi02138 (Prof. Donald II. Shively, director, nese), lanai tese.,(ClassiLanguage and Area Center for East Asian cal Japanese). Korean,
Studies).
(Pali), (Classical ,
Tibetan).
Harvard. University, Cambridge, Mass. Arahic (Classical Arabic),

02138 (Prof. D. W. Lockard, director,
Center for Middle Eastern Studies).

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
02138 (Prof. Horace ( /. Lunt, director,
Slavic Language and Area Center):
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
968?2 (Prof. Charles B. Neff, director,
Asian Studies Language and Area Center).
Howard University, Washington. D.C.
20001 (Prof. Charles Frantz, director,

Czech,: Polish,: Lithuanian,
(Old Church Slavonic),

Hebrew. Persian. Turkish, (Ottoman Ttakish).

Polish, Russian

Cambodian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Viet-

(Classical Arable).
Mongolian, (Classical Mongolian),I (Sansk

Armenian, (Classical Arme-_
Man), (Avestan), (ClIagatail. Chuvash, Kurdish,
Pashto, (Sogdian), (Old
Anatolia!) Turkish), (Old
Uighur). Yakut.
Czech, (Old Church

Sla-

vonic), Serbo-Croatian.

Hawaiian, Hindi, Indone-

sian, Javanese,( Pali), (San -.
skrlt), Tagalog.
Swahili, TSwana, Yoruba__ Hausa, Kabylo.
namese.

African Language and Area Center).

University of Illinois. Urbana, Ill. 61603 Arahle, Burmese, Chinese, Kashiniri,* Persian(San-S
skrit) ,2 Turkish.2
(Prof. Solomon B. Levine, director, Asian
Indonesian, Jana.
Studies Language and Area Center).
neeie.
University. of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 61803 Portuguese '
Spanish.
(Prof. John Thompson. director, Lan, gunge and Area Center forLatin America).
University of Illinois, Crbana, III. 61803 Polish, Russian
Serbo- Croatian, (Ohl Church
(Prof. Ralph T. Fisher, director, Russian
Language and Area Center).

See footnotes at end of table.

Slavonic), Ukrainian,
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V.NDEA language and area centers and the foreign languages offerings,
1968 -671 (June 1966)Continued
Institution

Languages with Federal
support

LanguagesAithout Federal

Indiana Univrsity, Bloomington, Ind. 47405
;Prof. J. Gus Liebenow, director, African
Language and Area Center).
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. 47405
(Prof. Edward J. Brown, director, Slavic
Languageand Area Center).
Indiana University, Blooralagton, Ind. 47405

Afrikaans, Ewe, Hausa,
Igbo, Mende, Swahili,
Temne, Yoruba.
Czech, Rumanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian,
Slovenian.
Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, Korean, (Middle
Korean), Mongolian,
Tibetan, Turkish, (Os-

Arabic, Krio,2 Portuguese,
Twi,2 Zulu.2

(Prof. Denis Bluer, director, 'Uralic and
Altaic Language and Area Center).

State University .1)f Iowa, Iowa City, Biwa
55240 (Prof. Y. PrMel, director, Center for
Far Eastern Studies).

Support

Bulgarian, Lusatian, Polish,
(Ok ld Church Slavonic),
U

AzerbreiTat remis,2
Chuvash? (Manchu),
Mordvin,2 Yakut?

manli 'rakish), Uzbek.

Chinese, (Classical Chinese), Japanese.

The Johns Hopkins University School of Arable
Advanced International Studies, Wash-

Persian? Turkish.

ington, D.C.20038 (Prof. Malid Khadduri,
director, Middle East Language and Area
Center).

Chinese, (Classical Chinese), JaPan se

(Classical Japanese).

Studies).
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans. 86045

Russian

guage and Area Center for Slavic and East
European Studies).
Lincoln University, Lincoln, Pa. 19352

Polish, Serbo-Croatian,
(Old Church Slavonic),

African lingdistics,

French.

University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans. 86045

(Prof. Thomas R. Smith, director, Ligigimp and Area Center for East Asian
(Prof. Oswald P. Backus, director, Lan-

(Prof. John A. Marcum, director, African
Language and Area Center).

Louisiana State, University, Baton. Rouge,
La.-70803 (Prof. George F. Putnam, direc-

Russian .

Manhattanvilleollege of the Sacred Heart,
Purchase, N. , 10577 (Prof. Ruth Mur-

Japanese.,

University of Miami,' Coral Gables, Fla.

Portugutese

tor, Russian. Language. and Area Center).

doch, director, Language and Area Center
for East Asia) l

33124 (Prof. Robert E MeNicoll, director,
Latin American Language and Area Center).

Spanish.

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; Chinede,,Japanese
.

Mich. 48104 (Prof. Charles O. Hucker, di-

rector, Far Eastenr Language and Area
Center).

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich. 48104 (Prof. William D. Schorger,
director, Language and Area Center in
Near and Middle Eastern Studies?.

Arabic, Hebrew, Persian,

T kish.

(Akkadian)? (Classical

Arabic) ,2 (Aramaic)12

(Avestan),, (Biblic
Hebrew)? (Kurdis ),5

(Pehlevi),2 (Classical
Persian)? (Old Persian),2

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Polish, Russian

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Ifin lt-Urdu. IndonesianMI ay, Thai.

Michigan State! University, East LaiisIng,

Ham ara, Bemba, Hausa,
igla,, Swahili, West African Pidgin English,

Mich. 48104 (Prof. John Mersereau, director, Slavic Language and Area Center).

Mich. 48104 (Prof. Geyl D. Ness, director
South and Southeait Asia Language and
Area Center),'

w

Mich. 48824 (Prof. Charles C. Hughes, director, African Language and Area Center).

Michigan State' University, East Lansing,

Mich. 48824 (Prof. William T. Ross, director, South Asia Language and Area Center).

.See footnotes at ond of table,

Yor ba.
Benga ', Hindi-Urdu (San-

(Classical Turkish)?
(Ottoman Turkish)?
(Tanzimat Turkish)?
(Ugaritic)?

Serbo-Croatian.

- (Sanskrit).

1

.
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TABLE V.NDEA language and area centers and the foreign tangy gas offerings,
1968-871 (June 1966)--ContInued
Institution.
Lniversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis Minn.

65455 (Prof. Milk Gustafson, director,

Center for Northwee Enropean Language
and Area Studies).

Languages wit
support

'edomi

Danish, Finnish (Old High
German) (Old Norse),
Scandinavian linguistics.

Languages without Federal
support
Norwegian, Swedish.

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 65202 Bengali, Hindi-Urdu

(Prof. Paul Wallace, director, South Asia

Language and Area Center).
University o1 New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.
Mex. 87106 (Prof. Marshall It. 'Nasoit, di-

Portuguese

rector, Latin American.. Language and
Area Center).
-do
New York University, New York, N.Y.
.10003 (Prof. Oscar Fernandes, acting director, Hero-American Language and
Area Center).
'41Northwestern University, Evanston. Ill. Bantu languages, Hausa,
Maninka, Swahili.
60331 (Prof. Owendblen NI. Carter, director, Language *IA Area Center for SubSaharaii Africa).
Oaklend University. Rochester, hileh. 48063

(Prof. Clyde B. Sargent, director. Lan-

guage end Area Center for East Asia),
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 44074 (Prof.
Ellsworth C. Carlson, director, East Asian
Language and Area Center).
Ohio University. Athens, Ohio 45701 (Prof.

Man Booth, director, African Language
and Area Center).

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
43210 (Prof. Leon I. Tuareg. director,

Hausa

Tad, Yoruba.

West African Pidgin English.

RuSsitin, Serbo-Croatian__ -_ Polish (Old Church Slavic).

Polish, Russian, SerboCroatian, Ukrainian.

University ,f Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi-

Pa. 19104 (Prof. ftichiird D. Lambert,
director, 3outb Asia I,angnage and Area
center).

Ewe! Oa-Adangrne,s ,Crio,s

do

University .of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19104 Prof. Alfred Senn; director,
Slavic Latunage and Area C enter).

Do.

Chinese

Language end Area Center for Slavic and
East Eut sperm, Studies)..
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Arabic. Turkish
Pa. 19104 (Prof. Moshe Greenberg. director,
Middle East 1..auguage and Area Center).

Spanish.

Urdu, Nepali (Classical
Tamil) Tamil.

Pennsylva, is State University, University Polish, Ukrainian
Park, Pa 16802 (Prof. Vernon Aspaturian
director, Ilavic and Soviet Language and
Area Cent-r).
University on Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Chinese, Japanese

(Akkadian) (Avestan), Hebrew, Persian.

Bulgarian? Czech,' Latvian ,s

Lithuanian, (Old Church

Slavic).
(Avestan),
(Old Hindi),
(Middle Iranian), Malaya-

lam (Pall), l'erslan, (Old
Persian), (Prakrit), (Sans-

krit), (Buddhist Sanskrit),
Sinhalese? Telugu.
Lithuanian, Russian.

ng Wang, director, East
.
Asian Language ku... Area Center).
15213 (Prof.

Portland State College, e..:-+Iand, Oreg. Arabic, Hebrew, Persian,
Turkish.
97207 (Prof. Frederick J. Cox, director,
Mldd!e East Studies Cecile).
Portland State College, ?ordain , Oreg. Czech, Polish, Serbo-Cro- German, Hungarian,
Russian.
atian.
97207 (Prof. H. Frederick Peters, iirector,
Langunge and Area Center for Central
Europe).
Princeton University. Princeton, N.J. 08540 Chinese, Korean_..(Prof. Frederick W'. Mote, d(rector, Lan-

Japanese.

Studies).
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 08540

(Akkadn? (iblical

guage and Area Center In East Asian

Arabic, Persian (Ottoman
Turkish).
(Prof. T. Cuyler Young, director, Language and Area Center fox .+ear Eastern
Studies).
Princeton Univevity, Princeton, N.J. 08540 Russian
(Prof. Richard. T. Burgi, director. Language and area Center for Russian
Studies).
University of Rochester, Rochester N.Y. IlindL
14627 (Prof. McCrea Hazlett, director,
South Asia Language and Area Center).

See footnotes at end of table.

Hebreiaw) ) (SanBskrit)

(Syriac)!

Polish (Old Church
Slavonic).

(Pall) (Sanskrit).
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TABLE V.NDEA language an( area eentern and the foreign languages offerings,
1966-67

(June 1966)Continued

Institution

Languages with Federal
support

University of Southern California, Los Chinese, Japanese
Angeles, Calif. 90007 (Prof. Theodore
H. E. Chen, director, East Asian Studies
Center).
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. 04305
(Prof. Patrick D. Henan, director, Chinese Japan'ne Language and Area Center).
Stanford University Stanford, Calif. 04306

(Prof. John J. )(Almon, director, Latin

Russian (Old Church
Slavonic).

Chinese, Japanese

Portuguese, Spanish

American Language and Area Center).
The University of Texas, Austin, Tex. 78712 Chinese, Hindi, Japanese,
(Prof.. Edgard G. Polome, director, 'Lan- Telugu (Sanskrit)
guage and Area Center for Asian Studies).
The University of Texas, Austin, Tex. 78712 Maya, Portuguese

(Prof. John P. Harrison, director, Lan-

guage and Area Center for Latin American
Studies).
The University of Texas, Austin, Tex. 78712 Modern Standard Arabic,
(Prot. Robert Fernea, director, Middle
Egyptian Arabic (classiEast Language and Area Center).
cal and Quranic Arabic)
(Biblical Hebrew), Ilebrew, Persian:
Tahoe University, New Orleans, La170118 PottugueserSpanish
(Prof. William J. Griffith, directdr, Latin

American Studies Language and Alva
Center).
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah Arabic, Persian,
84112 (Prof. Ariz S. Atiya, director, Middle

East Language and Area Center).
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
37203 (Prof. Josef Rysan, director, Slavic
Language and Area Cehtsr).
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
22903 (Prof. Charles G. Reid, Jr., director,

Languages without Federal
support

Georgian.

Spanish.
Syrian Arabic (Aramaic) 2
(Avestan) 2 (Classical
Persian) (Sanskrit).

Greek (Classical Greek),
Hebrew, Hindi. 2

Polish, Russian (Old Russian) (Old Church Slavonic).
Portuguese,- Spanish

Language and Area Center for Latin
America).

University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
98105 (Prof. George E. Taylor, director,
Far Eastern and Russian Language and

Area Center).
Washington University, St. Lonis;Mo. 63130

(Prof. Henry Fenn, director, Language
and Area Center for Chinese and Jape-

nese).
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 63706

(Prof. M. Crawford Young, director,
African Language and Area Center).

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 641706

(Prof. Henry C. Hart, director, South
Asian Language and Area Center).

lJniv ashy of Wisconsin, Madison, Wb. 53706

(Prof. Norman P. Sacks

Language and Area Center in ' Latin American
Studies).

Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Mongolian, Russian,
Thai, Tibetan, VietnamChinese, Japanese

ish, Yakut'

Arable, Hausa, Swahili.
Xhosa.

(Buddhist Chinese) Hindi
(Old Kannada) Orlya
(Classical Persian) (San-

Dravidian Linguistics,
(Pal% (Historical Persian)

skrit), Telugu Urdu.
Portuguese, Qdechue.
Spanish.

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis.

Portuguese

Spanish.

American Language and Area Center).
Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 06520
(Prof. Roy A. Miller, director, East Asian
Studies Language and Area Center).
Yale University, !slew Haven, Conn. 06520

Cantonese and Mandarin
Chinese (Classical
Chinese).
Portuguese, Spanish

Japanese (Classical Japanese), Korean (Mongolian)
(Tibetan).

53211 (Prof. Henry W. Hoge, director, Latin

(Prof. Richard M. M&se lirector, Lan-

guage and Area Center for Latin American
Studies).

4

Chuvash' Czeeh, Polish
(Sanskrit), Serbo-Croatian
Turkic Languages, Turk-

Yale University, New Haven, Conn, 06620 Burmese, Tagalog Thai,
Vietnamese.
(Prof. Karl J. Pelzer, director, Southeast
Asia Studies Center).

Dutch' Indonesian.

1 Includes certain classical languages (shown in parentheses) necessary to an understanding of the world
area.

Instruction available upon request.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, I will forego any further ques-

tions at this time.
Secretary GARDNER. May I make one comment?
Senator MORSE. Yes.
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Secretary GAIu
I fully agree with the Senator's comment that
other institutions in Texas are worthy of consideration in connection
with these grants and other parts of the University of Texas. I am
particularly familiar with the University of Texas' Latin American
program. But deleting thc, 50-50 provision will assist in the spread'
of some of these. programs.

Also, the provisions of this act are substantially broader than the
NDEA Act so that other kinds of programs could be acceptable.
POTENTIAL OF PROGRAM

Senator YminoaotToir. Mr. Secretary, I think the potential of this
act with the modest amount of $10 million to start is just almost incalculable. I think I agree with you that education, I would say, is the
-greatest of all things in this world. 1 visited this American University
in Beirut a few years ago where I learned that two Presbyterian missionaries from New York State founded it. They got permission from
the .Government, I don't know how yet, and taught Arabic and the
board of trustees today are required to be residents of the State of New

York. That is how impressed they were. When the U.N. Charter

was written -in San Francisco in 1945, there were more, graduates of
the University of Beirut that took part in the writing of that charter
than any other university. in the world. It shows what one university
can do; its influence. I think great good can be accomplished under
this act. I congratulate you on your leadership for it.

I want you to bear in mind the question that it is not to become

an instrument for political aggression by any one government trying
to put over its ideas. This will.be a true search for learning, for truth,
and for improvement of mankind.
Senator IfoasE. Senator Randolph?
.

Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you, Mr. ChairiOn.

I am .gratified to join with you and Senator Yarborough and others

in the introduction of the Senate version of this legislation, which
is also being considered in the House. In joining in the legislative

approach in the Senatej did so on the general purposes of the measure
rather than on the specifics. The need to very, clearly define the specifics has been indicated by our chairman, who is really asking some
20 or 30 questions, answers to which will be supplied by Secretary
Gardner and the members of his staff. These are the officials who will
be associated in formulating a detailed effort to make this legislation,
if it becomes law, truly effective.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

In this connection, I would want to ask the first question that I think
bears on the. list of questions that will be asked by our chairman. Who
would be the operating official responsible for the administration of
this program ? I do not believe that is made clear in your statement,
which I listened to very carefully,
Secretary GARoxEn. We have not set up the Center for Et ficational
Cooperation yet. We will set. it up very shortly and we will select a..

director for the center and that director will be the man- who is in
charge. He will. report to Assistant. Secretary of Education Paul

Miller, of your own State: Paul Miller himself is very keenly interested in the internation l field. He will give a great deal :A attention
to this.
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Now, though we are very close to an idea of whom we want for the

center, we really, frankly, have been waiting until the legislation
moves a bit farther until we engage in conversations.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thankyou, Mr. Secretary.

Mr. Chairman, as we consider the legislation following the hearings--and I commend you for expediting the hearings on this measureI think there is background material in that wealth of testimony

which could become repetitive. We need answers to certain questions,
and you are asking for those to be prepared.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

But I believe there should be, Mr. Secretary, an advisory committee
and I am going to offer such an amendment, at least to have it before

the Subcommittee on 'Education. You are naturOy going to be, as
you said, yourself, keeping in very close touch with this program
i
personally. You indicate
that this can be. done. But as we recommend policy and as we review the operations, I-think the_community
of scholars itself could well be brouhgt into consultation. How would
you ,feel-toward a proposal of this type for an advisory committee?
Secretary GARDNER. Senator, there already is a provision for an advisory council. I do not believe it is in the legislation. It was mentioned in the House committee report and mentioned by the President
in his message. I am very strongly in favor of such "a Lmunittee. I
completely agree with your point, that we need that kind if judgment
and counsel from outside the Department.

Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
You have emphasized, and there is no need to reemphasize, that it is.,
not your desire that this legislation lend itself to rigid Federal control
of higher education. That is true,' is it not?
Secretary GARDNER. Yes, sir..
AUTONOMY OF UNIVERSITIES--FREEDOM FROM FEDERAL CONTROL

Senator RANDOLPH. I would follow what Senator Yarborough has

said in this regard, simply to stress the magnitude of Federal par-

ticipation. In these recent programs, let -us say in our facilities program, we have been 'setting up some $460 million in Federal funds, last
year, this year, and perhaps next year somewhat less because of the
pressures of the budget. We have had some $120 million committeed

to the graduate programs, I believe, and that is the figure that I remember, with scholarships in that amount under our loan program.
I just give these indications of very large sums of Money. You continue to say that you feel that, this type of aid in no wise brings the
elements of Federal control.. It does not break down your thinking
as to' the independence of the higher institutions' Is this correct?
Secretary GARDNER. I think that you are now speaking of the total
range of Federal contributions to universities?
Senator RANDOLPH. That is correct.

Secretary GARDNER. I think they vary considerably in their implications for control. I think that some have virtually no implications for control. I believe others need to be examined a good deal
more carefully. I think we would have to take them one by one to explore those implications. I have done.a good deal of, writing on this.
I think it depends on the conditions of the grant, the relationships as
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they develop over the years between the university and the Federal
Government.
I believe that the kind of proposals in 'this piece of legislation are
among those which are least likely to produce any element. of Federal
control whatever.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
RELAXATION OF 5 0-5 0 CEILING

I so understood you in your statement as it was set forth. When
you indicate a relaxation of the 50-percent ceiling on Federal spending

in language and area centers, I presume, if I read you right on this,
that :.ou are thinking in terms of perhaps making it possible for the

smaller collegesfrankly, the less affluent collegesto participate.
.So if that is your thinking, I endorse it, because I think we need to
spread the benefits beyond the rich colleges and universities. Is that
your feeling, sir?

Secretary GARDNER. That is my view, Senator.

Senator RANDOLPH. Also, I would like to ask you to think with me
for just a moment, and then, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude.
INSTRUCTION IN GOOD CITIZENSHIP

Your statement speaks about the need for internationalunderstandThis is a good. hope. I think that within the framework of our
purpose, I can express this thought, Mr. Secretary. I am concerned,
a,a1 it is not a concern of a person who just wants to wave a flag. I
and concerned with the breakdown in considerable degree in this counti y of the respect of our citizens.for law and order. This is not just
i rig.

something that I indicate lightly. Abraham Lincoln I recall, said
that respect for the law should be taught in the schools, in the seminaries, and in the colleges. I am asking you, Mr. Secretary, are we
really teaching that in our colleges and universities? Are we, in our
curricula, giving attention to this subject matter, which I think is very
important, whether it is in one State another, one area or another,
or one .part of the world or another? I am just asking you on an oc-

casion of this kind to see if this is not a part of the-program of

education ?

Secretary GARDNER. It is not specifically a part of the program
under
legislation, but I would be very happy to comment as someone deeply interested in American education. I do believe that both
the schools and the colleges are teaching a great deal that contributes
to an understanding of law and order and that enables individuals to

gain some respect f . that. I think that in fact, studies of citizen
attitudes have revealed over and over again that to the extent that

individuals are increasingly educated, they have a greater respect for
law and order,, despite th.e very considerable publicity that is given to
a small minority of the college population who do not appear to give
that impression.
Senator RANDOLPH. I was not attempting,. Mr. Secretary, to pull
it out of its perspective and attempting to. stay that the educational
community is in large degree, guility of this disrespect for law and

order. But I just felt I would want ydn to express what you have.
expressed. Certainly this must not be overlooked. If I sense the

American people's stirrings today, many of them are really concerned,
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Mr. Secretary, about this situation. And educators must be, and I
RITI sure are very concerned about it, too. I hope that whatever program we carry forward, whatever studieS we develop, whatever new
areas of education we explore, we will not forget that respect for law

and order is fundamental and it must be taught in our schools and
seminaries and colleges. I think we have to drive home this point.
Thank you, sir.
Senator Monsn. Thank you very much.

Mr. Secretary; as I said at the beginning of the hearing, we have
a list of questions which haS been prepared. At the request of the
committee by the staff of the committee. It has-been decided, because
we have in the room individuals who will be subsequent witnesses,
that they ought to know the concerns of the committee as manifested
by these questions, and that also, being a public hearing, the press is
entitled to know the feelings of the sub committee; therefore, have
been given a reading exercise that I am. about to perform now, reading the questions, with very few comments on my part. They will be
submitted to you for your staff to answer by way of written memokndums. Each question should be followed by the answer of the Department. The questions and replies will be printed in the hearing record
lows':
and thus made available to the Senate. The questions are as
QUESTIONS SUBMMTED TO SECRETARY GARDNER. BY THE 'ClIAIR11,

The committee wishes, Mr. Secretary, to have you prepare for the
subcommittee's use a Cordon print of the bill showing the changes
made by the House to the bill, as introduced:and accompany it with
a memorandum setting forth the administration position on each
change. .
Dr. Halperin is well-aware of the type of comparative print bills
we request in that question.

.

Next, would you supply for the record a memorandum setting

forth the administration position on Amendment No. 736 to S. 2874,
which was introduced by. Senator Javits, and which he commented
on this morning.
Third, with respect to section 2 cif H.R. 14643, what academic areas
are excluded, if any, and why ?

Four. With respect to section 3 of H.R. 14643graduate centers

how many such centers are envisaged? Over what period of time?
What geographical tire's will .be covered, continental or country by
country'? t-What conce,Anal field areas are envisaged? What is the
estimated cost per center for establishment? Wliat operating cost
annually 'thereafter? What portion of operating cost per center
would be borne from other funding?
What criteria Would be used for selecting universities in which
centers would be located?
What would be the administration position on additional language
restricting the location of such centers to newly developing graduate
schools?

How will an adequate geographic distribution of centers be

assured ?.

What relationship, if any, will there be between the work of such
centers and other governmental departments and agencies such as
AID, Peace Corps, CIA, and State?
ti
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Toward the end of the list of questions, another set of questions
dealing with the breakdown of this question will be submitted. The
Senator from Texas has already indicated there is great concern on
this subcommittee about the educational operations of CIA. We have
a problem in this area confronting up at all times. We need to give
an assurance to the country that we are not building an educational
program in this country which will lead to a possible domination of
our educational system by the Federal Government. You know my

record in regard to that matter. I do not have fear of it, but the
fear is abroad in the land. I think t is particularly important.in con-

nection with this particular bill that we leave no room for doubt that
the educational controls and educational policies will be left to the
institutions and will not be dictated by the Federal Government. As
my subsequent questions will show, a very unfortunate situation has
developed in connection with the bringing to light or disclosing of CIA
activities in the field of higher education. This subcommittee and the
Congress has the clear duty to remove any doubts that this program
in any way will lead to covert control of any educational function of
any institution ni higher learning in this country.
What type c relationship is envisioned between centers and founds ,
tions, centers a A nonprofit agencies such as the Foreign Policy Association ?

To what extent will centers cooperate with extension programs:of
institutions at which they are located?

How will the centers interact with undergraduate teacher training

in the field of international affairs?

What interaction is expected between such centers and other aca-

demic-fields within an institution, such as a school of business administration, in preparing graduate students for export trade employment?
To what anent --will such-centers-be- concerned-with-internationallabor programs such as those in which the AFL-CIO is interested ?
What, ties, if any, will centers have with programs of international
organizations such as UNESCO ?
Mr. Secretary, what resources are now available in thi3 area of inter-

national affairs and studies through the operation of graduate centers
in our universities?
Is it the Department's intention to fund existing programs or is it
to create new ones in institutions now lacking such resources?

That brings up in connection with the NDEA language programs

this 50-50 formula now existing. If we are going to modify the 50-50
formula, and I think we should, should we then increase the authorization for title VI and if so, how much I
Could you supply the subcommittee with the evaluative criteria you

would apply to an application in weighing the merits of these

programs?
What precautions would you take to assure that -research carried
on with the funds supplied would be open research with full publication permitted ?
What coordination will be maintained between this program with
respect to library resources and those institutions whore special and

research collections are funded under title II of the Higher Education Act of 1965?
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How do you propose to allocate the funds under this act as between
the graduate and the undergraduate sections?
With respect to section 4, the undergraduate programs, how will you
define the area to which assistance is given in terms of undergraduate
course offerings ?

How will schools be selectedwhat standards and criteria will be

1

set?
How will a geographic spread of Selected schools be assured?
To what degree will the assistance be g' :-en to institutions not now
offering undergraduate work in the international field? This bears
upon Senator Y-arborough's question.

With regard to the programs which are funded, would support be
given to students for third-year abroad types of study?
Would funds be used and, if so, to what degree for study, at the
institution by foreign students?
Would-this include travel and maintentince of the foreign student
while in this country?
Is it proposed that teacher training institutions be given preference
in selection?
Mr. Secretary, looking down the road for the coming decade, where

do you think .priority a funding should lie, with program support
such as in this bill, or in student support as in NDEA, work -study
and Economic Opportunity grants, or do you feel that the facilities
provisions, such as those in the Higher Education Act of 1965 should
have first call on the, taxpayers' pocketbooks ?
.

Do you feel that this program is deserving of financial support

to a greater degree than other academic disciplines such as philosophy,

communications or such applied fields as engineering or public ad-

ministration ?
To what extent, if any will blocked funds abroad be made available
to fund appropriate expeditures under this act, sucl As :those involv-

ing foreign. travel to and .froni the centers: procuring library ma-

terials froin foreign sources, or employment abroad of translators and
others to assist scholars in their work?
For example, could the authorities in this act under the very broad,
language of sections 2 and 3 be used to finance an archeological ex
pedition or a botanical collecting trip, or a high energy physics
seminar in .Switzerland attended by scholars from many countries?
Mr. Secretary, would you agree that the language on page 6, in section 6 might be strengthened by the addition, as in the. Higher Education Act of 1965, of the phrase, "or over the selection of library resources by any educational institution" just before the period on line
201

Would not language also be helpful which would add the thought :

cc * * * or over the editing or publication of research funded by grants

or contracts made available under the terms of this act"?
Would it be possible for you to include in the memorandum for

inclusion in the bill a section on definition We. note that in H.R.

14643,1 lie term "institution of higher educatiOn". is not defined. How,
without a definition section-added to the bill, would you interpret the
language?

I ask this because of my interest in the role, if any. of Vie junior
and community colleges under the act. Senator Yarborough of

-Texas,. along with Senator Randolph, and others on our subcommittee,
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are very much interested in giving support to the junior and community college development in this country and we would like to be

assured, if it is within the scope of your plan, that the junior:and
community colleges will be included in this program.

(The following. information was subsequently supplied for the

record :)

.RESPONSE OF SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE GARDNER TO
QUESTION SUBMITTED BY . SENATOR. MORSE
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTION NO. I

Q. Would it not be,advisable to include in the reported bill a section on definitions? I note that ih H.R. 14643 the term "institution of Mery education' is

not defined. .How, Without a definition section added 'to the alit, would you
interpret the language? I ask this because of my interest in the role, if any, (4

the junior did commtzhity college under the Act.

A. We do not. ,beli e i,.e that a statutory definition of the term -institution of
higher eduCation" wo Id serve any useful purpose because its general meaning
is understood. and.b ause the bill would authorize grants to single institutions.
or combinations of suet institutions.
We intend to give t e term "institution of higher education" a very inclusive
interpretation. and as "an administrative guide we would at the outset time the
recently broadened definition applicable to the National Defense Strident Loan
Program (Section 461 of the Higher Education Act of 1965).

This would include 'public or other non-profit schools which meet specified
accreditation stundards and which provides not less than one-year programs of
training to prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation.
Other acts of a similar nature which do not contain such a definition nre'the
Cooperative Research Act (20 U.S.J. 331-3320. Public Law 85-026, as amended,
20 U.S.C. 611-17 (grants for teaching in the education of handicapped children),
mid the educational television, provisions of the Communications Act of 1934
(47 U.S.C. 390-97).

Senator MoasE. Next, to what extent would it be planned to sub-.
sidize foreign. operations undertaken by universities like' Michigan
State Universitys AID projects abroad and American University

proje-ts like Camelot for the. Army? These operations are being ..
criticized for taking teachers and professprs out of the classrooms to
become foreign policy operatives and diminishing rather than elevating the class work. Moreover, if these activities are contracted for bd
the government, is it desirable to give them more moneyby grant, and
should any activities, if they are continued, -and, many of us think they
should not be continued, be a -part in any way -of an international
education program?
My own comment on that question is if they are to be made a part
of the international education program,-I think the program will be
severely jeopardized as far as its passage is concerned,
Although this bill is designed to put funds into educational_ institutions, the bill permits the Secretary of Health,' Education, and Wei=
fttre to make grants to "public and private nonprofit agencies and
organizations, including professional and scholarly associations."

,

Does this mean that funds could go to such nonprofit research groups
as the Rand Corp., which does research by contract for the Air Force,
the Research Analysis Corp., which does the same fort the Army, the
Foreign Policy Associations, ale Institute for Defense Analysis, the
foundations maintained by the CIA as covers, and many sinnlar_priVate groups? Why should more government money go to them by

way of grant out of this program that seem: designed to improve

education rather than promote government research or carry on Government intelligence programs.
r'
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Is it the objective of this program to train men and women for the
formulation and administration of 'U.S. governmental international
programs? If it is, does that not mean that great pressure will be
generated to keep various international-aid-and-foreign administrabon programs going? Overstaffing is already one of the biggest _Problems of the foreign aid agency. AID 'finds it very, difficult to kecp
them employed unless its programs are enlarged. In the Militaty
Establishment, oneof the biggest waste of manpower is in'the military
aid missions'abroad. 'In some parts of the world, particularly in Latin
America, they. seem to have an adverse and not a favourable effect
Upon stability of institutions. We certainly hope it. is not intended
by this program to train and .educate more people for this\kind of
activity, since we. already have too many of them.

By what criteria will the Money provided for be distributed?
Will it go to the large institutions having extensive international
programs_like Georgetown University, Harvard, and Columbia?
-.-----WilIzit go to the new universities being created to provide a new
educational facility or will it go to the presentlyin otherwords, to
subsidize existing ones ?*

.

These are some of the questions that we wish to have memoranda
submitted on. There will be others that Would be submitted to your
Department from time to iimengwe proceed to mark up this bill. I
think the reading of the questions gives as clear an indication as the
Chairman can give of some of the concerns that exist within the 'com-

mittee, and I think at the very beginning is the time to clarify the
Departm'ent's position on these questions and put our concerns to rest
if that is possible:
I want to say,for the record that this chairman going to press for
the most expeditious handling of this 'bill: I want to c.:et it out of my
.

subcommittee within the next 2 weeks. I want to get it ready for, I
would hope, but this probably Willlot be, possible-4-I.had hooped, I will

put it that wayI had hoped that ve could get it- reported out of the,
fug committee before Labor Day. I amafraid that. may not be pos-..
ible now, through no fault of my' Subdommittee or, for that matter,
hrough no fault of the full committee. We find ourselves in this.

Situation, as the Senator. from Texas knows, because of a bill that he
SQ ably managed as chairman of the subcommittee of this Committee
cii. Labor,- the minimum wage bill. But in spite of everything he
could:do, it was not possible to reach the agreement without the ti.:
that has elapsed. We have rer,ched an agreement: We reported 'tVe
bit'. to the.-Senate yesterday and it will be ready for consideration, if
the leadershi wants to take it up next week. But we have other bills
from chairs n -of other subcommittees
, that have prolonged our consideration of this bill.
(The departmental replies to the questionslposed by the chairman
follow :)
.RESPONSE OF SECRETARY GARDNER OF. HEW TO , QUESTIONS SUBMITTED By
SENATOR WAYNE MOBS

1. Q. Mr. Secretary, could you have prepared for subcommittee use a Cordon
print of the bill showing the changes made by theI House to the bill, as introduced, and accompany it with a memorandum setting fora? the Administration

'positioA on each change?

.

1. A: Attached is the Cordon print with the Administratien's comments indicated in the ri;ht-hand column.

f,

7.

below:

ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS

Deletion seems, impropriate to maize clear that International
Education Act is an essentially domAstic measure and to bring
"Findings and Declaration" language More in line with the sub-

General comment
House. bill is an improvement over -original Administration
proposal. Only one addition and one substitution are recommended

.

activities.

e

would require an annual report to the Congress reviewing the
various activities of the Federal Government in support of internatiogal education and efforts being ni'ade to coordinate- these

and trained personnel in academic and professional /lads, and to ° stantive provisions of sections 3 and 4.
Additions appear appropriate in the lightNaf the later, desirable
coordinate the existing and future programs of the Federal GovernMent .in international education, to meet the requirements of world annual report amendments incorporated into ceriginal-AdministraJlon measure as section 8 of H.R. 14643. This report provision
:"
leadership.

-education,in developing nations, in order to meet the requirements

internationa' study and research [and to assist the progress of
of world leadership.], to assist in the development of resources

Federal. Gover Went to assist in the development of resources for

and that it is therefore both - necessary and appropriate for the

Sm. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that a knowledge
of other countries is of the utmost i. :portance in promoting mutual
understanding and coopers tion between nations ; that strong American educational resources area necessary base .for strengthening
our relations witb..other countries; that this and future generations
of 'Americans should be assured ample opportunity to develop to.
the fullest extent possible their-intellectual capacities-iii all areasof knowledge pertaining to other countries, peoples, and cultures;

FINDINGS AND DECLARATION

e

.Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho' .:e of Representative8 of the
United. Steles of America in Congress 'assembled, That this Act
may be cited as the "International Education Act .of 1966."'

for international studies and research

A BILI. TO provide for the strengthening of American educuttbnal resources

ti

AS CHANGED IIT H.R.-14643 (As IT PASSED THE HOUSE)

(halo shows aciditions to text of H.R. 19451; brackets show deletions from H.R. 12451)

H.R. 12451 ("THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION Acr OF non
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SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

(hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary") is authorized to

purposes.

.

q.,

Such grants may also include funds for stipends (in such
amounts as may be determined in accordance with regulations of
the Secretary) to individuals .undergoing training in such centers,
ineltiding allowances for dependents and for travel for research and
study here and abroad. -Grants under this section shall be made
on such conditions as the Secretary finds necessary to carry out its

lion.

foreign areas, regions, or countries. with Which .the center may be
concerned.] and the cost of training, improvement, and travel of
the staff for the purpose of carrying out th000bjectives of this see-

search and training centers, including the cost of teaching and
research materials and resources and the cost of programs for
bringing visiting scholars and faculty to the center; [for the training and improveMent of the staff, and for the travel of the stain

ti

objective.

Useful clarification; travel must be related to research or study

Technical improvement to eliminate the suggestion that grant

funds for stuff travel would be limited.to, travel in certain specified
areas, regions, Or countries.

A. desirable amendment which, as drafted, permits the ling ed
participation of institutions, other than colleges an-1 univer, ties
when such participatioh will add "especially significant cup rt to
the major thrust of the legislation : to strengthen American institutions of higher learning.

Testimony supports need to make clear thaf the bill may be u
to strengthen international dimensions of professional studies.

CENTERS FOB ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

arrange through grants to institutions of higher education, or combinations of such institutions, for the establishment, strengthening,
and operation by them' of graduate centers which will be national
and international resources for research and .training in internetional studies (.3 and the international aspects of professional and
other fields of study. Activities carried on in such centers may be
concentrated either on speeific geographical areas.of the world or
on particular fields or issues in international affairs which concern
one or, more countries, or on both. The Secretarrmay.also make
'grants to public and private nonprofit agencies and organizations,
including profesSional and soholarly associatiens, When such grants
will 'make an especially significant contribution to altc,"::ing the
objectives of this sectilm.
(b) Grants under this section may be used to cover part or all of
the cost of establishing; strengthening, equipping, and operating re-
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t. 12451; brackets show deletions from 11.11: 12451)Oontinued

teaching, research, curriculum! development, and other

section (a ) ;

-.

(5) planned and supervised student work-study-travel pro
grans ; and
(C) programs under which foreign teachers and scholars
may visit institutions as visiting faculty [or resource persons].
(b) A.grant may be made under this section only upon application to the Secretary at such time or times and containing such
information as he deems necessary. The Secretary shall not approve an application unless it
(1) sets forth a prograrit for carrying out one or more projects or activities for which a grant is authorized under sub-

lated to international studies;]

1.4) work in the social sciences and humanities which is re-

related activities;
(2)] (3) training of faculty members in foreign countries ;
13)3 (4) expansion of foreign language courses ;-

(2)

comprehensive program suet as
(1) [faculty] planning for the development and expansion
of undergraduate programs in international studies ;

SEC, 4. -(a ) The 2....cretary is authorized to make grants to institutions of higher education, or combinations of such institutions,
to assist.them in planning, developing, and currying out a comprehensive program to Strengthen and improve undergraduate instruction in international studies. Grants made under this section may
be for projects and activities which are an integral part of such a

for international etuditts and researchContinued

A BILL To provide for the strengthening of American educational resources
ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS

ommended.

Phrase "resource persons" viewed as ambiguous. Deletion rec-

possible inclusion of academic fields.

which could participate in the program. We favor the broadest

This was properly deleted because it was interpreted by some

witnesses as restricting the fields related to international education

Helpful additions to the original listing of examples.

Useful technical amendment. Planning may be necessary on
broader level than faculty affairs alone.

single institutions.

Testimony supports desirability of participation by consortia Of
acadenAie institutions (as under Sze. 3(a)), as well as grants to

Generulcomment

GRANTS TO STRENGTHEN UNDERGRALHATE PROGRAMS IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

(Italic shoies additions to text of

H.R. 12451 ("THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT Gv 1960") AS CHANGED BY H.R. 14043 (As IT PASSED THE HOUSE) Continued

O

O

(a) sets forth policies and procedures which assure that

The Department believes that grants should,be made to both institutions having some kind of international education prograM
he word additional" suggests that
and those just beginning one.
futals..could in no case go to school which did not already have
an international studies prop- m, and for that reason we support
its omission: -For the same reason the other "additional" in the
sentence should also be omitted.

agency or institution, in accordance with agreements between the
Secretary and the head thereof.

the Federal Government and of any other public or nonprofit

ments, and In advance or by way of reimbursement with necessary
adjustments on account of overpayments. or underpaymerts,
(b) In administering the provisions of this Act, the Secretary is
authorized to utilize the services and facilities of--any agency of

Sze. 5. (a) Payments under this Act may be made in install-

METHO') OF PAYMENT ; FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION

(c) The Secretary shall allocate grants to institutions of higher
education under this section in such manner and according to such
plan as will most nearly provide an equitable distribution of giants
throughout the States while at the same time giving a preference
to those institutions which are most in need of additional funds
for programs in international studies and which show real promise
Of being able to use (additional] funds effectively.

verification of such reports.

taining such informatitin, as the Secretary may require to
carry Out his functions under this section, and for keeping
--such records and for affording such access thereto as the
Secretary may find _necessary to assure the correctness and

(4) provides for making such report, In such form and con-

such funds
(3) provides for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of
and accounting -for Federal 'funds paid to the applicant under
this section; and

the requirements of subsection (a), and in no case supplant

Federal funds made available under this section for any fiscal
year wIll'be so used -as to supplement and, to the extent practical, increase the level of funds that would, ilkhe absence of
such Feder.t1 funds, be made available for purposes which meet

tt
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these figures.

other activities of the Federal Government drawing upon or

make. a report to the Congress which reviews and evaluates activities Carried on tinder the authority of this Act and which reviews

SEC. 8. Prior to January 31 of each year, the Secretary shall

dent" in lieu of "the Secretary."

(p. 60) for explanation of suggested substitution of. "the Presi-

Administration views this report as a useful and significant
contribution to the legislation. See Secretary Gardner's testimony

ANNUAL REPORT

hereby authorized to be appropriated in the sum of $10,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, $46,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending Juno 80, 1r.18,. and 390,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30,1969; but for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, and the
,weeeceling fiscal year, only such sums may be appropriated as the
Congress may hereafter authorize by law.

(b) MI* the purpose of making grants under this Act, there is

,-

94-
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House bill substitutes fixed authorizations for open-ended ones.

SEC. 7. (a) The Secretary shall carry out during the fiscal year
ending Aux 30. 1967, and cacA of the four succeeding fiscal years,
the grant programs provided for in this Act.
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See Secretary Gardner's testimony (p. 58) for commentary on

ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS

Continued

of The four succeeding fiscal years.]

[SEC. 7. For the purpose of making grants under sections and
4 of this Act, there are authorizer' to be appropriated such sums as
maybe necessary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, and each

APPROPRIATIONS AUTUORIZED

SEC.' 6. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to authorize any department, agency, officer, oi employee of:the United
States to exercise any direction, supervision, or. control -over the
curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or personnel
of any educational institution.

for international studies and reseaenContinued

A BILL TO provide for the strengthening of American educational resources

FEDERAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION PROiiIBITED

(Italic shows additions to text of 11.11. 12451; brackets show deletioms from H.R. 12451)Continued

H.R. 12.451 ( "'TIE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1966") AS CHANGED BY H.R. 14643 (As IT PASSED TEM HOUSE)

AMENDMENTS To STRENGTHEN TITLE VI OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT OF 1958

AUTHORIZING GRANTS AB WELL AS CONTRACTS FOR LANGUAGE AND AREA CENTERS

term. occurs and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".

further amended by striking out "Commissioner" each time such

Administi:ittion recommends addition of the additional NDEA
amendment discussed in Secretary Gardner's testimony (p. 59).

VESTING AUTHORITY FOR LANGUAGE AND AREA PROGRAMS IN SECRETARY

( d) Section lA of the National Defense Education Act 'of 1958 is

sentences.

before "contract" each time that it appears the second anrthird

(c) Section 601(a) is amended by inserting "grants to or" after
"arrange through" in the first sentence, and by inserting "grant or

lieu thereof.

out "not more than 50 per centuni" and inserting "all or nart" in

( b) The third sentence of section 601 (a ) is amended by striking

REMOVING 50 PEE CENTUM CEILING ON PEDRAT, PARTICIPATION

he makes the determination under subsection (a ) )".

"(1 )" and by striking out ", and (2) that adequate instruction in
such language is not readily available in the United Statt.3 ".
(2) Ole first sentence of section [601 (c) (as redesignated by
section 102(a) )3 601(b) is amended by striking out "(with respect
to which lie makes the determination under clause (1) of subsection (a ) )" and inserting in lieu thereof "(with respect to which

National Defense Education Act of 1958 is amended by striking out
A necessary correction of an erroneous reference.

REMOVING BEQUIBEMENT FOR AREA CENTERS THAT ADEQUATE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION NOT BE READILY AVAILABLE

SEC. [8,] 9: () (1) The first sentence of section 601(a) of the

education.

prove the efforts of the Federal Government in international

strengthening American resources for international study and. research and any existing activities and plans to coordinate and im-
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2. Q. Could you supply for the rec " "d a memorandum setting forth the---7

Departmental position 'on Amendment No. 736 to S. 2874, which was introduced
by Senator Javits? Soft currency amendments.

2. A. The Department fully endorses the general objective of _Amendment
No. 736; we favor the expansion and facilitation of study'-for foreign students
in the U.S. However, we feel that the International Education Act of 1966 is

not the appropriate instrument for expanding the foreign student program.
The basic aim of the International Education Act is to strengthen the capacity

of our domestic institutions of higher education for research, study, and teaching h. "national affairs. The emphasis is on institutions and not on individuals,
on Am ,. w schools and not on foreign assistance. The inclusion of the programs
toned by Amendment No. 736 in the International Education Act
could de.
Serion.

from and confuse the. Act's main purposes.

isideration should be given to the foreign exchange problems which
the. amen,. _ent raises for both the U.S. and the foreign countries which %vill

participate in the proposed program. The Department of Health, Education;
and Welfare is not competent to comment on the technical 'fiscal problems
involved and defers to the Department of.the Treasury within whose jurisdiction
such matters fall.

S. Q. With- respect to Section 2 of H.R. 14643, what academic areas are
3. A. Section 2 sets forth the broad objective of expanding U.S: academic
capabilities in all areas of knowledge pertaining to other countries, peoples. and
cultures. We do not exclude any areas from potential inclusion in graduate
or undergraduate programs. We hope to see across-the-board representation
which will ehcompassin oneprogram or anotherthe humanities and sciences,
excluded, if any?

the fineierts: the applied sciences, and professional education.
The language ofthe Act will encourage administrators and faculties to examine
the international aspects of most disciplines and to pull- these together into a
coherent-program that fits both the educational purposes of the institution and
the purposes of the Act. Only when we have a program to review can we make
the "'^eisinn that certain academic areas as used in an individual program, are.
opriate and should be excluded. Abstractly, it is impossible to say tihat

certain areas are improper for International Education Act programs. The
propriety of a given area can only be determined in the context of a fully
thought out program.

For example. consider the subject of religion. If the program of a given
yeor Humanities Department which presented a survey of the world's maior religions, we would have
no objection if it were part of a sound overall program. However, me_would
not apprOve any program whiCh included training for the religious professions.
We a P firmly committed to observing the recent Congressional prohibitions
against the support of any program which is "specifically for the education of
students to prepare them to become ministers of religion or to enter upon some
other religions vocation or to prepare them to tench theological subjects." (See
Section 401 (a 1 (11 of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963: Section
403 (d) of the National Defense Education' Act of 1958. es amended. Section
2- (b) of the -Act of July 26. 1954. as amended (Cooperative Research Act) ;
Section 802 (hi' of the Higher Education Act of 1965; etc.).
4. Q. (al How many Section 3 centers are envisaged?
college were. to include course offerings in the

Philprogram

(b) Over what Period of time?
.4. A. We expert to have Seetirin 3 ("enters for Advanced International Studies
reaching 100 institutions of higher education. either Singly or in consortia, over
the three-year authorization of the International Education Act.
Witfi'the help of the Advisory Council and with sound' criteria developed in
consultation with the academic community, the benefits of this legislation should
therefore reach n (mite sehstantially larger number of institutions, or consortia,

than the 61 universities now having 98 Language and Area Centers funded
under Title VT of the NT)EA.

The lack of precedent for the nun-vices of this legislation. designed to protect
the Indenendenee and it..tegriti of 11,0 eendeiiiie community from external presSnlreq. make If difficult to define enteral-trier:I estimates. We wish the universities
indenendentiv to create innovative nrograms With an international component
and must wait for the submission of sound proposals before responsible.estimates
can he made.

That is why. basically. we ere seeking only $10 million to twain this nrogram
in order to evaluate the initial proposals of higher education institutions.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT
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4(c). Q. What geographical areas will be coveredcontinehtal or country by

country?
4(c). A. This decision rests primarily with the institutions receiving grants to
establish Section 3 centers for advanced international studies. Broad flexibility
as to scope and function should be allowed so that universities can develop widerange proposals for graduate level programs.

With reference to geographical areas to be covered, some centers will undoubtedly focus on a single regional grouping of countries; others will have a
series of programs dealing with several regions or groupings. Still others will
focus on a particUlar problem or set of problemsscholars in this last type of
institution will be able to transfer their 'i,nowledge of particular problems from
one geographic area to another having .uilar difficulties. For example, the
problems of land tenure and land reform La Bolivia and their various solutions
might have application to a country like Indonesia. Thus, these new center's
may represent a departure from the primarily geographic approacch of tpe National Defense Education Act programs.

4(d). 'Q. What conceptual field areas are envisioned?
4(d). A. Section 3 contemplates that certain universities will want to establish centers that are devoted to specific functional problems facing the world
as a whole, rather than to the problems of a limited geographical area such as
Africa or Southeast Asia. The number of these functional problems concerning
which we have a natione need for greater knowledge' is considerable. A few
important examples would include: tropical medicine, populatidn control, arld
lands agriculture, development' economies; transportation planning, and the
social anti-political problems of urbanization.
To give an example of the composition of a center devoted to a funetiLl
field, a university may elect 'to study tropical medicine. Such a center would
possibly include several disciplines and departments. The . School of Public
Health and the Department of Medicine would be the key. participants. Also
important would be the biologists and ecologists from the Science Department
and the cultural .anthropologists and regional 'specialists from the Humanities
Department. Linguists specializing in the several areas haiing the problein
under study :night also participate, as well as othersdepending on the strengths
of the institution involved.

In short, we will encourage the universities to the broadest possible consideration to conceptual fields and academic areas which might' be supported

Under the terms of theAct.

9. Q. (e) What is the estimated cost per center for establishment?
(f) What operating, cost annually thereafter?
4. A. It is likely that most' of the funds will necessarily be used for planning in the first year of a Center for Advanced International Studies.
The amount required by a Center will be conditioned by Its current status.
In some cases, a grant as small as $25,000 may be all that is needed to give
added impetus to an already established program. In other cases, because
the program is in incipient stages, considerably larger grants, perhaps up to
$500.000. may be needed. In every case, the amount granted will be based on
careful evaluation of need to develop the highest quality program. (Please
see #4(g).)
4(g). Q. What portion of the operating cost per center would be borne from
other funding? .
4(g). A. The incyportiou_of Federal support will vary from (*enter to center.

We anticipate thtt a center Vali be-entirely-lunded by-Federal resources only under exceptional circumstances. Most centers will receive contributions and

support from.all sources that presently assist our universities and collegesincluding business, the States or local communities, and the foundations. In addition. the universities and colleges themselves will be expected to supplement
Federal grants, if possible.

Section 3 authorizes grants for the "establishment, 'strengthening and
operation" of graduate centers. We expect_ that the amount of assistance
necessary for each of these activities will vary. Ti r +7. an institution
establishing a new center will undoubtedly require more initial Federal
assistance than ene which seeks to strengthen or to receive assistance with the
operation of an extant center. In the latter instance funding sources already
exist and are.committed ; what is needed is supplemental aid:
To give a concrete example of Federal funding under Section 3: an existing
center concentrating on Latin-American agriculture and composed of a consortia
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of universities .mighC at present be supported through fOundations and. other
sources. If that center sought to expand or strengthen its. activities or its personnel and its program was found to be a sound one, it might Well receive grant
assistance through the IEA.,,
4(h): Q.. What criteria would be used for selecting universities in which
.

centers would be located?

4(h). A. We believe that the establishment of specific criteria for administering the provisions of this Act should be based on the expert advice of a broadly

representative advisory group. We will make this -a prioritYlask of the Ad-

Educa,tion (see question 12(c)1.
The first year will
will be a planning year essentially, both for us and for the institutions, consortia, or other such cembinations of institutions. In general
terms, we would strive for stimulation, innovation, and Iltrengthening centers
visory Council on

which are nationally needed.

Three brolid categories of institutions, or combinations, would seem to; be

-.

appropriate for consideration, not necessarily in' order.of priority :

.

(1) Those now with considerable strength, but needing minimal support

to become real centers of excellence ;

(2) Those nearing the stage described above, but needing more support
to achieve a' wider diversity of programs or greater depth in certain areas ;
(3) Those in the early development stage. Here we would propose to
consider geographical distribution and how beit to provide strong graduate
centers to give focus and leadership to groups of institutions desirous of
cooperating on common research, graduate s_ tudy. and undergraduate
programs.
Consideration will also lie given to the extent of overall institutional (or interdepartmental) concern and planning for international education, and especially
the extent of the commitment on the part of the institution's leadership. .".
4(i). Q. What would be the Administration'sposition on additional language
restricting the location of such centers to newly developing graduate schools?
4(1). A.. We believe this would be an unwise and unduly restr'ctive amendment.

.

.

One harmful effect is quickly apparent: denying- needed aid to existing .programs might seriously impede the production of tuft! 3 faculty for newly developing graduate programs. In short, we mean to spread educational quality, we
place, but must seek to raise them to , new
cannot' ignore the . resources now
levels of excellence so that their s engths may be more widely, available.

Establishing graduate centers that will have breadth, depth, and, that can

grow and' endure. is a compleX taSit, reqUiring large sums of money, and longterm' support.
As indicated in the response to qUestion 4(h), we hope to aehieve -a- reasonatill
balance between assistance to existing :and newly developing prOgrams. Wewould also seek to encourage cooperative arrangements between eg--ahlished--L_
and emerging graduate centers.
4(k). Q. How will an adequate geographic distribution of centers be assured?
4(k). A. Geographic distribution will be among the key criteria used to evaluate proposals. In order to assure high quality for long-term development, centers
will be supported if their programs contain promise of an enduring entity capable

of growth and permanence. We also propose to develop criteria for insuring
that centers will be so distributed as to enable large numbers of our colleges
and-instItutionsto draw-upon-their-scholarship and research capabilities.

The problem is similar to that dealt with in question S(c) (below). Jo

addition, given two applications of generrilly comparable merit. we would support. the one serving a region having the-fewest number of high-qnality international programs. In the case of an application from an institution with -an
existing program contrasted with one of substantial promise from an area having
little or no programs. we would tend to favor the enterriing progrnm. Finally,
to prevent undue geocraphie concentration, we believe that generally no Inure

than 10-15 percent of any appropriation should be made to institutions in a

given State.

.

.

.

.

4(k). Q. What relationship, if any, will there Fre between the work of such
centers and other goiernittentni departments and agencies tsuch as AID, Peace
Corps. CIA nnifState?
4(k). A. The work of the new graduate centers will he an integral part of
university research and .study: the centers will not be government agencies or
entities. Relationships between a center and HEW will be channeled through

.
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the organization that administers the grants to the universitiesthe Center for
Educational Cooperation (CEC). The CEC will be located in HEW; HEW
will l fully responsible for administering the Section 3 programs. The only
role of other government agencies Will be an advisory one. Thus, we.are planning to receive suggestions and advice as to our national needs in international

education from AID, Peace Corps and State Department. Because these ngendes are responsible fur conducting various phases of our foreign policy, they
are acutely aware of the gaps and insufficiencies in our knowledge about Other
nations and cultures. One mechanism through which we will ree4ve such suggestions will be the Interagency Council on International Educatidnal and Cul-

tural Affairs, which is chaired by Assistant Secretary of State Frankel. We
would like to emphasize that the recommendations and priorities established
by these agencies will not be binding on us in the administration.of our grant
programsbut will be advisory only.
We want to assure the Committee that grants will not be made to centers.
which have contracts with Federal intelligence agencies. If such relatilmships
develop after a center hag received a grant under the IEA, HEW would carefully review the center program and, unless satisfactory corrections wege made,
support would be withdrawn. Although we believe that for .the most part we
can rely heavily on the integrity of the universities and the scholars, we will
,develop the necessary procedures both for reviewing proposals and for followuk
action when necessary after centers are established.

Also see 5(d) and Supplemental, 2 for additional remarks closely related to

this question.

.

4(1). Q. What type of relationship is envisioned between centers and foundations, centers and non-profit agencies such as the Foreign Policy Association?

4(1). A. The relationship between the centers and the foundations will be
basically the, same as the relationship between ,other graduate divisionS of a
university and such organizations: We anticipate that the, foundations' will,
as they have in the past, make significant contributions to the support and
development of centers. The foundations have frequently played a pioneering
role in developing new approaches to a field of -study ; we hope they will help
to define promising patterns for the nez, centers to follow.
Section 3 authorizes grants to public and private nonprofit agencies and organ'zations; including professional and scholarly associations, when such grants will
make an "especially significant contribution" to attaining the objectives of the
section. The language of the Act limits. contributions to ndn-profit agencies for
efforts or programs which will help to build the strength of domestic, graduate
centers in international studies. This necessarily precludes grants to such,
agencies for International projects, no matter hoW worthy, that are not directed.
.

towards building U.S. graduate capacities.
Further, most grants to non-profit agencies will be made to tbose organizations
whose primary concern is education and scholarship.

This section was included in the bill in recognition of the important con-,
tributions to international education that several organizations and entities
which are not degree-granting institutions have made in recent years. Among
these are the scholarly and professional organizations, area studies organiza-

tions, State or regional education entities will, 7esponsibilities in higher education, and educational research organizations. .Ve dd not wish to exclude these
groups from aid under this Act in their efforts to develop resources, programs,
and opportunities in the field of international studies.
4(m). Q. To what extent Will centers cooperate with extension programs of
institutions at which they are located?
4(m). A. ExtensiOn programs have long been an important function of Amerscan universities, a function which necessarily derives support from the undergraduate and graduate teaching and research activities of the university. If
the resources, which develop these latter activities are strengthened, the exten.

sion programs will also be improved.

The extension services of American universities have increasingly included"
within their programs a variety of activities in international education. --For-

eign students and scholars commonly have the opportunity of meeting With community groups. Conferences and workshops are sponsored by many universities
which ire devoted wholly or In part to international topics. Lunen:11y, the conduct of such ,activities draws
the competence of th,e-perent university for

planning and execution. The work abroad of U.S.-universities has resulted in
extensive familiarity of some of our citizens with-other countries of the world.

-

I
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- With the growth in number and strength of international centers in univer,
sities of this country, one may expect a variety of new devices to result whkch
will share the competence of these centers with. our citizenry -as a whole. The
differing fonts which these devices may take make it impossible to describe
specifically how such centers would cooperate with extension'programs. However, it is certain that such improvements in the centers would strengthen the
extension mission of the university just as it Will directly improve undergraduate
teaching,

4(n). Q. How will the centers react -with undergraduate teaches training in

the field of international affairs?

4(n). A. The Section 3 centers will be established on the graduate level and
will not be directly connected with undergraduate training in education or other
fields. However, the centers will have an important indirect effect ;.the general
level of undergraduate training in international affairs is bound to improve under
. the influence of an advanced center for international studies. The research, publications, and other activities of the center will affect the entire university community.

The proper vehicle for improving undergraduate teacher training in international affairs is the grant program established by Section 4 of the International
Education Act. All accredited undergraduate institutions will be eligible for
assistance under that Section. We will welcome appli6ations from teacher

training institutions, for we are well aware of the impact that better teacher
preparntimi in world affairs will bave on elementary and secondary school

students.

.4(o). Q. What interaction is expected between such centers and other academic fields within an institution, such as a school of business administration,
in preparing graduate students for export_trade employment?
4(o). A. The graditate centers created under Section,3 will have a high degree
of interaction with other acadeniic fields at the same university. In fact, it is
hoped that many gra,duatO fields, including the 'professions, will actually be participants in the-centers, _Section. 3 of this Act spec:fically addresses itsei,! to the

importance-cif cooperation between academic fields-and hopefully wir..encourage
business students and lawyers, as well asanthropologists and historians, to con-

71ribute their specific talents when those talents are related toeikinternational
problems under consideration by a center.

In regard to the specific example you have mentioned, we hope that at least
some of the centers will concentrate on world economic and business problems=
such centers wo-ild undoubtedly include participation from the business schools.
The wide rang.' of academic areas that will be included can be understood by
-our plans for the composition of the centers. For exaniple, one 'center _might
consist of several universities, joining together tn.a cooperative effort, each contributing a variety of resources and manpower: Another could consist of an
interdepartmental unit at "a single university. Either of these might become a
.Center for African Studies to which business administration, law,. medical, language and other faculties all contribute. Another type of Center may focus on

a particular problem or set of problems so that scholars will be able to relate

their knowledge of particular problems from one geographic area to another. For
'example, research on meeting the challenge of illiteracy in several Latiq-American
countries may be applicable in Asia or Africa.

4(p). Q. To what extent will such centers be concerned with international

labor problems such as those in which tho.AFL-CIO is interested?

4(p).. A, It is possible that a, graduate center could choose to focus 'on inter-national labor or manpower problems. If such a center were established, it
would undoubtedly devote its energies to.probleina that are .of interest to the
AFL-CIO and miglif well seek the participation of members of that organization who possess an expertise in relation to the problems under study.-- However, whether or not direct union participation is desirable would!be entirely
°up to the center.

We do not view the AFL-CIO itself as an organization which would likely
qualify for grants under this act. Generally, only organizations which are directly related to research and education will be considered. The centers are to
be established as part of the graduate structure of U.S. universities and -cannot
be created by groups that are not a part. of that community. (See question 4(1),)

An example of the way that we envision labor participation in the centers:
In the past it has been difficult to develop labor programs in a particular university that are responsive to our international needs. One university may be
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interested in Latin America and another university in labor economics. The
problem has been one of finding a place to train economists specializing in Latin

America in the labor economics of that region. The proposed new grad.,.:44
centers, by combining the interests, needs and resources of several hitherto independent departments, could alleviate this problem.

4(q). Q. What ties, if any, will centers have with programs of international

organizations such as UNESCO?

4(q). A. There will be no restriction by the U.S. Government on a Center's

relationship with other organizations, except with Federal intelligence-gathering
organizations. Thus, a college. or university will be free to develop the kind of

relationship with UNESCO and other multilateral organizations which best
meet its own needs ip developing the highest quality academic program,
We expect, as the language. of the !EA indicates,that the Section 3 graduate
centers will by virtue of their expertise become international as well as national
resources and that they will maintain open lines of communications with organizations and institutions engaged in related educational pursuits.
5(a). Q. Mr. Sedietary, what resources are now available in this area of international affairs and studies through the operation of graduate centers in our universities?

5(a). A. There is no complete current inventory, to our knowledge, of all
international affairs and studies at the graduate level. An early task of the

Center for Educational Cooperation will be to inventory and assess existing pro-

grams so that it can adequately plan its own efforts to fill the gaps under this

Act.

I

Part of our ignorance in this area results front the fact that we are creating
a new concept of international studies. We are now speaking not just of centers devoted to the study of the history, literature, geography, and languages of
a specific geographic area of the worldbut of centers which will be concerned
with the international dimensions of many more academic subjects and disciplines. At present we have in the U.S. only a handful of institutions whichhave
taken this cross-discipline approach. However, this does not mean that there
are insufficient existing competences to draw on: We will be seeking new combinations and interactions of departments already having such edurpetence.
What will be new will not be the training the center participants receive in their
own specialties, but the way they apply that trainingin collaboration with
other specialists in international problems.

Attached is a 1904 Department of State publication, vpared with the cooperation of the Office of Education, entitled "Language and Area Study Programs
in American Universities" which describes 153 programs . leading to graduate

degrees in the fields of language and area studies-Lone of the fields that will
have a key role in evolving the new programs: This includes both those developed by other sources and thoe assisted by Title VI of the'NDEA.
.

.

(Reprinted, fronvAmerican Education. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, November 19651
PUEq10 DOMAIN

(By Walter E. Mylecralne)

Notice is hereby given of the following Statement of Policy of the
t
I

i.

'

Office of Education :

Material produced as a result of any esdarch activity undertaken
with any financial assistance through
tract with or project grant
from the Office of Education will be p aced in the public domain.

Materials so released will be available to conventional outlets of

the private sector for their use.

Federal Register, July)28, 1965.

Education is America's largest industry. Last year, we spent about $39 billion on our schools . . . more than we spent for rockets, automobiles or lipsticks.
DBut in contrast to many modern industries, which spend up to 10 percent of
their gross revenues on research and development, Americans allocate less than

one -tenth of one percent of their educational expenditures to research. We

have courted obsolescence in the past by ignoring the future, and we are already

,reaping the skimpy harvest of our penny-wise, pound-foolish educational
research policy.

t,
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This pattern is changing. Since 1957, the Office of Education has financed
1,800 individual research projects designed to investigate the ways we teach
and to improve them. From 1957 to 1065, the U.S. Government, through the
Office of Education, invested $85 million on research, and the figure will rise
sharply in years to come.

This increased expenditure has led the Office of Education to re-examine its
publications policy, and to conclude that OE regulations governing the publi ation of research financed by public funds were inadequate.

The result of this reappraisal is the "Statement a Policy". Minted abcjve.
Its two senses, while not examples of English prose at its most exhilarating,
are the distillate of more than two years of discussion between OE officials and
outside legal counsel, representatives of universities and publishing houses, and
the heads of other Federal agencies. Understanding the statement'aimportance
requires some appreciation of the magnitude of educational publishing in the
United States today and its relation to educational research.
Research emerges from the scholar's study or laboratory in a variety of forms.
Some of the new knowledge be develops and refines is published In professional

journals addressed to school adminiatrators and teachers.
Much of it, "however,.takes such commercial forms as textbooks, curriculum
guides, tape recordings, films, and even computer programs . In short, as tangible items susceptible of mass production and distribution at a profit.
Thus, the university scholar Who develops an improved approach to teaching
eighth-grade mathethatics, tests his ideas, and embodies them in a manuscript
may well have an item of interest to a publisher.
The interest of-publishers in such educational materials has grown keener in
recent years, owing in part to the stream of educational legislation that has
flowed frOm Congress during the past two sessions. The current American concern about the state of our schools has brought abort new legislative programs
that have sharply increased the demand for new texts and the entire array of
modern teaching tools. At the same time, the Federal funds allocated for these
Programs have sharply increased the purchasing power of the schools..
In consequence, the educational market has become extremely attractive.. According: to authoritative estimates, American public and private schools spent
about $1 billion last year for teaching materials.. Educational publishing is big
business.

In years past, researchers working_ under Office Of Education grants or contracts were permitted to copyright their research andtha-edneational material
stemming from It. In almost every case, however, the project agreement required the researcher to give the Government nn.ircuocable, royalty-frefl license
to use his work as it chbse and "to authorize others so to do." As 'elfin entity,
then, the copyright was a frail instrument.
But in practice, the Office of Education rarely exercised its licensing prerogative, simply because its stewardship of educational research was a relatively
bather responsibility. Thus a copyright, which was legally almost worthless,.
became in the minds of some researchers acid publishers a valuable anq binding
assertion of private ownership.
No longer.; The new public 'domain policy prohibits the copyrighting of research materials 'developed under projects financed by the Office of Education.
Before explaining the Office of Education's decision to change its publication
policy, it is worth making two points: first, the new policy will not apply to research projects approved before its effective date (July 14, '1965) unless the re -.
sea Cher or his institution agree that it .should'. Previously funded projects that
c tinue overia period of years and are subject to annual approval will be Rendered individually by thaOffice. We believe that in such cases we will be able'
to reachean agreement acceptable to everyone concerned:The -s'eeond point to be made -is that the new public domain policy does not
absolutely rule mit copyrighting in convection with research materials financed
by the Office of Education. A publisher can copyright significant revisions of
public domain material or additions to it. In such .cases, of course. the original
research material remains in 'the public domain, sr, that the publisher would
be wise to indicate which parts of a work have been copyrighted. Similarly, the
researcher who subsequently improves materials originally delivered to the Oflice under the terms of his eontract or grant can copyright these impreverre2te.
Our basic reason for changing the policy was our conviction that-research produced with public funds should become public property. The benefits incident to
expressing this principle in a public domainpolicy begin with the total elimina-

7,2-
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tiort of Federal control over research materials. The 'administrative effect of
the policy is to take such materials out of; thehands of the Government and tutn .
them over to the public as soon as grants or contrm" terms have been met.
It is not the-Office of Education but the educational marketplacepublish, Thus,
ers, superintendents, school purchasing agents, librarians, and.the students themselvesthat will'evaluate these materials and decide how they can best be used.
Even more important, we beillve.. the :new policy will improve the quality of
research supported by the Office of Edtication. We believe it will foster in educational research generally a creativity, a cooperation, and a' competition that
copyrighting can tend to discourage. The public domain policy not only permits
a scholar to build on the foundation-laid by another, but in fact encourages him
to do so. He .can retain some sections of a published' work in their original
' form and adapt others.
He can, for example, apply techniques developed by another scholar for
the teaching of English or physics to the teaching of foreign languages or
biology.. This kind of intellectual hitch - hiking has always been basic ta, the
advanCement of knowledge, and there is no reason why it should.not characterize research in education.

.

.

.

None of these (statements should be interpreted as criticisms of copyrighting
as such. The researcher who invests his own time-at his own risk to develop
an item of educational material has created a piece of private prOperty just as

surely as the man who build: his own' home with his own funds. -But the
researcher working under OE \ grant or contract . is using public funds, and
he should no more have a legal monopoly over the fruits of that research than
a road builder should own the highway he has built under public contract,
Summing up, we believe the public domain pollnot only expresses sound
principle but carries with it distinct advantageb.
'Nevertheless, the'policy has its critics.' Their. basic contention is that the

-Policy will not work, ,and their -reasoning' goCs more or less like this: No publisher will invest money in a text or other .teaching device unless he can protect
his investment with a copyright'. , Why should a publisher set up type, print d
volume, and then promote Its distributiOn when any teacher, student,- private
. citizen, or competing publisher/can copy the contents with impunity?
This argument SeemS reasonable enough,. but publishers refute it with their.
own practice. The fact that the Warren Report on the assassination of President
Kennedy, and Surgeon General Luthef Terry's report on smoking and cancer
were in the public domain- did not deter commercial publishers from reprinting
them: For years, the Government Printing Office has issued 40,000 copies of the
Statistical Abstract of the United States at $3.75 a copy. Recognizing that the
Abstract Ain the public domain, a paperback book publisher recently announced
plans to issue an edition at $1.95, and plans a trst waiting of 125,000 copies.
Evidence shows that timely marl::` -,, sr
'..-etiv/e presentation are worthy
substitutesfor exclusive ownerg7..
publishing.
Another objection is that Wit,' domain ..,jects the researcher's work to.
unauthorized porrowIng
may harm his reputation. As one ,scholar observed,
"Once material is in t1. public domain, anyone may modify or tamper with it
as he choose
anthor May see some strange' versions of his work."
Bur: (ure',7
i.imolar would claim ultimate wisdom. The
of Education
not only _,..zgnizes that others may, adapt to new uses work
work suPported by
public funds but in fact hopes they will. The resulting changes. may be for the
worse as well as for the better. Agreed. ... . But such risk 1S-inheree.t in all
innovation; and American edimation badly, badly needs innovation.
.

We do not believe that encgaraging revision by others represents a serious
threat'. to a scholar's reputation. If he is quoted accurately and in context, he
has no legitimate complaint, for no reputable scholar would knowingly use the work of another Without acknowledging the debt. If the authOr is quoted in-,
accurately' or out of context, he falls prey to.the same misuse to which the work
of any eminent writer is subject ; the names of .Charles Darwin and Sigmund'
Freud, among dozens of others that might he cited, seem to have ,survived
decades of misinterpretation:
in any case,. we believe the public domajn pOlicy is practical ,in purpose as
well as sound in principle. It has been supported by the press, public officials,
ant-.1`.by people In the publishing and academic communities. The American
Newspaper Publishers Association and :the American Textbook -Publishers Institute both praised the policy,: so hate members 'of Congress: An editorial in
,

.
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the Washington Post stated,we117 one of our prime objectiVes in announcing the
policy :

"Howevelr interesting research findings may be to thefirista, they will have
practical effect only as they reach schools and children. They will be put to use
more quickly, and more widely, because they wIllnow lie in the public domainj'
We need publishers and scholars. We believe that the research we support
-a marketable commodity. And we believe that the production and dinsemination
of redharch materia'is under a public domain policy leaves-plenty of room for all
involved to seek their own varied interests.
The first example of research materials being released under the policy discussed here is Project English., a complete series of materials for a senior high
school English curriculum, developed, by the Curriculum Studies Centel' of
.
Carnegie Institute of Technology.
The fundamental erect of the new public domain policy is to eliminate a legal.
monopoly. At the same time, it is calculated to spec(' the advance of educational
research and encourage the opervtion of free enterprise mechanisms in educa- .
tional publishiugs. In announcing a public dOmain policy, the Office of Education seeks to put those mechanisms to work for education and the public interest.
5(b). Q. Is it your intention to fund existing programs or is it to-, create new
.

ones-ift institutions.now lacking such resources ?.
5(b). A. As indicated in the answer to cniestion 4(h) We believe it is. important

to (Id both, If an institution, or group of -institutions, proposes toiestablish a
center which would concentrate on a =jai international problem or geographical\
area na now* included in any university program I-1 this country, such a proposal would receive serious consideration. Of course,we are not Interested in

replacing nonl4ederal efforts with Federal assistance under the terms of this
Act.

r

RatherIM° e seek to stimulate new levels-of excellence as well as totally new

institutional undertakings.
5(c). Q. Could ydu supply the subcommittee with the evaluative criteria you
would apply to an application in weighing its ;_,erits?
5(c). A. With the initial and continuing .consultation of the academie community and with the help of the Advisory Council to the Secretary, we will give
careful attention tol evaluative'criteria for section 3 of the Act. It is important
that the Center for,',Edneational Cooperation, in its administratibn of the Act,
have a commitment to considering the system of higher education as a Whole.
For example; it is imperative that the initial advice to the Center assists in deter-::
mining the Criteria) areas of need in both topical and area fields of study .If
is 'equally imperative in considering the entire system of .higher education. in
the''U.S. that attention be given to the geograPhical dispersion of major graduate
Centers.

.

Within this franiework, the following criteria. would seem to offer proinise for
evaluating and weighing the merits of proposals from colleges and universities:

1. We helieve that evidence should he clearly set forth which demonstrates
the strength of the commitment both. In terms of financial support and concern
for international 'ducation as a vital element of institutional planning. Since
the emphasis of e Act is upon strengthening institutional capability, we will
stress that propos Is be developed and sponsored by the institution as a whole
rather than by so ,e particular and smaller unit within it.
i
2. We will review and determine as accurately as possible thr stage of development of the institution generally and Its strengthAin inter. tional education
specifically. This Would enable the CEC to determine clearly what the impact
of its support wou bp. Some institutions may be already strong ininternationstudy and require only nominal support for balancing
al research and
will be progressing toward true eminence
i
their efforts. Still other nstituffOns

--in the field and may require a different pattern of support, both in terms of
.amount and duration. Still other institutions may be in the early stages of

planning for an international emphasis requiring an entirely different pattern of
assistance.
ted closelyto the previous point, evidence should be weighed that indi3.
cates the level of c inability orthe institution both in the present Mad for the
future with particu ar reference to faculty and supporting resources.'

Relay

4. We believe it mportant that careful study be made of the requirements
for sustained suppef. c,,. a particfflar graduate center.' Although the emphasis
of the Act is one of providing longer-term assistance to ll.S. universities; it will
be necessary-to weigh what the institution proposes for its own future development in the field off ternational education.
1
%.
1

.
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5. Careful attention must be given to the geographical location of institutions
submitting proposals.. Again, since one fundamental assumption of administer. ing the Act is that 'of considering the entire system of higher, education, we
will determine the adequacy, of graduate resources for international research
and training in every area of the country.
6. Since we believe that in the early stage of administering the Act an .emPhasis should be given to long-term benefits, we will evaluate the extent. to which
.graduate centers will prepare, the next generation of scholars and teachers in,
international affairs. in short, do plans include emphases upon' training pro,
grams for the longer term effort?
7. Certainly one of the criteria for evaluation will be whether the emphasis
of a ,given proposaPis on a topical or functional area of .interest or is related
tiY developing knowledge about a given cultural or geographical area of the
.

world. We will assure that the administration of the Act will lead to the
development of.both types of centers.'

8. We believe that attention should be given 0 ivhetter the proposed Center
relates- to one or more of the basic; disciplines or to the professional areas..
One of the critical' needs today is to advance in international 'education. among
the professional schooli of American universities. . At the same time. the funds
Mental disciplines of study are also crucial. Therefore, we will evaluate the
appropriate placement of the centers hi this /regard.
and with the
.., 9. With the assistance of the Advisory C uncil to the Secretaryo
continuing. help of the academic communit we will set forth, the,main areas
of research and training needs. It is.entir ly possible that some broad general
categories/ of need may be sufficiently della ted. and defined that they would
prove useful in weighing, the merits of particular proposals. Such categories
might de,11 with Ruth needs as economic and social change,raraldevelopment,
i food and -population, the harnanities and arts, and needed research
studie
about,;v.a Jo' countries, areas, and regions. of the world.
10. Pi al. we believe it important that proposals be weighed in tertns of the
h a given institution may become a leader in a given geographic
extentvt '
2

.

.

,

. position to cooperate. widely with other colleges and universities.
aren;h141 -.
.Thegattutte centers *ill, undoubtedly, serve as the focal points for consortitim,

arrange ents for the graduate, research, and undergraduate.. features of the
5(d)." Q. What precautions would you take to assure that research carried
on with the funds supplied would be open research with full publication per
program.

.

.

.
'.
mitted?
5(d). A. No research supported by -funds-under this .Act will be 'classified or
in any other way kept cionlidential. The graduate centers feuded under Section
3 will, be an- integral part of the university which establishes them. Conte the
,

.

program for a center has been approved and the money allocated to the university, the center will operate under university .regulations. AS with 'other
graduate centers, -individuals, doing research or:studies will publish their works.
thrMigh the university- or other press. We are well aware that the universities(
of our country favor widespread exposure for all scholarly works.
"ft is a basic requirement of the Section 3' program that the work of tbe
centers help to enrich the -general boilz of knowledge about the subjects to
which they are devoted., Supporteduld not be given. to establish a center when
studies were being condued for groups that denied the right to. open publication; After a center., was established. the preSence of work denied the right
to open publication would require thorough review. Unless prompt corrections
were made; support would be withdrawn from the center. Such procedures.will be clearly set forth in the process of evaluating and acting upon proposals.In addition.iirts now the official policy of the Office of idneiition to prohibit
the copyrighting be:any materials produced through research which it assists.*
Requiring that such materialiii be placed' in the public domain 'applies to ..theproducts of research activity which' are either wholly or impart financed by
OE grants or contracts. Significant revisions of public domain material can,however, be copyrighted. Nevertheless, the original research remains. In the
'.

/
,

.

.

The °Metal notification ofe this policy was co .iitatnea to thet Federal Regliter, July 29,.
1965: "Notiee M hereby given of the following Statement of Policy of the Office of Edu-'
financation : kftalerial produced an a re,./.1,. /..f ...:/, ....va.,!: activity undertaken with any titiancial assist ce: through contract with or project grant from the Office of Education will
be plaemLi tbe-public-do-mitlicMaterials so released. will be available tq conventional.
" (See attached article.)
outlets of he private sector for their
1

.

I

1
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public ,domain.

The Department will follow the same policy with regar0 to all

research substantially and directly Lflinced under the International Educe
tion. -Act.

Regulations will .have to be developed which define the meaning of our conception of "substantially and directly financed," as used in tne above paragraph.
Certainly, -it is our ,expectation' and hope that many thousands of scholars will
have at least a -marginal relationship to the centers and undergraduate programs
financed under the IEA. This beneficial relationship should in no way result
in constraints upon the full and free publication of their own research efforts.
On the other hand, works of individual scholars and institutions which are sub-

stantially financed . under the terms of this Act should result in publications

placed in the public domain.
6. Q. What coordination will be maintained between this program with respect
to library resources-and those institutions whose special and research collections
are funded under Title II of the Higher Education Act of 1065?

6. A. The Center for Educational Cooperation, as -the entity responsible for
administering the programs in the Act, will cooperate closely with the Office
of Education in assuring that any financial assistance to build up library re"
sources for international affairs supplements rather -than duplicates present
programs such as Title

We are presently working to establish administrative procedures to insure
the most intelligent distribution of all funds available for library development
in internationally related fields.
If .a university, or combination of universities, undertakes an extensive program in Latin American'econornies, one of the universities may have a portion
of its library resources in this area already sUpportednnder Title II. In such
a case, we would encourage inter institutional sharing-of these resources -to avoid
duplication. This. evidence of cooperation will be one of the criteria for

evaluating that portion of any proposal dealing with library resources.
7. Q. How do you propose to allocate funds under the Act as between the
graduate and undergraduate sections?
7. A. Please see our response. to Senator Javits' question 4.

.

8(a). Q. With respect to Section 4, the undergraduate programs. -how will
you define the 'area to which assistance is given in terms of undergraduate
course offerings?

8(a): A. Section 4 authorizes a-number of projects to strengthen international
education at the undergraduate level, one of which is Curriculum development.
We have specifically refrained from specifying subjects of study to be included.
because we hoffe that each institution will workout its own approach for introducing an international dimension. .The colleges will be free to conduct a variety
of programs in- accordance with their interests, resources, limitations, and faculty
strengths and weaknesses. We will enconrage creative planning of innovative

programs so that, over time, a series of alternative models most likely to be
successful can be worked out. Emphasis throughout will be placed on programs
which serve the needs of the greatest possible number of students.
Rib). Q. How will schools be selectedwhat standards and criteria will be
used?

-

8(b). A. Specific criteria will be developed to carry out the intent of section
4(c) which calls for geographical distribution of grants and at the same time
giving preference to institutional need and ability to use the funds effectively.
One of the first tasks of the Advisory Council on International Education [see
Morse question 12(c) I will be to assist in developing a final set of criteria. How., ever, as indicated in the answer to question 5(c), there are some basic principles
upon which detailed standards or criteria should he based:
(1) The most equitable geographical distribution possible.
(2) k-long-range plan which .weaves international education into the
total fabricof the institution. Involving a -broad range of the institution's different disciplines and departments.
(3) Either demonstrated or potential capability of obtaining faculty,
administrative personnel, and other resources needed to accomplish the
goals stated in the proposal.
(4) Creative programs for extending the program's impact to the largest part of the student body ; for example, involving foreign nationals;
including studentif,.as academic resources in the program.

(5) A creative program of community involvement. through exten-

sion programs, seminars with foreign students, and the like.
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8(c). Q. How will a geographic spread of selected schools be assured?
8(e). A. Geographical distribution is a complex determination and a significant criterion for evaluating proposals under Section 4. Therefore., as indicated
in response to the previous question, 8 (b),.We will experA the Advisory Council,
as a priority task, to assist in developing specific criteria. Meanwhile, we are
considering possible alternatives for discussion with the Advisory Council ; for
example, distributing grants in proportion to the number of institutions of higher
learning within a State or region,to reiative student enroiiments, to the number
.._..
of existing international studies programs, etc.
At this time,-1 seems reasonable to expect that one standard, which has been
followed in other Federal programs, will applyinstitutions in any one State
will not receive grants in excess of 10-15 percent of the total sums available in
any fiscal year. We also believe that a satisfactory spread of institutions will
be assured by our intention of considering the entire system of higher educationin the U.S. and by the importance of accepting proposals which show promise of
reaching- the greatest numLer of the undergraduate students in our colleges and
universities. Such criteria must be joined with those which will stress high quality of performance.
8(4). Q. To what degree will the assistance be given to institutions not now
offering undergraduate work in the international field?
8(d). A. There..is no set proportion for funding Section 4 programs in such
institutions, nor do we believe that arbitrary limits on such aid should be set.
The object of the legislation is to strengthen, over time, the international dimes
*don of the undergraduate course offerings at American colleges. Institutions
not now offering undergraduate work in intern -tional studies will be given
full consideration under 'the Act. Sincg the funds, if scattered 'lightly, could be
easily dissipated, we must lOok for indications of the colleges' ability to use the
funds effectively and eventually to,- ach their entire student body. In addition, programs which will serve as/demonstrations to other colleges and univerfor Educational Cooperasities should be emphasized. Undoubtedly the
tion will be able to assist many institutionS,by, the sharing of information apart
.

,

from the provision of financial grants.

8(e). Q. With regard to the programs 'which are funded, would support be
8(e). A. This type of activity is clearly permissible under the terms of the
Act. However, in view of the substantial cost of moving Jorge numbers of
American students to overseas educational programsand the limited funds
available - -we would anticipate that study-abroad programs would constitute
a quite smallr.portion of the activities under the Act. Even here, support would
not be given directly for student assistance but, rather, to the institutional programs within which the features of study abroad might. be included.
8(f) (g). Q. Would funds be used, and, if so,- to what degree for study at
the institution by foreign students?
8(f) (g). A. Funds under this Act will not be udod to support the study of
foreign students at undergraduate institutions or-their traveL and maintenance
in the U.S. Section 4 is designed to strengthen the. international dimension of instruction at U.S. undergraduate institutions. Only programs which contribute
to that goal will be funded. This?, it will be possible to support foreign faculty
given to students for third-year abroad type of study?

members who Provide-international instruction at U.S. colleges, but not foreign
students who are themselves learning rather than contributing to the development of the doMestic institution. It will also be possible, as a limited part of

an overall program of international instruction at the undergraduate level, to
support programs Which include work-study,travel activities for American students in foreign countries.

,

The only direct benefits that foreign students will receive through Section' 4
will be the improved programs in international studies that will be available
to them as well as to all students studying at American institutions.
8(h). Q. Is it proposed that teacher training institutions begiven preference

i

ion?

learning,

in the aw

.

Although they, as Other types of accredited institutions of 1Igher

ould be included, teachers' colleges-should not receive special priority

of Section 4 grants. Many teachers are not products, of specific
teacher training-institutions, but emerge from liberal arts colleges, universities,
and professional schools. The goal is to support good undergraduate programs
of international studies, regardless of the type of undergraduate institution
junior college, teachers' college, liberal arts college, etc.
,
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Our response to question 4(n) indicates the importance we attach to teacher
training in international components.
9(a). Q. Mr. Secretary, looking down the road to the coming decade Where do
you think priority of funding should lie. with program support such as in this
bill or in student support as in N1)EA, Work Study and Economic Opportunity
grants, or do you feel that the facilities provisions such.as those In the Higher
Edscat ion Act of 1t)I5 shoula have first call on the taxpayers' pocketbooks?

9(a ). A. During the past decade, American higisir education has undergone
a period of unprecedented growth. This will be no less true in the decade to
come. Jt is now commonplace to recognize the burgeoning numbers of students
who seek admission to our colleges and universities, The research and development obligations of colleges and universities have increased phenomenally in

order to serve local, national, and international purposes. I Simultaneously,

American' colleges and universities have become increasingly important- in the
solution of community prOblema.
Although our institutions will continue to find it difficult to fix priorities among

these important needs, the question of priority weighs heavily Upon both the
academic community and the wise allocation of national resources.
Within this cot.text of multiple need, we feel that it is fundamental to stress
assistance for nedy and deserving students in order that they may achieve some
form of postsecoudary 'education: Federal support to students in the form of
financial aid gives them a greater opportunity to attend a college or university of
their choice and to pursue a course of study in the field of their interest. In
addition, the Federal Government is not placed in the position of seemingly'
favoring some institutions over others or of having any relationship whatsoever,
to their courses of study.
Increasing numbers of talented students cannot be properly served in mediocre
facilities. Since the present backlog of needed construction amounts to over $4
billion, construction of facilities follows in priority to student aid. Idoreover,
this backlog will increase as student enrollments climb to an expected 9-10
million by 1975. This doubling of enrollment in our colleges and universities is
equivalent to Increasing by 50 percent the enrollments in the existing 2,100 accredited institutions and establishing 2,500 new colleges with an average of 1,000
students. Unless Federal support is available for this needed expansion, colleges
and universities will be forced to either exclude many qualified students. whose

educational preparation is vital to an advanced society and/or raise fees and
thereby exclude qualified 'students with limited means.
As improvements in student assistance are made and as the pressures of new
construction are reduced. we Woula recommendmore attention to high-quality
instructional programs with the help of more Federal support. There are many
probleMs of educational quality today which involve the availability of qualified
staff, library and other curriculum resources. In addition, considering the mobility of U.S. population, a high quality of experience for students in higher education must be assumed in part to be a responsibility of the country as a whole.
Categorical program support has been limited to areas of study which are
deemed essential to the national interest (e.g. science and teacher training) or to
those areas which directly determine the quality of education (e.g. library, resources). Because of the pressures of recent years, we need more experimentation and innovation in higher education. For this reason In part, the Federal
. government supports the acquisition and improved use of educational media.
Assistance in similar program fields will be desirable as quickly as the priorities
and available resources make it possible.
Such statements suggests only the most general priorities for advancing higher
education. Within them. there are specific areas of need which relate significantly
v.nd immediately ,o the developnient of the country. Accordingly, they cannot be
charged against local support. whether public or private. Some of these areas,

partly hecause.the;c are still relatively new to both national and academie interest% remain only slightly developed. They do not fit a general system of prior-.
ities because of their urgency. We believe international education to be such a
fiekl.

For snore than 1f years the international purposek of the. U.S. have placed
heavier and heavier claims upon university resources. A number of the major
institutions have shared their resources as fully as possible, often to an extent
that not enough remained to invest in the .international aspects of their own
curriculum. With the exception of the specialized assistance of Title VI of
NDEA, together with the help of private foundations, no enduring way has been
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found to strengthen American universities in the internrtional field.. The International Education Act of 1966 recognizes this imbalance and proposes to Improve the relationship between what we request of univeriaties in the national
interest and what we do to strengthen thOm as national 'resources. We believe,
therefore, that the Act is urgently needed for this purpose; together with the
equally important objective of increasing the basic international eompetturce of
the country.
9(13). Q. Do you feet that this program is deserving of financial support to a
greater degree than other academic diSciplines such as philosophy, VommunicaDons; or such applied fields as engineering or public administration?
.9(b). A. International education as contemplated by this Act spans. all fields
including the ones that you have mentioned in your question. Thus, an under-

graduate program under Section 4 might well include courses in the major
philosophies of the world, while a graduate center could address itself to the
problem of education in underdeveloped countries in a way that would encompass both communications and public administration. This legislation is designed to help all of the disciplines and' professional areas of American higher
education to explore and teach the international implications of their areas of
specialization.
10(a). Q. To what extent, if any, will blocked funds abroad be made available
to fund appropriate expenditures under this Act, such as those involving foreign

travel to and from the centers; procuring library materials from foreign

sources, or employment abroad of translators and others to assist scholars in
their work.
(b) For example, could the authorities in this Act under the very broad language of Section 2 and 3 be used to finance an archaeological expedition or a high
energy physics seminar in Switzerland attended by scholars from many countries?
10A. (a). P.L. 480, 83rd Corigrdss,, as amended, authorizes the use of foreign
currencies derived from the sale. of surplus agricultural commodities abroad, in
.amounts authorized by Appropriation Acts, for scientific research and 'the 'pro-

motion and support of educational and cultural development (sec. 104(k), 7
U.S.C. 1704(k) ).

The three _activities which you have listed above could be supported by these
overseas blocked funds provided they constituted .an integral part of a Section 3
center program; and provided that the funds were made available by the necessary Appropriation Acts.
The Office of Education's Bureau of Research already tonducts grant programs
based on P.L. 480 funds similar to those you have suggested: Such funds sup.

.

port the acquisition of research and teaching materials for language and area
programs in SOuth Asian studies and in Arabic studies.
The CEC will study the extent to which additional P.L. 480 funds might be
useful under the terms of this Act.

(b) Although Section 2 is broadly worded; it is limited by the more Specific

program.provisions in. both Sections a and 4. Section 3 authorizes the establishment of graduate centers at-U-.E. universities: we do not Intend to dissipate the
limited funds available for this section on projects that do not contribute directly

to a strengthening of our domestic institutions. Although a wide range of

expenditures will be included in the development costs of the graduate centers,
we do not believe that international contrences or expeditions,. except as they
directly and, substantially relate to the purposes of this Act, sh...uld be supported.
11(a). Q. Mr. Secretary. -would you. agree that the language on page 6, in
See. i might be strengthened by the addition. 'as in the Higher Education Act of
1965, of the phrase, "or over the selection of library resources,by.any educational.
institution" just before the period on line 20?
11(a). A. We would have no objection to such an amendment inasmuch as it
conforms to other Congressional prescriptions in this area (e.g..SectiOn 604 of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965). However, if the .Committee determines to add such language, we Would suggest the more inclusive
or over the selection of library resources, textbooks, or
language in ESEA : "

other printed or published instructional materials by any educational in-

stitution."
11 (b). Q. Would not language alSo be helpful which would add the thought :.
I{
. or over the editing or publication of research funded by grants or contracts
.
made available under the terms of this'Act"?.
11 (b). A. This provision is philosophically consistent with-the objectives of
the Act and with the Department's intent in administering these urograuns. Ai I
.

.

.
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indicated in my testimony on the International Education Act before tbd Senate
Education Subcommittee, "Our educational institutions are strong only in the
degree that they are independent. They serve the Nation best when they serve
the high purposes for which they were created."
The suggested clause would not seem to adversely affect the "public domain"
policy we intend to follow with respect to research supported under the Act (see
the answer to question 5(d). Nevertheless, it might be more technically accurate
if the suggested clause were revised to read: " . . . or over the editing or dissemination of information derived from research funded by grants or contracts
made available under the terms of this Act."
12(a). Q. Mr. Secretary, with respect to the administration of this program,
where do yOU plan to locate it? Within the Office of. Education or within the
Department?
12(a). A. I testified before the Senate Subcommittee on Education on August
17 as follows :

"I plan to locate the CEC within th' Once of the Secretary, where it will serve
as a central point within HEW for contacts with universities, private" organizations, and other governmental agencies concerned with furthering international
studies in this country. I believe that the Center can be of critical importance
and support to the American educational system. It will be directed by an educational leader of .atature and will' have my closest personal attention."
Placing the CEC within the Office of the Secretary will enable it to seek, in the
most flexible manner, the advice and the most imaginative proposals from the
academic community, will enhance the recruitment of outstanding leaders from
the educational institutions of the country, and will enable it to influence the
deVelopment of international education as the focal point of coordination among
various departments and agencies and with colleges and universities of all types
throughout the country.
The decision to place CEC within the Office of the Secretary is also-influenced
by its, general objectives: (1) to serve as the Main point for review of the total
governnient effort in international education and of the long-term questions of
educational cooperation ; (2) to serve as a clearinghouse for information about
international education ; (3) to provide a device to encourage continuing discussion between. Federal agencies and educational institutions and. organizations
about international education ; (4) to act as a primary point of 'contact for Americans or representatives of other countries who have ideas or concerns related to
international. education ; and (5) to administer new international' programs assigned to HEW, including the International Education Act of 1966.
The director of CEC will receive initial and continuing advice about overall
criteria, guidelines, and programs from a national advisory council to the Secretary. In additiqn, CEC will profit from continuous communication with the varicitth bodies which represent the institutions of higher learning,.such as the Amerioan-Council on Education, the Asiociation of American Universities, the National
Association of State UniverSities and Land Grant Colleges,, the Association of
State Colleges and Universities, the Association of American Colleges, the American Association of Junior Colleges, ael others. In order that active discussions
about international education may occur throughout the country, and to secure
maximum guidance from the educational community in all geographical areas,
regional 'associations of colleges and universities will be consulted in both the
planning and action stages. In addition, many organizations which have international education as their principal objective, such,as the Institute for 'Interne-

tional -Education, the Modern Language Association, and the Various professional
.societies, may be expected to share their ideas.
In order to devolop interagency communication abOut the work Of CEC, such
groups as the Federal Interagency Committee on Education and the Intertgency

Connell on InterhationalEducational and Cultural Affairs will be involved. A
wide range of subject matter: competence in various educational fields will be
needed from time to time to undergird the efforts of CEO. Accordingy, cooperative arrangements between the CDC and the Office of Education are essential.
Similar cooperation is envisaged between CEC and other departments and agendes which possess rich subject matter competence.
Finally, the academie community of the country, with attention given to wide
geographical spread, will prOvide committees and panels to assist the evaluation
of proposals and to scrutinize these plans of CEC designed to advance the quality
of work in international education as well as its widespread development in
every part of the country and in all types of institutions of higher learning.

.
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12(b). Q. Who would be the operating official responsible for the administration of the program?
12(b). A. The Secretary will appoint a director for the Center for Educational
Cooperation who will report to the Secretary through the Assistant Secretary for
Education. The CEC will administer Sections 3 and 4 of the International
Education Mt of 1966 and the foreign language and area studies programs under
Section 601 Of the National Defense Education Act, and possibly other programs
which might be assigned to it by Executive Order or by action of the Congress.
(Refer also to QuestionNo. 12( a ).)

12(c). Q. I .note there is no provision in the bill for an Advisory Committee
to recommend policy or to review the operations of the programs. Would you

oppose or welcome the addition of such language?

12(c). A. The Department would have no objection to an amendment which
would provide, as indicated in the President's Message of February 2, 1966, for
an Advisory Council on International Education. However, the Department
has been working toward the establishment of such an Advisory Council, to be
composed of outstanding leaders of American education, business, labor, the
professions, and philanthropy. We are in communication with the White House
on this matter since the members of the Council will be Presidential appointees.
A proposal for an appropriate Executive Order is being sent from the Department to the Bureau of the Budget.
It is the Department's desire that the Council soon become a fully functioning
body. It should become engaged actively in the early planning activities of

the Center for Educational Cooperation ICEC), including the development of Is
criteria for each type of grant authorized under this Act.
In addition, the Department will establish panels of non-governmental experts '
to review proposals for each type of grant; i.e., for graduate centers and related
proposals from public and private non-profit organizations; for undergraduate
programs and related public and private non-profit organizations ; and for
language and area study centers under section 601(a) of the National Defense
Education Act of 11Z8.

Q. Would it not be advisable to include in the reported bill a section on

definitions? I note that in H.R. 14643 the term "institution of higher education"

is not defined. How, without a definition section added to the bill, would you
interpret the language? I ask this because of my interest in the -role, if any,
of the junior and community college under the Act.

A. We do not believe that a satutory definition of the term "institution of

higher education" wore serve any useful purpose because its general meaning is
understood, and because the bill would authorize grants to single institutions or
combinations of such institutions.
We intend to give the term "Institution of higher educationtkia very inclusive

interpretation, and as an administrative guide we would at the outset use the
recently broadened definition applicable to the National Defense Student Loan
Program (Section 461 of the Higher Education Act of 1965).

'

This would include public or other non-profit schools which meet specified
accreditation standards andwhtch provide not less than one-year programs of
training to prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation.
Other acts of a similar nature which do not contain Such a definition are the

Cooperative Research Act (20 U.S.C. 331- 332b); Ptiblic Law 85-926, as amended,
20 U.S.C. 611-47 (grants for teaching in the education of handicapped children),

and the educational television provisions of the Communications Act of 1934
(47 U.S.C. 390-97).

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTION NO. 2

Q. Although this bill is designed to.put funds into educational institutions, the
House bill also permits the Secretary of Health, Education, and. Welfare to make

grants to "public and private non-profit agencies and organizations, including
professional and scholarly associations."

(a) Does this mean that funds could go to such non-profit research, groups
as the RAND Corporation, which does research for contract for the Air Force,
the Research.Analysis Corporation, which does the same for the Army, orotbose
foundations maintained by the CIA as cover agencies?

(b) Why should more government money go to them by way of grants out

of this program, which seems designed to improve education rather than promote
government research?

A. Our answers to questions 4(k) and 4(1) are both responsive to these

questions.
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IEA funds will not be awarded to organizations supported bv. intelligeace
agencies or to those specializing in military planning and analysis, Generally,
we plan to limit non-profit agency grants _to those organizations whose primary
concern is edncation and seholarship and which can contribute resources. ideas
or oppoitunities. to the graduate centers which we plan to support. None of
the groups you have mentioned fall within that category.-

To prevent a center from becothing influenced by the interests of any of the

organizations you have listed. we plan to refuse Initial funding to centers

which have contracts with intelligence groups. After a center is in ,existence, if
such relationships develop a thorough, review of the center's program would be

called for, and, unless satisfactory corrections were made. support would be
withdrawn. We wish the work that comes out of these centers to be available
on a national basis, to enrich the knowledge of all of our people.
As you have pointed out in part .(b) of this question, this is not a program

to advance government research. The research that comes ont of the new centers
will be the work of private scholars as is research emanating froM the history
department of the university. Like the latter, it will be available to all who
are interested in reading it.
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTION NO. 3

Q. Is it the objective of this program to train men and women for the formulation and administration of U.S. Government international programs? If it is,
does that not mean, too, that great pressure will be generated to keep various

International aid and foreign administration programs going? As I indicated
in the morning, I believe over-staffing is already one of the biggest problems
of the foreign aid agency. AID finds It very difficult to keep them employed
unless its program is enlarged. In the military establishment, one of the biggest
wastes of manpower is in the military aid missions abroad. In some parts of
the world, particularly in Latin America, they seem to have an adverse and not
a favorable effect upon stability and free institutions.

I. surely hope it is not intended by this program tam train and educate more
people for this knid of activity, since we already have too many of them. Your
comments on this point will be appreciated.

A. IEA Is not a manpower training act for overseas service. Rather, the

Act's basic objective is to strength our institutions of higher learning in international studies and research in order to develop aninformed and educated citizenry
prepared to .understand and cope with the awesome problems of today's world.

As President Johnson said in his remarks last September at the bicentennial
celebration of the Smithsonian Institution: "Ideas, not armaments, will shape
our lasting prospects for peace."

. A by-prodUct of this Act, of course, would be that in the long run, more

Americans will have had an -educational experience which. has prepared them

for effective participation in international activities, whether for the U.S.
Government, private industry, multilateral organizations, or at the request
of foreign government's or institutions. But this is true of all good educational programs and is not a peculiar product,of the IEA. In short, the purpose of the proposed Act is to educate Americans at large. not to provide the
specialized manpower needed by particular Federal agencies,
(Also see Question 8 of Senator Javits.)
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTION NO. 4

Q. Will one of the purposes of the -funds distributed under both sections 3
and 4 of H.R. 1460 be to develop new international study programs, or to

. subsidize existing ones?

A. We believe this question has been fully answered in our response to,

questions 4 (I) 5 (b), and 8 (d) .

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTION NO.

Q. With_ respect to the proposed Title VI changes in matching provisions in

order that at least equivalent programs to those now existing can be maintained while expanding to the new language areas enviSaged by other amend-

ments to this title. how ninth of an increase might to be made in the authorization for funding Of Titi, VI for tiseal years 19(17 and 190S?
A. Please see our response to Senator ;NV ts' question #3.

..
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Senator YmmonotTon.. Will the chairman yield?
Senator MORSE. Yes; I yield.
Senator- YARBOROUCU. I- w ant to Say-the-distinguished. chairman
exemplifies this old adage that if you watit something done, go to the
busiest man you know. He has bCen leader on the mininuun wage bill
and all of tike other bills affecting labor as well as the bills affecting
poverty and affecting education. lie works on those affecting public
health. I think_ we have a living-example of this old adage, go find a
busy man if yoin.will find somebody who will do something.
Senator MORSE. -You are kind, but it is an undue generosity. I
know what the Senator- from Texas has had to go through in trying to
get this minimum wage bill out.
The administration was insistent that there be the earliest, handling
.

.

of the minimum wage bill and at the sometime, wanted the earliest

handling of the education bill. But our two subcommittees had almost
identical membership. .So we took the minimum wage bill, we got the
povertybill, we got some health bills.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, it. took about 4 weeksof our
timein addition we lost time over the airline dispute.
Senator..Monsn. As the Secretary knows,. we have not bogged down
completely. We had the higher education bill and the other education
bill that took weeks. We still have the bigher education bill to handle
in the subcommittee;
But I want this record to show, Mr. -Secretary, that I am going to
get this bill out of my subcommittee, if trying will do it, within the
next two weeks. That will get it out of committee before the Labor
Day recess. If we have a lucky break, we might even get it out of the
full committee. Therefore, these questions, which will be put' in
formalized form for you by counsel for the subcommittee And submitted to you before the day is over, I would like to have the Memorandum on answering them within the next 10 days.. I think having
read the questions and all the implications of some of them, it would

be most u.ifair of me not to give you an. oppOrtunity to make any
comment that you wish to make before you leave the. witness stand.
I have in 'no way intended to cast any aspersions on the Department
by asking these questions. But these are just political realities up
here on -the Hill.
!)

.

CONCERN OVER FEDERAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BILL

rnitOtrou.

You would be surprised at the very serious expressionS of concern
that this subcommittee has received across this country from eduCatcns

and people not, in educational institutions as to whether or not the
international education bill may be a vehicle for creating a federal-.
control. Or domination of American education at the level of higher
education. Of course, you also know what I would say in reply;that
such talk is' nonsense. There is not the slightest, intention on the part
of this 'administration to involve itself in seeking to influence by way
of direction the higher education processes. But the existence of the

fear is all we need to take note of in order to make certain that the
administration submits to us the memoranduth that will answer these

questions. And some of those questions stem from the complaints we
have already received across the country.
Do you have any further comment? We will be glad to hear it.
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Secretary` GAnornit. Mr. Chairman, we will answer, the questions

fully and promptly. In view of the lateness of the hour, I would
like to make just one comment, knowing that other witnesses are here.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEW, STATE DEPARTMENT, AND AID

This addresses itself to 'your earlier question about the relationship
between us and the State Department and AID.

I do not know what the eventual organizational arrangements are
likely to be for the total field of international education. I can simply
say this., that the allocation to our Department of the piece represented
in this legislation is about as clean cut and least likely, to prejudice
further considerations about allocation as-any you can find.
I would say in addition that we have had extraordinarily good communication with both State and AID, have consulted with them at
every turn, so that whatever later debate or discussion or rearrangement is likely, we are in good. comniuni:.ation.
Senator MORSE. Thank you very much. Whep, the administration
asked me to introduce the bill, I told them that I would be very pleased
to introduce the bill. I made very clear in the administration that_in

the introduction of the bill, I would point out, that the .committee,
might wish to modify the administrative setup: As,my speech on the
floor of the Senate at the time pointed out, we had some concern about
any separating of the administrative authority of your Department
in the field of international education.
It has just been suggested to me by. counsel that it would be appropriate for me to have inserted in the record at this point the speech
I made on the floor of the Senate when I introduced the bill on behalf
of the administration.
(The speech referred to follows:)
trzom the Congressional Record, Feb. 8, 19061
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I have the honor to introduce for appropriate reference the administration bill on international education. I send it to the desk
and I ask unanimous consent that it may lie on =table until the close of
business Friday, February 11, 14166, to permit such ena ora as may wish to do
so, to join with me in sponsorship of the legislation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The hill will be received and appropriately referred
and, without objection, will lie on the table, as requested.
The bill (S. 2874) to provide for the strengthening of American educational
resources for international studies and research, introduced by Mr. Morse. was

received, read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.

Mr. MoitsE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill
be printed at the close of my remarks together with a fact sheet upon it, prepared by alp Office of Education, and a list of the language and area centers
now being carried on under the authority of title VI of the National Defense

Education Act.
The PsEsiniNo OFFICER. Without objection, it so ordered.
(See exhibit I..)
Mr; MORSE. Mr. President. I am introducing this measure for the administra-

tion so that the Congress through its committees and through floor action can
begin again, with renewed emphasis, to show the concern and willingness of the
American people, as voiced by the President in his very important and inspirational message of yesterday, to share with all people the richness and variety
of.our American Iligher educatimitil system.
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A But I.would also empha Lae, Mr-President; that One of the best ways to do

--'thisi--an-;. it-is- the -thru of this,measure,..is to' make sure that we bay& incor-

.

porated into our- hi: I r educationAl systeia on a widespread geographic base
in, this country,. . ters of'educational excellence in °which/bur students can
learn -of, the p ... ems of other,lands.1 If we get to know their economies, their
languages, t eir proud and ancient traditions, a twofold benefit can come. We
can 'obtain through such programs trained young people who can. serve our
national interests here at home as,. well as abroad. We have much to learn
from others, as well as-much to give to them of the best which has been thought
. and said In the centuries past . which necessarily condition theinternational
relatfonships of today. Comity among nations must be based on a two-way
exchange 'of inforination which in turn ctinlead to common understandings.
., But such a-program cannot be solely the preserve of the .Vh. D. candidate and
the .pOstdOctoral fellow or professor." Qpr smaller colleges who concentrate on
providing the baccalauretate education to a great. many young people who become the mainstay of our business and professional communities, who are the
future legislators. and administrators in every city, State, and county of this
land, need to trengthen their .offerings hi this area of international studies.
This mras , when enacted, Tan be moat. helpful in obtaining this objective.
May I .na ; as a sponsor of...this legislation, that I am not. wedded to every
.
comma and section of the proposal. ,

.

I- .serve notice now . to the administratiim that my tentative opiniod is that
some sections of the bill will need to be amended. However, I enthusiastically
suIport the objectives of the bill, and I ani proud to be the President's floor.
leader in regard to getting this measure through committee and eventually to the
floor.of the Senate.

I anticipate that many 'Senators, I hope on both sides Of tho aisle, will contribute their ideas to the committee as the bill goes through our hearings. . I am
confident that members of the educational community can be ritoat helpful in
providing suggestions which_will roakeothis measure a more perfect instrument,
one of many, of our national purpose, and desire to do everything 'in our power.
to overcome the nommen enemicd of all mankind : ignorance based upon- illiter-

acy and its brood of poverty, famine, and disease. These are the true scourges of
its_ mankiiid, To overcome them is In the best rense of the word to help to assure
our domestic peat* and tranquillity,
The lacteal material .which follows my address details the needs which have
led to the.remedies *proposed through this and companion legislation.
I turd now to the details of the bilk itself. Following the enacting clause, section 2 sets forth ringingly the purposes of the measure by the congressional finding that a knowledge of other Countries is of the utmost importance in the proinotion of international understanding and Cooperation ; that to do this4ive nerd to
strengthen,. our higher educational resources" in the areas of international
studies ; and that our *children and grandchildren should have open to them .
the opportunity to learn of other peoples and their cultures and customs .and,
finally, that is both neeessary and appropriate for the Federal. Government to
assist in the development of resources for international- study and research.
Section 3 of the bill provides Authority to the 'Secretary of Health, Education,
- and Welfare through grants to arrange with institutions of higher education for
the establishment, the strengthening, and the operation of graduate centers which
will become national and international resources for research and training in
international studies, either in- fields of geographic areas, or in international
affairs issues. The 5-year grant program which Is envisaged for this section
could provide all or part of the financing necessary to, start such centers and to
aid existing centers. It is broad enough to "cover the eosts of teaching, research
materials collection, equipping, and bringing to the centers scholars and faculty
.

as well as funding the travel-of staff which is essential in an enterprise of

this type.
Section 4- of the bill is directed to the planning, development,- strengthening,
and improveinent of , undergraduate instruction in international, studies. It,
too, is a 5-year. program, and under it, the 'Secretary is charged with making
an equitable diStribution of programs 'among the institutions, of our 50 States,
while:at the same time giving a preference to those institutions which are most
in need' of additional funds in this area and which show.a real, promise of being
able/to ose the funds prbvided in an effective manner.
Section 5 'of the proposed act sett fOrth the method by which funds may' be
advanced and enables the Secretary to use the resources of.other governmental;
public and private nonprofit institutions or agencies in administering the act.
.

.

.

,

..

..

.?
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Section 6 provides the prohibition against Federal control of education provided, which has always been a feature of every educational measure I have introduced in the many years I have been in the Senate. ,
Section T establifihea the life of the bill at 0 years, arid' authorizes the. app
propriations necessary to carry out its provisions for that period of time.
Lastly,- the bill modernizes title .VI.of the National Defense Education 'Act of
1958. as amended, by. striking the. present limitation of the act which precludes
..imitruction in a foreign language if adequate instruction is available, by making more flexible the present matching requirement, and by permitting grant
programs as well as contractual arrangements to' be made.
I say, in an aside, that at a breakfast-conference-this morning some. Members
of the Senate Education Subcommittee, of Which I am priviliged to *sertie 'as
chairman; called the attention of the administration's spokesmen fo' the probability that it might be necessary to stiggesttt few additions and revisions in vialoils:sections of the bill. At least we made the suggestion that we think that in
a. few areas-there is need of some clarification. 'However, here again neltieStion
was raised about the.soundness of 'VA objectires that the administration hes In
mind.
Mr; .President; I. have earlier indicated my willingness as one Senator whO
hope will be considering this legislation' in, coinMittee; to give. fitir and sympathetic consideration to improvements which may; be Suggefited to the'textef the
bill' as introduced. It 'Would- be my hope that many. other SenittOreeita find
themselves in hasic`sympathy with the object:11ms the proPointl. and thus be
willing to join with me in harrying-threttgh to 'signature what hattbeeome one Ofthe greatedueational landmarks of thim decade. '
'
.!.
. Mr. president, I ask unanimous consent that at this Poinein:My-reniaras there.
.

,-

.

appear the text of the addrese 'of President Johneotliebicentennial"celebration, of the Smithsonian' Institution at Whic;h .hearinounced last Septeinber.lk
1965; tha'appointalentof a Task Force. on Internationah.Edahatiodfrona which

''

in part the present bill is.'deScended.
'
There' being no ebjectioni the text was ordered'
follows
'

4'

be-Printed in the Record, as

XNETITIITION. BICENTENNIAL. CELEBRATION

"(The ,President's, remarks and announcement of a Special .Task Force on
Internatithial'Education September 16,,I965) ,.
-4, ...';"
"Mr. Chief Justice; Secretary Ripley;Dr.'iCartWhael; RishorrMoore, Reverend
.

Cainpbell,

and.'gentlemen, diStingaished :scholars froin.,89 :mittens, amid
this. pomp and pagertry we have gathered to celehrets'a ,man, about whom we
Ictiovrvery little, but to whom we owe very. much "JaMes Smithson .was a sci=
entist'xN,lio achieved' ncr great distinction. ge7Wite. an Englishman who' never ,'
visited the United 'States. He never even eXPreseeditite desire tedoie. '. "But 'this man became our .Natton's. first 'benefastor. , He, gave' is. entire for
tune to establish this'.1institutidn,which would. serge for the. increase and diffp,
sion of knowledge among men."

.1;.:

.

.

.

"He had: a .vision' which .lifted hiln. ahead of his time4or `at 'least ef, some,
politicians of
One illustrious 17 "S; Senator .arguied. it was beneath the
dignity of the oountry'to accept.suc.h a gift from foreigners.' :- Congress-debated 8....
Tong years before.decidiag totteeeive.Sinithson's,bequest, ..,.
4:Yet James- Sinithson'S' life 'and. legacy brought. meaning. to !three ideas. more .
peWerfnl than 'anyone atthattline ever dreamed..
.

.

.

.

'The first idea..,was that learning ,respects no geographic boundaries. The
institution bearing his name became :the first agency in -the United.States
Promote scientific and scholarly exchange with all the nations- in this .world.

"The. second idea was thaf partnership between GOvernment and private enter -,

prise can serve the greater good of both. The Smitilimnian. Institution .started
a new kind, of venture in this country, chartered by act of Congress, maintained
by.-beth public funds.and private contril3ut1ons, It inspired.a relationship which
has grown and flowered in a thousand 'different wayS.
"Finally, the institution financed -by Smithson breathed-life in the idea thatthe
.

.

.grimtif and the spread of learning-must be the first work of a nation that seeks

pto be free.

"These ideas have not always gained easy acceptance among those employed
in r6y line of work. The Government official
cope with the daily disorder
that he finds in the world around him.
.

4.
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"But today, the official, the scholar, and the scientist cannot settle for limited
.ObjectiVes. We must pursue knofiledge no. matter what the consequences. We
.must value the tried less than the true.
"To split the atom, to launch the' rocket, to 'explorethe innermost mysteries and
the outermost reaches of the universe these are your God-given chores. And
even when you risk bringing fresh disorder to the politics' of, then and nations,
these explorations still must go on.-

"The men who founded our country werepassionate belielers in the roVoln-

tionary power of ideas.
"They knew. that once a nation commits itself to the increase and diffusion of
knowledge, the real revolution begins. It can never be'stopped.
.

"In my own life, I have, bud causeagaineind again to bless the c'Aince events.
which started.nue as a teacher, In our country and' in our time wehave: recognized, with new passion; that learning is basic to our hopes for America.. It is
the taproot which gives sustaininglife to all, of, our' purposes.' And whatever we
seek to.do to Wage the war on poverty', to set new goals.for health and. happiness,'

to curb crime, or try to bring beauty,: to'our, cities 'and our eountrYsideull
of
),
these, and more depend on education:

"But the legacy we. inherit, from :lames Sinithson. cannot be liniited to 'thee

shores..,He called for 'the increase and diffusion of knoWledge among-men,.nOt

just Americans, not just Anglo-Saxons, and hot just the 'citizens6f the Western,
,
Worldbut all men everywhere.

"The world we face on his bicentennial anniversary makes that mandate
much more urgent than it ever was.. For we know today that certain tittlis are
self-evident in every nation on this. earth : that ideas, not armaments, will shape.
mil. lasting 'prospects for beaeo; that the conduct of our foreign policy: will
Advance no faster than the etiirkulum of on cleittreonis; find that the knowl. edge of our citizens is the treasure which gro s only When-it--is shared.
".'t would profit us little to limit the world e change to those who eanafford
it. Ve must. extend the treasure to these lands 'hern learning is still. a luxury
for the iew.

,

"Today, more than 700 million adulti4 out of 10 of the world's population
dwell in,darkness where they cannot read or write Almest half the nations'
of this globe. suffer from illiteracy among half or more of their people. And
unless the world can find, a way to extend the light, the forces of that darkness

. may ultimately engulf uS all.

"For our part, thiS Government and this Nation is prepared' to 'join in finding the way. During recent years we have made many hopeful beginnings. But- )'
we can.arid we must do more. That is why I hfive directed a special, task force
within my administration to recommend a broad and long-range Plan of world=
wide educational endeavor."

Mr. Moss& Now, Mr. President, as I also suggested at the .breakfast conference-tfiis morning, I hope that the many -friends of education and international
education programs in this country will not assume that this bill constitutes the
totality of President Johnson's international education program, for it does not.
I enthusiastically support the objectives of this bill, but I wish to say most

respectfully that, important as this bill is, it does not meet the greatest-need
that confronts the world in the field of international education. We hat* here
what could he described. I .suppose, 'as a...split jurisdiction, because part ,of the
international education pregrana,of President Johnson as outlined in yesterday's
message is interwined in the foreign aid bill. 'I happen to be of the' opinion that
that part of his International education program iiniore. iinpartant; more fundaMental; moreneeded thauthe program that is set forth in the bill I have intro-.

*.

Atieed ; but it IS needed,.tori:

I speak of the great challenge of meeting the problem of illiteracy which stalks'
. the undeveloped areas of the world. It is important, I feel, that some of the

higher education and training aids such as arencompassell in' the bill' I have
just introduced be directed to assist 'in tackling the problem of staniping: out
illiteracy in the world. In my judgment, the elimination of illiteracy j,s, in' the

eduCational field, the most important problem area, with .which we should: come
to grips as we seek to meet the many needs of international education.
One. cannot. takethe trips around the world that I have taken on official busi-

ness-of the Senate, including the one that we took for. 5 weeks last fall, when'Seven Senators,) in response to the invitations of foreign geverinments and the
appointment Of our. administration, went to Asia and discussed with parliamen.

.or

u
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tartans in those conntries problems of mutual concern, without being impressed
by the dimensions of the problem. Except for Japan, we visited not a single
country in Asia that is not plagued with illiteracy.
Illiteracy is the greatest partner that communism has in any country which
communism threatens. Communism breeds in ignorance. It breeds in illiteracy.
If I were asked what I consider to be the greatest thing that needs to bp accomplished to meet the challenge of commur'sm around the world, I would ..ame the
need for eliminating illiteracy. in the tr. -'.rdeveloped areas of the world. -A2
chairnian of the Subcommittee:on Latin / .:ierican Affairs, I have commented
upon this situation here and in_Latin Amerce time and time again.
If we enlighten the people of a country, if we make the people literate, we
have thereby advanced a long way down the road to politiCal freedom the inter4rts of those people. To the extent that the. foreign aid program can do an effective job in meeting the challenge of illiteracy, I support foreign aid. But procedurally, in my judgment, it would be much better if the great challenge to MiteracY 'through an international, program were not being assigned to foreign aid.
I think it Would have been much'better if we had made our program to meet the
challenge of illiteracy in the underdeveloped arms of the world a part of the program involved in the bill which I am introducing this afternoon. But, Mr. President, the senior Senator from Oregon will not permit a difference of opinion over
where the 'job should be assigned cause him, in any way, to lessen his support of
an international education program that the President so valiantly proposes to
fight for in order to meet the challenge of illiteracy.
Mr. President, in large sections of some of the countries we assist, the illiteracy

rate is, 98 percent. People living under such ignorance and lack of information
and enlightenntent have not the slightest" idea or concern, either, as to the differences between communism and, freedom. Therefore. I believe that we nth t make
the attack upon illiteracy in the undeveloped areas of the world a major\ international educational program of this Government. I hope if, after experience,
we find foreign aid in this area as ineffective; shockingly wasteful. and inaMelent
as have'been most of our foreign aid programs, this administration, or at least
this Congress, will give consideration to a proposal which may subsequently have,
to be made, in the interest 0Y the, cause, to remove the-international educational
program as it involves the attack on illiteracy from the Foreign Aid Adminis-

tration and put it where I think it more properly belongs; namely under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Health, Education, and' Welfare. I shall
undoubtedly be heard to comment on that problem in the examination of witnesses before my committee when the, bill I have just introduced becomes the
subject of testimony and hearings.

Exuterr 1
S. 2874

Re it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the

"International Education Act of 1986."

FINDINGS AND DECLARATION

Sze. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that a knowledge' of other
countries is of the utmost importance in promoting mutual understanding and
cooperation between nations ; that strong American educational resources are
a necessary base for strengthening our relations with other countries; that this
and future generations of. Americans should be assured ample opportunity to
develop to the fullest extent possible their intellectual capacities in all areas of
knowledge pertaining to other countries, peoples, and cultures ; and that it is,
therefore, both necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government to assist
in the development of resources for international study and research and to
assist the progress of education in developing nations, in order to meet the re-

finirements of world leadership.

CENTERS FOR ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

'SEC. a. (a) The Secretary of Health. Education, and. Welfare (hereinafter
referred to rol the "Secretary") is authorized to arrange through grants to in-

stitutions of higher education, or combinations of such institutions, for the estab-
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gracleete centers which will..
be national and international resources for research and training in interna-

lishment, strengtheningt.Antt eperatton

tional studies. Activities carried on in unch centers may be concentrated eitheron specific geographical areas of the world or on particular fields or issues in
international affairs which concern one or more countries, or both.

(b) Grants under this section may be used to cover part or all of the cost
of establishing, strengthening, equipping, and operating research and training
centers, including the cost of teaching and research materials and resources and
the cost of programs for bringing visiting scholars and faculty to the center,.fai
the training and. improvement of the 'staff, and for the travel Of the staff in
foreign areas, regions, or countries with which the center may be concerned.
Such grants may also include funds for stipends (in such amounts as may be
deterudned in accordance with regulations of the Secretary) to individuals un--dergoing training in such centers, including allowances for dependents' andfor
travel here and abroad. Grants under this section shall be made on such conditions as the Sedretary finds necessary to carry out its purposes.
GRANTS TO STRENGTHEN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Sao. 4. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to institutions of higher
education to assist them in planning, developing, and carrying out a comprehensive program to strengthen and improve undergraduate instruction in international studies. Grants made under this section may be for projects and activities

which are an integral part of such a comprehensive program such as
(1) faculty planning for the development and expansion of undergraduate
programs in international studies ;
(2) training of faculty members in foreign countries;
(3) expansion of foreign language courses ;

(4) work in the social sciences and, humanities which is related to interna-

tional studies ;

(5) planned and supervised "student work-study-travel programs ; and
(ii) programs under which foreign teachers and scholars may visit institutions

as visiting faculty or resource persons.

(b) A grant may be made under this section only upon application to the
pecretary at such time or times and containing such information as he deems
necessary. The Secretary shall not approve an application unless it
(1) sets forth a program for carrying out one or more projects or activities -.
for which a grant is authorized under subsection (a) ;
(2) sets forth policies and procedures which assure that Federal funds Made
available under this section for any fiscal year will be so used as to supplementto the extent practical, increase the level of funds that would, in the absence of such Federal funds, be made available for purposes which meet them
quirements of subsection (a), and in no case supplant such funds;
(3) provides for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as may
be necessary to assure proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal funds

paid to the applicant under this section ; and
(4) provides for making such report, in such form and containing such infor-

mation, as the Secretary may require to carry out his functions under this sec..
tion, and for keeping such records and for affording such access thereto as the
Secretary may find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such
reports.
(c) The Secretary shall allocate grants to institutions of higher education
under this section in such manner and according to such plan as will most nearly
provide an equitable distribution of the gi nts throughout the States while at 2
the same time giving a preference to those institutions which are most in need
of additional funds for programs in international studies and which show-real
promise of being able to use additional funds effectively.

METHOD OF PAYMENT; FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 5. (a) Payments under this Act may be made hr installments, and in-ad-.
vance or by way of reimbursement with necessary adjustments on account
overpayments or .:nderpayments.

(b) In administering the provisions of this Act, the Secretary Is authorized
to utilize the services and facilities of any agency of the Federal Government
and of any other public or nonprofit agency or Institution, in accordance with;
agreements between the Secretary and the head thereof.
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PIEDISRAL OONTROL OF 'EDUCATION PROHIBITED

SRC. 6. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to authorize any department, agency,-ofticer, or employee of the United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or personnel of any educational institution.
APPROPRIATIONS AUTI101D7,ED

SEC. 7. For the purpose of making grants under sections 3 and 4 of this Act,
there are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, and each of the four succeeding fiscal years.
AMENDMENT8 TO STRENGTHEN TITLE VI OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT oF

MS

Removing requirement for area centers that adequate language instruction not
be readily available
SEC. 8. (a) (1) The first sentence of section 601(a) of the National Defense
Education Act of 1358 is amended by striking out "(1)" and by striking out ",
and (2) that adequate instruction in such language is not readily available in
the United States".
(2) The first sentence of section 601 (b) is amended by striking out "(with respect to which he makes the determination under clause (1) of subsection (a) 1"
and inserting in lieu thereof "(with respect to which he makes the determination under subsection (a) )".
Removing 50 per centum ceiling on Federal participation

(b) The third sentence of section 601 (a ) is amended. by striking out "not
more than 50 per centum" and inserting "all or part" in lieu thereof.
Authorizing grants as well as contracts for language and area centers
(c). Section 01(a) is amended by inserting "grants to or" after "arrange
through" in the first sentence, and by inserting "grant or" before "contract"
each time that it appears in the second and third sentences.

FACT SHEET: INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1966S. 2874

(Introduced on February 3, 1966, by Senator Wayne Morse)
BACKGROUND

In his message on international education, President Johnson recommended a
program of incentive grants administered by Health, Education, and Welfare for
universities and groups of universities: (a) to promote centers of excellence in
dealing with particular problems and particular regions of the world ; (b) to
develop administrative staff and faculties adequate to maintain longtime commitments to overseas educational enterprises. The President asks for the program to give colleges and universities financial assistance to their efforts to add
an international dimension to their course offerings.
World War II ended the-isolationism of the United States and gave this Nation
new responsibilities in all parts of the globe where we previously had only marginal interests.
Soon, both Government and private business concerns working overseas found

their tasks hampered by language barriers and inadequate knowledge of the

many countries where our international commitments carried us. The search for
Americans well trained in modern foreign languages revealed the inadequacy

of language training in our schools.
In 1958, the Congress responded to this need by priSsing the National Defense

Education Act for title VI of this legislation provided for the establishment

of LangUage and Area Centers at American colleges and universities.
In 1963, our American universities were operating 55 language and area centers with a total student enrollment of 31;567. This year, there are 99 centers
with an enrollment of more than 33,000 students. This program also provided
1,035 fellowships for graduate study in non - Western languages during. 1963.
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This year, it is financing graduate language study by nearly 2,000 students.
Further, language and area venters developed specifically to serve undergradu-

ates went into operation for the first time at the beginning of this academic
year.
Still, serious deficiencies in the international dimension of many colleges and
universities continue to exist.

A little before World War II, this country exchanged ambassadors with only
17 nations, and ministers with 43. Now, we have well over 100 ambassadorial
posts.

Relationships with.other countries that could not have been foreseen 25 years
ago have arisen. So have America's international .commitments--:in travel Lind
commerce, in research and study abroad, in business and governmental relations
with these countries.
During 1963-64, more than 18.000 students and more than 4,000 U.S. faculty
members extended their education abroad. This is double the number of a short
10 years ago.

In 1964, 2.2 million Americans were overseas travelers, spending $3.4 billion,

a figure more than double the number in 1955-3o,

Further, foreign travel to the United States and foreign trade haVe increased
dramatically. It has become clear that our colleges and universities, attempting

to keep up with the demand for critically needed skills of other areas of the
world, mast move forward In this field to help respond to our national needs.

Lust fall, President Johnson, in an address before the centennial celebration
of the Smithsonian Institution, called for a new and wide-ranging endeavor
in the field of international education. Ile then appointed a Task Force on
International Education, headed by Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,- John Gardner, and Secretary of State, Dean Rusk.
Many of the task force's recommendations were contained in the President's
message on international education submitted recently to Congress.
PROPOSAL

Other Federal agencies, including the Peace Corps and the Agency for Inter
national Development, would be authorized to conduct new programs. The
President's- message also directs the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to set up a Center for Educational Cooperation within the Department
to be a "focal point for leadership in International Education and acting as a
channel for communication between the U.S. educational eounnunity and U.S.
missions abroad."
The legislation proposes vesting new authority with the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare to carry out new legislative programs including the

administration of :
A grant program to American colleges and universities to establish Graduate

Centers of excellence equipped to be centers of national and international
resources for research and training in international studies. A center might
. specialize in all matters affecting one geographic area instead of a previous
emphasis on just language or the culture of that area. It also might concentrate on a problem earnmon to many countries or specific areas such as overpopulation or agriculture. It might do both.
Subject matter at these Graduate Centers would be as far-ranging as neeessarY to fill the serious gaps in our knowledge of other countries. The act would
underwrite travel by visiting scholars and faculty to the American centers as
well as other projects and activities.
A grant program to assist colleges and universities in planning, developing
and carrying out a comprehensive program to strengthen and improve under
graduate instruction in international studies. Sample programs could include
such projects and activities as faculty planning for development and expansion
of undergraduate programs, expansion of foreign language courses, and student
work-study-travel programs.
Strengthen title VI of the National Defense Education Act of 1958. Presently,
the Federal share of the cost of financing language and area centers is limited
to 50 percent. This would be increased to a maximum 100 percent of Federal
funding. -"The amendments would also remove the restrictions on language
covered by the legislation. Area and language centers for Western studies
could be established. Presently, these centers offer comprehensive programs
of_ instruction dealing with one or another non-Western World region in close
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integration with the study of the modern languages spoken in that region
including languages ranging from Arabic to Vietnamese.
INTER:

I IONAL EDUCATION

Here are some additional figures on trends in international edgcation, travel

and commerce.

Basta data on international education, travel, and commerce
1. In the last few years, modern transportation and communication have

brought together people from 130 nations of the world. During 1963-64, more
than 18,000 students and more than 4,000 faculty members from U.S. schools
were extending their education abroad. This is more than double the number of

a short 10 years ago.

2. In 1964, 2.2 million Americans were overseas travelers, spending $3.4

billion. Again this is more than double the number in 1955-56. Foreign travel

to the United 'States also has greatly increased. This has tripled from 1955
to 1964. In 1964 alone, more than 1.1 million foreigners traveled from over
seas to visit and study in this country.

3. Foreign trade also has been growing at a fantastic rate. In 1984, the

combined total of exports and imports of the United States amounted to roughly
$50 billion indicating a growing recognition of increased world commerce. This
is an increase of 100 percent from the year 1955.

(Hittite), Turkish.

(Aramaic), - (Canaanite

dialects),

Hindi, Hindi-Urdu, Persian_

Japanese

Chines? .

Polish (Old Russian), Russian

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Hindi

Portuguese

Hindi, Indonesian

Hebrew,

Languages with Federal support

Chinese, Japanese

University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. (Prof. Edwin McClellan, director, Far
Eastern Language and Area Center).
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. (Prof. Eric P. Ramp, director, Center in
Slavic and Balkan Studies)i

(Biblical Aramaic) Ethiopic fAutharicj.

Spanish.

lgarian, Lithuani).an. (Old Church Slavic),
(Old Russian), Ukrainian.

BuSyriac, (U g

(Old
Persian), (Sanskrit), (Sogdian), Tamil, Telugu.
(Akkadian), Arabic, (Classical Armenian),
Armenian, (Egyariticptian), Hebrew, (Sumerian),

Bengali,: Marathi? Middle Persian)

Spanish.

Languages without Federal support

Hausa, Swahili

See footnotes at end of table, p. 205.

Soviet and East European Language and Area Center).
Columbia University, New York, N.Y. (Prof. Wm. Theodore. de Bary, direc. Atayal, Chinese, Japanese, Korean_
tor, East Asian Language and Area Center).

Columbia, University, New York, N.Y. (Prof. Charles Wagley, director, Portuguese
Language and Area Center for Latin American Studies).
Columbia (University, New York, N.Y. (Prof. Henry L. Roberts,Airector, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak

Center for Slavic and East European Studies).
Columbia University, New York, N.Y. (Prof. L. Gray Cowan, director, African Language and Area Center).

Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Ukrainian,

Spanish.

Spanish)? Macedonian.' (Old Church Slavonic), (Romani Gypsy)' Rumanian, Slovak?
Slovenian? Turkish.
'University, of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. (Prof. Edward C. Dimock and Prof. J. A. Bengali, Hindi, Indoteshm, Persian, Tamil, Nepail,' (Pali), (Prakrit)? (Sanskrit).
B. van Buitenen, codirectors, South Asia Language and Area Center).
Urdu.
University; of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. (Prof. Walter N. Vickery, director, Bulgarian, Polish, Russian
(Old Church Slavic).

Czech, Modern Greek; Polish, Serbo-Croatian__ Albanian, (Aromunlan),' Bulgarian, (Judeo-

Kirghiz, Persian, Tamazig.ht, Turkish, (Ottoman Turkish), (Old Turkic Lama% Urdu.

(Akkadian); Classical, Egyptian, Moroccan
and Syrian Arabic, Armenian, (Classical
Armenian), Georgian, Hebrew, Kabyle,

Nahuatl, Portuguese, Quechua_

University of California, 1.4 Angeles, Calif. (Prof. Gustave E. von Grunebaum, director, Near Eastern Language and Area Center).

University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. (Prof. Johannes Wilbert, director,
Latin American Language and Area Center).

University. of California, Berkeley, Calif. (Prof. Kathryn B. Feuer, acting Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Russian; SerboCroatian.
director, East European Language and Area Center).
University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. (Prof. Benjamin E. Thomas, Afrikaans, Bambara; Efik, Hausa, Igbo, Shona,
director, African Language and rea Center).
Both°, Swahili, rat Yoruba..

director, South Asia Language and Area Center).
University of California, Berkeley, Calif. (Prof. Laura Nader, acting director,
Near Eastern Language and Area Center).

University of California, Berkeley, Calif. (Prof. David G. Mandelbaum,

American University, Washington, D.C. (Prof. Kenneth P. Landon, director,
Area Center for South and Southeast Asia).
Language
Yellow Springs, Ohio (Prof. Raymond L. Gorden, director,
Antioch Co
Language
Area Center for Latin America).
University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. (Prof. Earl H. Pritchard, director, Language and Area Center in Oriental Studies).
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. (Prof. Raymond T. McNally, director,
Language and Area Center for Slavic and East European Studies).
$..
a. Brown University, Providence, R.I, (Prof. Lea E. Williams, director, East
Asia Language and Area Center).
Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa. (Prof. David J. La, director, Language
and Area Center for Japanese).

Institution

TABLE Y.National Defense Education Act language and area centers and the critical modern foreign language offerings in 1985-88 1

O
I-4

2

0
r-43

-

nese).

Cantonese?. (Classical Chineie), llokkien and
Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, (Classicalism'-

Finnish, Hungarian, Uralic languages

Languages with Federal support

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (Prof. Horace G. Lunt, director, Slavic
Language and Area Center).
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii (Prof. Roland Fuchs, director, Asian
Studies Language and Area Center).
Howard University, Washington, D.C. (Prof. Charles Frantz, director, African
Language and Area Center).
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. (Prof. Solomon 13. Levine, director, Asian
Studies Language and Area Center).
University of Illinois, Urbana, Di. (Prof. John Thompson, director, Language
and Area Center for Latin America).

Pashto, Turkic, (Old Anatolian Turkish),

Mongolian,

(Classical Mongolian),: (Classical
Tibetan)?
Altaic (Classical Armenian). (Avestan). Central
Asian Lanyuages, (Biblical Hebrew), (Iranian),

Czech,: Polish.:

Arabic.

Cebuano, iBisayan)?

Dravidian, (Pali), (Sanskrit).

Quechua, Spanish.

Estonian'

Languages without Federal support

Japanese.
Portuguese, Spanish

Arabic, Burmese, Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian,

Polish, Russian, Ukrainian_

Persian,: Turkish.:

(Old Ottoman Turkish).
Bulgarian, Czech, (Old Church Slavonic), SaboCrotian.
Cambodian, Chinese, Indonesian, Japanese, Hawaiian, Hindi, (Pali), (Sanskrit), Tagalog.
Javanese, Korean, Thal.
Swahili, Tswana, Yoruba

Portuguese
codirectors, Language and Area Center for Latin American Studies).
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. (Prof. Gordon H. Fairbanks, director, South Hindi, (Indo-Aryan), Sinhalese, Telugu
Asia Language and Area Center).
Cornell Unlvenilty, Ithaca, N.Y. (Prof. George McT. Kahin, director, South- Burmese, Dutch, Indonesian, Javanese, Tagaeast Asia Language and Area Center).
log, That, Vietnamese.
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H. (Prof. Francis W. Grandich, director, Chinese
Language and Area Center for East Asia).
Duke University, Durham, N.C. (Prof. Robert I. Crane, director, Center for Hindi-Urdu, Kannada, Marathi, Telugu
Southern Asian Studies).
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Prof. Gaza Grosschmid, director, Afri- Hausa, Lingala, Swahili
can Language and Area Center).
Earlham College, Richmond, Ind. (Prof. Jackson H. Bailey, director, Language Japanese
and Area Center for East Asia).
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. (Prof: Rene Lemarchand, director,. African linguistics, Portuguese
Language and Area Center for African Studies).
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. (Prof. J. V. D. Saunders, director, Portuguese, Spanish _
Latin American Language and Area Program).
Fordham University, New York, N.Y. (Rev. Walter C. Jasklevicz, S.J., direc- Russian
tor, Russian Language and Area Center).
George Washington University, Washington, D.C. (Prof. Kurt L. London, di- Chinese, Russian
rector. Language and Area Center for Sino-Soviet Studies).
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. ',Prof. Wallace AL Erwin, director, Arabic
Language and Area for Middle East Center).
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (Prof. Donald H. Shively, director, Chinese, (Classical Chinese), Japanese, (Classical
Language and Area Centerlfor East Asian Studies).
Japanese).
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (Prot. D. W. Lockard, director, Center, Arabic, (Classical Arabic), Hebrew, Persian,
for Middle Eastern Studies).
Turkish, (Ottoman Turkish).

Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. (Prof. J. M. Stycos and Prof. T. E. Davis,

Language and Area Center).

Columbia University, New York, N.Y. (Prof. john Lotz, director, Uralic
Language and Area Center).
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. (Prof. Harold Shadiek, director, East Asia

Institution
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Cheremis,1 Chuvash,: (Manchu), Mord virl,2 (Old

Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, Korean, (Middle
Korean) Mongolian, Tit elan, Turkish, Uzbek.
Japanese
apanese

French.

Danish, (Old Danish), (Old Norse), (Old Swedish), (Old High German), Scandinavian.
Bengali, Hindi-Urdu

Bengali, Hindi-Urdu, (Sanskrit)

in English, Yor uba.

Berdgitha, Hausa, Igbo, Swahili, West Atrium

Hindi-Urdu, Indonesian-Malay, Thai

Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croatian

See footnotes at erd of table, p. 205,

Askn Language and Area Cente.).

Oaklrnd University, °cheater, Minh. (Prof. Robert C. Howes, director, Chinese_ -__.
La- gu ge.and Ater Center or Chinuse Studies).
Obtr in Col ege, Olerlih. Olio (Ira Ellsworth C. Carlson, director, East
..do

.

Ewe' Ga-Adangme,3 Brio,' Tsi,Yoruba.

Do.

Spanish.

Norwegian, Swedish.

(Sanskrit).

Cantonese, Korean.

Chinese, Japanese

Arabic, Hebrew, (Classical Persian), Persian,
Turkish.

Spanish.

Portuguese.

Japanese

Russian.

Russian.

Swahili

Hebrew ,3 Persian,: Turkish.

(Old Russian), Polish

Chinese, Japanese

Arabic

Cfech , Polish.

Rumanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian

Turkish), (Osmanli), Yakut'

(Old Church Slavonic), Berber-Croatian, Ukrainian
Afrikaans,: Brio,: Mende,: Tvv1,2

Hausa, Swahili, Yoruba

Polish, Russian

Portuguese
director, Latin Arne/dean Language and Area Center).
New York Un.veraity, ew York, N.Y. (Prof. Ostar. Fernandes, acting direodo
tor, lbcro-Arrerican L guege and Area Center)..
Northwe to n Univcnit , Evanston, 111 (Prof. GU endolen M. Carter, director, Bantu, Maninka Swahili
Language and Area C nter for sub-Saharan Africa):

University of New hteiico,Altuquerque, N. Mex. (Prof. Albert R. Lopes,

South anti Southeast Asia Lan &nage and Area Center):
Michigan State University, Eat Lansing, Mich. (Prof. ,Charles C. Hughes, director, Atrium Language and Area Center).
Michigan Slate University, East Lansing, Mich. (Prof. William T. Ross, director, South-Asia Language and Area Center).
University of Mimietota, Minneapolis, Minn. (Prof. Akar Gustafson, director,
Center for Northwest European Language. and Area Studies).
University of illisrctui, Columbia, Mo. (Prof. Noel P., Gist, director, South Asia
Language and Area Center).

Far Eastern Studies).
Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies, Washington, D.C. (I rof. Aiajid Khadduri, director, Middle East Language and.Area
Center).
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans. (Prof, Thomas R. Smith, director,
Language and Arca Center for East Asian Studies).
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans. (Prof. Herbert J. Ellison, director,
Language and Area Center fcr Slavic and East European Studies).
Lincoln University, Lincoln Pa. (Prof. John A.. Marcum, director, African
Language and Area. enter.3
University, aton Rouge, La. (Prof. George F. Putnam, diLouisiana-State
u
rector, Russian Language and Area Center).
Manhattanville College of the Sacred Heart, Purchase, N.Y. (Mother Adele
Fiske, director, Language and Area Center for East Asia).
University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. (Prof. More L. Harvey, director, Latin
American Language and. Area Center).
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Prof. Charles 0. Bucket, director,
Far Eastern Language and Area Center).
University of Michigan, Ann Atter, Mich. (Prof.
D. Schorger, director,
Language and Arca Center in Near and Middle Eastern Studies).
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich, (Prof. Thomas Winner, director,
Slavic Language and Area Center).
University of Michigan, Ann Altar, Mich. (Prof. Brinell II.Fificid, director,

Slate University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa (Prof. Y. P. Mei, director, Center for

University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. (Prof. Ralph T. .Fisher,-director, Russian
Language and Area.Center).
Indiana University,:Bloomington, Ind. (Prof. J. Gus Liebenow, director, African Language and Area Center).
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. (Prof. Edward J. Brown, director,
Slavic Language and Area Center).
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. (Prof. Denis Sinor, director, Uralic and
Altaic Language and Area Center).

Hebrew, Persian.

Bulgarian,* Czech,* Lithuanian, (Old Church

Polish, Russian, 'Ukrainian

nese-Japanese Language and Area Center).

Latin American Studies Language and Area Center),

Tulane University, New Orleans, La. (Prof. William J: Griffith, director,

guage and Area Center for Latin American Studies).
University of Texas, Austin, Tex. (Prof. Walter Lehn, director; Middle East
Language and Area Center).

Spanish.

Marathi.

Portuguese.

(Biblical Hebrew); Israeli Hebrew, (Old Persian), Persian.
Portuguese, Spanish

Uk.

Modern Standard Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, (Akthekadian), (Aramaic); (Avestan); (Sanskrit),
(Classical and Quaranic Arabic), Hebrew,

Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. (Prof. A. Kimball Romney, director, Spanish
Latin American Language and Area Center).
University of Texas, Austin, Tex. (Prof. Edgard G. Polomt, director, South Chinese, Dravidian, Hindi, Japanese, Telugu
Asia Language and Area Center).
University of Texas, Austin, Tex. (Prof. Richard N. Adams, director, Lan- Portuguese

Sanskrit.

Serbo-Croatian,

Language and Area Center for R
Russian Stuctes).
'University of Rochester, Rochester,. N.Y. (Prof. McCrea Hazlett, director, Ilindi
South Asia Language and Area Center).
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. (Prof. Theodore H. E. Chinese, Japanese, Russian
Chen, director, Asian- Slavic Studies Center).
Stanford University, qtanford, Calif. (Prof. Patrick D. Henan, director, Chi- Chinese, Japanese

Russian

(Akkadian) ; (Biblical Hebrew), (Syriac).*

Language and Area Center for Neer Eastern Studies).

Princeton University; PrineetonN.J. (Prof. Richard T. 'Burg!, director,

German, Russian.

Portland State College, Portland, Oreg. (Prof. Frederick J. Cox, director, Arabic, Hebrew, Turkish
Middle East StudiesjCenter).
Portland State College, Portland. Oreg. (Prof. H. Frederick Peters, director, Czech, Polish, Serbo-Croatian
Language and Area Center for Central Europe).
Princeton University; Princeton, NJ. (Prof. Marius B. Jansen, director, Chinese
Language and Area center in East Asian Studies).
Princeton University,1 Princeton, N.J. (Prof. T. Cuyler Young, director, Arabic, Persian, Turkish

East Asian Language and Area Center).

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. (Prof. W. Norman Brown, Bengali, (Classical Tamil), 02.aratgb.Hindf. Malaysian, (Pall), (Prakrit), (Sanskrit), Sindirector. South AsiaLanguage and Area Center).
Urdu, Marattd, Nepali, (Old
halese,* Telugu.
Pennsylvania State University, University Park Pa. (Prof. Vernon Aspaturian, Ukrainian
(Old Church Slavic), Polish, Russian.
director, Slavic and Soviet Language andArea Center).
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh Pa. (Prof. YI.T'ung Wang, director, Chinese, Japanese.
Thai.

director, Middle East Language and Area Center).
University of PennsylVania, Philadelphia, Pa. (Prof. Alfred Bonn, director,
Slavic Language and Area Center).
Slavic).

(Old Church Slavic), Russian, Serbo-Croatian.

Language and Area !Center for Slavic and East European Studies).

Arabic, Turkish

Languages without Federal support

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Pa. (Prof. Moshe Oreenberg,

Languages with Federal support

Ohio University, Athens, Ohio (Prof. David B. Arnold, director, African Hausa
Language and Area Center).
Ohio State UniverditY, Columbus, Ohio (Prof. Leon I. Twarog, director, Polish, Russian

Institution
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Russian.
Czech, Polish, Sebni-Croatien.

Chinese, (Classbal_Greek), Hindi,' Japanese,

!Includes certain classical languages (shown in parentheses) necessary to an under- . r Instruction available upon request
tending of the world area. _.

Dutch,* Indonesian.

Spanish.

Japanese, Korean, (Mongolian), (Tibetan).

Spanish.

Arabic, Swahili, Xhosa._ ,
Hindi, Hindi -Urdu (Old Hindi), Kannada, Buddhist Chinese, (Buddhist Sanskrit),' (Prekrit), Sanskrit), Tibetan.
(classical Kannada), (Old Kannada), Telugu,
Urdu.

Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Mongolian, Russian, Bulgarian (Old Church Slavonic), (Old Uighur),
Thai, Tibetan, Vietnamese.
Polish, (Sanskrit), Beibo-Croatian, Turkic.
Chinese, (Classical Chinese), Japanese
(Classical Japanese).

Portuguese, Spanish

Arabic, Persian, Turkish
(Old Church Slavonic), Russian

Portuguese
Latin American Language and Area Center).
Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (Prof. Roy
A. Miller, director,,East Chinese
Asian Stut:les Language and Area Center).
Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (Prof. Richard M, Morse, director, 'Portuguese
Language end Area Center for Latin American Studies).
Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (Prof. Karl J. Pelter, director, Southeast Burmese, Trigalog, That, Vietnamese
Asia Studies Center).

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. (Prof. Norman P. Sacks, director,
Language and Area Center In Latin American Studies).
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis. (Prof. Henry W. Hoge, director,

African Language and Area Center).
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. (Prof. Joseph W. Elder, director, South
Asian Language and Area Center).

University of Wisconsin, Madison, W18. (Prof. Philip D. Curtin, director,

Georr
Washington University. St. Louis, Mo. Prof.
(Pf Stanley
Spector director, Language and Ares Center for Chlneee anti Japanese).

Far Eastern and Russian Language aa Center .

University of Utah, Balt Lake City, Utah (Prof. Ariz S. Atiya, direetcr, Middle
East Language and Area Center).
Vanderbilt University. Nashville, Tenn. (Prof. Josef Rysan, director, Slavic
Language and Ares Center).
University of Vir11a, C harlotzesville, Va. (Prof. Charlei G.Reld, Jr., director,
Language and Area Center for Latin America).
University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. (Prof.
E. Taylor, director,

2
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ADMINISTRATION .OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Senator MORSE. I want the record to show that at that very time, I
made clear tb the President, that I would be very happy to introduce

the bill, but that I had grave reservations as to the administrative
setup that I understood at the time was contemplated in regard to the
overall international education program, this bill dealing primarily

with our institutions in this country. But the administration, of
course,ery rightly, is very much concerned about the program abroad
as well.

PROBLEM OF ILLITERACY ABROAD'

As I said in that speech on the floor of the Senate, I happen to think
-;, vre have to attack the illiteracy problem abroad, that it is basic to any
international education program. Until we do something about illiteracy abroad, it is going to be pretty difficult to develop the type of
program that is even envisioned in this bill as far as its implementation
abroad is concerned. I happen to know that the President has really

been our outstanding leader in regard to recognizing this problem
of illiteracy abroad.

/

FORF,ION ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

The problein tliat. I am raising here this morning and that I raised
at the time we introduced the bill is how are we going to adMinister
the foreign aspects of the international education program ? I am
open to conviction, but I think it would be a great'mistake if we build
up two administrative. agencies to administer aminternational educa-

- tion program which I think is really based Upon, a single major
premise. I rape that we will he able to resolve that problem with'out iin any way handicapping or jeopardizing the Objective in regard
to which we are all of one mind.
I want to thank you very.much, Mr. Secretary.,
WILL EMPHASIS BE PUT ON NEW PROGRAMS FOR WEAK SCHOOLS OR ON
EXPANSION OF OLD PROGRAMS FOR STRONG SCHOOLS?

Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one other question?

Mr. Secretary, I direct your attention to page 5 of the bill; paragraph
(c) , lines 7 through 14, which states that ...7,N
The Secretary shall allocate, grants to institutions, of higher educatiiln under
this section in such manner and according- to such- ?plan as will most nearly.provide an equitable distribution of the grants throughout the StateS
the same time giving a preference.to those. institutions which are moat in geed
of addifrkmal funds for programs in international studieS and whieh show real
promise of being able to use additional funds effectively.

I

Now, this brings up ienitcstior, of vilether the rtionev will (co to aid
schoolS of excellence or whether it will be used to build schools of excel lence. It seems to me that we have some conflict here of ideals.
Manifestly, if you want the best teaching, yomgo to the best university.

This would tend to funnel the money into your leading institutions of
;excellence.- This paragraph would seem to say, do not do that, but
go build up the weak schoole. This seems to meto bring you a
question of philosophy. One main purpose of this bill, of course, is
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to educate our people to understand the cultures of the world. This
is useful' and necessary in meeting the problems that face us. as the
nation in the world with the greatest amount of aggregate wealthand

therefore the greatest power.. How justly do we. use this power?

How do we understand these people ? The universities that know most
about that can manifestly get you more faster.
.

.

Now, that brings up a question of 'philosophy here; how do we reconcile: these seemingly contradictory goals,' if you desire' to get the
highest quality of .work for the money, the .Government puts into re.;.
.

Search and then how to build -up the weak schools?

:,

I do not expect you to answer that now, but it seeps'to me it was

raised' by, the questions of the 'chairman, and it seems. to me that the
Chairman s questions raise. this conflict, .really; in ideals and rims in
education. What are we trying to do Are we trying to strengthen
these Weaker schools' or trying to get the most learning we.Cair get to
these people and hoW best to go about it ? .I think it-ts,a Conflict und
I wonder what your philosophy is I will not ask you; in 'view of 'the
lateness -of the hour, to expand that now, but it *Mite me to'be
difficult question for the educators.themselves.
Secretary GABM:ER. I shall be very happy to add that to our an-

.

-

swers in the record;.,111i: Senator:.

.

,

.

,

Senator YAsethionen. 'Thank you veryninch.
Senatbr MORSE, Thank you very much.

(The following information was subsequently 'supplied for the
RESPONSES OF SECRETARY OF HEALTH. EDUCATION AND WELFARE GARDNER , TO
QUESTIONS SUBAIITTED: BY SENATOR MORSE

.

QUESTION NO. 8 (R)

Q. How will schools be selectedwhat standards and criteria will be used?
A. .Specific criteria will be developed to carry out the intent of section 4(c)
which calls for geographical distribution of grants and at the same time.giAng
preference to institutional need and ability to use tlie- tun& effectively..
One of the first taskaottheAdvisory.Council on International Education [see
in developing a final set' of criteria.
Morse question 12(4], will. be to
However, as indicated the answer to question'5(c),, there are some basic .principles upon which detailed standards or criteria should be based:
(1) The most .equitable geographical' distribution possible.
.

(2) A long-range plan which weaves international education Into the
total fabric of the. institution, invorcinga. broadmange of the institution's
different 'disciplines. and departments.'
1;
(3) Either demonstrated or potential capability. of 'obtaining factiliy; administrative personnel, and other resources needed to accomplish the goals
stated in the proposal.
(4) Creative programs for extending the program's impact to the largest
part of the student body ; for example, involving foreign nationals, including
students, as academic resources in the program.
(5) A creative -program of community involvemcnt. through extension
programs, seminars with foreign students, and the like.
..

QUESTION NO 8 (C)

Q. ,How will a geographic spreadof selected schools be assured?

A. Geographical distribution is a complex deterthination and a signifiCant
criterion for evaluating proposals under Section 4: Therefore, as indicated in
response to the previous question, 8(b), we will expect the Advisory Council,
as a priority task, to assist in Aeveloping specific criteria. Meanwhile, we are
considering possible alternatives for discussion with the Advisory Council ;ler

1
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example, 'dstributing grants in proportion to the number of institutions of higher
learning within a State or region, to relative student enrollnaents, to the number
of exising international studies programs, 'etc.
At this time, it seems reasonable to expect that one standard, whieli has been

followed in other Federal programs, Will applyinstitutions in any one State
will not receive grants in excess of 10-15 percent of the total sums available in
any fiscal year. We also belieVe that a satisfactory spread of institutions will
be assured by our intention of considering the entire systetn'of higher education
in the U.S. and by the Importance of accepting proposals which show promise of
reaching the greatest number of the undergraduate students in our colleges and
universities. Such criteria must be joined with those which will stress high
quality of performance.
.

QUESTION NO. 8 (D)

Q. To what degree will the assistance be given to.institutiona'notnow offering .
undergraduate work in the international field?
A. There is no set. proportion for funding Section 4 programs in such institu-

tions. nor do. we believe that arbitrary limits on such aid should be set: The

object of the legislation is to strengthen, over time, the international dimension
of the undergraduate course offerings. at American colleges. Institutions.' not

now offering undergraduate work in international studies will be given' full
consideration under the Act. Since the funds, if scattered lightly, could be
easily disaipated, we must look for indications of the colleges' ability to use the,
funds effectively and eventually to reach their entire.student &Ay: In addition,
programs which. will .serve as demonstrations to other colleges and universities
should be emphaiiv,ed. Undoubtedly the Center for Educational Cooperation
will'be able to assist many institutions by the sharing of Information apart from
the provision of financial grants.
.

1317PPLiMENTAIIT ,TNEORUATION TO ABOVE) STATEMENT_,

Our view, in summary would be to look toward centers of excellence hi gradu
at& programs developing under Section 3 authority. In the case of undergradu
allP programs, we would expect to use Section 4 authority to assist many institutions ranging from those with little or no current effort in this direction to those
who may' already be somewhat more advanct.d.

Senator. MORSE; It is our privilege to hear .the next witness, the
Honorable Charles Frankel.
STATEMENT OF CHARLFS FRANKEL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS; ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD COWLES, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO MR,
FRANKEL; FRED T. TEAL, ASSISTANT LEGAL ADVISER FOR CUL-

.

TURAL RELATIONS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS; JACOB CANTER,
LEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATIONAL, AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS; AND KAY FOLGER, SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS

Mr. FRANKEL. Mr. Chairman, do you want me to introduce the
members of my group ?

Senator Moasn. I would be delighted to have you do that.
Mr. FaArrKEL. To my left is Mr. Jacob Canter, Deputy Assintant
Secretary ; Mr. Fred Teal, assistant legal adviser; Leonard Cowles;
special assistant, and Miss Kay Folger, congressional liaison.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am honored to
have the opportunity to appear before you in behalf of the proposed
International Education Act of. 1966. I speak' oE a member of the

administration and a representathe of the Department of State.

But I speak also as one who has spent- most of his working life as a

.
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member Of a universityfaculty, as a teacher and'ilirite0.nd as a con-

sultant and representative of various foundations and scholarly
organizations.
Much of this work has touched.on the fields of internationaLstudies
and international relations. It is against the background of-that ex.

perience that .I coine before you in the belief that the proposed act

- deals with fundamental needs in a fundamental way.

IMPORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BILL

There are a number of reasons, to my mind, why the proposed legislation is important.
It offers a better chance to American citizens to acquire- the education they need to cope with the facts of international life.
It strengthens the American capacity to develop, to Conduct, and to

man informed and farsighted policies in international affairs;
It takeS steps that are essential if our NatiOn is to join with other

nations in a more intensive effort to educate the people. of the .world--.in hali:ts of mutual understanding and forbearance.

Finally, it is important because it makes a frontal .attack on a

fundamental issue in the relation between Government and the univer-

sities, and attempts to deal with this issue from a long-term rather

than a short-term point of view.
With your permission, I should like, to address myself, first to the
contribution of this proposed program to the education a Americans.
PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Today, !the international environment of the, United States,,does not

begin at the oceans' edge, but penetrates almost every corner of our
society. It is nye Jed in the news we hear, the coffee we drink, the
movies we see, the political decisions we debate. And precisely be-

cause we hear so much from and about other countries, we need to have

a background of information, a sense of history' and a sense of the
day-to-day. context of events, if we are to interpret what We hear
correctly.

Today, an- education withmit an international dimension is an inadequate education for Americans. We have long since left the day
any
when foreign policy is a matter for experts alone. It affects
people. It involves too many matters to which not, only exp t
opinion but the common opinion of mankind is relevant.
Senator YAnnonotyon. is it kind of like football? Everybody feels
he can be a Monday-morning quarterback.
Mr. FRANKEL. Yes, sir. I 'would also Say there ,are a lot more good
Monday - morning quarterbacks than one would expect. I do not downgrade Monday- morning qua rt erbaCcs.
The trouble is, the, rules call for 1.1 on the team..

,

It- is conducted iiithe arena of pnblic debate and Under conditions
in which the ,elactorate, quite properly, is the ultimate sovereign and
arbiter. Education° in international realities is thus a requirement of
educatonal policy, private or public, local or national:

The legislation you are considering reflects this view. And it
recognizes,.T.believe, that education that deserves the name cannot

be an effort at selling a single point of view, official or otherwise.

.
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'In strengtheninfr the education of Americans at home, the American capacity for foreign affairs will also be advanced. This is not
merely a matter of training specialized manpower.

If T may interpolate. Mr. Chairmail, it is not merely a matter of

training people who will serve the Govern input. 1Ve need more people

with special skills: blitg, in addition to their competence as doctors,'
teachers, agronomists, or eConomists, meli people must also have a special f'ye and a special ear for the differences-in outlook and feeling that
mark the people_with whom' they must work. And in addition to specialists who combine technical skills and international sophistication,
we also need n citizenry that has received, as par* of its general educa-

!

tion. nn exposure to the complex facts of the international scene. In
the long run, as the President has obsoved, a nation's foreign policy
can progress no faster than the cmriciiiiims of its classrooms. American schools, and colleges have done flinch M recent years to improve
the study and teaching of international affairs. But much more still
needs to be thine. The International Education Act is an effort to
meet this need.

EDUCATION IN DEVEIPPIND COUNTRIES

There is a further reason for believing that the legislation you are
considering is of importance to the TTnited States in its foreign relations. This reason is that education has moved front and center in this
nation's affairs and in every-nation's. In the developing nations, little
can be accomplished without; the 'advancement' of education. In the
more prOsPerons industrial nations, education- is the keystone on which
-. depends these nations' power to keep up with the accelerating pace of
change. In our .c.v.th country, as we have discoiiered, we must turn to
education again and again as an indispensable element in the solution
of.nressing social Problems.
In short, the role of educational systems in 20th-century societies is
immense. ..Working together, rather than' against each Other, these
systems have as much.powerns any human agency-to build
an international_ structure of peace in diversity. The legislation that
is before yotiproposes that we in this country prepare onrSelvesto do
our part in such an effort a.t international. educational __cooperation.
And it proposes that we begin here at home by educating' ourselves
.

.

.

better about the needs and aspirations of others.

The steps it contemplates are, I believe, ti.2asured and modest:- They
do:not assume that it. is .America's ditty,- to educate the, world. They
do not 'commit the 'American 'taxpayer to 'underwriting the goal of
iiniversal education everywhere hi; the world. They are meant to meet
specific neecis in our own country, so-that we will be better able to work
with others to advance the proCess of mutpal international education.
In sum., from the standnoint of foreign policy. I endorse'. this proposed legislation because. it lays the foundation for an international
effort that 'rives proper attention to the crucial role that education can
play in realizing fhe promise of our time and offsetting its perils. The
legislation von are considering gives expression' to the proposition that

education is a. major and :enduring activity of this nation. and that
ucational cooperation with other nations constitutes an abiding naional interest.
It is in term's of such long-range goals, too, that I believe the potential contribution of this. proposed legislation to the relations 'between
t,
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the Federal Government and the American educational community
should be measured.

At the beginning of my remarks, I said that thit .2,
legislation deals with a fundamental issue. The issue. has two sides.
INDEPENDENCT: OP EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

On one side, the colleges and universities of the country are resources

for our society, and they can be better resources if they receive Government support. On the other side, such support must not be permitted to cempri,mise the integrity and independence of our educa-.
tional institutions, and should not turn them aside from their central
and enduring purpose.
In 1060 a,distinguished committee spoke to this issue in a report
entitled "The University and World Affairs." The committee.ivas
constituted and supported-by the Ford 'Foundation at the request of
the Department. of State, but worked as an ad hoc group independently
of both organizations. Its members were
Harold Boeschenstein, president, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.;
Harr ie Branscomb, then chancellor, Vanderbilt University;

Arthur. S. Flemming, then Secretary of Health, Education, and-

Welfare ;
J. W. Fulbright, U.S. Senator;

John W. Gardner, then president., Carnegie Corp. of New York;
Franklin D. Murphy, chancellor, University of California at. 'los

Angeles ;

Philip D. Reek', formerly chairman of board, General Electric

Company;
Dean Rusk, then president, the Rockefeller Foundation ; and '

J. L. Morrill, chairman, formerly president, University of_ 'Min

nesota.

"THE UNIVERSITY AND WORLD AFFAIRS"

I would like to quote a brief passage from this report :
It is not surprising that conflicting views have been pressed upon the unirer-'.

sities. On the one hand are those who, feeling keenly a grave sense of nif= --

tional urgency, would have the government tell the university how they must
serve the new and pressing needs of the nation in world affairs. On the other
hand are those who, cherishing the university's ancient tradition and spirit -of
scholarship, contend that the university's major, contributions to world affairs
should come mainly as a by-product of its scholarship.

If pressed to an extreme, these two points of view are incompatible and un-

tenable. Each gives color to the fears expressed by those bolding the other.

,Too much stress on the university's responsibility to Meet pressing national

needs, and to answer policy questions put to it by government, would risk overwhelming its distinctive tasks of scholarship and teaching with demands for
topical research and emergency projects of service abroad. The university
might well lose its autonomy. On the other band, too much stress on the free-

.

(lona of scholars to pursue their own interests would leave serious gaps in Ameri--

can competence of the kinds that only the universities should take responsibility
for contributing to these kin& of competence, and for defining and exploring
theintellectual and educational issues that confront society.

What is needed it a relationship of mutual confidence and accommodation.---.

.

Universities, would participate in the process of government, through c
utbag to the determination and implementation of educational polici . and programs in world affairs. Governulent would participate in the process of educatiori, through contributing to the strength of the .sducational institutions upon
which our own society and other societies depend P. r their growth and freedeiin:.Government would provide the means td do the educational tasks, at hoMe and
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abroad, that the universities cannot undertake unaided. The universities would
rise to the edu, ational responsibilities which world affairs place on them and
on their sister institutions in other nations.

The committee then goes on to recommend the precedent of the Morrill Act of 1862, which inaugurated the land-grant college movement,
and states :
Where government draws on the universities, it has a traditional obligation
not only to respect thelK,,integrity in the pursuit of free inquiry, but also to
restore and maintain their strength, or to create new centers of strength, in order
to sustain an essentialnational resource.

This"is the:purpose of the proposed International Education Act.

The gran tmaking authorities it includes are intended to strengthen our
intellectual resources while at the same time preserving the right and
poN..er of our educational institutions to chart their own course, ask
their own questions, and think their own thoughts.
I believe that the International Education Act reflects our gi.Oving
national awareness ,of the significance of our educational institutions
in our relations with other countries. I also believe that it proposes
a kind of support and encouragement for these institutions which will
strengthen them in their capacity to remain what they should be--not
merely passive agents of their government's or their society's purposes
but independent-guides and critics helping us all to choose our purposes better.
It is because I believe that the International Education Act has been
conceived in this spirit that I feel particularly privileged to have the
opportunity to appear before your distinguished subcommittee, 'Mr.

Chairman, and to express my hope that the subcommittee will act
favorably on it.

Senator MORSE. Mr. Frankel, I am very pleased to have your testimony. I think it is a very fine statement and will be very helpful.
The staff of the subcommittee is preparing. although it has not completed, a set of questions to submit to you to be answered in writing at
the conclusion of the record. As soon as the questions are prepared,
they will be submitted to you.
Mr. FRANKEL. Thank you, sir.
(The questions, and the responses from she Department. of State, and

the comments on the questions by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, follow :)

RESPONSES of THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE ALONG WITH COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE O'N QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY
SENATOR MORSE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE,

Washington, September 14, 1966.

Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

United States Senate.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: Secretary Rusk has asked me to reply to your letter of

August 22 concerning the -August 17 hearings before your Subcommittee on the

proposeelnternational Education Act of 1966.
The Department has reviewed carefully your questions regarding the proposed
Act and is submitting its replies as an enclosure to this letter. There is also enclosed a separate memorandum containing the Department's comments on amend-

ment No. 736 proposed by Senator Jacob Javits. These comments are in amplification of the remarks made during the hearings by the Department's representative.
The Department wishes to give every assistance to the Subcommittee in its
consideration of this important legislation. Should you or other members of
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your Subcommittee wish, further comment on these or other questions concerning the Act the Department will be glad to furnish them.
Sincerely yours,

DOUGLAS MACARTHUR IL

Enclosures:
1. Replies to questions on the International Education Act of 1966.
2. Comments regarding Amendment 736.

1. What coordinating mechanisms, if any, will be established between
State and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, for the programs of international education covered by the Act and existing educational and academic exchange programs now administered by State under
other authorities?
A firm basis for coordination between HEW and State with regard to the
proposed new initiatives in international education was reached last winter in
a series of inter-departmental discussions. Early in February a guiding principle was established that fixed responsibility for professional educational guidance with HEW and professional foreign policy guidance with State. The basic
philosophy of coordination between the two Departments is contained in an exchange of letters dated February 25. and March 21, respectively, between Assistant Secretary of State Charles Frankel and Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare John Gardner (Tab 1).
There are two principal coordinating mechanisms established between State
and HEW for programs of international education. They are :
(1) The interagency Council on International Educational and Cultural Affairs: The Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs
(CU) chairs the Council and representatives of both the Office of the Secretary
of HEW and the Office of Education attend, as well as representatives of the
Agency for International Development, the Department of. Defense, the Peace
Corps, the U.S. Information Agency, the Bureau of the Budget, and the Smithsonian Institution. Formed in January 1964, under the authority of Section
106 (d) of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays Act) and Section 6 or Executive Order 11034 of 3 ane 25, 1962, the
Council serves to provide government-wide policy guidance and leadership in international educational and cultural affairs. It has served as a principal coordinating mechanism for the President's new international program as carried
out by member agencies under existing authority. In view of the new initiatives
in. international education a propose0-new Executive Order will further sharpen
the 'authority of the Interagency Council, in matters involving educational activities abroad. We anticipate that the proposed Center in HEW will submit
semi-annual appraisals of the overall government effort in international education to the interagency Council. These appraisals will provide needed professional perspective, and
;..Lye a strong advisory and coordinating function
with regard to overseas activities.
(2) The U.S. Advisory Commission on International Educational and -Cultural

Affairs acts as an advisory body, in close association with the federal Interagency Council. as a regular part of Its mandate. The Commission was established In- the Fulhricht-Hays Act to appraise the effectiveness of the U.S. Government's netaicational and cultural exchange programs and to formulate policies
regarding them.

(3) There are. In addition, other bodies used in common by both State and

HEW.
ey do not exist to coordinate, but they have a coordinating effect.
These inch de:

a. T e Board of Foreign Scholarships. This Board makes the final selec -.
tion o all academic exchangees under the Fulbright-Flays Act, including
those eceiving grants from the Department of State and those receiving
grants for foreign language and area studies under Section 102(h) 6 which is
tered by the Office of Education. As the legally -constituted supervisor o all academic programs of the Fulbright -Hays Act, the Board-auto-matica ly acts as a coordinating force.

b. II W officers maintain liaison with CU area offices in carrying out a
numbe of activities having foreign affairs aspects (examples: Joint consultati n on awards for overseas study under both the National Defense
Educat On Act and Section 102(b) 6 of the Fuibright -Hays Act. CU area
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offices, and other Department offices, clear for foreign policy- implications
certain foreign area research projects financed by HEW).
c. The U.S. Office of Education for many years has conducted the Department of. State-financed teacher exchange and teacher deviopment programs

antler trims r f fauns from the Mutual Educational and Cultural Affairs

Act appropriations.
ti. Bout et, aim IIEW participate in the work of the Foreign Area Research

Coordination Group (FAR), a voluntary association of research adminis-

trators from 22 agencies.
e. The proposed Advisory Council for the Center in HEW would also have

a coordinating effect, since it is anticipated that a representative of State

would attend meetings of the Council as an observer.
The enelosed material concerning. the interagency Council on International
Educational and Cultural -Affairs and its coordinating role may be of interest to
you (Tab 1).

2. What will be the role of the State Department and its constituent

agencies, vis-a-vis, me Department of Health, Education and Welfare in its
administration of the programs proposed under the pending legislation?

State along with .other Federal agenciel operating in the field of foreign
affairs, will inforn the Center in USW about overseas needs with respect to
which U.S. educational arurces .should be improved.. It .will then be the
Center's responsibility to decide what advice.to take,
The Department of State and the interagency Council will undhubtedly wish
to make recommendations from time to tiline,concerning ways in which the Center

might strengthen certain resources.withitf the United. States to enable agencies
involved in 2oreign a gairs to meet more effectively priority need and opportunities abroad (e.g., English Language'Teaclt4; and American Schools Abroad).
To the extent that actions of the. Department of HEW and the Center, for Educational Cooperation, either directly, or through the agency of a grantee, have 'a
significant effect uPolt the relations of the United States with a foreign country
or region, such actions of HEW z .d the'Center will, of course, become the proper
concern of the Department of State.
3. Could you supply for the subcommittee: a description of the selection,
procedures, in-service training procedures, which will apply to the educa-

ional attache positions being created, together with an indication of the
degree to which such functions will be subject to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare policy findings? In the memorandum, it will he
helpful if the operation .of the educational attache proposal could be com-

pared and contrasted to the operation of the Foreign Agricultural attache

system as it now operates in: the Department.The State Department will administer the Education Officer Corps. Education Attaches will be, members, either of the. regular Foreign- Service or the
Foreign Service Reserve.. The officers. will be completely under the administrative jurisdiction of the Department of State.
However, since the officers will be regarded as representatives of the Amer-

ican educational community abroad, they are being selected and recruited
jointly with HEW. HEW will provide these officers with professional backstopping while they are overseas. It will also join with State in arranging
for suitable educational work experience for them during their tours of duty
within the United States--eg teaching in American universities.

The procedures for selecting and' recruiting Education Officers will be based
on two documents entitled Criteria for Selection and Statulard Job Description for the Education .0ffieer (Tab 2). These documents were prepared by
an Interagency Task Force on which representatives of HEW and State, as
well as other Agencies concerned with international education, participated.
These documents have been cleared by all interested Agencies within the
Executive Branch, including the Bureau of the Budget.

The first target, as announced In the President's Message of February 2,
1966,_is a corps of 30 such officers. We anticipate that approximately .50%
-will be brought in from the academic community, and that the remainder will
be composed of qualified and specially trained members of the Foreign Service
Officer corps as well as of HEW and other Federal Agencies.

There are significant differences between the operation of the Education.
Officer and the Agricultural Attache systemi. Most importantly, the Education Officer, as indicated above, is to be a member of the regular U.S. Foreign
SerVice administered by the Department of State and will be designated either
a Foreign Service Officer or a Foreign Service Reserve Officer, The Agricultaral.
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Attache, on the other hand, is a General Services Officer employed directly by
the Department of Agriculture and detailed to serve overseas for stichperiods

of time as the Department of Agriculture may determine. At the .termination of his tour of duty, the Attache is initially transferred to one or more
additional overseas posts before reassignment again in the Department of
Agriculture. When the Education Officer system is in full operation, we hope
to have a corps, of .euucators and scholars who will be rotated regularly between duty abroad and return to Americian academic life. Some may also be
offered Washington assignments in the proposed uew Ceuter for Educational
Cooperation in HEW or in the .Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
in the State Department.
The Age-tiltural Attache system was established by agreement between the
Department of - State and Agriculture in accordance with provisions . of the.
Agricultural Act. of Ill54. Front an. administrative point of view, however,
the Department. ;1 State considers this arrangement an exception to the normal practice of 'assignments, within the Foreign Service under which, for ex4

ample, the Labor. and .Commercial Attaches are administered. The partnershlps establisted between State and these Agencies has proven` to be a most
edective.way to provide for both foreign, affairs and domestic needs.
4. (a) Could the' language 'of Section 3 support the funding of private,
binational or.multi-national foundation proposals for the establishment of
centers domestically?

(b) Would the language support the funding of graduate centers

abroad?
(c) Could an American university which has made arrangements with
a foreign university for an undergraduate year abroad program for American students include within such arrangements under financial support
from the proposed Act, -funding for domiciliary accommodations, or even
classroom and laboratory expansion?
These questions relate to the specific administration of the proposed legislation by HEW, and can be better answered by that Department. The following
views, however, may be helpful:

(a) The House bill authorized the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to "make graills'to public and private nonprofit agencies, and organizations,
including professional and scholarly associations,. when suc giants wiRmake
an especially 'significant contribution to attaining the objectives" of Section 3.

This language would seem to be broad enough to permit grants to private or
public binational or multinational foundatiOns for the establishment of centers
domestically if any such organization can establish to the satisfaction of the
Secretarf of Health, Education and Welfare that such a grant "will make an
especially significattt contrilnition, to attaining the objectives" of Section 3.
(bj- The language of the proposed Act would appear to be sufficiently broad
to permit financial support to American institutions for funding graduate centers
both in this country and abroad, provided that such a center was a national as
well as international resource for research and training within the teriusr of the

Act._ The .Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfari, would. establish tlitiron"ditiona for the making of any such grants, and such conditions would probably
look to an American institution which would be. responsible for developing and
operating such a center in a manner- that would assure accomplishment of the
objectives of the Act.

(c) Section 4 authorizes grants to strengthen undergraduateL.programs in
international studies. It authorizes grants, for six specific types of projects and.
activities. These, do not specifically include the construction of buildings and..
related capital improvements .abroad and the language used would not appear.
to be broad enough to permit the construction of buildings and related capital
improvements abroad.
:
5. During the course of the hearingg, witnesses.have commented on the

desirability of making available for the purpose of the Act, access to
blocked currencies in those countries where they exist for the use of faculty
personnel'engaged in field research or study.. Could the Department of State

comment upon its general positic4 with respect to such proposals and.
further supply, as a legislative service, language for the bill which-would

accomplish the intent, including language amending 'other statutes, if'any,
which now preclude such utilization of soft or 'blocked currencies?
The Department considers it desirable, in carrying out any program -of this
country abroad, to make maximum use of foreign currencies owned by this

I
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country. The Government makes every effort to keep restrictions from belt*

imposed upon the use of the foreign currencies which it acquires, but from time
to time restrictions are placed on the use of such currencies in the agreements

with foreign countries under which these currencies are acquired.' Such

"blocked" currencies cannot be freed from restriction by unilateral action of
the United States. Accordingly, legislation would not seem to be useful.
Assuming that Government-to-Government agreements do no restrict the use
of currencies for the purposes of the pending International Education Act, legislative authority now exists for the United States Government to use them. Sec-

tion 104 of P.L. 480, the legislation under which large sums of foreign currencies
are acquired, authorizes the use of such curremiles for a broad range of educa-

tional and cultural activities [Sections 104 (h), (I). (j), (m),. (n), (0), (p)

and (r)]. The educational and cultural purposes fdr which such .currencies

may be used under these provisions parallel in large part the purposes of the
pending International Education Act. It addition, Section 104 of P.L. 480
authorizes the use of foreign currencies tu pay all United 'States obligations.
abroad.
6. What additions to the language of Section 6 of A.R. 14643, in the view

of the Department, need to be added to assure that neither openly nor
covertly could money. authorized under the Act be used for the funding of
any activity or program falling within the province of the CIA or other

intelligence operations of the Federal Government?
The Department does not believe that it would be necessarylo include specific
language in the legislation to achieve such assurance. The legislatiVe history is
already quite clear on this point, and the testimony of the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare establishes his concurrence: as does the testimony of the
Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs. Further to
emphasize this point, however, a specific statement inlyour Committee's report
might be helpful. The statement would be made in connection with section 5(b)
and would state that this section was not intended to authorize the Secretary to
utilize services and facilities of any agency operating exclusively in the intel.

ligence gathering. field.

7. Would the Department provide the subcommittee with an organiza-

tional chart, supplemented by job descriptions, which would show the interrelationships within the Department of State of those positions which would
touch upon the adMinistration of the proposed legislation were it to be en-

acted? A flow chart setting forth review and clearance procedures to be
followed in coordinating the work of the Department with that of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in the areas covered by the

proposed legislation, both domestically and abroad, would be most helpful.
It should be emphasized that no one in State will be directly or indirectly con- .
cerned with the administration of the proposed legislation unless actions directly
affecting our relations with-foreign countries are involved.
There is attached, as requested by the Subcommittee, an organizational chart
which has been designed as part of a prOposed reorganization of the Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs,. with particular reference, to the Bureau's new'
relationship with the proposed Center for Educational CooperatiOn. There are
also included copies of job descriptions for, two reprerientative positions in the
Bureau which would be involved with programs under the proPosed. legislation.
These are the Director of the Office of Inter-American Programs and the head of
one of the sub units within that office. Third/y, there is included (see Tab 2)
-a standard job description..forlhe new'Education Officer, including the definition
of his, relationship to the Department of State. USIA and HEW. Finally, there
is also attached a .flow chart which telescopes the principal steps which-might be
followed in a coordinated approach. to the development of overseas university
projects by State and HEW. (Tab 3) This will give a concrete example of the
procedures by which State will give foreign policy guidance.
.8. In the event that the subcommittee deems it ad.visahluto structure into
the bill. an ..dvisory.Council one ofwhose functions tnightte. the establishment of equitable ground rules- covering crinsi&ration of applications submitted under both section 3 and section 4. what would be the positio., of the
Department of State as to the most desirable composition of. such a Council?
Wbat government agencies, if any, would the. Department feel it important
to have represented? What private sector groups,'In the view of the Depart-

ment of State, could contribute helpfni advice and suggestions through
participation in the work of the Council?. How large should such a Council be?
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Johnson in his special message to the, congress on February 2,1988,
Bt, eel his plan to establish a "Council on cinternational Education" to advise
.stated
the Center for. Educational Cooperation ,of HEW. The Council would be con.
posed of "outstanding leaders of American education, businees, labor, the prO,
!widens, and philanthropy." As the Department understands it, the primary
function of the Council would be to give prdfessicinal eduCational assistance
to the Secretary of HEW in the exercise of his responsibility for providing

leadership and policy guidance within the. Federal Government for_ the domestic
effort to develop educational resources of an international dimension.
The Department assumes that the Advisory Corincil.retenred to by the .Sub-.
committee is the Council called for by the President anirthat the Subcommittee
is considering whether or not to give the Council a legislati've base. This mat-

ter is of primary interest to HEW. 'rue Deparfinent of State considers that
such a Council is necessary, however, whether or not. it is provided by Presidential executive order or by legislation. If the Subcommittee wishes to.provide
for an Advisory Connell under.the International Education Act, then care should
be taken. to distinguish its functions clearly from those of the U.S. Advisory
Commission . for International Educational and Cultural Affairs. The Advisory
'Council...to. the Center should properly be viewed as a professional group specifically concerned with the development of international study and curriculuin.
the U.S. and with providing the new . Center with an effective.. channel of communication with the American. academic community.
In our .view the Council should be a numerically small working group coin-

posed' of people with wide ranging interests and backgtonnds in international
education. The members should be drawn from a wide selection of educational
organizations representative of those groups mentioned in general terms by the
President. In our view they might well include representatives of university
associations, book publishers, business Arms with important overseas, establishments, the professional organizations and foundations.
Sincethe function of the Advisory Council is to bring to bear the advice of nongovernmental educational community, we believe government" agencies should
not be represented an the Council. We would see no objection, however, if such
agencies as the Department of State, the Smithsonian Institution, the Agency
for International Development, and others as appropriate, were to be designated
by the Secretary of HEW as official observer&
. 9. In the germination of the proposal, what adVice, if any, was sought
from the Smithsonian Institution? Does the Department feel that the
Smithsonian could or should play a role' in the further development of the
proposal?
10. As the measures are now -written, could the Smithsonian participate
under. section 3 ?. If it cannot, could'the Department as a legislative service,
supply language enabling the resources of this agency to be utilized?
These questions are interrelated and we shall respond to them jointly.. The
Department of State has a long-standing and cooperative relationship with the
Smithsonian Institution in the field of international. educational mid. cultural
activities. The Smithsonian has contributed to the development' of -the ..new
prograni in international education in several.ways7-(1) through "advice (along
with other public and private agencies) to the special Task Force created to
study and recommend new dimenidons of international educatipnlollowing the
President's address at the Smithsonian Bi- Centennial Convocation; (2) throughofficial observer representation on the interagency Council on International
Educational and Cultural Affairs and participation in it's deliberations; and
(3), in periodic consultations. between Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution
and Assistant Secretary of iState for Educational and Cultural Affairs.
The Department of State believes that the Smithatinian Institution could and
should play a rcle in the new international education program. Though the
Smithsonian is not specifically mentioned in the proposed Act, we. believe that
under Section 3(a), 4(a) and 5(b) of the House approved measure (H.E. 14643)
a position could be made to- include it. We understand, however, that HEW
is drafting appropriate language to include specifically the Smithsonian Institntion,- and we therel(ore defer to that Department for compliance with your
request.
.

In the view of the Department, under the language as it is now

written, what subject matter graduate disciplines in higher education would
be excluded-from participation under section 8?
48-446-6<s-L-:45
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The Depart Ment is not aWare of any subject matter graduate disciplines thitt
are excluded in principle Under section 3 of the "Act. We wonldhope, however,
on
that the legislation would permit the 'eBitabliehment of graduate
as broad a basis as possible.
12. In the development of the proposal, what consideration was given to

the establishinent'ost per graduate center, the optimum number of such
centers, and the annual operating expenditures of those centers which it is

anticipated would be established within the decade?

Quite properly, the Department of State has not been asked to participate in
the drawing up' of "adrainistratiye Plans for graduate centers in the United

States.
"13. In the view of the Departnient, what centers for study of geographical
areas of the world should be given priority of establishment under Section
.

3? In priority order what recommendation's would the Department make
as to the conceptual. fields which should be established in centers of excellence within the next three yearswithin the decade?
In view of this country'e world-wide responsibilities the Department favors
the systematie, balanced development of study and research programa for all
areas of the world rather than the establishMent of priorities by area. The
Department considers that in order to strengthen the competence of our people
to deal effectively with 'international problems and issues, the country must
have centers of learning which will produce experts in African as in Western
European affairs, in Asian as in Latin American affairs, in Eastern European as
in the Near and Middle Eastern Affairs. -Even the study of 'Western 'Europe,
traditionally emphasized by our colleges and universities, has been weakened
in the past twenty years: on some campuses by the diversion of financial resources to the study of problems of underdeveloped areas.

However, China represents a special. case. Consideration shOuld be given to
early expansion of the number of people trained in Chinese studies because of
the size and complexity of China, its influence in Asia and elsewhere on the
international scene, and its isolation from the 'West during the last fifteen years.
The bulk of preSent expertise is composed principally of . senior scholars and
foreign born experts. We need to develop ;a, sufficiently large cadre of native
and to' expand
American' scholars to replace the existing experts as they
with the size and signiresearch fields and activities on n scale commensurate with
ficance of modern China. It is only prudent to begin now in view of the lead
time necessary. to develop genuine competence- in, language, culture, and one or
more specialized fields.

-j.

In the Department's view, the establishment of new centers is no more im-

portant than the strengthening of those already in existence. The existing centers
require urgently an infusion of resources which willenable them, by improving

their teaching and research staffs, to produce more scholars at an'accelerated
..
rate.
The Department considers that, not 'only in the next three 'years but in the
next decade and beyond, the centers should devote priority attention to those
conceptual fields which' would build 11.S. competence in Bodo-economic and
political development, end, it is hoped, produce solid, usable research is such
fields as comparative education, population controls land tenure, urban problems
and literacy. Such research would include, for example, investigation into the
demographic problems of Africapresent and future; the effect of the common
market on Western European domestic institutions ; the. problem of interna-

tienal violence and conflict resolution in Asia ; and the relationship of education to economic development in Latin America. It is also apparent that the
problems orthe contemporary world require more sophisticated interdisciplinary
focus than the traditional discipline-oriented pattern of area studies. Research
efforts are similarly needed in the communication process and-the -. diffusion
and adoption of new ideas, skills and attitudes.

Whenever possible, the expansion and, Improvement of these eenters should
involve genuine cooperative ventures with scholars and institutions in other
lands, thus mutually reinforcing institutional development and strengthening
mutual understanding..
Finally the existence of the centers on .a university campus would have, a
vitalizing effect on the university as a whole, that of enlarging the perspective
of both faculty and students on the world beyond our borders.
14. What coordinating mechanisms, if any, does the Department feel
should be established between and among the typei of graduate center
proposed under section 8?
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From our vantage point the initiative in establishing new .graduate centers

will be with the universities. The government's role will be simply to encourage
and assist in the establishment of long-range development programs. It will
be the university's rssponsibilitY to determine whether or not,to operate through
associations and consortia or through established, academic Organizations. It
will be HEW's role to determine whether or not adequate coordinating mechanisms exist.

15. Does the Department regard the graduate students attached to the
section 3 centers as a potential recruitment source for its own operations,
or for the operations of agencies such as AID?
This Act is not a short-term device to provide trained experts for Government
service. Instead, the Act is long-range in character, designed to build up the
capabilities of our colleges and universities in a wide variety of disciplines not
all of which would necessarily have an immediate application in Federal programs. What we are concerned with here is building a broad .base that will
be capable of producing future leaderhhip and future Informed citizens in many
fields, with a better understanding of both national and international affalid.
THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION; AND WELFARE,

Washington, March 21,1966.

Hon. CHARLES ERANKEL,-

Aaaistant Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHARLES : Thank you for your letter of February 23 summarizing the
substance of the agreements 'between ,State Department and nEw reached in
a meeting in my office on February 11. AS is the case in all such understandings,
it is impossible to cover every item specifically, but as long as we can maintain
the present spirit of cooperation we should be able to shoulder the new responsibility given to us by the President.
The Department will maintain close contact with your office through Assistant

Secretary Francis Keppel, Assistant Secretary Philip. It. Lee and his Deputy for
International Affairs, Mi. Shelton B. Granger.
Sincerely,

JOHN W. GARDNER, Secretary.
ASSISTANT SECRETAR'r OE STATE,

Washington, February 23, 1960.

HOIL JOHN 'W. GARDNER,

Secretary, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
DEAR JOHN : This will put on paper the substance of the agreements we
reached in the meeting of State and HEW people in your office last Friday,
February 11. Although it is redundant for me to do so after your words at the
couclusion of the meeting, I want to express my own complete commitment to
working with you to set a standard of interagency cooperation. The auspicious

beginning we made fills me with confidence that the new program in' international

education will be established on the soundest possible footing, and that we can
set an example that will last a long time into the future. I could not be more
grateful for the attitude you and your associates expressed, and you know,
I am sure, that all of us here have the same attitude.

We have summarized the main points of our meeting in a Memorandum for
the Files, and I am enclosing a copy of this Memorandum with the letter for
your records. Should you wish to change or add to it, please do so.
In accordance with our discussion, the letter I sent you on February 8 should

now be revised.
1. Education Of/leers

Education Officers will be recruited by HEW in accordance with criteria
agreed upon with State. The criteria will be related to the job description,
training requirements, and other factors developed by the working group mentioned below.
Education Officers will be drawn from a variety of sources

a. USIA. personnel with experience in international education, AID Education Officers Peace Corps representatives, etc.:\
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b. Regular PSOs' with eiperience in international education;
"c. HEW people;
d. The educationalcommunity, at large.

We shall Otiose the people who best fit the criteria that are established.
The funds for salaries 'and support of these officers will be provided by HEW,

as worked out with State and the Bureau of the Budget.
While on duty overseas, the officers /will be completely under the administratiVe authority and discipline of State. Unless they are careqr members of the
Foreign Service (Foreign Service' Officers), they will be members of the Foreign

Service Reserve. They will report directly 'to the Ambassador, and, through
him; to PU,ilit State. State 'will PRY:theta directly and will be reimbursed by
liEW. Communications to and from them Will go through State. Educational

services and back - stopping will be provided by the Center for Educaticinal Co-

otieratIon. 'The Ceater will also provide, where desirable, appropriate tours

. of duty while,these officers are in the United States.

.

The determination whether the new .assignnient of "Education Officer" requires theichanging or,/ elimination of other assignments now in existence in
embassies will be made on _a country -to- country basis, and will dependmainly
on the recommendations of the Ambastadors concerned, after consideration of
the general job description being drawn up by the Task Force now being formed.
2. 'Coordination between State and HEW in Washington

The bogie instrument of coordination between State and HEWand also
among all other agencies concernedwill be the federal interagency Council
on International Edimational and Cultural Affairs:. This Council was' estab
lished in January, 1964, pursuant to Executive. Order 11034 of June 25, 1962,
which directed the Secretary of State to exercise "primary responsibility for
Government-wide leadership and policy guidance with xegard to international
educational and cultural affairs.", As the direct representative of the Secretary
of State, the Assistant SecretarY Of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs

,

serves as Chairman.

.

The Center for Educational and Cultural Cooperation will provide R. staff
to condtlet semi-annual reviews and appraisals of the total spectrum of federal
government activities in international education. These reviews and appraisals
:will be submitted to the Secretary of State. They will also be transmitted to the
members of the federal interagency Council on Internatiofial Educational and
Cultural Affairs for discussion and comment, the results of which will also be
transmitted to the Secretary of State.
The member agencies of the Council consist of AID, Department of Defense,
HEW/'U.S. Office of Education, Peace Corps, and the
Information- Agency
with the Bureau of the :Midget and-the Smithsonian Institution as official ob-servers. Each agency represented on the Council will assign officers to tern. porary duty for such specific purposes and periods of time as may be required
by the Council.
During the early months in which the Center '18 tieing organized, officers from.

OU will be detailed to work at the Center. This -arrangement may persist -if
circumstances make it seem dealrable.
The Council will meet regularly and frequently.
To work out operational details in the' next few weeks-with regard to the Education Officer and problems of coordination, a Task Force is being formed.
S. Advisory Bodies

The U.S. Advisory Cominission on International Educational -and Cultural
Affairs will act as an advisory body in close association with the federal interagency Council, as.a regular part-of its mandate under existing statutes. I shall
discuss with the members of the Advisory Commission the advisability of their
directing specific members of the Commission to take a specialized interest in
the activities of the specific member agencies of the Council. In this way we:
hope to achieve coordination at-thehdviSory level:
The Council on International. Education, described in the Presidengs,,messake;
will advise the. Center for iEducational Cooperation. Its specific purpose ,is to
mobilize leadership for the effort of the U.S. private sector in international.education, and to act as a channel of transmission of ideas betWeen the Government
and the private sector.
The next step in our activities is to set the Task Force to work to formulate
the details of the job description for the Education Officer, together with criteria
for recruitment, and other matters related to training, reinoursement, and place.

-
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leant which we discussed In our Friday meeting; -Within, the, Department of
State, Ambassador Palmer and Mr. Ralph Roberta intend to take an active interest _ in the work of this Task Force, and iiitve designated Mr. David Wilken to
serve as their representative' on it.' I will- ask Mr. Frank Celligan Li represent:
CU. ,,The other mealber agencies of the Council will be asked. to deflignaterepre-

sentatives
. I regard the development of these mechanisms for carrying out the President's
initiatives as central pit of fay, duties in the. months ahead and will give it as
much attention as I can. For purposes of general liaison and back-stopping, Mr.
.

Leonard Cowles, my Special Assistant, will carry the main responalbility. In my
absence, Mr. David Osborn, my Deputy, has full authority to act in my.place.
. -"Sincerely,
CHARLES' Fsinitain.

Enclosure : Memorandum for the Files re meeting at HEW, February 11,1966.
Fxsau*wv 18, lee.e.

To : The Files.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT MEMORANDUM

Subject : Discussion meeting at HEW, on February 11,1966.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

.

Present :
HEW : John W. Gardner, Frank Keppel, Philip Lee, Harold Howe, Shelton
Granger, Donald Simpson.

State: Charles Frankel, David Osborn, Joseph Pohner, Ralph _Roberts.

FredTeal, Frank Colligan, Leonard Cowles.
BOB James Frey, Ellen Wortaser.
I. Coordination between State and HEW in Washington

The laeeting opened with a discuision of page two of Mr. Frankel's letter to
Mr. Gardner, dated February 8,- 1966. While there was no exception taken to
the first two paragraphs it was suggested that there be a reference to the origin
of the Council on International Educational and Cultural Affairs.

A. question was raised by Mr: Gardner with respect to the third-paragraph-whether it is necessary for each agency represented in the Council to assign-an
officer to duty on the interagency. Council. In .insuing discussion it was decided
that there is a need, on occasion, for coordinated team-work, and that this could
-be accomplished by calling together an ad-hoc task force. . It was agreed that it.
. would be defdrable for an experienced officer of HEW to become a permanent
member- of the interagency Council secretariat at CU. It was further decided
that, the BOB would name an official observer at meetings of the interagency
Council.
II. The position of the Education OffiCers

.

There was general agreement-on the first page of Mr. Frankel's letter of FebruafY 8 concerning recruitment: So far as criteria for selection is concerned,- this.
could be determined at a later date by a task force.
Ina discussion of patterns of appointment and methods of reimbussement,.Mr..
Gardner said that HEW does not object, to the funding of Education Officers
by HEW. It was agreed that State, HEW and the BOB should name representatives to work -out details with regard to appointment and reimbUrsement.
There was :general agreement that, whatevei their. origin, Edudation Officers
should -be subject to discipline of the State Department and the, Ambassador
.

overseas.

Mr. Gardner felt that the sentence in the last paragraph of page one, indicating that communications to the Education Officers "will be based on joint
State, HEW staff work" is cumbersome and may be subject to misinterpretation.
There was agreement,thaticoor.dination _with respect to foreign'polie, is needed;

and that the following reference to channels of communication would be adequate._
to ensure such coordination. "Communication's to the Education Officers will go
through-State."--- -It -decided that, support for these 'conkers by the

Center for Educational Coofiejitititfteex'presseflikterms-Of "educational services" rather than "operational" support.
Those present agreed that _domestic tours of 'duty. for the Education Officera"---- -should be coordinated, with the FS09-in-imiversities program, but the details
were not spelled out.,

-
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l'Ireeire;!Palnier'and EabertaladiCated that anY:agreeMent 'made With' respect

to the recruitment, and 'eranloyMent of Education Oflicersshdidd. delineate the

role' Of 'theke Officerr Within 'the, embaSSY, partiCularly With reference to the
Oultlizal-Affaire 'Wiled' Mad; the AID' edricatiou :officer, Wherever they
Mr. Gardner'
this was a Matter, primarily 'fan" decision by the State
Department and the Ainbassador concerned./ There was agreement, nevertheless,
that .0 small work fgroup Chaired by State. should be organized to work out the
general coneepta 'crf ,Suel denudation. ''Itithetild be composed .of membership of
AID, and St,ate.
Mr. Kennel' suggested that the .same tilsk"forea Should' be authorized tecen-

sider the question of trainifif." He stated that training or' theft orneero' 'particularly area study, is extremely important.
odordbuttini Groups

.

.

'Referring to the iliat paragraph on page three of Mr. Frankel's letter,. Mr.
Gardner reported that Mr. Cater of the _White House is concerned lest the new
Centeche burdened, with too many advisory meche.r.isani. Mr.:Gardner added
that during his period as member_ of the Advisory Commission, itwas never

able to perform its mission adequately because. its membership did not have the
necessary information concerning the work of each Federal Agency concerned
with international education. He Auggested that to make the:Advisory Com-

mission effective it should hive a much broader sweep of responsibility. He

agreed with 'Mr. Frankers suggeStion that this. would be possible by extending
its advisory function to include the interagenb.Conncil on International.Educa,

In a discniision of the Poesible need for legislative, amendment in. order to

extend the , authority of the Advisory :Commission, there, waegeneral agreement
that there lino need for new legislation.
,.;
With respect to the proposed Council on international Education; MA., Frankel
.

.

indicated that its primary function shotild be to advise 'the Center on what the
private sector can and should do,in. the field'of, international -education; There
was,agreement that:the role of the Council 'should be moreprecisely defined so.
that its functions do. not, overlap with., those ,01 the Advisory Commission.. It
was,also suggested
one or w,ofpers.ons might be members of both the.Conm.

cii and the Advisory .CommissiOn; in order:to ensure. adequate
'IV. t Birdlional Comma rain*,
Mr. Frankel' introhneed' the'Subject Of the overseas binational commissions,
,

bY,liointing. out ' that the fEdttet4401:t. Officer, Would, Work through, such
commis -.
,
..
WAS, where feasible. :1"
.
.
V.: Overseas Schools.
.

.

,

:

:

In etinsidering the relation' oil the proposed Center to the American'oVetseat
school pregramt, Mr. Gardner suggested that the Center should be charged With'
some form of action to assist these schools, and that it not be asked to undertake
a new study of the overseas school program. ,There was general'agr.eernent. that.
the question of action be entrusted to a task force and that its deliberatien.could
-start at once. ".There-was agreement; heivever, that the Defenie Departnient,
sehOols should' he treated separately. 'Mr.' Franker'will suggest to AssiStant

Secretary Bartlett of the Department of 'Defense that he get in toubli With
.
Mi. Kennel.
In' 'closing the 'Meeting; Mr; clartiner'stated that he and. hia poriee,guis in HEW
.

are conscious that. they are moving` into a new sipliiere of activity. He hdpes
that relations among all the'egenClea inboivea. Will moveforivard smoothly and
that they Will work together'in harmony. For its nart,'HEW will 7 to establish
atmosphere..

Foams AFFAIRS lifearrAL ,Cractruta No. 165A
:JANUARY 20,,1964.c.

Subjeet Formation' of. Interagency.: Connell on ,International ,Educational and
. Cultural Affairs..
.1. Purpose

The purPose of this circnlaris to inform Persennef of the Department of State
and the 'Foreien Seriie of the fdrmatioh 'utthe-flormcil on International Edncatfenal and Cultural: Affairs fhereafte+ referred to as the COnnell) which Meets

for the first time on January 30,1964.

,

.
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.

.

..,.

. a. The Council will focus. on strengthening ..the .coDitlination Of` educational
an& cultural policies for Government programs which are,easentially interna-"..

tional in purpose and Impact.. Priori*, attention will be given to better coram.unication among the agencies with programs of this kind; find to :more effective use of resources through the elimination of any. existing ,oTerlaps or gaps.
b. In addition, theouncil
C
hopes to provide a forum for discussion of problems
'w,bleh affect other. Government agencies with domestic programs havitig international implications. From tiree.,to time; representatives of these agencies mill
be asked to meet with the Council.
3, Meniberah:ip and Staffing
'As the SecretaryUf State's !medal representativain this Undertaking, Assistant
Secretary* Battle will actns Chairman of the Council. The complete roster of
.

.

members IS as follows :

'

...

'.

.

DIREOTORT, COUNCIL ON INTERNA.TIONAL EDUCATIONAL AND' .CULTURAL AFFAIRS

JULY iatil)
''..

,

(Members,'.Title; and 'Agency)

..

.

1. Chairman: Dr. Charles Frankel, Assistant. Secretary of . State for Educa-

tional and Cultural, ffairsState.
2. Dr. Albert. H. Moseman, Assistant Administrator for TechniCal Cooperation
and ResearchAID.
7

Alternate to Dr. Moseman.: Mr. Donald B. MacPluill, Depaty Administrator for Technical Cooperation and ResearchAID,
.,
:
..','
S. Dr. Lynn. D. Bartlett, Deputy. Assistant.. Secretary ef. Defeuse (Educe
,

...

tion)DOD.,

.

.

.

Alternate to Dr. Bartlett.: Col. J. A. Bowman, Director !Or EdUcation.Program, Under, peputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (ManpOwer)DOD:

C Mr. Shelton B. Granger, Deputy Assistant Secretary, for:International
.
AffairsHEW... '.
,.
.

-

..

.

.

.

Alternates to Mr. Granger : Mr. Harold HoWe II; U.S. Commissioner of
Education SEW.; Mr. Ralph C; :g. Flynt, Associate Commissioner for In-

'N-...
ternational EducationHEW.
..
5. Mr. Jack H. Vaughn, DirectorPC.
Alternate, to Mr. Vaughn: Mr. Harris V7offord, ,Associate .Director At.

.

.

LargePC.

6. Mr. Leonard H. Marks, DirectorUSIA.
'Alternate to Mr. Marks Mr. Hewson A. Ryan, Deputy Director Policy and

Plans )USIA:

OBSERVERS

Mr. William It Thomas 3d, Deputy Chief, International DiviSionBOB.
. Mr. William W. Warner, Special Assistant to the Secretary, for International
ActivitiesSmithsonian Institution.

.

Mr. Daly 4p. Lavergne; Deputy Director, Office of International Training-IAID.
_

.

.
.

Executive 'Secretary : Dr. Francis S. Colligan,. Director, Policy RevieW 'and
Coordination StaffState.
Assistant Executive Secretary : Mrs. Elinor P: ReamS, Assistant . Director,
Policy Revievi and Coordination StaffState.
CouNcin ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Terms of, Reference
1. IDENTIFITIATTON

Council on International Educational and Cultural Affairs (CEC), hereafter

referred to as.the Council.
General

2. PURPOSE
.

,

In lir dent terms, the purpose of the Council is to strengthen the community.
of effo mong Government agencies with international educational and 'cultural
Cnrre tly Dr. Charles Frankel.

L.
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programs so that they can develop clearer concepts of what each is doing and
how all of the activities can best be fitted together, in the interest of a more
effective total United States effort.
More specifically, the Council has a three-fold mission :

To provide a common focus on the development of broadly consistent
policies for Government programs which are primarily international-fr-that
is, those which are essentially international in purpose and impact.
To insure communication and exchange of information among all agencies
with programs which have international involvementthose which are primarily international, as well as those with programs which are incidentally
or secondarily international in purpose. (The latter would include programs to strengthen research and other educational activities in the United
States through book acquisitions abroad or fellowships to foreign scientists
and technicians.)
To stimulate Liommunication and exchange of information between the
private and the Government sectors.

Specific Functions
In order to carry out its mission the Council will :

1, Identify international educational and cultural programs which have

pfthach.
a common denominator and thus lend themselves to a coordi
(Although each agency has a special mission and separate
tut fy authorities and mandates, there are many matters on which the ork of the agencies converge.)

2. Appraise the basic policies underlying the common deithminatorpro-

grams to insure that they are broadly consistent.
3; Encourage the planning of programs which carry out the basic policies,
which fit together, and which use the various program resources in a common effort.

4. Act as the parent bOdy for existing. interagency committees and working groups, with authdrity to abolish or create such groups in the interest
of more effective 6 coordinating arrangements throughout the operating
levels.

5. Consider, and stimulate the. solution of, common problems, referred to
the Council by its members or by any of its committees or working groups.
6. S :imulate the development and maintenance of reports and other information services to provide interagency communication, as well as communi-

cation between the GoVernment and the private sectors.

STANDARD-DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES : EDUCATION OFFICER
INTRODUCTION

The principal function of an Education Officer^is to give impetus and strength

to the U.S. commitment in international education, as called for by the President. He is the officer of the Embassy principally concerned with the total
U.S. program in international education. He reports to the Ambassador and,
through the Ambassador, to the Department of State.
TYPICAL. DUTIES'

1. Advises the Ambassador on all education programs (present and contemplated) of the U.S. Government in the country. Assists the Ambassador in ensuring that the education programs of all agencies are properly coordinated in the
field and that all resources of the mission are utilized as part of a total U.S.
effort in the education field. Reviews particularly long-range needs and planning
for educational cooperation and development. Identifies any important areas of

education now being neglected or falling between the programs of cartons

agencies and recommends to the Ambassador appropriate action. Gives priority
attention to advising on the new or expanded programs in international edu6ation contemplated (e.g.. School-to-School Partnerships. Exchange Peace Cc pc,

American Educational Placement Service. educational foundations, Amer ansponsored schools abroad, English language training).
2. Consults with and is consulted by the various elements of the U.S. 11)ssion

on their programs in education. Participates in the planning process of the
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various agencies as they prepare the education component of their country
plans and programs. Presents his comments and recommendations on those

plans and programs to the Ambassador and participates fully in the formulation
of issues referred to Washington.
3. Serves as a principal contact for the Embassy with chief privately-financed'
U.S. groups (such as foundations) active in education in the country.
4. Reports on developments in education in the country.
5. Assures that needed staff services are f.urnis'hoo. to HEW and other.inter-

ested agencies to suprort domestic programs it international education;
6. Together with the Public Affairs Officer zu.' for Cultural Affairs Officer,
may be appointed to serve as a member of the 1 inational Commission.
7. Reviews counseling, selection, information 4nd other services for foreign

students (with emphasis on non-sponsored students) and prepafes recommendations to Washington on how these services might be more adequately handled
at the post.

8. Keeps the Ambassador, other members of the mission, and Washington.

informed of his activities.

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

I. The U.S. Government's efforts in education is divided among several U.S.
agencies, each of which has a different role and contribution. The assignment
of an Education Officer doeS not alter present responsibilities for administration
of the various educational programs of the U.S. Government abroad ; nor does
he substitute for any U.S. agency in the conduct of existing programs.
2. The United States Information Service continues to administer the programs of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs in the field.
At the request of the Ambassador, the Education Officer clears communications of all agencies on policy questions or major substantive matters in the
field of education. Information copies of communications of all agencies on
matters in this field are provided to the Education Officer.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION OFFICERS-7CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

The Task Force has been charged by the interagency Council with proposing
criteria for selection of Education Officers.. The following statement, approved
by the Task Force, should be understood in, the context of other factors which
have been taken into account.
First, the Task Force agreed that it would prepare a compendium of necessary

or desirable attributes probably not all existing in any single candidate but
'.

which together constitute a profile of the ideal Education.Officer.
Second, -the Task Force did not attempt to prepare specific recruitment stand-

ards tailored to the skills needed for assignment of an officer to .a particular
country because this cannot realistically be done until the countries of assignment are known and then, only by preparing separate statements for each country or type of country.

Further, there are references in this statement to the fact that the candidate
should have a knowledge of U.S. Government and embassy organizations andtheir interrelationships in the field of education and an awareness of the broad
U.S. foreign policy objectives to which education relates. The Task Force
realized that otherwise highly qualified candidates would frequently not have
such knowledge and anticipated that, in such cases, those selected would undergo
a thorough orientation in Washington prior to departure for a foreign post.
QUALIFICATIONS

The Education Officer is the principal adviser to the Ambassador and to the
U.S.: Government on the total U.S. education effort in the foreign country of his
assignment; a representative of the U.S. education community to its opposite
number in a foreign country and a supplier of information and service to U.S.Government agencies in the field of education. As such, he must possess the neces-

sary qualifications to carry out effectively those functions set forth in the Rt.._
tached paper entitled Standard Description of Dunes: Education Officer. Ideally,
an Education Officer should have :

a. broad-gaged experience either as an educator or. as an expert in educa-.

tional methods. or as a State, city, or, Federal Government official concerned with
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education problems and programs or as an official of a foundation or private
agency concerned with educational matters ;

b. thorough familiarity with policies, programs, and developments in U.S.

education ;

c. familiarity with educational Institutions, foundations, government organizations, and key figures hi the education community ;

d. special knowledge of those U.S. educational groups, public and private,
which are active in, or which can contribute to U.S. programs in the country of

assignment ;

e. familiarity with U.S. policies and programs in education activities abroad;
vision, energy, scholarly reputation, unusual tact and diplomacy (in both the

general and special senses) in order to guide and influence U.S. courses of action
in international education without attempting to direct a multiplicity of technical programs and in-order to merit the respect of educators and public officials
botkin the U.S. and in the country of assignment ;
f. useful knowledge of the organization, operation, and-interagency relation-

ships of Foreign Service posts, particularly with respect to education policies
and programs, and of the mp^usibilities of supervisory and backstopping offices
concerned with education in r,.S. Government agencies;

g. first-hand experience in professional dealings with foreign nationals; and,
if possible, particular knowledge of the educational history, philosophy, and

systems of the country of assignment;
h. a useful facility, with the language of the country of assignment; and
I. thorough knowledge of U.S. foreign policy objectives in the. country of his

assignment

'II. SOURCES OF szcatirrimarr

In its meeting on February 18,.1966, the interagency Council on International
Educational and Cultural Affairs decided that the first group of Education Of
might be songht from the following sources :
Cultural Affairs Officers and other USIA personnel with experience in international education.
AID 'Muck-ton Officers.
Peace Corps representatives.
Foreign Service Officers.
Officials of HEW and other U.S. Government agencies.
The educational community.

The Task Force considers that recruitment for each position should be
undertaken with the expressed consent of the agencies or institutions concerned.

TEL ASSUMPTIONS AS TO SPECIAL FACTORS RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT

L Education Officer positional will be in the Foreign Service, either FSO or
FSR, as appropriate.
2. Education Officers will normally be assigned to posts for tours of duty
equivalent to tours of other officers of equivalent rank and responaihility.
3. Whether recruited from other U.S. Government agencies or from state governments or edncational institutions, Education Officers must make their own
arrangements with .employers as to reemployment or reinstatement rights.
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Subject only to the general policy guidance and direction of the Director, Educetional and Cultural Programs (GS-17 proposed), serves as the Director, Office of Inter American Programs.

Directs the Latin American area staffin developing plans and in executing the
resulting area and country programs.
This includes primary responsibility, in collaboration with the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, for determining priorities. In
carrying out these responsibilities the Director, Office of Inter-American Programi,
analyzes the educational and cultural needs of the countries in his area, assesses
the effectiveness of both international and U. S. Programs extent, and considers, in
collaboration with the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, the political and economic
factors which affect or which relate prominently to the effectiveness and meaningfulness of U. S. educational and cultural programs.
On this basis he formulates and
directs the execution of programs which will, in the less developed countries, increase the ability of democratic elements to move forward in terms of national
economic and social.progress, and thus achieve full self-realization within the framework of basic sovereignty and the cultural personality of each country.
Is responsible
If dd.. dd. toggled. me 717..1. dd. mad odAldwald.d..
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Is responsible for the direction of all of the Bureau's educational and Cultural
programs in Latin America. Makes .71l necessary decisions and consults with superiors
when major policy or program considerations concerning Latin America may impinge on
the interests of other areas within the Bureau organization.
Oversees a continuous review and evaluation of programs in his area in order to be
fully knowledgeable of activities and alert to program needs. Moves immediately to
effect changes in'programs or in program emphasis when necessary to meet emergency needs
or to adjust to the dynimics of changing political, economic or social conditions.
Follows through with more permanent changes in programs or with appropriate. analyses
and recommendations for changes on a broad scale.
Is primarily responsible for Bureau contacts with Public Affairs Officers and
Cultural Affairs Officers operating in his area in the field, for liaison with USIA as
required when there is mutual interest, for providing operational guidance on a continu
ous basis, and for evaluating effectiveness of USIS officers and staffs in carrying out
educational and cultural operations within their countries of assignment. Systematical
ly obtains the views of such officers and considers their recommendations in connection
with program planning for the area.

Serves as the Bureau representative in consultation and negotiation with key of
ficials of the regional bureaus, USIA, AID, HEW, and other Government agencies, with
international organizations, with foreign embassies, with the organizations under
contract to the Department, with educational authorities, and with private organizations
that participate with the Department in these program'. This includes attendance at
conferences and meetings at which the Director will be expected to speak with authority
on the Department's programs and policies as concerns. educational and cultural ex=
change with coattries.of Latin America.
Serves as the Bureau representative in preparation for and attendance at overseas
regional conferences of Public Affairs Officers and Cultural Affairs Officers and has
authority to commit the Bureau to a course of action.
Travels extensively throughout his area to keep abreast of changing conditions, to
assess programs and to develop improved plane in relation to foreign policy objectives.
Solves problems on the spot or, on return to Washington, inaugurates new programs or'
corrects deficiencies in existing programs on the basis of his observations_ in the field.
Finally, is responsible for the overall effectiveness of Latin American area
educational and cultural programs in terms'of achievement of the objectives outlined.
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Under the-ganeral aupervision'of the Director (GS-17 proposed) or Deputy D(rectot,
Inter -AmoriCan
Programs, serves as Chief,' Middle American
Programs with'primary responsibility for formulating and exemuting edulatienal and cultural programs and projects for this.area and-for maintainIn
dayto -day working xclationships with other units of the Department, other agencies
such as MA, AID, and the Peace Corps and with. private organizatioas,.in connection
with .their operational interesln in these programs and this area.
Office of

.

.

.

1.
Plans and develops country programs and in conneftioft;therewith: a) prepares
the subatantive justification of the scale end Scope of. each; adjusts each program,
as necessary; based on the means made available by the 65ngreas end daterminaloorari-

cateonries, projects end countries u: his area4'.0'iralyzes the/Pfogsals
Wile'

SIKext,g515:=1;1631ity&SINgicAseeJAMitiSIVAMWsetbssrendations thereon

to the'Board of Foreign Scholarships; azdaWezek,58066..Albaxstitalklucksilsbaclut
r.s.vorokw.mraral.ilocmexyzeszopmgcamc c) In edition keeps, himself informed of local currencies available for program uses in the countries of his area, participatesin
planning uses of those currencies undcr the various pertinent subsections of P.Li 480
-

and from

.
.

ga. W. as/ .1.1a,..1 I rel. d 14 gib
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and from other sources, and integrates.the new programs with the existing ones:tO
financs effective. programs.
Z.
Beeps nimielf well:informedon political, economic, uilitary end sociological
developments in.the geographic areaofisi respOnsibility and the various political
entities therein. ,With respect to educational. and cultural policy, advises on and

participatesoos requested, in the.draftlng of policy papers by .the Policy Planning.
Council.

Formulates or reviews echicationalSndcultural.project proposals for his area
3.
icir possible implementation by other-government.agencles'and by non-governmental organizations, with orsrithput Government assistance, and reviews similar projects proposed
by Other than governmental organizations which 'would 'involve: CU. sponsorship, implements
tion, or financing in whole or in part.
.

.4. ,Reviews program proposals made by overseas posts in the light of resources,
capacities and finances available in the United Statds for' useful implementation of
such proposals, informs the poets of opportunities ancIresources whichare available
-for activities and projects which may help meet their Orogram'objectiVes. In this
connection.reviews.general reports from the .posts on past programs and projected programs; takes steps to correct Weaknesies or deficiencies cited in reports 'on pist
programs; advises posts. as.tothe feasibility of. projected programe.'Advisesthe
corresponding area of the 406i:elite geographic Bureau on hoU eddcational ana cultural .
programs can be used to carry out foreign policy objectives in his assigned area.
Is
responsible far the unintenande of close liaison with .the Office'of Cultural Presentations, and, for his'zrea, appropriate sharing of-responsibility in connection. with the
programming of cultural groups sent overseas. Works closely with the Office of U. S.'
Programs and Services in connection with aid to U.S. .asocrecod schools and colleges in
sponsored
his area.
.

S. Formulates guidance.to thelield and to the operating offices of CU with
respect to exchange program plans and policies as well as, specific. grant and category
Reviews operational program propcsals by the posts,
including nominations of
foreign national recipients for the various categories of grants, and by elements of
the Office of U.S. Programe.and Services for grants to Americans for his area.
Is
responsible fur obtaining decisions on such nominations, obligating funds and grant
issuance where appropriate, participating in planning grantees', programs and in brief-'
ings.ind orientation.
Ii directly responsible for foreign leaders' and
specialists' grants including the issuance of 8Tant documents and for planning and
programming special institutional projects.
'levels.

6. Cooperates with the:Multilateral:policy Planning Staff and with the staffs
of regiOnal committees in providing substantive "backstopping" of the cultural and
educational acnvities'of inter-governmeetal organizations in which the United States.
participatei and wbich relate,to his area.
7. .Cooperatel:with theSMUltiliteral Policy Planning Staff in the review and
evaluation of background and' position papers prepared by other United States agencies
or by meltilateralrigiimies;essists in preparing background and position papers and '
makes recommendations relating to _the
aspecte of these programs for internationaI meetinga.and conferences..
.13.

Reviews' or participates in formulation of instruettonsto overseas posts on
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substantLve.matters including program considerationOlegotiatiop, renegotiation and
arendment of International agreements under appropriate legislation.
9.

Within appropriate limits clears all outgoing CU correspondence directed to

posts' in his area.
10. For these purposcs,represents CU and.rmiptains continuous.liaison and co,
ordination at approprinte.levels with (a).counterpart offices in the geographic bureau
of the Department, the 'area and country officers of'other agencies administering related
programs (viz., USIA, AID and Peace Cori-,$) or engaged in other activities of concern
to CU, the Bureau of Intellivince and Research for certain types of background data,
(b) the U.S. Advisory Comm:salon on International Educational and Cultural Affairs,
the AdVisory Committee on the Arts, the Board of.Foreign'Scholorships and other bodies
advisory to the Department in this field, (c) representatives ofnon...goverriirental
organizations which ere engaged in sin:lar activities in the Sara areas overseas, and
(d) cultural offices of foreign embassies in, Washington. Participates in meetings,
conferences and seminars held in the U.S. for consideration of.watters ukich.pertaili
to educational and culturalrelations with his assigned area.
11.

Plans, directs and supervises ti,e activities 65 his staff.

12. Participates in briefing and de-briefing of Cultural Affairs Officers, 1Public
Affairs 35ficers, and, as appropriate, AMbassadors', Deputy Chiefs of Mission, and
Principal Officers' departing for or returning from field'posts iri his area.

Participates in review and approval of field assignments of Cultural Affairs
13.
Officers and Assistant Cultiffol Affairs. Officers for his area.
.

14.
In connection uith'Cultural Affairs Officers' conferences held in his area,
is responsible for the oreparation ofataff papers and attends as necessary.

As the occasiopilliwk4tra71,14
15.
his area for the purpose of
advising and essistintitn0EiaT ArfEfeAOLEMPin carrying out country programs and.
for assessing the adequocy and effectiveness of such programs.
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Flow Chart Setting Forth Hypothetical Review and Clearance' Procedures in

Coordinating Overseas Activities of Department of HEW
with the Department of State

Project proposed by
American University

SIN Project Proposed

or College, for Country
.X1!

Project reviewed and
approved by Department of HEW

1111111

Project reviewed by
Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs'
Country Desk Officer
in consultation with
Political Desk Officer
and AID Country Desk
Officer to insure project is consistent
with foreign policy
objectives and:wOuld
not duplicate ongoing

Department of HEW
Approval

Department of State
Foreign Policy Approval

.

2Eojects

Project transmitted to
American Embassy. in
Cbuntry "X "' for final
clearance

Embassy approval
transmitted through.
Department to Depart-

4010

Fi nal Clearance Overseas

441111 Approval Transmitted, to
Department of HEW

mentof HEW .

vto
Department of HEW
makes grant to
institution

68-856-86--16

I 44IIIDepartment-of HD/ Makes
'profit
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PLOW GMAT SETTING FORTH HYPOTHETICAL REVIEW AND CLEARANCE PROCEDURES
BY HEW AND STATE FOR
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Projact Proposed by an
-ILLY

Initial Screening by
Center for'Educational
CooperatiOn in HEW

oes pro ect pl
ably have a foi,. sn

relations impact?

Yes

State Department
screening

Does project have
significant foreign
relations im.lct?
Center for
Educational
Cooperation'

0

C:13

4pruval
procedures

State Department
clearance procedure

lGriult tu

uni4ersity

rii:P\MITMENT Or STATIC COMMICNTSoN AMENDMENT NO. 730 TO S. 2874

Concerning the amendment (No. 736) proposed by Senator Javits, the Department has considered this carefully in accordance With statements made during
the hearing on August 17, but is able to add little to the testimony given during

the hearing.) \We have been unable to ascertain that providing a means for
foreign nationals to exchangelheir varrencies into dollars in the countries that
would qualify tinder the amendment would increase to any appreciable extent
the number of foreign students coming to the United States to study. However,
if Congress authoiins this program as one for which disbursing officers of the
United States may 'conduct exchange transactions involving United States and
foreign currencies, the Depaztment will make every effort to utilize such foreign
currency transactions \as a weans of increasing the number of foreign students
studying in this country:\
We would recommend \deletion of the proppsed amendment (g) to section 104

of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Egthange Act of 1961, as amended,

as being unnecessary since only
only currency exchange transactions, as distinguished
being authorized. We would also recommend
from Federal expenditures,

deletion of the first proposed\ amendment (g) (1) to section 104 of the Act as
being unnecessary and perhaps objectionable to-foreign -governments. There
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might 'alto be some inconsistency With Our obligations, under. the Agreement

establishing the International Monetary Fund which; require, among other
things, the avoidance of discriminatory' currency practices.

'

coordinatingimeehanisms, if any; , will ; be , established.,.between

State and tbe.Departmentof 'Health, Education,. and Welfare for the .prograns:rot 'international education: covered by the .Act und existing educk-.
tional and. aeadeinic. exchange, programs now administered by State under
. other authorities?
.. We 'intend to continue the frequent informal consultations with the Departmerit. of State which have been highly effective during . the planning stages for
this new. effort by HEW.. in..international education. With the ,President's
appointment of the Council on International .Education to advise. the Secretary
of HEW, we believe that coordination will be, improved in a more formal way,
both .withingovernment and between the Private sector and government:
(a ): The Advisory Council on International EducatiOn4111 be adiisery to the
Secretary of ,FIEW! and through him to the Director, of the Center for'.Educsi'

.-

.

tionali Cooperation. .A11..members of the Advisory- Council will be non-gOvern-

mental. However, we have .proposed. that the Assistant Secretary of State for.
Educational and Cultural Affairs .end:the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution have a standieg. invitation to attend. all meetings [Ple-Oebseii.4(c) 4f
"
Senator Morse's questions to Secretary. Gardner].
lb) The.7 interagency , Council on rntereeitional. EduCationat' and' 'Cniture/
Affairs:is. the principal coordinating body for.Federat GOvernment.'international
Secretary
educational and 'cultural, programs... It is chaired' by, the ;Assist
'of State. for Educational and Cultural Affairs. In addition' to State' and HEW,
membership includee,,AID Peace Come, USIA; and Debartnient 'of' Defense.
The,Rxeithsenian Institution. and Bureau of .tne Budget send ObierVerii.
(e) The U.0. Advisory'Connaiscien on International 'Educational-and Cdtural"
-.established under the' 'Fulbright-plays Act.
Affairs .1i a public ..advisory,
One' of its activities, is to advise .che member agencies of the interagency..Council
on International Educational and Cultural Affairs on Matters of mutual concern
relating to educe tonal and dultnral exchange....

'`'

'"

.

(d) The Beari Of Foreign Scholarshipi3 is a legally;constituted body'for anpervising the administration of educational 'exchange and related programs
thorized by, the Fulbright -Hays Act. HEW will' continue past practices of joint
consultation with the. State. Department ',with referencejo'Board awards 'for
overseas study.
'
(0).; Other committees Which,' from time to time, will be' expected to 'consider
the international dimenalons of their areas of specialty are as follows. On each
committee the. State Department is.repreiented by a representative of the Bureau
.

of Education and Cultural Affairs :

(1) Federal Interagency Committee on Education 'MICE), chaired by.

Assistant Secretary of HEW fOr Education ;

\(2) National Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Education,

>
chaired by the Conimissionerof Education.;
13) Advisory Connell on Developing Institutions, also chaired byths.Commisidonerof Education: 7.
In summary, we. will give serious Consideration to. the recommendations and
ideas of all appropriate Federal, agencies, and advisory and coordinating bodies,
with the' understanding that, 'except for the'Roard of Fpreign Scholarships, their
.

,

role is advisory to HEW in carrying out its statutory or delegated responsibil-

ities.
With' .respect to educational exchange programs .- presently 'conducted by -the
State Department, HEW will continue, .as; in the ',past_to-connunieate its ideas
for these programsito the State DepartmentthrOugh the interagency..Council on
International .EducatienalAnd- Cultural Affairs.- In-addition,. we anticipate that
there' will be-a free'exchange of ideas between State and the Center fOr Educetional Cooperation in regard to the exchange programs. Certainly it will be bene-tidal when planning for undergraduate progranis under Section 4 of the Interna-

tional Education Act to take into consideration the entire spectrum of studyabrOad programa pr sently offered our youth. 'It Is conceivable that the Center
for' Educational Cooperation would:at State's request, undertake an evaluation of
present programs"for fOreign students studying in this country and recommend
mays in which they could be improved.
.

2. What will be the role 'of the State' Department and its constituent

agencies vis-a-vis. the Department of Health, 'Education, and Welfare In its
administration of the programs proposed under the pending legislation?.
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The answer to the first question indicated that the primary role !.4. the State,

Department and the agencies that comprise it will be an advisory one.

.We

will encourage. the Peace Corps, AID,- the Bureau of Educational and Cultqral
Affairs and other agencies engaged In overseas programs to cemmunicate fo us
their estinutte of the areas or greatest national need in the field of international,
education. However, these estimates of national need will be only 'one of many.
factors which. we Will take into consideration .in determining how' to distribute

our grant funds, as we indicated in our responses to the questions, asked of
Secretary -Gardner by Senators Morse, Prouty and Javits.' The acadethiccomMunitythe universities and collegeswhich will develop the programs -will,-of
course, have the major voice in shaping the pattern of the centers.
For additional Comments on this question ,plesse see earlier set of Senator

Morse's questions to Secretary Gardner, especialiy question 4(k).
3. Could' you Ripply for the subcommittee a description of the selection
procedures, in-service training procedures; which will apply to the educational attache positions being created, together with an indication of-the .
degree to which Such functionawill be subject to the Department of Health,
Education,' and Welfare policy findings? In. the memorandum, it will be
helpful if the ;operation or the educational attache proposal could be compared and contrasted to the operation of the Foreign Agricultitral attache
system as it now operates in the Department.
The Department of State and the DepartMent of Health, Education, and Welfare have ceilaborated in the following manner in developing' the 'position of
Education Officer for service in out Embassies and Mieidons abroad:
(1) An interagency Task Force 'on which HEW was represented has deVeloped .selection criteria and standard job- descriptions' tor the position of
Education Officer:, All appropriateiigeneles' have aptiroved these documents:
A joint State/HEW' task 'foree is now in fila procesaef deVeloping
a rosier of potential, candidates-for the Peep:ion 'of Education Officer. .
(3) The Department of State is"Maintaining close contact' With HEW as
it proceeds in selecting the first eight diplomatic .poits to' which Education
,
Officers. will be assigned, and'in preparing a, tentative .list of 22 additional
'
posts for. the second year of the Program;
(4) The primary responsibility for training of Education OffiCera will he
assigned to the. Foreign Service Institute supplemented by: the professional
resources of the Department of Health,' Education, and Welfare. "
(5) Professional support will.be provided by HEW,- particularly. on edu=
cational policy matters and facilitating the necessary linkage to the Anterican academic community. HoWever, the Education Officers Will be a pert
?of the Country Team under the foreign policy and administrative saner&
vision of; the Ambassador or Minister.
[Please see also our response to Senator Javiin' 2-(c) :question included* the
series sent by Senator Morse to _SecretarY, Gardner. on August 18.3
Our understanding is that the position of. Education Officer will differ in .8everal respects from that of the Foreign Agricultural, Attaché, as indicated below.
We believe that the Department of State is better able to.proVide a Moracom,

.

.

oomparison of Proposed' Education .0ffiver. glad' Fireign eigriculturat Attnehd

The Education Officer will be
as -a Foreign Service .Officer or.
as a 'Foreign -Service Reserve. Officer
under' authority possesied-by the DepartMent of State.
.

;`

The Foreign Agricultural- Attache is

appointed: under the regale r ,Civil Service by authority. conferred upon the Sec-

Tetary otiAgriculture by the Agricultural TradelDevelopment and Assist ance Act .of.1954..

SELZOTION, TRAININ 6,- ANA ,Apengyadwin

W4iichittnrai Attache' is
,Taie
selected and trained ,lay ,thaDepartment 'Selected and trained, by the Department
of State and HEW, and will' be assigned of ;4014'110:ire and is neSigned to overto,pverseas posts by theDepartnient.ef seas posts by e Seeretary.pf Agriculth concurrence tif the Sec:State .with the..adyisciry -,Complenteq
etarip of St
HEW..
The .EdAe:21ticin,Officer , will be jointly.
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Education Officers will report to the
Foreign Agricultural. Attaché is part
Ambassador, will be a part of the Coun- of-the-"Vountil, Team of the Embassy,
try Team and thus subject to Embassy usually assigned, to the ,Econinnic
policy. Efficiency reports will be made Lion.
involves responsibilities,for
by the Ambassador.

coordinating his work with foreign

policy requirementis of the Embassy in
addition, to his responsibilities to Agriculture. \ An evaluation of performance
rating is'aubmitted by Ambassador for
reference \;to the Department of Agri-

culture which accomplishes the efficiency rating. Technical policy backup is provided by the Department of
Agriculture.

4. During the hearings, I raised the question as\ nto whether the language
of the measure as, it now is could: (a) support the funding of private'hir
national or multi-national foundation proposals for the establishment of
:.enters domestically; (b) in your reply could yon further expand upon
whether the language( would abm support the funding' of graduate ,centers
,

located abroad?.; (c) with respect to, undergraduate program 's'i'rengthening,
could, for example, a university which has made artai?gements ibbvvith R foreign university for the proVision of a year abroad program of training for

American students, include ,within .those arrangements, under financial

support from the 'Proposed Act, funding for student" dthniciliftry\ accommo7
dations, or even classroom and laboratory expansion?
,

(a) Assuming that."domestically" means located in the United States, our
answer is . that if a private binational or multi-national 'foundation\ (if there
are such organizations) were to seek assistance from HEW. to establish a center
which it would run independently, it would' not qualify under either H.R. 14643
or S. 2874 as presently worded. However if such an entity. wanted tissietance
in order to make "an especially *significant contribution" to a grad, ate center
which was part of, an American university community, that is, operated by a
'university'or-group of universities, grant monies .could be made available under
the language of H.R. 14643 provided all of the other criteria were met
(b) Section,3 of the At would support overseas centers which are an integral
part of the graduate school of an American university. Several, American universities already maintain overseas educat;ontil and research centers of various
.

kinds, on the theory that when one is studying the 'culture or. history of a foreign
country much of the most important primary research and training can only be

obtained in that country. We agree with that premise and will certainly. give
consideration. to proposals for overseas . centers, although, on the whole, we
platy to place maPr emphasis on centers located in this country. '
The present Tv,ording of the Act will
support overseas centers which are
,

opera tedby foreign. universities.

(C) Assuming the quesdon is directed to whether funds' under this At could
3truction or building projects in foreign universities where
Americans are stn. fig under a program sponsered by this Act, the answer., s
that this is not our present intention. This is also the case, of course, With
be used to support

respect to construction or building projects in this country;

'

Provisions of the Act, in stressing.imProved capability of U.S; colleges and
universities for undergraduategratinate; and. research activitter-on international topics, will stress assistance to . institutional programe.",,..Undoubtedly,
study-abroad programs will be included, net for the purpose of assisting students
directly, but, instead, to develop institutional program capability. As indicated
in our response to Senator Morge's question 8(e) of.August 18, such costs should
constitute a small portion of an Institution's program financed by the International Education Act. 'Further,' .ohr support would not be for' direct student
assistance bat, rather, for the broader institutional program within which some
study abroad may be an integral part.
5. During the course of, the hearings, .witnesses have commented' nn the
.

.

desirability of making available for the purposes of the Act, access to blocked

`

currencies in those countries where they exist.for he. use of faculty personnel engaged in field' research or study. Could the Department of State
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comment upon Its general position with respect to such roposals and further
supplY, as legislative service; language for the bill wh ch would accomplish
the intent, including language amending other statute , if any, which now
preclude such utilization of soft or blocked currencies?
We believe adequate authority exists subject to the provision of funds by the
necessary Appropriation Acts.
Please see also our response to questions 10(a) and (b) from Senator, Morse
to Secretary Gardner In the original list submitted on August 18. ...
6. What additions to the language of Section 6 of H.R 14643, in the view
,

..

of the Department, need to be added. to assure that either openly nor
covertly could money authorized-under the Act be used or the. funding of
any activity or program falling within the province, of the CIA. or other

intelligence operations of the Federal Government?

.

We do not believe that language to this point is required. ur reply to question 5(d) in the first set of Senator MOrse's questions speaks very clearly to our
intent in this area. That reply ix quoted here for your convenience:
"No research, supported by funds under this Act will be classified or, .in any
Other way kept conlidentlaL The graduate. centers funded under Section 8 will
be au integral part, of the university which establishes them. Once the program
for a center has been. approved and the money allocated to the university, the
center will operate under university regulations.. As with other graduate cen-

ters, individuals doing research or studies will publish- theliworkil through
the university or other press. We are well aware that the universities our
country favor widespread .exposure for all scholarly Works:

. "It Is a basic requirement of the Section 8 program that the work of the

centers help to enrich the general body of knowledge about the subjects to which
they are devoted. ''SupPort could not be given to establish a center when studies
were being conducted for groups that denied the right to open publication. After
a center was established, the presence of work denied the right to open publics-,

tion would require thorough review: Unless prompt corrections were made,'.
support would be withdrawn iroin the center. Such procedures will be clearly
set forth in the process of evaluating and acting upon proposals...
\
"In addition, it is now the official policy of the Office of Education to prohibit
the copyrighting of any materials produced through. research which It nssista*..
Requiring that .uch materials be placed in the pilblic domain applies to the
products of research activity which are either wholly or in part financed by OE
grants or contracts. Significant revisions of public domain material can, however, be copyiighted. . Nevertheless, the original research remains in the public
domain. The Department will f011Ow the same policy With regsrd to all research substantially anct directly: financed under the International .Education
Act."

.

.

.

.

/

.

7. Would the Department provide the subcommittee with an organizational
chart, supplemented by job description's,. which would show the interrela-

tionships within the Department of State of-those poSitions Which would
touch upon the administration of the proposed:legislation were it to be
enacted? A flow chart setting forth review and clearance procedures to be
followed in coordinating the work of the Department 'of Hea'th, Education,
and Welfare in the' areas covered by the proposed legislation, both domesti.

cally and abroad, would be most

We. believe that this question. is . directed specifically .to the I)epartment of
State. HEW would like, to reaffirm, however, our previous . statements that
there has been close communication,. formal and Informal; between our two
Departments, and -that there will continue to be through such. mechanisms as
the Advisory Council on International Education and the interagency Council
on International Educational and Cultural Affairs. (Please see .ClUeStions 1

and 2 Of this series for detail.)

.

,

I

8. In the -event that the subcomniittee deems it advisattle to structure
into the bill on. Advisory Council; , one of whose, functions, might be, the

establishment of equitable ground rules. covering consideratioTi of applies-

ions submitted under both Section 3 and Section 4, what would be the

41The official notification of this policy was contained h the Iredern) Register, July 28.
"Notice is hereby given, of the folloivIng Stater: cot of Policy of the Office of
Edu talon : Material prOdnced as a result of any research activity an6erteken with any
fine Mel assistance through contract with or project 'grant from the Office, of Education
will be placed in the public dematn. Materials' so released will be available to conventional outlets of the private sector for their use." : .(See attached article.)

*.
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',00;

position of the Department of -State as to the most desirable composition
of such a Council? What, government agencies, if any, Would. the Department feel it important to haVe represented? What private sector groups;
in the view of the Department of State, could contribute helpful advice, alrd
suggestions through participation in the work of the Council? How large
should a Council be?

As indicated in our response to question 12(c) of the group submitted to
Secretary Gardner on August 18, HEW would have no objection to an amend,
ment to the bill under consideration which would provide, for the Advisory
Council on International Education called for in the'President's Message of
February 2, 1960. It is our understanding that the Department now has the eauthority to provide for such a Presidentally-appointed Council. Accordingly,
we have been taking th3 appropriate administrative steps, in consultation withthe White House, so that we may have an advisory body which- can be called
together quickly to assist us in' developing guidelines and criteria for the
administration of the International Education Act and other key functions of

the Center for EdUcational Cooperation.
..Our reconntendation is that this be a non-governmental council of 21 members,,
composed of outstanding leaderg of American education, science and the arts,
.

business, labor; the professions, and philanthropy. We also propose that the
Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affair and the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution be given standing invitations to attend_
all meetings as official observers.

I

.

In addition, the chairman of the Council should be free to invite on Occasion-

..:,7

other individuals from the private sector or government who are concerned
withinternational education.
9. In the gerMinntion of the proposal, what advice, if any, was sought
from the Smithsonian Institution? Does the Department feel that the
,

Smithsonian could or should play a, role in the further/ development of -theproposal?
(a) The Smithsonian Institution contributed to the development of the recom---

mendations which led, to the President's Message of. February 2, 1966, which
included as two of its points he proposal for strengthening the International
dimensions of graduate and undergraduate programs in the colleges and universifies in this country.

__..
_

(b) We intend to seek the advice of the Smithsonian InstitutiOn on a con _
(1) We intend to issue a standing invitation to the Secretary to attend
all meetings of the Advisory Council on International Education as---an
-------- official observer.
(2) We will expect the Director of the Center for Educational Cooperation to consult with the Secretary on aninformal basis from time to time.
(3). Additional consultation will take place during the meetings of :the:interagency Council on International Educational' and Cultural . Affairs _chaired by the Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural
Affairs. It is expected that the Center for Educational Cooperation Director will attend those meetings. The
of the Smithsonian Institution now attends as an official observer.
(4) We fully support the provision in Section 5(b) of H.R. 14643 which_,
authors es the Secretary of HEW to "utilive the services and facilities of ,,
any agency of the Federal Government. and ,of any other public or nonprofit
arency Or institution" in administering .the provisions of thiS legislation.
The Smithsonian .Inatitution is both publie and private. Its unique role to
. tinuing basis through a variety of methods :

_

.

.

"increase and diffuse knowledge among men" will provide a most valuable Source
of advice and assistance to HEW in planning and carrying out the Objectives Ot-

. the Internet' nal Edncation Ac(- Further, with respect to develOPIng graduate.
enters uncle Section 3 of the Act, undoubtedly the academic. community_ will
continue its h storiciconaultation. with the Smithsonian Institution.
10. As the- measures are now written, could the Smithsonlaii.pairtielpate
ender Section 3? If it cannot, could theDepartment as .a legislative 'service.. ....
supply language enabling the 'resources- of this agency to be utilized?
-..
Under Sectio 3 of S. 2874, grants m y only be made to institutions of higher
education (incl ding combinations of such -institutions)'.. ',Under sections 3(a)
and 4(a) of .11. 14643 (as passed by the House) grantn cotild,algo be liiade:to "public and riVate nonprofit agencies and organizations . : . when such ,..
.

grants *111 make iiespeCially significant contribution' to attaining the' objectives
.

i

'7\

/
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of this section." The House language, therefore, would permit participation
by the Smithsonian Institution. We prefer the House language,
The 'Library of Congress, a Federal institution which would not be eligible
under either the House or Senate language of the International Education Act,
may well have important contributions to make to the functioning of the proposed legislation. If the Congress should desire to make the Library of Congress eligible for grants, then:
-In S. 2874, on page 2, line 17, insert the following new sentence as the second
sentence of Section 3(a) : "The Secretary may also make grants for the same
purposes to the Library of Congrese."
In .H.R. 14643, on page 3, line 2, after "scholarly associations" insert "and
the. Library of Congress."
...
.
11. In the view of the Departinent, under the language as it is now written, what subject matter graduate disciplines in higher education' would be
exclu ed from participation under Section 3?
. We bell'
our responses to Senator Morse's question. #3 submitted to HEW
on August 18 are related to this question. The substance of our response follows :
"Section, 2. sets forth the broad .objective of expanding U.S. academic capabilities ini all areas of knowledge pertaining to other countries, peoples, and
cultures.. *We do not exclude any areas from potential inclusion in graduate or
undergraduate programs. We hope to,see across-the-board.representation which
will encompass -in one program or anotherthe humanities and sciences,_the
.

i

.

.

fine arts, the applied sciences, and professional education.

"The language . of the Act will encourage administrators- and faculties to
examine the international aspects of meet disciplines and to pull these together
into a coherent program that fits both the educational Purposek of the .institution and the purposes of the-Act. Only when we have a program to review
can we make the decision that certain academic areas as used in an individual
program are inappropriate and should be excluded. Abstractly, it 18 impossible

to say that certain areas are improper for International Education Act pro-

grams. The proprie .- of a given area can only be determined in the context of a
,
fully thought out pr ..ram.
"For.example,,coLaider ,the subject ofreligion. If the program of a given col.:.:

lege were to include course offerings in the Philohy or Humanities Department which presented -a survey of the world's major religions, we would have no
objection if it were part of a sound overall progra . However,' we would not

.

approve any program which included training -for th religious professions. We
are firmly committed to observing the recent Congre tonal prohibitions against
the support of any-program which is 'specifically ferthe education of students
to prepare them to --become ministers of religion:or7 to enter upon some other
religious vocation or-to prepare them to teach theological subjects.' (See Section 401(a) (1) of the Higher Education Facilities AO of 1963; Section 403(d)
of the National Defense Education Act of 1958, as amended, Section 2(b) of the
Act of July 26, 1954, as amended (Cooperative Research Act) ; Section 302(h)
of the Higher Education Act of 1935; etc.)"
12. In the development of the proposal, whatsOnsideration was given to
the establishment cost per graduate center, the optimum number of such
centers, and .thecanitnal operating expenditures of those centers which it is
anticipated wo,uld be established within the decade?
-.
Until HEW has had experience beyond the first planning year, an estimate of
annual costs and the optimum number . of centers'. during the coming decade
would have little real. - reliability. Answers to Senator Morse's questions 4 (a),
(b), (e), and (f) provide some current estimates for the next few years.

In questions 4(a) and 4.(b), we look to a goal of100 institutions of higher

education, either singly or in consortium, engaged in :Section 3 .Centers- for Ad-

vanced International Studies. over the three-year authorization of the -Act.
In 4(e) and 4(f), we indicated that costs for establishment. per center will vary

widely from as little as $25,000 to as much as $500,000 depend' g on the current
state of developinent Of their program.
,

-13. In the view of the Department, what centers: for study f geographical
areas of the world should be given priority of establishment un = er Section 3?
..In priority order-what-recommendations would, the Departmen, make as-to
the conceptual fields which should be establishekin centers o xcellence

within the next three yearswithin.the decade?

We will depend very -heavily on the Advisory Council to develop reco .. . ends-

tions for priorities' bastkl on their wide expertise and full study. We willlso

.
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be pleased to have any advice which the Department of State is prepared to offer
concerning priority geographic and conceptual areas to guide us and the academic
community during the first planning year and ensuing years.
14. What coordinating mechanism, if any, does the Department feel should
be established between and among the types of graduate centers proposed
under Section 8?
To the extent that any kind of coordinating mechanism is necessary, HEW's
Center for Educational Cooperation will fulfill that function. It will serve as
a clearing,trouse for information concern/4g the total range of our national effect

in internat'onal education. It will make available, to the public information
as to the research and studies being conducted by the centers and by other
graduate ut,tts concerned.with international matters as well as general descriptive informs lion on the centers. In this way an individualwhether or not he
is associated with another centerwho is interested in obtaining information
on a given subject can find out from the Center for Educational Cooperation
where the most significant work on that subject is being done:
As in other areas of knowledge, the centers will undoubtedly be aware,
through publications and professional ties, of work related to their own which
is being conducted at other centers. Not to be overlooked is that the language
of the Act, and of previous testimony, strongly encourages cooperative arrangements between colleges and universities. We believe that the provisions sof the
Act will stimulate various forms of university consortia, .a step most necessary
to guarantee quality and economy of effort.
In addition, as under the Title VI NDEA program, we plan 'to call Center
directors together from time to time to share ideas and to advise the Center
for Educational Cooperation on how it might be of greater assistance to the.
Centers.

15. Does the Department regard the graduate students attached to the
Section 3 centers as a potential recruitment source for its own operations,
or for the operations of agencies such as AID?
We believe our answer' to Senator Morse's Supplemental #3 question may
respond to this question. That answer follows:
"IEA is not a manpower training act for overseas service. Rather, the Act's
basic objective is to strengthen our institutions of higher learning in interna-

tional studies and research in order to develop an informed and educated
citizenry prepared to understand and cope with the awesome problems of today's

world. As President-Johnson said in his remarks last September at the bicentennial celebration of the Smithsonian Institution: `Ideas, not armaments, will
shape our lasting prospects for peace.'
"A by-product of this Act, of course, would be that in the tang ruts, more
Americans will have had an educational experience which has prepared them.,
for effective participation in international activities, whether for the U.S. Gov-

ernment, private industry, multilateral organizations, or at the request of
foreign governments or institutions. But this is true of all good educational

programs and is not a peculiar product of the IEA.
"In short, the purpose of the proposed Act is to educate Americans at large,
not to provide the specialized manpower needed by particular Federal agencies.
Senator MORSE. Senator Yarborough V
Senator YARBOROUGH. I concur in the statement of the distinguished

chairman.

,

AUTONOMY OF 17N/VURSITIES

Dr. Frankel, this is, I will say, a very inspiring statement. I am
glad to see reiterated over and over here your thought that it is the
purpose of education that we should be using colleges and universities
as a resource in developing our people and the strength of our nation,

but they must not be permitted to compromise, you say, "their in-

tegrity and independence" because of the 'fact that they are building a

stronger nation. I think that is the way we build a stronger nation,
by these universities and colleges maintaining their integrity and independence 'as centers of learning and research.
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I concur in your statement and your objectives and think it very
fine:
,

,

Mr. FRANKEL. Thank you, sir.
SenatOr Yannonotr9R. I have no questions.
AMENDMENT NO. 730

Senator MORSE. I think that Senator Javits would like to have any
comment you :nay,wish to make this. morning and fuller comment in
writing later concerning his ,amendment which is knoWn as amendMent 736, which I asked a question about when Secretary Gardner was
on the stand. It is an amendment to provide for the strengthening
of American eduCational resources for international studies and research and !proPoses that there be added into the billI have already
had the. amendment cinserted in the record and I ain: going to insert
in the record a press statement to be released in regard to the amendment Under date ,of August 10,1966:

(The docunient referred to follows :)

:

[From the office of senator Jacob K. Javits, Aug. 10; 1960]
DAVITS INTRODUCES "EDUCATION FOR PEACE" .BILL To ALLOW MORE STUDENTS
FROM LESS-DEVELOPED NATIONS To ENTER U.S. COLLEGES

Senator Jacob K. Davits today introduced, legislation designed to expand the
opportunities for students from less-developedscountries to study in U.S. colleges
and universities.
The legislation would amend the International Education Act of 1966, authorizing the U.S. Government to accept foreign currencies from qualified students and
.

teachers from less-developed nations with currency conversion problems, to
enable them to study in this country. The currency exchange would only apply
in less - developed, friendly countries where the U.S. does not hold. a surplus of
local currencies.

Under present conditions, this would include all friendly Latin American
countries and all developing Asian and Afriban nations except the following ;
Burma, Ceylon, Republic of the Congo, Guinea, India, Israel, Pakistan, Tunisia
and the United Arab Republic.- .
The legislation would authorize the use of $10 million the first year, and $15
.
million the. second yearfor this purpose.:..
In remarkprepared for delivery in the Senate, Senator Davits said':
"This proposal would supplement the educational exchange program under
the Mutual Educational and Cultral Exchange Act of 1961 (the FulbrightHays Act) which presently brings between five and six thousand students into
the United States annually on a scholarship basis at a cost of some $18 million
a year. Under my amendment, U.S. funds would not be used, o finance the
education of these foreign students but rather would be employed to enable
them to -exchange their foreign currency for dollars in order that they might
be able to finance their own eduCation or use local scholarship .money for study
in this country. Thus, my amendment will enable U.S. colleges and universities
to increase their export of knowledge.
"An ex-change limit of $3,000 annually is set for each student, which, is
generally in line with the estimated average cost of $2,600 for a school year in
a non-public U.S. college or university. For the first year of the program's;
million
operation, .$10 million of U.S. currency would be made available ;
is authorized the second year. Thus, an estimated 3,300 students would benefit
year.
from the program the first Year and 5,000 the
"Last year, 82.045 students from 159 countries and territories attended more
than 1,000 colleges and universities throughout the United States. Of this
number, 37%- were studying on -their own resources and only 7.2% received
their tuition from the United States Government; the remainder received aid
from their own governments or from private sources, including- U.S. colleges
and universities themselves. Since many nations still retain various forms of
currency exchange control, this is a remarkable record.
,
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"But the numbers of such studentsmany of whom are destined for leadership in their home countriescould be appreciably increased if the. U.S. made
a policy commitment to accept foreign students whose homelands have currency

conversion ditlictilties. We do much thezame thing in sales otltood abroad zuader
our Food for P4C6 program.
"This is, in effect, an Edueation fort PeaCe program, exporting the knowledge
of our colleges and universities rather than the harvests of Our fields and forme.
"The United States should be encouraged in its own efforts 'to attract foreign
.

students by the serious problems the Communist' nations are ha4ng with their
Programs. Many Africans studying in both the Soviet :Union anti Communist
China have complained of racial discrimination, restrictions tOn acidenlic tree.:
doni,.poiltically-oriented rather than prOfeSslonally-oriented Colima and' heavyhanded attempts at proselytizing. We have a 'chance to do mueh'better 'Wpm'riding an increased, number of foreign studente wi,th an opportunity to .observe
and absorb. within, the United States, the meaning .6f freedom
tliought and in
the practice of daily American 'life as well as providing a thorough grounding in
the Skills which are so needed for advantenient abroad."

6.

Senator' MORE. This qUestion Will be Submitted to you for 'written
answers later. Do you wish to 'Make any' ton4ent Oh. it nnWi
Mr. FRANREL. Yes, sir. I did. give it some study and r would like

to give illy first reactions to it.
As I understand:the annendmeniL-WhOse actual Wording I have not
seenthe amendment would first permit the 'U.S. Government to accept
foreign currencies, from qualified students and teachers In certain less
developed nations' that have currency - conversion problems.
.

Second, this amendment would apply only in friendly, less developed countries where we do, not hold. a surplus of loraLcurrencies.
There would be an exchange limit of.$3,000 annually for eackstudent
and'the request is that $10 million be authorized for'the first year and
$7 million' for the second year, to accommodate 3,300 students 'in the
first year and 5;000 in the second.

This amendment would constitute a policy commitment for the U.S.
Government to accept foreign 'students whose homeland§ haVe currency difficulties 'and it would supplement the educational exchange
program under the Fulbright-Hays AA and would not require U.S.
funds ,for- financing the education of,foreign students in thiSc,ountry.
Now, Mr. Chairman, this amendrrient, as you know, has only recentl

been called to our attention and we have not had a chance for
study. But our first reactions I would like to state to you.
AMENDMENT NO. 7 3 6 ; BALANCE- OF-PAYMENT PROBLEMS

First of all, the proposal could adversely affect the balance -ofpayments' problems of friendly governments. From this point of
view, as a diplomatic and as a political matter, the Department of
State would wish to consult with other governments and get their
approval before exchanging dollars for foreign currencies for this
specific purpose.

Secondly, if we did this, it is not clear in what way it would be
better for the student to turn to the :United States rather than to his

own government for the conversion of his currency into dollars. Since

we are getting the agreement of' the government to permit this to
happen, it is not plain why the foreign students should come to our
embassies rather than to their own governments for this purpose.

INTERNATIONAL' EDUCATION ACT
INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS OR LUMP SUM

Thirdly) from an administrative point of view there are some problems. We would probably wish to extend credit to the individual stu-

dent at Anierican universities,,or arrange for installment payinents
of the dollars, rather than make a lump-sum conversion. This would
be desirable, in order to insure proper use of the currencies received.
This runs into problems like fluctuating exchange rates, et cetera,

which could cause difficulties.

Fourth, and I think this is important in understanding the pro-

posed amendment, we are not really dealing here, as I understand it,
with -an appropriation to finance the U.S. Government's operations,
but really with a brokerage or banking transaction. No expenditures
are involved. If such a proposal went forward, therefore, it could
be misleading,. I think, to treat it as an appropriation or budgetary
item for financing Federal operations.
The proposed amendment, therefore, would seem to be one on which
the Treasury. Department should also comment.

Now, I would like to.say-Senator Minim: May I interrupt just a moment 1 I want counsel
to take notice of this last comment of Dr. Frankel, that the memorandum be addressed to the Treasury Department for their comments.
I thj you are right.
(The information requested of the Treasury apartment appears
on p. 607.)
PROBLEM ADDRESSED BY AMENDMENT NO. 736 NOT GRAVE

Mr. FRANKEL. Finally, sir, we are, of course, in the Department of
State, certainly interested in expanding international educational exchanges. We welcome all _proposals, like this one, ,which seem likely
to increase the flow of students between our country and other cOuntries. If arrangements of this sort Should prove helpfUl in advancing
this flow, we would take a very affirmrtive view of them. However,
we are not aware that the problem to which this amendment is ad

.

dressed is w grave one.

In 1965 some 40,000 foreign students out, of a total of 82,000 or
More were in this country on their own resources and they did not
appear to have had great trouble in obtaining dollars. While the
total of self-supporting students might be increased through this proposal, it is hard to estimate the extent of the need for this kind of
facilitation; or of the demands that might be made. on it, until the
service was offered.
Therefore, it is not possible, for me to say whether or not the sum of

$10 or $15 million, as mentioned in the proposal, is too much or too
little.
Those are my present comments, sir.
Senator Mousy:. I rill very glad to have them. When you get the list

of questions, one of them will deal with this. You may add anything
further that further study of the memorandum seems to call for.
TNDTA PROJECT

Wotild you tell the subcommittee what the present status iS of the
recently proposed project with India to develop higher edudatiOnal

.

\
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programs there, In whiCh there' Was to be Some, use of Government
currency?
11,0: FRANKEL. Yes, sir. This proposal was made for an autonomous

binational foundation in India. This ran into criticism from some

Indians. I do not know whether it represents a majority or not. BUt
it ran into criticism, and we have to go slow on it because we want to
mistakes about the character of this foundation. It is' not to be a way
in which the United f.:tates controls or infiltrates the Indian educational,
system. It is to be something run binationf,Oly in the interests of edul;

cation, and in the interests of education 1:I tie purest sense. If there
are doubts at this moment in. India about this, we are not going to
push it.
However, the proposal is still there, and when the Indian Government is ready to consider it, we are ready to go forward with it very
affirmatively.

Senator Moan. I thought it was a very fine proposal. I, too, noted
the concern that was expressed by some in the Indian Government.
But it was my understanding, and you correct me if I am mistaken,
that -although it was a binational institute program, there was no
administrative provision that would ih any way deny to the Indian
officials the administrative control of the institute once it was established. Am I wrong about that?
Mr. FRANKEL. We were proposing, sir, a private foundation. With-

in those terms, yes; what you say is quite trite. That is to say, the
Indian Government would not be directly administering the founda-

tion,
Senator MORSE. Nor would our Government ?
Mr. FRANKEL. Nor would ours. Right, sir.
Senator MORSE. It was not a governmental setup.
Mr. FRANKEL. Correct. It would, of course, sir, operate under the

laws of India.
Senator MORSE, Well, of course. We maintain no administrative
authority over it; we coul,d not determine its policies, the research
pOlicies, itself.
Mr. FRANKEL. That is correct, sir.

WOULD BINATIONAL INSTITUTES BE ELIGIBLE FOR GRANTS ?

Senator MORSE. Of course, it would be possible, would it not, under

the development of the international educational .provisions of this
act, to give support to similar binational institutes in other countries?
Mr. FRANKEL. I do not believe that is within the intention of the
act as it was conceived originally, sir, because I think all of these
authorities go for the strengthening of American institutions.
Senator Moan. Well, the reason for my question, supported by
counsel, is that under the 'House amendment, nonprofit institution
programs are-permitted under the Housabill.
Mr. FRANKEL. That is true, sir but I am not sure what the status,
of well, I. think the American University of Beirut, for example,
would be a candidate. But whether a binational foundation established under the laws of India would be,,I, would have to- ask my
counsel,-sir. I do not think so.

Mr. Teal?
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Mr. TEAL. .I am not familiar with this position by the House. I
cannot speak with authority on it, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Mons& Mr. Counsel, be sure that Dr. Frankel gets a question on. this. It is my understanding that this bill permits a pretty
broad latitude in developing programs abroad, be they binational or
be they nonprofit institutions in a foreign country, the limitation of

our evaluation of them is simply a factual determination as to whether
or not the program in the educational field is one which administrators
of our program here think oughtTio receive some support from us.
If we decide that that kind of institution or program and it is nonprofit or binational and nonprofit in nature, there are no restrictions
in the bill which would prevent our working out an agreement with
that country for their support.
Mr. FRANKEL. I would like to take that question under study, sir.
I do think that my colleagues in HEW should take the lead in answer -:
ing that question. But we will submit an answer to it, too.
UNESCO

Senator MORSE. Counsel says thatit will probably expand our
questions to both--hut this is inherent in the question I read with
re

rd to UNESCO.

Mr. FRANKEL. Yes, sir.
Senator. Mo n E. Well, at least; we have 'raised the point and you

see the concern that we have about it and you give us any additional,
information which you may have.

Mr. FRANKEL. If I might say so,. this is an operational answer.
That is only part of the answer but it is relevant. Our universities
are, of course, engaged on their own as free institutions in ,cooperative

activities with other universities in other countries or with international organizations, perhaps, like UNESCO. And; of course, it is
very plain that the act could empower them and, strengthen them to
do more of that. .Working through our universities is your point, .I
think, and there is no question about it. But we will have to study
whether or not the question of direct grants to foreign organizations
comes under the auth.ority of this bill.

Senator MORSE. Senator Davits, I did not know you were coming
back. I took the liberty of asking Dr. Frankel to make comments

on your amendments. He did discuss it. 'It is in the record, but I am
afraid that in your presence, he will have to summarize his point of
view again.

I did ask him to give me a more detailed memorandum after he
has submitted your amendment for further study. He has pointed

out that it was recently introduced and they have not had an

opportunity yet to analyze it in Department but he did have some
preliminary tentativejudgments in regard to it.
Senator JAVrFS. I would say, I shall not repeat and I am very
-grateful to Senator Morse for having asked the quastion. But I
would like to make two points, Mr. Chairman.
One is, I hope 'we will, as a subcommittee, ask the Treasury to give

us thi; necessary view, though the amounts s are not very great.
Senator MORSE. I have already asked counsel to send such a request to the Treasury.

11
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WOULD 'AMENDMENT NO. 736 ENCOURAGE FOREIGN STUDENTS TO COME
TO U.S.?

Senator Avrrs. Secondly, may I ask you, Mr. Secretary, if you
would, through the people who handle accounts of international exchange which is in your office, try to got us some concept of whether
there is likely to be an increased demand which would be encouraged
by this education-for-peace idea. Because I think,, really, that that
is what we have in mind. If it can be encouraged, I know a few

things that are no more helpful to us to educate here the leaders

of the countries with which we will have to deal, especially the coun-

tries which will have currency suitable for these purposes, the un-

derdeveloped countries, the so-called soft-currency countries. There
is not a great deal involved -and it could have a great deal of repercussion.

I might tell the Secretary the two things troubling me. One is

that somehow or other, the Russians seem to do much better at this
than we in the sense of the number of students they are educating

and training from the satellite and other Communist countries.

They have a university, as the Secretary knows, in Moscow which is

devoted exclusively to this purpose. The other thing that worries
me is, I have had a good deal of contact with the so-called overseas
Chinese. I must say, that is quite a pull oh them to send their children back to Communist China for education.

As a matter of fact, it has called for enormous competition on
Taiwan and again, here is another indication of the fact that we are
far behind, I think, in the race to bring young, promising people
into our educational orbit.
So this was just another way, another thought, as to what could
be done, largely inspired by the relatively small number of students
from aboard who study here with any kind of hely f -om the United
States. As a matter of fact, with any kind of help from anybody,
even their own conutries. That is the whole, the net of it. As the
chairman commented, my assistant tells me, and I wish it had originated in the Department; it would have been much easier for me,
and you fellows could say you are through with it. But it did not.
It originated essentially with my staff, not even with me. I think it
is a very good idea and I would very much like to see something done
with it.
Mr. FRANKEL. May I comment, Mr, Chairman ?
Senator ley-1're. Please.
Mr. FRANKEL. I haven't the slightest disagreement, as you know,
Senator. In fact, I am in support of increasing the flow of students

to our country and 'from our country elsewhere, because we must
be educated, too. We must get into other people's educational orbits,
not only bring others into ours.
COMPETITION WITH .S.S.R. FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS

As far as competition with the Soviet Union goes, I think you do
have a point, but I think we can be quietly confident. The reports on
the results of the educational enclave in Moscow are not encouraging
from the Soviet point of view., But I do agree with you that we must
find every way possible of increasing educational exchanges -with the
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United States. This may very well be one such way to do it. r would
like, however, to submit for the discussion such statistics as we have.
They_are-Tery-brief, and indicate the kind of issue we are facing. \
I would emphasize,. Senator that when we discuss the educational
exchanges of our Nation with 9other nations, we must discuss the exchanges of the Nation, not of the Government. Because the private
sector is a very much larger part of this activity, as it should be.
dc not think the Government does enough, frankly, but I always hope
it will be a junior partner in the enterprise.
STATISTICS ON FOREIGN STUDENTS IN UNITED STATES

The statistics I am going to give you are based on official records
insofar as the number of U.S. Government-supported academic students is concerned. The rest of the statistics are based upon an unofficial survey, published by the Institute of International Education,
which was based on a poll Of foreign students. So we do not know
quite what kind of information they got, and indeed, some 13,000
students did, not answer. But given those considerations, here are the
statistics.
I am talking about 1965. The IT.S.'Government-supported students,
10,149; 4,300, roughly, by the State Department and 5;500 roughly, by

AID. Foreign government supported, 3,940, or 4,000, say self-supported, 31,000. More than one-third of the total are self-supported.
U.S. college and private support., where our private institutions are
giving support, 2,100. Combmations of .U.S. college and foreign government support, 803. Private supportthat means from our foundation's and the like, 7,400, roughly. Private and foreign -government,
550. Then some 13,000 who did not give us any answers.
Senator JAVITS. So what is the total?
Mr. MIANKEL. I think the total number of students we have in the
country is roughly 90,000, sir, 85,000 to-90,000. So one-third are selfsupported right now.
.

Senator JAvrrs. More than one-thirdoh, 31,000.

Mr. FRANKEL. Yes, roughly one-third.
Senator JAvrrs. It is the largest single bloc?

Mr. Fuarrsrm. By far.
Senator JAVITS. Well, I will tell you, we will ask the International
Education Association to give us .a critique of this. What I had in
mind from the State Department was .perhaps a little sounding of
the desks; of the African, Latin American, and Asian desks, might
produce some interesting information.
Mr. FRANici.L. We shall be very glad to do that.

Senator JAvirs. I gather you are sympathetic to the idea?
Mr. FRANREL. Yes. I would add, Senator, that I have been in the
State Department for about a year. and I am still not convinced that
it is the source of all good ideas.

Senator JAVITS. You are very kind. Senator Morse has had his
share of them. I am aspiring to make a good record in that regard.
Mr. FRANKEL. We shall do our best, to cornrow-it on, this, :KJ., and
give you information.
Senator. MORSE. I must say I in very enthusiastic about the objectives Senator .Tavits has in mind in his amendment. 1 hope it could
be worked out.

-
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You mentioned in your testmony the American University in

Beirut.. It conce .vably could bf, made a part. of this program. I think
it is very important that it be made very clear in the language of this

bill, I say to Senator Javits, that it permits developing educational
aid prop gins to universities not only in the United States but to
universities elsewhere. The American University of Beirut is one.
But as chairman of the Committee on Latin American Affairs, let me
say that I think it is very important that we try to use a vehicle such
as this bill, modified, probably, Where we can be of greater assistance
to educational institutions in Latin America.
UNIVERSITY OF THE AMERICAS

You are familiar with the interest I have had for some years, but I
thought it would offer us anopportunity for a pilot plant educational
institution in -Latin America, with an institution in Mexico .City.
which I think now has become renamed, is called the University of the
Americas. It was an American University sponsored and financed in
Mexico City. But a problem as far as our- aid program was con
corned was that most of the student body were American students in
Mexico. or American students- from the United States that went to
Mexico, and the percentage of Mexican students was not very large.
The reason it was not very large, the primary reason*, was because
you could not get the scholarshipS to make it possible for the Mexican
students that were clamoring to go to be adMitted to the institution.
We have madefsome progress, as, you know, in alleviating the situation.

Btit we have a long, long way to go.

SUPPORT TO INSTITUTIONS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

I would- be hopeful that under this international .education pro-.
gram, and I only use this as an example, that we could select various
institutions, not only in Latin America but elsewhere in the world,
and implant some of the programs in those institutions that would
be carried out. in, institutions here at hothe. I want to help our institutions here but. I Wonder if we are not missing a great opportunity.
here in this bill not to enlarge it so that we can come on- in and give

support to institutions in other countries. That is ithyand particularly in Soft-currency countries. That is why I raised the ques.tion about the present. status of the binational institute program. that
we are willing to cooperate with in India.

The Secretary has already testified; Sztiator Javits, that they
cooperate with it but there has been raised in Iiidia certain objections,
within India.
But I wish you 1V01110- give some t 43 ught to the point that I am now

making, where wecan come` to the assistance Of some of the institu;
tions already in being such as this. university in Mexico.City and the
American University ir Beirut and others, where they seem to me to
offer at least the foundation pillars.abroad for building an educational
bridge between our' cbuiltry and other countries that will increase the
educational travel bi,tiir!en our country and7ither countries in which
such institutions exist.
Senator JAVITS'. Will the Senato4ield?
Senator MORSE.. Yes.
68-8756. 0-66-17
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EXTENSION OF NDEA TO COVER BMA' ABROAD

Senator JAvrrs. Only the GI bill allows us to extend student
loans=only under the GI bill can we extend to students who study
abroad treatment which we afford to students who study at home. I
think that it would be well worth our while, and I think it would be
of enormous benefit to institutions like those both the chairman and
the witness have in mind, if we consider, and it is all in our committee, making available some of the advantages that the students have
here, the students who study abroad, under suitable permissions and
controls; in other words, that an acceptable program pursuit alsroaci
could qualify, for example, for NDEA loans, for doctors, loans under
the Medical Professions Act, and so on. I thlnkwe ought to look into
that very carefully.
Mr. FRANKEL. Are you talking, sir, of American students or for?'

nator JAvrrs.. American students. That is what the chairman
is talking about.
Sell/110i MORSE. I am talking about both. I,am talking about getting some.help, for example, for qualified students in a given country
who cannot come here and go to school there, to offer, them a limited
opportunity under some American program, to enter these institutions
abroad.
Senator JAvrrs. Why do you not, Mr. Chairman, because we have
to quit now, suggest that they take that up with'IlE*, put your. heads

together and see what yOu can come up with. This would be a suitable vehicle.

Mr. FRANKEL. Well, sir, 1 might point out that under the Fulbright-Hays law, We do a lot of that now, and we are limited partly
by the origins of that law, which began as a way of spending foreign

-currencieswe ,still have high foreign currency
currency requirementsand
partly by the limited size of the appropriations.

we will be happy

to mitre it with HEW. Under F'.ilbright -Hays, which I know you
had so much to do with, Senator, I know there is a broad authority to
do this now. ,The real question is funds and declarations' of policy.
Senator MORSE, Thank you very much. We are pleased with your

.cooperation.

We stand in recess until Friday morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12 :15 p.m. the subcommittee was recessed, to re
convene at 10 o'clock on Friday, August 19, 1966.)
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 19, 1988
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OF VIE
COMMITTEE ON LABOE AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

.c.,

Washington, D.0 .

The subcommittee met, ,pursuant to notice; at 10 o'clock a.m., in
room 41.21, New Senate Office Building, Senator Wayne Morse, chairman of the subcommittee., presiding.

Present: Senators Morse (presiding),. Yarborough, Prouty, and

1

Dominick.
Committee staff. present : Stewart E. McClure, chief clerk; John S.
be
Forsythe, general Counsel; Charles Lee, professional, staff memr,
and Roy il. Millenson, minority clerk.
Senator MORSE. The hearing will come to order.

This is the second day of hearing of the subcommittee on the international education bill.
,..
.

We will start with the public witnesses this ,morning. Unfortu-

'lately, because of the time schedule of the committee, I must limit each
witness to 10 minutes, but their full statements will he inserted in the
record, and I hope they will use their 10 m_ inutes to summarize their
statements.

I am going to give the honor and privilege to the Senator from

Colorado, Mr. Dominick, to present to us the first witness, the-dean
of the Gradilate School of International Studies of the University of
Denever. Senator Dominick.
Senator DorairmicK. Thank yOu, Senator Morse.

Dean Korbel is well known in the educational field. If Dean Kor,
bel and Dr. Vincent Davis, the associate professor of the Graduate
School of International Studies, will come forward I think we can
start out.
I appreciate the courtesy of the chairman in permitting them to
appear out of older. Unfortunately, I have to leave at 10:30 at the
la St. So it is most appreciated, Senator Morse.
enator MORSE. I am glad to accomrn ate you.

Senator Dosumcic. I would like to y, Mr. Chairman,: that Dr.
Davis and Dean Korbel have discussed -t is bill with me before, and
they are highly enthusiastic abOut the idea and the theory of it., And t
I am looking forward to their testimony, because I know how highlq
skilled and dedicated they ale in this field. It is a pleasure to welcome
them tn the committee.

Senator Molise. Dean Korbel and Mr. Davis, we are delighted to

have you. You may proceed in your own way.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEF KORBEL, DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF IN-

TERNATIONAL STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF DENVER, DENVER,
COLO., ACCOMPANIED BY DR. VINCENT DAVIS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

KORBEL. May I be permitted to say at the outset, that my statement is the result of the composite thinking of the faculty of the Graduate6chool of International Studies, University of Denver, which for

years has been professionally committed to studies of international
problems and which has given careful attention to the proposed Inter-

national Education Act of 1966.
It has been said before but not often enough that. no democracy can
function effectively without enlightened public opinion. Failure or
.stmess of a democratic government depends ultimately on the degree
of knowledge, of maturity of judgment., and active interest of the pub-

lic in national and international affairs. Knowledge and search for
truth have served as a unifying element, asa factor of strength when
a nation has been confronted with situations paramount to its existence And its future. Ignorance, on the other hand, has always been
,a" cause of division and weakness, opening doors to demagogy and
ultifnate destruction.

This truism, accepted by all Politically thinking individuals as a

safe,assumption of their political philosophy, is even more imperative
in our evaluation of the world scene. On the national scene, the life
of a democratic society is undergirded by commonly accepted and respected principles; it develops 'under a protective shield of law and
order, open as it is to the demands of time, to evolutionary changes.
KNOWLEDGE NEEDED TO MEET PROBLEM

On the international scene this common denominator, more fre-

quently than not is missing. Ideological struggles, conflicts of national
interests, different. levels of economic development, prejudices, emo-

tionalism, burdens of historical heritage, race and color distinction,
variations in cultural background, and absence of a single international authority, make consensus 'at best precarious, at worst, impossible. To face these complex challenges American people must be

armed with a knowledge of these problems as the principal prerequisite

to a correct analysiS and to the probabilityone can never speak of
certainty of reaching the right decision at :a critical moment in a
nation's history.
It is in the light of this urgent need of both quantitative and qualitative knowledge that we have.studied and evaluated the International
Education Act.
'It should be recoknized that American institutions of higher learning have made, a remarkable contribution to Studies of international

relations. A brief survey of the history of the social science would
indicate that until tbe.fairly recent, past., international relations was a
&main of diplomaticliistorians whose methodology was.limited to a
somewhat conventional, incomplete approach.

They were toter joined by international juriSts whose theoretical
studies failed to provide answer to vexing problems of world affairs,
.
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even when the circle of these two groups of scholars was enlarged by
political scientists and economists, the academic community still lacked
some tools to disked, the complex body of international politics. Not
until after World. War II were. these scholars joined, particularly iiithe the United States, by sociologists, psychologists, and anthropologists, trying to find scholarly answers to human behavior, to attio1M1
motivations andiinternational attitudes by way of an integrated, interdisciplinary method.
As is frequently the case, a new scientific discovery only reveals

-

inadequaciestot the past approach and opens the mind to new, unexplored tasks. ; Even though American scholars have been markedly

ahead of those of other countries, their integrated efforts must be
recognized only as a beginning in the area of international relations

/

studies which to this day is only rarely accepted as an academic discipline in its own'right. A student of international relations, however,
cannot be just 11, political scientist, CI an economist, an historian, -a
sociologist; he must. integrate all these qualifications if he wishes to
attack in a scholarly manner and in their entirety international problems confronting us today. He must be a pioneer both in methods and
the scope of his, endeavors. In this respect, we have barely scratched
the surface since most American universities t lid to pursue the old path
of compartmentalization and many of them ssill
ill consider international
relations studies as stepchild of political
Yet it is just the
discipline of international relations which provides an innovating integrated approach that offers a breakthrough in our efforts to analyze
in a scholarly fashion contemporary events

.

.-

BOLD INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION
.,..._

Thus, a news' exciting opportunity. solicits a bold...investment- at
almost. all levels of, educationsecondary Schools, undergraduate col-

leges, graduate programs, and adult educationin bringing up new

generations of; teachers, governmental 4fficials, and citizenry at large
equipped withIskills fitting unprecedented demands. These are &Ilical tasks for asociety which wishes to /preserve its own freedoms and /
lead in the struggle for peace. They require us to be fortified with'

intellectual courage and to be sup rted financially to the largest

possible extent.
.___ ._
Private foundations have given gen rows support to studies of interL/

national relations; their resources, owever, are insufficient to meet
the needs and issuesat stake. The F deral Government has also recognized the significance of educatio to the. political, economic aud
cultural-health of the Nation and has encouraged its support since he
end of the war. It adopted bills nia ing knowledge available to he
veterans, students in financial need a d to prospective teachers it, has-...
fostered education by. way of exchan e of students and schofars,-of
suppOrting construction of physical jellifies, building library hold--iiigs and inducing students to area an foreign knguage studies. It has given particular attention to th growth or natural Sciences:.
AmeriCan educators' have acknoidedg d thiS Federal support/ with

_

sincere appreciation.
However, the tense situation in the void and crucial responsiblities
i
of American democracy on the globatsce e invite the FederalRovern.

meat to devote special attention to studi

I

.

_

,

of international re

ilations..-

I

...
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QuantitativeV American universities face the problem of steadily
increasing numbers of students of world affairs; qualitatively, they
must strive to give the best education.

Young and future generations must be exposed to a methoiical,

dispassionate way of evaluating world affair.- At. the undergraduate
level universities must conveive of internatiol, 1 relation, as an inte-

al and important part of -liberal arts educa, on and st imulate the
stalent to do .conceptualthinking that embraces. the globe; they must
prepae him for a critical but constructive role as a citizen. At the
graduate level, American universities must, in addition, arm the student with depth knot ledge, research skills and professional dedication to both scholarship and public service.
FEDERAL FINANCING NEEDED

Only the Federal Government and the taxpayer, who in the final
analysis invests through education in his own prosperity and world
peace, can provide means for a thorough study of international relations. The proposed International Education Act, the purpose of
which is eloquently stated in section 2, is an historical step forward in
the right direction. `It is meant to strengthen the American educational system and not as an instrument. of American foreign policy;
it is not a foreign aid bill but a domestic aid bill and as such it is to
be administered-by the Seeretary of .Health, Education, and Welfare
and not by the Secretary of State.

It focuses on studies of international relations, rescuing the disci-

pline from a Cinderella position in the family of the social sciences and
inviting scholars to seek new insights, new concepts, a new theoretical

frameivork that would provide the policymaker with a body of

thoughts applicable to solutions of practical problems.
The bill contains provision for strengthening international studies

at the undergraduate level and for establishing and. strengthening

graduate centers of international studies. As international affairs are
a concern of the whole "Nation and as a massive enrollement of students can be absorbed only across the vast academic community, the

bill wisely stipulates an equitabl distribution of grants throughout

the Union. Furthermore, it offers guarantees to free, unfettered academic inquiry.,
.._.
Scholars who are professionally responsible for- international studies

cannot ask for more.

Lawmakers whoare responsible for the wel-

fare of the country can ill afford to offer less.

.

The Americtm- Nation in general and its leaders in particular are
and will continue to be confronted with international challenges that
are unenviable in nature as they are unprecedented in scope. There
is only one way to assure the Nation of v* least a-prospect of taking a
correct attitude toward these challenges and making the right decision :
it is the way of education.
i
Foreign policy, based On lack of knowledge of international
relations can succeed only by chance and good luck; based on a 'sophisti-

cated Understanding of their complexities, it promises. wisdom in

judgment.
It would be generally recognized that world trends have been as a
rule ahead of scholarship. This has been caused party by the innate
cautiousness of scholars but, mainly by lack of adequate financial sup-
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port for testing new ideas and applying new methods for analysis
of international problems that have only appeared on the faraway
horizons of world happenings.
Yet,, this sense of anticipatioh, based on knowledge? is the principal
key that opens the door to a successful conduct of foreign policy. The
American scholar in international relations, free from the prtrticular-

ism of individual academic disciplines, integrated in his own mind
and methodology, holds this key. He can help the Nation to acquire
a sense of historical,and contemporary perspective' to see such events
as the war in Vietnam in proportion to world developments, to understand the interdependence of world affairs. He is the man to suggest
new ideas and neiv solutions, to foster the education of thousands of
future educators, civil servants, and other citizens of our Nation.
However, if the American scholar can be of help to this country in

its goal of contributing to the cause of peace and of .preserving its own

security he, too, is in urgent, need of help. The whole world is his
laboratory, and for his work he must, not be wanting in intellectual
and material equipment.

SUPPORT FOR BILL

The International Education Act makes a significant contribution

to this end. It has received wide support both in the House of Repre-

sentatives and from educators. Scholars of international relations,
and with them the vast world of eduCation, may well addressjo the
Congress the historical words of Winston Churchill when his cbuntry
in time of national peril turned for assistance to America : "Give us the
tools and we will 'finish the job"of bringing up American people in a

knowledge of international problems commensurate to their magnitude.

Thank you very much, sir.
Senator Mona. Dean Korbel, that. is.an excellent. statement. And
the statement is a scholarly one.
Dr. Davis, would you like to make a statement.

Mr. DAVIS. As Dean Korbel said, Mr. Chairman, this paper was the
result of the composite thinking of our 14-man faculty at. the Graduate
School of International Studies. I don't believe I have anything to

add at the present. time.

Senator MORSE. Senator Dominick any .questions?

'Senator Domuctox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have several
questions:

Dean Korbel. section 4 of the bill provides grants for undergraduate
programs and 'for the stimulation of undergraduate programs. Section 3 provides the grants for the graduate programs. Section 7,
which is really the key, because it is the authorization section determining how much money we are going to spend, lumps both of them

together. Do you have any thoughts about the allocation of funds

that should be made between the two programs, between graduate and
undergraduate?
FUNDS ALLOCATION-GRADUATE VS. UNDERGRADUATE

Mr. KORI3EL. I haven't given any special thought to this, except that
I did read the testimony given by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare before the House of Representatives committee, and as
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far as 1 remember, he had some general ideas about the distribution
of the funds, the general thought being that the greater part of the

allocations should go for undergraduate studies. This seems to me to
be justified, because the purpose of the bill is to train as many younopedple as possible in The knowledge of international relations. And
there will be, it seenis to me, a greater need for the allocation of major
funds for undergraduate studies.

I do not wish, however, to underestimate the needs for graduate

cent era It is actually the graduate centers which will serve as a key

for training of future generations in an expert knowledge of the

world a ffai rs..

.

Senator DomiNICK. This program presumably would be available
to all colleges and to all universities. Do you hae any thoughts about

what overall amount of money..might be used protectively in this
program, if we didn't have financial problems in the Government
as we do?
Mr. KORREL. It seems to me, sir, that the sums which ate proposed
in the act are not. sufficient for the task which we face. However, I
would suggest. at. the same time that an act. of that. importance and
magnitude requires a very thorough preparation in planning and in
executing the program. So at the beginning it would seem to me that

the sums are sufficient for a takeoff.

Senator DomiNicii. Then the House bill which carries authoriza-

tions of $40 million, through the fiscal year ending June. 30, 1969, you
think would be adequate to get thiS program underway ?
Mr. KORBEb. I would suggest, Senator, that- the sum proposed for
the first year would be sufficient, because it would be a- year of preparation. Once the bill is launched, once it ismplemented, I don't think

that the stuns which would be appropriated to the bill for the years
ending 196E and 190 would be sufficient..
WHAT CHANGES NEEDED

Senator POMINICK. We have had the problem here that we have
had in other educational propositions. If we provided the money-that

we thought. was advisable to accomplish all the ends that the bills
propose, we would have an enormous amount of money, even more
than we are spending now, going to the universities, and still spread

rather thinly among the universities in the country. My question

here would be, do you think that.the bill needs any changes or bolstering in the cooperative programs between the universities on this type
of International_ education.
mr. lionar.L. The bill, it seems to me, does provide for that,possibility

of institutional cooperation. And I can say for our own university,
and for the universities which are close to Denver, we have now for

stveral years been in close contact with them, and we have developed

some cooperative programs, and in fact have some plans to even
deepen and strength-on that cooperation.

Senator Doti ICK. I asked you that. -question frankly, so that you
could give that type of answer.. And I wondered whether the
language itself might he strengthened to encourage this, whether
you had given any thought to that.
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Mr. Koatim. Yes, we have. I think that the language of the bill is
sufficient, providing; a legal basis for such interinstitutional -cooperation. I am sure the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare will
find other ways to encourage such cooperative effort. And then the

.universities have to be on their own.

I would suggest, sir, that it is at the operative level a complicated

proposition, but it mast, be overcome.

Senator Dommcx. Now, on page 5 the Secretary is given authority.
under the Senate bill to distribute the grants to the States in an equitable manner, while at, the same, time
giving a preference to those institutions 'which are Most in need of additional
funds for programs in international studies, and which show real promise of being
able to use the additional funds effectively.

T4t

wir.vr STA NDA RDS NEEDED

That is a quote from subsection (c) on page 5.
Do you have any thoughts Q11 the standards that might be used to
interpret that language? This seems to me to be a very, very difficult
task to require of anyone, to determine which universities can use the

additional funds effectively, and how to distribute them among all

the universities we have.
Mr. KORBEL. It is a difficult task, Senator. I suppose that, the Sec-

retary of Health, Education, and Welfare will prepare some guidelines, Or some criteria-

Senator MORSE. "Guidelines" is not a very popular word in Washington these days.
Mr. KORBEL. Well, I am very sorry. I come from Colorado, and we
still use it.

I suppose we should propose some criteria, if that is an acceptable
term, for selecting universities and colleges interested in this program.

I am not prepared to go into any detail at this moment. I realize

the difficulty of the problem.

I wonder whether you would permit, me to suggest that Dr. Davis

comment.

DAvis. It is my guessand it is onlya guessthat this language

was inserted. in the bill because of.previous experience in which feder-

Ay available funds to support the various edlicational and research

activities have tended to be concentrated in certain limited areas of the
country, resulting in educational institutions in many .other parts of
the country meeting with less success in obtaining support.
I believe that those of us in the academic field feel that in most of

the major regions of the country there are strong institutions, and

there are strong programs in various fields in almost all regions. And
I know it is t.he.feeling of Dean Korbel and myself and all the staff
that this is a .wise and prudent provision in the legislation, so that there
will be a strengthening of the great regional centers that m many cases

in the past have not received the support that they have probably

warranted:
Senator DOMINICK. I know the University of Denver has been a
leader in this field in our area, in fact; countrywide in many ways.
And. I can see no reason at all why the funds authorized under this
couldn't be used to bolSter the programs that you already have, that
you have had underway for a long period of time.

_
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But the problem I see is the fact that the applications under this bill,
I am sure; are not going to be enormous for the universities that are
going to improve the quality of their education. And I am going to
ask_ you, if you have any thoughts on this particular problem, as to
what kind of criteria should be used, to pass them on to the chairman and the staff. Such Nv ou Id be helpful in the mark-up of the.bill.
So I would just ask, Mr. Chairman, if they have any later thoughts
on this, that they just let us know. I know it is it very important part,
of the bill.
Senator MORSE. Any supplemental statement you wish to make will
be made a part of the record,.
Mr. KoRnEL. We would be pleased to do so.
USE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES

Senator Domusricit. Mr. Chairman I want to add this: When you
and I. and Senator Prouty were in India last fall, we saw a number
of universities in operation over there. And we also found there were
in excess of $600 million worth of rupees in India which were just
sitting in banks and not being used because of the restrictions that
the Indian Government has as to the method .by which these can be
used. And it, occurs to me that it might be wises to provide additional

legislative language which would give us the opportunity of using
some of the currencies, foreign currencies, in other countries for the
purpose of scholarShip exchanges, and to pay for the expenses of
people and teachers who may be going from this country to
and caning from that country over here. Do you have any thoughts
on that at all?
Mr, ]CORBEL.. As section 2 of the bill says, the main purpose of the

Intermtional. Education Act is to expose young American scholars,
students, to the systems Of knowledge of foreign countries. There is
no doubt in my mind, sir, that bringing, a greater arid greater number of students in from abroad would help further the purpose of the
bill.

If I remember correctly, there were last year in the United States

something close to 90,000 foreign Students. Their contacts with the
facultY, and particularly with the students, make it, possible for Amer-

ican students to be exposed to foreign cultures and to find a- better
understanding of the problems .of foreign countries.
ThPrefore, I would suggest that the more we support bringing foreign student;; to this country, the closer we are to fulfilling the purpose of this bill.
Senator-DOMINICK. Thank you, Dean.
Thank, you, Mr. Chairman. I am very sorry, but I do -have to go

at this particular moment.

Senator MORSE. (You have been very. helpful, Senatdr.

Senator Prouty, any questions?

Senator PROUTY. I have, no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MORSE. I have one point I ought to raise .while you are on
the stand,- but it is applicable to all the other Witnesses, too.

I think that this recordshould show -that:this bill is raising great
concern within the Foreign Relations CoMmittee of the Senate. And
I think it is going to raise great concern within the Senatei'and.concern
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that may very well jeopardize its passage, unless there are some clarifications and modifications on it.. As is well known in the Senate,
am an enthusiastic anti particular supporter of the objectives of this
act. And I think it is an essential piece of legislation. But I think,
whatever accommodations have to be worked out must be worked out
to meet the existing, late inquiries about it.
In fact, I think we are going to have, after we complete our hear- .
ings, a consultation with the Foreign Relations Committee of the Sen-

ate in regard to it in order to resolve the growing doubts that exist

in that committee..

Senator Prouty has pointed out the authority that is given to the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. I think unless those
authorities are clearly defined and limited, this bill has no chance of
passage.

CONCERN ABOUT FEDERAL POWER IN EDUCATION

Thereason for this is that there is a growing concern in the Congress about Federal. power in education. And this chairman needs to
yield to no-one in his support over the years for a breakthrough in
Federal aid, which has been accomplished starting
the first year
of the Kennedy administration. And the record is replete with my
assurances that thelegislation that has been proposed heretofore mair
tams a control of educational policies at the local level.

There isn't anything in this bill that guarantees that.. And it is not
intended, I know; that it should. We do have language in the bill that
Federal control is prohibited, on page 6, section 6, but I find it isn't
convincing very many because the authority on allocation; the authority that is vested in the Department of Health, ,Education, and
Welfare, with a lack of standards and criteria for guidance, is arousing grave doubts about this bill.' I am quite surprised about it.
I have already submitted in behalf of the committee, to the Depart7ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, a long list of questions for
them to answer. Their representatives are in the room at the present

time. And may I say, one of the reasons I submitted that long list
was because I think it is very important that this bill be clarified in
regard to the part that the Federal Government will play, not in its

administration, but in the determination of policies under it.
I need not tell you, I am sure, that higher education has been badly
damaged in the last couple of years by various disclosures .of Federal
Governthent grants through the CIA and through the Defense Department and through foreix,,n aid and other Government agencies.
And it raises serious questions as to the impartiality, the academic.
independence, the reliability of various so-called research studies that
haVe been emanating from some of our universities. Any time insti-

tutions of higher 'learning become questioned as far as their impartiality is concerned, terrific damage is done to the whole educational

system of this country. And we are dealing here.only with a. very,
very small fraction of academic life. But it is the old story that one
rotten apple in a barrel can damage the whole barrel, if. the bad apple
isn't ,removed, or the cause for the fermentation isn't removed. And
I think this should be of great concern to the entire academic community, both the public institutions of higher education and the private
institutions.
.
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The American people have just got to be concerned that no segment

of our institutions of higher education become propaganda centers
for governmental policies, sources therefore rationalizing a Governmenrpolicy that may be subject to great dispute and controversy within
the body of politic.
We have seen this happen to some foreign .universities which became

the tools and agents of government. And I think now is the time in
connection with this, bill to adopt whatever controls and checks and

procedures are necessary to give every American complete justification

for believing that our institutions of higher learning are completely
free of any political manipulation in connection with any segment of
their research activity.
One of the counsels has asked me to point out to you,. Dean, that
one of the questions we have filed with the Department of .Health,
Education, and Welfare is this one :
Mr. Secretary, would you agree that the language on page six. Section six.
might be strengthened by the addition, as in the Higher Education At of 19435.
the phrase,_ "or the selection of library resources by any educational institution"
just before the period in line 20? Wouldn't that language also be helpful, which

would read, "or even the editing or publication of 1esearch frtuded by grant
or contracts made ays' tble under the terms of this Act"I?

I cite it to you l ..cause it is some indication of what is concerning
some of us in regard to What we think is a bill which in its present
form is entirely too broad in its language vis-a-vis the maintenance

of checks upon the Federal Government and the_guaranteeing of'complete academic independence on the part of the institutions of higher

learning of this country. Take, for example, the power of allocating
funds. which Senator Dominick qUeridd you about.

The point, I now make is made more to illustrate our troubled minds
than it is to make a specific recommendation for the creation of such
councils as I now refer to. But, .you see, I have so much more Confidence in the institutions of higher learning than I do in administrative policies of the Federal Government ; I have so much more confidence as I sit throughout the debates in the Senate, when it was my
responsibility, assisted by my committee, to take through the Senate
this whole group of educational bills, elenientary, secondary, higher
education facilities, and all the rest, this basic, control remaining at
the local level in these fields.
So in this field I want a bill that doesn't give any critic the slightest
baSis for arguing that we are headed for Federal domination of any
'higher' educational institution that participates in any Federal program. I think it should be just the other way around.
I can well remember back in 1958 when there was great concern,
in the Congress about U.S.-Latin American affairs, that I made the
proposal, and Senator Jack Kennedy, of Massachusetts, seconded it..
and our subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee made it
-oing to tu
unanimous. We Were (r
turn to the institutions of higher
learning and' o research foundations 'and institutes that.had on their
staffs recognized authorities on Latin American problems and who
were qualified to advise the Congress about the extent to which U.S. Latin Americaii relations had deteriorated, and to come to Washing.

.
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ton and tell us what, ought to be studied, what ought to be looked
into, and on the basis of their representation, give them support to
go ahead and do the studies for us.
Senator 'Kennedy- and the other members of the committee and I
took. a position that it was not for us to make the studies. It was
"for us only to commission these authorities, to do the work for the
people of the country through the framework of their Government.
.

And out of those studies came this whole series of monographs that
produced the Alliance for Progress program, which I think happens
to be one of the great contributions in recent times in the field of
foreign policy by various universities in this country, and research
foundations.
VEST POLICY CONTROL IN COUNCIL

I say, Dean, that I just think it is essentialT didn't mean to talk

so long, but because I know who is in the audience, I think this is the
best way for me' to- publicly and officially give them this warning--

I think it is very impoAant that this bill be worked over. In fact,

I had a conference the day before yesterday, and I left that:conference
with the) tentative view that. maybe we would end up introducing a
substitute bill that will at least cover the points that. I am making iin
these remarks, where the control, the political decisions, will be for

the institutions to determine. And that is why I said I would make

a tentative suggestion, which I now make, that in regard to this

power of allocation, because 'of my confidence in the institutions of
higher learning themselves Maybe we should consider the creation
of a Council for International Studies to be organized by the institu-7
t ions of higher learning themselves in this country, and we would give
them. considerable Authority in connection with making recommendations for the programs that are to be carried on under this bill.
It could' bike a 'variety of procedural forms. It conical, have a veto

authority,. or it could have a recommending authority. But I do not

think that the future of the bill .augurs well for itself if that authority is vested in a group of Federal officials.
I don't think the bill can pass ih that form.

We need not only to talk about control of education at. nongovernmental levels, we have got to make certain 'that it will be

practiced.
Sure, Congress has a duty to make certain what Federal money will
be used for. It is too bad that. we weren't informed about that in the

past in regard to some of the appropriations that have apparently

been covertly made, or some of the allocations which in the past have
been covertly made, because in many of those. instances I am satisfied

that if the Foreign Relations Committee and this committee had

known of those allocations, they would not have been implemented.
And I make this statement this morning because I happen to know
the great concern that exists in the Foreign Relations Committee about
this bill, and anion°.t, some of my colleagues that are not on the For-

eign Relation s Committee.

I do not think that the problems that. I have raised are at all in-

surmountable.
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But may I say to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare officials that are in the room at,. the present time I think the
questions that the chairman gave you at the hearing the other day

are of vital importance, and need to he dealt with in depth, so-that we
can work together, as I always wanted to work together, in coming out
with an International Education Act of 1966 that can pass the Senate.

Do you have any commeis you want to make on anything that

I have said, Dean Korbel ? Dr. Davis?
Mr. KORBEL. If I may say so, Mr. Chairman, I fully share your
concern about the problem of the integrity of American universities
and scholars in their academic work. There is a key question. It is
a key to the academicinns and clearly it is a key to the health of this

democracy. It is a key to Americar foreign .policy. On the one
hand I am not impressW. with the scholars who withdraw into an ivory

tower 'without feeling 'he responsibility to the public welfaro of this
country. On the other land, I think they serve best their own scholarship and their. own co Infinity at large, and the Nation, if they are
given more guarantees f free, unfettered inquiry.
These two things, it ems- to me, are perfectly compatible.
.

SECTION 6 STRENGTHENING

Now, the bill does proyide, as you say, in a general way, for individ-

uals and institutions to proceed in their work without any control by

the Federal Government. I think that it can be strengthened-by elaborating in some detail section 6. I am not so sure, sir, whether a transfer of Federal control over this bill to some kind of local control. would

solve the problem. For I think that we can point to certain-examples°
when local control may be more unwelcome than the Federal control.
It seems to me that the key to the problem is really not with the Federal Government. If I may say So, we have received for our program
several Federal grants, and we have never been exposed to any pressure.. But the key, it seems to me; is with the institution and with the
individual scholar. If he is ready, or the institution is ready, to compromise its integrity, there is, of course, then, a serious danger of any
.controlling agency of using for its own purposes the work of that
institution.
Thinking of that, it seems to me that if there is no complete integrity on the part. of the scholar and the institution concerned, then perhaps no provision, no matter how detailed, offers a guarantee of absence Of Government interference. The chief guarantee rests with the
scholar and with the institution.

If you will permit me, sir, perhaps my colleague would like to

elaborate.

Senator MORSE. I would be glad to hear Dr. Davis.
And then I 'Would like to have both of you give further, thought to
this matter, and read in the transcript what the chairman has said this
morning, and then to be perfectly free to offer any supplemental statement on the problem that you wish to. Because now and in the immediate future, in my judgment, is the time to iron out these problems.
Because if we don't do it before we get to the floor of the Senate-I-I-7
think the bill is lost.
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STATEMENT OFVINCENT DAVIS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, GRADU-

ATESCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDS, UNIVERSITY. OF
DENVER, DENVER., COLO.

Mr. DAvis. kr. chairman, the International Studies Association, a
prominent professional society of scholars in the field of international

studies, was privileged to have you as its key speaker at its annual

convention in Detroit in early May. The program for that entire 3-day
convention was designed to focus on precisely the kinds of questionst,
that you have raised here this morning in your remarks. The reason:
for that program having been.designed as it was was because the corn,intinity of scholars, especially in the field of international studies, IS
acutely, actively, and anxiously concerned about, precisely these issues.
,

\

ACADEMIC FREEDOM

o'bes'-heyond the question of Federal control. It goes to thebroader question of the various kinds, sometimes subtle, distortions,
which are imposed upon scholarly activity:by those agencies, in the
many cases private, which provide financial support.

Therefore, based on that particular incident, that particular convention, and many, remarks that I. haVe heard among my scholarly
olleagues throughOut the. Nation, I think certainly is fair to say.
t nit the academic community fully and wholly shares the concern
t iat you. voiced. And, therefore, anything which can be done. to
st engthen this hill in order to make these guarantees.stronger would,

I im certain,

most' Nvelcome within the academic community.

n the other hand, I share Dean Korbel's sentiments as he has just
ex pressed them: 'And I think most, of our colleagues throughout the
pr feSsiou share them. That is to say, we don't, knoW what the ideal
gbh tion is. We-don't- know what would be the best procedural form
in o rder to make't hese' guarantees as ironclad,as possible.

I .ertainly ac,i'ee.:with Dean Korbel that the ultimate answer must
rest .\with the edetermination of the academic institutions and the
scholars which conStitu:te those institutions to maintain their integrity and to resist any froms; however subtle they may be, of pressure

or distortion in the work that they are involved in.
. So in summary, I don't have any answers, but I think it is fair to

say. thqt. the acadernic Community.slmres your concern, and that Dean
. Korbel;and mySelf and all scholarS throughout the, land, I am certain,
would be more than Willing to help work toward improving the solutions thtit may be available to us.

Senator Monsi.:: I thank, you very much T am familiar with that

-1 conference.

think ityas a remarkable conference.
And if there are any supplemental statements in connection' with
the prOceedings or any of theldiscussions of that conference that are
public th\it you wish to file, I will be glad to make them part of the
record of this hearing.
1) wts. The proceedings of that conference/shall be available in
published .form in .a matter of days, or at most, several weeks. I

will see to. it that you and your committee me bers receive copies.
Senator \,.MonsS. Thank you very much. An questions, Senator
Prouty?

.

/
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Senator, I/ROUTY.. No questions.

Senatai MORSE. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

,.

(The following-material was subsequently .supplied for the record)

SUPPLEIA NTAL STATumarer or 'JOSEF KORBEL., DEAN, TUE GRAIILLVCE n e11901. k)8
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, AND. DIRECTOI, SOCIAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, AND J-IV
VINCENT DAVIS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, THE GRADCAT,E SCHOOL CF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
I/
.

At the hearings on the International, Echicatjon Act before the 'Senate's Education Subcommitt on August 19. 1966, *Chairman Wayne,/Morse expressed
ditqger of 'possible interference by, federal agencies in
serious concern
the programs of am emit institutions that would receivegrants under the terms
of the Internation Education Act. Ile expressed the view that Section 6 of
the Bill as it no reads does not provide adequate guarantees -against .such
possible interference.. This statement is respectfully submitted hi response to

Senator Morse's invitatiOn to the oversigned to forward udditional thoughts
on this point for the Subcammittee's consideration:

We would like to state at the outset that we fully share Senator Morse's con-

One of the fundaMental traditions of th.. American system of higher
education and, indeed, of Anivican democracy is that academic and scholarly
pursuits can be effectiVely, undertaken'only in a climate of unfettered inquiry
where the only governing controls 'are the scholar's undeviating commitment to
the search for truth and ltnowledge. and the cross-cheeks and balance's which
this commitmerit 'ins res. The whole academic and scholarly. endeavor world
suffer grievenslv, an therefore could not provide the fruits which the American
people and their
ernment expectof it, if its integrity, were to be weakened by
federal intlur, or centre's over the curriculum, the program, the administration, or the 1 s nnel of any institution of higher edt, ration receiving federal
support. Indeed, one mayo.go even further and add that scholars rightly tend
to maintain a healthy suspicion towards the possibility that any financial benefactorwhethz.g.governmental or non - governmental may attempt. intentionally
or unawares,.to influence or shape an educational institution receiving support
from the benefactor. On the other hard, scholars readily 'concede that these
suspicions can be carried to an extreme. The simple act of deciding to grant
financial support to one institution or program over another isn itself a form
cern.

of influence, such. that the Scholars' suspicions in extreme form Would
W
undermine

the academic endeavor by rejecting on these grounds all proferred support. ..
Several considerations lead us to believe that the seholar'S tendency to suspect.
possible interference or control on the part of financial benefactors. is not wholly
warranted in the case of the International Education ActQof 1966 (11.R. 14643)'.
First, one may say in-broadly general terms that increasing federal support for
"

higher education has not appeared to result in federal interference in or control over supported program's, 'notwithstanding a very few isolated and well
publicized cases apparently to the contrary. Second, and more particularly, the
provisions of the Act stipulate that it will be 'administered by the Department

of Health, Education. and Welfare. Most of the ranking. officials of this Depart-

inent and its predecessor agencies w ) have administered over the 'ears those
federal programs 'relating to higher education have themselves been men and
women with previous distinguished experience in academic life. and who there-.
fore shared the scholar's conviction that federal interference or control- was a
danger greatly to be avoided,: Third;. we have beenmoat favorably impressed
with the fact that this Department appears to take no actionpertaining to those.
programs in higher education which it is assigned to administer except on the
advice of distinguished- committees of outside consultants drawn from the.tuost
respected circles in academic life. Fourth, we can repeat our earlier comments
in which we noted that, although the Graduate School of International Studies
and the University. of Denver more generally have received a number of federal
support grants under various programs, the .repres tatives of Ole cognizant
federal agencies never_ attempted to influence cror think g and planning. They
either accepted or declined our proposals, without urging their own emphasis
and with never a hint of pressure or extraneous purposes.
The federal officials with whom we have dealt in these matters have been men

and women of integrity, high standards, and a sympathetic appreciation for the
nature of the academic enterprise. If one assumes that the Department will ad-
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minister the International lilducatien Act generally in the manner that it has

administeivd
other, legislation pertaining to higher education which has been
assigned to it, there would seem to be little or no opportunity for this or any other
agency of goVernment to utilize .t prov ...ions of this Bill for extraneous purposes,
pertaining to the execution of Ante& .a foreign policy or other aspects of the
foreign relations of the tinged SW WS. As scholars and educators, we are assured
in our own minds that this is a piece of legislation in the field Of education, not
in the field of American foreign policy, mid we are confident that it will be wisely
and intelligently administered by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare itccerding to the ~trout; and prudent precedents established within thig agency
of governthent,
The preservation of peofessiohal integrity and a climate of unfetterto icholarly
inquiry and honest teaching basically depends on the academic (.,mutt .ity itself.

It scholars and teachers do not jealously guard their freedom and uphold their
professional responsibilities to the whole American society and to the cations of
academic endeavor, no law, we humbly submit, as elaborate as it may be, will
secure theth from the dangers of attempted outside interference or control. They
themselves are ultimately the principal guardians. of their right to academie freedoms and of their professional responsibilities. Section 6 of the International
Education Act as .presently written, although couched in brief and simple language, seems to go as far as law can go in recognizing these basic facts and in
'strengthening 'the hand of the academic community in maintaining-its defenses
against outside interference or control. ;
Should the United States Senate nevertheless conclude that the present wording of Section 6. of the International Education Act is too general, we would like
to submit a few thoughts based in part on procedures presently. followed in the
Department of Health, Education and Welfarethat might be useful in _an effort
to elaborate on the present wording. First, on the ai,sumption that a 'special nett/
(fillee will be created within this Department and will be assigned to administer,
the Act, it goes without saying- that this new office 'should be headed by it man of
the highest reputation enjoyifig the full confidence and respect of the Academic
community as well as the governmental community. Second, he should be assisted by a group of advisors including a cezinnittee of consultants drawn from

a broad spectrum within the academic communityof 'equally high' repute.

Third, the instructions which this new office would presumably distribute to institutions and, organizations interested in applying for support Under the terms
of the Act should point to the provisions of .SPAioo 6 and outline specific procedures ty be followed by an applicant towitrl, insuring that the provisions of this
Section are met. Fourth, the Department should provide a reasonably detailed
explanation to any applant whose application was rejected for support, in order
to Make it clear that the rejection did not hinge on the applicant's failure to pursue a program in lithe with purposes extraneous to the Act's purposes. Finally.
the Senate may wish to give some thought to the possibility- of in7orporating
in the Act special provisions or sanctions against those who would violate Section G.

.
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"Crisis and Concepts in International Affairs, Proceedings
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FORE:MAD

The. International Studios Association was organized early in 1959 at
a meeting at the University of California in Berkeley, California.
The
first five meetings of the Association were hold in conjunction with the
In August 1964 the officers of the
Western Political Science Association.
Association decided that the size and diversity of membership ofthe AsTherefore, the
sociation warranted an annual meeting apart from the WPSA.
sixth meeting was scheduled for April 9-10, 1965, to be held at the Broadmoor
Hotel in Colorado Springs as solely an ISA function.

Dr. Fred Sondermann, a former president of ISA and professor of political science at The Colorado College, vas the program chairman for this
'1965 meeting. He was assisted by Dr. William Olson, Chief, Foreign Affairs Division, Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress
(now Associate Dean of the School of International Affairs at Columbia
University) and Dr. E. Raymond Platig, Director of Studies of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. Local arrangements in Colorado Springs
were handled by Major John S. Pustay, USAF, then first vice-president of
He
ISA and Assistant Dean of Instruction of the U.S. Air Force Academy.
was assisted by Captain William E. Albright, Jr., USAF, Department of
Political Science at the U. S. Air Force Academy.
Aid in planning the program and support for the expenses of the
meeting were provided most helpfully by the Social Science Foundation of
the University of Denver, The Colorado Colleie and the Carnegie Endowment for Intornational Peace. The Asia Foundation gave financial support
The
tc ton Asian scholars to attend and participate in this meeting.
Chamber of Commerce of Colorado Springs provided convention staff and
other services for the meeting.
The five papers which follow are only a part of the proceedings of
this sixth annual meeting. Because of limitations of space and because
of the nature of some of the presentations, it has not beer possible to
reproduce here the presentations of five other featured participants or
any of the discussion which followed all of the presentations of papers.
Likewise, the proceedings of the business meeting have not been included
in this report of the meeting.
A major adeL'ess by Dr. Herman Kahn, Director of the Hudson Institute,
did not lend itself to reproduction here because Dr. Kahn made very extensivereference to slides of various chRrts and tables which'could not
be repeated effectively in this text. His talk also was interspersed by
exchanges with members of his audience and these wore not recorded fully.
Howover, muph of what Dr. Kahn said has Appeared in his published writingi
on crises and the escalation of crises.

The panel on "CoLoeptual Problems in the Study of Crisio' with
Richard A. Brody (Stanford), Charles Hermann (Princeton), Charles McClelland (University of Southern California), and Dean qi Pruitt (University
of Delaware) also involved some use of blackboard demonstrations and
illustrations wbich could not be reuroduced here. It is expected that
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some of the ideas and statements from this lively:panel discussion will
be published elsewhere in the near future.
This first annual meeting of the International Studies Association
"on ita am" proved to be highly successful. The growth of ISA during
the past year has made possible several regional meetings in different
parteof the country, sometiMesln oonjunotion with other professional
societies and sometimes under their own auspices. The pattern for the
future wit' likely be along these lines of frequent close cooperation
with other i
--ssional and scholarly sooieties and also regional meetings of ISA sra ss where the membership is sufficient to warrant independent prog
All persc
seriously interested in the study of international affairs
are most oordially invited to join the rapidly growing ranks of the.Inter.
national Studies Aisociation. Inquiries may be addressed to arty of the
ISA national or regional officers listed on the following pages.

John Gange
President

iii
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THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES ASSOCIATION

is devoted to the orderly growth of knowledge oonobrhing'tne impactof nation upon nation
seeks to stimulate study, organize research and promote disoussion
strives to draw together the'teachers, researchers, practitioners.
and all actively concerned with international affairs
aims at cooperation between students of the many fields of knowledge
which contribute to an unaerstanding of the organized relations, offioial and unofficial, among nations

Aotivities
Publication of.the quarterly journal, BACKGROUND, devoted to the exchange of knowledge among members Of various disoiplines oonoerned with
the study of international affairs.
National, regional, and local meetings to,strengthen the 000peration
and understanding of the various disciplines and schools of thought embraced in the field of international affairs.
Coordination of information 'regarding aoademic study and teaohing vt
international affairs, reportson ourrent research being done under the
sponsorship of government, universities and other private organizatione.
Neither the parent AssoCiation nor any of its affiliates undertakes
to promote any political program in the name of.the Assooiation.
National Officers
Charles A. McClelland, Treasurer
and Editorvof BACKGROUND
University of Southern California

John Gange, President
University of Oregon
Edgar S. Furniss, Vice President
Ohio State University

Vincent Davis, Secretary
University of Denver

GoVerning. Council

Chadwick Alger
ISA Program Chairman
Northwestern University

Steven Ebbin
President ISA/Washington Capital Area
Office, Senate Majority Leader

Oliver Benson
President ISA/Southwest
University'of Oklahoma

Ward Morehouse
Chairman ISA/New York Metro. Area
University of State of New York

Ross N. Berkes
Past President ISA
University of Southern California

Fi.ed Sondeemann
Past President ISA
The Colorado College

Edwin H. Fedder
President ISA/South
Hollins College

Maurice Waters
President ISA/Midwest
Wayne State University

.

-

Morton H. Halperin, President ICA /New England, Harvard Univ.
iv
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THE SING- SOVIET CONFLICT - -A CASE STUDY

IN.INTERHATIONAL TENSION

by Robert A. Scalapino, Professor of Political Spienee
University of California (Berkeley) and Editor, Asian Survey
a

The Sino -Soviet dispute, now nearly a decade old, presents an excel lent opportunity.to test certain hotly debated theses concerning interna' tional oommunicm. Do disputes within, the oommunist bloc differ fundamentally
' from those among non-communist states, and require a totally different typo
of analysis? Speoifically, what role doe:, ideology play in communist.disputes? Does the hybrid character of party-to-party/state-to-state relations add a new dimension to an international communist quarrel? Finally,
are tactics. significantly different when the. contestants are all self proclaimed Marxist-Leninists?

-,-

In an effort to deal with these questions, let us first seek the most
basic causes of the SinoSoviet quarrel. Throe issues appear to be
critical. First, in an age when organization is'of supreme importance to
the cammu.lists, an ever -Widening battle has deieloped.ever the fundamental
nature of international communist organization. No generation of communists, it should be noted, his ever bech more skilled in the techniques
of mass mobilization than the present one.' None -has had -more instruments
and techniques for.such purpode'at their command. Necessarily, therefore;
issues involving organizational control are vital.
.
.

Verbal agreenent was reached as early as 1956-1957 on the "oorrect"
new principles that should govern international communist organization.
Clearly, the old system of Soviet domination as practiced in the Comintern
or C.ominform.had to be altered. The allocation of power and authority
within world oommunism had"changed and was scheduled to continuo. changing.
Communist gains had been marked by the creation of national-communist
states, many of them emergn&in sooieties previously. lacking any strong
sense of national identity r commitment. Hence, the first task of the
communists became that of niktion -building, in sharp contrast to the role
of nation-smashing assigned them by'Marx.
Not unnaturally_ therefore, the new orinoivles of international oommuniet organization have been grounded upon-the doctrine of the inviolate
sovereignty of each communist party and state. Remote.seem the days when
each party was treated as a branch of an organically structured international unit. The new communist order provides for the full equality and
autonomy of each party, irrespective of its size, poweri--and degree of.,
responsibility. Decision-making in this new order lip:based uponidiacussion, compromise, consensus, and unanimity. No party can.be bound to an
international position against its will, and.disputes between or among
parties must be settled by the same processes as govern genoral decisions.
Within a single party, the'old rules continue to prevail; namely,
those of-"democratic centralism." Thus, the tight dictatorial control
over each separate party by a small oligarchy or a single man continued
1

-_
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'oh control ie justified on the aoore that the minority must
to exist.
be subject to the majority, and an iron discipline must prevail if the
party ie to achieve its goals. No such rules, however, govern the international coomunist movement. Legitimate international deoisions must be
:based upon eonsensus, not majoritarianism, In theory, 0 Boxha or an
Ulbrioht has the same voioe as a Khrushoher. Never was the present triumph of nationalism over the universalist expirations of the oommunist
oreed more evident than in the rules currently governing international
ocmmunist organization.

.

Rules that do not oonform to political realities, however, are only
rarely effeotive. Naturally, the Soviet Union has found it easier to pronounce these new rules than to observe them. Ironically,.the challenge to
Soviet domination of world communism oame at precisely the time when that
nation had truly acquired the status of a major power. And having attained
.global authority, the Russians had also been vested with awesome new
In any
responsibilities, making egalitarianism all the less attractive.
oase, of oourse, it:would have been diffinult to have reversed the histoiio patterns of'Soiiet dominance over world oommunism quiokly.
equality and autonomy,
Thus, despite its lip service to
the. Soviet Union used all forms of ooeroion and persuaaion in an effort to
secure adherenoe to its, views and policies. Understandably, perhaps, it
was not prepared to accept equality with the Communist, Party of Nepal- -or that of China either. Peking, in turn, quickly assumed the claseio
rule of challenger, taking advantage of the new rules to the maximum peeIts insistence upon full equality and complete autonomy, to-1
..., Bible extent.
gether with its refusal to accept Soviet positions on a number of vital
issues, crsated inoreasing strains and confusion until finally the international oomhunist movement was essentially immobilized as a decisionmaking force., The Moscow agreements or 1957 and 1960 had been reached
only with the!gravest diffioulties, and were approved unanimously mainly
beoause they were subjeot to varying interpretations and empyases.

A second and interrelated issue betWeen Moscow and Peking with broad
ramifihatiops involves the question of what are the appropriate obligations wittOrespeot to economic, political, and military relations among
nnncrete terms. how should one translate "proletariat
internationalism" into meaningful practice? Leaders or tne wyaxer, poorer
communist states and parties have quite naturally hoped for maximum aid
and minimum interference on the part of the Soviet Union. Does not one
comrade help another selflessly and to the full extent of his capacity?
Can any true Marxist-Leninist fail to distinguish carefully between
friend and foe, between class enemy and class al' 7
When one is in the status of a supplicant, such words come easily.
Once again, however, the Soviet'Union has had to adjust theory to its
position as a major world power. At present, Soviet resources must be
---distributed over four oritioal areas if the Russians are to preserve and
-----advance_their world role. First, military parity with the United States
must be maintained at-alloosts......Seconi _internal consumer demands must
be reoognized, and Soviet economic development-beth'in industry and
Third, a more extensive program of
agriculture, must be accelerated.

2

,
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eoonpmio aid and teohnioal assistance to the non-aligned world must be
undertaken. Finally, aid and protection must he advanced to the oommonist blooatatea, partioularly these serving as buffer states to the
Soviet Union.
In Soviet eyes, the first two of these requirements must receive
priority, einoe the military, political, and economio strength of the
Soviet Union will determine the future of world oommunism, in the final
The Russian.leaders lay enormous stress upon the thesis that
analysis.
the Soviet. Union serves n3 an umbrella for the entire reooialist" world
and that unless that umbrella. remains sturdy, all of the elements under
it will suffer. Aid to non-aligned states, moreover, is' as oruoial as
If peaoeful ceexistenoe is to be a
aid givento communist comrades.
meaningful weapon for .the oommunists, vastly more intimate relations with
the neutralist world have to be cultivated. The political struggle oan
only be won by means of taking full advantage of the economio an4 tech-'
nical needs 9f the emerging states, irrespective of their ideologiOal
position of the moment.
Communiat,00mradea certainly needed and deserved support, agreed
Soviet spokesmen, and then they proceeded to argue that Soviet contributions to the oommuniat world constituted an unpreoedented demonstration
of generosity. At the same time, however, each revolutionary aoolety had'
'to make ite own sacrifices, go through its own evolution. The fruit% of
Soviet advances ooming ae a result of. the toil and hardships' of more than
,forty years pould not be dist7ibuted equally among the late-oomerd.

The Ch!nese, for their part, objected both to the amount and terms of
Soviet aselstancle, and to the oonditions surrounding it. When measured
against the American aid program, Soviet aid was meager and withoome ex°options, expensive. Far more important, however, was the foot hat the
Russians used aid and teohnical assistance ae a weapon in the struggle
over policy.. The, withdrawal of Soviet teohnioians, the scrapping of hundreds of agreements, and the refusal' to aid China in aoquiring nuolear
weapons were examples of7blaokmail and the typo of imperialism indistinguish
able from that oharact:ricing the, West. By aiding ouch reactionary governments ae that of Nehru even when the /ndians'were fighting the People's
Republio,- the Soviet leaders were demonstrating the faot that they oould
not distinguish between friend and foe. By substituting their own narrow
interests for the interests of the oommunist world, the Russians were
By replacing revolution
falling into the pit of big-nation chauvinism.
with diplomacy, moreover, the Russians mere betraying the revolutionary
principles of Marxism-Leninism.
'

But what of Chinese polioiee? Did they, as the Russians charged, eonduct their own program of economic and technioal aid in such a manner as to
undermine the unity of the communist world, and forward' Chinese national
interests? Had they not sought to establish a supreMaoy in the Afro-AsianLatin American revolutionary movements, exoluding the Soviet Union wherever
that was possible? Had they not established intimate' relations with
bourgeois and even feudgi-governments whenever it suited their purposes,
meanwhile seeking to destroy the reputation of the SoViet Union throughout
the world?
3
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In sum, bo'th the Soviet Union and the People's Republio of China
utilised an inoreaaing variety of econbmie, political, and military teohNot all of these techniques could
aiques to advanoe their world poaition.
be defined or defended in class terms. Indeed, both nations appeared to
measure relations with other states in relatively nonftideologioaleterme.
Soviet relations were "good"--in different senses to be aura --with such
countries asBulgaria, Finland, Great Britain, India, Algeria., the United
Arab Republio,.and Ethiopia. Chinese.relations were cordial with Cambodia,
Soviet relaNorth Korea, Indonesia, Nepal, Guinea, Tanzania, and Cuba.
tions were improving with the United Stites and Italy. 'Chinese relations
were improving with Pakisfan and France, As the network of ties beoame
more complex for eaoh oommunist giant, strains on their 'mutual relations
grew more serious in'oertain respeots, and the needs,for iniimaoy'were in
some measure reduoed.

.

.

The third basic issue between Russia and China relates to the appropriate tactics and strategy for communist victory in the twentieth century.
The Soviet position essentially rests upon a ooncapt of nation-to4tation
eavily upon the belief that
competition with the United States and relies
11 bring eventual
gradual indreasee in Soviet produotivity and
ictory. through evolutionary, peaoeful means. Russia places a maj11- emphapis upon the natural development of the world, assuming that "nationalhNIrgeois" states, aided in their programs, will come to socialism as the
Peaceful competition to the Russuperior system over a period of time.
sians means the use of all forme of economic, politioal, and "national
liberation" techniques, but the avoidance of nuolear war and the final
relianoe upon the growth of total Soviet power.
Cotmenist China oannot oonceive of effective nation-to-nation compe-:
t ition with the United States in the foreseeable future. Thus, she advances
an alternative strategy--unfolding the world revolution and thereby di /parsing American power. Like Lenin in the era when Soviet power was weak,
revolutionary themes predoMinate in Chinese leadership circles. China
sees American imperialism as the central enemy, and a united front of
Asian, African and Latin Ameridien'revolutionary movements I the method
of defeating this'enemy. Any suggestion of acoommodation with the United
States evokes Peking's anger, and-while not anxious themselves to risk war
with America, the Chinese Communists insist that true Marxist-Leninists
744:17 srr.rt.14.m by 441A threats
nub U. Ui.ve,11 .
of-nuclear war.

.

These different taotical and strategic approaches stem from basic
.differences in the timings of the Russian and Chinese revolutions, the
stages of-development, and the degrees of power possessed-by the two
societies. The polemics, of oourse, push these differenoes to an extreme
length. The Russians accuse the Chinese of being willing to plunge the
world into nuclear=war, believing in the primitive notion that men are
still more/important to victory than weapons when millions of lives would
be sacrificed. The Chinese charge 'that the Russians, enamoured of their
new world role, are seeking to join an alliance with the United Statea to
block China,.and are afield to challenge American imperialism on behalf of
the revolutionary oause.
4
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Compared to the throe basic issues outlined above, the pure nationalist and pure ideological questions dividing the Soviot Union and Communist
China are strictly secondary and derivative. That does not imply, of
'course, that aloh issues are trivial and unimportant. The quarrel over
Indeed, in
boundary questions, for example, is very serious at present.
August 1964, Chen Yi, Chinese Foreign Minister, appeared to admit that
the Russians might even aid the AMericans in the event of a future war be7.
tween the United States And China. Speaking to Asian and African dolegatee
returning homefrom the Tokyo Anti-bomb Conference, he asserted, "Let us
take the worst. The Amerioans might ocoupy our.southern provinces, Emustuns, Kwanssi, Yunnan.
Even suppose Khrushohev seized Sinkiang and tho
northeast (Manchuria)' and occupied Peking.
Muoh of China remains where
I personally come from Szechuanl
millions of people will resist invaders.
I would continue to fight from the hills of Szechuan."1
The boundary issue, however, covld only have become serious in the
,context -of a previously existing cleavage. It was not a primary causative
In recent
factor. The purely ideological issues are Aimilar in character.
years, the Chinese have developed the argument that under Khrushchev, the
Soviet Union began to revert to capitalism, ae had Yugoslavia under Tito.
They also insisted that the Soviet abandonment of the cherished Mai.4an
principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat for a concept of a government of the whole people constituterd another' evidence of the basic
revisionist tendencies of the Khrushchev clique. Such issues, however,
Ideology was
were merely a means of garnishing the anti-Soviet'disl',
oritioally involved in the main stream arguments on a substantive basis
only in connection with the war /peace issue.
The evidenoe thus suggests that the current dispute between Russia
and China, in terms of its root causes, doos not diffor in any major
respects from many of the Anter-state quarrels that have been gontomporary
to our times. The fundamental issues in such oonfliots relate/to different
concepts of national interest ae fashioned by competitive elited and underwritten by the differences in culture, economic development, political
institutions and values, and status in the,world-. In some cases,..these
them.
latter factors work to contain dispUtes; 4tgothers, to_
In any case, each state tends to define its own interests as .tho interests
of the larger community, and to solicit supra-national support for them.
.

In the case of the Soviet :Union and the-Ppople!s Republic, as we
have noted, the subStantial differences in culture, economic development,
and international status definitely complicated relations, but ironically,
the close similarities. in political institutions and values added'even
It is in this latter factor that the Sine-Soviet
greater complications.
dispute.takes on certain unique qualities. Ideology, as ae have sebn,
cannot in itself be considered a major issue in the quarrel. But-in certain very fundamental terms; ideology playa a major role in the dispute.

1

,

Anna Louise Strong, Letters from China, Numbers_11-20, Peking; 1964;
p. 172.
,.

5
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nevertheless. The Communist bloc at present is caught in an exceedingly
Idiffidult paradox: a pluralistic, communist world system is serviqed by a
monolitEio,ideology. A number of oommunististatez have emerged in the
last twenty years very different in their charaete
and'needs, yet each
must pay homage to, an ideology that is eAtrpmely d mending, and permits
only a single truth. In comparison With Western 1 iberalism, whi.lh currently places few restraints upon inter-state relations and shows great
nexibility, Marxism - Leninism represents a highly.rigid and oonstrioting
dootrine that insistently demands a separation between the orthodox and
the heretical, truth and faldity.

In these terms, Marxism-Leninism exaoerbates any quarrel Over national
Interests by immediately broadening and deepening the conflict. It requires
that a total judgment be made with respect to the oontestants, a judgment
Communist
that must encompass the full range of their policies and values.
To-appreideology also has a direct impact upon the tactics of dispute.
ciate this fact, let us review very briefly the five stages through which
the Sino-Sovlet quarrel has passed np to dat0.2
The-first-stage Was characterized by primary reliance upqn secret bi - -/
lateral disousiotis between high Soviet and Chinese officials in the
1956-57period. These discussions, couched in moderate language and
shared with few if may comrades outside' top Soviet-Chinese oiroles, were
conducted on a strictly party-to-party basis. The second stage began in
the fall of 1957, when the debate was carried into the main stream of the
international communist movement as a result of the Moscow Conference.
'This stage ended in the explosive interparty and interpersonal attacks
that took place in Bucharest and Moseow-in 1960. By this time, state-tostate relations were involved, because the Soviet Union hid begun put:naive
Both major
aotiorie at the state level agpinst both Albania and China.
'parties, moreover, were involved in internal interferenoe in tho affairs
of the other; and this was hiving-repercussions upon every communist party
in the world. ,
.

The public attack upon Albania by Ithushchev in October 1961 inaugu,rated the third Stage and marked the official entry of,A-he dispute into
the public arena. Verbal symbolisms now b., -n i-.,,,.,. end- important role
Yamdslavia was used
,--.1-4=f ." ^.0- 1--11
--.3o represent the Soviet Union; Aibn, ,. sar7ed as Z1' stand -in for the

Peoples Republic. The controve-,y was now garbed in appropriate idedlogical coating so es to -,,,e .,.t a legitimate Maricist- Leninist dispute,
and everyword was elr-..Y4 weighed and measured. Tile pressure upon all
communist part es '. .,,.Iare themselves sharply,increased, since none
State-tocould be neutral v ....,,:: issues of truth and error were involved.
state relations between the Soviet-Union and China sharply deteriorated,
with each side accusing the'ather of subversive activities and inter,
ference in internal affairs.

A fourth stage developed in the fall of 1962, at the time of the
crises'over Yugoslavia, Cuba and India. Terms like "some.people" and
"some parties" gradually replaced the use of Yugoslavia and Albania as
targets. The main contestants, still cicaked in anonymity,-were now being
_.,
.

.

2This .section is adapted troM_sixarticle, "The Sino-Soviet Conflict
in Perspective," in The Annals of the Am6rican Academy of Political and
-siocial Science, Vol. 351, January 1964, pp. 1-14.
6
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.
brought to the front. Open criticism of the Chinese Communist Party,
moreover, issued from the various party oongresses held in Eastern Europe
during the winter of 19627,63. and the Chinese quiokly retaliated by pubfishing a aerioe of pamphlets setting forth their position in comprehensive
fashion and exooriating their opponents:

The fifth and present stage was opened by the famous June 14 letter.
from Peking and the abortive Modoow meeting of July 1963 which'followed
lese than one month later. For the first time, tho Chinese openly and
vehemently attaoked Ehrushohev by name, and denOunoed him and his party as
leaders of-the.revisioniat movement of the world. Peking now sought nothing
less than the overthrow of Ehrushohav and the repudiation of'the CPSU by
all "true. Marxist-Leninist parties." This oreated a split in many oommuniet"
parties, With pro- Modoow, pro -Peking.and neutralist factionseemerging:
Stateto-state,relatione between tho two primaryepponents continued very
bad, with minimal.eoonomio and political interohange. Indeed, serious
border problems and troop build;.ups suggested that,armed oonfliot was not
beyond the-realm of possibility.
',...

.

,

'I'Mwvb' ahould interest us in conneotion with these five etages is the

degree to which'ideolugy and tho problem of dual rations (party-to-party/
'tats -to- state) affeoted. the evolution of the oonfliot. Ehat role did
ideology play? Firetiras soon as the oontraiersy shifted from eeoret bilateral Soviet - Chinese disoussiona, and- particularly when it reaohed the
publio arena, eaoh party,beoame extremely oonsOious of' the need tolegiti Thus; the attention paid to what
mine its position in ideological terms.

conatituted"ocrreot Mariise-Leninismu became fax more extensive than sUoh
ideological justifi ation would have beengin a eimilardispute between now..
communiet states, although not necesprily.;Mora oritioal tothe sotual
issues involved.
-

The historio taotios of dispute developed by the Marxist -Leninista,
moreover, were now ;brought into play against communists, by each other.

'

Words, phrases, and sieoial terms were oreated and used insuoh a fashion
as to make'poseible intricate signalling-and innmmerable forms-of °sow.
lation and deescalation. The.subtletiee involved in the oarefully
measured inorementa of M-L language are infinitely greater than those
For
that have evolved tin the normal laneuaze of international dispute.
this reason, incidentally, oOntent analysis, properly utilised, oan bo
en exoellent methrid of approaching the oonfliot.
.

Marxian taotlios of dispute have always involved- more than words, of
course, and the bIOnding of "legal" and "illegal" tactics has been,
Charaoterietic of this dispute since its outset. Once again, eince there
is ideological justifioation for suoh actions, the oommunies are in the
Inourious position of-turning their ideology in against themstIves.
evitably,:therefore; the. dispute pust.finally center upon who is the true
Marxist-Leninist_and therefore, who.has the right to command Marxist
a
tactics in-the ham of truth.
:,

The hybrid ch actor of communist relations greatly complicates all
of these questionei .'The evidence clearly indicates that it hab been impossible to aspire e party-to-party and state-to-state relations, although.
both sides made sore attempt to do so. As we have suggested, the prooeduree
.

7
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involved in.partp.to-party relations'had a very different tradition than
those normally associated with)state-to-state relations, and despite the
attempt to alter that tradition, bringing'it into greater oonformity with
state -to- 'state norms, party relations, by their very nature, must remain
different. Many oommunist.partiea, for example, lack any real power base,
and do net have the authority to hOnor agreementsor realize programs.
Party relations in some digree at least must be characterized by a level
of intimaey and a ran f of techniques that place them apart from, and
often, Ali cont.r.Z.4;tion tetate-to wstate relations. The international
communist moveuent must stillface the difficult task of reconciling its
commitments to revolution and subversion with its commitments to peaceful
ociexistence and legitimacy. The 'evolution of the Sino-Soviet confliot
demonstrates clearly that ever within the oommunist camp--or should.one
say; especially Within the communist camp'--no'such reconciliation has taken
place.
1.
,

,,

-

,

In summary, both ideology and the hybrid nature of oommunist political
relations haie'eontribued oertain important.sileciaI-qualities-to-the-SinoSoViet dispute. These special qualities must-be taken into consideration
when selecting the methods to be used in studyiiig this conflict and the
In its broadest dimen-'
types of analysis best suited to its understandptg.
sions, however, the struggle between the Soviet union and the People's.
Republic'partakTs of:mott of the'same ingredients as compose disputes among
and between
tommin.st states. Issues ofnational interest and,sovereign
rights, betr y g P.. powerful force of nationalism in our times, project
themselves f.,i-eft. r into all efforts to create meaningful supranational
4211e, the diffusion of. military and pvlitical power
organizationS. M'
sa, adding new centrifugal elements to the oontemporary
in the world;O,nt
,political seenii. A common ideology has never been sufficient to bridge
',Chasms, and in the case of the communist world, ideology
these types
serves to wide the gap.
If the Siio- Soviet alliance is.to be rebuilt, it will have to rest
upon more traditiOnal, prosaic foundations then the possession of a common.
dream for mankind. In the pursuit of dreams, leaders suddenly find tholepaths that are.diotated by immediate needs and interests. The requirements
for any meaningful alliance today lie more in the development of common
levels-of deVelopment and common institutions- -hence meaningful inter,'

action hcaeccoptou prouew.,.., .,. 1. ..,......+J rs,.....`° ---- lr. --""-"-0
the People13 lepublic is correct in turting:away.frOm the Soviet Union and
casting out its line in the Asian-African world.
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AGGREGATION OF PONER-AN APPROACH TO POLITICS IN EMERGING COUNTRIES
by VG Howard Wriggins, Researoh Assooiate, Washington
Center of Foreign Polioy Researoh, on temporary leave
froM the Polioy Planning Counoil, Department of State

I have booms° increasingly impressed with the politioal diffioulties
faoing the leaders of newly independent oountries. These difficulties
have turnod out.to be much greater than the new leaders bargained for. The
present situation, it seems to me, is one of increasing disappointment, in
many =sea bordoring on despair. The followers who oheered during the inde..
pendenoe struggle have not automatically supported new leaders in the years
since. During the effort to obtain independenoe, there was an illusion of
national unity transcending traditional differences. This illusion has long
ago been shattered as linguistic), regional, religious, ethnic) and other differences have thrust themselves forward. Moreover, the traditionalists who
had oloee followings on the basis of primordial, traditional loyalties have
been muoh more entrenohed and indeed respectod by the bulk of the populaIn Afrioa, particularly,
tion than the independence leadership expected.
there has been a continued, intimate dependence on former metropolitan
countries for such support as special trade arrangements and bureauoratio
advisor!. Bureaucratic performance has been much harder to sustain than
was eApeoted. in addition, of course, there are all the speoial diffioulties associated with economic development.
.

For purposes of this evening's discussion, I would like to be rather
old-fashioned. I woul' like to put the struggle for politioal power in
I say,
newly independent countries at the oenter of our attention tonight.
old-feshioned, beoause it is my impression that our oomparative politics
literature has become overly subtle, has slipped so far toward social systome analysis that we have forgotten what worries the man in top responsibility most acutely. He must ask himaelf all the time--do I have sufficient
power to acoomplish the ends I seek? Do I have sufficient power to survive
beyond next week? Who can I oount on for support? How do I extend my
baoking? Who will oppose mo? How do I ensure that my opponents do not
sweep me away?
These are the central concerns of men-in-goversment in underdeveloped
But the questions aro posed with
peculiar urgency in underdeveicpod countries because those now in power do
not profit from a long inherited institutional framework, political values
and rulesof the game which set limits to and restrain their political
opponents. There are fewer restraints on those not in office; there is
lose legitimacy,to induce acceptance of their will. Leaders in new oountries are perforce more preoccupied with the problem of power aggregation
than our leaders need to be. Our diplomats must contend with this preoccupation of the leadora of the govornmonts to which they are accredited.
And ao ahould those of us who are scholars concerned with diplomacy and
international politics.

countriesas in developed countries.

'
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I would therefore like to eay something about the oritical problem of
aggregating or aocumulating and utilizing politioal power. This will call
for a few observations, first on prinoipal aspeots of this notion, seoondly,
some paragraphs on the type of group analysis we-mbet undertake to understand the politioal reeouroee and liabilitiee of a partioular regime.
Thirdly, I will then attempt to identify a few of the most striking
examples of politioal strategies used by different etatesMen in efforts to
improve their power position against their political opponents.
I need not etress that these are preliminary observations, some tentative notions. And one reason I agreed to GO= talk to you was the hope
that out of our exchange I might sharpen my own underetanding of these
problems'and have the insufficiencies of this approach more critioally
reviewed. I would also make olear at the outset that these are my personal
views and judgments, and shOuld not be construed as representing offioial
thinking or offioial pr'licy. So muoh.by way of introduotion.

The Agg:-..gation of Politioal Power

It is my contention that the central problem, indeed the most fundamental problem, facing unierdeveloped'countriee ooncerne the organizatiLu
One of the oritical oharaoteristios
or the aggregation of politioal power.
of emerging countries is the underorganization of political power. Poliwhioh can be properly translated into governmental
tioal power in for
effeotivenees ie lacking. Leaders and elites in underdeveloped counriee
only rarely are truly offeotive. Most of them are beset by a sense of
near helplessnees. Publio order is uncertain; they cannot Oa sure whose
support to count on. Laoking well-established interest groups, it is diffioult for them to assess correctly whose protests need be heeded and
whose represent nothing but the whim of self-important noise makers.
By political power in this discussion, I mean the'ability of leaders
to survive politioally and to achieve what they intend. For this ocneideration, politioal power has both an input and an output side. Power
is aggregated by assooiating with oneself others Who have the ability to
influence the behavior of still others. These may be oivilian bureauorate,
or generals or colonels, religious leaders or men with money, men who hold
traditional positions of influence in rural areae or trade union leaders
etc.--wen in groups who have influenoe over.still others. This is an
acquisitive function. But these relationship; cannotlObg be rustained
unless thu potential influence one acquires is utilized, if it is expended
on rewarding the faith Sul, inducing °henges eupportera desire, in preventing changes supporters fear. It is a oompetitive enterprise, in which
one's opponents, too, have sources of strength and may rally their supporters against oneself or one's allies.
Generalizing on the problem of power aggregation is diffioult, einoe
eaoh regime is different. Moreover, the level of power required depends

10
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upon'the goals the regime sets and the obstaoles which have to be overoome. Typioally, new regimes have set very bold objectives, offering
great promises and grand. proposals designed to overcome in a decade the
lag of centuries. To achieve their ends, they need great power of their
own, or the ability to enlist the energies and Oooperatfbn of other
elements of their sooiety toward these purposes. But oapability usually
talls'far short of purPose. The sources of obstacle and opposition may
be of enormous variety, We will look into some'of them in a few moments.
The oritioal obstacles may not ba so much lack of oapaoity in the regime
itself, but power lying elsewhere, whether in ethnic, interest or in
other groups, and capable of obstructing the leadership's purposes, though
incapable of providing mare .effeotive alternatives.
In considering the problem of power aggregation we must recognise that
political life in underdeveloped countries, though not a sero sum game
There ones awn gain is automatioally &mottoes loss, often approaches
just that, This is particularly so where competition for effective power,
relative status, or for the appurtenanoes of power, are the principal
stakes. If wealth within an expanding eoonomy or opportunities for careers
open to talent in an expanding situation are the principal stakes, then
If, as in many
politics can be generally a fairly cooperative game.
Western countries, after one loses office, one oan return to one's law firm
and even improve one's material position, rise in local social status and
have more leisure,' not much is lost. But in many'underdeveloped countries1
the stakes of losing office are very great indeed. While one's life may
not be lost if on him to resign, often opportunities for enriohment and
for status disappear. One may, in fact, is often happens, find oneself
precipitated intO an obscurity from *doh only later political suooess
will make it possible to return. Where oan former Prime Ministers find
responsibilities with dignity? There are not enough College Presidencies
availablet

If we as observers assume a Smithian man, seeking to maximize his
eoonomio advantage by reasonable competition against and 'cooperation with
It is usually
otharsr the true quality of_political life will be missed'.
an intensely competitive and personal struggle for relative power and
position, often at the cost of other values, including sensible approaches
to collaboration and long run eoonomio improvements. This possibly very
intense competition for power between individuals and groups is distinguishable from the "ofimpetitive political system" discussed by Lipset, Almond
and Coleman, eto. where a rather institutionalised political party oompe.,
tition is assumed. As I see-it, the competitive political struggle takes
place within parties, as well as between them; it can be ioute where there
It is. oompeare no parties or where there is only one inclusive party.
titian of personal or group rivalry, not the sort of tamed inter-party
°competition me so often set as the model and the outcome of demooratio
development.
Before exploring some aspects of the problem of power aggregation, a
word should be said about ends. Aggregating power, aooumulating enough
to perform necessary governmental funotions, is not an end in itself. It
is a means to the end of having one's way in the pepuliar political oontext of eaohloountry and to move toward that continuity of policy and
To
order whioh sooner or later must underlie a satisfertory polity.
11
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.explore the, problem of aggregating power does not mean that one neoessarily is nn the side of the tyrants or those who oarry the aggregation
to the extreme of, soy, Duvalier in Haiti. The legitimacy of this concern stems, however, from the twin beliefs that a substantial minimum of
political power must be concentrated in the hands of those who are
responsible for affairs, and that most underdeveloped polities suffer
It
not from an excess of concentrated power but from an insufficiency.
is possible'to argue in this connection that in instances where there is
euoh an over-centralization of government decision - making that government
bogs down and initiative is repressed, a greater deoentralization of government deasion would in fact improve the power position of the government-- i.e. its ability to accomplish what it wants to accomplish. Indeed,
the American example of dispersed power is often used ae a basis for reoomMending that there should be greater diffusion of power in emerging
countrijbe.

Unhappily, the analogy of U. S. development is likely to be more distracting than helpful. As Clinton Roasiter and others have pointed out,
in addition to dispersed political pow er, there were many cultural,
religious and institutional characteristics of the American colonies which
do not obtain today in underdeveloped countries. Resources were bountiful;
there was no population explosion. Most of the colonies wore the most
advanced oommunities anywhere in terms of political participation and in
By
the deiands made upon the government by the politioally active.
contrast, the'politioally active in most underdeveloped countries today
have before them models of high standards of living, levels of education,
standards of government services and full participation unheard of in
oolonial timee. While our leaders were gaining their experience and our
institutions were taking their critical'form prior to the Revolution, our
own franchise practices were restricted. A substantial proportion of our
adult population was effeotively excluded from the franchise or politioal
activity generally. By contrast, moat newly independent countries have
experienced an explosion of political partiOipation which finds its only
parallel in their own exploding populations. Moreover, within our own
society there were many associations, largely religious, but also town,
county, etc. in which individuals could experiment with responsibility
and democratic practice which infused our society with that unusual
degree of egalitarianism which so struck de Tooqueville. By oontrast,
most underdeveloped oountries are marked by sharp stratification- of an
ethnio, ascriptive sort which individuals oannot easily escapo--and do not
feel a desire to.detach themselves from. Finally, one might mention
language, and the peculiar homogeneity of language in the colonies. By
rging countries alb beset with numerous linguistic difcontrairt, moo
JL,ormously complicate not only the task of political cookferenoes
munioation and education, but the formation of that underlying consenaue
of oulture and assumption on which national sentiment most easily and
deeply grows.
This is not the place to pursue further the general argument that
analogies drawn from U. S. experience are likely to be most distracting
than helpful. I wish to make the point that merely because power was
dispersed in the oolonies in the 1750'a and 1760's .does not mean that
an analogous dispersion of power would be likely to produce in the 1960's
the same results in most underdeveloped eountrieev
12
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There are a number of principal variables affecting the aggregation
Cr accumulation of political power.
First in time, though not neoessarily the most important, is the
presence or absence of the power, the acquiescence, the support that
comes from legitimacy. Mao a particular ruler come to power in a way to
confirm his legitimacy, or has he in fact seized power on his own? Or,
even if he has not seized power, did his mode of acquiring power bestow
legitimacy upon him, for even legally constitutiopal methods may not yet
If he lacks
perform this magic function in the eyes of many citizens?
it, a considerable portion of his effort must be devoted to acquiring the
necessary legitimacy.
In moat underdeveloped countries, successful leadership of the independence struggle in itself gave to the independence fathers political
legitimaoy. The respected independence leader may pass on his legitimacy
In
by a laying onof hands to the chosen leader of the next generation.
In one, a wife succeeded
several countries sons have succeeded fathers.
a husband. Nehru suoceeded Gandhi. Where, however, there has been no
regulated transfer of-power to successors, the leaders who seized power
have had difficulties. These difficulties, of course, can be overcome,
as has been demonstrated by the number of regimes which have come to power
through coups d'etat and yet survived. But they must make a special effort
to overcome this handicap.

A second important variable is the nature of the leader and his
relationship to his entourage. Some leaders have been able to count on
a loyal, homogeneous entourage, prepared to follow his instructions and
In some instances, collective leadership
not argue back very muoh.
appears to be fully accepted and the place and role of dissenters and
Hawcontenders within the entourage has been relatively well-understood.
ever, where understandings are missing, and there are ambitious or disputatious contenders, the leader may have serious difficulty. Moreover,
if the entourage is itself divided, either on the basis of professional,
ethnic or regional background, contention may be very intense.
It may also be divided on generational grounds, in that younger men
who were necessary as organizers or early activists for the original move
toward-power may find themselvei insufficiently represented in the inner
indeed, in sore instances, the leader
councils once power is achieved.
can never be sure that members of his own entourage are not quietly using
any responsibility he gives them as an opportunity to build their own followings in order soon to displaoe him.
But apart from the entourage, a leader and the entourage have a-broad
spectrum of possible sources of political support. His ability to aggregate sufficient power for his task will depend a great deal on the organizational armature he and his entourage inherit or create, on the organized
sources of social power he can call on for support and what his competitors

can command:
The most obvious element of a political system we tend to look to is
NW ask whether the regime has an adequate political party--and

a party.
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the oomgexity and variety of possible typal of political parties are wellknown However, one of the important and unusual characteristioa of some
underdeveloped countries is that there in no political party in the sense
we intend when discussing parties in Western Europe. One must look to
additional types of organiiations to gee where the regime deri.vas its
principal sources of power.
Primary, of course, are the instruments of executive power, the state
bureaucracy, the military and civil officials, police, and th000 elements'
of the bureaucracy providing the regime with information on their foes,
tho public mood, the centers of discontent- -the intelligence arm.
In many countries, indeed, it is the oivilian bureaucracy which seems
to give the main frame and armature to the otherwise highly amorphous,
still ill-formed fledgling state. Fred Riggs'and others have discussed
special problems and rolea of the bureaucracy. In many instances, there
is much leas there than meets the eye. There are NiniatTies and civil
servants and other bureaucratic paraphernalia, and there is a presumption
that the' bureaucracy ie an instrument of effectiveness. All too often, 1
however, the writ of the Minister stopi at hie office door; the apparent:
bureaucracy lacks operative capability. On the other hand, it remains
true in many emerging countries that the bureaucracy is the most important element of.politioalpower and overshadows legislatures, parties and
interest groups. Political analysis in such instances, therefore, calls
for intense understanding of recruitment, values and political rules of
the game of those in the upper reaohes of the bureaucracy. Political survival depends upon a leader's ability to enlist and sustain the loyalty
and obedience of the bureaucratic leadership.

The relationship between the leader and the military is such an
obvious consideration that it would seem to need little mention here, but
one of the remarkable aepecta of the academic literature on these subjects
is that very rarely is the relation between the civilian Leadership and
the military establishment adequately spelled out. There have recently
been several examples in Africa where leaders were blown away by only a
Blight wind of public discontent precisely because they did not have a
solid base of committed followers in the military. One regime has been
Indeed, if one were
saved by the landing oPless than 100 British troops.
might'
to ask what element of politioal structure is most neoeasary, one
well single out-a sufficient relationship between the regime and the army
and bureaucracy. And in many regimes, these relationships are quite prior
to the necessity for establishing a political party.
In mast emerging countries, funotional interest groups are only
ethnic, linv
beginning. Loyalties associate more particularly around
These are far
guistio, religious and regional awareness and interests.
more important than the funoti0nal interest groups whioh underlie so
muoh of our political analysis. There are special problems associated
with seeking the support of such traditional groupings. All too frequently,
if yost gain Lho aurp.rt. of one of these groups, you thereby automatically
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lose the support of others who for onerations have been antagonistio to
the new ally. In addition, of oourse, in some countries therm would be
a series of relatively modern organisations like trade unions, professional assooiations and so on, usually transcending traditional differences but often not yet holding the loyalty of their followers in a political orunoh.
It ie out of a oombination of different oomponents of sooial power in
the sooiety that a government aggregate, sufficient politioal power to
survive and to carry out neoessary governmental functions.
0

The sufficiency of these elements of power will depend,'of course, a
great deal upon the tasks governments seek to undertake and the opposition
oon...
brought spinet them. The nature o1 the opposition will depend to
siderable extent on the rules of the politioal game as they are looally
understood. Notions about the appropriate role of violenoe for political
competition ,for example, will be oritioal to the terms of the political
game.
To the extent that followers support a particular man rather than
an institution to that extent will political emotions be oonsiderably
more intense 41d political strife probably more aoute.
It would be bootlegs to attempt a detailed analysis of posSible
eouroee of opposition., However, .there are several general ohaervatione
one oan make about the special sources of difficulty facing regimes in
emerging countries.
In the first place, one Should identify the generational difforenoe.
It
This ie rot merely difference between the elderly and the youthful.
is more a difference of the independence generation who had one type of
hfistoric experience and the youthful who have had another, including a
different eduoation and a fundamentally.different experienoe of political
life. Secondly, the pattern of education which has spread through most
of the underdeveloped countries is rapidly developing a student body increasingly detached from their looal environment and yet, except among the
very few reoeiving the best education, not necessarily more capable of
dealing with the problems which their oountriee face. Thirdly ie s mood
whioh Shile hae well described, the mood of oppoeitionimm deriving in
part Ppm the tradition of opposition politics during the independent).
struggle, but also reflective of a widespread romanticism about politioe.
There is in many countries an idealised vision of what the good leader
ehould be a man of almost supernatural,powars, like the idealised father
of one'a youth,. the one who can do anything. The leader Lea all - powerful
means, perhaps a magic wand or inoantations of some sort, to solve all
problems. If he doesn't, it iibeoeuse of bad will, or he has been bought
or has been oorrupted in other ways. The main buaineas of mature politics,
the oompromiee, the adjustment, the painful, protracted disouceion and a
sharing out of half-loaves, is something repugnant, and even bcse.

Fourthly, leaders of new nations also face an acute problem of
paroohialism. Men's real and deep attachments are to their regions of
origin, their clans, their primordial groups which make up the mosaio
sooiety. Even those apparently most westernised and above the fissures
of their societies. are, with part e themselves, committed to parochial
15
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involvements. Particularly when the going gets tough, when situations beocme shaky, when the level of anxiety and unoertainty rises; there tends
to be a reversion to those loyalties whioh are deepest, that is, those
which lead bank to early experiences of trust - -one's tribe, olan, caste,
region or ethnio group of origin. Renee, those who are peroeptive have
a gnawing fear that some small tension or minor quarrel will fragment
their sooiety; those who do not understand act in sufah-a way as to risk
just that. Indeed, it is possible that premature demooratio politios with
a hasty search for those issues and sentiments whioh will mobilise a mass
following will exaggerate the very parochialism whioh national development
must overcome.

In Some countries, there have been notable examples of leaders who
for leek of tnaginatOn or insufficiently experienced staff aides, have
difficulty in looking vary far'ahead to the possible politioal or sooia2
consequenoes of impending aotions- -for all these reasons, the aide effeots
or more ultimate oonsequenoes of otherwise attraotive polioies are not
taken seriously.
Finally, one might rbntion the problem of now men, individuals who,
by virtue of education, teohnical skills or unusual experienoe in their
own fannies or elsewhere, are essentially problem solvers in the new,
more modern.seotors. They may be the army oolonels, the middle level
bureaucrats; they will be the impatient ones, anxious to get on with the
jobs for which they are qualified, frustrated by the inertia, the parochialism, the misuse of.resources on behalf of traditional loyalties and
who are wellocamitments, the unreadiness to hurt the feelings of those
born but do not know how to. perform7well. These young men know how to
ability
organise, to manage the bureauoracy. They may overestimate their
to relate the bureauoratio maohine to the wider population, which is so
Leaders must find Ways to enlist these new men
very different from them.
on behalf of the government, or else they must be immobilised and blocked
in their politioal aspirations until they oan be inoorporated into a politidal system Strong enough to absorb them without permitting them to take
central. A22 foga often they hive a simplistio notion of .the tasks ahead
just what
and the impediments
in. the way. Sometimes, of oourse, they are
i
an Olympian dootor would prescribe for a siok and stagnant polity.
Eoonomio development is proving to be much more diffioult than had
development is any
earlier been assumed. This does not mean that eoonomio
that governments will
less neoeesary. Indeed, it is part of my assumptions
have to'demenstrate to their increasingly educated and numerous'popnla.
its people. Without
tions that the regime in power does in fact oars for
to share amok
expanding opportunities for talent and increasing resources
will increasingly
inoreasingly articulate political participants, ooeroion
be neoessary if regimes are to survive. But economic, development is
simply a more oomplex and subtle prooess, associated with more politioal
deoade ago, Finally, coooontroversyland oonfliot than was expeoted
mimic, development is neoessary so that a regime may have suffioient
the key power groups in
resources available to provide patronage to keep
line.

On the. other hand, there are rather typioal,politioal diffioulties
.1-e, develop creonomioally. Most fundamental

rhinb innn1F. ex... I.1..
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is the matter of evolving a broad polj.tioal agreement on what should be
done. It is widely assumed that econoMic development will benefit all
equally. This is false, and those in underdeveloped countries who are

aotive in business or.polities are quiok to sense who will be advantaged
by which devel6pmental-or taxation polioies, and whose interests will be
harmed. Most responses'to controversy over eoonomie development policies
will be Partioulariatio, and may be the souroes of serious politioal
friotion. Insofar as economic) modernization does 000ur, it tends to
undermine old souroes of power and may do this quite effeotively before
new ones take their plaoe. By redireoting tfe use of existing resouroee
or by generating now reaouroes, it usually puts reeouroee into new hands,
thereby changing part of the4power struqure. Those most likely to inOreseein influenoe are the teohnoorats oonoernedprith eoonomio development or possibly brash new businessmen, in plaoe of the ecoaomioally lesshighly qualified, more well-Off traditional oivil servants, usually from
well-aetablished.baokgrounds. Thirdly, econpmic development, of course,
requires savings. Those have to be taken fr614 somewhere at the outset,
unless the leadership has decided to become unusually dependent upon
foreign assistanoe.
These savings may load to the disgruntlement of sub
stantial segments of the population, some of whom may have been politically
important previously and may be a substantial source of protest and politioal unrest for the future. Moreover, there is Often a oonsiderable
wastage through bureauoratio inauffioienoies, eto. which beoause they
result from public expenditure, are more obvious and become a source of
focused protest as distinct from the wastage whioh has been normal in Private oapitalist development, when only the
capitalist who
guessed wrong was ruined.

Thus far Ihave been discussing some of the sources of power and the
scuroes oft opposition and difficulties in the way of accumulating power
and the trioky power implications of the task of economic development.

Strategies of Power_Aggregation
I robuld now like to make a series of observations concerning alternative strategies of power aggregation. By this ',mean to oompare typioal
approaohes statesmen have used in underdeveloped countries in efforts to
sustain themselves in-power. Note, of oourse, that one speaks of strategies, whereas in fact, often leaders do not logically lay, out a strategy.
Their activities are often unthinking, particular reactions to specifio
problems. But the sucoessive steps that they do tPke to deal with their
power Problems in fact oumulate into an spparent senso of direOtion, just
as much as if they did have an elaborately worked out strategy. Therefore, while ice will be describing patterns, viehould recognise that of
course they may well be ad hoc in their origin.
Strategies of power acoumulation can be oonsidered from at least two
major aspeots: (1) what is one's basio approach to acquiring support?
and (2) whose support does one seek to obtain and depend upon?
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(1) &sic Appreeehee to Aoquiring Support
Az to c regime's basic approaoh e winning support, one can peroeive
at lelat four markedly different extreme types.
ype I - -Problem...solving; Some regimes may be deldioated to the propo -

that politioal survival is beet insured by a rather orderly, systemat1.6 and austained effort: to eolve speoific probleme beeetting the
polity. These may be problems of eoonomio.grawth, improving the oivil
servi:m, raising the Livel of or expanding education, holding regional

and ethnic differenoes within bounds, redressing imbalances of opportunity promoted by the oolonial regimes, introduoing phaeedpolitioal re -fOrms so that politioal partioipation expande at a rate the system oan
absorb, etc.

This pproach required a reasonably competent civil,eervice or other
elements in the society with energy, orgeniiational /skill sand some competence to oope with the desigiated.prOblams. It implies a conviction that
one is playing for long run political stakes, that one has some time, and
that; as seleoted problems are tackled with eome degree of effeotiveness,
one will thereby reduce unrest, hibe more rewards availab1b to distribute
to the faithful and to undercut the criticisms and the restlessness of
potential opposition. It requires a conseneui on what problems are worth
solving; or, if this ie lacking at the Outset; skill at defining and pro motinga concept of what is worth doing. If this, too, ie laoking, a
sufficient coercive ability will be necessary to aohieve output frnotione
in the expectation that performance itself will win increasing aoquies
It generally calls for a fairly ration/la approaoh to managing
()once.
publio affairs and would appear to fever men of moderation and matter -of°
faot style who possess eubstantial administrative Skill.
a)

It is likely that, given a modicum of resources, such a strategy will
teed to economic, growth, to a sense of predictability in affairs and of
personal security. This expansion of resources may well permit the regime
to increase the rewards to its followers, and to provide a sense of'expending opportunity ,to others beyond the regimefs direot supporters. Suo-oese in solving certain problems will enhance self- oonfidenoo, which
indu,es still greater poise and effectiveness. If the paoe of expanding
political participation ie sufficient, potential opposition of intelleotuals and other impatient ones may be offset by the satisfaotions they
derive from growing acoese to political activity, or professional opportunity, however limited it may be.
But it is low key.' Leaders pursuing this strategy are not likely
to cut much of a figure. Chnrisma will be inconspicuous. Warmth will
be missing. The risk of Such a strategy is popular boredom. There ie
not much excitement to it. Particularly After-the excitement of the
independence "struggle," public life will have lost an important- -per haps a critical - - quality of savor.

'

'

Type II - -Distributing the Loot: There are some leaders who, when
coming to power, appear to have as their main strategy the distribution
to followers of the perquisites of offioe - -Jobs, concessions, contracts,
18
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imposing residences and vehiolee, opportunities for travel, possibilities
for transferring funds to safeteplages abroad,'eto. These and other
personal advantages may ensure a following fora time. But unless government output funotions are dn4ertaken With some foresight, the goose
will beoome lean and lay fewer toe; there will be fewer resources to
spread among the faithful. Seeing the regime's readiness to reward thmaiv
the "faithful" may even be tempted to raise the ante for good behavior;
the ruler dependent largely upon distributing 'favors and'pelf will find
himself unable to meet the elates put upon him by his fair weather fol...
lowers.

There is no doubt a oertain degree of oorruption neoessary to sustain
a following in most oountriea, for one's assooiates and supporters have '
lieutenants'aho themselves most be enoouraged to sustain their loyalty..
Some special rewards will help mightily-in thie-prooeds,
But beyostdia
certain' point, oorruption beoomee intolerable-te others in the system.
New Ontenders for office will arise and make politioal oapital out of
the
rowing protest against exaggerated corruption.
.

Distributing the loot, therefore, oan be only a short term strategy.
.
Type 1II--Promoting Intense Feelings Type I may be too prosaic, too
low-key, too cold for most underdeveloped situations. Type II is easily
discredited. Type III responds to the feet that political life'ia many
emerging oountriee is highly emotional, if not passionate. In many shoe,
- "
large numbers of articulate people experionoe a high level of anxiety.
Old patterns are breaking down and new ones have not yet been found.
There is a crisis of identity, as men seek that sense of uniqueness and,of possessing special Aualities out of wnioh alone self -respeot oan oome.
emP
Sometimes societies are so frought with fissures that only intense and
overriding feelings will permit men to identify with otherb in that same
society, transcending traditional and tribal differences in shared emotions
whioh alone can weaken primordial, traditional attaohments.
&

.

Some statesmen appear to have consciously --or unoonsoiousiv-.ehosen
Problem solving in the objeotive
such a route to maintaining their power.
world of governmental functioning is bypassed in order that the populaoe
touohing the deeper
may be aroused. Thio strategy has the virtue
It Shay lead to a revolutionary infusion of
springs of man's' motivation.
It might even promote collaboranational solidarity and identification.
tion by dramatizing a shared purpose the'more easily agreed to beoause ft
can be pitched at a high emotional levtl.

Often, such a strategy implied finding enemies or scapegoats for
the problems which remain unsolved. Theoe maybe minorities considered
marginal to the nation; they may be foreigners. The familiar fears of.
early Years - -the fear of being manipulated by the foreign ruler or being
perpetually in'his thrall- -are easily evoked. Dangers from foreigners
are dramatized. Elements of. a foreign pfesenoe are useful as targets
for induced mass hostility, but they must be gradually.yeduold if the
Some
regime is to demonstrate its capacity for coping with_that problem.
Any they may be gone and their reerudesoonce conjured up--or the eooiety
have to fees its own diversity witaeut this convenient and familiar:instrument.
'
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Suoh regimes may also seek to cut a regional figure, attempt to
unify hitherto soattere4 neighbors under their own tutelage, undertake
verbal attaoks or more serious aotione against their neighbors.' Suoh
a policy mayoope with real problems. It wilalso prim:note the domestiO
position of the leader who aohiovee regional gromineneen The intensity
of exoitenent oan only be sustained if subetadtial numbers og individuals
are drawn into agitation, an activity. providing many immediate peyehid,
rewards to the people aetively mobilized for this purpose.
Keeping the pitch of exoitement is diffioult. Economic) problems tend
to mount and lead to growing frustrations. The more sophistioated are unlikely to be oaught up in the popular exoitement.and inoreasingly consider.
The
this strategy ill-advised and become progressively lees enthusiastic).
exoitemeht may lead to unprediotability, a growing sense of inseourity
and whim. It may open the way to the organisational aotivitise of extremists.

It.may call for progressive intimidgon.

,

Type IV--Intimidating Ciitioal Seocre: A fourth possibility is a
strategy SITE° emphasizes intimation. Tartioularly where political

traditions are ill - former, and there has been no recent History of polltioal freedom, individuals r all sooial strata are easily intimidated.

Under mAah oiroumstances it would take but &Jew examples to induoe
snowe and sufficient ebedienoe from oivil servants and army. Politioal
opposition, the press, politioal organizations of all kinds/could be
allowed or induced to toe the governmontie line. A systematio effort to
tdentify Possible opponents and to induoe them, eaoh with his inevitable
weakness or family, friends Or perquisites he lalues, to.sither be silent
or to go abroad. Obsoure ambassadorial poets are inoreasingly available
for this purpose. Ultimately, at the extreme, there ie always the mortal
automobile aooident or the mysterious disappearanoe.
A single politioal party may be the major armature for the regime to
inform itself, to intimidate and to infuse in the bureauoraoy, business,
the religious bodies, and universities the appropriate attitudes'and performance. But a party is not nsoessary for this purpose, so long as the
army and the civil servios osn be bounted Upon, and the government pos4
sesses suffioient oontrol over intellectual and eoonomio resources and.
nativity. There is no need here to spell out the steps a regimb oould
take if it ii to consolidate its position through the strategy of
intimidation.
The major problei here is how tc sustain the'other funotione of goy*.
ernment, inoluding economio performanoe, a minimtm degree of reliability
level of collaboration amp* individuals to
and order, and a
permit the system to fUnotion while maintaining mutual suspioion and intimidation at a high level.

sufficient

.intimiA eeoond, and perhaps inoreasingly serious by-produot of an
datory regime is the advantage this gives to oppositionists trained in
olandeetine organimafJon. Beneath qua Smrfeee of intimidation, it is'
only the sooretive,.conepivt.torial parties whioh know how.to organize,
At.preeent. the Communists are the professione.s at this.game, leaving
the moderates, the liberals, those mho prefer an open and free'sooisty
zo

.
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'like our own, helpless victims of the government's repressive measures.
The inheritor.; of ruch a strategy, therefore, are likely co be the'Communista or, in parts of Africa, at least, color or racist fanatics.
No regime will survive on any single strategy. Successful governance,
requires a mixture of these four strategies moat appropriate to each situation. No presoription an be given a priori. The critical point for value
judgment is the relative weight of there four components in any regime's
approach to functioning and surviving.
(2) 'ho are one's allies?
But it'might be useThe possible combinations of allies is legion.
ful to distinguish five different typical alliance patterns.

Civil Service and Army: There are examples of leaders who have come
to depend heavily upon the civil service for a major source of support,
and on the army. The low -key problem-solvers are likely to find these as
their main allies, although they :tend to try to enlist the energies and
:Rapport of dynamic elements in the Society outside the bureaucracy, ouch
as business groups or intellectuals. To depend upon the bureaucracy alone
is to run the risk of undue oaution, a going by preoodent, a reenforcement of past privileges; rather than an opening of ..he system to orderly

and constructive chew. Moreover, moat bureaucracies in developing countries have not been manned by mer drawn from all tribes, communities or
ethnic groups, but rather in almost every case, from selected communities
who showed en aptitude for government service or loyalty to the colonkal
power. Others who were not drawn into the highly privileged service tend
to suspect that the bureaucracy is being used to promote the interests
Typioally,
of the favored community and that they are denied opportunities.
therefore, bureaucratic recruitment must undergo substantial changes, a
factor complicating a regime's.relationship with the professionals in both
Moreover, if any group of leaders comes
the civil service and the army.
e bureaucracy--and does not broaden its
to depend too exclusively on
political basethe chances efre good that the. military element will sooner
or later come to preponderat

Urban Semi- educated: S me regimes have found their power base eroding,
for numerous reasons, or t ey have sought to shift the source of their
support from the more well-established elements in the society to those
likely to be more responsive to the regime's requirements. .A likely group
is the increasingly numerous urban population with enough education to
lift them from the peasantry or urban proletariat, but not sufficient
training to'eualify them for more rewarding jobs in the newer sectors of
the economy. They have gote far enough from their own communities tc be
del-1121122e; but they have not yet developed-a self-imago and integrity of
theiwn. They ,.re the ones most likely to be easily mobilized for
certain lower...level political choresthe crowds-on-cell, the agitators,
the political organizers, even the medium;-tough bully boys who may be
needed for specific oases of intimidation. An inclusive political party
will provide these with many opportunities for absorbing activity.
Because of their numbers, the time they have to r. pare and the ability
of an artful regime to mooilize their loyalty, they can be a substantial
21
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substitute source of political support instead of the more orderly and
established people the regime may have depended upon when it first came
to power.
These men are not likely to understand the nioeties of bureauoratio
functioning nor the prerequisites of effective economic activity. They
are good at pushing faster distribution, they are likely to disrupt
orderly economic: growth. Predictability in the public domain and the
imblicKpeace, generally, are likely to suffer.

Rural Middle and Lower Class: Several regimes have sought to enlist
as prrallioifillTar7737571750,71161ation. This is not illogical, since
the bulk of the people in most emerging countries still live in the countryside. In Betancourtla Venezuela, rural support was sought through now
types of rural organizations designed not only to promote certain rural
reforms but also as an armature for the organiiation of politioal support
for the Acdion Democratioa, Beta:I:spurt's party. Alternatively, regimee
such as Mr. Bandararaikels in Ceylon and Mk. Menderesf in Turkey, depending upon the rural vote oan aotivate the countryside along traditional..
lines, using as lieutenants prominent individuals whose power position
stemmed from their inherited status or traditional role in the country.
Depending thus on the countryside has certain advantages. On the
one hand he who is able to organize there is likely to gain political
position at the expense of the urban -based political leaders who often
first, thus displacing the oivil servants, the cosmopolitan
come
ls, the professionals who often inherited power at independence
intelle
possible to
'At a pertain stage in nationalist self-consciousness, it i6
appeal "to the people" in the name of indigenous national values and
Seoondly, the leaderagainst these unduly westernized, alienated leaders.
ship which does thus base itself on the countryside for its politioal
intractable gap be'
growth and survival, must seek ways of bridging the
therefore forced
tween the urban and rural leadership: A new synthesis is
Upon them by their political imperativws. Moreover, basing oneself in
the countryside may have the by-product effect of direoting more developmental attention to the needs of the countryside than is typioal in mostregimes whioh are basod largely on city strength-.

By its
There are, however, disadvantages to this approach, too.
nature the countryside vote is likely to make itself heard only at elecoivil servants and its
tion time, while the regime must rule through its
other organizations, which are largely manned by men of the city and whoare well able to sabotage the regime's policies by foot-dragging and near
Secondly,
inaction unless bureaucratic discipline is unusually strong.
extensive rural suball too often efforts to win the rural vote lead to
production, which is
sidies designed not so much to expand agricultural
an economic necessity, as to meet the ceuntryside,s oonsumption needs in
who promote these disorder to acquire a political bonus for leaders
population through
tributive schemes. Finally, reaching toward the rural
appeals to traditional values may serve to enthrone the religious and
cultural traditionalists.
Religious and Cultural Traditionalists: While it is unlikely that
any regime can base itself mainly on ffie cultural or religious
22
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conservatives, concern for the rural population is most likely to bring
these figurer!' to the fore. Those religious and cultural oonservativee,
Indeed, it
however, need not be in the countryside, strictly speaking.
may be in the city that they feel their values most acutely threatened
It is likely, however,
and where their activities may be most intense.
that they will find their most willing followers in the countryside, and
they may well be the most important intermediaries to the rural massee.
To be on their side is to be on the side of the great tradition, the
sacred or glorious past which-must be evoked if self respeot and national
integrity are to be achieved. They represent one's uniqueness and-eerve
to differentiate the self from the modernising world intruding from
abroad.
However, in efforts to cater to the traditionalists, or what they
appear to represent for the rural population, the regime may increasingly
commit itself to traditional ways of dealing with economic and administrative problems which are likely to slow down development, make problem
calving more difficult and'perhaps undermine whatever effectiveness there
was within the bureaucracy. At the ease time, it is often diffioult to
enliven a eence of the past without reawakening ancient antagonisms within
the society, divisions which appeared to be waning under the more cosmopolitan independence leaders, who wore relatively free from these parochial attachments.
No doubt other possibilities will come to mind. One final type, I
will note in closing, would depend upon mass organizations, suoh'as trade
unions, farmers' unions and other syndioalist-type institutions which may
be in the making. Thus far, I know of no examples where a regime has
been'able to develop sufficient support from such a base to sustain itself. Nevertheless, we see in Egypt, Ghana and several other countries
a conscious effort by government to promote such organizations as means
for overcoming or by-pasaing the possible resistance to change of more
traditional organization; And I suspect that, given the relatively low
level of other types of political organization in parts of Africa, a
rather modest development of such organizations might provide a popular
base sufficient for survival over a considerable period of time, if too
many demands are not made upon the polity by the regime.
I frankly do nit feel I have
You have followed me with patience.
taken you very far, although I have talked to you long enough.

I montioned at the beginning what 'mould roiterate.here.
Leaders in underdeveloped countries are generally insecure in their
power. They are seeking ways to ensure their will and their survival
over a tolerably protracted period. The strategies they adopt and the
resulting political consequences within their oountries have a good deal
to do with the type of men who gain control in these countries and the
values and policies they pursue. These, in turn, affect the diplomatic
environment in which other free world statesmen must act. As students of
international relations, therefore, these matters should concern yon.
Thank you.
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REALITY-TESTING AND VALUE ORIENTATION IN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS

by Kenneth E. Boulding, Professor of Economics,
University of Miohigan

I call this talk "Reality-Testing and Value Orientation in International Systems," which enables me to talk about practically anything. I
I think thin
am not going to attempt to define the international aystem.
is a uselese enterprise. The most fundamental concept is what I call the
"sociosphere;" it is the sphere of all socia/ relations. It consists of
all peoplee in the world, all organizations, and all relations between
The international system is an ill-defined sub -set of the aooiothem.
sphere, and I don't really care how 11i-defined it is, ae I AM not going
to waste any time in deciding where the international :system begins and
where whatever else it is ends. But it is clear that there are parts of
the sooiosphere which are very clearly part of the international system:
the nations, the international organizations, perhaps the international
corporations, other entities like familial: (royal familial: used to be very'
much part of it) and it will be hard to find any human institution whioh
The principal
does not have some relatione with the international ayatem.
problem that I am wrestling with today its the question of reality- testing
of our images of the international system.

We all hare some kind of image of what the international system is
We have some image just of its geography, of space and time. Sometime this image is a little weird. I wag Dace leading a course during
the war on economicproblema and about halfway through the course it dawned
on me that half the students in the case didn't know where anything was
So I oame in one day,
in the world, and this is something of a handicap.
gave them eaoh a piece of paper and asked them to draw a map of the world
and to name about 100 plaoes on it. Lkept these for years; they were
in
I particularly remember the "Philistine"
most entertaining.
the Caspian Sea, just off the coast of Alaska. As a matter of fact, I
suspect that this ignorance of the sheer geographical image of the world
extends very far. We have images of the nature of political aystems,'we
have images of nations. We have stereotypes of what nations are like.
Thirty percent of the people in this country do not know that China is
Communist, acoording to a recent survey done by our Survey Research Organization, and certainly the images whioh people have of the world can be
extraordinarily far from anything like reality.
like.

These images are tremendously important in the international system,
because the images of the, international system are part of the internetiouar system itself. This means three billion images, and this is quite
a lot. Some of these one can neglect. On the other hand, many of them
one cannot neglect, because the images of the decision makers of the international syetem are, of oourse, of enormous importance in determining the
nature of their decisions. It is my theory of decisions that essentially
the deoision is determined by the image and not by the atimulus, and'that
it is determined especially by the value functions which overlie the images,
that its, what we think of as good or bad.
24
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The international system ia dcmin&ted these aye by the relations of
nations, in tacit, this is the essential abstraotion of the international
system, just ea exohange is the oentral abstraction Of eoonomy.
Obviously
we have to look at.th4 nature of these relationahips.
These are, as we
know, very complex. I diatinguish three rough oategorlea of relationships between any kind of individuals or organizations aa--the main organisers of eooial aystems, which I define as the "threat-relationship,"
which is "you do something nioo to me or I'll do something nasty to youe
the exohange relationship, whioh ia "you do something nioe to me and I'll
do something nioe to youj" and what I oall the "integrative relationship,"
which is "why don't we go off and get married?" or "let's do thin beoause
of what you are and what I am or +/hat we are, or beoause we are all in the
same boat, or beoause we are all Amerioans, or Communiata, or human beings,
or something implausible like that." These integrative relationships are
of great importance, and,I have al.'sued, perhaps the most neglected element of the world social system and a very muoh negleoted element of the
In the international system we have all three kihds
international system.
of relationships.
110
It ia perhaps not unfair to say that the threat system tends to
dominate the international system, in the way that mrhaps exohange
On this other hand, though,
dominate, the reiatiOnahips of oorporations.
the integrative relationships are also of tremendous importance, beoause
without love and loyalty and friendships and hatred and legitimacy and
these other cOnoepts we cannot understand the networv. of the international
system at all. Tie spoke this morning about the exten:- to whioh ideologies
form--or do not form--integrative systems. We have exohange relationships
among nations of many kinds--not only trade relationahips, but also treaty
.relationships where "you scratoh my baok and I'll soratoh your baok," and
exohange enters into these relationships a good deal, so we have this very
complex network of relationships.

One of the things that interests me partioularly is how you diminish
the threat system and inoroase the integrative syitem, because the threat
system is threatening and oostly, and it constantly tends to get out of
hand.
I think that it is an operative system, it works up to a point, but
it has a low horizon of development, mainly beoause the oarrying out of
threats is costly to the threatener as well us to the threatened. This is
one of the fundamental fallacies of the threat system. Unless the threat
system becomes girded around with exchange and integrative relationships,
it is apt to be extraordinarily ineffective in achieving anything, as we
see in Cuba and Viet Nam, where the United States has an enormous threat
system, and we find it extraordinarily hard to make anybody do anything
we want, beoause of certain inherent limitations of the threat system as
a mode of organizing human behavior.
The exchange system has a muoh higher potential. This ia why ftnd!:mentally the network of exohange proves all the time historioally, beginning with little traders who perhaps first oongregated under the oastles
It tends to
and the temples. The threat system is an earlier organizer.
be repliced by exohange. A very good example of this is the abolition of
"You work for
slavery. Slavery is a good example of the threat system.
me or I will kill you." Then, suppose I ev, "Okay, kill me," and I kill
25
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you; then I don't have a slave. So fundamentally the carrying out of
the threat'is extremely costly to the threatener as well RS to the
threatened. And hence the threat system in a sense rests on blood, whereas the exchange system has almost unlimited horizons, and the integrative
system, I suspect, has even greater ones.

One of the things that interests me very muoh is how these integrative systoms develop in the international system, if they do. We do
develop what Deutsoh has called "security communities." that is, communities of nations between whom the throat system is buried under the pile
of papers; it is no longer an important operative factor in the interne,
tional relationships. We see this among the Scandinavian countries, for
instance. Ons of the delightfu's facts of life is that the most beautiful
Disneyland in the world is the Tivoli in Copenhagen, which is on the site
of the last battle of the fleets against the Danes. Here we have an
example of "secArity through joy."
We see the tame thing in American-Canadian-British relations. I
have tried to convince our Department of History that we ought to celebrate the Ruah-Begot agreement. They can't see this at all- -this was
nothing,
But this began 150 years of development of a security community,
which is at a point now whore no one ever visualizes Ontario as a pistol
(This is exaotly that it
pointed at tho industrial heart of America.
looks like on a map.) And even though I suppose Herman Kahn could write a
scenario in which tho United States Marines advance on.Ottawa in order to
persuade the Canadians to enjoy the inestimable advantages of nuclear
destructicn, this seekas a terribly implausible one, and if you tell this
either...to an American or Canadian audience, everybody. laughs beoause it is
absurd. And yet it wasn't at all absurd in 1812,.when we had very much of
a threat system and very much a deterrenoe systen.
The main problem of the international systems is how do you use the
temporary stability that you get under deterrence to build a more -complex
One of the things you
relationship which will eventually do away with it.
can demonstrate about threat systems is that stable deterrence is a pipedream. You can demonstrate mathematically that it is impossible because
of the fact that threats depreciate in credibility if they are never
carried out. Hence you get to the point just in time when either the
thretts cease to organize the world, and'thon you have to carry them out
On the other hand, if you carry
in order to recreate their oredibility.
them out, this is terribly costly to the threatener.
I have been propagating an interesting study of the impact of the
war industry on the Japanese economy. One of the things I am trying to
persuade economists is that the war industry is just as interesting as
agriculture, and'deserves as muoh attention as a segment of the economy;
in fact, it is a larger segment of the United States economy i.lsan agriculture.' As part of this I have been doing a study of the vsa- indLetry
in Japan. Some extremely interesting facts have emerged out of this.
The Japanese war industry was more destructive to the Japmee'economy
during the second world war than the American war industry was!

of maintaining a war industry in terms of withdrawal from
The cos
the civilian/economy are higher than all the damage the other fellow does
26
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We see something like this also happening iu the American eoonomy
of the moment, where with the par industry, and our obsession with being
a great power ie getting us'into very serious long-term trouble, at least
in my estimate. The faot that we absorb sixty peroent of our research and
development in the war industry to the point where there is praotically no
feedbaok into the economy, where the war -state oomplex is two teohnologioal
generations ahead of this baokward American oivilian eoonomy, where the
maohine tools and railroads and shipbuilding and textiles are so far behind the Japanese and the European, that I im not sure we oan ever oatoh
up without substantial teohnioal assistanoe. This is. the result of the
faot that we want to have an enormous threat system now an.i in praotioe
if you have a,big threat system now, you won't have it then. You really
-shift resources from the future ITEo the present.
to you.

To oome back to the problem of the image of the system, partioularly
the image on which deoision-makers make their deoisions, one of the' great
difficulties here is that there are strong random elements in the dynamics
of the international aystem, and from the point of view of reality-testing,
Chia is just hell. Haw do you know if anything happens that it wasn't an
aooident? We run into two diflioultiea here. One is that we tend to
overgeneralise from the random. For instance, the degree to whioh this
Our image of the internacountry overlearned from Hitler is fantastic.
tional system is based on a random oonglomeration of events whioh probably
only happens onoe in a thousand years, and yet we deoided that this is the
law of the international systei, and almost all of our image of the international system le based-on it. Then, at the other end, you may decide
that something is random Vrbich isn't, and then you are in trouble too.
'Whenever I hear the expression "oaloulated risk," I always translate this
as being, "I haven't really got the faintest idea," beoause that ie what
it means.
I think as Anatole Rapoport has pointed out extraordinarily
well, the atrategio thinkers are creating an image of the international
system whioh is so preposterous and so dangerous, beoause of these probabilities that are inherent in it and inherently undiscoverable that one
really wonders if we are ever going to get to next week.
The other thing we have to faoe here is that the images of the international eystem are largely what I oall "folk images." I distinguish
tween folk images, whioh are the images of the world that we de...ive from
Many
ordinary life, from our ordinary daily'experienoe and zonversation.
of these are very good, perfeotly true. We oouldn't get along without
It would be pretty awful if we had to rely'on the ecoial psyoholothan.
gists for information on how to manage a marriage. We wouldn't get very
far. A great deal of folk krowledge-is quite aoourate, partioularly
knowledge of interpersonal relations. On the other hand, as we get into
more and more complex systems, folk knowledge beoomea lose and less
reliable, and we see this for instance in. eoonomios.n There the kind of
folk knowledge of Goldwater would probably have been utterly disaatraus,
and the development of pophiatioated-images of the eoonomio system has
really made an enormous difference to the world--and just in the last
thirty years. If you want to realise this, all you have to do is to contrast the history of the twenty years after the First World tar, 1919-39,
with the history of the twenty years after World War II, 1945-65. The
differenoe is as night and day. 1919-39 was a total bust, a disgraoe to
27
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mankind. We had the great depression, we got Hitler, we did nothing to
liquidate colonialism or race relations, we had the first oolleotivisatien in the Soviet Union, which was a worse disaster.than the great
depression, and it all ended in the Seoond World War. If you really want
to look at twenty years of total bust, this ie it.
Contrast this with the last twenty years. Even though they aren't
The twenty years from 1919 to 1939
wonderful, they are not terrible.
really get an "F," whereas the twenty years from '45 to '85 get a C -minus.
We havenkt had a great depression. All we had in the United States was
what I call mononuoleosis of the poonomp...that ie, we aren't quite siok
enough to go to bed, but we get along -*and the Europeans, or oourae, have
done muoh better than this, and so have the Japanese. The rates of eoo nomio growth in the last twenty years have been unpreoedented in human history before, espeoially outside the United States. We are further from a
third world war today than we were from the seoond world war in 1939.
You never know about ..hie, of oourae, beoause of the random elements in
the system; we have oertainly been slipping down rapidly in the last few
weeks, but we are still quite a long way from it. And we aohieved the
liberation of praotioally all the colonial oeuntries in the last twenty
Years (af oourae, Portugal finds. it pretty hard to get out of the sixteenth
oentury), but apart from that this has been a remarkable period, and even
though we haven't been very- suooaa-a-ful-ln -.canoed° development in the
tropics, with some exoeptions (Malaya, Jamaica, Puerto Rioo, eto. have
done well - -but most of the tropioal oountries have not done very wel'),
as compared with these extraordinary sucoesses of the temperate sone.
Still, as I say, we get atleast a C -minus on it.

Some of it, though not all of thisis eoonomios. It would never
have occurred to Herbert Hoover to have a tax out as a remedy for &Tree sion, whereas today, we not only have a tax out, but we prediot exactly
what it is going to do, and we are right within .06%. The development of
econoMetrio models of the Amerioan eoonomy in the last twenty years has
made an enormous differenoe to the eophistioation of our image of the
economy and of our ability to control it to the point now where I would
say wewill never have another great depression, unleaa we are just incredibly stupid, beoause of the foot that we have moved from a .folk
image of the economy to a eophietioated image of it.
Now in international systems we haven't done this'yet. We are.still
In fact, it's
operating the' international system with folk knowledge.
even worse than this; it ie what aomeone.desoribed to me the other day as
This is the
"club-knowledge," that is, the goeaip you hear in the olub.
level of information of our State Department and almost any foreign
The international'system is still book
offioe anywhere around the world.
with Herbert Hoover: It doesn't have to be this way. It is the prinoipal
business of this society to ohange this, to develop a body of professional
oompetenoe, of aorAtiationted images, quwntitative information in the international system, whioh will correspond to the eophietioated information we
now have in the economic system. NY are still a long way from this. It
isn't only That we derive our imagee from.gossipi the images are extraordinarily filtered through our values. All images are filtered through
a value system- -you can't help this. You gain knowledge, always by the
28
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loss of information, riot by the gain of information; it is by filtering
out knowledge that we gain knowledge. Imagine here that every one of
you had a transistor radio tuned to another itqtion and turned up in
It would be hard to get-much acrosa. We tune out all this,
volume.
and we tune out information by the value system.

On the other hand, if our value system is of a oartain kind, it will
give us vast information. One of the great virtues of the sOientifio
method is that it sets up what you might call random filters. This is the
great importance of sampling of statistical methods that we develop rituals'
for the elimination of information in the interest of getting non-biased
samples at the end of it. And in the international system we don't do anything like this. If I wanted to set up an information system designed
for corruption, I would design something like the international system,
where most of your information is derived. from diplomats and spies.
This
is like deriving economics information from the gossip at the Union League
and from Labor Department spite. How much' economio polioy could you get
from this?
I think we can change this, but it needs a lot of organization and
I am proposing that we set up a world tystem of
it needs a lot of money.
social data stations like meteorological stations. If we want to investigate the atmosphere, we have to have meteorological stations at pretty
regular intervals over the whole face of the globe. One of the reasons why
meteorology is tough is that an awful lot of the globe isn't serviced in
this way. But enough of it is that we have a pretty fair idea from day to
day what is happening in the,atmosphere. Yre have no real idea what is
happening in the sooiosphere. lits have Tyros which looks at the world and
on deteot a teacup in the Soviet Union, but what you see isn't very
important.
It is what you hear that is important, and we have no system
of this kind for collecting and proceesing the output of information from
the sociosphere.
But I think we have the techniques to do this now. And I would hope
that in another twenty-five years, we can get something like that, that
The
we mould. get a social data station for every five million people.
information from this will be prooeseed essentially, so that we oan get
information about who hates whom and who likes whom and what people are
thinking, if anything, whit people's attitudes are, if any, what: makes
them mad, if anything - almost hourly, at least quarterly. Under these
circumstanoes, it should be possible to operate the international system.
It isn't so hopelessly inept as the way we operate it today.
I think the international system is a disgrace to the human race.
Here we are spending 120 billion dollars on the threat system, which
means in a way that we are endencering the whole future of man, beoauae
even if we don't have a nuolear war, the sheer absorption of resources in
the threat system is so great that it may actually prevent us making this
crucial transition into what I call a stable high-level technology. We
are playing with the whole future of the human race, bec'use of this utter
What
ineptitude of. the international system, its scandalous inefficiency.
do we buy with 120 billion dollars? Insecurity. Inability to do anything
I think we oan do
Impotence. I think it is a bad bargain.
that we vent.
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I want a better international system than this. I am
better than this.
not in this business for idle curiosity.
I am in this business beoause
I think-it ie a disgrace and we should do something about it.

And if we are really honest we have to admit that we really know a
What le more, the people
fantastic amount about the interitional system.
They are inwho operate the syatem dcn't want to know anything about it.
eulated, even from the knowledge that we now have
This is perfectly
clear if you look at our awn State Department, which of all departmonts in
government is most oompletely insulated from the intellectual community,
and espoially from the sooial sciences. be have good contact for sooial
sciences oontracts from Ecalth, Education and Welfare, the Dopartmont of
Defense, Agrioulture.
Any department of government has constant coming
and going between the sooial scienoes and itself.
Look at the relations between economics and government in this oountry.
We. deliberately overstaff our department by one-third, beoause we are pretty
sure that one-third of our department will always be in Washington, either
in. the Council of Economic Advisors or elsewhere.
There is constant contacit between government and academic life, whioh is very healthy--overywhere
exoept in the State Department, where there is praotically none.
The amount of actual researoh that is done in the international system
is almost negligible. Someone asked how many members the International
Studies Association would have if everyone active in the international relations area would actually jnin it. Somebehy said one thouiand, and I
thought that was pessimistio. This is an incredible scandal. Here ie
the most impOrtant area of the socioiphere; this is the thing that is going
to make us or break us. We have 12,000 members of the American Economic
Aasooiation; 15,000 members of the American Poyohological Associatioh, and
10,000 sociologists. And there are a miserable 1000 in international relaIt le so unrecognized that there isn't even a name for it.
tions research.
And yet here is the professional competence that is most desperately needed
if we are to movie from folk images into sophisticated images in the international system.
I like to think of this orEanization as a beginning of professional,
technical dun in the international system. Perhaps we haven't gotten
If we are honest, a lot of us operate by folk
very for with it yet.
knowledge and olub knowledge. A lot of this is all right. I am not saying that folk knowledge is neoessarily wrong, but if it is right, you
have to build it into the social sciences. We are beginning to get more
sophisticated knowledge into the international system, and perhaps in ten
Then we can have a Council of
years or so, we will have a profession.
International Advisers, like the Council of Economia Advisers in the
White House.
I
Let me illustrate this from the current situation in Viet-Nam.
have been struck with two things there. One is the foot that we do know
something about Viet -Nam, and that this knowledge is apparently completely oonfined to social scientists themselves. It is not to be found
in the State Department itself. We have had a whole sucoession,of lecturers this semester--anthropologists, ocloiologiate, economists, political
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soientiste, many of them people who have done field work in Viet-Nam,
eto..-they all tell muoh the same story. It is a story whioh makes the
State ,apartment White Paper look absolutely preposterous.
If they believe it, they are stupid, and if they don't believe it, they are die honest. It is about as olear as that.

On the other hand, when you have said everything, when you have brought
all the resources of the social sciences to bear on the Vlet-Nim situation,
we still know praotioally nothing about It. Me are oertainly in no poSition
to stand up and giVe high advioe, bemuse we don't know. I have disbelief
about whether it'ie true or not--I believe it is nonsense, but I oan't
demonstrate this. But I think it is nonsense as a oltlsen, not as a social
scientist. As a sooial soientist, I don't have more oompetenoe here than
anybody else. It seems to me that the same goes all down the line. When
it comes to larger issues in the international system~ we really have
precious little more competence than anybody else.
Now, how we get this, I don't know. I would be very surprised if We
oouldn't do better than we do now-we oertainly oould not do much worse.
Every major deoision of every major country in international relations is
based, as far as I can see, on total illusion. You oan do this hietoricalY.y
and see the inoredible extent to whioh illusion is the norm in the imago of
Go back to Japan--as far as I oan see the Japathe international system.
They
nese suddenly and completely went nut_of their heads in the '30's.
developed an image of the international system which was so unrealietio and
so preposterous that it got them into their serious difficulties. If you
think there isn't any law of graiity and you jump off the Empire State
Building, you aro in for trouble. And this is about where the Japanese
wens. The sheer unrealism of their images, looking back on them, is almost inoredible.

As a matter of fact, you can go all the way down the line and look at
North's study of the First World War and you see exactly the same thing- that everyone operated in a wholly unreal world. Unreality is the norm here
in the international system. And how oan you expeot it to be anything but
disastrous? So, as we oan's do any worse than this, it must be possible to
do better. And the only way I know is, first of all, to develop more adequate theoretioal models of what you might pall the total dynamics of the
eooloaphere. I do not believe you oan develop an adequate theory of the
international system alone, abstracting it out of the total scolosphere,
simply beoautle the things that often we do not regard as parte of the international system are really a cruoial part of it. Take something like
Amerioan agrioultural polioys if you look at this in the '30's, you'd say
that this oouldn't have'anything to do with the international system, that
it was a domestic issue. But as we all know, American agrioultural polioy
has had an enormous impact on the international system, and this is one of
the most important obaraoteristioe today.
The Great Depression had an enormous impact on the'ipternational sysWe certainly would not have had Hitler without it. 'Look st the differential rates of eoonomio development in history and look at the impact
of this on the international system. I would say that, over the long run,
the differential rates of development are thwOost significant element of
tem.
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the international system itself, and no one can understand the international system without understanding that. And we just have to face the
toot that we have to look at the sociosphere as a whole, and to understand its dynamics as a whole. I think we are beginning to do this.
Then we.have to develop an information system that will feed into our
images all dynamic developments and will also reveal the deficiencies in
our knowledge. I think this is a reasonable program for the next twentyfive or fifty years, and I think we oan make as epeotaoular advanoes in the
sooial soienoe of the international system in the next twenty-five years
Unas we have made in economics in the last twenty-five or thirty years.
less we do this, the:outlook for the human race is a dim one.
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ARMISTICE AS A THIRD STATUS BETPEEN "WAR" AND "PEACE"*
by Ustin Temkoe

Introduotion
The situation in Viet-Nam, where the United States is :ieeply committed to the defense of the Vietnamese against "indireot aggression" of
However;
the Communists, presently occupies the attention of everyone.
more so than anyone else, the American publio seems to be wondering:
"What are the United States' soldiers doing in Viet -Nam ?" "Are they
"If they are fighting, are they
fighting or playpr, hide - and - seek?"
fighting the North Vietnamese, or the CoMmunist Chinese, or the Russians?"
"If
"If they are involved in a 'war' why don't they finish it quiokly?"
they are not involved in 'war' then why don't they leave the Viet-Namese
to fight the issue out among themselves and come home?" "Or ie this
another Korea?"1

The White Paper on Viet-Nam issued by the Department of State reads:
The war in Viet-Nam Ls a new kind of ear; a faot as yet poorly
in most parts of the world.... In Viet.-Nam, a totally
ufiderstood
new brand of aggression has been loosed against an independent
people who vent to make their own way in peace and freedoM....
In Viet-Nam, a Communist Government has set out deliberately to
t conquer a sovereign people in a neighboring etate.2

.

*This conoept,is originally developed in my book: Political'and
Legal As acts of Armistice Status (Ankara: Middle East Technical University, 1963). The ideas expressed here are the result of further research on the subjebt matter of Chapter IV, "The Global Armistice: AThird Status Between 'War' and 'Peace'" of this book. I am grateful to
K. Kurdaa, Presideqt of the Middle East Teohnical University for his permission to use the above - mentioned book as a basis of this paper and to
quote it freely.
1

Thie oonA,eion as to the developments'in Viet-Nam may also be
detected in the words of President Lyndon B. Johnson aa quoted in Time
magazine, "To retreat, he said, would be Istrategioally unwise and
morally. unthinkable.' To expand the war might get the United States
On the very eve of the ourinto a fight 'with 700 million Chinese.'
rent oriels he reiterated to an associate his determination to go
'neither north nor south.'" Time (February 19, 1965), p. 16.
U.S. Department of State,

VititePaer-AFromthe

North: The Record of North Viet-NanamgntoConquerSouthvietlls:, February 27, 1965.
ID65), p. 12-A."

Full tent is in Washington Post (February 28,
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However, the White Pa er fails to explain the faot that the Unitet-itates,
the leader of the astern Bloo, is conducting an armed oonfliot3 against
what the White Paper desoribes u a "oarefUlly planned program of oonm
coaled aggression" of the Communist Bloo,?without a formal declaration of
"war." In the contemporary jargon.of international politios tha situation is referred to as the "Cold War." 'It appears that the sittIttion in
Viet-Nam has now become the hottest operation of the "Cold War." In
Ootober4ovember 1982, the hottest spot of the "Cold War" us Cuba. Prior
to that, the Bay of Pigs, Indian border region with Communist China,
Quemoy and Matsu, Budapest, Suez Canal, Berlin South Korea, to name. only
a few, were the hottest spots of the "Cold War"' operations.
It is the
The term "Cold War" refleota a oonfused state of mind.
result of the oonfueion and the diffioulty enoountered in identifying the
Suoh oonfueion is due to
relations of states in the oontemporary world.
efforts in trying, to place the oontemporary status into one of the two
traditional conditioner "war" and "peace." Furthermore, it is due to the
notion that until there is a olear-out oase of Near" in the legalistic..
sense of the term, states remain in their mutual relations in a statues of
"peaoe." The term "COld War," therefore, presuppbaes the exietenoe of a
general oondition of "peaoe" as far as t"e relation's of super-powers and
their allies are oonoerned, during whioh "ooeroive measures falling short
of war" are resorted to by the opposing groups.

.

However, if cne reviews the changes that have even:trod In the system and atruoture ,of international politioe and analyzed .the nature of
present day ooeroive measures, one oould oonvinoinalY argue that sinoe
1914 the world has been in a period of orisea, a period of oontinuoua Pear
and violenoe, a period of transition from "war" to "peaoe" and vioe versa:`
The oharaoteriatio feature of this period of °rises id the juxtaposition
the synthesis of
of "war" and "peaoe" at the same time and looation,
"war" and "peaoe" whioh oontains theessential oharacterietios of/both
oonditions.

The primary purpose of this paper, therefore, is to analyze the relations of the super powers together with their allies, who seer* to hold
the Demooleal sword over mankind, and try to determine the nature of -the
oondition that prevail* in the world', which appears to be neither "war"
ix
nor "peace."
\

1

31n

view of. the diftioplty in reaohing an agreement as; to the meannd policy makers, and
ing of "war" and "peaoe" on the part of writers
tion beton :;.these
baoause of the apparent 'disappearance of the die
two conditions in reoent years, these terms are u ed here in quotation
used
marks and in plaoe of the term "war" the term "armed oonfliot"
.
throughout this 'paper.

is

.

111

4Gerhard von

Glahn writes/ "...the presence ..of methods of,aelf.
help short of war, in the twentieth oentury, represents a oharaeteristio
refleotion of the state cf transition in whioh international lawiand the
oommunity of nations are today." Law Among Nations, (New Yorks TSe
Macmillan Co. 1965), p. 498.
I
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II.

Moratorium on "War" am "Peace"

ic one will disagree with Andrei Zhdanov that the world presently is
"The imperialist andointidemooratio camp a on the
divided into two camps.
one hand, and anti - imperialist and democratic. oamp, on the other."00 No
one will further disagree with the notion that there is an ideological
ttnfliot between the diametric:tally opposed political-economic systems subscribed to by the members of these camps who see in the aims of the other
side a threat to their existence and the kind of society they seek to
build end preserve.6 in this oonfliot of ideologies between the cloned
and open societies greater emphasis is being plaoed on unconventional
means of coercion to defend or to enlarge their territorial limits.
The Com.01.1eLs, not inhibited by the ethical, moral or legal standards of their opponents, seem to have taken the,lead in the mastery of
new forms of "warfare" blending violent and nonviolent means, such as
subversion, infiltration, insurreotion, indirect aggression, political,
economic and ideological -"warfare," on the basis of their oonoept that
any means is justified to the extent that it further', the cause of socialise. The Commaniste furthermore oonsider themselves, vie a vie the

Western powers, in "..an intermediate stage, a tailigEr7ErTetween war
and peeoe."7 Ia order to weaken the Western powers,.the Communists encourage and support national movements for independence of the colonial
peoples, for they look upon these movements as "lawful wars" of oppressed
classes against oppressors. For example, Nikita S. Khrushohev is quoted
as saying that

See the speeoh of Andrei Zndanow at the founding ConfereacJ of
the Cominform in Wilita 0ora (Upper Silesia), September 22 -23, 5.941/,
Quoted in Alvin Z. Rubinstein, The Foreign Polioy of the Soviet- Union
(New York, Random House,-1960),-p. 215.
8

See Frederick L. Schumann, "Among the many tragedies of the 20th
Century, a oentral tragedy, contributing in sundry ways to many others,
has been the persisting pattern of mutual distrust, fear and hatred between the rulers of Russia and the rulers of the Western powers," Government in the Soviet Union (N em Yorks'Thomas Y. Crowell Cc. 1961).
p. 152.
7John Foster Dulles wrotus "Soviet Communism has invented an intermediate stage, a twilight sone between war and peace. The descriptive
phrase snot war, not peace' is said to have been uttered by Trotsky in
oanneotion with the Treaty of Brest -Litivek.... Trotsky is gone, but
but has been
It not only
the polioy whioh launched remains.
mounting degrees." War or Peace (New Yorks Macmillan
ii
.s
in
Co.,. 1950), p. 171. Lenin onoe wrote: "'War is simply thq aontindation
of politics by other (i.e. violent) means.' -This formula belongs to
Clausewits...whose ideas. were fertilised by Hegel. And this was always
the standpoint of Marx and Engels..." Quoted in James D. Atkinson, The
me51.212.: (Chicago: Henry Re6 .;..ry Co 196C), p. 54.
35,
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Liberation wars will oontinue to exist as long as imperialism
exists, as long as colonialism exists. These are revolutionary
were.
Suoh wars are not only admissible but inevitable, since
the oolonialists do not grant independence voluntarily. There fore, the people oan attain their freedcm and independenoe only
by struggle, inoluding armed struggle.
The ideologioal conflict is being fought between those who are defending "freedom" and those who are seeking to "enslave the lurid." The'
crux If the matter ie the oamp whioh is defending "freedom" is yet unclear in the minda of many: but this is a different storyi The foot
remains, however, that the following.events are the outward manifestation of the existing total conflict between Soviet Communism and the

Western worlds the UprisineidnraniniAgerbaijan (1946-46), the Indonesian "war" (194b.47)I Chinese "Civil War" (1946-491 Arab-Israeli "War"
(1948-49)1 Korean "War" (1960.83); Berlin Blockade (1948 -49); Guatemalan
Israel
Revolt (1964)1 Algerian "War" (1956 -61), the Invasion of Sinai
and the invasion of Sues Canal by Prance ar.1 Great Britain (1966)by, the
Hungarian Uprising (1956), the battles over Quemoy and Matsu (1966)1
Cuban Revolt (1958.59)s "U.2 incident" (1980); "Civil War in the Congo"
(1960-62); Invasion of Indian territories by Communist China (1961), the
invesion of the Baief Pigs in Cuba (1961)1 "the Blockade of Cuba (1982)1
War -in Cyprus (1963.64) and ourrently the "War in Viet-Nam."
These events point to two direotions, namely (a) the non-existenoe
of the oondition Of "peace" between the Western and Communist Bloom and
oonsequently the nori-existenoe of the same in the worlds (b) the existence of a serious threat to the political independence and territorial
integrity of the non-Communist states, whioh shows itself in the nature
of "war by proxy cr!by volunteers"18 rebellion and"oivil war," infiltration and subversion supported by foreign powers. Curioualy enough,
despite these armed'oonfrontations and the non- exietenoe o: "peace" the
opposing groups continue to maintain normal diplomatic, ece.lacio and
cultural relations.

If these opposing power blocs are'not in a "state of peaoe" are they
in a "state of war?" The answer ie no. No, not because there has been
no declaration of. formal "war" but because of the practical tmporeibility
of an all-out armed oonfliot between the United States and the Soviet
Union. Today's struggle between these two powers takes place in a world
where the teohno -scientific discoveries have caused the shrinking of
both apace and time, bringing the opponents dangerously close to eaoh
other and in a world where man has aoquired the oapability of giving an
end to life on this planet.
Neither of the opponents has the power to achieve viotory in an
all -out thermonuclear armed oonfliot; it has only the power to deny
victory to the :they side. Thus, the traditional significance of

8
See Into L. Claude. Power and International Relations (New Yorks
Random Rouse, 1962), p. 197.
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victory and defeat, of territorial integrity and political independence,
of'spaee and time, of "war" and "peace" seems to have disappeared. Particularly an all-out armed conflict has become nn looger a national
objective for the imposition of 'one's will upon the other because of
the existenoe of a preoarioue "balance of terror"--a parity in nuolear
capabilities, a stalemate between the nited States and the Soviet
Union, It appears, therefore, that tfleae twa'super powers have tacitly
declared a moratorium on "all-out nuclear war."S
It is, therefore, maintained Sara that as far ssa the rel'tion of
the Western and Eastern Blocs: are concerned, there exists a de facto, if
not de Sure, moratorium on "peace" and "war," the duration of which is
indefinite. This situation may be considered as analogous to a stalemate
armistice condition between the two belligerent powere. TLe global
armistice condition that exists between the two global powers to a large
extent regulates the political-economic-military developments in the
small oountries of the blocs, in newly emerging nations, and in the
divided countries, eh& as in Germany, Korea, and Viet -Nam.

At this point it seems appropriate to atop for awhile and review
the traditional views on "war" and "peaoe" and the new doctrine of the
state of intermediacy.

III.
The Diohotomy of "War" and "Peaoe"
and the Dootrine of the State of Intermediacy

In their treatment of the relations of states. moat of the modern
writers tend to think in terms of the traditional dichotomy of "war" and

9

During the Cuban crisis of 1962 Provident John F. Kcnnedy hed
stated unequivocally that the United States would not "prematurely or
unnecessarily risk the cost of world-wide nuclear war in which the
fruits of viotory would be ashes in our mouth..." U.S. Information
Offioial Text (Ati_tera), October 23, 1962, p. 2. In this eonneotion Georg Sohwarzenberg writes: "In hie Report to the Supreme Soviet
of the Soviet Union (1962), Ithrushchev eohoed these words when hp referred to a world living on a 'mined poWder magazine, crammed wit
thermonuclear weapons,' and neither of these leaders oan be easily de-.
cried as a perpetual-pissithist," Power Politics (New Yorks Frederick A.
Praeger, 1964), 3rd ed., p. 534. On the other-hand, Herman Kahn argues
In semi.
that "there ere many shwa in which a war might start today.
technical Jarrell, these oan be put into four rough oategoriess
(1) Inadvertent rers(2) War as a'Result of Miscalculations (3) Calou.
lated Wars and (4) Catalytic: War. These categories doubtless An not
they represent
exhaust the ways in which a war might start, nor
mutually exclusive possibilitiea." ZnAnizARE Ahnut the Unthinkable (New
York: Horizon Press, 1962), pp. 39-40.
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10
"peaoe."
They follow the steps of Hugo Grotius who quotes Cicero to
the effect that there is no middle ground between . "war" and "peace,"
i.e., inter bellum st_paoem nihil est medium.
They maintain that
states in their mutual relations prooesd from "peso. straight into
"war" or viol versa. These writers further maintain that the "000roive
measures falling short of war" takes place in time of "pesos" for the
simple reason of the non-existenoe of
formal declaration of "war," between the parties oonoerned, and beoause of the fact that such ooeroive
measures have been. traditionally treated in the international law of
"peace."

On the other hand, there is a group of contemporary writers who find
it diff:ait to remain within the oonfininx walls of the diohotomy of
"pesos" and "war." Judge Philip C. Jessup maintains, for example, that
as a feet the United States and the Soviet Union are in a "state of inter..
mediacy."12 The oharaoteristio features of'the state of intermediaoy,
according to Judge Jessup aces "a) a basin oondition of hostility and
strain elS between the opponents; b) the hostility being so "fundamental
and deep - rooted" that no solution of a single tangible issue" oan

10
Lord Arnold D. Moaair is one of the lead"- proponents of this
view, who observe: that "Peace and War are mutually exolusive, there is
no half-way house.... There are many measures of redrees falling short
of war, but the state of relations between States by whom and the state
against whom such measures are taken oontinues to be pesos until one or
both of them is oonverted into war," "The Legal Meaning of War, and the
Relation of War to Reprisals," Transaotiona, Grotius Society, SS (1928).
P. 29. This view is also supported by many court deoisions ehioh usually
make referenoe to theidiotum of Lord WoNaughten in Janson e. Dreiftein,
Consolidated Minas Ltd. (1902) in which he deolared that "the law r000g
nisei a Statent777:and
state of war, but it knows nothing of an
intermediate state/whioh is neither the one thing nor the other -- neither
peso, nor war," quoted in In re Hourigan deoidmd on November 27, 1945,
by the New Zealand Supreme Cmrl, Annual Digest of Publio International
Law Cases 1945..45, p. 418.
11 Hugo Grotius, Do lure belli so paois libri tree (Classic), of
International Law, Clarendon Pr.ss, 19251, p. 831,
12

Aocarding to Frits Grob, the originator of the term "intermediate
stam" was Lord Clarendon, the Seoretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
who during the Crimean War, on February 14, 1864 had mails the. following
statement in. the House of Larder "We are not at war, beoause war is not
I consider that
declared --we are not strictly at peace with Russia....
we are in the intermediate state; that out desire for peace is just as
sincere as ever, but then I must say our hopes for maintaining it are
gradually dwindling away and dlat we are drifting toward war," The
r and Peaces A Stud in Law. History and Politics (New
Relativity of
Havens -Tale Wni rsity Press, i949). p. 17.
13Charles e Fiesoher calls this "hegemonial tension" which represents the highs t degree of political antagonism, Theory and Reality in
w (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967),
International
. Corbett, p. 82.
rang tted Y
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terminate it; o) "an absence of intention or at least of a decision to
resort to war as a means of solving the issue."14
Another outspoken advocate of the need to recognize an intermediate
status is Julius Stone who views the contemporary conflict as taking
place neither in time of "peace" nor in time of "war." He argues that
"the 'normalcy! of this condition of 'no peace - -no war' ie an unpleasant,
truth, but it is one that must be faced for the sake of human survival."6

Professor Schwarsenberger also argues that the doctrine of the alternative 'character of "peace" and "war" disregards altogether the realities
of state practise. He maintains that "coercive measures falling ehort of
war" which are being resorted te at an increasing degree between states
do not belong either to "the status of peace or "the status of war":
on the oontrary they "belong to a border -land of their on between the
state of peaoe and war. They are neither pax belliooe: nor bellum pactnouns, but are commensurate to a status mixtue, a str.te of intermediacy
VeriWan peace and war."16

14
Philip C. Jessup, "Should International Law Recognize an Intermediate Status Between Peace and War?" A.J.I.L. 48 (1954), P. 100; see
also his artiole "Intermediacy," Acta Scandinavia juris gentium, 23

(1953), p. 17.
15 Julius Stone, Legal Controls of International Conf- A (New Yorks
Rinehart and Co., 1959Y, p. xxviis John E. Herz also considers the present
situation of global conflict ae a normal status because of the impossibility of attaining complete security and the almost impossibility of resorting to a preventive "war." He argues that "...we live in that continual uncertainty that lies between 'war' and !peace'," International
Politics in the Atomic Age (New Yorks Columbia University Press, 1959)
p. 27g. Lucio M. H. Quintana cells this third status as "neutral status"
describing a etato of relations where there ie naltLer "peace" nor "war."
El Tereer Retied° del Dereoho Internaccional (Nischens Biblioteca Grotiana,
1954/, II, pp. 38-39; See also Hugh Seton-Watson, Neither War Nor Peaces
The Struggle for Power in the Poet War World (New York Frederiok A. Praeger,
1960), p. 9, where the author states that sine the end of the hostilities
in the Second World bar, "the World has remained in a condition of neither
war.nor peace."
16

Georg Sohyarsengerger, Power Politics (New Yorks Frederick A.
191; see also "Jus Paois Ao Belli?" A.J.I.L.,
Praeger, 1964), 3rd ed.,
37 (1943), p. 460, where Professor Schwarzenberger argues that "Tg---doctrine of war ae a status and objective phenomenon breaks down over the
of
reality of the status mixtus. This status is not eti.,1ated from
Gtates contend by power in peaoe
peaoe and war by any objective test...
and war. In the state of peace, they are limited to the use of eoonomio
In the status mixtus, they supplement these forms
and political power.
of per by the use of military power. In the state of war. they use all
available forme of power." See also his article "The ympaot of the EaetWest Rift on International law," Transactions, Grotius Society, 36 (1950),
p. 229.
39
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It seems that the dootrine of intermediaoy is gaining more support
l'om writers who rddress themselves to the problems of the oontemporary
Ad. For exa.ple, von Glahn writes:
The conoept of intermediaoy is an intriguing one - -it possesses
much merit as a devioe to illuminate the sone between peaceful
relations and general (total or all-out)war, and might serve
extremely useful purposes in outlining the rules possible of
application to the currently fashionable oonoept of limited war
and to 'limited friotion'...sinoe the conoept appears to exist
in praotioe, perhaps here, too, the LW ought to follow the current aotivities of its subjects and provide guidelines and regulations for those aotivitiea.17

Looking at the problem from the standpoint of Communist approaoh to
"war" James D. Atkinson argues that in order to impose their systeM upon
the rest of the world, not direotly through military force but indireotly
through unconventional means of ooeroion, the Communists "have conjoined '
both war and pesos so that all of man's activities...are harnessed to
MarsistIeninist cannons that delineate procise:y what a totally new
world ought to be on every plane." He concludes that the Communists "are
engaged in a oonfliot of oivilizations that is of euoh magnitude that it
Should be oalled pdayrsoonism. the fusion of war and pedoe."18
A majority of the writers and particularly those who rejeot the
oonoept of the state of intermediaoy19 seem to overemphasize the importance of abstraot prinoiples and formal rules of traditional international

17
von Glahn, op. oit., p. 535; see also Wolfgan Friedmann, The
Changing Stricture of International Law (New York: Columbia University
Trees, 1964), p. 271, where the author states: "The legal consequenoss
of suoh a state of intermediaoy are far from olear, but it is arguable
that they would, for example, inolude limited restriotions on the freedom of the seas hithorLo reoognized only in war but falling short of
Hall -scale blockade. It might also lead to more elaborate sets of
rules on intervention and counter-measures intermediate between war and
peaoe."
18
Atkinson, op: oit., p. 275.

lc
"For example, one writer argues that if a state of intermediaoy is
recognised "legal thinking would degenerate into politioal arbitrariness
without the confining walls of the firmly established distinotion between
war and peace," Lothar Kotzoh, The Conoept of Vert -In CentemPorarY His...tory and International Law (Geneve: LibrIiire t. Dros, 1956), p..2411
According to Trits -57076;7E6e term "intermediate state repreeente..:eeme
of the worst kind of legalistic verbiage that own be imagined," op. oit.,
p. 2221 Soviet Professor Gregory I. Tunkin, also argues that ethos under
oontemporary international law "war" is oonsidered as the "greatest
breach of international law;" and the "aooeptance of the proposal to
introduoe in international law this 'third status' would result in
40
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law. They attribute oertain predetermined legal oonsequenoes to these
abetraot formulations and disregard the realities of international
politioe. Such an attitude often leads one to thR mixing of utopia
with reality: the what ought to be with what is." Yet, law in general
and international law in partioular ie a dynamic institution to the extent that it refleots the political realities. Ae ProfessoT. Claude
observes: "In a sooiety of oontending groups, law is not the only effeotive way of preventing violence, or even the most imgiTnnt iethod;
instead, politioa is the device which has proved most useful."21 The
task of thcio who deal with the legal. problems of states must be "...to
weed, to prune, to oreate- -not to oling to outmoded solutions of anottwera and bah:clan the passing of international law."22 This ie whit the
proponents of the doctrine of intermediacy are attempting to do. They
ere trying to Close, at least narrow down, the gap between state pran4-.iee
and the ol0 rules of. international law.

o'

legally coneeorating the situation of international tension and 'oold
war',"'"Coexiitenne and International Law," Reoueil des Coure. (1958)
III, p, 62; see also Gregory I. Tunkin, "Peaceful Cooperation or
'Intermediate Statue'," New Times (Moscow) No. 26 (June 1956), pp. 810; CF. Nathan Feinberg, The Legality of "State of War" After the Cessation of Hostilities (Jerusalem: Magnet; Press, 1961). pp. 46-51. Professor Myres S. MoDougal while rejecting the dichotomous approach as
artifioial and abstract and ultimately untrue in the sense of not corresponding to contemporary realities, questions the usefulness of reoognising an intermediate statue in the faoe of.the oomplexity of prooess
of international coercion. He is of the opinion that "a method of
analysis more comprehensive and flexible than either diohotomy or trichotomy seeme nooeasary," because international ooercion that takes
It
place between the polar extremes of "war" and "peace" encompasses
oontinuum of coercive practioes of infinitely varying modalities and
degrees of intensity." He, therofore, ooncludes that "between the
polar extremes of the lowest and highest degrees of ooercion there is
nat one .stage of intermediacy but countless stages... "Myres S. McDougal
and Aesooiates,'Studies in World Publio Order (New Haven: Yale UniTorsity
Press, 1960), p. 245; See also Myres S. McDougal; "Peace and T'ar: Factual
Continuum with Multiple Legal Consequenoes," A.J.I.L. 49 (1953),
PP. 66-67.
20

0n the gap between normative law and customary law, see Urban G.
Whitaker, Politica and Power: A Text in International Law (New York:
Harper and Row, 1964), pp. 42-48.
21

Claude, op. oit., p. 265.

22
litionl
Norton A. Kaplan and Nioholas deB. Katzenback. Th,
Foundations of international Law (New Yorx: john Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1961), p. 29.
.
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The dootrine of intermediaoy appears to releot more courately the
existing realities of international politios. However, when the advooates
of this dcotrine argue the existenoe of a third status between "war" and
"peso." they primarily refer to the twilight sons of the ooeroive measures
falling short of "war.," 'Since these measures are undertaken during
period of "peace" it appears that they consider this third status closer
to "peace" than "war."-for such measures Shich carry limited ob3eotivem
are "pacific''-in.oharaoter and the state against whioh suoh measures are
undertaken has not deoided to go to "war." Starting from this point the
'dootrine of intermediaoy may be oritioised on the following grounds.
First, there seems to be a oontradiotion between the dominant notion
of the dootrine, that is "the basic omidition of hostility," and the
alleged oondition of "peaoi" between states who risor41 to ooeroive measures falling short of "war."
The idea of "basiq oonditions of hoitility"
is more deloriptive or
"warlike" relation between the opponents. It
would be more aoourate; therefore, to maintain that the third oondition
is °loser to "war" than to peace."
Second, the operoivo measures resorted to by the United States and
the Soviet Union are not only more numerous than envisaged by traditional
international law but also their natures are different. For example,
the term "quarantine" used initially to desoribe the cotton adopted by
the United States against Cuba in Ootober- November 1982, "was a new
method of blockade, 23 containing the elements not only of paoifio bloc"war -time blockade. " Furthermore, "war
kade but more so the elements of
by proxy" suoh as the no being waged in South Viet-Nee, the invasion of
the Bay of Fig' in 1981, invasion of Indian territorles by Communist China,
the.U4Anoident, invasion of Sinaiby Israel, invasion of the United Arab
Republic by Great Britain and France, the Hungarian Uprising of 1968, and
host of ooeroive measures inoluding indirect aggression, intervention,
infiltration, subversion, etc., cannot be oonsidered similar to those
senotioned by traditional international law of "peace."

Third, sine the traditional 000roive measures falling short of
"ear" take plaoe during the time of "pesos," nothing should prevent the

28son Gleba oonours in tits view, see op. oit., p. 610; Friedmann
argues that "the development of many forms of hostile international
aotivitios that are difficult to fit into the established categories,
sudh as the Cuba 'quarantine' or the various forms of 4indireotl aggression, lends substanoe to the suggestion...that there may be developing.
oit., p. 271.
a state of 'intermediaoy' between peace and war...;" o
ss "It was
Conoerning the Cuban "quarantine" Frofeisor Friedmann wr
quite olear...that the United Stites would have imposed quarantine and
taken any further military'measures nsoessary 10 remove or destroy the
missile threat frees Ombai..even if a Security Council or General Assembly
resolution of the United Nations had aotivoly oppoded suds intervention,"
p. 2804 see alio Quincy Wright, "The Cuban Quarantine," A.J.I.L. 67
(1963), p. 648.
42
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the opponent from exchanging the patterns of "peaoi" for that of "war,"
whores* under present conditions the opponents are precluded from starting a thermonuolear armed oonfliot beoause of the taoit moratorium on
such a "war."

Fourth, the traditional coercive measures were in the past resorted
to primarily by a great power against a email power, whereas the unoonventional means of coercion at present are being used either directly between great powers or indirectly by their proxies.
In view of these oonsideratione, in plaoe of the term "state of intermediacy" describing the third status between "war" and "peaoe" the term
"armistice oondition" is suggested here. The term "armistice condition"
denotes the state of affairs that prevails during the existence of a de
facto moratorium on all -out nuclear armed oonfliot at which time hostile
opponents oontinue to resort to unconventional means of coercion for the
purpose of weakening the enemy from within.

IV,

Armistioe a:: a Third Status

"Peace" must be regarded as a state of affairs during which states
adjust their interest primarily through political processes. When there
occurs a breakdown in political adjustment of interests, and thus the
possibility of "peaoeful ohange" is blocked, and states resort to unlimited forma of coercion for the purpose of overpowering their opponent
and imposing their will upon the enemy, they must be considered' in a state
It appears that states seldom find themselves in a
of armed oonfliot.
state of "peaoe" beoause of the existenoe of mutual fear and suspioion
which precludes the proper fUnotioning of the politioal process of adjustment of mutual interests. In such a society, therefore, Neu" beoomes a
normal condition, whioh is conoommitant to anarchy. However, the mere
absence of a legal:state of armed conflict must not be construed as
"peaoe,q becauae states may oonsider all-out armed oonfliot detrimental
to their vital national interests and instead resort to limited means of
conventional or unconventional means of coeroion. This situation must be
oonsidered closer to an armed conflict and must be viewed as ooustituting
an armistice condition.
Armistice condition may be due to the following developments:

The use of limited mane of coercion for limited ends, i.e.,
1.
an intention to affeot but not to crush the opponent's will; example:
the conflict between Turkey and Greeoe over Cyprus.
2. Conversion of active armed conflict into armistice'oondition
beow2se of (a) the impossibility of overpowering each other; (b) the
intervention of great powers or an international organization for the
cessation of the military operations; example: the armed confliot between Israel and the Arab States.

The achievement of equal oapeoity of total destruction through
3.
thermonuclear weapons which forces the opponents to oonoentrate on
43
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unconventional means of ooercion in order to weaken each other from
within; ex:opies the conflict between the Western and Communist blocks.Theoretically, in the first two oases there exists the possibility
of starting or resuming the armed oonflict. However, in fact, under the
impaot of the nuolear stalemate between the two opposing power blood
such a possibility becomes almost nil. This may lead one to conclude
that in armistice agreement signed under those conditions terminates the
legal state of aimed oonflict and initiates the armistice'status between
the belligerents.

,

The third case, following the first, leads to the permanency of
armistice status between the opponents, for the more opponents realize
the risks of total conflict, the greater will be CI.; tondency for the
condition of armistice to perpetuate'itself.
Admittedly, this new concept of armistioe statue is contrary to the
concept of armistice as envisaged in the Regulations annexed to the Hague
Convention IV of 190724 and to the views of writers,25 army manuals,26
and court decisions.47 However, everyone will agree with the argument
that the institutiod of armistice has undergone basic ohanges in state
practice since 1918.28 It now exhibits basically two types: (a) Capitulatory Armistice (examples: Armistioe between the Ottoman EMpire and the
Allied Powers of October 1918; Armistice between France, and Germany and
Italy of Juni 1940; Armiatioe between. Italy and Allied Powers of September 19431 the Unoonditional Surrwnder terms imposed upon Germany in May
1945); (b) Stalemate Armistice as a result of the mediatory influence of
Great Powers or'llorld organization:: (examples: Armistice between Lithuania
:and Poland of 19201 Armistioe between Turkey and the Allied. Powers of 19221
Renville Truce Agreement between Indonesia and the Netherlands of 19481

24This Convention may be found in Marcel Deltenre, General Collection
of the Laws and Customs of War on Land, on Sea. Under Sea and in the Air
Acoording to the Treaties blaborated by the International Conferences
(Bruxelles: Les Edition Ford, Wellene.Pay, 1943).
since 1866
25 Laos& Oppenheim, International Law: Disputes, War and Neutrality
(London: Longmand, Green and Co., 1952) 7th ed.
Edited by Sir Hereh
Lauterpaoht. p. 5481 Col.'HoWard S. Levie, "The Nature and Scope of the
50 (1966), p. 881.
Armistioe Agreement,"
26
U.S. Department of Army, FM 27-10. The Law of Land Warfare
(Washington: Government Prix:LI:1g Office, 1956), paracreph 473.

27

Case in Annual
See D- -'dorfer Allgemeine Versioherung
Digest and Weports of Public International Law Cases: 1919-1922, p7-411-7
and Kotzias v. Tyner case Ibid., p. 443.

22Some of these changes are recorded in Col. Levie, op. cit.
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Armistice Agreements between Israel and the Arab States of 19491 the
Korean Armistioe Agreement of 1953; the three Armistice Agreements of
Indo-China of 1954)." Secondly, the:vont:Into of armistice agreements
have become a matter of direot oonoern to the third states which inolude fir-reaohing politioal, eloonomiO, sooial, as well as military conditions. Thirdly, armistioe agreements seem to haVe taken the plaoe of
"preliminaries of peaoe" if not "peaoe treaties"30 beoauae of the intervention of great powers fer tho purpose of preventing the armed oonfliot
between two small powers esoalating into a world -wide tAermonuolear armed
confziot, thus oroating a stalemate armistioe oondition. Fourthly, and
most important 'of all, the establishment of an armistioe oondition without the prier existence of "legal state of war" between the opponents
whioh hes world wide ramifications'as seen in the relations between the
United States and the Soviet Union.' To reiterate, the oharaoteriatio
features of this armistice oondition are as follows:
1.
2.

3;

4.

5.

6.
7.

The existence of'deep-rooted hostility, fear and suspicion;
the absentia of intention to adjust mutual vital interests
through political process, despite lip aervioe to the oonoept
of "peaoeful oo-existenoe";
the existence of moratorium on "peace" and "all-out war";
the establishment of de faotO buffer zones (shook- absorber
each opponent, perhaps analogous
areas) along the periphery
to demilitarized zones of the armistioe regime envisaged by
the Hague Regulations;
the resort.to unoonventional means of ooeroion to affeot the
will of the opponent;
the maintenanoe of diplomatic), economic, oultural, etc.
relationa3 and
the conversion of the United Nations from a oolleotive security agen431 into a "neutral meeting ground," where victory
is sought.

29For a detailed treatment of these and other changes in armistice
agreements see Tamkoc, op. cit., pp.-13-55.

3oR
eferring to modern armistices, partioularly the Armistice Agreement between Israel and the Arab States,'Shabatai Rosanne argues, "...
little purpose is served by trying to fit them into thenstrait-jaoket of
a priori dogma," Israers Armistice Agreements with the Arab States (Tel
Aviv: Blumeteints Bookatore, 1951), p. 85.
31 For example, the Seoretary General of the United Nations U Thant
write::: "There has been a tacit transition from the ooncept of oolleotive
security, as set out in Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, to a
More realiitio idea of peaoe-keeping. The idea the conventional military
methods--or, put it bluntly, war--cannot be used by or on behalf of the
United Nations to counter aggression and secure peaoe, seems now to be
rather impraotioal," an addresi to the Harvard Alumni Association delivered
on June 13, 1963, in Linooln P. Bloomfield, International Military Force
(Boston: Little Brown Co., 1964), p. 260.
45
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In this connection it is interesting to note that the United Nations,
whioh has been created for the maintenanoe of the status quo--oalled
"peaoe"..-es arranged by the victorious wartime ooalition, has beoome an
agenoy for the preservation of armistice condition throurhout tho world.
The Security Counoil or the General Assembly--when the interests of the
Great Powers demandedaaoall for the establishment of loonlised armistice
condition in order to prevent the aggravation of the.eituation to be supervised by disengagement forces of the United Nations.
The provisional
measures taken by the Seourity Counoil, under Artiole 40 of the Charter,
may be oonsidered as the legal basis for the establishment and maintenanoe
of the localised armistioe conditions.
It must be pointed out that these
arrangements are the result of the tacit agreement of the Great Powers of
the Security Counoil, partioularly the United States and the Soviet Union.

These two super powers have preferred to let the "Korean War" end in
a stalemate armistice condition rather than let it develop into a therm°.
nuolear armed oonfliot. They have deolined to push the Berlin crisis,
silica 1948, to the point Where each aide would have no (tholes but to mnihilate the other, and with them the whole world. They preferred to retreat
from their positions in'the Cuban crisis of 1962 instead Of risking m
thermonuclear holooauet. They have pre. .nted the esoalation of the Suet
crisis of 1958, the BUngarian uprising of 1958, the Congo Crisis of 1960
into an all -out armed oonfliot. They have agreed in 1963, on the eatablisha
inert of a direct communication link between Washington and *maw mod on
banning nuclear tests on the ground, on sea and in the airspaoe. They
have tacitly postponed, perhaps indefinitely, the settlement of territorial
questions such as in Germany, Korea, Viet.-Nam, and satellite oountriee.
'aa
They have thus tacitly established a de faoto global armistioe ()condition
Which has a direct impaot on the verieWinTice of every state in the world.

Unless are incorrectly palled "peace- keeping foroes"; instead they
should be oalled "disengagement foroes of armistice condition." For
example, the United Nations Speoial Commiseion on the Balkans, 1947; the
United Nations Observer Group of military officers in Kashmir, 1948; the
Uxiitsd Nations Truoe Supervision Organisation in Palestine, 1949$ the
.United Nations EMergenoy Foroe in the Middle East, 1956; the MiltedNations Observer Group in Lebanon, 1958; the United Nations Foroe in the
"Congo, 1980; the United Nations Security Force ih West Iran, 1982; the
Uhited'Netions Observer Group in Yemen, 1963; the United Nations Force in
Cyprus.
"I
33Adlai E. Stevenson describes this situation in these words;
regret that'people here at thetUnited Nations seem to befieie that the
It isn't a.
oold war is s private struggle between the two super - powers.
private struggle; it is a world oivil war- -a oontest between the pluralist
world and the monolithio world --a contest between the world of the Charter
and the world of Communist oonformity. Every Y nation that is now endsa
pendent and wants to remain independent is involved, whether they know it
or not. Every nation is involved in-this grim, oostly, distasteful
division in the world no matter how remote and how disinterested;" Q.S.
Information Service, Offioial Text (Ankara), October 24, 1962, p. 6.
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V.

Conclusion

Today, the world cams to find itself in complete uncertainty because
of the juxtaposition of the, old and the new ponoepts and institutions, euoh
as "freedton" and "slavery," "aggreseics" and "self - defense," territorial
statee and blocs of states, the'most primitive and the most advanced Boole ties,."the state of war" and "the state of peace."
Contusion is universal. Everyone feels insecure and is afraid of his
neighbor. There is mutual suspicion and fear,
There is a global armistice
condition, whioh may ocme to an end by the'outbreak of a thermonuolear
holooaust or by the elimination of mutual fear and suspioion, thus bringing
a true '"peaoe" to all, Theliret alternative, with all due respect to"
Herman. Kahn, is unthinkable. '7" The second is possible only through the
long and arduous prooesa of political adjustment of mutual interests in
whioh the Western. demooraoies are well versed.
Western demooraoies are
equipped to take this ohallenge.
.

It is my oontention that the establishment and preservation of "peace"
depends upon the prevention of "war" and not waging a suooeasful "war"
against the "so- called aggressor" nations. And the peeventioncof armed
conflict depends on the
of political adjustment. It seems that there
%a no other better condition than armistice for this purpose. During an
armietioe condition, the opponents have to treat each other on a footing
of absolute equality and reciprocity. Political adjustments between'the
opponents have to give no greater advantage to one aide or the other.

art

The prolongation of armietioe condition may be of benefit to statesmen and nations alike in that tneylmay yet learn to prevent,the last
"civil war" among men through "successful political process" which "is
the.dominant feature of government-at its best."56
The traditional rules of international law no longer correspond to
the global armistice condition. Jurists, therefore, must seriously
attempt to weed, to prune, the old'gmles and introduce new ones based on
the realities of contemporary life.
Jurists must assign a speoific
place to the armistice condition between "peaoe" and "war" in their treatment of international law. Formulation of now rules Of armistice oonAition may exercise & positive influence on statesmen. Then there would
be less tendency to see the relations of states in berme of "black" and

34See "Chapter One In Defense of Thinking" Kahn's highly interesting book ThinkinkAbout the Unthinkable.
35
Claude, op. oit., p. 263.

36 Professor Whitaker observes, "...the function of law is to lead
mankind toward progress by finding a realistic balance between current
practice is and what we hope future practice will be," op. oit., p. 46.
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"white," and less likelihood of advocating a preventive or pre-emptive
all -out armed conflict.
Thus normaloy'of limited armed conflict for
Waited ende would-have been regulated. The hostile opponents will
probably display greater disposition to negotiate their differences
first on minor problems, then make stupor° efforts to settle major
issues suoh as disarmament and the problem of Germap.re-unifioation, the
Gordian knot of the 20th Century.
Until then the world is bound to live in this gray area,
ties condition between "war" tnd "peaLe."

48
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT: LESSONS FROM THE CONGO
by Edmund A. Oullion, Dean of the Fletoher Sohool of Law
& Diplomaoy at Tufts University

my topio is "Crisie Managements Leseons from the Congo," mhioh .sounds
presuMptuous. I think it is admissible, however, if it fits into the theme
of this oonferenoe.
I understand that your purpose is to study the phenomenology of oriels, as if it were an illness; or, in the words of T. S.
Eliot, "a patient etherited upon the table"; to study mute and effeot,
to deteot any oommon pattern whioh might enable us to prediot the course
of :Irises or their life span and how to antioipate them, how to oope with
I etreas the word
them and manage them, and how to deal with aftermath.
aftermath* beoause.it seems to me that it ie in aftermath that the evade
of the next oonfliot are always present. I need not dwell on this before
an audienoe oomposed of people interested in international studies, but
it has always been true--it wee true in World War I, it is true in the
Congo today, and in :more, of situations whioh I oould oite.
k
I think we should anyway try to begin with definition, so I went to
that soholar, Webster, to tee if he had anything to oontribute.
He
desoribes a crisis as that change in illness after whioh its course prooeeds either to reoovery or to death."
That seem a little drastic for
our international studies. He also refers to oriels as the "oulminating
point" or "oruoial point," and--what I like particularly, as the "turning,
poinL." This, it seems to me, is that students of the'sooial soiences
should try to identify--the turning point, the hinge of fate, the point
which, if r000gnized, oan be worked upon, where you can still exert
leverage, where you oan manage a crisis and still hope to bring it around
to your own ends,

'

I submit, however, that popular opinimn ie not really oonoerned closely,
with definitions of crisis; most people world grade an international oriels
according to the inches of headlines it rates, that is, by a kind of
quantitative test. This ie clear in situations which present a threat to
the peaoe, basically a threat to the iseouri4 of the United States; and in
an that a four -star oriels is
recent years, of-course, it he :loomed to
one that threatens to involve a show -down between the United States and
the Communist world. . Now, If this were all there were to it, it would be
easier to studyttheanatomyand the eoology of oriole; beoauee orises between the Sino-Soviet world and ourselves have tended to aesume certain
patterns during the period of taatomio.stalemate, eepeoially sinoe the
atomic- stalemate was reoognized in all its implications by both .sides, and
Hilt again at the risk of
particularly since the Cuban missile oriels.
puehing'in an open'door and dwelling on'things you know best about, I suggest that as a people we Amerioins tend too much towards exolusive oonoern with that kind of a oriels. After all, there are Soores of inoipient
orises all around the world, whioh oome to term even without the intervention of ourselves or the Soviet Union; true, there are ,prtain aituatione whioh are presently being aggravated by the oonfliot between the
great powers, or by one or two of them, but each of these would move

Extemporaneoue remarks by the former U.S. Ambassador to the Republio of
the Congo, 196l-l963.
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toward orisie even if the great powers were not involved.
In the place I
have recently left (Republic of the Congo), the Balubas, the Luluae and
the Chilubas and the other tribes will always live in a state of armed
peace, until some great progressla achieved there; when law and order
and the infraetruoture of the economic eystem are in decline, the tensions
between such tribes tend to become uncontrolled and tend to produce or!sis.
Look around the world. You need not be worri d about the Cold War to
predict a orieie internally in Indonesia, or a orieie growing out of population pressures in Latin America; even if there were no Communists in
China, it would be possible to oonoeive of a crisis some day between China
and the Soviet Union, between China and India, between Indonesia and
Malaysia, between Tunis and Algiers, between Ethiopia and Somaliland. I
recall the range of these world -wide arenas to emphasize that we should
not have too sectarian or egotistic a point of view as to what constitohos
crisis.

The Congo is either a very inconvenient illustration or a very apt
one because it seems to combine so many different forme of &Joiesome
of thei discontinuous, some of them closely connected in varying time
phases. What I shall try to dq this afterrsion is to examine some of the
issues which name to orisie in the Congo, attempt some conolusions about
them for the oonduot of the foreign policy of the United States, and to
infer something =bout lessons for the management of a crisis.

Now, what was at stake and that is at stake in the Congo? I think
you know the material stakes --I feel that you know these, things and I don't
have to talk about them. The Congo is the cockpit of Africa. It has frontiers with nine countries. With its propensity for attraoting public
attention, it has become unfortunately and unfairly associated in American
eyes with the future of Afrioa. We tend to identify things thzt happen in
the Congo with the course that Afriqa as a whole will take and to prediot
the future of the continent by reference to one unhappy country.
The policy of the United States seeks a united Congo, not under the
The
sway or domination of any power- -not obrselvei, nor the Soviet Union.
emphasis was on unity. And why so muoh emphasis on unity? Preoieely because we believe that if the Congo ahould break into pieces, some predatory
powers would pink up those pieces. This is why the Katanga .AA a threat,
because it did set the stage for a series of secessions. When I went out
to the Congo, in 1961, there was not one but three inoipient secessions.
Three of the five provinoee of the Congo were in secession, not just the
Katange. It was difficult to deal with either of the other two Ike long
asthe Katanga secession effort oontinued. In the Katanga, also,
Mr.,Tehombe was arrogating to the province about half of the foreign exchange earnings of the entire country and about the same proportion of
the fieoal earnings; an economic) squeeze which was slowly strangling the
rest of the country. But the greater danger was the setting up of a
prooees of balkanization and disintegration in the Congo. Balkanization
of the Congo could have brought nearer to term the thing that all of us
have to dread so much, and that ie a North-South or black-white confronter
tion on the continent of Afrioa with all of its dreadful implications for
this country- -and the possibility that such a struggle might be seized
upon and exploited and escalated by our adversaries. All this was at
stake in the Congo in addition to the material stake.
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What the United States did in this situation vas to try to-keep the
country aloof and guarded from tt.s. Cold War. Pamomter that this wasn't
long after the-KoreiacOnfliot. We were still very much under the spell
of the implications of that confliot. We did not want another Korea to
burst out in the cockpit of Africa. And this is shy, When Lumumba came
to the United States in thy, early part of 1960, ant wanted direct United
States assistance he was told, in effect, "Oh, don-t do that- -the modern
That is the
way to handle these things is to apply to the United Nations.
best way to prevent your country from being embroiled in the cold war or
possibly ravaged by hot war."

Now, because it's necessary to our conolueione later, let me'dwell a
bit upon Belgian polioiee in thz Congo. The Belgians had done great
things in the Congo materially, but their human engineering was far below
the level of their material engineering. One set of figures most people
have heard about the Congo reveals that upon the outbreak of independence,
there were practically no Congolese lawyers, doctors, engineers, no
entrepreneurs, no one in the country with much experience in running anything. This was not because of inherent incapacity of the people, but
rather because the policy of the oolonial,power while producing a relatively
high level of literacy for Africa was to go sloe on decondary edUoation
and up until very near the end, to withhold higher education.
In 1968, I believe, a Belgian scholar, named Van Billion, suggested
that there should be a kind of long-range plan for autonomy for the Congo
in thirty years. Be was practically read out of the party for shat was
considered an explfeive statement. And then, only two years later there
came a truly magnanimous offer of independence by Belgium--the whole thing
was to be turned over to the Congolese. Why did the Belgians make this
switch? I think they, too, were under the influence of Korea--they too
were much impressed with What De Gaulle was offering to the other Frenchspeaking former colonies.
The Belgian Government wags not reactionary. Belgium wanted to merit
the good will of the Congolese and of ourselves and Others, but they also
base0 their accelerated policy on a real calculation. They had a name for
The newspapers called it "le pari congolais," the bet, the wager in
it.
the Congo --which -was, eines no one out there could run anything, that if
independence were accorded quickly and in full, the result would be that
e grateful people would turn to the Belgians and would !Lek them to carry
on and help run the country for them. Not a bad calculation. It might
have worked if certain chickens had not come home to roost. Among the
things Belgium had not done--among the oadree that had been left leas
than fully trained, were those of the Congolese Army.

So there ensued shortly after independenoe the so-called mutiny in
the Congolese Army--largely the result of superstition and bad informaThe Congolese got it into their heads that the Belgians Were maation.
searing some people in Matadi and they turned loose on the Belgians.
There was not so much killing as generally thought, but a great deal of
rape. Belgians, largely in order to protect their women, did bring in
paratroopers to Leopoldville. Thus, a situation which began as a really
open-handed voluntary transfer of sovereirnty from a former colonial
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power to its former ward became a typioal situation in which the former
colony or oertain of its politioians could lay olaim to having wrested
independence, or so they thought, from the oolonial power.
The BelGians- -or Belgian business--did another thing whioh was to
The disorders had not yet reaohed the
store up trouble for the future.
Katange-they +bought-that they could fence this area aff--at least on a
"wait -nd see" ,ksis, and in this, of course, they were powerfully bioked
This,
by the Union-idaiere. the powerful mining interest of the country.
too, was not ar. unreasonable oaloulation on its aurfaoe, but it was one
which turned oat disastrously beoause the lino of protection and separobino
thus established hardened into a line almost of partition and became a
frontier between two parte of a oountry involved in a civil war.

Now while the United Natinna was in the Congo, it at least succeeded
This mandate, in its details, is controversial and hard
In its mandate.
to define and even to sewn* for in the texts of some fourteen or fifteen
U.N. resolutions, some of them internally oontradictory, and all of them
the result of compromise and the work of a hundred pairs of hands. What
the U.N. really stood for in the Congo was interposition between the great
powert. The Soviet Union could haw kept the U.N. out of the Congo but
did not, perhaps because it also made mistaken oalculations on the outcome.
There did not
I argue that the U.N. did auoceed in its main mission.
occur that great power oonfliot in the Congo that one had feared. By
and large the U.N. Old maintain the territorial integrity of the country,
meroenaries were expelled and foreign officers were withdrawn in a000rdance
with the U.N. resolutions. Now, in doing this the United Nations had to
turn each oorner as it name to it, to make ft preoedent almost day by day,
It
to carry its powers around very carefully while walking a tight rope.
did confront a feareome dilemma, i.e. Gould it actually oarry out the
mandates of the resolutions and still sot consistently with the Charter,
with its prohibitions against interference in the internal affairs of a
state? Could its iotion be justified legally by demonstrating that the
dangerous situation.in the Congo was rising to the level of a threat to
the peaoe?
In general, I believe that if the United Nations had not dons what it
did at the end, in Deoember.and January, 1183, had it not gone beyond merely tearing down the roadblooke which Tehombe had thrown up in Elizabethvine, and aotually spread throughout the provinoe, orossed the Lufira
River, and liberated the other towns of the Ratanga, the United Nations
might Well have been finished as a peace-keeping, peace enforoing organization. Certainly its future as an exeoutive organ end as an agent of
colleotive seourity would have been jeopardized. I do. believe that failure
in the Congo would have started the United Nations down the road into the
shadows, there to join the League of Nations.
There are lessons to be gained from this whole experienoe with respect
to oonduoting United States foreign relations and perhaps also with reepeot
I have said that the most important part of
to the management of crises.
Let us examine the United States,
handling a crisis lies in anticipation.
reoord, the Belgian record, and the United Nations' record in this regard.
I do not believe that the United States fully anticipated or provided in
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& meaningful and mystemetio way for the cascade of calanial power that
followed World War II. That watershed might have been foreseen. A
rather simple determination that the next decade web going to end with
practically no colonies left in the eorld, might have spared the United
Stztcs muoh grief, oonfUmion and truly about the split in its loyalties
to old states and new. But the United States never made any systematic)
determination of that kind. It crossed eaoh crisis bridge as it cams to
result it was continually involved then, as it is now, in
it, and as
this dilemma batsmen allegianoerto our friendships and allianoes with the
former colonial powers and our Sympathy with the emerging states and the
sense that these were also emerging as decisive areas. We did,"however,
anticipate, (having learned lessons from korea), the problem of bide..
pendenos in Africa in some degree. We did, just before the great wave of
independent states, open a number of ooneulates (later Embassies) in these
areas; we did beat the Soviet bloo to this move, and I think this paid
off. Up until then the American presenoe in Africa was verysaall, excapt
I don't
in the northern tier, in the Arab States and in South Africa.
think it is generally recognised how little military or finanoial or even
commercial presenoe the United States has maintained in Afrioa. Thus our
moving in there called for and showed a degree of anticipation. We did
also anticipate (because of the lessons of korea), the dangers of °old..
war..to -hot -mar seoalation, and this was the prime reason for our turning
to the United Nations is the Congo crisis. We did not anticipate the
results of United Nations withdrawal. We were financing the major part
of the bill, over one -third of the whole bill --but it was only with great
difficulty that we were able to decide ourselves that a six month prolongation of the United Nations stay was neoessary and, thereafter, to
prooure a United Nations decision to stay on. When, finally, the United
Nations moved out,
new orisis moved in. I taink that the balance sheet
must list these developments on the debit side.
The Belgian reoord with reepeot to antioipation is not impressive.
In the generation and a half or so that they have been in the Congo their
history shows a number of bad forecasts. Neformi have been oonsistently
foroed upon the Belgians rather than anticipated. In 1960 they expected
to be asked to stay on, then they anticipated that they oould fenoe off
the Xatangal they did not antioipate that they might be creating & Vranken
stein's monster in Tshombe, which is what some Belgians used to argue
that they had done whet asked to reason with or press upon Mr. Tshombe in
his secessionist phase. I am afraid, therefore, that we cannot credit
Belgium with a highly developed faoulty of anticipation unless it could be
argued that a strong arm solution with Mr. Tshcmbe will encounter more
than short-run success. And it may enoounter come short-run 'mesas, in
which oase the Belgians oan say that they had correctly antioipated it.
Now wi._ esspeot to the United Nations, did it anticipate the situation? The answer, again, must be no. I think that Mr. Hammerskjold and
his people in the Seoretariat thought of the initial dispatoh of the
United Nations troops there as a show.the -flag faros, a tripwire force.
They were arguing from the analogy and parallel of te upper Middle East;
they apparently did not expect to be engaged honvily. One of the consequences was that the f oroe was never equipped for the hardest oonoeiveble
No military fordo should be sent anywhere
task whioh it might have to faoe.
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that is not oapable of doing the job that it might be Galled on to do.
The United Nations forces had no so- called offensive weapons. Never
during its stay did the United Nations have any field artillery; it was
always defioient in the kind of things in whioh you would expeot
force
aosesamiea by many nations to be defioient. It did not have the single
will neoessary to run a highly effeotive military intelligence, politioal
It was weak in thole things. In central
warfare, even press relations.
staff planning, it was also, at first, rather poor. Suoh things owl now
be antioipated and oorreoteds there oan be U.N. military staff planning,
there might even be military-staff colleges, there oan be earmarked foroes,
although it would not be particularly appropriate for he United States
or the Soviet Union to earmark such foroes.

It is harder to antioipate how the lessons of the Congo oould be
applied to drafting resolutions in tie United Nations if a new and similar
orisis should arise. All that one osn say is that some of the resolutions
sounded a very unoertain trumpet for attaoking the Congo orisis and that
this experienoe ought to weigh with thess'oountries l!tely to be involved
And partioularly those who furnish troops. Certainly, taotioal lessons
have been learned. Indeed, we do see in Cyprus, even though other lessons
may not have been learned, that the_United Nations is attempting to insist
on freedom of movement, and this may owe something to the Congo experienoe.
These are just a few notes on the role of antioipatiin in orisis.
Now lqt us turn to the course of orisis and coping with it. Let's look
to the Washington level, the New York level, the Brussels level, and the
The neoessity for antioipa on -the -spot Embassy, "oountry-team" level.
tion has produoed over the last fifteen years sensible ohanges in the
United States Stat. Department and in the various agenoiesoinvolved in
foreign affairs. lluoh more importanoe is now attaohed to forward-planning.
Seoretary Marshall and Under Seoretary Dean Aoheson set up the Polioy
Planning Council (in the Department of State) to do some of these things.
President Eisenhower, with his strong belief in the-staff system, set up
an Operations Coordination Board, later dismantled, and we have had various
suocessor organisations in whioh the planning function has bien developed.
So that on the plans side, consistent efforts have been made. I may say
here that the difficulty of planning is intensified When the planning has
to do with the problems in a-former colonial oountry. There still remains
this dilemma of being tied up in alliance with the former oolonial power
while we maintain a oharaoteristio sympathy for the aspirations of new
states. And as a result, particularly on these issues, polioy papers tend
to boil down to an expression of the lowest oommon denominator of agreement. The oraoks are sometimes papered over, the more difficult things
are left to one side or deferred for further judgment.
Next, I think, there oan be such a thing as too muoh devotion to
planning per se. It is possible to get yourself deadlocked into plans
and to lose the ability to improvise. That has proved true of some plans
drawn up for great emergenoies. If you look through history or the
drawers of the desks of military Oanners you will find a plethora of
plans that were never uned or oompletely changed. Thus, planning is oertainly not a God like and omnisoient funotion. But planning oan sometimes
I think that the Japanese might never have got us
be positively harmful.
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and themeelvee into one of the greatest trials in history had they not
been the altos' of the rigid was plane and immutable time tables of the
Supreme War Counoil.
In the actual management of a arisie like the Congo, the Unitod
States 'government had to cope not only with this dilemma between oolonial
powers end. new states, but oleo with the fact that it had to deal with
domestic pressure° in this 'country, generated rot only by people who really
couldn't understand why the United Nations should ouddenly beoome a Wer7
like organization with vine in its hands, people who thought of the United
Nations as a do-good organization, as a town meeting of the world but never
se a military outfit, but also people of quite another stripe, the people
who thougLb that the calla. of Katanga was the muse of demooraoy and selfdeterminatzon, who mistook it for a crusade of the little fellow against
the big fellow , and somehow got it in their heads that Tehombe was a stalwart anti-Communiet, which was not trues--these attitudes were stoked up
very well by an excellent propaganda machine, paid for by the prooeeds of
the exports from Katanga, whioh, of course, did not go out through the
Congo routes Where they would have been taxed by the Congo government, but
through Portuguese and Rhodesian centers.
There existed another effeotivo drag on our preoarioua Congo policy,
exerted not by the lunatio fringe or the Katanga Freedom Fighters, not by
oonvin,scl paoifista, but quietly by substantial Americana who had contributed Lo the creation of NATO, of the Grand Alliance, who did not like
situation in which we seemed to give. priority to
or could not understand
the United Nations above our friendship with Great Britain, Franoe and
Belgium and who believed that we might be tearing down this essential
structure for a oauee in the remote Congo that wan not worth it.
The administration in Washington had to cope with all these thinge,
and it had to cope with representations from the British, from the
Belgian, and from the French. We ueed to fenoy in the Congo that we
could see the whol policy line wobble a bit after a visit of this oharcter.
We'd get inquiries about Why this or that was going on. But this
brings me to a more important thingthe eignificanoe of White House interest
in a particular crisis. President Kennedy had been called a Congo Desk
Officer, because of his continuing close oonoern with the Congo. Although
he was greatly worried about the recurring Outbreaks of violenoe, he wan
not prepared to let the United Nations fail. He Was at all times trying
to bring Adoula and Tehombe together to negotiate. He did, of course,
prefer peaoefUl means of settlement. Yet he and the State Department never
allowed the United States to join with Franoe and Great Britain in the kind
of statements that used to emerge after eaoh of the successive orilea in
Katanga whioh castigated or found fault with United Natione action. The
United States under President'Kennedy voted for all the United Nations Congo
resolutions that were adopted.
I think the United States made a wise ohoioe in its resort to the
United Nations, not only for the purposs.of insulating and isolating the
situation, but also because giving our aid through the United Nationa did
epare us some of the troubles that we aometimee get into when the recipient
country charges that we are actuated by self-interest, and that our aid
has strings attached to it.
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Switohing book now to the oonduot of the affair within the Congo,
and the role that the United States mission oan play in such situations,
I would first like to generalise about the role of Amerioan embassies And
missions in new and emerging countries. I submit that this is a very different role, with more requirements for looal initiative than that exeroised by our missions in soolareat cities in established oountries suoh
as London, or Paris, or Stookholm, or Mexico City. I don't derogate from
the importance US our foreign relatione of our relations with these major
The difference is simply this* in these new states the Amerioan
oapitals.
embassy and its attached missions Are the present embodiment of Amerioan
presence and power. Most of these oountries do not. have highly developed.
foreign servioes which would make it possible'fOr them to exert their influenoe in Washington through their embassies.

It is the Amerioan embassy on the spot whioh is looked to for guidanoe
on an enormous range of things that no one would look to the embassy in
London to do. If you oonoeive of our relations with any country in the
world in berms of one of these old fashioned statistical "pie.oharts," and
if you drew up a ohirt for Ottawa and you tried to assign a sliver of this
pie to represent the relative responsibility or the.United States Embassy
in the whole span of relations between the United States government and
the people and government of Canada, the slice would be pretty small. Most
or thd aro of the pie would be taken up with travel and tourism, people.
to-people relations, family -to- family ties, institution,to-institution oontaots, and all the myriad links that bring the established states of the
world'together. But if you were to '?raw this eame ohart for the Congo or
Vientiane (Laos) that is, for a new state, the offioial United States
presenoe would oonetitute almost the whole thing, the entire pie,-so to
speak. Nor is this Situation altered by the distribution of Amerioan inIt is really extraordinary. that in the sixty new counvestment abroad.
tries whioh have"oome into existence in the last twenty -five years, how
very little (U.S.) investment there aotually is.. And that investment is
oonoentrated in a very fe -the Philippines, the oil oountries of the Middle East andyarth Afrioa, and countries of that kind.
This means, that in seeking information, in protecting one's nationals, in oommunioating with, and in trying to exeroise influenoe upon the
local people and government, the activity of an American mission in Alum
countries oomee to resalable something like the role of diplomaoy before
the jet plane and before the development of,telsoommunioations. It aots
on the spot, on the basis of fairly general instruotions, and it must
oontribute direotly to the formation of United States polioy,.not only in
orisis but also over the long pull. Take, for example, one issue I mentionel--the dilemma in our allegiances to our allies and to the new
states--the Amerioan embassy in the new states can exert influenoe to
It is in the best position to say what will
break up resulting logjams.
and what will not work in the new oountry,and it oan help those pclioypapers in Washington to assume a more oonorete form. And, 000asionally,
the Embassy in suoh a country must do more than this. Let me Just reoall
a few examples whioh, in the nature of things, must be drawn from my own
experience.
Hopefully, they may give you an idea of what deoisions an Embassy
has to make on the spot and how it operates with respect to communications and contacts with local authorities and with Washington.
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I got out to the-Congo on September 8, 1981, within a few days of
the beginning of the United Nations operation called "Rum Punch" which I
would denominate se "round two" (not round one) in this series of skirmishes
involving the United Nations and Tshombels secessionist gendarmeriise and
their meroenary helpers from abroad. Practically seeaking,my-introduoilen
to my job was a message received in Morse from our consulate in Nlizabeth
wills to the effect that it was in the line of fire and threatened with
attaok by Estangese gendarmes. Elisabethville had no teletype oonneotions
outside, and no power supply, and no normal radio. We were, however, able
to devise
system of contact by short wave radio and Elisabethville
managed to rig up
gasoline generator, led with gas drained from auto
mobile tanks.

Our first job, therefore, was'to restore oommunioations before we

could make any political judtnts.
In the meantime what had happened? In late August the UN foroes in
Elisabethville in ICatenga had completed a polio. operation in l000rdaree
with its view of its mandate to expel mercenaries and foreign offioers.
This had gone off without a hitch, with little or no bloodshed, and it
Even Mr. Tshombe had hailed the
looked as if things were calming down.
operation, which had gone so well that the United Nations turned over the
responsibility for completing it to local Belgian authorities.. It was
not completed. Then the United Nations local representation in Elisabethvilla thoUght it would follow through and complete the operation in
September. This, in sketchiest outline, was the genesis of the famous
operation which led to the loss of Dag fiammarskjoldts life.

After my init'el formal protocol visits, and on the basis of what I,
as a raw aewocaer, tould figure out from various signs and what we heard
from Elisabethville, I ooncluded that the United Nations was about to
repeat the earlier innocuous polite exercise in =biah it had closed dam
the radio station to choke off inoendiary broadoasts and might, perhaps,
repeat other local police measures.
diplomatic represents I bring tide up now to indicate that it is
tivele job to try to anticipate events. I did, in fact, report the poa The
sibilities to Washington, thus showing some degree of anticipation.
United States did, therefore, know about the operation. I certainly did
not anticipate the messy affeli whioh developed into a oriels which
directly cost the life of the Secretary General of the United Nations.
Certainly, the whole "Morthor" operation was tremendously exaggerated-at
the time. The oasualties and destructiOn were greatly overplayed in early
news accounts and by anti-U.N. propaganda.

Dag Hammarskjold, I am convinced, did not know about the new operation
or at least was not aware that any undertaking of real loops was afoot.
His visit had been projected long in advance. Ni. Congo representatives
were not expecting trouble.. W. Rammarskjold was coming out to check on
the entire U.N. operation, military and'civil, and on the:prospect for
peaceful accomplishment of its mandates. I believe he sincerely hoped to
get Mr. Tshombe to agree to this. This'was still his purpose after the
fighting had broken out. Surely, it was nd part of his plan Or that of
.
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the U.N. for him to arrive in the midst of crisis, like a Commander-inChief, to take charge of a triumph or to oonsolidate a reverse.
I'saw Ur. Bammarskjold on the evening before he, left on his fatal
flight. lie said, "I am going down there, to Katangt, and I know what will
be said in Amerioa," (meaning that he was oaving in).
"I know what the
Russians might say" (meaning, I- think, the Soviets would Charge, again,

that the United Nations was only the oreature of the United States, and
that the US/MN was trying to preserve the Union Minilre in Katanga) "but
what worries me most is.what the Congolese government will say." (By
whioh he meant that the Congolese might oppose him or olaim he betrayed
them.) Just then a Congolese envoy knooked on the door and brought him
a message along these linesi "If you do this thing, all right, but this
This ap.
is striotly a United Nations' business and doesn't engage us."
Be lay baok in his
peered to come as a great relief to Mr. Rammarskjold.
ohaii like a man who leans on his oars at the end of the ramp, and it was
then thit he began to talk about the posiibility of losing his life on this
mission.
(The most remarkable thing in a remarkable night was that he
appeared to have premonitions of death.),
It later developed that Mr. Rammarskjold had left on his bedside
table a'book, I believe it was-The Imitation of Christ, and in-it he had
placed a bookmark on whioh was.typed a kind of pledge he had made to himself some time before--how he saw his role as-Seoretary-.General of the
United Nations: but by macabre ooinoidenoe there was also written upon it
the names of his assistants in the United Nations who s000mpenied him on
the'flight from New York and Leopoldville, and who lost their lives with
him.. (Inoidentally, his plane was not shot down--the cause was pilot
fatigue and error.)
At that time, one jet trainer aircraft of the "Katangese Air Foroe"
was effeotively dominating the skies over Katanga. (The United Nations
had no fighter airoraft.) Beoause of it, the Bammarskjold plane had flown
a oirouitous route that Was not'in a000rdanoe with'the usual flight'plan.
In any case when'the Seoretary General's plane was hotrs overdue, we
They
received a call for help from UN headquarters in Leopoldville.
turned to us,naturally boom's°. the United States was in the best position
to launoh air search and also to mobilise the most rapid and.far flung ocoP.
munioations .network.
In the Congo, largely through the foresight of my predecessor, we had
built up extraordinarily versatile oommunioations faoilities. We also had
the option of employing oommunication nets reserved for the greatest emergenoies.' We used these, not without some trepidation, and I must gay the
results were extraordinary. Of oourse ye/wished to go into action immediately to find Mr. BammarskjoldIsTparty in oaee they should still be
alive. In addition, the death of Itr. Bammarskjold was bound to Create a
oonstitutional crisis for the United Nations and we wished our delegation
and government to have the earliest opportunity to prepare for it.
Later on, during the period just following Mr. liammorskjold's death
and in the negotiations for a cease -fire that followed, the oceemeioations,
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facilities wisely provided the U.S. Embassy and its attaches in anticipation of the'orisis were to playa part in establishing UN communications
with Rhodesia and ElicabethVille. And one year later in the olimaotio UN
march across Xatango, U.S. communications even turned out to be a'bit too
good becauee'Weshington sometimes knew the whereabouts of the U.N. column
factor which contributed to considerable misunderbefore the U.N. did
standing between the Seoretary General and national delegations, including
our own. So, even granting that our Embassy in the Congo developed.faoili
ties and procedures which were exceptional, I have never been able to
understand complaints about the efficsoy of the United States Foreign Service which allege slowness in its oommunioations.

I might say a word, now, about the occasional "good-offices" role of
as Embassy in.& time of crises in the host country. When fighting resumed
in the Congo 4Sring the so- called second round, President Kennedy, responding to a query by Mr. Tshombe, in a way that must have astonished the latter,
asked me to try to bring the secessionist Katanga leader together with
Prime Minister'Adoula for negotiations. When the President's invitation
was issued, Mr. Adoula, unknovn to Washington, was away in the farthest part
of the country.' Communications in this case had to be physically through
U.N. facilities. Because of this fact-and because thwterme of the invitation to Adoula, as originally drafted, did not amp to me best calculated
to persuadehim, we in the Embassy ventured to edit Washington's invitation
judiciously. Re accepted.
Getting Mr. Adoula to the conference table was in the end less dif ioult than bringing in Mr. Tehombe, who had presumably asked for the
sting, and for whose convenience the President had dispatohed a Presi I believe
de tial aircraft to carry him from Katanga to Kitona.
shombe wanted to*turn the cease fire into an 000asion for settlements
Mr.
Katanga was disposed to
or
ertakings favorable to the Katanga case.
a negotiation look like a oonfeesion Of U.N. weakness and, by exmake
tension f U.S. weakness, or avowal of error. (Inoidentally, at this time,
our conmUnioations with the White Roue, and the State Department were'as
often as not, by.short wave, "single-side-band" radio, even sometimes
through amateur "ham" contacts. I even used this means to talk to the
President.)

Mr. Tshombe subsequently claimed that the United States representatives
threatened him at this meeting and in the subsequent talks at Kitona, the
No suoh
disused former Belgian air base where the conversations were held.

The Katanga representatives did try to make political and military
oondiLlvuz about their attendanoe at the meeting which were outside my
province. My task was to get them and the Leopoldville government to the
meeting as part of a U.S. effort oonfined to "good offices" and not extend -.
I did indicate to the Katanga representative4 that
ing to meditation.
their attendance was up to them, and that I could not speak for the U.N.
or guarantee that its military operations would not resume if Mr. Tshombe,
chose not to attend. Anyway. Mr. Tshombe and I parted company that night
in Ndolo, Rhodesia, possibly bad friends, but we were to meet again at
I did, however, take the precaution not.to leave my hotel for the
Kitona.
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airport, where we were to pick up the President's plane, until I reoeived
assurance that Mr. Tshombe had passed a seleoted oheok point on the way to
the airport.
Unfortunately, beoauee it is so long and 'complex, I shall have to leave
the oonfrontations at Kitona in Deoember, 1961, perhaps tho moat interesting
part of the a000unt, for another and longer ohapter.
In the time remaining, let ua oonaider an insta.noe in volioh an Embassy
forms its conolusions about the requirements of a looal aituat'on and tries
to persuade its own and other goverumente to its view.

It seemed inoredible to us in the Amerioan Embassy, Leopoldville, that
anyone oould,00ntemplate that the United Nations foroes could or should
leave the Congo as early as then planned, yet it seemed just as olear in
New York that the U.N. was leaving.
The United States was paying
In large part, the oriels was financial.
Hoping that a
for a fourth to a third of the whole oast of the operation.
Tshombe/Adoula agreement 'could be reaohed and would stick and that the
country was approaching an even keel, Washington was at first reluctant to
seek a prolongation of the U.N. preeenoe requiring possible further approaches to Congress for funds. You will recall that France and the Soviet
Union were not paying anything and that many countries were behind in regular support or in the epeoial assessments for the Congo.

Moreover, there was impatience everywhere to see the Congo standing
at last on its on feet. Even the government in Leopoldville, whioh owed
so muoh to the,U.N., waa uneasy at a 'continuing U.N. military preaenoe.
In the Congo, the government's political opponents got mileage out of
accusing the Leopoldville government of being the oreature of the U.N.
and the U.S.--or, ea alleged by the Soviet representative in Leopoldville,
of the U.S.', the U.N. plus--and this is the oream of the jest--of the

Union Midere.
Some members of the eo- oalled Congo Club at the U.N., oomposed of
countries which had furnished troops to the U.N. forces, were of the
opinion that the United Nations troops should leave and that there would
not be widespread support in the U.N. membership for remaining them. This
judgment was, however, not unaffeoted by extraneous faotors.
41'

Some Arab members were disaffected beoause.the Adoula government had
asked the Israelis to take part in training the Congolese national army
under a "U.V. umbrellie some of the delegates were provoked beoause
Belgium was-to be entruated-With-the major part of the training scheme,
and others were hostile because the United States was to furnish supplies,
logistics, and advice.
I would also hazard the guess that there was some yearning in U.N.
exeoutive 'circles to be rid of these endless Congo complications which
threatened to tear apart the U.N., or to paralyze it or bankrupt it. This
seemed 1 good time to start liquidating the obligation because most of the
U.N. objectives seemed, for the time being, at least, to have been
acoomplishod.
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Meanwhile, baok in the Congo, it seemed starkly obvious to us that a
premature withdrawal of the U.N. (or even the shadow whioh eta& an event
out before it) would bring about the verylasintegration and bloodshed
which did, in fact, ensue when the U.N. finally did pull out, still in my
opinion, prematurely.
Atoordingly, we oonsulted almost everyone whose view counted in the
Congo and whom we oould reach. We saw the Chiefs of Miselon of all the
ovutries represented there, including even the oommunist.-oriented countries.
(The Soviet Ambassador, meanwhile, had been expelled.) Almost to a man,
these representatives thought mon a Withdrawal would be a mistake, ranging
from dangerous to dipastrous.
All this time, however, V.N. headquarters in New York, in oontaot with
the delegations of these same countries, was getting a.different reading.
The United States government, by then nearly oonvinoed, oanvaneed the opinion of governments' in many parte of
globe, thistly in Afrioa and in the
emerging countries. Here, opinion, while not unanimous, was nearly so and
supported the views of-the missions in Leopoldville. At this point, members of my staff and I returned to the United States and to the U.N. for
oonsultation. Eventually, as you know, a six- months prolongation was
deoided upon.
A ourious by-produot of this orimpaign was the revelation, to me at
least, that many new (countries either do not regularly instruct their emissaries or their communications are slow or their envoys sometimes act on
their awn.
Unfortunately, while our effort eutoeeded in prolonging the
V.N. stay, it may have already been too late bemuse the U.N. torus had
already packed its bags peyohologioally and was ()easing to be fully effeotive4

This episode, although not the most drematio, tortuous, or decisive
in the Congo story, may nevertheless be interesting to political scientists
mission on the spot must
in deploting the kind of oiroumistanoee in which
urge its oonviotions, and in. showing the role an Embassy can play in oriels
situations and in polioy formulation, not only in the field but also at
home and at the seat of international organisations.

lhere dome stand now? With respeot to the Congo itself, we have a
Is this because oriole somehow has an organio life of its own and
this one has reached the end of its life span? Is there a lull beoause.
Tshombe is suooeeding? Is there a lull beoause the Chinese and the Soviets
are oanoelling each other out? Of these possibilities, I think the last
lull,

is least true. In Africa at least, -there is rivalry,, not stalemate, between
In the world arena, however, eaoh fears the other sufChina and the USSR.
ficiently, I think, to keep both in oheok.

There is more evidenoe for the theory of organio life span of crisis.
People involved in crisis oan take just so much without rest.. The Congolese
have had-a tremendous 'amount. If this were not so, Leopoldville itself
If this should happen;-anythingtlat
Would have blown its top long ago.
has opcurred in the Congo so far would be mild in'oomparison with what would
occur.
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I do not expect the lull in the Congo to last too long.
the wheel will turn.
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I think that

Mr. Tshombe has going for him an inoreased amount of material support,
some of it laid ou for his predeoessor, which he inherited. He also
apparently has the backing of the United States and Belgian governments,
although we know, in the words of a high U.S. oftioial, that his "return
was unexpeoted." Mr. Tshombe is using the very meroenaries whioh it was
onee thought might endanger the peaoe of Afrioa, and toward whose ouster
we oontributed hundreds of million3 of dollars :nd for whioh nationals'of
other oountries spent their lives. Mr. Tshombe is using these gentlemen.
This gives him short-range efficiency, but in doing so, he may divide
Afrioa. The sohiems between states in Africa, which had been almost healed
under his predeoessor, have opened up again.
In the Congo itself Mr. Tshombe
has been shrewd, or his advisors have been shrewd. He has profited by the
foot that oertain Arab states (but not all) keep moving into the Congo situation. This gets the ''it,igolese behind Mr. Tshombe. Reoently, he put on a
kind of minstrel Showln the Leopoldville stadium after he had gone up to
Cairo to an'all-African conference uninvited and got himself interned for a
day or two, under ohampagne oonditionsj he mime book home and said in effect,
"Those Arab slavers got.me." He staged a little pageant there in the
stadium in which he had a Congolese village attaoked by an Arab slave party,
then up oame the Congolese army (like the U.S. oavalry out here in the old
West) and resoued them. Such things have helped him.
.
In tWe'lcog term, I must remain dubious. Mr. Tehombeis opposition,
Out the tragedy is
that is the Gbenye, Mulele orowd is worse than his.
that thousaide of the people on whom we or the UN or the Congo orAfriCa
might build a oentrist, moderate kind of solution have been killed or
ground between the'ubper and nether millstones.
The communist-leaning
opposition may very well disappear into the buehl still it may oome bank.
And if it doesn't disappear, then there oould loom the possibility of
partitlot, and a wader Afrioan partition.-a North -South partition, an East-

West partition, awhite
-adlite

partition- -with. all the dangers to the peat,e

that would loom aoross euoh a line.

one part of a muoh
But in a larger sense, the. Congo oriels is
,f orises over the next
greater orisis whioh oould give birth to litter
twenty-five years.
I refer to the general oriels of these new emerging
states where two - thirds of the World's people live, where population presses
on reeouroes, where the rate of modernization and investment may proveunable to keep up with population pressure, where you need miracles in the
form of better relations between states, niraoles in the disoovery of new
forms of energy, new forms of food and ;nal produotion, just to keep up,
where the people are prey to get - rioh -quiok sohemes whioh the oommuniat
huckstire oan offer them; and where, as they get deeper and deeper in these
problems, latent antagonisms within their own populations emerge.
The:crises
volve oountries
think that 'the
Union or to the
tion or to free

of the next twenty -five years may not be those whioh inwhioh are possessors of the A-bomb. There is no reason to
emerging countries will neoeesarily turn either to the Soviet
United States, or even to socialist patterns of organisaThere is even a possibility
world patterns of organization.
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that some of them might revert to where Stanley and Livingston ound them.
Or it might be that some entirely different kind of crisis is being deThere are foreseeable a number of crises of all different kinds,
veloped.
whioh bear little recognisable relationship to those with which we have had
unhappy experienoto
So the best approach to orisis management lies in crisis anticipation.
The twentieth century must find a way to help cope with the probl me which
ys to
confront the new states, and must offer better, more acceptable w4ys
transfer knowledge and investment than the old colonial centuries ever did.
If we do not, there may not be enough of our kind around in the nict century
to ponder the nature of oriels.

6:1
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History of the Graduate School of International Studies

The Graduate School of International Studies and the Social
Science Foundation, University of Denver, conducts a unique program

in international relations at three levels: teaching, scholarly research,
and public service. It is the only institution of its kind in the vast area
between Chicago and the West Coast, and its present activities are an
outgrowth of forty years of remarkable tradition and experience.

In 1926, James H. Causey, a prominent businessman of the
Denver community, gave a substantial endowment to the University of
Denver to be used exclusively to establish and maintain an organization
called the Social Science Foundation. Although the United States was
gripped by isolationism at that tline, Mr. Causey and the other men who
joined with him in establishing the Social Science Foundation had the
vision to perceive that the United States would eventually be called upon
to play a major role in international affairs. Thin Luncern led to the
molding nf the Social Science Foundation as an institution dedicated to
(a) pursuit of programs of public education in international affairs, and
(b) sponsorship of academic studies in the field of international relations.
Although the Social Science Foundation was supported by a private endowment with its own Board of Trustees, it was a part of the University of
Denver and served the University as its Department of International
Relations. The first Director of the Social Science Foundation and the
Department of International Relations was Dr. Ben M. Cherrington.
Dr. Cherrington, who occupied the post until 1951, is nationally known
as a pioneer in programs of public education in international affairs.
He established the first office of cultural relations in the U. S. Department of State in 1''38, and was later a key founder of UNESCO.

The impact of this international relations program at the reginnal,
national and international levels has been well described by Dean Howard
E. Wilson of the University of California at Lob Argeles in his book,
American Higher Education and World A-fairs (published in 1963 by the
American Council on Educatio,, iur the Carnegie Endowment for Inter nation.ni Peace; pages 50-52):
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One of the earlylilevelopments in university programs
in international relations [in the United States ] appeared at
the University of Dqnver . . It pioneered in the adult
education appropriate for a university by sponsoring round
tables, study semitiars, community lectures, and radio
and television programs . . it created an academic pattern and program 14hich should be examined as a pioneering
effort in the adjust*iert of American universities to the
pressures and potetitialities of twe.ntieth-century life . .
.

.

.

Not only did the department concern itself with an instructional progratn, it also supported research studies,
many of which required periods of study abroad; these
travel aids, ordinarily made available for faculty members, preceded and heralded certain aspects of the
Fulbright program. Even more extensively, the foundation concerned itself with the foreign students who were
arriving in inoreasing numbers . . . [and] systematically
enriched the cultural and intellectual life of the university
by bringing outstanding speakers on world affairs to the
campus. Through its director and other staff members,
it served the government in a variety of ways . . .
In 1960 the staff of the Social Science Foundation, with the encouragement and cooperation of the Administration of the University of
Denver, embarked on a major new program in international affairs. It
decided to focus its efforts on graduate studies whose primary purpose
would be to train young men and women for careers in college teaching
and scholarship. lo/ward this end the faculty was rapidly expanded from
four to its current strength of eleven men. A Ph. D. program was introduced and the M. A./program was expanded to two years. The University
Administration, recognizing the great success'of this program, in 1964
formally designated the Social Science Foundation and its programs as
the Graduate School of International Studies.
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Present Programs

The primary activities of the Graduate School of International
Studies are in the areas of (A) undergraduate and graduate education;
(B) development of the profession of international relations; and (C)
faculty research. At the same time the Graduate School of International
Studies has maintained its longstanding concern for adult and community
education in international affairs by continuing to sponsor a wide variety
of programs for laymen and scholars.
A.

Teaching Programs

(1) Undergraduate Program. The Graduate School of International Studies continues to offer a number of courses at the undergraduate level. During the last few years interest in international
studies has increased markedly and at the present time there are about
one hundred majors in international relations. Many of these majors
enter government service, primarily with the U.S. Department of
State or the Peace Corps, or go on for graduate training.

(2) Graduate Program. The gra,1...stc ...urriculum consists of a
two-year M. A. degree program and the Ph. D. degree program. The
total graduate enrollment is currently 69, of whom 45 students are
working toward a Ph.D. degree and 24 toward an M. A. degree. Since
there are eleven full-time faculty mctr.bers in the school, the graduate
student-teacher ratio is better than 7: I.
In recent year5, thc. Graduate School of International Studies has
annually received about 200 applications for admission. The quality of
applicants is extremely high, including, for example, graduates of such
noted schools as Oberlin, Dartmouth, Swarthmore, and Reed. In order
to maintain its high standards and to implement its philosophy of individualized instruction, the present policy of the Graduate School of
International Studies is to admit no more than twenty-five students each
year.

In the first year of graduate studies all students take what is referred to as a "core" program in international affairs; that is, they
take requirec Lminars in the major subfields of international studies:
diplomatic history, international economics, comparative politics,
international law and organization, ideologies of international politics,
theories of international relations, and research methodologies in
international relations. In their second year, students narrc-.v their locus
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to one or more geographical or functional areas of international relations.
A student might, for example, decide to specialize in American military
policy, or international trade, or some geographical area such as
Southeast Asia. In addition, students are required tc, take a specified
part of their work in other departments of the University, for example,
economics, political science, sociology, psychology, history, or mathematics. The need for this related-field training is in recognition of the
fact that a truly qualified specialist in international studies must be well
trained in several academic disciplines. Because of the favorable studentfaculty ratio, all courses are conducted as seminars and tutorials; and
in the second year students are encouraged to take directed and independent study. It should be emphasized that the graduate training is entirely
separate from undergraduate offerings.
One unique element of the graduate program is the "Teaching
Intern Program." Since the Graduate School of International Studies
is geared particularly to the student who hopes to make a career:in
college and university teaching, it has developed a program designed to
provide these prospective teachers with classroom training in their
chosen field. By and large, American graduate programs have turned
out Ph.D.'s in the past who were well versed in their subject matter
(sometimes too well ver lied in too narrow specialities) but have not
tried to prepare the student for the duties and responsibilities of actual
teaching. The neophyte teacher has been expected to learn on his own.

The Teaching Intern Program is taken by graduate students in the
second year of their training. They meet for one quarter with a senior
professor in a special seminar on teaching. They also observe this
professor conducting a basic undergraduate course. As one requirement
of the seminar they are expected to prepare a course outline and reading
list for an introductory course in international relations. During the
second.quarter of the Intern Program, these students are assigned sections of an introductory undergraduate course which they conduct as
tutors or preceptors under the direction of the professor responsible
for the course. Each student is also required to give several formal
lectures to the entire class during the quarter.
The Intern Program has had two useful consequences, apart
from the preparation it has given the students for college teaching.
First, it allows the Graduate School of International Studies to assess
each student's teaching ability before he obtains his first professional
position; the GSIS is therefore in a positicn to provide a prospective,
employer with detailed observations on this aspect of the candidate's
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credentials. Second, it allows the student an opportunity to decide the
extent to which a career in teaching appeals to him. This program has
been so highly appreciated by both students and prospective employers
that, in 1965, an Advanced Teaching Program was introduced. With
assistance from the Ford Foundation, advanced doctoral candidates
teach international relations under the supervision of the Graduate School
of International Studies at one of three neighboring private colleges
(Colorado Woman's College, Loretto Heights, and Regis), These students
thus not only add to their own pre-professional teaching.experience but
also enrich the curriculum of colleges that would not otherwise be able
to offer specialized courses in international relationS.
The new graduate program has been highly acclaimed in many
professional quarters, By 1966 over 120 students had enrolled in the
new program; of these about one-third pursued the M.A. and two-thirds
the Ph.D. program. Two of the dissertations submitted for the Ph.D.
degree have already been published by prominent presses (John Pustay,
Counterinsurgency Warfare, The Free Press, 1964; Frederick C.
Thayer, Air Transport Policy and National Security, the University of
North Carolina Press, 1965). Alumni are now teaching at such
American colleges and universities as Boston University, Fordham
University, Boston College, University of Connecticut, Wayne State
University, Guilford College, Michigan State University, and the University of Arizona. One graduate is/now Assist Int Director of the African
Progr.,,, of the Ford Foundation. Among foreign alumni, °-,C serves os
Secretary to the Organization of African Unity, others teach at prominent
universities in their native countries, and many have entered the diplomatic service. The Graduate School of International Studies has attracted
students from all over the United States and many foreign countries.
Over two-thirds of all graduate students receive some form of fellowship
support.

As evidence of the continuing commitment of the Graduate School
of International Studies to significant innovations in international studies,
a program to be conducted jointly with the University's Law School will
shortly be introduced. This program is designed to train prospective
lawyers for work in international relations. Similarly, a special new
program in science and technology will be conducted jointly with the
Denver Research Institute (a part of the University of Denver which
undertakes specialized projects in scientific research and applied
sciences).
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The ne.v program of the Graduate School of International Studies.
has been successful in attracting financial support from many major
foundations including: the Ford Foundation, 1964, $650, 000; the
Rockefeller Foundation, 1964, $49, 300; the Carnegie Corporation, 1963,
$80, 000; the Avalon Foundation, 1964, $100, 000; and the May Bonfils
Stanton Trust of Denver, 1965, $300,000.
In 1965 the Graduate School of International Studies solicited
funds to construct a separate building to house the library, offices, and
general facilities of the graduate program. A sum of one-half million
dollars was raised in five months, partly from private individuals in the
Denver area who had been long-standing friends of the University's international relations programs, and partly from foundation sources.
The United States Government awarded the Graduate School of International
Studies a grant of $264, 000 under Title II of the Higher Education Facilities Act. As a result, the Graduate School of International Studies will
move into its new $750, 000 facility (30, 000 square feet) in October, 1966.
B.

Programs of Professional Development

In addition to its teaching program, a substantial part of the
activities of the Graduate School of Inter /national Studies is directee to
facilitating and supporting the study of international relations. Because
the Graduate School is the only institution of its kind betWeen Chicago and
"San Francisco, it serves as the center for the development of expertise
in international studies in the fourteen states of the Rocky Mountain Great Plains region (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Texas, Utah, Wyoming). This region, one of the fastest-growing parts
of the nation, has a total of 303 accredited institutions of higher learning
with an enrollment of nearly 700,000 students (based on figures in the
1964-1965 edition of the Higher Education Directory of the U.S. Office
of Education). The specific professional development programs conducted by the Graduate School of International. Studies to serve these
colleges and universities of this region include:
(1) Faculty Exchange. Under a grant :.u.,1 the Carnegie
Corporation, the fatulty memb.7r.:: of the Graduate School of International
Studies have given courses and special lectures at many institutions in
this region. Furthermore, faculty members from several of these institutions have served as visiting members of the teaching staff of
Graduate School of International Studies.
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(Z) Research Associates Program. Each year the Graduate
School of International Studies accepts applications for research support
from scholars in the Rocky Mountain-Great Plains region. Grantees are
invited to participate in conferences at the Graduate School of International Studies to discuss their research with interested scholars from
this area. Although operating with limited resources, this program has
proved to be an effective means of establishing professional contacts
and stimulating intellectual interest in this region.
(3) Intel- University Faculty Seminars. During the past three
years the Graduate School of International Studies has annually sponbored a series of four two-day seminars devoted tlo important topics in
international affairs for selected faculty members from the Rocky
Mountain-Great Plains region. These seminars have been made possible by a grant from the Carnegie, Corporation.
(4) Monograph Series. In 1964, the School initiated its Monograph Series in World Affairs to fill the need in the field of international

studies for publications shorter than a book-but longer than a journal

article. The Series, which consists of four to six titles a year, has been
widely acclaimed. Some of the noted scholars whose original research
has been published in this Series include: Professor Rupert Emerson,
'Harvard University; Professor Wendell Bell, Yale University; Dr,
Arnold Rivkin, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
P,-ofessor Taylor Cole, Duke University; and Professor Ernst Haas,
University of California at Berkeley.
C.

Research

In an effort to establish that complementary balance between
instruction and research which the Graduate School of International
Studies believes to be fundamental to the highest standards of academic
endeavor, faculty members are assigned a relatively light teaching load
and are encouraged to pursue their individual and collective research

interests. As Part III of this statement indicates, the faculty has
achieved a highly respectable publications record.
D.

Public Service

The School has several programs designed to make the general
public of this region more knowledgeable about international affairs.
These programs include:
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(1) Annual Lecture Series. Each year the Graduate School of
International Studies sponsors a series of four public lectures devoted
to contemporary problems in international affairs. In 1965-66, for
example, the topic for the series was "Communism versus Nationalism."
In the past few years lectures have been given by such prominent
s'cholars as Professor Lucian Pye, M. I. T. Professor Kalman Silvert,
Dartmouth College; Professor Robert Bowie, Harvard University; Dean
AnOrew Cordier, Columbia University; Dean Francis 0. Wilcox, School
of Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins University; Professor
Robert A. Scalapino, University of California at Berkeley; and Dean
Edmund A. Gullion, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
(2) High School Conference. Each autumn for 3Z years the.
Graduate School of International Studies has sponsored a conference in
international affairs for especially qualified high school students. On
the average, 70 high schools annually participate, involving close to
700 students and teacher-sponsors.

(3) Dinner Lectures. The Graduate School of International
Studies arranges each year a minimum of five dinner lectures by distinguished scholars, and statesmen for civic leaders and prominent
representAtves of industry, business, trade unions, and agricultural
organizations. Among the noted speakers in this series have been:
His Excellency Anatoli F. Dobrynin, Ambassador of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics to the United States; His Excellency Konthi
SuphamongkhonSecretary General, SEATO; Professor Zbigniew
Brzezinski, Columbia University; Professor Henry Roberts, Columbia
University; Professor Marshall Schulman, Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy; Professor Edgar Furniss, Jr. , Ohio State University.

(4) Opinion Leaders Seminars. Seminars lasting four to seven
days for small groups of about twenty to thirty leaders in public and
business affairs are held periodically. Scholars and government officials
serve as discussion leaders in order to expose the participants to the
complementary perspectives of academic life and public affairs. Such
seminars have frequently been co-sponsored by such prominent organizations as the Council on Religion and International Affairs (three
seminars on "Ethics and American Foreign Policy") and the Aspen
Institute for Humanistic Studies (seminars an the "United Nations," and,
on "Problems of Modernization of Developing Nations").

68-855 0--66-28
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International Education

Since 1963 the faculty of the Graduale School of International
Studies has participated with the Rockefeller Foundation in a program
of scholarly assistance to universities in developing countries. Under
this program an ave age of one Graduate School of International Studies
faculty member a ye r is sent abroad to various universities which
have thus far inclu
Haile Sellassie I University, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia; University of Khartoum, the Sudan; and the Universidad 'des
Valles, Cali, Colombia.
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The Staff of the Graduate School of International Studies

.

The staff has been selected so as to cover the major functional
and geographical areas in international studies and to represent the
perspectives of the major social scien, es. The Graduate School of
International Studies has faculty membe s who specialize on the Unite°.
'States, the Soviet Union, China and the Far East, South and Southeast
Asia, the Middle Eait, Africa, Latin America, and Western Europe, as
well as faculty members who specialize-in such.,functional subfields as
diplomatic history, international economics, international law and international organization. During the 1966-67 academic year two staff
members will be abrOad, one in Tunisia, the other in ColomJ
and the
faculty will be augmented by visiting Professors Hans Kohn and Ragaei
el Mallakh. In addition, a senior officer of the Department of State, as
part of its highly selective program of Senior Fellowships, will be in
residence with the Graduate School of International Studies. Similarly,
Colonel Frank L. ilaufrnan, U.S. Air Force, will be in residence in
connection with the Air Force's equally selective program of Senior
Research Fellowships.
A list of the permanent faculty members and a brief vitae on each
will be found on the following page:

Ph. D. , Columbia Univ. , 1943.

Comparative Politics, Western
Europe, North Africa

Ph. D. , London School of

Economics, 195Z. Comparative

Charles A. Micaud

Professor

George Shepherd

1961

Ph. D. , Princeton University,

David H. Bayley

1960.

India and Southeast Asia

1961

Associate Professor

International Politics,

Politics, Africa.

Associate Professor

1962

1949

Dean and Professor

Degrees and Field of
Specialization

Jur. D. , Charles University,
Prague, 1933. Diplomatic
History; USSR and E. Eurofie

Name and Year of
Appointment,
Academic Rank
Josef Korbel

Communism and the French Left,
Praeger, 1963; Tunisia, the Politics
of Modernization, Praeger 1964.
Manuscript "Higher Education and
Leadership in Africa" submitted to
Princeton Univ. Press.
The Politics of African Nationalism,
Praeger, 1962; African Unity and
Neutrality: The Determinants of
Ghana's Foreign Policy, in manuscript.
Pr eventive Detention in India, Firma
K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 1962: Public
Liberties in the New States, Rand
McNally, 1964. A major work on the
role of the police in India is in
preparation.

1966.

Most Important Publications in
Last Five Years
The Communist Subversion of
Czechoslovakia 1938-1948, Princeton
Univ. Press, 1959 (also in Japanese
and Spanish); Poland Between East and
West, Princeton Univ. Press, 1963.
Published also in paperback editions
Danger in Kashmir, revised edition,
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1961.

Sociology; Middle East

1965

Assistant Professor

Comparative Politics;

Ph. D. , Columbia - University,

Joseph S. Szyliowicz

1961

Arthur N. Gilbert

Assistant Professor

Degrees and Field of
SFecialization
Ph. D. , P rinc.,.ton University,
1961. International Politics;
U. S.'Fcreign Policy and Defense
Policy

Ph.D. , Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, 1961. Diplomatic History; U.S. , W. Europe

Associate Professor

1962

Vincent Davis

Name and Year of
Appointment,
Academic Rank

Most Important Publications in
Last Five Years
Admirals and Politics: Political
Strategy and Naval Strategy, 1900-1960,
(Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1966);
Postwar Defense Policy and the U.S.
Navy,-1943-1946, (Univ. of North
Carolina Press, 1966); ''The Admirals'
Lobby";"Problems of Making Military
Policy"; "The Navy Department under
Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson"
(to be published in late 1966, Univ. of
North Carolina Pi e ss).
Ideologies in the Modern World, to be
published by Harper & Row, 1966;
Revolution to be published by Harper &
Row, 1966.
The Contemporary Middle East:
Tradition a: Innovation (Random House,
1965); Political Change in Rural Turkey:
Erdemli (Mouton and Co. , 1966); A
major work on "Education and Modernization in the Middle East" under
publisher's contract.

DATA ON PRESENT FACULTY (Continued)

Assistant Professor

1966-1967 (V i 3iting)

Assistant Professor
T. Alden Williams

1966

Peter Van Ness

Assistant Professor

Ph.D. , University of
California, Berkeley, 1966.
Comparative Politics, Far East
Ph. D. , University of North
Carolina, 1964. International
Politics; European Foreign
Policies.

"Political Problems of Nth Country
Nuclear Arms Choices, 1966-1980"
prepared for the Office of Scientific
Research by Ohio State University
Press 1966.

Press, 1966. Editor, contributor,

be published by Ohio State University

The Warrior Unhorsed: Politics of
Large-Scale Officer Retirement, to

the Far Eastern Economic Review.

Articles published in The New Re_public,

Processes of Interaction among the
Fourteen Communist Party-States:
An Exploratory Essay, Stanford Studies
of the Communist System, 1965.

International Law and
International Organization.

1965

1965.

Ph. D. , University of Denver,

Edward L. Miles

Assistant Professor

1965

John F. McCamant

Most Important Publicationiein
Last Five Years
Manuscript, "Economic Assistance and
Political and Economic Change in
Central America" submitted to Princeton
University Press.

Degrees and Field of
Specialization
Ph. D. , University of
Washington, 1965.
international Economics,
Latin America

Name and Year of
Appointment,
Academic Rank
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Plans for the Future

The faculty of the Graduate School of International Studies has
been vitally interested in what we believe will be the central problem in
international relations for the foreseeable future: the relations between
the established industrial nations, most of which are in the Northern
Hemisphere, and the newly emerging countries, most of which are in
the Southern Hemisphere. We may therefore speak in simplified terms
of a North-South confrontation.

The GSIS faculty defines the core of this central problem to be
the capacity of the international system to satisfy new and often conflicting demands deriving from worldwide imbalances in the stages of
political and economic devel,pment. Urgent aspects include, for example, the new diplomacy" resulting from the spectacular growth in
the number of new states which have entered the international arena
within the last two decades; the responsibility of the developed nations
for technological, economic and educational assistance to the new states;
tensions resulting from ethnic and racial differentiations; and the impact
of science and technology upon the international environment.

The cultural, ideological, political, technological, economic
and military dimensions of this North-South confrontation clearly necessitate an interdisciplinary approach combining the skills of scholars
beyond the range of those possessed by any single institution. The
Graduate School of International Studies, because of the nature and
background of its faculty and its recognized role as a regional center
for international studies, is uniquely qualified to develop a comprehensive program to deal with the complexities of these phenomena.
From its inception the GSIS program has been based upon an
interdisciplinary approach to the study of international problems. Its
permanent eleven-man staff includes scholars trained in all of the social
sciences. Also, from its inception the Graduate School of International
Studies has originated and stressed a variety of programs designed to
establish close and cooperative ties in international relations programs
among institutions of higher learning in the Rocky Mountain-Great
Plains area. Furthermore, the Graduate School of International Studies
has sponsored and participated in a number of programs, national and
international in character. These include the holding of international
conferences, cooperating with the Rockefeller Foundation to strengthen
universities in underdeveloped areas, serving as advisors to various
U.S. government agencies ,nd to American private institutions overseas,
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and inviting distinguished scholars and statesmen including Arnold
Toynbee, Vladimir Dedijer, and Sir Zafrulla Khan to serve as visiting
staff members and resource personnel at the Graduate School of
International Studies. (See Part II above for additional details.)

The Graduate School of International Studies, because of this
experience and its familiarity with teaching and research programs in
international relations across the nation, believes that there has been
inadequate scholarly investigation of the confrontation between and
among the developed and developing nations of the world. Specifically,
it is clear that not enough systematic and coordinated attention has been
given to this confrontation from the two primary perspectives within
contemporary international relations studies: international politics, and
comparative development. The Graduate School of International Studies
is convinced that by building on its experience and by expanding its programs and resources it can make an important contribution to overcoming
these deficiencies. In this manner the services and contributions which
the Graduate School of International Studies has long provided, primarily
to the Rocky Mountain and Great Plains region, will be augmented by
uniquely new research and related services at the national and international
levels.
The faculty of the Graduate School of International Studies has
concluded that the most fruitful way to approach the urgent aspects noted
above is by means of special task forces, each of which will focus upon
and be organized around one of these hitherto neglected problems. The
task forces will be designed in 'uch a manner as to bring to bear upon
their respective topics the range of disciplinary skills within the social
sciences. The primary purpose of using the task force concept is to
insure that all relevant perspectives and academic skills are incorporated
in the study of such problems as:

Th "new diplomacy," its, role and ramifications within the
international system for the study of these problems.
(b) The impact of scieace and technology upon relations between
states.
(c) The problem of racial, ethnic and religious differentiations
as a contributing factor to national, therefore, international
tensions.
(a)
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The politica! consequences of foreign aid: an examination
of the impact of economic and technical aid on the political
systems of selected countries.
(e) The special kinds of educational problems confronted by
emerging nations and the responsibilities of developed
nations for assistance in this area.
(f) Conditions for effective leadership: a comparison of factrrs
making for political and administrative efficiency in the new
nations and for the ability of the leadership to adjust to democratic demands.
(d)

The core of each task force will consist of several staff members
and carefully selected graduate students supplemented by representatives
from other departments of the University of Denver and from other schools
in the region. Visiting scholars and statesmen from the United States and
abroad wilt Le an integral part of each task force. Each task force will
initiate its work by surveying the existing literature within its assigned
field and will then proceed to outline specific research projects to be
undertaken individually and/or collectively. It is envisaged that a numbcr
of scholarly papers, and other teaching and research materials will result
from the work of each group. It should be noted, however., that not all of
the task forces described above for illustrative purposes will necessarily
be functioning at the same time. Much will depend upon the extent to
which new support and resources allow the implementation of this
program.
To supplement this ongoing program regularly scheduled research
conferences with prominent scholars and practitioners will focus in depth
on various vital issues. For example, in the field of education such a
conference might deal with the role of the social sciences in secondary
and higher education in the developing nations. In addition, special sem;
inars will be convened whenever a task force feels that it has encountered
a problem which can be dealt with only by tapping new outside expertise.
An example in the area of science and technology might be a special
seminar dealing with the implications of inexpensive electric power for
the underdeveloped nations.
To Promulgate and disseminate the' findings of these task forces,
a variety of techniques such as special publications, institutes a 1 conferences will be utilized. These will be supplemented, where appropriate,
by close cooperation with the University's Department of Radio-TV ftir
the production of audio-visual materials.

3rA
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The successful implementation of such a program will have far
reaching consequences at the local, regional, national and international
levels. Locally, it will enrich undergraduate and graduate instruction
in international relations. Visiting task force members will be utilized
in seminars, courses and tutorials, and selected graduate students will
be integral members of the task force teams. The utilization of faculty
members from other departments and professional schools at the University of Denver will not only enrich the .qualit f and instruction and research in those departments with respect to international relations but
may also lead to the development of interest in and, hopefully, a competence for international work in fields and professional schools not
heretofore strongly involved in this way. To supplement the ongoing
adult education program for business, civic and community leaders in
this region, special lectures and rrograms based on the work of tl c
task forces will be scheduled.
Regionally, the role of the Graduate School of International
Studies as the leading center for international studies in the Rocky
Mountain-Great Plains area will be greatly strengthened by utilizing the
resources and findings of the task forces in the ongoing programs described earlier. At :'.east as significant will be the enhancement of the
strong existing ties between the Graduate School of International Studies
and colleges and universities in the regior. as a result of the participation
of their staff members in this work.
Nationally, the Graduate School of International Studies will become a highly significant resource institution in the overall area of
research and teaching in international relations. Close collaboration
between appropriate U. S. government agencies and the task forces will
be maintain, 2. Existing arrangements such as the provision for ranking
officials from the Department of State and the Department of Defense to
serve as special visiting staff members in residence and the participation
of high ranking government officials in established programs will be
augmented.

Internationally, close and continuing pro;essional ties will be'
established between the Graduate School of International Studies and
institutions of higher learning (including research centers) abroad.
These ties will originally be based upon the international exchange of
pre-doctoral, post-doctoral and senior scholars in connection ay. 1 the
work of the task forces. Furthermore, it is expected that such contacts
will lead to a wide variety of joint programs in the field of international
education.
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The successful implementation of this program will require
additional staff and the expansion of existing programs and resources
of the Graduate School of International Studies as follows:
1.

Permanent new faculty members
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

2.

An Associate Dean for international education who will
be directly responsible for supervising, coordinating,
and administering all prograMs noted above.
An additional international economist.
A sociologist/anthropologist with special competence in
international studies.
A behavioral scientist with special competence in the
sources of international tensions and their resolution.

Visiting scholars

Prominent scholars who can bring special skills and perspectives
from related disciplines such as psychology, contemporary history and
political geography, will be appointed to the staff on a visiting basis for
varying lengths of time to work with the task forces as appropriate.
3.

'

.

Visiting Resource Personnel

The programs outlined above will demand, in addition to existing
arrangements with the Department of State and the Department of Defense,
the appointment of visiting resource persons in residence from such U. S.
government agencies and internati,nal organizations as A.I.D. and
UNESCO.
4.

Funds for Research and Travel

To enrich the teaching and research that will be associate(' with
the task forces and to establish cooperative ties with government and
educational centers in the deyeloping areas, it will be necessary to send
arleast two faculty members abroad every, year as well as to appropriate
_ 'places within the United States.
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International Exchange

It is anticipated that the teaching and research related to the
efforts of the task forces will require visiting scholars from abroad;
more specifically, we are planning to train at the pre-doctoral and
poet-doctoral levels some younger scholars from abroad who will then
return to their countries as prospective directors of research centers
with whom we would maintain close contacts.

In addition, many of the visiting :,.source personnel will necessarily be foreign scholars.
6.

Scholarships and Fellowships

Adequate support for the program outlined here will include a
number of pre-doctoral scholarships and post-doctr -1 fellowships.
In awarding these grants, the Graduate School of ln.-rnational Studies
will pay particular attention to the applications of well qualified foreign
students and students from underprivileged minorities in the United
States.
7.

Library Resources

The successful implementation of this program will clearly require additional library resources in the areas to be emphasized by the
special task forces. Wherever possible, use will be made of new technological innovations to facilitate this process and to avoid the duplication of relevant library resources conveniently available elsewhere.
8.

Administrative and Clerical Support Costs
a)

One administrative assistant capable of performing
general office, secretarial and clerical Make.

(b)

Associated overhead costs and necessary supplies and
eq ipment.
*

*. * ,*

*

***
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CONCLUSION

This proposal is submitted to illustrate the direction in which
the Graduate School of International Studies is moving and the contributions which it is eager to make in the field of international education.
The faculty of the Graduate School of International Studies is convinced
that, based on its experience as a regional and in some respects a
national and international leader in international studies, it can make
the greatest possible contribution towards fulfilling the purposes of the
International Education Act by implementing the expanded programs
described herein.
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Senator MORSE. I am please to call on Senator Prouty to introduce and present to the committee the next witness, who comes from the
State of Vermont.
Senator Prouty.

Senator PROUTY. Mr. Chairman, I am particularly pleased and
happy to welcome Prof. Edward. Murphy of St. Michael's College.
Dr. Murphy is a constituent, of mine. And I am sure that the subcommittee will find him a most worthy representative of St. Michael's,

which is considered by ye rmont as one of the finest institutions of
higher learning in thi_ couhcry.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING

During the past 12 years they have given English language training
to some 4,000 foreign nationals from 60 countries. And, despite its
limited resources, St. Michael's has diligently committed itself, through
its prograM of training foreign students in the English language to
what I feel is a prii, ary and most powerful education weapon for fostering international gciod will and understanding between Americans
and' people of other lands.

I am delighted that you are able to join us this morning, Dr. Mur-

phy. I am sure that your comments-with respect to this bill will be

of invaluable aid to this committee in deciding the breadth and scope
of this particular legislation. It is my privilege and pleasure to have
you here. And I shall be very happy to have you proceed in any way
you wish.
Senator MORSE. Dr. Murphy, we are delighted to have you. Your

full statement will be printed in _the record, and you may summarize
it in any way you wish.

STATEMENT DF DR. EDWARD F. MURPHY, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE, WINOOSKI, VT.

Mr. Mainly. Thank you, Ur. Chairman and Senator Prouty.I realize that you have a number of witnesses to hear this morning, ' : :so I will be very brief, and limit my remarks to just a coupleof points
,

that you will find more fully developed in my w-itten statement.
I especially appreciate your invitation to testify on the International
Education Act, both because I believe it is greatly needed, and because
--

I am convinced that the small college, for which I think I can speak,
has an important contribution to make to international educaton. It

has been doing this, as mentioned earlier, for more than 10 years,

quietly, arid without fanfare. For example, my college, St. Michael's
College of Vermont, with a total regular stuent body Of 1,200, has in
fact trained over 4,000 foreign students in the English language in the
past dozen years.

It has done this with limited facilities, with little in the way of Government help, but with, a deep commitment to a task which must'be done
if we are to have international understanding and peace.

Our department of English for Foreign Students has specialized in
short, intensive, 16-week courses in reading, writing, speaking and
understanding American English. Through this program have passed
Ph. D.'s, political leaders, businessmen, teachers, and students plan-
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ning to continue their education in American universities. These
,people have returned to their homelands, we hope oriented to a sympathetic point of view with,the American way.
..._ I refe- to our program because I believe this legislation being
considered will be a giant move toward deepening and enriching international education which begins with the kind of thing we have been
trying to do. It begins with the removal of the language barrier because full, free, and fruitful exchange of ideas can flourish only when
peo le are able to talk with each other.
w, if I am saying something that is obvious it, Is because we must
be careful not to overlook- the obvious when we muster the Nation's
resources to o-build new bridges of international understanding.
I realize that this act is,,primarily concerned with foreign languages
and fereign cultures, and that it leaves to other agencies the strengthen-

ing of Ole English language training program. I hope that section
4(a) will provide a way to make foreign language study more accessible and more meaningful to more Americans. And I trust that the
contributions of foreign scholars and teachers will give substance and
quality tO our foreign language courses.

E/GLISI-I LANGUAGE TRAINING FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS

But let s not overlook the fact that while we expand our foregin
language c urses we must at tie same time expand our English. lan-

guage trai ing for foreign nationals. For example, we must be

prepared' to train the visiting scholars, teachers, and research peo..
ple in the English language if we are to be the recipients of their contribution, at the same time that we continue to train foreign students
and foreign teachers of English as a second langua.
I suggest, therefore, that. sections 3(a) and 4(age) be interpreted
broadly to include not only the cost of bringing foreign teachers and
scholars to this country, but also the cost of the English language
training they will need to carry out their purpose in American universities.
Just one final Word. If my college is typical of the small college with

a deep commitment to the objectives of President Johnson's Smithsonian address, then the small college greatly needs the International
Education Act of 1966. Specifically, it needs the enrichment foreign
teachers could give to its undergraduate program. It needs to send
its teachers abroad for the deepening of their knowledge of those cul-

tures whose nation is they work with in the claSsroom.

It needs help in\ planning an area studies program through which
our American students may learn .,thout, appreciate, and become sympathetic toward a foreign culture, many of whose representatives are
on our campus each year. Such an area studies program would be not
only a valuable. asset to the deepening of the academic experience of
o it own American students, but would also serve. as a very powerful
centive and a solidifier for an 'English language teaching program,
d from which it could draw strength for its own solidarity.
While the small college need-, help in the building of its capacities
or international education, I an hopeful, gentlemen, that those who
implement this excellent piece Ji legislation will make use' f the talent,
yhe vitality and commitment to the purposes of this bill found in col(lieges close to the grassroots of America.
.0
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Senator MORSE. I am pleased to say that everything you have said
.1 wish to reply to with an "Amen."
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MORSE. Senator Prouty.

Senator PROUTY. Dr. Miirphy, given St. Michael's background in
i he teaching of English as a foreign language, what kind of a proposal
would you assume that you, in an institution like that, would make for
assistance under the International Act, should it become a law?
Mr. MURPHY. I find that this bill is a great stimulus to the imagination. It offers so many possibilities that might be difficult at this

moment to specify all of them. But I can immediately think of the
possibilities for the development of a badly needed library that we
haven't been able to afford for those foreign students who are on our
campus.

TEACHER EDUCATION

I can think of the great possibilities that it offers for teacher educa-

tion. Just by way of illustration; in our English for Foreign Stu-

dents Department, we have a man with whom I was talking the other
slay who was in Iran about 5 to 18 years ago. This man is probably

teaching a, dozen or more Iranian students ee.311 year. Here is a man
whom the college 'has not been able to release to go to Iran for a period
of study. I think this bill offers the possibility for such a faculty
member to be able to go abroad to familiarize himself with the culture

of the foreign students with whom he is dealing every day in the

classroom.
These are just a couple of the many possibilities.

Senator MORSE. Would the library suggestion that you make be
limited to specialized library facilities or general library, facilities?
I asked because I can see how the act might be used to provide you
with library contents that you particularly need in the handling of your
programs for foreign students. But if it is a general library, I think

yon might run into difficulty in that it would be argued that you should
apply under the Higher Educational Facilities Act and the fibrin, provisions provided therein, rather than to use this for construction fa=

cilities other than those facilities essential to the particular foreign
tudY program that you have in mind,

Mr. Mummy. Yes, Senator. I am thinking now of the specialized
libraries that will need to be developed, and for which funds will have
to be provided by this legislation if we are going to expand our foreign
study program and our English language training for visiting scholars and teachers.
CONSORTIUM ARRANGEMENT

Sentitor PROUTY. Dr. Murphy, because of the limited funds pro-

f

vided for in the bill, do you envision a consortium arrangement

ao

whereby St. Michael's College and the other with an area center might
share in the education of the foreign nationals?
Mr. MURPHY. Yes, I do, sir. This is the kind of thing that is stimulated, it seems to me, by this bill. I think, for example, of the possibil-

ity of our contribution to a larger group of universitiesI can con-

ceive of the possibility that the -foreign teachers and scholars arriving
in this country might stop, first, for example, at St. Michael's College
for English language training on their way to the larger area center.

4
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Senator Paorrry. I think, Mr. Chairman, I personally Would give a

very high priority to includinglanguage in the bill t : specifically

inclUde on authorization in fairly comprehensive terms so that when
we say "international, ducation " the program will inch de the type of
basic program' that Dr. Murphy has described for us. In this way,
the program will gii in it specific and definitive direetifm, rather than
off in various directions, depending on how the phrases,
be interpreted. Therefore, it must be recognized that phrases like "interimtional studies" or "international *affairs" have different meanings to
different, people.

Would you care to comment on that, Dr. Murphy/I?
Dr. MuaeitY. I would fully agree with you, Senator Prouty. 1 believe that. a clear, concretely delineated interpretatiOn of sections 3(a).
'and"' (a) is necessary to' provide for what seems to hie to be fundamen-

tal for any successful program in international education. The 'fundamental is the study of language:
(11.: prepared statemeht of Dr. Murphy follows :)
i

.

,

.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD.F. MURPHY, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH.
.1. Sr. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE, WINOOSKI, VERMONT
i

Mr. Chairman and members of the Education Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public-Welfare, I am Edward F. Murphy, Chairman
of the Department of English of St. "Michael's C011ege, Winooski. Vermont.
.

I consider it a privilege to present testimony on behalf pf the, faculty and admim
istration of St. Michael's with reference to the proposed International Education
Act of 1966.

--,-

-.

.

While you have heard the testimony of distinguished experts in the field of
international education, I think you may wish to hear also from one who represents a small model of support for international education. I speak for a college
whose total student body is smaller than the, faculty, of a large university.
Still. I do not think of myself as a small voice i'cying from the wilderness" of
Vermont.- I take pride in the fact that St. Mithael's College -was a pioneer in
the field of English language training for foreign students and that it is respected
4
throughout the world for- its dedication to international education.
My purpose is not to boast about what we have done, hilt to urge the passage
of the International Education Act of 1966. I istress the fact that we are a small
college because I think this committee and thole who later imple; . -nt this legislation should not overlook, the sniall.college a a resource for the development of
the international education program.

As background to my remarks about the i ill before. us it might be-pertinent
to give you an outline account of St. Michael's involve,ment in international'

education.

..

..

.

St. Michael's College was founded in 1904 in Wino9ski, Vermont,. by the

Fathers of St. Edmund, a religious Society of French origin: The Society brOught
with them to Atherica around the turn of the century a long. tradition of educa-

tional effort in France and England. Out of their special' relation with these
countries and 'Canada, the Fathers of St. Edmund At the college developed an
exchange prOgram involving scholars, teachers. and students. The dimensions

.

of this program pave been smull, but the depth of the commitment to international
education great. In 1964 for example, the Society tapped its limited manpower`
resources to send men to Caracas, Venezuela; today plans are all but completed,
for the establishment of a school in that developing country.
TWelve years ago St. Michael's College, recognizing the fundaMental importance of training foreign students before they undertake academic programs in
this country, instituted a Program of English as a Foreign Language. In-1951
the program was organized as a full academid Department of English for Foretgn
Studevo 4 which regularly trains about 400 students a year. -Since its inception
the la ,uage program has been called upon:to serye ourgovernment and the in-.;
toxin: ,,-Ital community in emergencies and special situations, often\withresultikg
strain an the limited resources of the College. During the Winter of 1956-57.
for example.. the Instittite of International Education placed 104 Hungarians at
the College for 16 weeks of English language training. Similarly. !the National
is
88-855 0-88----24
.
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cathlie Welfare Conference and 114111 social agencies placed it group of Cuban
from I ho 'astro regime at St. Michael's in 1001. The Departstudmit refag.
ment has .1Dfo been ealb.41 upon to provide special t raining programs for selected
group.of tea, her trainees from Tunisia and the Congo. sponsored by the United
Soine other agencies sponStates .1gcnoy It I Ifternat ional Develcpment I AID
soring ow referring tol o; go students to St, Michael's College are: The American
illy frieali.\ morican Institute, the 1Invait Student
Friends or
f.-. \ inerleatio, the Japan Society, t lie North Aniericuu
1:nreati, the 'etil vo
lssoeiatioti
V1,111.Z1111:( 111,1 OW I HST i t110) 1'1110111M:1110 ESPI:1 iZillit)11
on el Exterlo I II.ETT,,x ).
nt offers the following programs :
.\t. the present tinie t lit.
1.',rrriyn. l.rrnyimpc of fpred twice
sh s
I
a 1 Th,/. Si.rfcca Wecil Prof/rah/ in
during, the academic year and the Eighth \Veck Suilimer Session Program. These
understanding
programs are (h.signed to perfect reading, ....riling. speaking, a
.\ mericati English. Students arc placed on an appropriate academic level on tho
basis of results obtained from a battery of plarement examinations. The student
spends three hours a day in small classes of ten or fewer students, :111(1 one hour
a flay in the I)epartilient.'s fully equipped language laboratory. Tlke class work
consists of eonversa t ion, written composition. grammar, prononneiation, dictation,
an.1 intensive and extensive reading. The laboratory drills are integrated with
the elasswork.
Eng/i.,.th Fs 102. English FS 1(12 is a sixteen-week concentrated Freshman
.11,-.g(. English course. '1711e content or this cots se is the same as that required
of all degree students at St. Michaels. It is fortified, however. with an increased
number of class hours and a required kliniguage laboratory. The classes are

!nano-ft to 15 students and are taught by instructors trained to cope with the

special problems and difficulties Nvhiell foreign students have with the language
and with culture concepts. English FS 102 is attractive to students who seek fur-

t !ter training and mastery of English before undertaking (ollege or university
work in this country.

e) Teacher training in the Teaching of English as a Second Language !TEFL) :
1. The ,S)minicsr Institute.. An eight-week diplunsa program consisting of descriptive analysis of Engli.11 'Phonology. morphology and syntax, mad vocabulary
and methods in TEFL. The Institute carries nine credits for students admitted
to graduate status. It is the core of the Master of Arts l'rogram in Teaching
English as :1 Second Language, Through August 1966. 11S teachers and teacher
candidates hate (.onipleted the Institute in the Teaching of English as a Second
Language.

2, Master of Arts in Teaching English its it Second Language.

Started in 19(12. this program eonsists of thirty hours of work. including
the Institute courses; 12 how's of English and American Literature: a coordinating seminar in 1:ducation and a Bibliography and Research Course which requires the student to write :1 scholarly paper. Through August 1066. 18 students
Inn! earned the degree of the Master of Arts in Teaching English as it Second
T anguage. :h' students arc currently working toward this degree.
Tlw Depurt mem of ngiish for Foreign Students is housed in two
floors of a franc building on the west. side of the campus. A large downstairs
tom.' is used for the language laboratory of thirty booths. Each booth is

',quipped with two tate recorders which enabl9s the staff to use the library
:act !mil of instruction. Master control ani. tape duplicating facilities complete
he !anvil:Igo laboratory.

bicaled in this building are seventeen offices for faculty turd staff. A
,.ecializot1 library (o. hooks, records, and recordings is available for the Teaching
-1 English as a Sormal I.anguage. Five ci,,ssroonis are available mil a nearby
homing for Ito. use of the Inpartinent.
I oiring the slimmer session, the Department is able to accommodate up to 250
mients. During the academic year. it can accommodate less than 100 because
-f Unlit:It ions of available housing.
All students take their meals in the student union building. Dietary laws are
ofrs.rved according to the religions principles of the students. All students have
access to the social and recreational facilities of the campus.
it

of fhr 'orrifp.

Wien I

The Foreign Student Advisor and his staff work fail -time to assist the student
in the inallagenient of his problems and to help hint with acculturation to American life. The work of the Foreign Student Advisor includes assistance in complying with E.S. Immigration regulations; counseling in financial, legal, and other

Ith
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matters; help in formulating 'personal academic plans, and assistance with

college and university placement. rb e Advisor arranges the placement of foreign
students with American host families for vacation periods and organizes other
activities to bring the foreign students 111 direct contact. with American lift..
About
Foreign Students
:1073 students from 00 foreign countries and tive continents hall, studied in illy,
Departine,A of English for Foreign Students in the past 12 years.

\

TAnt.r: 1.--Enronnowt. 8-week sessions, department of English for foreign atildenIa
.

Year

1954 55
1933-416._

1956-37 ..
1957-5s
1958-39

.

19410-61.

1961-62.
1962-63.
19414-65..
1963-66.
19643-67.

June

.

li September

November

X
05
66

5

10

211

101

36

.54

(241

414

53

125
102
1 172
133
196
291

61

40
45
59

,

141
141
1S7

49
69
50
55
67

Total for
year

April

9

10
f

25
1 123
44
37

, 93
I s9

1

335;
1 434,
348;

45
47

II

46

60

(15

1(40

02
69

so

82

356
300

47

4"
74

34.
147'
1 396:

25
143
SI
:II

47

60

66
SI

January

102

400
433
423

,

511

,

,
.

hwludrs speci91 groUps of students, I lungarians, and Cubans,
NOTE.Total enrollment 1954 441; 4,193. Less duplications (some enrolled for Inure than one sessim11
1,120. Total individini1 students through June 117641) 3,073.

TABLE ILGeographical distribution of foreign students at Si. Michael's.;
.1954-66

Arca

l'Crcent
.

Africa, 12 nations
South America. 8 nations

Central America and Caribbean, 11 nations including Puerto Rico__ -._

of 10141!

4
21

14

Asia and the Middle East. 10 nations
Europe. 12 nations
Canada
31
Why the foreign students study Rnglish as a second languagc.Surveys Of the
intentions of foreign students studying English at St. Michael's College indicate --that 51 percent will continue as students in American institutions. 37 percent
will use their English -kill for business or social purposes. and 12 percent are
inor

..:ra thoir eollmt.titel. Throat:It Juno of 1966.

of the foreign students who planned to continue their education nt American
institutions. 48 percent went to 164 private colleges anti universities. Another
29 perCent went to 106 municipal or State c6Ileges and universities. Nine percent
enrolled in 30 technical institutes; 6 percent went to junior colleges; 6 percent to

public or private secondary schools. and 2 percent went from St., Michael's to
other language institutes in the United States or abroad.
When St. Michael's international effort is viewed against the world's needs,
her contribution may Is' only a -widow's mite," lint it is made in the spirit of
Tresiii,mt Johnson's plea that we extend our "treasure to those.lands whose
learnting is still a luxury for the few."
Yo U gentlemen who have examined the' various publications of those agonies

diredtly concerned with international education here ill the United States know
that the St. Michael's program is typical of the many English language centers
where not only foreign students are taught the English language in Short term
intensive courses but also where foreign teachers art' given modern serond language methodology, techniques, and procedures. These teachers return to their
homeit As oriented, we hope, to a sympathetic point of view with the American
way of life. Some of these institutions have been expertly accomplishing this task
r ten years or more.

I feel that they are in a Position to make '44 contributions, and the foot that
they have been doing this for several years
it very important that we examine them closely as a fundamental resf mi'o l. in the development of new and
richer international curriculums.
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While the International Education Act is primarily concerned with strengthen.
ing graduate and endergraduate programs of international studies in colleges and

universities in the United States, it has to do also with the contributions that
visiting foreign faculty members can make to such programs.

It seems to me that all intensive study of foreign areas and cultures by the
American nationals even with the help of foreign scholars could not be fully
fruitful unless both Americans and foreigners can be so oriented through larguage studies that their exchanges can be received and understood, Further, a
two-way avenue of communication must be opened between our American students who will, as graduates of an Area Studies program, have something to offer,

and foreign people who will be the recipients of the fruits of that study. This
means then, that specific measures must be taken to provide opportunities for
more foreign citizens to learn the English language which has become the lingua
franca for such intercourse. It also means something more. There must be many
"on-the-spot" sympathetic interpreters of American culture in the foreign communities themselves. And who can do this all important job more effectively
and realistically than large numbers of foreign teachers who have come to the
United States for a period of orientation and instruction in these already existing
academic institutions? These teachers back in their .own classrooms will not
only be more clearly understood and accepted in their own communities but they
will most certainly reach numbers of foreign nationals in their own countries
who will never come in direct contact with Americans.
My first point is two-fold, gentlemen, 1) that intensified efforts must be made

to teach foreign nationals enough English to receive the contribution of the
American specialists who will be the products of our international studies
centers. and 21 that we must. train more foreign teachers here in the United
States kith ;Itort.. concentrated programs so that they may return to their own
classrooms to he, themselves, the. interpreters of American Ilfe. This will have
to be accomplished by cooperation among the Department of St ,.e, A.I.D., USIA,

the Department of Defense and the Peace Corps, all of whom are presently
concerned with this type of t raining.

My second point is more relevant to the International Education Act. These
existing academic-institutions specializing in the teaching of English. as a foreign

language should not he overlooked as a valuable resource for the area centers
propnsed in this legislation. While the International Education Act is not
specifically designed to help foreign students come to this country, it is important
to interpret broadly sections 3(a) and 4(a) to include not only the cost of bringing foreign teachers and scholars to this country but also the cost of the English
language training they wil need to carry out their purpose..
If St. Michael's is typic.11 of the small college with experience in international
education and with a deep commitment to the objectives of President Johnson's
Smithsonian Address. but with limited resources, then the small college greatly
needs the International Education Act of 1966. Specifically, it needs the enrichment foroi!7n
c31:12.
u.tivfgrutiume program. It needs to
send its teachers abroad for the deepening of their knowledge of those cultures
iyhose nationals they work with in the classroom. It needs help in planning
an Area Studies program through which our American students may learn
about. appreciate, and become sympathetic toward a foreign culture many of
whose representatives are on campus each year. Such an Area Studies program
would be not only a valuable asset to the deepening of the academic experience
of our own American students. lint would also serve as a very powerful incentive and solidifier for our English language teaching program, and from which
it Noild draw strength for its own solidarity.

While the small college needs help in the building of its capacities for International education, I ant hopeful, gentlemen, that those who implement this
excellent legislation. will consider this testimony that there is talent, vitality,

and commitment to the purposes of this bill in colleges close to "the grass
roots" of America.

Senator Pnot-Ty. Thank you very much, Doctor. I am delighted
to have had you here this morning. And I am sure your testimony
will be most helpful to the Senate committee.
Senator Mousy. Thank .you. You have been very helpful.

If, you will tile any supplemental statement at any time before
we close these hearings, I will be very glad to receive it and put it in
the record.
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,N1r. Arnim' v. I would 1)v very pleased to, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you very 11111(.11.

Senator MoasE. Our next witness will he the witness whose name
appears lirst on the agenda.

And to Mr. Booker, I express my regrets that lie is being taken

smut of order. But it was necessary for rue to accommodate, as we
al ways do, my colleagues in the Senate.

I am now pleased to call on Mr. hclward E. Booker, president of

McGraw-Hill Book ( '0., I
New York.
I am delighted to have you with us.

Senator PnorTv. Mr. Chairman, just across the hall another subcommittee of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee is marking
up the so-called poverty bill, so I will have to be excused.
Senator Monsr. I can understand that
Mr. Booker, we are delighted to have you with us. You may proceed
in vour own way.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD E. BOOKER, PRESIDENT, McGRAW-HILL
BOOK CO., INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.

\1r. Bomirn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And I might say, Mr:Chairman I have not. been inconvienced. I

thank you very much for your remarks.
My comments are quite brief, so I shall read them.
But as a preamble to this, may I say that nothing I shall say or read
is intended to take issue in any way with the statement you made following Dean Korbel's presentation.

Senator Mons. Even if it did, that woud be a good thing.
Mr. Bommit. I happen to agree with your statement. And if I may
venture an opinion, I can't. think of anyone who is better equipped
than the chairman to see that. the provision that you speak about is
written in this Al, due to your rather extensive experience in guiding
legislation of this kind through the Senate.
I appear here today on behalf of the American Book Publishers

T,,,f it vita in whirls
Ult., 1.111, k
organizations I currently serve as chairman of a joint committee concerned with governmental affairs. The council, numbering 190 members, is made lip of conmiercial firms and nonprofit organizations publishing general hooks, including adult, juvenile, scientific, technical,
and professional, book club, paperbound, and university press books.
The institute is composed of approximately 110 firms publishing elementary, secondary, and college textbooks, encyclopedias, and other
7

reference works, flu ci educational tests and maps.

Many of the major publishing firms belong to both organizations.
The members of the council and the institute publish well over 95 percent of hooks of all types produced in the ITnited States.
CllANGE MADE BY Ill

Endorsement Of I1.R. 1.16.13: We give our strong endorsement to
H.R. 14043 as it passed the House of Representatives. It seems to us
that the changes made by the House represent improvements in the
meiture as orig,inally intrmluced, especially with respect to more adequate appropriation authorizations.
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The House-passed bill provides
(1) For a grant program to American colleges and universities to
establish graduate centers for research and training in international

studies;
(2) For a grant .program to assist colleges and universities in developing comprehensive programS for improved undergraduate instruction in international studies; and
(3) For strengthening title VI of the Nat 1 Defense Education
Act of 1958 relating to area and language nt s in educational institutions.
In addition, grants may be made to public a private. associations
contributing to objectives 2 and 2. We believe ail three of these provisions of the bill to be important as a means of strengthening the understanding of international affairs in the training of college students
and in building up a larger and better equipped corps of experts in a

wide variety of international specialties for service to government,
business,, and education.
TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS IN BOOK PUBLISHING

Specifically, we believe that one of these graduate centers of research

and training in international studies which the bill would authorize
should include a special program for the training of specialists in the
techniques of hook publishing and the writing and editing of educational materials in developing countries. This is a key function in
helping to create modern educatiobal systems and the U.S.
publishing industry has been working with uvernment agencies on

a consulting basis to provide expert assistance in this field in a number
of countries. However, it would be desirable to have a center at which
this training could be carried on in a more systematic and intensive
basis both for American citizens and citizens of developing countries.
Ori other domestic aspects of the international edfication program
not specifically dealt with in the bill before you, we have offered our
intcrnatic,riai
cooperation in the areas of strengthening
si tmies in elementary and secondary schoo)s and in participating in
conferences of leaders and experts in discussions and exchanges on
international understanding.
We realize that the bill before you deals only with a limited number
of the domestic aspects of a much broader program whiCh was set forth
by the President in his special international education message to the
Congress earlier this year, which covered a wide range of activities,
both domestic and foreign. The preamble of the bills before you takes
this into account and suggests the general agreement of the Congress

with the more comprehensive program set forth in the President's

message.

.

The book publishing industry is very much concerned with the

overseas aspects of international education. It is not generally known
how important a role American books play on the international scene,
and particularly in the field of education. Although book exports
amount to only 8 percent of our total production, that 8 percent makes
us the major book export inv country m the world, surpassing the tra-

ditional leadersthe Britishby,a small but growing margin. This

export position is a development of the last 20 years. Before World
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War II we were a net book importing country with only very marginal
exports, principally to Canada and the Philippines. Now the exports
and sales of American books abroad are on the order of $150 million
a year, or three to four times our book imports. We sell.books of every
kind abroad, but textbooks, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and scientific.
technical and scholarly- books predominate. In many countries of t he
world English has become the language 3f instruction in scientific,
technical, and professional training at the university level and American books are wAely used as the standard university texts.
COOPERATION OFFERED BY PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

In view of this background we are naturally greatly interested in
the external aspects of the President's program for international eduration. We have already met with sonic of the leading Federal officials
in the executive branch concerned with these matters in order to offer
our cooperation in a variety of ways, some of which I .should like to

list briefly. at this point:
1. We 'have volunteered and have had accepted _assistance in the
briefing and the background training of the new corps of (44Cation
officers to be set up in the U.S. Foreign Service to provide information
on the American publishing industry.' These officers will be called on

to advise. on matters relating to the production and distribution of
educational materials in countries to which they are accredited and we
will provide them information on the resources they can.call upon in
American book publishing firms.

2. We have offered to make available to the proposed American
Education Placement Service in the Department of HEW the names
of experts of various kinds from the publishing industry who might
be available for foreign service on a full-time or on a consultant basis.
3. We have indicated our willingness to continue to work closely
with the.Agency for International Development in every field in which
we can be of help in their educational Projects and programs. We have
worked with AID over a period of years and are delighted to see that

increased emphasis will be placed on education activities in this

Agency.

4. *We are particularly pleased to see emphasiS in the Yresident's
message on the teaching of English abroad. As the world's leading
expOrter of English lanauage hooks and other teaching materials, we
have long been convince% of the fundamental importance of English
as a primary language of international corium nication, and as a basic
tool of educational and economic development. We will continue to

cooperate with those Government agencies concerned with English Ian-

ruage teaching programs abroad making use of materials produced

Cy American publishers.

FLORENCE AGREE3IENT

We have also suggested that it would be very useful to tie together
the work of the existing Government Advisory Commitee on International Book Programson which leading book publishers serve and
which advises, the Department of State, AID, and USIA primarily
but also other Government agencieswith the overall coordinating
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committee to be established in the field, of international education, the
Council on International Education. We lit&e recommended specifi-

cally to Secretary of HEW Gardner that the chairman of the Government Advisory Committee on International Book Programs be
made an ex officio member of the Council on International Education.
We were nlso particularly pleased to see in the President's message,
mer +,ion, for the third time within the past year, of the importance of

U.S. adherence to the Florence agreement, freeing educational and
cultural materials from tariff duties and the related Beirut agreement,
which has similar provisions for audiovisual materials. The passage
of the implementing legislation permitting the United States to adhere to these two multilateral conventions which have already been
approved as treaties by the Senate, will not only aid our own educational community but greatly improve our stature in intellectual and
educational circles abroad in the 50-odd countrieswhich have already
adhered to these agreements. The House Ways and Means Committee
has now approved the implementing bills and we hope that they can
become law before Congress adjourns this year.
In conclusion, let me repeat our strong endorsement of the provisions
of H.R. 14643 and of the broad outlines of the President's expanded
program for international education. We believe the bill and the pro-

()Tam as a whole are important to,the national interest. We pledge

our cooperation in every aspect of theprogram in which the resources,
training, and expertise..of personnel iin the book publishing industry

can be helpful. We are .grateful to your subcommittee for this opportunity to present our views.

OF AMENDMENT NO. 736

IMPORT

And if I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like also to say that we support the amendment No. 736 which Senator Javits has put forward.
Senator MORSE. You are a mindreader. I was just about to ask you
it. i am delighted that you nave raised it yourself.
Make whatever comment you care to make on it. It will be very'helpful to us. And you can even supplement your comment with a written
statement later if 'you desire _to. But I am particularly anxious to

have your view and that of the people you represent on the Javits

amendment.

Mr. BOOMER. Thank you very much.

In my mind, this is related to the informational media guarantee

program for books, under which the developing countries all over the
world at one time or another have been able to use their own currency
for the purchase of American instructional and informational media.

have had a great deal of personal experience with this particular
program, and particularly in Poland and Yugoslavia, to mention two
countries where we have been able to place in the hands of the people,
of those countries information, books, and learning materials which
we are quite certain they could not have acquired in any other way except through being able to use their own currencies to buy them.
Now, it seems to me that what Senator Javits is proposing in his
amendment is a kind of an IMG education program. And I would
hope that it wouldn't be too restrictive in the countries to which it
would apply.
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I would hope, for example, that it wouid include Yugoslavia; that
might include Poland. There are many nations in the world that are
eager to have our educational programs, our educational materials, if
we Can provide them, and would be glad to pay for them if they have
a way of using their own currencies.
This makes great sense to me, and I know it does to the industry I
represent.
Senator MORSE. Thank you very much.
S. 2037

Mr. Boom% I think, also, Senator Javits' bill, S. 2037, which is
really the amendment in the NDEA of 1958, is also a rational and
needed addition. This simply makes stipends available to individuals

as well as institutions.
Going back, by the way, to amendment 736, it seems to me that the
grant of a maximum of $3,000 U.S. dollars is adequate. I am not sure,

though, but what there shouldn't be some kind of provision for travel.
Because when we bring people from around the world,, the cost of getting here will eat up a good part of that. And, that, it seems to me,
w5uld be something that would help in this respect. To bring a per-son in from Mexico is one thing. To bring him in from Indonesia is
another.
Senator MORSE. I am very pleased that Senator Yarborough has
been able to join us.
You may question, Senator.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Booher, I arrived after you began with

your statement: But I have scanned through it, and read parts carefully, and have had the privilege of listening to the latter part of it.
I want to congratulate you on this fine statement.
Incidentally the books that. you were able to dispose of in Yugoslavia
and Poland: what subjects were they on ?

I might say, ircidentally, that I have been studying some books

published by your publishing firm for a good many years, and more
since I got elected to the Senate, than I,did as a practicing lawyer.
And I Gnd this job up here. requires as diligent study as was requvrecl
in any college year I ever put in in my life. And I buy more of your
textlio9ks than I did before I came to the Senate.

What subjects were the textbooks that you sold in Poland, and

Yugoslavia?
Mr. BOOHER. Well, by the terms of IMG we are confined to a very

broad spectrum of books of a nonpolitical nature, books of practical
usage of all kinds, books of science and technology and management,

economics

ECONOMICS- AND MANAGEMENT TEXTS

Senator YARBOROUGH, You say management. Do. ,they buy these
management texts that you put out.?
Mr. BOOHER. Indeed, they do. Books on AineriKin enterprise.
Senator YARBOROUGH. American management; of course, people

studying it in college use your te:. books a great deal. Are those

bought over in Poland and Yugoslavia?
Mr. BOOHER. Yes, they are. And they not only buy the books, but

through IMG funds they buy the rights to translate and publish in
their own country.

-
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Senator Ymisonouon. You say economics?
Mr. BOOHER. Yes. Samue: -on's.. book on economics, which is a

classic textbook in this country, has been translated for use in universities in both of thOse countries. In Yugoslavia, it is taught in a
course calla: Western economics. But it is offered and sold and you
can buy it on open shelves in a bookstore. This, to me demonstrates
the importance of IMG, because I don't think this could have happiened
in countries where you have blocked currencies or soft currencieT, and
we simply can't trade.

I happen to believe also that there is no beer way to make a friend
than to help him. And good books help. people. Books on 'engineering help people. Books on science help people. And the way to
get to a man's mind is this way, net through propaganda.

Senator Ymuioaouon. You mentioned science, and I assume that
there would be little dispute over chemistry or physics. But do they
buy our textbooks in anthropology and biology? I notice the Communists have had some different theories on their anthropology and

biology than ours. And they treat those to some extent as political

subjects in their conclusions. Do they buy textbooks in those subjects?
Mr. BOOHER. To a lesser extent. They are also published; books
in biology and sociology and anthropology, but nbt to the extent that
books in the physical sciences and technology are published, because
these are actually more widely needed and used, used not only in the
institutions but .by practicing technologists, by practicing engineers,
and by industrialists.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Do they give any courses in their colleges in
American history as we teach it here, in our theory of American history? Do they use any of our textbooks?

Mr. Boour..a. I know that our books are used, Senotor. I know

that some of them_ have even been translated into their. own-languages

and used. How the course is taught, though, I can't, enmrnPnt
Sei.uti.of YARBOROUGH. 'They do use some of our American history?
Mr. BOOHER. Indeed, they do.

Senator

You mentioned economics, the Western
I wonder if they use our version of history,

YARBOROUGH.

them v of economics.

which is quite different from some of their versions.
Mr. BOOHER. Yes.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Thank you very much. It is an interesting subject, but I am consuming too much of the time of the other
witnesses of the subcoMmittee. It has been very interesting.
Mr. BOOHER. Thank you, sir.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MORSE. The next witness will be A. Russell Buchanan, vice
chancellor for. academic affairs, University of California at Santa
Barbara, Calif.
You are going to testify not only on your own behalf, but on behalf
of Dr. Allawayi who is the director of the education abroad program

of the University of California.
We are delighted to have you, and you may proceed in your own
way.
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STATEMENT OF DR. A. RUSSELL BUCHANAN, VICE CHANCELLOR
/

FOE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
SANTA BARBARA

Mr. BreitAxArt. Thank you very much.
Senator Morse, Senator Yarborough, ladies and gentlemen, as you

just indicated, Dr. William H. Allaway, director of the education

abroad program of the University of California, was originally slated

to meet with you this morning. And he has prepared a statement,

copies of which have been made available to the committee.
Senatdk. MORSE. The statement will be inserted in the record at
this point,.
And will you express to Dr. Allaway our sincere appreCiation for
the statement, and our.regret that he could not, come, hilt our pleasure
in having ,you in his place.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.

May I explain briefly why he did not come. Time and other duty
caught up with him. He is p:.'sently on board a ship bound for
Europe with a large contingent of California students who are destined

for a year's study abroad.
So rather than read his statement to you; I should like to make a
few comments, and then I will make myself available to answer ques-

t

7The prepared statement of Dr. William H. Allaway follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM H. ALLAWAY, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION ABROAD
PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA BARBARA

'

S. 2874, a bill designed to strengthen American educational resources for international studies and research, is one in which the University of California, and
particularly the Santa Barbara campus of the University, is keenly, interested.
nartiv
the University's deen involvment in international education.
but even more because of the conviction that the road to enduring- ace and
prosperity requires that knowledge, those understandings, those sk , and
those attitudes which only education can provide.
As you no doubt knoW, the University of California enrolls more students

from abroad than any other university in the United States. In addition, the
University is constar,iy enriching its progra' . and expanding its outreach by
the enrollment of gr iduate students and research workers from many lands and
by the appointment of visting ,professors from, universities around the world.

What may not be Lo pelt known is that the University has recently developed
a University-wide Education Abroad Program. administred by the Santa Barbara
campus, which promises to make a significant contribution to international education both at home and abroad. Under this program ten overseas study centers
have been established on three continents. and by 1975 it is anticipated that there
may be as many as thirty study centers on all six continents. In 1966-67 some
350 highly-selected University of California undergraduates will speti the academic year abroad. By 1975-76 this number may approach 2.000 if the necessary
resources become available.
Undergraduastudy abroad is not new. Some programs have been in existence for a quarter of a century and today there are more than 150 such collegesponsored programs, enrolling more than 5,000 U.S. students. However, the

University of California approach has a breadth and depth which make it a

model for others. One of the distinctive features of oar- program- is-the emphasis
placed on the full integration of the ITC students into the life of the partner university. University of California students become fully- participating members
of the foreign university and its wider community. They live as do the students

of the host university, eat

the same student dining halls. attend the same
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classes, share the same professors, mid take part in their social, athletic and
cultural activities. This shared life and the quality of this communication have
an enduring effect upon the perspective, ideas and ideals of both groups of students.

While it is impossible fully to measure the impact of such an educational
experience, it is already clear that this program is doing more than providing a
unique International educational experience for a growing number of highly
qualified students. It is creating a pool of broadly experienced young men
and women whose character, language skill, emotional maturity, intellectual
Power, cultural enrichment, and understanding of the modern world fit them
uniquely to become teachers, government officials, and business leaders in our
own and many other countries, including the developing countries. It is or
this reason, for example, that the Department of State gives travel grants to the

undergraduate University of California students who are studying at The

Chinese University of Hong Kong. Similar grants are. given to the two participating University of Ca li!orifia professors who in 1965-66 assisted this University
to develop a School of E .ucatlon and a School of Social Weitare and to the four

graduate students who are serving as teaching assistants there while carrying

on their own graduate research projects.

So successful has been our experience that this graduate dimension is being
added to the other study centers. We recognize how much this on-the-ground
experience can contribute to graduate research and how much such students can
contribute to the foreign universities, particularly in the developing countries.
We have been singularly fortunate in associating with universities which
share our ideals and our view that universities participating in a two-way educational exchange stand to benefit from such an exchange. For example, the
world-famous Gerge August University in Goettingen, where we have had a
study center since 1963, has sent us in 1965-66 ten outstanding graduate students
sponsored by the Volkswagen Fdundation. So fruitful has been their experience

that the George August University will send fourteen Volkswagen scholars in
1966-67. To assist this two-way flow of talent, The Regents of the University of
California have waived the $981 non-residenttuition for the students nominated
to us by our partner ubiversities."1 However, the cost of intercontinental travel
and of room and board.in the United States isoften beyond the means of many of
the students whom our partner universities would like to send to us. This is
particularly true of the universities in the developing countries. I cite the Education Abroad Program 'only to illustrate one :umect of the omoittropro: cf 1.11e
I el-N.16 of Caiiiornin to the objectives of the International Education Act.
Our University and many others have a strong base on which to build stronger
resources in international studies in partnership with the federal government.
As Vi-Chairman of the Committee on Academic Programs Abroad of the
Council on Student Travel and Chairman of the Committee on U.S. Students
Abroad of the National Association for Foreign Students Affairs. I have participated in conferences around the world of educators from many countries who
were wiling to devote their time and energy to the developreent of student
exchange programs with greater sophistication. Many of these persons were
heads of universities receiving American students now who were . anxious to
explore ways and means of improving mach programs.

011 the initiative of the Council on Student Travel, President Ciark_Kerr of

theXiiiversity of ('alifornia, and Chancellor Herman Wells of Indiana University,
au international Committee on Educational Exchange. Composed of a representa-

tive grow) of American and foreign universitiy presidents, is in the process of
formation to study implications of these program's in the future. In tither words,
I feel the collective wisdom of universities around the world is needed if effec- tive international programming is to be established in American colleges and universities. This committee is a constructive step in the direction of tapping 'such
wisdom fgr the benefit of all.

I woulS be remissif I did not call attention to the action of the membership
of the National Association for Foreign Student. Affairs at its annual business
meeting in Chicago hi May, which pa'ssed a resolution in support of the International Education Act of 1960 unanimously. NAISA is the professional orga!Azar; 311 of representatives of edueatignal institutions and organizations, directly

concerned with the field of educathiRal exchange and it seems to be of some
significance that this organization would recognize the great value of the International Education Act for higher education and should place itself so firmly on
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record favoring the legislation in its present form. The ,text of this resolution
is as follows :
"RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ACT OF 1900

"Wheroas, the National Association of Foreign Student Affairs is dedicated to

the thoughtful and carefully conceived expansion of educational interchange
between American universities and the tmiversities of other countries around
the world ; and

"Whereas, such expansion and the qualitative improvement of existing programs of interchange has been inhibited by the lack of adequate resources in the
colleges and universities of the United States ; and
"Whereas, expanding services for foreign students and the American students
desiring to study abroad is a major specific need which should be partiall!, met'
by federal assistance to colleges and universities : Therefore be it
"Resolved, That the 1966 Annual Meeting of \ the National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs :
"Welcomes the substances and the spirit of the President's message on International Education and the related legislation, the International Education Act
of 1966;
"Commends the early passage of the proposed legislution (HR 12451, HR 12452,

and S. 2874) to the House of Representatives and the United Stares Senate ;
"Urges the early appropriatioq of the funds needed to implement effectively
the provisions of the act ;

"Offers to those governmental agencies and departments involved the support
and counsel of the leadership and membership of the NAFSA in implementing
their expanding roles in the field-of international education ; and
"Directs the President of the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs

to transmit a copy of this resolution to the President of the'United States, the

governmentaj agencies, departments, and legislative bodies concerned, and such
other persons as he and the Board of Directors shall determine."
A number of major factors make the International Education Act of 1966 of
great significance to. American colleges and universities. 1) A wedding of federal

aid with the resources of the colleges and universities administering under-

graduate programs overseas could open the possibility of study abroad...to.a wide

range of students .who presently consider such an experience as beYond their
financial toi.ar§ For ptamn1P sattuiPots of the Univeraity of California arc
students from th.! main stream of American life and as such, the average stw-is ill-equipped to afford the expense (a: study abroad, even under a program at
minimizes- the cost as ours does. As yOu may know, we estimate thP` d()% of
the student population of the University of California ear s pt,7 -- all of their
idergraduates.
educational -costs in the University during their stay f
this country have
2) While the University of California and other ins' Lane r
developed wide-ranging international programs, there 1,, 4o question but what
such programs are expensive. Thus, although they are essential, they must be
kept in very careful balance if our University is to serve apprOpriately the wide

range of interests in the State of California and 'other institutions' are appropriately to serve local needs. The assistance of the International Education
Act could enable the University to/carry forward a much more far-reaching and
comprehensive set of internationa programs. Let me say at this point that the
most far-reaching impact of the International Education Act is the implication
for colleges and universities and groups of institutions that. international education not only comprehends a wide range of activities within our colleges and
universities, but that it indeed provides a framework within which all such
activities may be carried on. The implications of this for an- institution like
the University of California will be profound if in the process of preparing to
benefit from the International Education:Act of 1966, the University doe_ s more to
clarify lines. of communication which will relate the persons involved do Centers

for advanced international studies to those faculty members most directly concerned with developing the undergraduate curriculum, the persons involved in
the administering of a wide range of international programs, and the. persons'
responsible for the training of teachers for our schools. Much of the interna-

tional programming in colleges and universities, regardless of size, has de-

veloped on an ad hoc basis without the consideration of an effective institutional
policy in nib( area and without conununication .with other persons involved in
`international programming in the some institution. What is.needed at this state

is greater articulation- of the various programs within an institution, not only
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with each other so that it is possIbid to build on the competence of other programs,

but alto so that there can be a coherent pattern for utilizing the skills and

services of individual programs throughout the curriculum of the University. In
short, the bill really demands that 'our educational institutions plan effective

approaches to international education as a whole ifthey are to benefit from
the cooperation of the federal government. If this is not explicit in the legislation, I believe it to be implicit and I feel that Secretary Gardner and those
directly responsibielor the Ldrainistration of the Act are aware of the importance
of these implications for higher education, and wiii provide the necessary funds

to institutions and grotips of institutions to carry out such planning as a part
of the initial phase of the implementation of the Act. I would advocate consciously breaking down the dichotomy between centers for advanced internationa studies with a graduate emphasis and the undergraduate programs in
international studies which exists in many institutions. We have attempted
this in the University of California' ith some success by involving the heads of
graduate.centers concerned with various areas of the world in the developing of
undergraduate study center.9 in those areas of the world.

3) Broadening the provisions of the NDEA tc permit suppm for training
vital part of international programming in terms of the impact colleges and
universities can have on secondary. and elementary education, It is no secret
in '--..nguages which are currently offered in our colleges and universities is a

that the teaching of languages in our elementary and secondary schools, while
making some progress, is s411 woefully Jacking. One cannot teach another
person a language without in one way another becoming an interpreter of the
culture of that language. To be in a position of interpreting a culture to another
person without ever having lived! in the culture oneself places thousands of
teachers hi an untenable position each year. In England, for example, ene
does not become a teacher of French without spending r, period in France.as
.:isting in a classroom and becoming at least superficially involved in French
culture. This same requirement should exist in our schools, but can only, exist
through the 'partnership of our colleges and universities with the federal goternwent because of the enormous costs involved in developing programs of the scope

demanded by the great breadth of our educational structure. 4) I would like
to note specifically the importance of the provision for sending faculty members
of our institutions overseas and the bringing of faculty 'members as visiting
professors to American colleges and universities. Many of our 1'111914v oleinlizi-s have hau significant experience overseas which has profoundly infinenced
their capacity-for providing intellectual stimulus to their students. This is an
aspect that demands systematic development by our colleges and universities
and one of the functions of the Mt should be to provide an-opportunity for programming overseas experience fort-our faculty members and the integration into
our institutions of greater numbers of faculty visiting from overseas. 5) May
I just identify some significant paints at which undergraduate study abroad
programs need strengthening thro gh the good offices of the International Education Act: a) Institutional research of the effectiveness of the programs; b)
The strengthening of the administration of the programs, both overseas and
on the home campus; c) Provision for the psychological +counseling of students
in study centers overseas; d) PrOision of physical facilities such as residence
halls in the host universities overseas to replace 'game taken by our students:
e) Provisicin of language laboratories for language programk; f) Provision of
library facilities whicb.could be shared by American institutions and universities
overseas in the furthering of joint academic programs; g) Provision of direct
assistance of foreign .universities !cooperating with American institutions in
the educating of American graduate and undergraduate students, such ,quid pro
quo to be determinal in consultation between the cooperating universities or

groups of universities: h) Prnvi on for conferences of educators from the
Lnited States and countries ove as to consider implications of cooperative

international programming, includi g the cost of travel involved in such conferences.

,.

t

One further point needs to be m de. The International Education Act proposes to broaden the involvement -the United States government in the field
of international education In a ve dramatic way. This, however. can only be
implemented if the necessary appr priations are voted. The current efforts of
the United States in the field of ecit ational exchange, which is only one aspect
of the field of international educati n.- has not been supported in as substantial
a way as similar efforts have been in other countries of the world; indeed, it
has not been possible for much of he permissive legislation in the Fulbright-
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'Hayes Act to be implemented in a significant was because of lack :of appro.
priutecl. funds. I would simply call attention to the 1...-t that. if there is to be
effectire involvement in .this field of international education by the federal
government, it is going to cost much more Money each year than our existing

educational exchange efforts. Unless such funding it; forthcoming, the Congress
is raising false hopes In the more than 2,000 educational institptIons.which see

this Act as-pOtentially, strengthening their academic:posture in the field of International education.
The International Education Act of MI6 promises tO open the posWbility of
110th public and titivate Institutions widening the range of international 'offerings in their curriculum, expanding the administration of international pro grams that will serve the university comnittnity as well as the country as 11
whole. and opening the door to cooperation between Americe(n universities and
'universities overseas that will mutually strehgthen higher education around
the world. It will enable our, colleges and universities to serve our nation's
'teals more effectively and deserve's,speedy passage through tkr Congrew.

.

1

Mr. BuchANArt. The. University of California could support this,
y;,,, f points of view, both at the undergraduateand the graduate ley lz., As a matter of, fact, the Ho ase committee
heard a very persuasi,
i e; tatement.by Chancellor Franklin Murphy of
mAtisiire from -a varie

.

UCLA on this subject
UCLA IMOGRADI
I
,
I should like to addrliss my remarks to one facet, or one point of the
university's contribution here.
1

.

. The University of California for some time as been conducting an
education abroad program, which started ou ith a single program at
the university a year ago. This has since expanded until this fall we
have 1R programs in as many different countries. Most of these are
countries in Europe.,' We have one in Latin America; however, and
..-.two in the Far East. /
The student who returns fr6fn a year's experience I think has had a
valuable training in, international education, which is the purpose of
this piece of legislation. For one thing, if he has gone to one of the

major countries.of Europe kreturns with a fluen4 in language.

Dr. Murphy spoke a little while ago about the importance of teaching English to people coming here; and-we stress the other side of the
, coin, the importance of our students understanding their language.
And so, we have prior preparation necessary to an intensive language

-.

rain:

,

c

.

-----

.

In addition, to this, our Students' do not take courses over there
taught. by our own fa,:tilty Members sent over for the purpose; 'they
are all put into the courses of the universities with which we have
.

--_____understandings. So they sit and-- listed -to the courses in the language,
and they have special seminars in which they have an opportunity to
discuss the subject matter of the course: in the language.
Many of them take .courso .in political science, sociology, history,

and so on. They have the kidded advantage, then, of looking at these
subjects from a point of-viiew'bilVside of the United States. They have
the further ad-trantage that their program is'integrated into the undergraduate program of the universities so e is a part of that program.
When they return they receive credit in the University of California
for what they have done:
While. I.am concentrating my comments on the University of California, I should like to note inpassing that I hope that, you don't think
I am too parochial-, I hope you will assuthe this is one sample or exam,

-

.
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ple of 4 foreizn studies program in which many universities are engaged at the present time.

We feel that we have a viable program. It has the strong support
of the regents, of the university, of the administration; of the-faculty,
and of the students. It is easy for me to say that. It wasn't so easy to.
get it. You must remember that we have eight campuses in the University of California, and we send students from all of these campuses.
Our climax.' and faculty members are drawn from the various campuses of the university, and they serve on a rotating basis.
ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY FEDERAL All)

So we believe that we are doing a reasonably good job as it is. On
the otherhand, we also feel that Federal aid can assitst us in a variety
of wayii: And that, frankly, is my reason for being here this morning.

May I suggest just a few of these possible ways? For one thing,

Federal "assistance could make it possible for greater numbers of students to experience this year's study abroad. I am sure you know that
our student body is rather highly selected, it is drawn from the upper

eighth of the high schOolgraduates of the State of California. Our
students who participate in
i this program have to have better than an
average grade before they can get into it. So this is a selected group
of selecteii students.

Ninety percent of the students of he University. of California are
partly, and some of theni wholly, self-supporting. As a result, there'
are able students who could profit from this experience who are not
able to take part in it. We do what we can. This-is a public university. We have attempted to keep the costs down as much, as possible.
Allaway is traveling is one of these
The student ship on
cost-saving-46*es., -We chartered the plan and flew them from the
west Oast to the east, coast ?in order to save some more money for the

studenta. But they pay their way. And we hope to have the costs

roughly comparable to what the costs would be of living on one of the
campuses of the University of California, plus the cost of travel.
There* are-Some scholarships. There are numerous loans available..
And I should like to thank the Federal Government for making some
of these loans:possible.
But it seems to me that there is a great opportunity here to extend
the number of students who participate in this program.

I think, too, that funds would enable the university to plan and

'execute a greater expansion ef this program than might otherwise be
possible, and perhaps expansion into slightly different areas.

For one thing, I think we could-extend the training of language
was reading through the report of the
teachers in this country.
House committee in which questions were raised from time to- time
as to what;e6n be done at the primary and secondary level. It seems
the best. 'things that you can do is get a language
to me that one
teacher who can not only instruct the student in the language itself,
but who has a personal acquaintance and knowledge of the country in
which 'this language is spoken. And we have some ideas.in this direction. And_i think we probably would need some. help 'here.
Another thing that this Federal aid Would permit would be to increase-the"-exchange of American and foreign professors. Through,

.
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our association with these different universities we becOme pretty-well
acquainted. with faculty members at these institutions. In addition

to. this, our students have- become rather well. acquainted with the
faculty. members. They ,take courses with them, and we have an op-

vortunity to find the people who might, do the most. good if they were
brought here for a limited time. And our own faculty members, While
they do not ,teitch except in certain cases, do have an effect upon the
facultY of the host institution.
.

In the case of some of our smaller programs dealing with institutions that. need development., some of our faculty members actually
teach courses. I might give you just one oase.history..
We have an association with the Chinese-University of Hong Kong,
which is a fairly new. institution arising out of a suggestion made
by a' International Commission headed by a prominent British.educator. The head of this institution is a man on leave froM the Berkeley
campus, Prof.. Choi). Ming Lee from the department of economics.
Clioh Ming Lee has asked our help in endeavoring to strengthen certain areas within this particular school.
And so we try to find directors for this center who are riot only able
to -bike care of our stimmts there but who will offer courses and give
advicein certain selective areas. This year, for example, they asked
us for a philospher and a mathematician. And we were able to find
such individuals, because of our broad base of eight campuses. Last
year we sent a man from an education department and a man from a
social welfare department.

UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING OF AiIERICANS ABROAD

In addition to this and I think that this is quite importantFed-.

eral aid could help us to extend and improve facilities for undergraduate education. abroad. .For one thing, we need language 'laboratories
in some of these centers. We find a great variation.
The University of Bordeaux, on the one hand, -is well equipped for
thissort. of .thing, since-it has been doing something of the sort in the
past. Some of the .other institutions have no facilities at all. This
limits our effectiveness..

There are possibilities for centers for language instruction. Last
year I visited a little place up in Bressanone on the Brenner Pass,
which is °iled by the University of Padua with which we have an
association. This is an ideal location for a special language training
.

institute.
One of our stumbling blocks in developing
Senator .-YAliBOROII.G1I. What did they teach? Were Italian and
.

German taught there,' or other languages?
Mr. BUCHANAN. We haven't done anything with this center; it is
just. a spot:. We haven't been able to develop it. Our students' are
at the University of Padua. They are studying Italian. We have
another center at the University of Goettingen in.Germany, and the
students learn German there. If they went into the teaching program
it might be a place-where .both.languages could be taught at the same

Spot.

Senator YAmicatouon. Pardon my interrintion.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you very much.
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Another stumbling, block that we have is in housing facilities for
our students. \,,,For example, this year we are starting a new centerin
the University of Lund down in the southern "part of Sweden: We
are limited to' 15 students, because that is all the space they can afford
to give us. If it could be possible for Federal aid to build= or lease
residentiil structures' for students, these would not be used just for
our students.
Let me give you an example. Let's say that the University of Lund

already has six residence halls. We could construct a seventh, and
we could throw that into the pool, and our students would be spread
throughout. We do not permit our students to live together in en-

They are distributed throughout the university residence hall
or throughout the town. But in this way we would not be subsidizing
a foreign government. We would, in effect, be paying our own way.
And in some cases we are working a real hardship on fOreign universities because of their WillingeSs to lend us this space.
Another very tight area is in the United Kingdom. For example,,
in the United Kingdom .we have not attempted to set up just one study
center. We have students at 3 or 4 centers, because we know it would
be unfair to ask space fc r more than perhaps 9 or 10 students at the
claves.

most.
LIBRARY FACILITIES

I think library facilities is another point in which we could help.

The University of California, in coLjunction with a couple of foreign
universities, has rescued a couple of American libraries. As you well
know, the T.ISIS
used to have libraries scattered throughout 'Europe.

In Bordeaux, they gave this up. And the University of California
and the University of Bordeaux got together, with the University of
Bordeaut- providing the spaces and the
of California providing some of the funds for library care, to keep this available.

This is an extremely important type of thing, because it is useful

not only to our students, but to the foreign students as well.

The same sort of thing was done in Padua; where another library
was in effect abandoned. The University of Padua has helped us on
that, and this library is actually physically in the same spot as our directOr'sioffices. -And this has proved to be satisfactory. I have looked
over these librarieS, and they give a reasonably well balanced small
collection of material.
One further point is that Federal aid might make possible international conferences of educators to improve international echication.
One of the byproducts of our 'work with foreign universities is that
they are thinking more and more about changes among themselves.
They haven't been accustomed to giving credit to people going to other
institutions. For the first time in history, last year a student in one of

the University of California campuses received credit for her work
in one of the fOreign universIties, the University of Padua.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Pardon me fir interrupting.' -You mean it

is not customary for American universities to give credit for work

done in foreign countries.
Mr. BUCHANAN. It is not customary in European universities to
give credit for work done in other European universities.
Senator Yortaconotrou. But, generally, haven't our universities- for
years givencredit for work done in European universities?

.
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Mr. BUCHANAN. That is right. I wasn't referring to that. There
is one practical problem, however. A student going over on his own,
attending one of these foreign universities may have difficulty getting
credit for work ix has done, because the work hasn't been evaluated

in °advance.
?Senator YARBOROUGH. They often evaluate it in bloc or en' bane
don't they.?
Mr. BucHawAx. Sometimes.they do.
Senator YARBOROUGH. pardon the interruption.

Mr. BucHANAx. I have been involved in the initiation and establiniment of the University of California study, centers abroad. In
conclusion, I should like to thank you for letting me speak in behalf
of the bill, through which I think the University of California can
contribUte in a greater, more significant way to international education. The University of California is firmly committed to the;,principles of the international studies and research. It is our conviction
that one of the most effective ways to put this principle into practice
is to provide qualified students with a technical year abroad.

Senator MORSE. You have been very helpful, Dr. Buchanan.
Senator Javits has left a note to me. I-Ie is referring to Dr. Alla. way's statement, apparently. It reads as follows:
In several places your statement refers to the financial difficulties faced by

Young Americans wishing to study abroad. I havch suggested that these Ameri-

can students be allowed to avail theraselves of some of the aids provided by
law to students here in the United States. For example, the loan guarantee
program. What are your views on this proposal?

Mr. BUCHANAN. Just before I left I saw a copy of the letter which

Senator Javits sent to Dr. Allaway. And I would Subscribe to anything that will assist in giving money to students going abroad, certainly.
Senator MORSE. Thank you very much.

Senator Yarborough.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Dr. Buchanan, I have tried to read Dr. Alla-

way's statement and listen to you at the same time. Each was stimulating.

I am amazed by the fact in the statement, that 90 percent of all
the student population in the university earn part or all of their educational costs during their stay as undergraduates. I assume that
in your free junior college system that percentage would be even
higher than 90 percent*

Mr. BUrCHANAN. In the junior colleges of California, probably so,
although they don't have to spend quite as much money because our
students have to provide housing for themselves if they wish to go
away to ,school.
Senator YARBOROUGH. And in the junior colleges they could live
at home?
Mr. BUCHANAN. That is true.
Senator YARBOROUGH. There is one statement I want to call atten-

tion to. Dr. Allaway said that

The field of international education Nati not been supported in aa.substantial
J a way as similar efforts haCe been in other countries of the world.

There 'is a general belief abroad in the land that we do more in
the field of international exchange. I won't belabor the point or take
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time here, but I am wondering if you meant, is there any other part
of the free World that does more?
.Mr..1317CiTANAN. I am going to have to beg the issue on that one

and ask him to write yon_a letter.

Senator YAmionbuoir: I wish
would. I would be very much
interested. in it., I think the richest nation in the world ought to corn-

pete in this age for international exchange. And I anvoye what
you and he have said about helping the-students. In thenterest of
time I will forgo any further questions or comment.
1 just want to congratulate you on your excellent statement here,
and on Dr. Allaway's.
.

,

.

Mr; BUCHANAN. .1 will see that lie Avites you a letter.

Thank you.
Senator Mom. Thank von very much.
Senator .YAnaoaoroir. Dr. Buchanan, when was. the University of
wia founded?
.
Dr. BT'CITANAN. In the 15th century, I think.
Senator YARBPROUGH.. Isn't it one of the oldest universities in the
wOrld?1
.

-

Mr.' BUCHANAN: Yes, sir..

Senator YAmionoron. And when was the Santa Barbara branch of
theUniversity of California opened ?
.

Mr:.111.1CILNAN. About. 2.2 years ago; the old and the new.
Senator .YARBORMaTI. I was trying to figure out whether it was there.

when I was out there in the Army or not. T don't think it was.Mr. IirctiAk-A:..7. I don't think so.
Where Were you?.

Senator ,Y.Aunoiniuoit. At San Luis Obispo, and in Camp Cook.
Mr. BUCHANAN. It became part of the university in 1944.
Senator YARBOROUGH. ThanyOu. I left..about.that time.
-Senator Mom.. Thank you verV much; Doctor.
.

.

Our next witness will be Dr. William. Tudor. Southern Illinois Um.versity.'Carbandale,
Dr. Tudor. will youcome forward?

We are delighted to have you.- Will you introduce for the record

your associate.

STATEMENT OF DR:. WILLIAM TUDOR, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CARBONDALE, ILL. ; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ROBERT
JACOBS, ASSISTANT TO THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STIPENT-AND
AREA SERVICES
.

Mr. TUDOR. I dm hereto present the statement for President Morris,
.who unfortunately could not be here. And nave with me Dr. Robert.
Jacobs. who is an assistant to the vice 'president for student and area
services; and who has had considerable experience in international
affairs.
.
Senator MORSE. Dr. Jacobs, we are delighted to have you. And feel
perfectly freeto make whatever contributions to the hearing you wish
when Dr. Tudor finishes.
You may proceed.
Mr. Tuni-ia. Senator Morse, itaggreable to you, I would-like to read
the statement of President Morris. It is quite brief. And then I will

-
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add a fevrof my own observations.. And then Dr. Jacobs and I would
be available to answer any questions you might have.
4
Sang- Or)Konsz. Go right.ahead.

STATEMENT ,'OP DELYTE W. MORRIS,. PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN mu-

Nois UNIVERSITY, CARBONDALE, ILL., AS PRESENTED BY.'

.

WILLIAM TUDOR

Because we believe that international education is essential for better..
understanding in today's world, we recommend the. passage of this act.
International education has two major but interdependent aspects: the
first concentrates on educational. services for. other nationalities, and
the second seeks the improvement of knoivledge of the world for Ameri-

cans. The country has taken great strides in the first; this bill, is

.

rightly directed at the second consideration.
This university has been active in providing educational opportunities here fqr citizens of other lands and in_prOmoting the improvement
of education in the developing nations. We have set aside 75 tuitionfree scholarships each year for international students and 192 grants
of various kinds are given each year to graduate studentssfrom other
lands. During 1966-67 we expect to be host to nearly 700 ifiternational
.

.

.

students with hospitality and opportuinties for observation for 60 to
100 senior academic visitors irom other countries.

OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES OF SOUTHERN .ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

The university 'is participating in development programs in Viet-.
nam, Afghanistan, and Mali under AID sponsorship, and is now
opening a new contract under AID with Nepal ; in- Nigeria under
a Ford Foundation grant; and in Senegal under PeaceCorps spansorship. Special training programs,- short. courses, and sethinars are

offered our international quests in the fields of agriCulturel crime

correction and-the study of delinquency, and educational administratie». We 'Jaye conducted training programs for Peace Corps groups.
in Nigeria, Senegal, Honduras, Tunisia, Nepal, and Guinea.
Our faculty and irraduate'Students have participated extensively
the Fulbright and other exchange programs. We sponsor. opportunities for summer study. abroad for both graduate and undergraduate
students. These activities have strengthened the interest and the competence of ourifaculty to participate in the second major aspect of
international eduCation which aims to pravide.polycultural educational
programs for our own citizens. We endorse recent statements by the
President of the United States, and the Secretary otState,, concerning
the imperative need for introducing .Amerieah students to the whole
of-their world and to all of the people in
But our' national educational needs cannot be met by providingi nter..nationar experienceS-for a relatively few American professors 'and.
college students. Eventually there must. be a total educational involveinent in learning tounderstand the past, the probleins, and the aspirations of all of or neighbOrs. Nor is it enough to ..provide this, new
vision only in highereclucation;
All AMerican young. people, including those in elementary., and
secondary schools, 'should be informed and involved in our interna-

-

.

.

.

.
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tional relationshipS. Our university shares with other American universities and colleges a major responsibility ..for training better
formed teachers and for helping to develop new teaching materials
which will provide our children with windows opening on all of
mankind.,
SUPPORT FOR BILL

We enthusiastically. endorse the President's SMithsonian address
and the subsequent message to Congress on international education.
If the request and recommendations embodied in these messages are
implemented, some of the limitations which have prevented a more
effective participation and involvement. should be removed. We believe that the idea and 'funds suggested in this bill will broaden the
base of international education in the United States.Accordingly, we respectfully urge the approval of the proposed'
International Education Act of 1966. It is our belief that the new
grants proposed in this legislation coupled with the proposed amendments to title VI 'of the National befense Education Act, will enable
American education at all levels to move oncoming generations nearer

to the important goals of international understanding and world
peace.

.

May we also go on record as supporting the proposal to eatabliSh
the Center for Educational Cooperation to serve as a focal point of
leadership in international education. We hope this new Center, will

be effectively organiZed, staffed, and financed for service to American-

education at all evels in all 50 States.

AMENDMENT NO. 736 S. 2874, AND S. 2037

Recently I received from Senator Javits a letter concerning his intereSt"iii-S. 2874, and enclOsing his amendment No. 736, and his bill
S. 2037; I am happy to respond to the Senator's invitation to comment
on these proposals.
I believe that with certain modifications these proposals could make
'important contributions to-the purposes of the International Education Act of 1966. However I question the feasibility of .a few details,
' percent. matching funds under part. II,
such as the requirement for 50, section 1112(a) (3), of S. 2037. This might make it difficult or impossible for many institutions to participate in:some of the programs to be
authorized by thW bill.

.

The Senator's proposed amendment No. 736 could render a substantial service by helping capable international students to attend'American universities. It could also help university administrators who
now frequently stretch their resources to accoinmodate these students.
There may be administrative and pOlicy considerations of which uni-

versity administrators are not aware that might militate against

amendment No. 736 and S. 2037. Barring such issues, I hope they receive serious considerationby.this committee.
The major crises in the world today can be met Only by enlightened
participation of people from all nations and from all classes of society

within .each national group. For that great. reason, the milyersity.
I represent supports the passage of S. 2781, and the issuance of appropriate executive directives to implement the supp6rting elements of the
President's message to Congress on international education..

.
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Senator MORSE. Thank you very much? Dr. Tudor.

,

Dr. TUDOR. Now, I would like.:to pomt out that through my own

personal experienceand I was an early Fulbright lecturer, and

have had a variety of other overseas experiencesI find that the great
need for expanding our international educational training is to pre
pifte people especially in this country, to, understand better the way

.0"

other people think and behave and act. I think that is of great

significance.
As I thinkback on my own experience, when I had the good fortune
to haves the Fulbright lectureship 15 years ago, -My-knowledge. of the

country when.h went there was very, very slight. Had I had .a better
training, I think I could have made a be er contribution there, and I
think could have brought back more to give to our students at our
university.
J
. PUBLIC LAW 480 FUNDS COMMENT

We coneur. with Senator Dominick's comments. on Public: Law 480,

.and the fun& that are contained therein. We feel that the soft currencies sheuld be used to improve our relationsliips with these other
countries.

We need to bring more of our universities into the international
program. We have struggled in Or own university, and we have

taken resources that some have questioned and used them for this purpose to help bring about an international program.

We need to spread the impact of Federal funds. And I think this

act will make that possible.

We like the.idea of the interuniversity consortium to bring several
universities together in dealing with the various types training.
Senator Morse, on behalf of President Morris and Dr. Jacobs and
myself, I wish to thank you for permitting us to appear before you.
And I want also to express my.appreciation for the courtesy shown
by your staff, especially Mr: Lee, .m making it possible for us to appear'
here this morning.
Senator MORSE. We are the redipients of 'the advantage of having
you before us.
Dr: Jacobs, do you wish to add anything?
Dr. JACOBS. Since the time is short,. I will Only -point Out that a

good part of the arguments being advanced in support of this bill,
partieularly at the graduate levet, but also the undergraduate level,
appear to bedireeted to the.need for specialiiis;.for development, per
sonnel to serve oversets.. It seems to me that perhaps even a stronger

.

argument' is the need for infusing, particularly, into the undergraduate
program, broader international dimensions and broader international
perspectives for all: students, whether or not they are preparing to
undertake careers or vocations overseas. American education does
need -this. kind of revolutionary change, this kind of curricular reform,

and a good part of the justification and argument for this Inter-

national Education Act iis simply that it may help to stiMulate the
development of world, citizenship iibjectives, broader international
content, and broader'international perspectives, in the regular _university programs provided for all students, no matter what vocation
they are going into, and no matter where they practice their vocation.
Senator MoaSi. I am very glad that you made those comments.'

°
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am g, strong supporter of a-program that Would make it possible for
u.s. to train the personnel to go abroad' and.'provide educational facilities in an international education program for students coming heie
and professors coming here.
DOMESTIC VALUE OF INTERNATIONAI? RELATIONS PROGRAMS

But as I understand the purposes of this act, one of those purposes
hasn't been mentioned very natich:in the hearings today. And that is
that the very existence on Our campuSes of these international progrants will benefit our own students who haveno-intentiOn of going'
abroad:. but the international education aspects of these various programs is.bOund to send. out into our own communities young men and
women much more enlightened in regard to the problems ofthe world

tharfunfortunntely seems to be"the present situation.
And unless someone can .show me that that is not one of the major
objectives of the act, and
the programs are going to be deVeloped

for the benefit of our own students as 'well

.

mean, if our own
students are, going to stay here all the dino and go.back into our corn-.
munities, unless somebody can. show me that that isn't going-to be- ac
complished, I am going to use onepf my main arguments to press for
this bill the value of this prograffi in our doinestic 'educational program at the higher education level. Do you share my -view that this
is contemplated by this legislation
Mr. TUDOR. I do,.Senator; I certainly do.
(Supplemental correspondence. will 'be found on pp. 601 -602.)
Senator MORSE. I think it needs to be stressed more. than it has been
thtis.far.
.
Thank.you very much, gentlemen.
Our last witness this morning wilLbe Dr. nenty_King_Standford, ----president of the University of Miami%
.

I am -Sorry that you have had to wait so longDr. Stanford We
..
.1.

are glad to have you, .I can assure you
you may proceed in your own way.

.

.

STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY KING STANFORD, PRESIDENT, 1JNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL GABLES,. FLA.,.
.

Sat.krifroan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this
opportunity to present a written statement to the subcommittee, and
for the further opportunity to speak to you informally. as-I try *to
summarize some of the -main points of 'my written state),
, Senator MORSE. I am going to\put your entire statement in the
record. And you may summarize it
Mr. STANFORD: Thank you very much.

.

'I am tremendously interested in the objectives and pnrposes of the
proposed International Education Act of 1966. As the chief admin.istrator of one of the`Nation.'s largest. private universities, and one
that is strategically located- With* regard to foreign areas; I. am in
evitably drawn to the support of 'this legislation:.
PROGRAM OF. MIAMI UNIVERSItY, CORAL GABLES, FLA.

,

I noticed in the roster of witnesses pasSed around this.morning that

.

the location of the University of Miami was not identified. I re-marked to a colleague Who isliere. with me that. this .was. because.
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everybody knew .where the University of Miami was located. He said
. that perhaps the contrary waStrue, that the omission might have been
because hobod,y knee .

It is located in Coral Gables, FliL a beautiful euburb of the: lofty
of Miami, and one Of the municipalities that makeup Greater Miami.
In this spot a university was established some 40. years..ago with one:
of its main commitments the development Of a FOong international
-education prograin at bothqhe undergraduate and graduate level,
Afrelatedttim was to develop aprograrn that ,would attract and help
students from Other countries. Our success in this particular is indicated by the fact that out-of a total of 14,000,students currently enrolled in the university approximately..1;000 are from abroad. -So
foreign students, or international students as we all them today,have
a very strong and significant role in our. univerSity.
,My interest in the legislation is all the greate-because thy undergraduates studies were largely' directed toward international affairs.
Also, I have had opportunity to-study abroad, well as to work with
foreign educational in§titution§. I did gradwite work -at .the Uni-..
versity ofHeidelberg in 1936-37, and I was
of a university
.contract program with, ICA fo provide technical assistance to higher
education in ,one of the -Middle Eastern 'countries.
Let me begin by saying that I think this is an extremely itorward
looking bill. It has much flexibility, which re find desirable. We

.

.

.

.

like especially the fact that it provides for support of international

education at the undergraduate as well as the graduate level.

.

s.-

.

.

.EMPIIASIS ON UNDEEORADUATE EDUCATION

At. the UniVersity,of Miami we started this past year a strong cross----7----culturalreducational-pingratii-for_ireslunen_andlsophmores. We are
trying to fill here. a need you. remarked On a moment ago; :i need- to
acquaint the mass of undergraduate students with the values and cultures of other peoples,so Mat they may go back into their coinmunities-and into their professions and jobs not only as apostles or evangelists for a sympathetic underStanding of other areas of the world, but
also with an improved. ability to understand and deal ,with our own
problems.,. We feel this emphasis npoil undergraduate. edueation. Will
assist in the development of progrlims of this type.

.

.

.

.

.

I like also the plan for interdisciplinary graduat@centers .for international studies.. SOmethnes I think-our universities are so frag-

.

mented that- -we. -turn out Specialists -with. great competence. -hi particular areas,
with little wisdom.. We need to pool the
which the several disciplines can bring to bear upon the problems o #
international studies.. And I am thinking here of all the disciplines that
make up our educational program, those.of thePhysiCat as.well as

.

the social sciences.

We of the UniVersity of Miaini hava'established a number of inter-,

diSciplinary programs and believe that. these greatly enhance out
academic and research, potential: Perhaps the most distinguished of
our interdisciplinary; programs is 'our Instieate of Marine Sdience.
We have in this Institute one. of the world's greatest oceanographic:.

studies and research Centers. And in this .center are poole:d a.variety
the Acientifie disciplines to provide answers to problems relating to the
study of the ocean.

.
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We also have interdisciplinary programs in other fields, including
lit& the physical sciences, as for example,in cellular studies:and itt
stOdies related to moiricular evolution, and in the socialsciericeS,.as for
example in our inter-American *studies program. We are Currently..
trying to take an important further step forward and.to bring together
the disciplines of the.rinviroiimental. and social sciences in studies and
research programs for tropical *areas and particularly for .the. Carib-

,

hean area.
But in spite of my enthusiasm, Mr. C

have some concerns: .And with .yOur leave,
few of these concerns.

an, fOr this bill, I do
m
to express's

1

.

ABOUT arm
o

M.

I hope that its we administer this bill, which .I trust will eventually.
be passed, we do not :suddenly discover America,as it were, that fs,
that we don't act as if we have not been doing anything in international
Studies all along, and establish. entirely new owes' and (iiencies, and
set up a lot of new procedures when we might welllook around us and
see' whathas already proved effective and attempt. to rely upon those.

.

T speak particularly with regard to the experience and expertise

that has been developed by the administrator ,who have had responsibility for administering the National Defense ducational Act:
I think these gentlemen have developed valuable insights°and.much
capability. And insofar as possible,7f would like to see these people,
'or the officeS, thathave been admimstering this prograrn 'drawn. upon.
heavily in the administration of this new program. Otherwise, I fear.
we will losevaluable ground that has been gained at.Considerable coat.
FEDERAL .CONTROL

I want to say here parenthetically something about' the question yori
raised earlier regarding the danger of undue gontrol of our educational'

institutions by Federal authorities. You raise a tremendously pro,
vocative and significantluestion for all higher education; and I plan

to take advantage of your invitation to all of the witnesses at today's
hearing's to comment on the matter 'in supplementary statement.
'

r.

.

Meanwhile I. would say that our experience at the University of Miami
has not revealed any efforts to control pur curricultii. There-is,.of-

course, the enticement that always .comes when we, the university
presidrints, realize that Federal,money is available for new endeavors-.provided we. do certain things we have not
doing before. Some
times I ask mYself,' if the money were not available from the Federal:
Government would I seek tb'raise itas J must saadminisirator of a
-private institution from outside sources, or private sources, to carry
forward the program in question.
But-then; this is a problem faced not by the alone, bueby administrative authorities everywhere in higher education.
But I did want to say for the record that we have been huite pleased
with the attitude of the administrators of the XDEA. program.
I. would go on and add- the further thOught that we fee the.international programs now operating in our universities, peogramS that
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have been built-up both with and independent of NDEA funds, offer
excellent foundations on which to-develop turther'international education inthis country. We hope, in other words, that those institutions
'alert hafe already made sacrifices to attain gieater excellence in inter'national studies will' benefit from'and not be penalized for their efforts,'
that the stress will not be so much on the new as, tdresult in oyerloOking

what already- is in existeici.

.

NEED. FOR IN] (OVATION
.

.

,

.

Now, I going 'to make another piJint which may seem little conL
tradictorY to the one I have juSt made. While I urge that 'we not set

.up-- simply for the sake of setting upnew- offices with'. different
procedures to those already being.used so well in the NDEA. pro-

_.

gram, I. still hope that as we admihister this new program, there will
,
be room for experimentation and innovation.
You know, Mr: Chairman Government, agencies call ',upon the professional practitioners for advice as to where funds should be allocated.
.

, .

And ,there is always a tendency to suggest that _fluids be placed,
in "safe", institutions. .1 Would not detract from the essential role
of our leading educational institutions. But I do not .believe. that
they alone offer a fruitful area of investment of educational funds.
Certainly their. needs are fir less than those of other and entirely
creditable institutions. We hetre consequently that there Will be

,
I

.

a,..ready willingness to evalut and recogru-Le the capabilities and the
:potentials of some of the institiltions.whiCh have not in the past figured

so prominently in the allocation of researcWfunds and grants from

Washington.
In this .connection may I urgefi Mr. Chairman, that.sectiOn 4(c) be

*

made applicable to .the administration, of grants .to:centers for advance'd international studies at the graduate level. I am ,wholeheartedly in agreement with.these phrases which instruct the Secretary to
allocate grants. in support of undergraduate studies in .accord -with

the'.needs and abilities of institutions.. But let the point, out that

At this instruction is provided for the allocation of funds only to,under-

W graduate programs. 'I would.like for this to be made an instruction to
guide the allocation of funds in support of. graduate work as 'well.
.

.

..

-N

.

LIBRARY rACQUISFFIONS

.

I,

, the third
I would like to express is the .omission of specific
reference to supportfor library acquisitions.. Now, 1:think one,might
infer from reading section 3(b) -that. funds might be .Made available
.fat library support.. But in the absence of a specific, reference,. an
administrator might be reluctant to provide. fund or the acquisition
.

.

of sorely needed books and other research materials.

.

.

It would be very helpful, therefore', rnd it would strengthen the
legislation, to have it specifically spelled out that funds can be made
available, or should be made available, for the acquisition of library
.materialS.

.

' ......

-----

I also feel it would be helpful for 'funds to. be made aVailallle fdr
the publication of the findings that will result from the.expanded' and
accelerated research programs in the international studies field. '

I
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PROGRAMS Fat FOREIGN STUDENTS

And then finally, may I express concern .over failure of the bill to
take account of a serious problem that is uponanany of our _universities,

that is the problem of providing adequate progrrais for foreign students. I was a foreign student-once, as I indicated. And we have large

.

numbers of foreign students on our campus at Miami. I am quite .conearned about thepreparation of these students to study in the. United

States. I know that when I went to Germany I wasn't nearly as Pre,

pared as I should have been. And I look around me and see foreign students coming to us who should have been better prepared. I have no
program to spell out for you this morning, except to urge that greater
thought be given as to how we can titke these students who want to come
to the United States in such numbers and prepare them better for what
they are going to find here -and for the American educational system
to which they are to be subjected:

I

I think these foreign students represent a fantastic okortnnity for
Us. Wehave far more than any other-country inthe world.. And here
is an opportunity for them to be trained, educated; and for them to
return to theireountries and take up useful assignments in the delVelopment of their countries, hopefully in a manner friendly:_to,the--.
United States and contributory to a more peaceful wl,d.
But_sometimes Ithinli-wetrain. these -foriign stude ts for employ=
meat in the United Stales; or unemployment at hom.e... We give them
sometimes a very sophisticated education, and they go baek to a cowl=
try which we call developing, and their talents can't be applied in any.
_

productive way
I think we might say also that in' sending out experts to help in
developing countries 'we frequently assume that: hose countries, are
.

going to proceed at the same pace and in the same Way as the United
States is proceeding. -'In the program in the Middle East which I men-,
tioned a moment ago, and in which I had some opportunity to partici
pate-in an attempted reorganization of. the higher. eduCational system,
the greatest single accomplishment was, I believe, the down to earth.
° one of developing :a standard keyboard in the language of that cout4r.V
so that touch typing could be taught for the first- time This was; I
'think, the most productive7--perhaps the only really Productiie7etcomplishinent of the whole 4- or 5year program..
Senator MORSE. I think the .point that you are making has tO be
given very serious considertgon by -alto us. .1 certainly- am an enthusiastic supporter of student exchanges, and: bringing foreign students here. liTut I will never 'forget the Jong conference I luid with
Prime Minister Nehru when I was chairinan of the Anierican delega=
tion that went to New Delhi some years ago in connection with the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference. He-took advantage of
that opportunity in his very tactful way to tell some of the American

some of his serious misgivings. in regard to the foreign

student program:
BRAIN DRAIN PROBLEM

In fact, he said that a Case could be argued that the education should

take place in India -and, not in the United, States for many of their.
students. Because he was confronted with two major problems: One,

'
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he said that wehrOught a gota many. of them over here, and they usedevery pretext thereafter fhas 'could be made available to them to stay

over here and not come ba4k to India at all. That was particularly
true of some of their stufiente that were training in those. professions
who were sorely needed t,Teturn to India, such as those in the mediCal profession. Then * good naturedly said, "I don't know what__

----you do to.them °lifer here)_but_whenthey_come back honie all they want

to do is go into the Governnient; they want
the idea was to send them to-your country for the training that, was

needed in the villages of India."
I will never forget the conference that I hact with him in regard*j.:.....

to the. foreign stUdent program. He recognized some of the dis-

_

advantages, but he left me with the impression that he thought its liabilities as far as India was concerned were greater than its assets and._
pleaded with us to see what we could do about changing the format

over here.

_
.

,

If that is true of India, yo4 can imagine the.problem with foreign
students in certain other countries, especially in one area of the world
that I shall mention in a moment.

Counsel for the subcommittee has -just handed -me note commenting on the medical prograth. And he says that' our figures show

-that_ we are importing MOM than 1,600 foreign doctors annually by
bringing in these foreign students and then keeping theih here:
MEDICAL TRAINING

Mr. STANFORD. And I have been accessory before the fact on one oc;

casion, in that. I was able to assist the dean .of our medical school in
securing a doctor from abroad who, on close analysis, really ought to
have gone back home, or stayed home.

Senator Monsn, It bears outI don't overemphasize itit bears out

a problem that our purpose is to create better relations with the. foreign

countries. But we have a certain amount of evidence that it has cre-

ated harmful relations rather than. better 'relations.
Th© other region of -the _world that I would. comment on that gives-

_support to your. observations; I think, is a very important area; tbat
is why I am taking this moment of time Africa. I am somewhat
-4-familiar--ivith some of our problems with African students. I was hi
a conference with some of the people .at the University of Penns l -."
vania dealing with African students through the:program of the In-ternationat House. I was quite surprised to hear that discussion
;'

in which some of the American educators raised serious question aS to

Whether we were. helping improve relations at all with the African
countries.

:

PROBLEMS OF AFRICAN STUDENTS

We' bring over here a great many African students that just can't
poSsiblrgo into an American university and proceed to carry out the

That creates a great deal of ill will, and does % great
deal of damage to those students. We discover that when they go
bitek to Africa they are anti-ArderiCa,_ and have reasons. for being-7
----anti-America , because they got pretty 'bad treatment over here. If
schedule.

we are going to bring over these foreign-§tfidents we hactbetter have a
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program prepared ahead of time, so that we can.adjust to it, so that

they can get the most out of it, and so that we can send them back with
that training and a mastery of those techniques that are most needed'
in the particular country that they go back to. -And I think that under
this program that is envisidned in this bill, if I understand it correctly.

We are going to have to develop an international educational program in this country for students coming from a good many of- the
so-called--I don't like the term but we use it"underdeveloped Coun

tries of the world," whereby we provide them -with. those special pro,grams that are developed that will best serve their purposes when they
go back to theiraw.n country.
.

I am afraid that is not being done with the.students in certain

areas. Certainly, it isn't being dOne, I think, on the basis of:what -I
have been told, with our"African studenta, and I don't think it is limiced to the.A.frican Continent either.
So I am glad that you have made-these observations, Dr. Stanford.
.

It is no criticism of the act, but it is a challenge of the act, if we are
going to have this kind of a.program bear_somewhat on the-warnings
Lissued earlier thiiinaining after the difficulties that ',think face this
act in this Senate. We are going to have to be shown herein the Senate in much more detail than this act at the present time shows us, what

it encompasses:- And LhaPpen_to. think that we are going tolave to
be shown that-much .greater voice in the administration of the prom. should-be left to the educators themselves in our institutions of
igher learning than the Government officials.

I think we had better give some consideration as to whether or not
the act does not need some rewriting so that the administration of the
.att is left more to the institutions of higher learning, and let our Croy
eminent officials serve as advisers to them, rather than the other way
around: I am afraid-on-the basis Of thia present format it is the Other
way around.----It raises many extraneous issues. Yet-it is those issue
that have a terrific effect on the voting power in the Congress:
-I
I know my problem is to get to the floor of the Senate and get to
that one vote over 50 percent.
Mr. STANFORD. By the same token I think this act places tremendous

responsibility for institutions of higher education to make a seflOtis
stUclyi for the. first time-as to what kind of education is needed by those

.

4

foreign students that come here. I don't think we have ever done this
We have assumed that each foreign student that comes over .her i can
fit :-Dikisely into i the program, which. has ,alreadk been devised for
American students going into an American society. And this would
be a great challenge to
to do a better jab by the foreign st4clents 7
wbacometans.
-In this connection, Senator Jav
Javits
ts asked me tO comment on the bbill
he has proposed, which would .bring increasingly large numbers of
foreign students to us'. I am enthusiastic about this,- if, but only if;
we do a, better job than we have been doing; if we can have an opportunity through:appropriate financial support to prepare for this.learning experience in the United 'States in the first place, and the second
place, to make sure that the learning experience is appropriate to their.
needs.

'r
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moDERN. AS WELL AS EXOTIC LANGUME TRAINING NEEDED

.Finally, Mr. Chairman, I am enthusiastic about the proposed modifications to the NDEA Act.. I think it was entirely. appropriate at the
beginning of legislation .of this kind which looks toward an increase
in our capabilities in international affairs to enaphaSize the exotic
languages. But we need to .keep matters in proper perspective. It

may be important for us to kno* Swahili, but we ought to know

Spanishas well. We jump out and study the exotic parts of theworld
and -leave the Caribbean, Cuba, and Latin America virtually unex=
-plOred. And the 'More I think about this the more I .fear. that thecountry has made a serious mistake in neglecting these islands and
areas close to us.
CUBAN PROBLEM

Senator MoRSE. There is no doubt about it. And speaking as chairman of the SUbcentnittee on Latin American Affairs,.I want to com-

mend you and your faculty on the work--you

American affairs. I spoke .the day before yesterday, in the hearing,
and I will not repeat it thiS morning, about this matter, and how we
need to build some academic bridges between our country and Latin

America. We talk about the American problems in Asia and else=
where. I don't think most AmeriCans- know' how serious foreign 'vela,
tions probleMs are at our .front doorstep.

They like to dismisi the Cuban situation as though it were the only
problem spot,.and there was nothing_wrong in Latin America. But
'the Communists areon the move in Latin America. And in my judg:ment, no power is more responsible for it than the United States ltserf,
because of -two things: first, what we have been doing that has been
wrong, and what we haven't been doing that we ought to be doing in
Latin America.
-And one of the reasons that I am such a strong supporter of an
International Educational Act is that it will be instrumental in getting
foreign policy in Latin America in the hands of the more enlightened
forces, rather than in the hands of such forces that are at the present
'limo directing it, and in my judgment taking one mess after another.
.

(The prepared statement-of Mr. Stanford follows :)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY KING STANFORD, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF

MUM, CORAL.GABLEs, FLA.
.

.

.

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful to you and Members or the subcommittee for an
oPpOrtUnity to comment on the "International Education Act of 1966" which I
view as one of the more 'important legislative undertakings' of the 89th Congress.
I am Henry King' Stanford, -President of the University of Miami, located in
Coral. Gables. Florida,one.of the several municipalities 'that !nake up the-metrop011tan area of Miami.

.

77"--t

.
.

.

In my :remarks, I would like to speak in several capacities: first,. as the cider
administrator of one of the largest of this nation's private universities, an:institution which alone provides a full range a uniV,ersity.offerings within one of the
main metropolitativareas of this. contrtryeAnd which because of geography and
basic orientation has nnusually heavy courtfitments to the. furtherance of inter-.
national education- and international understanding ;. second, as a professional
educator who is deeply concerned that the American educational system, and at
all levels and . in all regiOns, keep pace with the reduirements of.the twentieth
centnry both domestically and in the world arena;. third, as a sontherner who

.

.-

-
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views the South as posing within this nation problems and opportunities akin
in many ways to those posed within the world at large by the developing countries and regions, and which, like the developing Countries, stands to go forward
or to slip back in direct ratioto the progress made in overcoming its educational
defidiencies; fourth, as a social scientist whoie sebolirly training and interests
have centered largely on the study of international affairs; fifth, as a beneficiary
of an opportunity to study in CfcfreigtridiVerilty during My formative years ;
and sixth, as a one time participant in the national effort under our aid program
to assist other peoples to improve their educational system and practices.
I would begin, Mr. Chairman, by joining with a host of others in heartilyendorsing the purposes and provisions of this Act. When President Johnson signaledin his Smithsonian address of- September 18. 1965, the intent of his Administration to seek revolutionary ImproVementi in the field of international educe.,

tion,, my colleagues and I at the University of Miami shared in the general

excitement of expectation. We subsequently-noted with satisfaction the thorough
way in whichthe task foree of government officials and private leaders explored
the needs and possibilities on which .the President had focused. and the thoughtfulness and carefulness with which they developed an operational plan. We have
been particularly pleased hy_the eviffent_aveig,ht_given-to..theffndings--findings--..--mendations'tha-rffiffe-iiii-ergedfrom a variety of perceptive indiVidual and group.
studies of the field since the-Ford Foundation took the lead -in focusing major
such studies' . for example as the Morrill Committee study
attention on it in
on The UririFirsity VdWorld 'Affairs (1960), the Nason Coinmittee on The Col-lege and World Affairs -(1984), the Association of American Colleges. on HanWestern Studies in the Liberal Arts Collefie (1984), the American Academy of
Political and Social, Science on The Erin-Western .'World in Higher Education
(1964): and numerous others.
We have been equally impressed with the ;sympathetic. and discerning support

given the undertaking by leaders in both houses of theCongress, support that
has made possible translation of the initiative of the President and the careful
follow-up preparatory work of the Task Force into the excellent Bill now under

consideration. I would like in this connection to congratulate the chairman of the
snbconimittee. Senator Morse, and Representative Powoll for having introduced
the Bill .and to thank them on behalf Of my own university for their continuing
_
efforts on its behalf.
It seems to me that attainment of the objectives at which this legislation- aims
.

is an essential for the realization Of. the promise of this nation. And here. I

have in mind not alone promise with regard to our role in world affairs. I-bave
in mind alio promise with regard to bringing into. being a domestic societY.Inwhich each and every individual will enjoy-true freedom, true equality, and true
09Portunity.
We seem prone to forget that we need to know More about other peoples.
'other cultures and other societies in order better to understand and to cope with
ourselvei. I would single out one problem area; which happens of course to be
7-an-extremely-important-one, torillustrate-the-pointTlItearea ciurre-gto;:whit-e--relationships.
The current emphasis on our' need to study and to understand non - western
cultures,. an emnhasis which is .strongly reflected in the Rill to which these..4.
- re/narks are addressed. is .prineinally justified on grounds that only if we know
and appreciate. the cultures' and the contributions of other peoples and. other
sOcieties,ean we meet our responsibilities and capitalize on our opportunities
in the diverse -world in which we live. This justification is, of course, quite
valid.: However, we could go on and say with equal correctness that such stddy
.

and understanding is necessary if the diverse groups who makeup our own _:____
society are to live and work in harniony*Ith each other. It would seem obvi

that the racial myths so prevalent in this country, and 'from which so mu
difficulty springs, are the almost Inevitable consequence of the ethnocentrism

which marks our study of"world". history and "world" civilization:
.At the University of Miami this past year we began with a group, of superior
freshmen a two-year experiment in .cross-eulturateducation that aimenot merely
at a greater knowledge. and understanding of non - western peoples and civilize-.

tions, but at 'bridging the gap between western culture and -the other great
enitpres of'the world, at what might be called a study of. the cultural development .of mankind in continuum. The unique- character of .whet we are trying

to do was pointed up by a visiting authority from another university in this way:

"The content bf the Miami- curriculum is .quite different from any of the

._ general education courses at My own university, since it covers both the Occident
.

,
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..

and the Orient; our courses deal, with either one or the other. Also, your course.
devotes more attention to the ancient civilizations than dO any of our .general
education courses on either the East or the West. At my university, we also
Make a rather sharp distinction between the civilizations courses and the hip.'
inanities; your course covers material from both general areas. : : ."
One consequence of our experiment has been the quick and thorough diseninnate white superiority and the_uniqueness
.hantment of the student
of the white man's role in the, development and .spread of civilization.. If a
similarly balanced perspective-Could be introduced into our educational .system
generally, and beginning at the elementary level and, continuing on through the
'college.years, I am convinced a: profound revolution would follow in the racial

attitudes and practices that mark our society. 'On 'the other hand, I -question
whether it will be possible to effect such a revolution in any other way.
The importance of strengthened international studies and research to this
country's efforts to achieve a viable world community of viable free states can
matter is to view
'hardly be exaggerated. I feel that the best way, to judge the- M
our knowledge and understanding of other lands and peoplesns one of the vital
national resources. on which our effectiveness in world affairs depends. : As a
resource, I would rank, this 'knowledge and understanding alongside our vast
economic poWer and ;our military might, because it is a prerequisite for .the
intelligent and constructive utilization of those other of our resources;
At the University of Miami we have perhaps greater reason to appreciate and
to emphasize the importance of international studies than is the case with most
American universities. Geography and cultural setting alike exert a strong pull.
.

on the university toward other lands and peoples.
--,--------, One_of_thetruly_cosmopolitancities in the United States, the clty of Miami is
also a genuinely inter-American megalopolis. InterhatiOnalluid-iiiferAinerican--- --affairs are of practical significance to every aspect of its life. A large number of
Miami's permanent residents are of Latin American origin or ancestry, The city
.

.

.

is more bilingual in the conduct of its business, professional and social affairs
than is-any Other U.S. city.- ,It is the second largest port of entry in the nited
States. It is a vital cross roads of communications .and transport between. the

.

..

two Americas and with the Caribbean. 'Its airport has the heaviest a nuai

.

.

'

traffic of all United Stateg international airports. Miami is the major center. in
the United- States -for professional conferences, congrespes, and- setainars_in oh?fug the tWo Atiericas. 'Its economic and cultural elilieii is heavily influenced by
an impressive range of activities related to iater:American affaiis and relations.
-ik main object leading to the establishment. of the University of Miami was, in
the words of'the founding Charter, "to take advantage of a unique location beinter-Americanliiendship and understanding and
:..tween the Americas to
/
to conduct research in the scientific and technical problems of the tropics."

In its brief history of .forty years, the University has numbered its students

from. Latin-American' countries in the thousands. Doctors, lawyers, journalists,
politicians, engineers,' business leaders, educators and a variety of others, who
received _their training at the University of Mianii, can. be found in each:of the '
twenty Latin American countries,. --Researeh.at the University focUses heavily on
.,' matters of concern to the Caribbean, Latin America; and the troples,.:'Among our - --

faculty are more than a. hundred individuals who have .apecialized in or have
extensive 'experience with Latin American affairs and problems, including many
of Latin American origin. And .our ceurses of instruction and strongly oriented

f '!7

toward the,outside world that surrounds mt.
.. The Caribbean islands have been a Particularly important object of our atten-.
lion. Our Institute. of Marine Sciences, which has attained a leading. worid
position among such institutions,. has as its laboratory the Gulf Streain and the
tropiCal waters from Which-it Tithes: It constitutes a learning:and research:re- .
source of inestimable value for all of the nations Of the western hemisphere, as
well as for the whole tropical world.
The University in recent years hai3 made nmajor conimitment to the study of
er of the environmental sciences that
vitally affect the destinies of all the
.oplesi.of the tropics and the sub-tropics, a wide range of graduate instructional
and research programs having been brought together in anew School of Environ.

.

.

.

Mental and Planetary. Sciences.
:
The University is a charter member and charter headquarters of the Organize.s.,tion for Tropical Studies, a cooperative.endeavor of the University of Costa Rica '.
-.-

.

.

lind a_golipLof leading U.S. universities that is designed to farther study and
research in tie7iniTriffinTentarend-human sciences imder-tropical-and-semi--------.. ,
tropical Conditions...
08-815,5

.

.

..
.
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Of the approximately twelVe million dollars of research done each year at
the University,, a 'Very substantial part is devoted to projects that bear directly

.

uponinternationalrand particularly, tropical Problem's and needs.
Within the past few months, my associates and I-have set as a major university

goal an integrated interdisciplinary program, of studies and research on the
Caribbean area. . We are seeking in this program to effect a. marriage of the
natural and social sciences, so that we can study in this strategic area, all of the
forcei and factors that affect man in his relationships 'with his enilionment and
in his relationships with his fellow man, and the interactions 'between the two.
Development and:administration of this program, as for' others in the inter-

.

national studies field at the University of Miami, have been placed in the charge
of .a.University Center for Advanced International Studies. In the establishment
of.this, Center in June of 1964, Vie University was motivated by considerations
similar to those underlying 'the current national concern over deficiences in,our
international studies capabilities., We felt that:the importance of this area demanded an organizational arrangement that would make poSsible a coordinated,
university-wide concentration of resources and efforts to: effect necessary.* improVementli.',-We.felt 'that we could not otherwise discharge our responsibilities
toward our etudenta-the._regiOn we serve, or the. nation.,
said in recent Self
Study of the University :
"Its students already. come .troin sixty nations ; -and it intends to become' a
major international center 6f learning. In-a-world increasingly dominated by,.
science, the University will:Serve not only the endi-of-science. but also those of
the understanding of man as a 'moral and intelleetualAge.neimithin the 'contend-.
..
ing world of men.'
A question we repeatedly ask is, "how well are we equippingeur studentaforLs,_
effectivawork withthe probleme-Of other people?"
This question needi tnbe.aaked nationally. And in it is to be found the main
justification for the "International Act of 1966."
Tens of thousands of citizens of. this country are currently living and working
abroad under government and 'private auspices. Untold. thousand's of others:
are taken up with foreign matters although staticaed in this country. How good

.

a job can these people be reasonably expected to do?

.

. Mr. F. Champion Ward of the Ford 'Foundation in testifYIng at a Muse hearing-onthis-eame-Itill-made the--point-:-"you-can't-rhelirsocieties-that-you-don'tunderstand."
:
.

.

I would like tc bear *witness to the same Point:

,

. If you will 'permit a -personal .reference,' I might mention, that it was -my

privilege to direct for a year it project Sponsored by one of our leading universities
which had :as its aim aiding a Middle.Eastern, country. to reorganize certain por...

tiOns of its system of higher education.. I had opportunity during. that year to
observe much,' not'Only with ,regard' to my own project; but the totar13.13. aid.
prograin' in that country, which, .incidentally, was massive. I was struck by -thee'
dedication and-singleness. of purpose of many of my fellow. countrymen; I saw
feW signs of the types made infamous in The Ugh, AmeriCan: Rut I. was even
more strongly, struck by the-chasni between the dipertise of our people, which in
many cases was great, and the requirements raised by the problems with: which
they were trying to CoPa It was as if *6,:and those Whom
were trying to
help-were ordifferent-Worlds.--

' One of our prime .difficulties is, of course; our belief that our technical skills..,.
. can' be AimplY transplanted and oncaranfiplantell can do for othgra what they
do for
We forget that even in .the case of our own development, the way we

.

"do things now would nave been 111,fitted toaccomplish what needed'to be accom plished at some earlier. stage of our growth.
. A leading U.S. student of the . development process' has recently. underscored
.

.

,

this 'point.. Delving into a. problem that time after time' hag brought the rapid
growth' of new societies to a grinding haltthat is, the failure of the country.;
side to keep pace with:the urban. centersha has reached the" conclusion . that
the solution lies not in attempting to transfer modern U.S...agricultural Methods,'
-with their emphasis on mechanization and the 'massive : use of chemicals.. He
sees, as, the first and essential Step, effecting something -like what took place
In this country two or more generations age: The revolutionary change in the..
: motivation find productive, capacity of-the individual.farmer that was wrought: :.
on the one hand, by the mail order catalogue; with its glittering lure of 'cheaply' .
priced .Consnmer goods, and, on the. Other, by the adviCe andhelp of
local.--1--agriculttral-agent;-with-his-combitiedItito*ledgeOf improved methodi.and local
'Conditions.
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In my own case in the Middle Eaittericountry to which I referred, I felt our
greatest contribution lay not in the formulation of plane for new and elaborate
universities, but in working with the authorities to get started a first -class
program of training teachers of commercial subjects, who would then return to
their towns and districts to teach . these subjects to young men and 'women
wanting to take their place in the developing commercial life of the country
Working together 'in this training we and. our host colleagues devised a standand typewriter keyboard for the country's language,. thus making' possible. for
the first' time. the teaching of typing by a touch-system.. A little thing, obviously.

But the resulting contribution to the improvement of office practice was enormous.

What is reqired in U.S. universities, for both the visiting and domestic stu-

dents concerned with 'development, are courses of instruction' and research, pre:.
grams rooted deeply into the nctual conditions and problems of the developing
countries. Why send a man steeped in a knowledge Of advanced, statistical
methods toor back toa country where the need is to learn
to handle and
ordinary numbers?
We must_ also recognize that -the problems of developing societies are not
alone problems of economies.' We have too long assumed that if material progresS can be got under, way, general progress will follow. Sad experience, in-

cluding that of Cuba, should by now haye made finally clear that .unless maaerial progress is accompanied by social 'and political progress, not only will

brake be placed on economic development, but .economic development itself may
.
well produce results the exact opposite of what we hope.
.

In our educational programs concerned with development, we need o Select
out and biing to bear in a concentrated and purPoseful way not only skills in
technical fields, but equally the resources that hay.eeen built up An such dis-

ciplines as humeri relations; public -administration; -mass -communications, pub:

lie opinion, education, organization and functioning of political parties, labor
problems and relations, and a vatiety.of others.

.

A main advantizge, of the assistance to be provided under the Inteiaational

Educational Act of 1986 is that it will make possible the development and opera-

tion of study and research programs that are specifically, tailored to the new
and difficult requirements that a rapidly changing. world situation has forced
upon us. The concept of concentrating support on integrated "centers for ad-

vaneed hiternatiaftirattAles"73hOuld-previdalicith-th-e-tifeelitiveliticl-th-e-meana

.

for effecting 'a break with past practices and past patterns of thought and the
adoption of a basically new approach, things that are so essential if our universities are to measure up to the demands of the times.

.

What we need, and what this .new federal support' should make possible, is
the-deyelopwent of, and adherence to, a purposeful plan.. The building process
. must be-one .,of developing new courses and adding new faculty: as needed.
to meet

set of-carefully J1 zed purposes, and not of artificially bringing together

under a new umbrella-such offerings and faculty resources as are already at

..hand.. In both content and methodology, free rein has to be. given to innovation.
For some disciplines, and notably geography, government; law, economics and
sociology and .anthropology, innovation will need-to-go to the point of breaking
entirely new ground.
We must also do more than give lip7seryice to the.interdisciplinafrapproach.
The guiding consideration here should bith.at an integrative attack is necessity-for an understanding-of problems with many disciplinary. interfaces. The tradi-.
tional forms of education have resulted in a fragmentation of the social us* well
as the physical sciences. . What is required is °a reintegration of !these fru.:
meats. Contemporary societies and their interrelationships n4d to be .viewed
and studied in continuum: Along with such disciplines as history, government,
sociology and anthropology, geography, economics, marketing,. foreignlanguages.
law, international relations, etc., disciplines concerned with the environmental
sciences must, all be brought to bear for truly, effectiv0 programs..
We need also to increase the focus on the contemporary scene. We must aim
-at an understanding of the great issues, forces and problems currently besetting
and reshaping the World. We must seek to-equip the student with a professional
....competence to deal effectively with those
and forces.. Our stress should
be on Situations of the present and 'the likely .situations of tomorrow, but with
sufficient in-depth attention to background factors (including history, environmental forces, cultural andinstitutiOnal development; anthropology, and economic
foundations-) .to
. he contemporary scene- in perspective.
Programs should also give judicious attention to the special problem.of International Communism and ideological. conflict. Communitm and Ideological con- .

.
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filet are hard realities of life in the current era. They not only present a serious:
problem in themselves ;. they complicate and make more difficult all the other
problems 'of societies in transition. Knowledge about them' and of the impact
they are having-on both doinestic problems and international relationshipsla as
essential for an understanding of the complexities of the contemporary scene
as knowledge of economic and political and social problems and.phenomena. An- .
other requirement is that maximum reliance be placed on a functional and problem analysis approach. Much of the instruction, and of instructional, designed

research within study programs, and particularly in seminars, should bring

several disciplines to bee r on problems and problem areas that cut across national
lines, or reflect the interplay of a variety of physical and social forces. Examples
are Studies in population problems; racial antagonisms and conflicts,. economic
growth' and development, ideological conflicts, legal institutional. development,

foreign trade practices, etc.
We feel that a second main advantage of the assistance scheme provided by
.

the Act is the emphasis on research.. Above AP else, perhaps, we need toincrease,
the accuracy and scope of our factual knowledge of the conditions ik and forces
operating on other societies, and particularly developing societies. 11 too often
obr people plunge in with solutions -to problems without any understanding of

the milieu in which they are operating, We need to do a vast amount of basic
research before we can hope to get far along in our efforts to strengthen-our *international studies capabilities. We . need to do basic research in the social..
sciences and in the behavorial sciences. We need especially to make a wide range
of cot:operative studies. And
need Re make use of modern. as well-as tradi
tional techniques
and- methods in our research efforts.. The job we face is so ....;
.
monumental that we cannot afford to turn our backs_oa the computer and the
potential it offers' for a rapid advance. in research and the effective. utilization,
.

research accOMplishinents,
Latin America and the Caribbean well illustrate the seriousness of our need for
,

.

more and better "bake .research. We have supposedly" been seriously studying
the societies and peoples. of these areas for decades. Yet Latin Ainericaniats are
the first to admit that except for very limited subjects and areity'we have not
-even begun to do the research that Must be done if we are to achieve-anything
like true understanding.
Last summer -I had-the privilege-ciftraltrag number of Latin American
versities on a State Department grant for the purpose of exchanging views on the
role of the university lathe rnodernizatlOn process. 'Before. going, -I read extensively on Latin American educational "problems and practices.` I was amazed
at the number and range of 'commentaries on what is wrong with ,education
Latin America and what Should be done about it. I.was even more amazed by the
paucity of research and research findings needed to back up those commentaries.
Onothe basis'of this experience, I would hazard that in; pite of all we' re saying
and all we are trying to do about Latin-American education,ive are still lacking.
an elementary factual bastion which to operate.
."
:Another advantage of-the-support program envisaged under this Bill is that
it does not reqUite.our universities to focus on the.lesafamilhWand more replete
foreign areas andoultures.'. I feel that it is fortunate that as a nation we have
become aware iff;the distant and the exotic in the world in which we live, and
that we bare taken steps to develop language and other .canabilitlea-with regard v
to them.. But I feel it would', be a grievous
to concentrate On these at the
expense of . nearer regions that. play a far -More :signifleant part in shaping the
events and situations that affect: our destiny. These nearer areas are more
famihar; but they are not necessarily. .better understood. I. am not awe,. for
example; thatifor all our Enrocentriam, we htiveltent abreast of the 'c'.-anges in :,/contemporary European -societies. And our ,deficiencies with regard to -Lida'
America .are, as I indicated above, all too well known.
I would cite; however, as an especially telling example the Caribbean world.
.

.

.

.

The Univeraity of Miami . has -singled out;the Caribbean as a main area of

emphaSis Worn. international Studies program. AS .we have explored the needs"
and.poSsibilities regarding. Caribbean studies and-research, we have found this
an area of gross scholarly neglect.
The lands- that make *up the Caribbean world are only a few minutesIrom our
.

shines: There has been a greater interchange of visitors between those lands

and this country than for almoSt any other foreign area.. Trade and economic
relattons.hetwEen_ourselies and the Caribbean_ countries have long flourished.
Yet we. are strikingly ignorant of-tbeCilIbean, and from almost everY.stiniipoint.

'1
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Can '.we,..as a nation, !Mich less as the leader of this hemisphere and the free
World, afford to continue so to 'neglect the. Caribbean region? This region comprises 'a, land-and-sea complex of enormous economic; strategic and,political importance to the Western world. It encompasseamore than three million square
Miles, is populated by some hundred and twenty-five million people and contains
fourteen independent states and a dozen colonies.
.
The Caribbean is currently a major focal point in the conflict between_the free
.

.

"i

0

.

world and the communist world., It offers a rare test tube for the' study of that
conflict audits it is manifested in both local and world settings. The Caribbean
also offers opportUnity to study a communist- regime in action, to subject to micro

scopic analysis in-fighting in local settings' between . the Russian and Chinese
communists; and to research illustrative elements in the power confrontation between the U.S. and the USSR.

.

.

.

.

In the same way, the Caribbet offers oppOrtunity for the'study otthe myriad
matters related to the developmental process and to societies in transition. With in the Caribbean are to be found" countries Which are relatively far advanced

-.

toward modernization and which are beset by the problems and explosive changes
associated with economic "takeoff." Other countries are still mired in enduring
stagnation. Examples 4eitist in the Caribbean of peoples just now emerging to an

independent status, and of continuing colonial regimes, stable and instable.

nodal conflict and racial assimilatiOn can be iltudied and researched in a variety
of settings, as can be such matters as the role of the elite under varying conditions,
comparative educational, practices and accomplishments, population movements
.'
and trends, die process of urbaniZation under differing circumstances, political
stability and instability.,
..
The Caribbean is by no Means the sole example of the failure of our scholarship
--7--to push-back the-frontiers-of-understanding-of areas-and .peopleaboth_near .and_
especlalfr important to us. It is not alone among the regions where,.despite long
Standing familiarity., we ;need a coticentrated study and research effOrt. One
even wotiders-bow solid is our knowledge and understanding of an area like the
'Philippines.

.

.

.

.
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The University. of Iliiimi.0strongly endorses Section'. 4 of 'the Aht 'Which
----,- -providei_fe;_granta-ta-S4engthenundergraduate_12togrkms in international
.studies, We have been as concerned as others over the growing gap, between the
quality of work in the international field at the graduate level and the quality
at the undergraduate. We feel that:this gap can be closed Oniy. if a special effort
is directed toward improving undergraduate offerings and for this added financial
support is essential.
.
-We are alSO pleased, -Mr. Chairman, that Section '4(c) requires the Secretary
.

k

.

of the-Department of Health, Education and Welfare to .
,
. . . allocate grants to institutions of higher education ... in such manner and
according to such plan as \ will most nearly provide an equitable distribution of
the grants throughout the \ States while at the same time giving a preference.to
4

.

,

those institutions which. are most in need of additional funds for programs 'in

international studies and which show real proinise.of being able Morse additional
funds effectively."
.: -. :
,,
:.
.

.

As we read this 'requireirtent we take it to Mean that the Sandier and less
prestigious" of the nation's .0niverSitieS will not be subject to a built-in disact-..
vantage in their efforts to secure funds. We heartilY endorse this intention.
We . are gra v,ely:conceilied, however, that' this requireilient is being set' only
for the allocation :of funds for undergraduate;,programs. We believe it should
be applied also to the alloCation oflunds for -the centers for advanced 'internetional, studies, and particularly since it contains' adequate safeguards in regard

.

to need for; and capability effectively to use funds.
:
We recognize the importance of continuing to maintain at the major-nniveral-

tieS graduate internationalstudies and research programs of the highest quality.
An, of the universities of 'the country benefit to a considerable:degree from the
work of. these centers. Nevertheless, the major unversities alone cannot carry,

-the burden-of effecting needed improvement:4- in -international echic&foil kir the
whole country, The great majOrity of the:students receiving College training are
receiving it in the so- called ruin r institutions. Their need for,quality .training

in:the international field,canno be met by the trickling down of quality from
the small 'number of unversities t the 'top rung of 'the educationid ladder. As

1

A nation we can get where we ii
to go only 'if quality at :the graduate level, as
welfirs-firtlie-iitidetpaduate -.1s. diversilled-as-widely-as:pessiblez---1:believe-it/ivould be well to recall here the effects of land grants on the rapid forward. move.

I"
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went of higher education generally. I know of no reason why those of our less
famous universities which are today struggling so diligently for self-improvement would not yleld'returns from a federal investment as rewarding to their

regions and to the, nation as did their .counterparts of -a century ago. -We.

strongly recommend, Mr. Chairman, that provisions of Section 4(c) be included'
also in Section 3;
We also recommend that the grant assistance to be allOcated under both Section 3 and Section 4 be extended to include library acquisitions. This again is
especially important
the smaller Universities. In the same way consideration might be given to supperVfor the Publication of research results achieved

g

in the Cente:s. We cannot:Rs is so often said,. take .it for granted that means
can always be found for the publication of worthwhile research findings.
An area in which.we And the Bill deficient relates. to assistance to universities

to Meet the increasingly Dressing problems of an improved Curriculum for
foreign students attending our universities.. This matter may. 'lie' outside' the'
aped& purposes which the Bill aims to serve, but failure to take action in re- 4

gard to it.would result in the, continuation of a serious flaw in the internatior:41
education set-up in this country:
More than. 90,000 foreign nationals are yearly receiving 'training' in higher
educatiohal institutions in the United States. The overwhelming. majority are
. from the developing countries.
. °

.

.

.

.

These students represent al. fantastic opportunitya fantastic, opportnnity
both for the United States and for the countries from which they come. 'Their

number exceeds by several times the total of al 'foreign 'students studying. in count
tries of the Communist Bloc. If to:). those in the United States are added 'the tens

.

of thousands in other western nations; it follows that we of the .demoeratic.":
world have in our hands the surest of 'means to influence decisively the whole

.

future-of-the developing-countries.-- -Na.'partaid Program-can- pbssi
bly compare in terms, of long-term impact with what we can accomplish through'

these.

students:

But, the question is.hoW well are we doing with this opportunity?
The problem we face is not that of "selling" 'ourselves and our way of life
.: To get foreign studentto know' and to like us is a people is important,
Is not-the -main-thing,Thereal test canbelonly in termsof -how well equipped. theforeign student is when'bejeaves this.ebuntry to deal with the 'tasks he will face: ..
When-he gets back home. The prime job; in other words, is one of the claSsrootna
.

and; laboratory,.

,

Most of the students 'Ivho,come to the United States frOm abroad are not reidy
for the'instruction and other work thrnst upon them: I say this not in a deprecatory eiense.-, As a young graduate, I had personal experience with the difficulties
and trying aAjustfilbnts inherent-in,study at a foreign uni-iersity.. I value.highly

.

. the benefits.A-gittned_fromthat study abroad. But I 'am ever conscious of the
missed opportunities-because of the gap between my own 'background and that
needed for the work I Undertook.

.

.

.

Our universities ebeerfullyadmit great numbers of students from the outside
world to their programs of study;' even when sorely pressed for space. But most
of the universities lack .the means to take care of the special,needS of these 'students in the programs of instruction and research to which they:are subjected.
place_great emphasis. on, academic counseling and - guidance of foreign -du- .
nts. But the guidance is necessarilfthrough a jungle-of Offekings.designed to
-meet the needs, and that sometimes poorly,. ef our natii0dndents..,The better
foreign student can work hit; way through the jungle andc.ome out well prepared
.for a- productive career in the. United States. That is' Perhaps the reason, why
so many of the top foreign students remain In the United States after their training. For' the average student, only a fraction: of what he is able. to learn. has
pertinence to the day to day situations andproblenis which he will face 'on his .,
home grounds; It can thus. becorreetli: said that our universities educate their
foreign studenti either for employnierit in this country or,oneriploymentat home.
Finally, Mr. Chairnian, I would like: to endorse the amendthent to Title VI of
the National Defense EdfiCation. Act of -1953 which. this Bill provides These
amendments are all highly desirable, and the .eftect,of their adoption will be to
make Title 'VI program more consonant with the now 'broadened national obJeCtiven.in,the international, education field. It is our hope
changes augur .
an intent to intermesh the Title VI program mith thenew. prOgrani to be launched
under the Act of 1966. both administratively and with regard -to building upon
the-foundations. preVided in' our universities by existing. NDEA. language -area
- centers.
.

'
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Senator MORSE. I want to thank You very much, Dr. Stanford, for
yourconttibution.
,

Mr. STANFORD. Thank you very much:

.

.

Senator MORSE.. We-have a statement from William G.- Carr, execti-

tive secretary, of the National Education Association. of the United
States. It will be placed in the record at this point.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Carr follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G CARS, EXECUTIVE ..SECRETARY,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.

I am William G. Carr, Executive Secretary of 'the National Education Asso-.
ciation of the United State's. The Association has 986,113 members; the com-

bined membership of its more fhan 8,500 state and local - affiliates Is approximately 11,

90% of the men.'and women who teach and administer in the schools "of the
Nation, and a substantial percentage of those who work in colleges and universities. I ma also Secretary-General Of the World Confederation of Organizations
of the. Teaching Profession, an international, nongovernmental organization
which, through their national teachers organizations, includes approximately

-

.

4 million teachers in 90L countries.

I submit testimony in Support of the 'bills, S. 2874 and H.R. 14643. I haVe
followed the legislative development of the latter bill with great interest and
believe that the language added to it will mote effectively carry out the objectives
.". 'and purposes of S. 2874. As a consultant in the, United. States Delegation to
the 1945 Conference in San Francitco,-I successfully advocated leadership by the
United Elates in providing educational cooperation as part of the United Nations
Charter. . The Charter contains nine references to educational cooperation
and this is one of the significant differences between the United Nations Charter

.

,

and the Covenant of the League of Nations.: A few months later, I was asked
.by the State Department to serve as deputy secretary-general for the Conference
In London which created the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
.Organization. I have had contacts with UNESCO ever since. More recently,
-I' was honored by-- an appointment as chairman of the Citizen's Committee . on
Education and Training of the White HouSe Conference-on- International Coop:4*.eration. In these andother ways, I have participated in international edr,eation
-' relations for many years
Let us note at the outset that the legislation before us will authorize a
program which although small can be a significant part of the total,program of
internationalcooperation in education which is currently being conducted by 'the
people,
choOls and colleges, and the Govern)itent of the United States. The
PresidengSpecial Message on International EduZstion andpealth, February 2,
1366, outlines, a series' of gthet,actIvities to be developed by the 'United States
Governmentrand by the schools and colleges. The proposals include
Continuing, vigorous support for UNESCO and other .multileteral international-agencies ;
Establishing a Center. for Edncational Cooperation in the Department of
.Health, Education, end-Welfare to link United States Missions abroad with
the educational community of the United States; to administer international
programs assigned to the Department, and to,assist. private and public agencies operating this area ;
.
Appointing an Advisory Citizen's Council on International Education;
Creating Education Officers in the major. United States Embassies abroad
.

.

-

,

who would report directly to the United States Ambassadors. In the light
of experience in visiting many United States Missions overseas, I would like
to stress' this, larticular recommendation. I have often found consulates and
embassieaatere over-worked personnel had no significant contact with the
educational prbgram of the countries to ,s-Which they were assigned. Directing that Education OffiCers will reporfito :the Ambassador-instead of re-

porting to a Public Information Officer, as.,gultural officers usually' do at
present, would be a very great improvement ;

Earmarking part of the funds from Title IV of Public Law 89-10 for in-

ternational studies in the elementary and secondary schools;
-.Eadouraeffg-tliw-development-ofthe -1,000 school-to-school-partnerships ad- ---------

ministered by AID and the Peace Corps; establishment of an Exchange
Peace Corph with other countries who wish to send their citizens to serve

.

.
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in the United Statesi; a service for international fecruitment aifd placement
of American teachers Who wish to serve abroad, an extremely valuable op- -.
eration which has Jong been needed ; specialized training in the United States -A,
.. for foreign students;
Expanding the edrication component of the AID program, including such
. matters as textbooks,' teacher education, and the teaching of English as a'.
I.
..-...........
-foreign language;
-.
Supporting research on the technidat aspects of Methods to reduce illiter-

0

f;

.

.

acy ;

:

.

,4

.

Doubling the United States Summer Teaching Corps. This work is already underway, building on efforts pioneered by- the National "Education
-.

-

Association ;

.Implementing the Florence and Beirut Agreements on the international

movement of educational materials ;
Adding stip/fort for U.S. colleges and
abroad.
.
6 The preceding outline is by no means complete, but it' is intended to place'the
.

importantlcgislation 'before us in a wider perspective: We should not expect.
this legislation to solve all problems in international education. It 'is, instead,
a specific program directed at a few attainable. goals. .If-we set thiSpiogram in a
still wider setting, it.* t ld be necessary to include such activities of the United
-States Government, as t Peace Corps, the U.S. InforMation Agency, and the
State Department's Bu re of Educational, and Cultural Affairs, as well.aa the.'
activities of private, non-governmental- organizations, both national-rind inter tional.

.

.

-..

%.
.

With this background, let us.givg'moredetalled consideration to a few points

in the pending legislation.
The Representative, Assembly of the' National Education Association, which
sets the policy for the organization, met in NeW York City during the summer of
1965 and developed the general theme of "Education for World Resp9nsibility."
The Association's resolutions call.upon members to recognize the reality. of U.S."
. involvement In international relations, and to accept _their responsibility :at ,all
.

'.'

-:

school levels, and in all subject areas, to prepare American students for their

world responsibilities.
*i
The President's Message highlighted the-need to enrich the curriculum relating
the world affairs -in the elementary and .secondary schools. - This is a familiar
.

.

.

:

ar,g1F aPPealine. theme.

In -an. analysis of the 1966 activities of international' edu"-

cation, Dr. William Marvel; President of Education and World Affairs, points
out that "While higher. education has received the lion's ihdre of money and :
.attention in all aspects of world affairs, the same concerns have been almost ;
totally neglected at the school level:" .I agree that they hale. been .neglected, ,..
although "almost totally. neglected" may be. Me severe. Hawever, the need persists to give attention to the 'education of the rank and file of Ainerican . citizens.
as well as to the small, althongh..fortunately increasing, per -cent of Ameticarts
way into and- doinetimes through ,colleges and graduate schools.
wbe find
.In his testimony, Secretary- Gardner 'slid that the pending-legislation wofild. :
expose all. students to international education.' This interpretation ,of. the Bill:
I heartily endorse.. I hope it wi'l be a guideline for the Department in. its adMinistrition. . I will -accept_ second place td no one in .recognizing the need of
government-and business agencies for .experts and 'sambas in international -.
studies. :Each of the representatives of the goternment who has appeared before :
this Committee has stressed that hiS ageney,_whetirer it be the -U.S. Information : .
Agency, the Peace Corps, or sode other. group, needs more rpeOple from the col-- :
legei and universities who are trained in international relations and area studies.
I emphasize.- however, that itbe made clear in the legislation and. subeesnently...
' in-tire administrative direction of the program that a 'major purpose of.the added ......Support for graduate and undergraduate education is better .preparation of '
teachers- for the .elementary and secondary schoOls. Thew schools complete
formal education for the major part of the American electorate.' If we wish enlighteded public interest and responsible public participation in, the forMation
.

'

.

.

..

of foreign Roney, we must give attention to. those,place.4 where fiiost of the peoPle

are educated. Highly trained scholarly leadership in International studies-

should be'made available more abundantly, to the education of those teachers Who
serve in ;the elementary and secondary. schools. Of the al million students:enrolled in elementary, secondary, and collegiate institutions this.year;. almost 90%
are in the elementary and secondary schools. The preparation and .in-service
. education of teachers in the- elementary and secondary schools should be one: of

D.;:
g
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'programs financed by .:this legislation.There is some recent tendency to polarize Congressional a ,i1
ucation;"
either on the academicallY talented. or on those who are Severely deprir
-1),,
turally apd economically. Adequate educational .opportunity. must also aim to'
develop that informed citizenship which has been- u n Atonal necessity In the
past and which is all the more, crucial. today in the ligli f the new. responalb1117
'ties of world leadership which have fallen upon this N on.
Charlea'Fnankel,,Assistant Secretary of State, in' testimony presented before
the House Task"FOree on. International Education, Said "An education without °.
., . an international. dimension is an inadequate educationfoi A4ricans in this cen-'
tfiry ... We need a- citizenry that has.recerlied'as..part of its geaeral education.
an exposure to international problems." Representative Meclory pointed out
. that training .of teachers on a large scale is essential to the success of a COmprehenSive educational effort. .1 Strongly urge that it be Made very clear in theegis- ..
.lation that the personnel v.0C, fr;cilities of the uodergraddate and graduate centers
should serve not only internationarseholarship but also the education of teachers
who are preparing for careers in the elementary and secondary_schools. Atidf..
tional testimony by Dean Mina Rees showed how the ..instruCtion:in the schools
:. can be 'Improved,by. the graduate centers pfoposed in the legislation, partly by
better preparation of teachers and partly .by assistance. to state, and local school
systems in devising the elementary and .secondary-school curriculum..
..
Secretary Gardner also pointed oust that the'United States. ust have "a body
of citizens prepared to handle our World. responalbilitiei." He'spoke too of the,
use of the graduate centers to: develop a capacity for international work in the
professional schoolS, ,presenting 'a series of examples, namely, engineering, law,
business; Social Work, and journalism... These ivere,'of course, example:1; but,not:
a comprehensive list. I llope.that it is clear in the minds of the Congress and the '...
Adininistration that teaching and- medicine, to give' two other examples, .should
also be included, and indeed given a. very high priority, in , this .proposed

the major purposes of. the graduate and' Undergr

.-..

.

,

itit

a.

.

.

.

.

.

t." legislation.

Attention to the edutation of teachers'should include bOth' the graduate centers;
and the undergraduate programs. which are to receive Federal support.' In his
- lestiinony,- Secretary Gardner referred to the importance'of improving under%graduate . training 'from the international Point , of view in.' foreign languages,
social sciences, humanities. -Much of, undergraduate training is concerned:.with,
preparing., young people to becothe teachers.' Surely. Secretary ..oardner would 1
agtee Chat teachers, like other segments of society, and perhaps 'more than moite.
should also hire attention because of theit influence on the 'great majority, of
'", America's students who are to be found4n- the elementary and, secondary schools.,
The emphasis I place on -the" elementary. and secondary schools is heightened
7.

*hen we consider that academic excellence by itself can be remarkably ineffective
: in-modifying .. conduct., Ottr. international hopes and efforts have, been 'thwarted

. on occasion not alone bk .a. leek. of scholarship but. also by a limited pdpulatc.
understanding of the culture' and attitudes of other .people
Thegraduate centers to be aided by this legislation should have as one of :the
major functions the- development Of. research. on 'methods .of'leaching. attitudes
and concepts necessary for International. understanding. .,If such methods could
be' developed by appropriateexperimentation and _deniOnstratiOn,. we might then
' hope to :reach all studentS,"those'who.. go oti to ',higher. education and, the great
nia)Ority.tho Will not do so. "Thus; we night .how in tithe to 'develop 'a citizenry..
with more p.rofound understanding- of other, Peoples ; tor . it is .very difficult to
-;9f3
modify attitudes leareed.in.childhood:and early youth..
.
; .- 1.. Furthermore, thestaff meinbers. Of..institutions. Which' prepare teachers, and

-..%

_.....

7.

.

.

.

:: school adiiknistrafors should beinvolyed-notOnly in the development of the under-.
.,:. graduate ograma. in internationaLstudies. Nit pursuing also advanced studies

themselves..
Itla' a mistake to underestimate, the interest of:the Anierican teacher in 'international affairs. ThereiS nOsureeway tfi. galvanize the attention..of a :groUp of
. teachers with Whom you are talking 'than to deal with Some of the great' inter-'.
national Jones that confront us. ,.They want ittieliih their students about these
.issues helpfully and accurately but they need. help, They.need.Anore.informatio,'
-.than they ,poSsess.. They. need help that can. conte.froni the proposed. program.
.The amount of funding proposed
in H.R. 14043 seems. adequate' to.get the..program' underway.
- ,. .
.
The, President proposes that a Center 'for EduCational.CooPeration be established within the Department of Health,. Education,.
Education,. and. Welfare to strengthen.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.
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I agree with those who

our capacity for international educational cooperatiOn.
tecOilled before the House Task Force that the best place to put it for purposes
of administration would be in the Office of the Secretary of he Department.
The effects of this Act will be wtholesome. Its power to make It real difference
in the way people behave, the way they think and how they act onforeign policy
Issues; will be'multiplied if we can make it clear that improved qualifications
of elementary and secondary school teachers, in terms of international information and attitudes, is a very important purpose of the entire.effort.

Senator Mann. We will recess this morning, subject to the call of
the Chair.
Without objection I oider that statements on hand and other relevant material be inserted in the record at this point.
(The material referred to follows :)
PREPARED ST.ITEMENT of HENRY W. Horargrms, O.D PH. D., PROFESSOR OF OPTOMMY, DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF OPTOMETRY, INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the ComMittee: First let me express my appreciation for the opportunity .to make this statement _before your Committee on
behalf of the Anierican Optometric Association.. Since 1952, I, Henry W. Hofstetter, have been professor of optometrY and director,,of the Division of Optometry
!at /ndfana Univtrsity. Last June I was elected Vice President of the American
Optometric Assodlation, and it is in that capacity -I make this statement."
Our Asaociatibn Suppoits the purpose of this legislation. I would, however,
likei to makcm few comments regarding it which lead to a suggestion.
Among peoples in all .nations there exists the need for good vision. As education advances and literacy rates increase, this need becomes more pressing. The

optometric rrofession in this country has recognized the world-wide need for
vision care aervices,t but the lack of optometric educational facilities in .other.
countries !tiapedes our efforts to lend 'assistance. Varioug optometric organisa- .

tions in tre.s country, the American Optometric Association, the American Academy of 'Optometry,' and the Association of 'Schooli and Colleges of Optometry,.
have provided requested information and advice to other 'countries as much as
capabilities allow.
Unfortu,nately, too few .Ainerican optometrists have the means to visit foreign
countries and serve as.consultants rind .adviscirs on vision care The Shortage of
:optometric educators here precludes the possibility of sending. these.. people to
. Other countries for extended training periods.

Where vision care exists throughout the world, optometrists can be found
roviding the services. Frequently, the practitioner providing vision care is
vknown by a name other than optometrist, e.g., . as an ophthalmic optician or
Augenoptiker. Regardless of the local title, vision care practitioners. are in
drastically short supply ;. in some countries they . are practically non-existerit.
Throughout my career, .optometric education has been of special' .perional
interest to me. I have been able to visit many k:uropetin and. African countries.
While visitingl-always toured the optometric training facilities and talked' with
local.vision care practilloners. In-some countries. I have seen large commercial
displays of spectacles, some resplendent with neon signs. Initially I assumed
that the displays-indicated that the shopkeeper possessed at least some knowledge
of ,yisioncare. Upon checking, however, I found repeatedly tnat the shopkeeper
Enew` virtually..nothing about vision care, provided no direct examination, and
sold the eyeglasses to anyone jho may or may not have tried on many cOmbinations of lenses to find one that improved his vision. In""most eases, I learned
that this procedure represented the closest thing. to vision care available.

I vividly recall a scene in Maseru, Basutoland, in 1959, when a truck loaded
with 25 4trican youngsteri pulled up to a combination "grckery store, pharmacy.
and optical company." All were managed. by one man who, by the way, had at
least a half dozen worthless "diplomas" posted around to "certify" his qualifica-

Within an hour he had "sight-tested" the whole group, made up orders
for glasses for all but a few, and told the driver to "return with the children in
a fortnight so, they, can be fitted with their new glasses." Incidentally. this
jack-otall-tradey
s store owner could not even speak the language of these tribal
children.
Within-15 miles of Maseru is a fine university .which could 'be cooperating in
an educational venture to train optometrists, if we could cooperate with them.
tions.

.
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slats of two major parts. One relates directly to health ;
Optometry Way
the basic. sciences. In regard to the former, the optometrist
the other relat
shares his_e tern with medical practitioners, especially ophthalmologists, and
other health care professionals. In terms of the latter,' the optometrist is mindful
that vision deals with optics, the science which treats of light, its nature, properties, origin, effects, and perception. The optometr ist strives to ,provide the
best vision possible for the individual's' needs. To.funifsh this care,. optometrists
lean heavily on the-basic sciences, physies, chemistry, and physiology, as. well
as mathematics and psychology.
'This hybrid make-up of optometry is reflected, interestingly, in the -origins Of
its training institutions. Some optometry. colleges were started by optometrists
to train ifdditional.practitioners in the.purely clinical-tiles of, the profession.
Other. schools, such as our own at Indiana Univeityit-evolved as.curriculunui .
withInpreviouslyfetablislIed academic liberal arts and sciences progrants inctuding physics,. physiology, Psychoioia,; anatomy, bacteriology, genetics, etc. CurrentlY, an. O.D. (Doctor of Optometry) degree requires Six years of education,
two years ,of pne-optometrY college and four years professional optometry

.

schooling. .

''..

.

.

1

i

.

A significant portion of optemetric training centers in the English-speaking
countries (England, Canada, Australia; and New Zealand) developed from
within liberal arts and sciences institutions. In other .Parts of -the World...the__
- optometric training facilities originated. essentially as technical or1 vocational
schools. While the programs vary_in-basic design,. as do the educational systems,
of the various countries themaelves, the profeSsional and vocational core of
optometry study in every country represents a minimum study time of three. year beyond the-bit-sic education leyel of our high. school. ..
I feel.that optometric education relatcs directly ,to the bill you now have under
consideration. We educators here in the United States, sometimes forget that
.---- our higher education facilities represent a blend of the two types Of European
advanced training institutions, the acadeinic and the technical.
Exchanges between both types of institutions are essential if the intent of this
legislatiml is to be implemented.. Other vocations, and professions. besides optometry will .often be haMpered in arranging cooPeratiye exchanges of staff
and students ifthis Committee' fails to specify that all appropriately. accredited
. advaaced training Institutions both here and abroad qualify, for participation.
The' American Optometric Association suggests that the Committee report
. define institutional eligibility to participate in this legislation so es to preclude
any later misinterpretations. Such .ilefinitiOicaliould apply not only to American
institutions out also to those of other countries with which cooperative arrangements may be effectively negotiated.
.
We have learned in this country that the people's vision -needs change as they
take 'on new tasks,. as they modify their uses of vision, and as they grow older.
'Vision .function relates directly to an individual's ability to learn. Increetted
literacy among peoples in developing nations will necessitate a change in vision
needs. For these nations to grow in world leadership, their citizens need all
the resources possible, especially qUalified vision care practitioners.
I have -attached to this statement a listing which shows- examples-of international interest in optometric eduCation- together with a copy of the Indiana,
.

.

.

.

7
.

.

.

i 'I- appreciate the opportunity to make this statement.
..

.

.

University .of Optometry Bulletin so. members Of the Committee may have ready
access .to information on- the-scelitylifOhtornetric .training. Also attached is a
copy of an Association publication, "Optometry, A Career With Vision," which
outlines some of the areas in which optometrists practice and lifts requirements,
for students 'entering optometry schoolsht.this country..

.

Arreculhaext. I

.

During the past four yearti, the Division of Optometry, Indiana University,
enrolled for study or graduate training* students from- the following countries:
Australia. Canada, Denmark, England, France, Ghana, India, Kenya, MalaYsia,
. Philippines, Republic of South Africa, Thailand.
.
'In addition to the above, the Division of Optometry, Indiana University, during the past four years has received 'inquiries regarding optometry training from
the following countries: Ceylon, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Poland, Trinidad,
Uruguay, West Germany.
*Graduate students usually prepare for teaching in optometry schools, especially in
holt* countries.
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Atometr-v

P

tne. pr of ession spec'
1

licensed to 'care for human vision.
It is based on scientific knowledge concerning light and vision. The jseiences;ef :.eptiei,
.Wrv,
physiologY,..atiatomy, and. psychOlogy.all Make:
. pathnkigy, biology; neuiology; physics,
..
quiportnnt contributions- OptometristS.(0.D.); the professional teethe. of those
migavd in'tite:ptac
,
..
.
lice of -optirraciry; apply..their knowledge and skilii to.piovidO.Jndividinds with.clear.:ellWent,;.Und',
condortable vision.. Thei.ntilize special instruments and techniques to find and deterMine:defeete.
.

,

0

,a

.

,

in vision, and, when needed, prescribe eyegiaOses, cOntactlenses, corrective eyeeiereires;Or' treat.
ments that do .notierptire drugs or surgery.
...
.

..

-.

It is important to' rememberthat optometrists are concerned with vision care and'sto4t not;:
be confused with.Others who proyv : ..eye carts;-!Mo4 as:ophthahla**ta, ecoliatS,MtYti,eirjiti".1,.

:., si.P4-*Oki.sii;e**;,14 addition the iv6rk*.olii,!;36141-,sh604: rcpt. fie .:. coafwed with 4iii:**.
':"..f*.,,

,4-...se,ii!*1,0!,.:,*640:10,io0..

c't Physiant:' °Ptici1:41.3 IN;l'ex4rIe-:-_ eies*-pre

.
lxvisA.;o.,7

Why Be An -Optometrist?
,

If you esk one of die boding optometrists in your,commusilty
this tiunstion.fili answer will probably Maw!, some of the folbw.
gli,You;ta 444a69trit as Yol;-t4ti'ir)rfs

4V

:th*;P.6-giral9li
2;. itLg

.-.11SP400`penfesei9rin*suonsisfiii-0.1).'ioti mint be intMeited,
A,M,kpecipl'e , and clawed to;helping thim:.SAri"..op!otsrtkis, t:
rilotn1

i)aties

b5ibig;

a

.

44'(

=4.1774

t,
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cesiongsruilmetur""i
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':a1n9ng
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Acaf. Optometria.;risu.'mai:dotoull10°1*°4*!'
W__

bwu

arenge yourscelendar,to best suit you anst4rOttr fatally:
_,9Fl*oPtornolT*0 ar4 tiili'SuclhaltY.00;41?'ulkolaliY

auclatve

feature.

,

,

eiiiiir
pleasant
Yo u will ;
and
and hialthful %eating :con boost Tbe'pressaaeloVaaer-,.'

:9PtcnetrY

genies are-Minimized load; In the later: years of life,'; you
need not face forced retirement,

.

:: 7.

,

Many optometrists take time for; civic:activity. 7116,..bOuri,'

contacts, and income permit them to enjoY a life in ibe`catn-'
-- mtmityk social, business and professional activities.
. '' -'. ..
,.
.,

8. Optometry served by a' vigorous and 'progress
national professional associations' which' p

.

.

.state and.:

wide
,ariely, of .important' servical,te its ,mernberaldp.::,.1t enable; ;
the membership to purticiPabi,And aiebiev.; In the atjwnco
meut of their chosen profession.
-1..

9. To further determine, your interest..in..Opoimetly,,there
the Kaki /refereneti Record Ocalpitional:;Fam
etrist Key published by. Sciaice Reiearclt Associate.
2.% East Erie Street,' Chicago 11. Illinois.
.
.

..

.

Additional Pointilor Consideration:
requires you.to be fil'eleseiperreel
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Development
Of The Profession:
While the development of optometry as a .professioa has taken
place, within the lait sixty years, most of the sciences and arts.upcin
:which optometry is baled are of much earlier origin. Speculations.
concerning the physical laws of optics were condUcted by. Pythag

eras (SBORC). and Euclid (280BC). An early application of these:
laws to. vision care took place in 1278, when Roger :Bacon wrote a
detailed description of his use of Convex lenses "to make small
letters appear,lorge."
By ,the middle. of 'the nineteenth century, lenses and .refraction
of light were well understood and the demand for eyeglasses: grew
However, befoin the adYent of the optoinetnit, eyeglasses.
"were obtained 'without a vision 'examination.
Thd fitting of gTaiwis was a trial-and-error piocedure...The,4iearer

selected from - various. lOnstialhe ones which: seemed to lit- his
personal requiremeati'besi:.`

.

"s
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Optometry's
.Unique 8ervjees:
The "examining optician` of .1890 bears only an ancestral resemblance to the professional optometrist of today. Modern optometry
has become a unique profession that it is because it, provides Lem-

plete vision care. To the traditional service of examining vision
and prescribing eyeglasses, modern optometrists have added new
and valuable services to then practices. The vision examination
has developed into a scientific analysis,. based on the concept that,
vision :s, a dynamic. process.. ,quch an examination is conducted
without having to resort to the inhibiting effects of "drops."
.

.

In recent years hundreds of booki have- been published in the
field of visual science. There are a great many scientific.,articks
and research reports published each year dealing with the many
. and varied aspects of optometry. TileYederal Ginveutient,,industry awl' educational. institutions 'are' not 'only interested in :vision,

but are p-Alcipating in this science:
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jand, educators arc becoming increasingly, Aware
furictiont ki the
process:in the ^Verrill and,
'men -.4.,',.eltildren:"' They '. are:,c particularly aware
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Training:
00MinetrY maintains that vision. is %learned sldll and that skills*

whin); .are Wiped' can be tined, 'Vhis is the basis' of scientific
training In which optometry has ilimeared.'...;.
'ii:isual tikining. has long been roaognieed-tWali,iffictiyOMiithad,
of correcting Sepia types of str bismus' (cr6ued eyes) 11 has also'
proved 'esiFective `!n 'aiding `individuals who susp nd vkiosa din `fine
cyp: as 'Well as in teaching peo
,

on;O:OPtometrkt4 beCapei:oh
training, devote 6.646. part

''

itas one of their '. services.

tere#,
ta

Correction of ltriibi.innia is a small Piirt'.cd tbe,cirtestietrist:a Pinal
training pipet ice.' Visual training is used: to correct` many binacular
fissional; problems: 3lisidil:training extends to visual rehabilitatitin

of many'.kind;-:It ilMost 'effeCtiyo.with ehildree;'-bui not Bruited
to them It is used to shiapenvistial pereeptitin, speed 'deetilOpmad- of visual skiffs; enhance vision for reading,' and at the same
time increases comfort and overall efficiency.
,

.

"

.

17rivate

'Practice:
.._

.

ffinee schools of optometiy. provide all of the training mecessary
to, establish a-private practice,mani beginning optometrists open
`
their own off* as loon as they are Mimed/One
nOilwant...,
for' promising locatien. Greatest opPOrtnnitiel are in towns and
7-cities r..:gang from 3000 .to 100;090 populaiion. Thrinighotri .the
/ country -are hundreds of 'sin' communities and subFba,41.:tireas
without an optometrist, and Whicli'are more than adequate -*sup--

port one or more. private practices... :

x.

.

Many.;,.optonietiistsprefer being: in practice fortkusintielves::. It

should be paiiiied out that;tbep.D. not only must make .deciston .
regardilT the Patients vision iinibleM;;!:1Fat
bility of all decisionsjigaidingthe running ofhliaillee.''..113e success

both professionally nncl'eciiiipuilailly rests direetlyWitk'him:.7,16assist' him in .06ns-tending' the busintiOspecis of -hisptfic:P.thtii:ek
ate IiiidosSional courses.in practice management which he`MaY tithe:

.

.., service' to Yone pa iMits' as well ar inbetanilat:'taoufe, quay
-derived frees; a we
i,
Psh°4-krtia te,

lefOrL'`°P4'.*fi'w
ern:4ns Years:.
when opening a new o
For onstunins:, not
theft own iii : fee those
.

Pt2ciiti,rr!':.w14Tr
c'ilm'etiit". ____'sh°*.,__,__,have

8013.,____ tA±'741'

,' to curt ineniEnrough at NW A yi... / 1
'.t°,,111404, _Le10144t 4
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6 fixii;acItiiiii;440:4i.ito..pe
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join thein;'''Piepering to zany
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Aii6ciatiii.010fl a 0400.En'ei4
of graduates "has not been sufficient
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Group'
Practice:

i.!'"

fOS:iticeeeeies
, the

?4,44.

ke it1464)06111°'
fin ateisels requests,

.

-

Many. optoMetrisb find it advanytgeous

:,11,..

.i.

.,

become associated:.,.

witliothes-optteneinsts to formyinnip
sireply invidirsoi- Sharing common ficintiei such
es office personnel while inpther cases it &wolves

Sometimeethis
waiting roonse,:.',4.1
s;ing together:14'

a> group of specialists. For example, one
Simnel bitesess.iiiritd hiellity for visual training while
spend most; of Ide time fitting contact lenses'

ray,:

o
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Military
Service:..
Upon graduation. from optometry school, mapy young optome-

trists- accept commissions in the armed, services. ptometrists
entering the armed forces receive Commissions as officers in the
.Optometry section of, the Army. Mr Force or NavySome resign

after fulfilling, their military obligations to enter civilian practice
',while others choose military service as. their permanent career.
Optometry officers' are usually, assigned to clinics in hospitals
or large dispensaries where their duties include Visual examinetines, vision screening of military ,personnel and ad* optometric
:services; In addition; they may supervise optical technicians, as

well as participate is various occupational vision and research
programs

In recent years 'all three military branches have added career
;advancement pregrarni. Under these pnoigraMs:oPtibrietric officers
"lending to M.S.
'may be' chosen to receive graduate level

'or. Pha degrees n Physiological Optics. Officers so:trained'pO
ticipate-in the advance vision research projects conducted by the

Many optometrists who el:incise:the 'Military as 'a 'career enter
;private praCtiee uponretirement usually. as an `associate. -This

that the military optometrist not only has itrretirement.'
income but can coitiuite his Profeision after serving in the' military%

'
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Ind nstrinl
ViF ion:Optometrists in industry evaluate the visual needs of each special
job. They also assist management, and ,engineers in placing persons

in work. for ,whieb they are hest visually suited. They analyze
industrial plans to determine safe'tind 'efficient lighting and equipnient placement as well as prescribe admprate eye protection for
workers.

Govevn ment
Agencies:
Thil'etcratis Adn

ration asisst:!,11 as nil three branches :of the'

'amwdrforces employ civilian optometrists in various research and.
.

serciel capacities. Optoinetrists"are. also utilized in a variety of

.

advistitl :Mil 'product testing Capacities, by such agenCieiairhe
Department of Agriculture, the ititrean of Standards, Civil AeronauticstAtalioritV and the Burcim of Public Roads, Full-time cm.;
ploy

arc under civil service iu..the professional eategorY., Many

.optorn trists who serve In advisory capacities to various government

agenc' s may maintain a private practice.

Op tbahnic
Inc u saty
Op thallnie equipment rormufacturers retail.) optonirtrists to
cimdti t research, to design and to teat products as well as to aimaint

others about new developmeirts-r-oplonwtrists who wisliVto corn-

bins i

ontetry 'with a Imsiaoss career:Dhoti find administrative'
()plaid mities in the industry.

t
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Teaching:
,ci
ti

The greatly increased demand for optometrists has also brought
about a need for more optometric 'educators. While clinical teaching is done by instriictors with professional O.D. degrees in optoinetry, most full-time staff members hai;ti additional graduate degrees.

Pay and rank in optometry schools compare favorably with other
institutions of higher learning.

ResearCh
Opportunities:
The relationship of human behavior and vision which is of utmost
importance to optometry is .assured through increased knowledge
resulting from research.
A career in research generally requires additional graduate Vein-

ing, particularly for those who plan to devote full time to it Entry
is usually gained by showing interest and ability in research activities during undergraduate years. Continued education toward grad-

uate degrees may often be obtainedby receiving an appointment
as a laboratory assistant, clinical super.sor, or lecturer in graduate
school. Scholarships, fellowships, and loans are also available:

\ The American Optometric Foundation, operating with the cooperation of the .American Optometric Associatirai, raises funds
from optometrists and others to finance optometric research and
other activities for the public's vision welfare. The ophthalmic industry also supports.research, and both optometric and general educa-

tional institutions'conduct projects in.optics, light, highway safety,
the psychology of vision and other subjects basic to optometry.
a

Research opportunities are expanding raPidly and should not be
overlooked by beginning optometrists.

14
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What Are The
Educational Requirements?
Students should begin as early os:possible to actmire education
in the fundamental, sciences. Twii years of pre-OPtoinetry eclpei
hod must he taken at an 'accredited college or tativeraity..With the
proper selection of initial courses, the sttident'may banger frOM
pre-optometr in a junior or .0theaccrediteci college to complete
his degree at one of the optcnokly .schools or colleges, in a total.of five. or .six years. At- leastthrecor four of theS Years-will be
%mot in formal optometric education..

1)evelnpment of the educational requirements of Optometry to
its present yequirements,yortrays keoutinual evolution to higher,
editeational standards.' Optometry :pi-actitiOnera 'llaVCbeen gh:en
n'thorOugh professional training. They are equipped with
mental education, and a highly specialized sequeneY of professional
courses; enabling them 'id tender a distinctive .serviee

The laws and regulations of all states provide that no one. shall
be eligible to take the liceining examination unless17:s a graduate

.
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PREPARED STATEMENT DY. WILLIAM G. HARI.EY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OP 'EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS

The .following statement is respectfully submitted by William G. Harley to
the Education Subcommittee of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee
in regard to S..2874, the line:national Act of 1966, on behalf of the 'National
Association of Educational Broadcasters. Mr. Harley. is President of the NAM
The National AsSeclation of Educational Broadcasters is the professional
association of the non-commercial educational broadcasters in the United States.

.

Its 'membership, consists of universities, colleges, "public and private schools and
non -profit community corporations which operate over 150 non - commercial educational radio stations, 115 television stations, and more than 125 closed-circuit
television stations and program production centers.
t
The liAEB. wishes here to support passage of S. 2874 because
the NAEB belleyeif it will .be of substantial assistance to further development of eduCation

.

in international affairs,. a subject vital to tl^ future of .America.. As will be '.
dealt with briefly in the following fonr points, the NAEB.. urges that the use
of educational radio television facilities in thib country be recommended by
the'Vnited States Senate as .suitable instruments for carrying out the purposes
of the Act:

The NAEB is aware of the special focuti of the International Education Act
to finprove the domestic .educational programs offered by our colleges and universities in the field of international' education. This IS a significant stop. which
in the-past has been 'difficult to implement because , in the words of-the House of.
. Representatives report on
14643, the emphasis has in the past two decades
been on the word "international" rather than the word "education."
.

.
.

1. Our first interest in the International Education. program deals -with. its
plan to develop training centers that will affect directly the strengthening of
overseas educational assistance programs: While the centers gre-not exclusively
concerned with developnient of overseas education systenis, such emphasis will
undoubtedly be an important' ingredient of the training. centers: Where international development is the objective, education is often the imperative where,
education is required, technology Is Often the nieana.

In this context, the NAEB wishes to call attention to the utility of educational
radio and television as'Ingtruments for developing educational systems that can
enable whOle'nations to provide economical educational
both for their
children and their adult citizens. The-usefulness Of mass communication media
in education is best daderstOod by considering whether a system that requires
a developing nation to have a fully functioning corps of qualified teachers has
more promise of succeeding than a .system that enables a feW highly skilled

teachers to be teaching partners with classroom 'teachers throughout' a wide.
area,. Clearly the system that makes the most efficient use of skilled teaching..
resources is what is most needed.
The capability .Of educational radio and television- is no longer mere .speculalion. Demonstration of their instructional' effectiveness exists in several settings.
.

throughout the world. The most comprehensive and extensive demonstration
is in American -Samoa where a television system literally makes it feasible to
hive an .eduCation system. It is essential that full knowledge of this and future
installatiane be a fundamental part of the training programs that this Act. seeks
to support and expand.

.

:

2Experience with eduCational development programs shows that they, can
easily be very wasteful and highly ineffective. . To achieve results, they must be
comprehensive enough to cover a full' range of -educational -needs ;* they must
reach home .as well as schools ; they must teach teachers as well' as students
awl, they mind be.leasible as ..well as desirable. Television and radio* cannot
provide all answers.- but they . can distribute them effectively once they are
available. Recognition of this principle is a basic 'requirement in educational
development overseas and..it deserves a prominent place in :the, Centers that
will train the manpower fOr international education.
3. The Media can also be used domestically its devices for economical' dis'tribution. of. well 'organized and presented lectures and demonstrations that
can serve as the co:se of ..ne* curricula that will need to be developed. Several.
existing college credit television courses in political science, foreign policy..,
international affairs. and comnsrative foreign .goiernments are already avail-.
able in instructional television libraries.; many. more need to. be provided that Can

be- tailored to the specific demands for more adequate resources for regular

Courses of instruction in international education.

.

.

;
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4. Such radio and televisiOn series as "Great .Decisions" sponsored by the
Foreign Policy Association have assisted in developing new. awareness of inter- ....
national problems, 'challenges and opportunities among the public at large. It
is a good illustration of the special ability of radio and television to disseminate
widely a sensitivity._ and a 'concern for peoples and policies that bear directly
on our national aspiration's and j'objeCtives.. But many. more, such programa
should be made available...
.

.

1 Radio and television are:bOna fide ,educitional instruments
'implementing
Many of the objectives of this 'Act. They serve)not only to assist in interna-

.

tional development programs in education overseas, but can also' be an eco-

. .-nomiCal means of 'providing high quality instructional material for the domestic ..
programs that this Act' envisions for this country.
.

, The NAEB , believe's that the Act's current language does not need to be
changed to 'accommodate the use of radio and television. But, we do suggest
that specific. reference to the potential usefulness of educational broadcasting
for purposes .of the Act be incorporated in the report on the Act so that personnel administering_th.e program _would be-eacouraged-to make auCh use.
.

.

.

',

.

.

.

FBEPARED STATEMENT. OF THE AMERIDAN' FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF.

---INpusFrasz. ORGANIZATIONS
0

The American.' ederation of Labor and: Congress. of Industrial Organliations

is Pleased to present this statement "in support of the proposed International

Education Act of 1966 (S. 2874) as an important measure which will strengthen'
our eduCational reaources:for international understanding. We 'are also making
suggestions for minor .amendinents whiCh we .think will improVe the legialation.'
Our support comes' as the result of a.deep conviction that the possibilities of
peace and freedom' throughout, the world can be improved if Americana have

an understanding of a. of th nations which make it WI Long -trade union
experience in international effort in support of free trade unionism and democracy leads. us to this' conclusion. Such activity was carried an for many years
by. both. the, AFL and the CIO. prior to their merger in 1955, and it has been
intensified since that time. About one quatter of the income of the .Federation
is new spent in its international efforts. MOst of the affiliated unions carry on
international-activities either directly or thrOugh cooperative effort in the international trade secretariats of which they 'are a part..."
'
Much of the international' work of the unions hr closely related to the purPoses of this bill. American unionists are wor4ing'in other countries assisting
in the development of strong democratic trade unions through the. establishment
of 'educational centers, and by assisting in the planning, and in some - cases the
funding, of union- supported social 'projects such as" housing, credit unions and
'cooperatives. Ametica unions :have time and again Welcomed to this country
thousands of trade unionists from all'parts of the free world, and have developed educational programs intended to help these visitors understand our Nation,
in.particularthe role og trade' unions in American society.... Trade union span- -..
sored instituflona like the American. Institute for Free Labor Development and
the Afro-American Labor Center:are making .majoi contributions to strengthening the ties between the unions of this country and those in Latin America
and Africa, awl-In-the strengthening of .democracy in the countries in *Web
.:

.

they conduct. Programs.'
.
In addition, tradeunionists have been involved 'in many, facets of governmental....
foreign aid since the start of these programs in the Immediate post 'war, period.
Ametican unionists, therefore, have' extensive experience on which, we base our
enthusiastic support of this; .bill. Waknow that AmeriCans who will' be Working

overseas, cr with foreign-visitors to thiS conntry; need an understanding of the
..--languages and institutions' of the grouPs with whom, they' must relate.' We recog-

nize, too, that such study will hews learn- from te experience of others.
S. 2874- takes three important steps; in Federal support for necessary activity:.
The graduate centers for research and training in-international studies, pro-vided by Section o will hiiveoa major role. We are-pleased to see that the bill, is

bread enough to permit such 'graduate. centers. to concentrate on' particular fields
or issues itjaintetnatiOnal affairs as well as on .geographic areas.' . We hope that
some-of these centers, when established; Will deal withthe.hostof social Problems.'
..whoie solution.i8 essential if peace is to be made meaningful to the peOple of the
.
world:

.

.
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.The.resouroes and training facilities:Of these centers Should be available to all
..segments of our society. They should not be, restricted to the traditional gradt1ate students and their professors. Many of the U.A. trade. unionist a working in
other countries are not graduates.of high school, Much legs college. Their ,practhtal experience has been invaluable in preparing them for their present,asaignments. The artificial barrier Of's college degree-shouldnot.stand In the way of
others like.themreceiving training to prepare for the internatienal.work\
Programs at-American University, at; he School of Industrial and Labor Rela.dons at: Cornell and other universities, have demonstrated that unionists who
have never been to college can participate in and, benefit from intensive academic
.programs. Themame would be true of representatives of other segMents tik\ Our
. Society, particularly those who have been active in the host of voluntary organirations which are so important In the United, States.
Flexibility should be a way of life for these centers and Congress should make
clear that this is its Intent. It might help to achieve this flexibility if the laW
would-permit grants to public and private non - profit agencies .and. organizations \
when such grants. would -make a significant contribution-to the purposes of this
.

.
.

.

section.

.

\

.

'Section 4, providing grants Mr undergraduate programs, will:be un-important
atiriiulus in,spreading.college instruction in,international studies. Some colleges
alrendx have carried out effective work in this field; However, a student who is
not fortunate enough to be at .such a school is deprived of .an oppatunity for

study in this field... The spread of undergraduate education in international
affairs will broaden the potential resources of interested Americans; who may

want to specialize.' , It will also 'Provide a broader base of understanding of other
nations for those whose careers may be in far different .fields.
. Section 8 provides amendments to the National Defense Education -Act of 1958
. whieh would support the.other provisions of this bill, by making funds. available.:
'for West European..language and area studies, and by Inc,n7easingthe proportion,
of Federal support. -'
As it IS now. rafted 2874 does not authorize. specific amounts of money. The
..AFL-CIO suggests thatthe bill Would be strengthened if 'a schedule of authorizations would be set in Section 7, starting with.$10. million in flscilyear
to $40 million in 1968,. $90 mflihin in fiscal 1969,' and with increased' amounts in
succeeding years.
....The International Education Act of 196015 only a partof the total effort which
is being proposed for the expansion of U.S.. activity in the whole field of *ernetionnl education.. We are convinced that the Act will bb ireoro,erfitone for Many
-other activities, 'We hope that the Congress will at qUickly so that this program.
--;:can.be launched at.the earliest possible date,
.

.

..

parrAREILSTATBMENT or. MA11104. .A. ISITLezEWsR.1, CHAIRItAN,INTanNATIONAL RELA-

T.IONs COMmiTrrx, AMERICAN LIBRARY Associvrion,,,AND praEOT011, .I.TislIVEruntr
OF WafgErrrrOTON Lmatarma.

MY name is Marion A. Milcaewskif Chairman of the -.Int national Relations
e
Committee of the American. Library AsSociation;:and Direct _uf.,14braries
',University of Washington, :4eattle.

-.:____LauLsubmiftingthisr-s ement on behalf of the. Ameilcan Library. ASSoCiation,
.--"'a non-profit professional association of more than 31,000 members consifiting.:Of
librarians, library trtietees,,,und laymen.interested in the develepnient extension
: andimprovethent of libraries.at alllevela of,education.in this country. 'The mem..

hers'. of the American Library Asiociation support 'with .great enthusiasm the
billaS. 2874 and H.R. 14643 which, if enacted, will greatly strengthen the..meStudies and research.'.
..:sources of American higheri education for.
The Association is pleased' ati the recognition the Senate gives in the "form- of
this legislation to the importance of the knowledge of other countriesin promoting.
mutual understanding and cooperation 'between nations: The AssOdiation ha's,
since Its inception, been concerned about such 'mutual understanding' and how, ..
through its membership and through its influence, it could, further that ,nnderstanding. It 'believes in the language .of S. 2874 and MR. :14643 "that strong
American educr'ion resources are a necessary .base for strengthening oUr. relaStreng feeling, whilaexpreased in-many ways.
tions with other countelos.
by the Association, since its establishment in 1876, was most forthrightly and
officially, incorporated intoa policy statement in 1946 then adopted by the Conne37855-,;

-

.

J.
,.
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'ell, of the Association.- Specifically, it affirmed that "LibrarianS should seek ways

to promote the bee of and to make-available all materials which 'would inform
the citizens of the ,United States. concerning the isSues involved in internationalaffairs and thepointaof. view of other peoples of the world."'
;. :',,,
.In January, 1966; the Connell adopted a resolution to appoint a Special Joint
. Committee. on:Libraries. and International .Education "to stand. ready to serve'
the Federal government in all ways possible to implement aid realize the 'aim
expressed 'in the Prtsident's Smithsonian Bicentennial call for a -prograni on
international educati n." In that resolution, the Association again 'affirmed' that
"the free flow of books,Snformationand ideas is an objective towards.which the .
American -library. prpfesOon-, has been 'continuously striving: in principle . 'and, .
practice."
On June 30, 1966, the Council. reaffirmed its stand- ina*pelicy statement (at..

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

, tached) which includes the following 'paragraph ;

.

.'....

.

_

.,'

.

l'''

'

"I. Librarians should seek ways' to promqte the use of all materials whichwill
inform the' citizens of the United States concerning the issues involved' in international affairs and the points of view of other peoples of the world. They should
also lend their special abilities andserVices to facilitate an adequate interpretation abroad of the Mg
In .the field of,:hlg er education, specifically,. the Association has 'been' con cerned abOnt the supply. in this country of. materials from and about other court;..
tries and peoples !Or research purposes and for undergraduate education and .
of trained staff to acq ire, cataltrgAnd put the materiala'to use. The Association
.

:
.

is,therefore, happy t see. hat. provisions of S. 2874 'And H.R. .14643 deal 'ape.with: the .matrilals of study and research. and with the staffing to put
Such-materials to tuie.
..
,
It has great interest in Section's, which authorizes the Secretary of. Health, :Education, and Welfare:. to arrange through "granteto institutions of higher ...
..

.

...

.

.

.

.

,

education,Or combinations of such institutions, for the erstablishinent;strengthening, and operation by them ofgraduate centers' which pill be national and Inter-

.

national . resources for research .and training in international studiei and the
.. 'international. aspects of prefessional and other fie Ids* of study'..; and which
specifies thatgrante:may be used _"to cover part or 11. the costs of establishing.,:'
strengthening, equipping 'and °negating research- a d. training centers, including '
the' cost of :teaching and research materials' Land resOurces,.,. .- .. the training,
improvement, and travel of the 'staff for caBa.lng -out . the .objectives of this
., section."

Section 3(h), in addition to providing for', e cost of . research, materiala and
resources,_inchides "training, improvement, and travel of the staff '. . .'." . The
spoelarekills that must be appliedincluding 'knowledge. of other languages,
___-----the lmowldege of- bibliographic -selfreetcpartieularlrof thenon-Western materials, , ----'-- '. and ability to solve the Ispecial cataloging:problemsmerit the kind 'of attention..
which is given to training finder this Seetion.. One:of . the grave 'problems that '''"
the..research libraries in this country face in-supporting exiating international :.
study programs is the dearth of the highly Specialized professional' librarians. to
locate, to acquire, to catalog and to help users with the,materiaL it *111' thus "'
be all-the more .important in implementing expanded. programs' that:sufficient v
-,-.,_.
,
trained staff .he available.
. Section 4 provides for 'grants fer "Planning, develoPint4, and Carrying, out -.a:
comprehensive program Ito,strengthen and. improve undergraduate instruction.
in international stuilles1"::- The Association believet this to.he 'an iinportitiit
part 'of the legislation tinder consider Oen; end the. ComMittee on Non-Western ,::
ResourceS 'of the -College Section of he . Association of 'College and ,:ltesearch'
Libraries of the rAineric0,.Lihrary aseciation:_tai asked 'that ':f.lie .folloWing ---..
statement be brought to e-ittentio of the Senate' in considering the bill
"IhternatiOnal'Edueation hatbeen developed in *undergraduate' programs *very,
widely thronghout the United States. T1,:::se:programs are-often referred to as
"non- Western studies," for Want of a be; er term One of the great'handieaps
.

.

.

.

.

.

in.. these 'programs is the lack. of adequ,-..te library 'Materials . for. use'. hy Ilder. ....
graduate 'students '.as tvell'as for Members o the teaching 'faculty in Mir,- lege
communities: In fact,. this lack has been sotonsplciimie that two or three Y. ars' . .
ago the .Association -of Mien- Studies,__Comniittee_int__Undergraduate7Teach ,
requested.the College Library-Section of .ALAto aid the de*elopment and prom - don- of college library` resources. A survey ,on undergraduate. programs . of ?Md.\
... dle Eastern studies a feW years ago pointed out the iMpOrtance.of library -zatt-'..;
teriala to teaching in this field and their' inadeqiiaCy on college-campuses... .. .:
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."Regional programs, for international studies. have,been Instituted for :faculty
and librarians,. as well as:a national meetlug thisltane, precediegthe meeting of
to promote the improvement of resources. for existing programs and the,
establishment of new'programs.. , The Committee .on Non4estern Studies of the
-College Section ofi ALA, .has been, asked. by the Asioelationof.lAsian Staidieti,to

sponsor a panel Of librarians "to discuss library, matters in relation to ;ionWestern studies at the-spring meeting or the Association." Our Conimittee is
also working with' the Foreign:Areas Materials c enter,of the 'University of the
.' State .of New Xorlc,! under a USOE grant.iproject, to.,develop bibliographic
*...sources and to direct thedevelopment of international.edueation. Althougirthis
.project will be, of aiiite-many 'college libraries otherAlian thoSe in New York,

.

considerably more aid will be needed tolhaplement these Program:, on a national
basis.

, "The inclusion in your International EduoaticM ,Act of provisions. of- under-,
graduate education is important;. in fact,:the College Section Library COmmittee
was told by the head of, the Language and Area 'Section, U.S. Office of Education,
a' couple of years, ago,, that the undergraddate aspects Of this new area 01 educetion were larger and much more difficult to iraplement than those of the graduate
r

area studies.

"There . is, no doubt that our: graduate schools with major arek study programs 'need to have -more- students with preliminary training and laiotiVation
from our undergraduate, institutions. The International Education. Act now
under consideration would ben Major step toward meeting this need and toward

I
i

' implementing this new development in the expansion of the educational programs
I .."
r
in the United States."
The Asiociationtherefore hopes that it is theintcrit 'of the leginlatio,. to provide
for the Cost of materials 'and resources under this section as it has provided for
them under 'Section
The American' Library Association is a complek organization which -includes
.

.

;

.

several units .concerned with the subject of this legislation. These are the InternatiOnal Relations Office of the'Assoeiation the International RelationeCommittee, Which is. advisory in nature; the Association of College and Regearch.
LibrariesWwhich represents libraries of 'higher' education, broadly stated, in=
eluding college, university, independent reesarch.librarleailind special libraries.; I
the-Library Education' Division ; the'eference Division; and the.Resources and
TeehnicalSe4vieesDirlsitin. All of these. are 'in One way -or another, concerned
-With activities of information', bibliographical Control and 'research through.tbe
Identification, acquisition,- Cataloging and Putting of booka,jouritals, maps and
related materials to use Members of these various groups have been involved
in various-ways in cooperatiVe programs to assure that the kinds of. inateriala
envisaged in this legislation ara"availaile.to scholaisnt,alli-levels in thiecountrY.

They haVe. been, involved iu the soCalled 'Fitraningten Plan -to assure the artti,1-;
ability;in this.cOnntry"of at leaat one copy of significant publications from abroad. .
,,They have w.orked with the Labrary of Congress in the Public Law 480.prOgraMt

.and have Worked with other 'library groups in,otherielited4rograma
bers have assisted
opPortnnity presented itself in surveys of resources :with

the -Association of ReSettith. Libraries' and. with other grotips to iliscover what
is:available in this country and abroad and how. to bringthese inaterialete bear.
on the research and teaching programs in the institutiona;which they represtnt.
tee
Members of the Association have an intereittAn .the work of. the Committee
on Anitilean-Library. Resources :oil the Far: East of the 'Association for Alkali
Studies:, This Committee has long been-Concerned about discoVerixig what materials are available in:China, Japan and Korea in particular, how to secure ere
what Oint
. for libraries of institutions Of higher education in'this
action might be taken to 'assure the prevision of union catalogs and other ays
of making all of these things available to the whole scholarly community. In a
recent. study made by nisubcommittee,;It was :estimated- that there are a least.
in
1400anembers of the Association for Asian. Studies alone, who are SpeCial

:

.

the.area of China,. Japan and Korea in institutions of higher education n this
country., It altio noted that there*ere some 18' major collections in insti
where. Significant research' was being undertaken. It is-Obvious from study :
and
miler
of the stet:lades about 'these ,collectionk that: they need . to
that others should be established to supPort the kinds of invesigations i Which
the Senate shows an interest in this legislation.
The collections of other non-Western languages, pretent problems. w oh may
stance
be even more severe. For example, Southeast- Asia is of extreme
.

.

.

-
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to this country at this moment, 'yet the: collections that are available in thiS
. country which will help us 'understand the peoples of this area. are relatively,

r

small in number and no one of the collections may be consiOred complete. Thanks

to the,Publie Law 480 program, funded. by the. Co tigress, the situation with,
regardlo.South Asia, some parts of the Middle, East and Indonesia, IS consider-

ably better as far as currently published. materials are concerned., Yet books '.
and journals published before the beginning of the program continue to- present
problems of identification, acquisition. and cataloging..

.

,'

..-.

.

IiCauflfluarY, the AsseCiation heartily supports S. 2874 and H.R.. 14848 and '.
hopes that the Committee will report favorably.; that the Senate will concur;
to implement the Act as passed. .'
and that subsequently, tunds
will be provided,
.
..
.,
t
iAttaehmiutl,,
.
.

0.
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r

A policy statement of the ALA International Relations Committee to replace.
.

that adopted June 30,1947, by the ALA Council

Librarianship is a profession which transeendi national boUndaries. The
forts. which our own government and people have Made and ace making, to:.Pro-T,'

mote international understanding.put upon the librarians of the Upited. States
the obligation to inform themselves about interne tional issues. and 4) intensify
then efforts to promote understanding of international affairs among the people
they serve.: In addition the American 'Library Association should continue. in
its role of working with international library:groups, national library associations and librarians abroad toward commOii professional goals and assisting in
the development' of -librarians' and a .profession, in those' countries where none,
exist. The American Library Associatiow therefore affirms that

-.

I: Librarians should seek ways to premote the use 'of ail materials. which
will inform' the citizens of the United Staten concerning the issues involved in
international affairsandthe points Of vie'of other peoples of the. world. They
should also lend their special abilities and services to facilitate an adequate inter-:
.
pretation abroad of the UnitedStates.
II. The American Library Association should aid; the. advancement of inter-national library service-by placing its library and bibliographiCat knowledge'and.
the.proinotion,Of
discipline at the disposal of the agencies Which arts en
international understanding; for,,example the United . States governMent,. inter
national organizations such as .UNESCO and the Organization.ofAtherican, States,

'foundations and learned societies and other vroupS with activities looking toward the advancethent of international IibrarYservice.

IIIThe. American Library ''Association.shotild develop relationships with
librarians and library-groups in other. countries, to work toward common- pro.fessional goals in service, technical and bibliographical matters and the education of librarians.
1y.. The Americata..Library Association should continue to fostel. and develop
plans for the exchange of librarians between thiscind other countries. Itshould
give particular attention. to providipg oppertunities to younger librarians both

here and abroad to gain fruitfulInternationallibrary experience by metTns of
0
"work exchanges, visits and study abroad.
V. The Ameridan 'Library Association .shOuld continue to take. the initiative
'to assure the continuation. andl expansion of the exchange of .information rind
ideas between this country and all other countries and. to advance the common
goalS of the.. profession.

.

Adopted by ALACouncil July 5,1988.

*-

PREPARED STATEMENT OP -A: 4:IDQD RODERTS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
APPLIED LINGUISTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

9.

As Ass,ociate Director of the Center for Applied' LitiWutics, I am interested
in the. International Education Art of 1988 and would like td request permission
to testify in favor of the Act at the-hearings to be held soon by the Subcommittee:;
on Education of which you are Chairman.
Of particular ititerest to ene.Center. for Applied Linguistics IS page 2 of the
Act. Centers for Advanced International Studies, Sec. 3(a), and pagp 5, Grants
to Strengthen Undergraduate Progrania in Internationai Studies, See. 4(c).

°
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May I respectfully refer you to the la guage used in the Muse Report No. 1539.
of this Act, page 19, Section-3 (whi 11;accompan( ed .HR-14643),. Centers for
Advanced International fitudp:
.

''. ,. . the Secretary is also authorize l to make grants to public and private
non-profit agencies and organizationskiiincluding professional and scholarly.

associations, when such grants will Make n especially significant contribution to.
..
attaining 1.be objectives of the section."
Further, I wish to refer 3011 to the language used.in the House Report No. 1539
.

.

'

.

.

of this Act, page 16, paragraphs 3 and' 4 of The, Center for Edueationit Cooperation:
.
Assist public and priVate agencies -conducting international ,education
.

.

programs.

.

.

.

.

'. "Secretary Gardner testified before the task force 'that one of the responsibillties assigned to the Center, will be the administration of grant programs under
the International Education Act of 1966."
I wish to indicate my approval of the aforementioned language in the House
Report No: 1039 and respectfully request that it be includedin the Senate Report.
The Center for Applied Linguistics Is: a non-profit. organization principally
financed' by the Ford Foundation. It was established to serve as a Clearinghouse
for information in linguistics and as a catalyst in such:areas as (1) teaching and
research. in English, (2): teaching and -research in ,neglected languages, (3) the
.

,

application of linguistics to practical language problems, (4). availability of
learned. linguists Or:teaching and research . tasks. (5) cooperation among.
govement
rn
agendeies concerned with language teaching, . (6) cooperation and
coordination of -information among ..-.thi.ous units of the academic community,
and between government agencies and the language teaching profession in
general.
.' -. Linguistics is a discipline Which increasingly depends upon international
.

.

.

.

cooperation: At present-C/1e Centerfor Applied Linguistica engages in many international activities including" the conducting of' conferences, surveys, of language

:

sciences and resources in various countries and regions, language data (i.e.'
demographic, nodal, geographic, etc.).

.

,

,---

Tile Center for Applied Linguistics supports the -concept of the International
Education- Act of 1966 and 'hopes to bring the .importance of the contributionswhich linguistics can make In this area to the attention.of the subcomiaittee .,
.
.

.

.

.

.
.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARL J. MEGEL,' WASIIINGTON REPRESENTATIVE,

AMERICAN 'FEDERATICiidiFTEAentRis, AFL-CIO

The Government of the United 'Statektias 'played an active role since the close
of World War II in providing economic rehabilitation for mostOf the nations of
the world. Quite often the intellectual resources have not been mobilized to the
extent which is necessary if our relationships with the, people of the world are
to beiaintained within the framework of der tocratic ideals.
The proposed legislation would .provide fol\ grants to Anierican colleges and. universities to establish graduate. centers for' research and training in internetional studies; it would provide ,for grants to assist:colleges and universities in
developing comprehensive -prOgrams for. improving undergraduate instruction
in international studies ; and it would strengthen Title VI of the National Defense
Education Att which provides financial assistance for language centers in edu:
cational institutions.
The American Federation of Teachers. supports all three of these provisions of
.

.

the legislation. We do so with the knowledge that the strengthening of the

.understanding Of international affairs in the training .of our college students is an
essential service, not onlyto iniprobe intellectual understanding, but also to lin-.
prove governmental relations and businpinfactiiitiss,
TheAmerican Federation*.of Ttclicliers particularly urges you to include Sect tion 3(b) of S. 2874 in the final legislation. This section stresses the need for

training' and improving. the teaching staff. Our studentsi both graduate and.
undergraduate, deserve and badly heed competent and knowledgeable teachers
who have a first hand knowledge Of the area of their 'expertise.. Grants and
stipends to our teachers for research and travel will help raise the level of instruction in.international studies in our classrooms.
In the American Federation of Teachers' participation with the International
Federation of Free Teacher.Unions and with our repreientatives attending con.

.
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lionfi of this international

v

,

we, realize at first hand' t at the

organization,

educational opportunities. of the various nations ;are not so much distin uished ....,1__
b their differences as. by their similaritiesnotably the great needfor enlarging:: \
e ucational resources. Many of the defiCienciee which exist in our own educii.ti nal system likewise-eXist. in' the educational systenis of the nations Of.1116`.
w rid. 1

'

.

,

.."

.

.

-

_

.

A. cOmprehensive understinding of theie differeneeovill improve the domes-,
-ti and Political interrelations of our people.
The American labor movement in its relationship with the International Conti_
federation of Free Trade Unions has brought a measure of cooperative Mader-stending into its relationships with the nations of the world. Unfortunately,
in these and other projects expert assistance to the various nations.of the world. ---L.,
.

in the creatiOn of modern educational systems has not existed.

:

,

'

:

t is for this Very 'reason that 'we are encouraged by this legislatien.. It re ,
re nts a big step in the right direction. We-compliment the Chairman, Senator_ _
M rse; members of the Senate Pub:ominittee on Education ; and' members of
Committee' on 'Labor andiPtiblic Welfare for their efforts in promoting legis aL
tion to provide or strengthening the..American edtteational- resources for in
.
national studies and research.
.
.

,...

1

.

I

PREPARED STATEMENT BY ELDRIDGE R. PLOWD EN, WASHINGTON REPRESENT
-

-----,,,

,,.,-

CHAPMAN' COLLEGE, ORANGE, CALIF,

,

.
.

.

IVE,

.

.

am Washington Representative or Chapman College, a private liber 1.arts _

college at Orange; California, whe e emphasis. on international ed:ucati n is a......-L--,-,
..
,,
long-standing tradition.
. Chapman has recently. assumed Operation of what may be the only floating .:_
calinpus. in the world, offering seine er-long, round-the-world voyages to ualifled..:
et dents who attend classes aboar the M.S. Seven Seas, chartered by hapman -_
. .

and operated by, the Holland-Ameri a. Line..

,

.

.

During the spring semester jus completed, 377 students and 45.fac lty mem!.
in an integrated,' o -beard study , program that is aug tented. by
a:carefully prepared, in-port ctirri ulum.
_
Chapman's traveling student both graduate and .undergraduate meet with--:.,

..

.

sc olors and public officials ht universities and cities throughout the world.
They.hnve an opportunity to st dy on the scene with expert lest is and to- ,---participate. in tours of several ays conducted through many of
countries
on 'the itinerary:

Chapman College is deeply co
itted.to the belief that Ainerica"sistudents'and7..
teachers must be taught to un erstand the' varying cultures and Peoples of thewold in order to most effects ly meet the challenges of today and the future.
The.on-board and in-port cu culum therefore _emphasizes the ec nomic, social, ..-,
reiigious; political, and cultur 1 development in the countries visit ; In addition
to iregala r academic studies:

.

. The two semesters that Ch pman has operated its floating ca us have heel.
highly successfuland. the s mitristraors of the two voyages are convinced-. -that this method of travel -stu' y can further contribute to Internet onal education"'
by! program of expansion.
n the fall, a larger ship, he S.S. Ryndam, will replace the even iSalt. Ii----.

.

.

wi laccomModate 600 student: and the required.facultY, as;Well ii,'Adminintriitors-----..',
an related stfiff,- There .wil be a. 10,000-volume library.. a
seat theater, a
completely staffed hospital, 3 Modern' classrooms, studios, nd laboratories:t.,:f-s--

All facilities will be aircondi coned. and fully equipped' to e lently serve theen1 rged academic program.
,.
Each year a thousand or me e Americaa college students fr m the' even Seas- .____
shiPs will visit fifteen to twen fef the world's major porte
nearly as many --7
different countries. They ar selected with care by Chap an's Admissions
per oniael, whO seek only 'tilos s,,I.dents they believe will be effective aMbassad rs from America. We emp asizea flexible program;geqed to the changing --._

Cultures and prohlerns-of-ather s. reties,- -and we, enroll students with-good minds

anOlgh cipracter who. we .feel, will adapt to thiseducatioinal experience and L__
receive the maximum benefit.

,

Upper diviiion students will p rsue an interdisciplinary' coordinated study :....20
program:to tie in with an interne lohal university affiliati n now being estab--.....,..L

.lished.-

..
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Area depth studies have not yet been attempted, but considerable thought is
being given to introducing. depth studies at the graduate level as a more adequate experience accrues. .Undergraduates now work In the area of comparative dtudies, in the tradition
of a liberal arts schoorand in the belief that breadth of knowledge -and enderstanding are more useful at the lower division level than studies in -depth.
Many of the students who participate in the Seven Seas voyage transfer to
Chapman only for theme semester of college work. When they return to their
ome campuses throughput the country, with fully transferable academic credits,

t ey take back a heightened awareness and enthusiasm for what they have

learned of the rest of the world.
The floating campus can provide invaluable aid in the training of elementary
and secondary school teachers, who, it is hoped, will participate at the graduate
level of the study programs offered on-the voyage. It an increasing number of
teachers can mix their training with travel, they will return tp their 'classrooms
prepared to offer significant knowledge, enrichment, and understanding to their
students.

We feel that the Chapman travel program, now necessarily limited to the
more affluent students, should be more readily available to qualified students,
especially teachers, on the basis of need and probable future service. In short,

an enlarged scholarship program must be developed.
It is our hope that-the work-study,travel provisions of the proposed legislation

that your committee is considering, can be adapted to assist us toward fulfilling
this goal.

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the subcommittee recessed subject to
the call of the Glhair.)
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1968
U.S. SENATE.,
SUBCOMMIITEE ON EDUCATION OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE

1V a8hington: D.C.

The subcommittee met, .pursuant to call, at 9.. a .M., in room 4232,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Wayne Morse (chairinan of the
subcommittee) presiding.
*Present Senators Morse, Yarborough, and Clark:.
Committee staff present:: Stewart E. MeClUre,cl4ef clerk; Roy H.
Millenson, minority clerk; and Charles Lee; professional staff member.
Senator MORSE. Let the hearing come to order.

Let. the record show that the chairman plans to finish the public

hearings
2874 and H.g.'14643. today. I shall hold the hearings
:;esston until a quorum is reached for ilte.meeting!of the full Com-

mittee on Labor and Public Welfare, sometime after 10 o'clock. I
don't know what that time will be, but time is of the essence in getting
the agenda of this subcommittee cleared for the full committee and
floor action..
I shall endeavor to hold an afternoon session if I can get unanimotis .consent of the Senate to hold iv hearing while the Senate is in
session this afternoon. In the event, that I do not get. consent4 want,
the staff to take note that this committee will meet for public hearings
on the international education bill at 7 p.m. tonight in this room, and

.

.

we shall meet until the hearings are over.
I close the reeord today with the understanding that the record mey.
be supplemented .up until 5 .p.M. :Thursday Of this week. At 5 p.m.
.ThurSday Of this week, the record will be ,Officially closed. I hope
.

to have a meeting of the ,subcommittee for a Markup of this bill- on
Friday of this week, and I hope that I can getit to the full committee

.

by Monday of next week.

.The Chair is now most pleased to present to the Subcommittee a.
statement from the .able junior Senator from Nevada, Hon. Howard

'

Cannon.
STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD W. CANNON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF NEVADA
./

.

;

Senator.CANsox.. Eloquent and persuasive testimony has been pre-...
spitted in support of the International Education Act of 191;6 to both
this distinguished subcommittee and the House Task Force on International Education'. The cumulative evidence of this testimony clearly

demonstrates the urgent need, in our increasingly interdependent
449
I.

.
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world,: for amplifying in quantity and quality. both our graduate and

undergraduate programs in international studies. Our graduate

schools need to produce more highly trained specialists to work with
the formulation and execution of . our foreign policy and with our
technical projects abroad. To eliminate the gap between ..what the
'specialists and even academic generaliits know and what the public
believes and votes on, our undergraduate schools need to.produce citizens enlightened by exposure to the international dimension during,
their college years. As the distinguished Assistant Secretary of .State
for' Educational and Cultural Affairs stated in his testimony on this

bill

We havelong since left the day when foreign policy is a mattpr lei experts

alone ' . It is conducted in the arena of public debate' and under conditions
in which the.; electorate, quite proPerly, is the mitimate sovereign and arbiter.
Educatiou'in international realities is. thus a requirenient of education4 Policy,
private or public, local Or nationaL

To the extensive endorsement the bill has thus far. received, I add
my own endorsement. And I add. that of many adMinistrators and

faculty members at the: University of NeYada hi Reno and its regional
divisiOn, Nevada Southern University in Las Vegas :P,resident Charles
Armstrong (Reno); Chancellor. N. Edd
,(Reno) Chancellor

Donald. C. Moyer, (Las Vegas)-; Dr. Eleanore Bushnell, chairinah,
department of political science (Reno) ; Dr. John.S. Wright, chairman,
division of social. science (Las Vegas) ;, Dr. Charles H. Sheldon, di-

rector, school of social, science (Las Vegas) . All have expressed,
-thusiasm for the bill and its potential benefits to .our State university,.
CONCERNS ON BILL : A. INSUFFICIENCY OF AUTHORIZATION

In conjunction wit my own en usiasm, owever, I wish to express
concern about two major facets of this bill; the authorization for fiscal
year 1967 and the criteria for selecting applicants. The Higher Education Act of 1965 authorized $55 million for 1 fiscal year exchisivelY
for the purpose of strengthening developing institutions ;,the applications for funds by more than 300 institutions exceeded the authorization. Obviously, -under the bill we are now _considering, $10 million
for graduate centers and for undergraduate programs will not go far
in 1 year for actual programing among hundreds of potential. appli-'

cants. For this reason, I agree with. Secretary Gardner's statement

before this subcommittee that the fiscal year 1967 Money should be used

largely for planning. To those who may argue that $10 million at this
time is an inflationary extravagance, I answer that this.country cannot
afford not to spend this $10 million, Which is less than one-sixth of
the funds requested this fiscal year for Army miSsiles alone.
A. CRITERIA FOR PROGRAM SELECTION

'Since I am speaking for the University' of Nevada, whose greatest°
need is for developing international studies -programs mt./the undergraduate level, I especially noted section 4 in my study of the bill. This
section states that grants to undergraduate schools are to be distributed
equitably among the States, with preference given to those institutions

most in need of funds for programs and able to show real promise
of being able to use these funds effectively.
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These-criteria icon, extremely general. However, such generality
may well be' necessary to permit, flexibility in implementing this act
and to avert the need for .constant. congressional amendment. The

focus of international interests will change hopefully, it will not

.alivays be Vietntim. And Our colleges and universities lutist. not be
relegated to the business of supplying resources and manpower to staff:
prescribed .Government programs: to have the" freedom to innovate
fresh , and imaginative approaches to international areas and issues,
they must be unimpeded by Government interference and control. It
is therefore undoubtedly wise to refrain from specifying types of programs and rigid guidelines in thelegislation and to delegate to the

Secretary a. Health, Education, and Welfare the establishment of
specific selection criteria.

Itiamy hope thatin the selection process serious consideration will
be given to colleges and universities which up to now have not done a
great deal in international studies, but which do manifest. a potential
for growth in this area. Since formula. allocations aid allocation by
geographical distribution often tend to work to the. disadvantage of

smaller institutions in smaller and less densely populated States, I
believe that selection on the basis of 'specific proposals would be an
equitable, solution to the problem of competitive disadvantage often
faced by schools like the University of Nevada.
I reiterate the suggestion of several previous witnesses that to assist

with the planningand perhaps th. selectionthere should be
appointed an advisory committee including experienced and reputable

international studies educators and scholars; once the planning is.
accomplished, the advisory committee might continue to work with
the administrative center for education cooperation in the Office of the

Secretary of HEW., I also reiterate a suggestion by Chancellor N.

Edd Miller:

If the prograrars to have am real strength and reflect the needs of universities,
there should be this kind of planning. In a planning situation or an advisory
situation of this sort, I would make a plea for representation by colleges of about
the size of the University of.. Nevada ; that is to say, with enrollments of from
4 to 8 thousand. Too often, advisory committees are made np largely of representatives from the very large universities and; in recent times, of representatives .
* The great middle class is
from the very small developing institution63
being neglected.

OPPORTUNITY UNDER THE BILL FUR NEVADA INSTITUTIONS

'Like many otber colleges and universities in "the great middle.class,"
the University of -Nevada wishes to strengthen its programs in inter national studies but simply. does not have the funds too so. The folOwing Opportunities provided by the International Education Act of
1766 are therefore particularly attractive to the university's administrators and faculty.
1: Because the emphasis at the University. of Nevada and Nevada
'Southern is on undergraduate training, the International Education.
Act would have its strongest impact on the undergraduate schools and
colleges. However, the university is also trying to expand its graduate

training. A master's degree .program bas been functioning On the

Reno campus for many years, in such departments as history; political
science, Sociology-anthropology, English; modern languages, econom.
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...

.

.

.

for, business administration. Ma-agronomy. At -Reno a strong doe -

''

1' foral:program now exists in English., and doctoral programs are being
iiiitiated. in iiistory. and political science. Masters degree programs.
Aire now being planned for the LaS Vegas campus.
While the university catalog lists ii number of courses in the inter-national area', understaffing often-creates serious difficulties in getting.
' the courses taught:- Language courses are liMited to French,.Gertnan,.
Spanish, Italian, Latin, and-Russian, .with the number and scope of
courses within a language often being less extensive thantlie university
.

--

'

Would like.

.

.

The university is therefore-eager to devise a coherent prograM to.
strengthen its present offerings in international affairs and to add

courses deSianed to intearate knowledge in various relevant diSciplines.

Not among the. 61. institutions operating NDEA langUage and area
centers, the university is also eager to give great emphasis to expand-.

ing its undergraduate and graduate language -programs. Such an

:

.opportunity is/provided. by the proposed amendments to. title VI .of the
National DefenseEducation
Act.
.
.
its comparative isolation from
2. The university wants to mitigate its
:

:

.

.

.

.

.

other centers of learning by -inviting eminent American and foreign
scholars for short periods of residence and/or for -series *of lectures
and seminars; as well as by encouraging faculty and students to travel
and study abroad,
. .
:.Nevada SOuthern's faculties of political science, history, and educlition' are also enthusiastic about establishing exchanges. of teacher
trainees and faculty, members. between the Las Vegas campus and a
' :foreign university. If such-a program could involve the "twinning".
..

.

'Of Nevada. Southern with a School abroad for swim-tier institiite.s and/.
or a':1- year.. program, Nevada SE6 i hern stands readY.to promote such
su affiliation with a Far Easternn erman, or English university.- --.

3. Nevada Southern is interested in :initiating an International.
Studies Center on the Las Vegas campus by establishing a' small

summer session programof..Western EurOpean area studies (politics,
history, culture and language, staffed by.Well4cnOwn authorities.
4. Nevada- Sikithern-s political. science and hiStory.. faculties are
especially -interested in setting up summer institutes. to retrain social
science teachers at '.-all teaching levels in .international relations, .con,-.
. temporary history (since'. 19-54), .comparative government, specific
area studies (such. as Africa or the Fat EaSt). 'and international law,
and organizations,-: Through tuition grants and scholarships, the nni.. rersity would like to expose these teachers to4he tremendous changes.
that have occurred in their disciplines since they attended. college.:
Having recently taught a summer emirse in, contemporary history to
Neradr, teachers, Dr: John.W. Wright endorses the' concept of summer
institutes: "I have never taught a course in which the-students'seeined:
to work toward satisfying such a deeply felt need and wereSopleased
with the results of their labor. ".:
.-

.

.

.

.

.

'.

.

- The lack -of adequate funding for .stafrand library ,acquisitions
has been an insuperable obstaele. to establishing these programs -art.
the University of Nevada. To encourage the achievement of the goals
stated in section 2 of the International Education. Act of 1966 by my

.
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own State university and by colleges and universities throughout our
country, I urge: favorable action outhis important legislation.
Senator MousE. We now welcome for the record it statement by
Senator Moss of Utah. ,I inn sure the subCommittee will give it every.
consideration.
STATEMENT OP HON, FRANK E. MOSS, A It.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF UTAH

....

\

.

Senator Moss. MrChairman and members.of the subcoinmittee, I
apOreciate this opportunity to give you my views on HI?. 14643. I
agree wholeheartedly with the bill's objectives. There is .one- additional feature that I believe
would Make the pill even more 'attractive.
r
.

NONPROFIT INSTITUTIONAL

IN BILL

The wording of the bill in its present form _ would. exclude public
and private nonprofit educationitl .orgaiaations from full participation in the program. Under-the bill the Secretary..of Health, Education,. and Welfare can include .these groups if lie believes they will
promoting internamake an "especially significant contribution's
tional understanding. It is my belief that we N. 1, realize the benefits
"of this program more fully if the Secretary
is gi .11 greater flexibility
.
.
incorporating nonprofit organizations into ti.is very worthwhile.
iii incorporating
.

.

venture.
By .using an example, the ,Foreign Laurruage League Schools, Inc,,
of Salt.Lake City, Utah, I believe I can best illustrate the point I. am
trying to make.. Last year this school sent over 2,004 students to five
different European campuses to study the langnage, history, and Cul- :
ture of Europe. All Of the returning participants felt they were bettet
world citizens after their experiences: This type of school exeinplifies
the standards of the act and does much to promote international under-.
standing.
.:

One additional factor to be cOnsidered is the cost of these programs.' Last.year the Foreign Language League Schools applied to

:operate an institute and was turned down_because they did not qualify
As an "institute of higher edUcation." -'hie cost of the Foreign Lan- .
gunge &eague to the GOvernment-winild7have been $250 'per par-

-ticipant: The institute that was finally sponsored cost $2,000 per
participant.

.

In corder to make this bill most effective we Must utiliZe all the resources we have. The public and private nonprofit organizations have
been. discriminated against in the paSt and will continue to be .dis- .Criminated against if this bill' passes in its present forth. Giving the
_Secretary of Health, .Educhtion, atict :Welfare greater fl4ibility,,so
that he can consider nenp.rufit o,rganizations and institutions of higher
learning on an equal basis, would be in the best interests of the bill's
objectives. Institutions like the Foreign Language League Schonls .
oughtto be utilized.
Senator Moen: We are pleased to present to, the subcommittee
statement from a Member .of the other House, Representative.Robsert.,
McClory of the State of Illinois.
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STATEMENT- OF HON. ROBERT McCLORY, A U.S.7REPRESENTATIVE

IN .CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
PROBLEM OF ADULT ILLITERACY ABROAD

Mr. MCCLORY. Let me .preface my statement to the subcommittee
by stating that my experience with international education has been
primarily as a U.S. delegate to the Inter-Parliamentary Union meet-

;

ingS for the last 21/2 years. In these meetings with members of Par lia-

ment from the nations of Western Europe and those within the Soviet

orbit as well as froin the developing nations of Asia, Africa, and
Central and South America, I came to appreciate the dire need for
literacy training in the developing countries, In this hour when we..
.

are seeking means for greater international understanding and peace
and when our Nation is striving for: friendships, particularly among
the developing nations, I cannot help but feel that .the objective of
promoting literacy among the 700 million adult illiterates around the
world is Of major importance.

,

.

Indeed, this was recognized by President Johnson in his historic
.

message on the occasion of the bicentennial celebration of the Smith--

sonian Institution in September 1965. He stated enthusiastically
that "This Nation's dream. of a great society does not 'stop at the
Water's.edge."

His first great recommendation, therefore, was "to assist the education effortof the developing nations and the developing regions." He
vowed to establish a task force in which' he said that, in addition to

Secretary of State RuSk and Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare Gardner, he would call.on leaders of both public and private

enterprise to join

.

mapping the great effort which he there

announced.

Thereafter the President did appoint Members of a task force. Of
the 11 citizens appointed, 8 were administrators or, professori of colleges and .universities. Another was the president of Education and
World Affairs. In my view there was not a.single representative from
the private sector who possesied credential§ which would identify him

as on expert or even moderately interested in the subject of world

literacy.
Nevertheless, in his remarks on the dedication of the Harry S. Tru=
man Center on January 21, 1966, the President declared that
International Education Act of 1966 which lie would soon put before'the .Congress would "launch,a series of projects to attack. illiteracy.".:
In 114ving, some knowledge d this subject, as I have indicated,' and
knowincr of 'the yearnihg of eople' in the developing countries for
leadership and support from the Congress, I took occasion to outline.
a .statement and recommendatiOns which I presented to the President's
Task Force.on.International Education. I s11a11 leave a-copy of those
recommendations, whickyou may wish to include in the record of your
hearings, with the committee.
.

UNESCO PROGRAM

When_the_Presidelit_cle,1 i vered-his.special-rneSsage- to-the Conaress------On 'February 2, 1.966, he made mention of a number of subjects which
were included in his Smithsonian address .and referred to some of
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the items 'which I had included in my, recommendations particularly

cooperation with UNESCO's world literacy program, the Peace

Corps school-to-school 'program, and. some other subjects. However,.,.
world literacy had at that time assumed a secondary or eVen a tertiary
role.
.

=

.

.

That message, of course, made its first reference to strengthening
"our capacity for international educational cooperation" and, with one
exception,, made ;reference to an. entirely .internal program in our
American educational system. The reference.tO assistin the. progress
of editcation in developing nations was relegated to thirct.place, and
contained no reference to legislationand emphasizing primarily an
increase in financial foreign.aid support. There was, for instance, no
reference to the 'assumption of 'responsibility for 'carrying out any

of the UNESCO pilot projects liar for the development of similar prop'
ects for literacy training in the developing nations:. Another exciting
and imaginative program looking. toward improved educational programs for the developing nations involves the establishment of regional.
educational centers whereby potential teachers and educators in the:de
yeloping nations, may gather. for instruction on how to improve the
quality of primary and secondary education in their own countries with
emphasis again on instruction in literacy..
It was disappointing thatino exciting new programs looking toward
helping the 700 million adult illiterates in the developing nations was
outlined.. Of course, the continuation and even.the expansiOnOf for
eign aid is of-interest:to some. However, it.is also a source of criticism
-

both here and abroad. The people in the developing nations want
something more than American dollars and, in my opinion,' they

deserve something more than a domestic program of international education such as the subcommittee is considering herq.
Asthe Washington Post said editorially, the title of this bill is Soniewhat . misleading. "It has nothing whatever fo do with improving:
the educational facilities- of foreign. countries." It is.-designed Solely
.

.

to promote American understanding, of foreign lands: My colleague
from Minnesota, Mr.. Quie, ,Said this.: "Those of .yOu who- are distilrbed about the Preaident's message. on international education feel
that :this is. .a way whereby we are *going.,to.educate; the world. Allay

your fears Because this has nothing to do with that."
NDEA AMENDMENTS

This legislation is, probably Unnecessary except with regard to .the
propoSed,aniendment of the National Defense Education Act to permit

expanded lariginige instruction. I would strongly support those
visions as I believe, the unanimous House and Senate would. Beyond
7 that, I believe that existing law.wouldpermit the programs which this
legislationpurports to authorize: Certainly the enlargement of areas
of international studies in the-undergraduate.branches of our Colleges
and universities, as well as -grt:,:utate centers of international studies,
Would seem to be possible under the present legislation for higher education. The onlyreason can see for this measure is to increase. the
.____Lanthorization-for-highereducation-through-legislation which purports
by its title to dO something vhich it "does not do and to fulfill promises

made by the President :to this Nation- and to the rest of the world

which, indeed; are not fulfilled in any-senschy this measure,
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The Internationhl Education Act of 1966 gives emphasis- at this
time to a subjed of low priority in virtual disregard of a subjeet of the.
highest primitythe literacy training of the people of the diveloping
nations.
I urge this committee to rewrite this measure or to table it pending
conipraehensive legislative and administrative programs for carrying
out the great objectives of educational assistance to the needy illiterates
,of the worlda most noble objective which this Nation should undertake. The cause ofong-fange international understanding and peace
depends upon such a program.. This bill does not, accomplish that; .
neither d s it tend in tat direction. In fact. , it-may contribute to
the delay .o achieving the ultiniate goal which we should be seeking.
.

.

REPORT N COMMITTEE QUESTIONS Or DEPARTMENTS OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE AND STATE.
(..f:
Sentitor11, oase, If I may have the attention of counsel for a minute,
it will buret tiled that -at the last public hearing the chairman in behalf
of the coniin ttee, as well as. Senator Javits of New York and Senator

..

Prouty of Vermont, assigned a few term papers for the work of the.
-Department Of. Health and Education,. and the. State. Department.:
-The record. shows that speaking for the committee', tle chairm an
pointed out that there was considerable concern within. the committee
concerning the...provisions of
international .,.education
It." is
our opinion that. some .of the provisions
provisions Were chalacterized by ambi-

.

guity.. The bill:lacked- definitive languagS that the -coniMittee felt
Should be written into thebill beforewe Could,give it favorable consideration.. Therefore, we submitted to the 'Department of Health,
°Education and Welfare and the State Department more than 50 cluestions, with the -.request that written answers to those "questions for

insertion in the record be submitted to thecoMmittee..
The questions have been -,answered. On behalf- of my whole corrimittee I express sincere appreciation and thanks.to the. Department of
.

.

Health, Education, and. Welfate. and. the State Departinerit for the

.

detail and the thbroughness with which they answered those questions.
'The .answers. submitted -by.the Department of Health, Education,and Welfare and the State Department remove a great, great many of-

the chairman's doubts .in regard to. this bill. - We are.going to have
further discussions with the officials of the .Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the State Department in regard to-the
few items that
My judgifientCan- ftirthef clarified and waI
strengthen the bill and strengthen my hand, when on the floor.of the
Senate I_ have the responsibility of managing the bill.. -But, certainly
the bill is in a -much stronger positron this morning than it was at
last. public hearing of this -subc,imminittee, .because at the last public

.

.

hearing of thiS subcommittee, in iny..judgment, on thobaSiSOf.the rec;-ord that had been made up that date,:this-bill-had-VerV little chance

of getting. out of this-committeein, I regretted it as I-expresse4 at '
because I yield to no one in myardent belief that the objectives-of the bill are essential to the -welfare of this :country and the
world.
We will insert in the record at- this point the questions and answers
the questions submitted by the subcommittee and the answers Sub-..

.
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.

,

.

mated to the subcommittee by the DepartMent of Health, Education, '
and Welfare and the State Department. Andy. once againy I .want
to say that I think this is a further demonstration of the wisdom of
this committee in conductin-g-these hea-iiTfis-on a seminar basis- where-

by we sit down as learners together in trying to make a record for the
public, based upon the facts as they arepresented in a. bill as important
', as this..
(The questions and answers.teferred to may be found on pri..167,
.

n207.) -7

-

'

'

.

..

.

.

Senator Moan. We now proceed with the witnesses this 'Morning.
The first witness is Di. Stephen Bailey,- chairman, Commission' on
International Education, ACE, and the dean of the 111axWell Graduate

School, Syracuse University, Sytacuse; 'N.Y.; and Dr. Samuel P.
Hayes; president of the"Foreign Polio), Association; Dr. James P.
Dixon chairman and preSident, Antioch 'College, Yellow Springs,
--.., Onto .Dr. Richard 'H. Logsdon, director; Columbia University Li.

.

:

9

braries,New York, N.Y.. and Din. Williaiii Warner, director,Ofhce of
Institution.
international Activities,
I want to say to you gentlenmen, if yon will come forward, that I
appreciate the help. that yoii[ are about, to give us. Mr. Lee says that

.

you ate Oft to testify ,inaividtially rather than as a panel, and that
.

is.perfectly satisfa&ory tome.
Dr.. Bailey, this isn't the first time you haVe Contributed to the education of this subcommittee and we are.glad to have you. Will you
..

.

come forward ?

/

STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHEN It, BAILEY,; CHAIRMAN; COMMISSION.

.0N.INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL .
ONF.±111CATION. (ACE); AND DEAN OF THE MARWEIL GRADUATE
7

SCTIOOL:.OF OITIZENSHIP AND. PUBLIC APTAIRS,..:SYRACUSE LrNIVERSITY, .SYRACUSE, N.Y.
!

,
.

Dr. BATLEY.. Mr. Chairman; my name is Stephen K. Bailey. I am
dean of the Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and 'Public Affairs, Syracuse University, and chairman of the Commission on International Education of the American Council on Education. Today. I
am representing the American Council on Eaucation, the Association
of 'American Colleges, the Association pf.State Colleges and UnivW.
.-.sities,- and time National AsSociittion of State Universities and Land -

/

.Grant: Colleges.
Mr. Chairman,' in view of..the limited time whiCh your subcommit,/:

tee has, I Would-like to request that my full .statement be insertedin
the record: I *could like, if it. meets with your approval, simply to'
summarizein 3 or 4 minutes the major. points I am attempting to make.
\

Senator MORSE.. We would appreciate that very much, Dr.. Bailey..
Your entire statement will be inserted in Ilia record. at ;hie time. and

'I.

you may,sanamarizeiit.

7

(The prePated statementOf

PREPARED STATEMENT OP: TEPIIEN K. BAIL
op. CITIZENSHIP AND PUBLIC ,AFFAIRS, ST

, DEAN, MAXWELL GRADUATE SCRUM,.
OUSE UNIVERSITY, S.YRACUS,

of the Subcommittee, my name S,tephen E.
Mr. Chairman,'. and
I am dean ofofthe .Maxwell Gradqate. School- of Citizenship and .Public
Affairs, .SyraCuse University,- and chalinian of the Commission bn Internatimfal

iBailey.

Education of the American Council on Education. I am pleased' to appear
,68-86.-- 46.--30
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before you in support of ..S. 2874 and H.R. 14643, the International EdUcatiOn
ligation, the Association
of American Colleges, the Association /of State Colle B and ,Universities, and
the National Association of '.State 0 Universities and and-Grant COD :Imes.
The membership of theAmericaa Council On'Educa on includes 1,2M colleges
: and universities, 184 nonprofit educational organize imp, and 50 nonmember
'affiliates; The Association of ^American Colleges. r 'resents, 873 Colleges ..and
Universities chiefly concerned with undergraduate e 'cation. The Association
of State Colleges and Universities includes 198 me
r institutions. The Na- .
tiOnal Association of State Universities and Land-0 nt Colleges includes' within
its membership the 97 land-grant colleges. and ate universities.
My testimonyOn the InternationalEducatiOn t of 1966 need:not be eitended.
The academic community .support if.''- It,i
mad and far-reaching legislation.
, The Act is comprehensive in purpose; ye 101ply and unambiguously rawn. It
Oats to improve the education of our 'own *pie, in,resPect to theirAandamental;
knowledge about other peoples and .nations. This, knOWledge is. of sriticalimportance to all A.mericans in the years ahead.- ; Y.,,.
,,,;
". j
II
Act. of ..19.06, representing, the American Council on

.

/

,

i

These are he basic obJectvies /or thia leigsdationiAs4veunderfittitidinein: ''!":i,They are heartily endorged bk. the academicsconiniunity. But, ,the means iteni-.braces are. as well most encouraging to us:
7
The Act.:prOposes to.
and isopoit the' educational instrument in
I.-

:

'

:

;.:.

the United Sires. It .proposes to do se 'in long-range developmental terms.
These are ter s congenial,
ngenial, indeed indisPensable,
the careful planning. of any

educational enterprise. We,, therefOre, applaud the wisdom of the framers. of.
the 'Act in recognizing that education is a protess, only slowly to be matured,.. '
built up over a, long period of time,' depending Upon competent planning ahead,' '
and depending Upon consistent and adequate support.

.. .
.

,.

,

,

',

I speak., of course, from the bias of tha,,:actidemia community... But, I *now'
that .others join with the educators in strongly endorsing the conceptien \ that
education is 'a central hope in the struggle for; world stability and Peace.. Last.
February, indeed, the President pointed Oat, "Ideas,' not armaments; will shape',
our lasting prOspects for peace.'!- We in the colleges. and universities coneUrt,
and ideas are the business Of .education. ' iT
:
The CongresS has Itself testified to the
point, in authorizing anteCeoents
'of this legislation. For twenty years we 'have fostered international ,understanding in the Fulbright exchanges. These are happily being acknoWledged
in this anniversary year. For nearly ae.long. a 'period we have extended Aineri,
can educational assistance to other-lands; tatelp promote -their`
and
.. growth through hunian resource 'development., Now,.1we : propose to enhaUee
through Ws -Act the literacy of .Americans concerning the world around them.
. The academic community believes this legislation.domes of a consistent lineage,
that the intent.of Congress iselear.
'.
'.. . .:'
,
I.
Having said that the purposes 'of this Act receive our enthusiastic endorsement ,
and.-that the meansehosen to further thoae PurpOsea' seem to us in pie colleges
and universities far,ighted,: let. Me-pass to more particular observations,
.-'
If .I may paraphrase testimony I gave 'last April Wore. the ;Task Foree , of:.

'

:

,

11/2

-

'I

;

.

,

.

the House Committee. on Education and.,Labor; I would. atress that ..this .i13.; net,

a "benefit thy, universities" act, although . it Will. clerirly,:benefit them.. tt-40,.'
rathilf,..al"benefit the nation"- act; since .it will enable acadeniic institutions to shoUlder more cOmpetently than ever before a ;fUndanientel. responaibilit
to our people. This legislation seeki to_ remedy two interrelated educational
deficiencies: the comparative ignorance .,of.. most Aniericane about the world.
around them, and the shortage of manpower' cOMpetent ta work in'the inter,.,
national cOntext-Whether as ,goVernMent officers, business 'men, .Or acaderat.'
clans.

,'

With all' of our undoubted national strengths, respOnsibilities, and yten. rela-

tiVe sophiStiCation,' we are only. slowly coming to recognize'. hoW. little we really
know particularly .about _the "non-Weste ' two-thirds of mankind -- Yet, this

is the volatile two thirds;' the peoples O

..

expectation,

.

/

;

.-

resent .disadvantage but of rising

.-

.

.

iv..

We are less ignorant about. these peoples than we used to be, in part because,
of the educutianal channels of .cominnnication we have established with them
over the past two decades. :In providing educational assistance to theii-soCie.

,

ties we have learned a good deal about. the problems and aspirations which
motivate them.. But, we don't know . anything like enough, and what. we .4
know as. n result of our' exPerience with .development assistance abroad haS.,-,
.

.

.

.

.

...

..17.
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been focused in our higher education, system at ;relatively !foci .pointsehiefli:
in/the large universities which have worked most. extensively in the, overseas.
development assf-tanee.programs.
,'
Li
..
...,!
/ The federal's* pport authorized in Section 3 and,* of this Act takes account of
our very grea . need to be more literate about these developing. societies. Its
specific purpose is to enable Institutions generally to strengthen .thOr International research, teaching and curricula, especially 'in the ."non-Westere areas.
.

,,

1

In providing support both at the undergraduate and graduate levels, the
/ Act wisely treats higher .education as an afticulated whole. With more and
7.
more of our :People:being. educated at- least through the, .baccalaureate, and
't
with an increasing.; Percentage Of 'undergra tes, gd,lng on- to post- graduate. . .

.

work, the authorizations at both levels are of ci cal importance.
.
,For Many of our citizens,, formal 'education ends, with the bachelor's degree.
Education's best chalice to help these Americans understand. their complex world ....,
,

.

.

: exists akthe undergraduate level. A ,great many,. however, .go onfortraining

in the professional schools. of .education, law, medicinN business and public ad-

,

ministration, agriculture and engineering,
welli.les doctoral work in the
sciences, social sciences, and humanities. , The :university faces a. *continuing
,..--..'. nresponsibility-for,the cultural literacy of these people as well Thisis pacticu: larly.true in view. of the almost Insatiable need of our government,. the -United'2",
Nation's, and the emerging . nations 'for qualified professionals in almost. every
fleld'of knowledge who can make 'Constructive and sensitive contributions to
' international development, and this to .world stability. In terms either. of general or professional education at every level Of higher education,. the support
provided in this Act will enable our 'institutions to break through past paro- ,%
chialisms. If we are to progress aS a major and responsible world power, this
-' breakthrough must be achieved. .Andthis, I take it, is the major/thrust of the.
.

International Education Act of 1966.
.Althotigh speaking principally to the undergraduate collegeln its statement on
Non-Western Studies in .the. Liberal. Arts 'College, the Association, of American.

°

."'.

.

Colleges .two
ago pointed.to an urgency in the need for, support.which is,
applicable at bdth the undergraduate and graduate,levelt-The Assoelation'q
report stated, ".*
the majority of colleges are at least aware of the challenge
presented .by ;ion-Western study.' A sizable minority-have already responded to
this Challenge. Others seem anxious to ao so. But,! if progress is to continue,

help iff.:needed=for students, for faculty and for librariee--.--and it is heeded now
when the critical step ass been taken and the will to go forward is strong." '. .
In the bearings .before the House .Task Force. Mit April; qhancellor John T.

Caldwell, North.Carolina State .University at Raleigh; teStifyingln, behalf of
the National AssOciation of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges: a'ndthe
'`Association of State Colleges and Universities,. stressed a point of von!), imporr
;. tance. He said at that time: "MayI emphasize that it is Iniportant to. niterrret
both Sections 3 and 4 of the propofted Act so as. to labsUreopportunity for full

.,
,

involveMent.of students in all disciplines of the college or university:. .. ,.-. i
1.
"The student of tomorrow,*111 have' an inereasinglimpaet on woe affairs and'.

on -cultural and profesSional. development regardless pf whether hi major area

h- ..
in the social sciences or the liberal arts: Thevniversity has.a heavy resPonsib' ,
ity to provide appropriate international education( fo these, diverse. scholars:"
Both of these eniphases.-upon non-Western studie ndUpon the.total 'involve-,
went of studentsseem to me to strike right to;the c re of this Aces justification: >
We in the academic community;:then, assume th this-legislation- supports. a
concept which we -have come to-regard as' vital/. It is that the 'fostering of
literacy 'in International matters..is .a central, not peripter.al; responsibility of
every academic institutionlarge or small. We shall meet th-e challenge -in the
Act to plan ahead across all the. diseiplines and levels of higher' lcarning... We
see in it,as much opportunity for developing the international. concerns of the
small liberal arts college as for the, great university.- We Welcome. -the. opPor, ..
' tfinity it affords to broaden find,'enrich curricula; to underwrite, needed research.
of university study lain agridulture, engineering, laW, br a specif16 disc

to sponsor needed travel, to strengthen language and area -programs...- All.pf these,
faiith.Orities will enable the individual colleges and. universitieff'better to': prepare '
,:our people for the major rOle.they will carry in the world for a-, very tong time 't,

We also are particUlarly pleased with the flexibilitieS in theAceS 'authorizations. We believe that they 7?;,11I permit us more effectively to tackle problems
.whiCh have thus far, hampered our. progress. Smaller institutions; for example,

.

.
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can hardly hope to build resources adequate to all Jile tasks they should shoulder
in this area.' The Art, 1 take it.. permits grants to groups of suet institutions so
that they can pool their resources and build combined strengths. Other nom
profit organizhtions and entities capable of making contributions to international
education may also receiv . grants under thislegislation. All institutions. large
hnd small, are enconra
to develop new approaches to fulfilling the purposes of
this Act. We believe the e iire imaginative provisions.
With the.large and in portant tasks of this legislation in view, we in the .academic community have ad to ask ourSelves about the levels of funding required..
As this Subconiniittee s aware. witness after witness before the House Task
Force testified that the levels' of support proposed did not comport ,with the job
to be done. 1 myself w s one such witness. But,' evaluating the iiiithorizatioms
in the House Bill. as l' used...against the needs of approximately 2.000 college's

.

1

.1

.

.

.

and universities,. I, am impressed that much more precise "costing" must be
undertaken than has y, t- been possible. We in the American Council on Educa,
.tton are nowrunning me preliminary test-checks in representative institutions

.

0 precisely" to 'enable us o Make more firm eAtimatesnii this point. and -to share..
what wisdom we can derive from this 'exercise' with our government coliengues
who wili administertrmkAct..
On principle, hciweve , I am convinced (as I previously testified). that a nation.
Which does not 'strain at spending $100 million for a single eyelbtron should perhaps take a larker view than the House Bill alloWs of what it should cost to build
up a true international competence throughout American higher education. We'
must keep in Mind that inane institutions whiCh it is the purpose of this.legis-. ,
lation to assist will he "starting from scratch" or- nearly so. Others Will he tar
advanced in -their experience and in their programming :. These, "anti all others
.

.

.

.

.

in the spectrum in between, merit support. if their long-range eights can be
competently set.

--

.

.

'Az.,

.

In these eiremnstances.we believe it sensible to regard the existing authorizations priniarily Pis planning fundii. Wisle administration by the new Center tor
Educatial Cooperation; at least for the first year or so. could concentrate
Educational

,..

on allocating planning grants to all types of institutions prepared to develop
truly long-range international programs. As such planning takes concrete form.

I am confident that we can ettrapolate overall national funding' needs on a more
adequate basis; and.the Congress could be advised with greater assurance than
'is now possible of the levels required to give full forceand effect to this 'legis.
lation.
' One of the'strongeSt feature's of this Act Is its proposed five year authorization.
We in the institutions regard this as an .alisolittely fundamental step forward.
We are. of course, fully aware of the responsibilities of the Congress in the
annual review of appropriations. AS I am surerethis Committee 'appreciates. how-.
end derrlopment Of educational programs, depends upon a
ever. ca
careful
continuity difficult to reconcile with short-teim, fUnding.. The five Year authorization seems to us a workableCompremise in this dilemma. It permitninstitutions,
to plan ahead in the only way they can .,-, It retains in Congress the responsible
control of federal funding. Permitting review by the legislative committee having
.

1

.

jurisdiction of the results of the program at the end of a reasonable initial
period. We firmly believe that both the Congress and the institutions will find"
this system workable. and more efficient than. the, short-term authorization
pattern.
..
...
.

.

.

.

.

My emphasis upon,- the -long-range .--deVeloPineni"ot this suPport program"
suggestli that I comment briefly on another matter. It is a source of cOncern to

some that educational planning in the national interest has brought -about an
increasing, interdependence-between government and the academic community.

This inter- dependence IR. amobvious fact. as much far - seeing legislation of the
past .several years amply testifies. Steadily mounting "government support for .:
education has resulted. ;
.

.

..

.

There are those who fear that this-relationsbif government dependence on
colleges and universities for tasks only they can do...of institutional dependence
upon government for indispensable financingwill dictate the functions and.
values of the academic community, leaving it prey to 'federal control. I am not
myself overly concerned, and I am glad .to set that the Act takes this problem _into
Recount.

.

officials have ever attempted
"attempted in .;'.
It Would be naive to assert that no f
"control" the programs of institutions underwritten with federal funds, and
equally unrealiStic to assume that no colleges or universities have cut their,
.

.
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,

snits to lit the federal cloth: I think it much more signi
the record foi integrity and sensitivity to the issue h
on both sides. I-am \glad that this is.,so, for I am
dep4odence Wikt increase in future.
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in that the mutual

-

;--.---.177-7.-?;'

.

,Whr this Apt seems to be to reflect is an unusual co1ncI nee of government;
and edacational interest. The chances- of either partner se thusly challenging
..-the autonomy* the other appear to me minimal. We hive h re a governmental
proposal to strengthen,
educational process at a poi t Ion regarded' by edt----1-7./ cators as essential. The Act proposes to do so in ter Is. whi h educators. will
.' define and control. A promising congruity between the nation -and. the educa'Ilona' interest marks this legislation.
In stunmary,_the impression I should like to leave wLti you .18 his. We in the a-cadmic community believe the purposes and '&017181 ns of th .InternatIiRsar
Education Act of 19(36 are pound and very clearly in the public interest. We
Stand ready to cooperate wholeheartedly, in furthering
pur
We are
prepared to do so 'not simply because government asks us to, altho gh this is no
small consideration, but because we believe the purpoes of thls ct are basic to our own educational responsibilities. We are convincd that ther is reflected
/. here a genuine Coincidence of interest. We look fo word to th enactment--rm
/
of this legislation as one more evidence of Congress enlightened conception
of the vital stake this nation has in international' edu ation.
I
.` Senator. MORE . Dr. Bailey, I feel I should it logize to yot and the .........,,
1

.

.

.

!

other- witnesses, \ but I, have no choice but 'i o follow this procure in ---_
limiting the testimony. -After all, I thofight.we ought to demcnstrate .
to you (rentlemen and to the- country that the !members of th s sub-- ...
committ6ee are not nonreaders.
-.
Sometimes I get a little suspicious that I belo ig o a great soci .ty of
nonreaders called the Congress of the United states, but this su otni
m ittee at least is it n exception.' You may be tire that not .ohl the.
.-1
members of the subcommittee will read every jword that you ha . in
your statement, but these assistants of mine w ll'testify, ,I make tl ev.
earn their nioney They are not only going/ to have to read it ut"
submit to ..us -a .detailed analysis of "the testimony of. every ,witn
-----

_...

:

1

!

ore the Stibetnninittee..

-,,_:_ .--

So, I want to thank you- for this:coc-ierafion.- Your statement,

lithe record and you may sutnmarize
/
Dr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Essentially, the statement
does .;tliree things. It first endorses wholeheartedly the basic prini.
ciples of the bill, recognizing. 'chat this is and represents an investnien
in the instituti nal strength of American colleges and universities' i
a most imports t area.
Second, it
gnizes that education can be over the long rim an in.

/ strument of7d tamic stability, in the world society, that ultimately
the capacity .o tit country to understand the rest of the world and to
/ provide knowledge, scholarship, students and citizens who are sensifive to these extremely important issues, Will help in developing op.

tions to war, will help in developing the type of international cooperation which must be the base of any peaceful w.orld.
Third, the bill recognizes that education is a long process. p:It is not
something you can turn on today and turn off tomorrow, so .that we
are particularly happy about the 5-year a horization provision.
/

AcArnmic coNTrum OF /PROGRAM

Education; as you know, sir, from your past career as a dean, in'volves a; long period of gestation, planning for the hiring of. people,
for, the development of library resources,' for the training and cultivii-

,i

-1
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lion of the .hums ti mind: And under this general-matter of prin-

ciples;*0 are .pleased to see the strong affirmation that the educational
institutions themselves essentially will control the operations of schol-

arship ..and research in a cooperative relationship with the Federal r
Government,-but with guarantees for our academic freedom and our
independence. .
The second general Point made in our prepared testimony is that we
. are happy about the broad coverage and the flexibility. of the bill, the
fact that it deals not only with graduate institutions but undergraduate

Concerned not only with research at home but
institutions,-that
language
(re and'
with travel abroad,.that it. extends and liberalizes the 'ngua
area training piiiirisions of the National Defense' Educat,on Act, and
that all types of institutions, including professional associations re-lathd to international 'education are brought within.the purview of the
bill's provisions.
NEEDS FOR CAREFUL PLANNING

The third point we make is a point we stressed in our testimonybefOre the House_ committee last spring, and that is that- whatever
the existing fiscal StrictUreS. and we recognize theni as serious, and
whatever the need for initial planning and very careful planning, in
developing the prograM and theguidelines for this act, the long-range
financial claim upon the Federal Government is bound to be far-more
-significant -than, at least., was presented by. the administration. last
spring.
We are haiipy to see the adjustments made by the- House-in its
action on the bill, and we are hopeful that there will be an extrapolatiOn of those predictions arid authorizations into the future so that we
can take accOunt:of .the tremendous burden /which_higher education
in and the need for very substantial Federal sup is presently carryg,

port to help in tli1Sendeavor..

Mr. Chairman 'that. concludes my summary, and-Isliall be glad to *3.answer any onestions I can.
Senator. MORSE 'Dr. Bailey; I appreciate. very much the three point

that you have made. , As far as your other observations, this bill ran
into difficulty with this committee prior to the clarifying statements
Tofthelepartinentsand-on-cliffrious grounds,- But- one-was:that' borne
of us felt, and I think it would have given great difficulty to the bill:
were it not cleared ,up, that there was an administrative. authority retained in the bill that in our judgment would impinge upon the independence of the institutions of higher education to direct this program
under the.obiectives of.the bill. It is our view that they and they.alone
are best qualified to direct and control the program.
FEDERAL CONTROL

As you know, I have been ow of the spokesmen for both the Kenisnedy and the Johnson administrations in regard to educational
lation. asserting the American people that the Federal -Governrrient is
assumingaits share of the responsibility to help meet' the educational
crisis, would not lead to any Federal direction or control of the educa,
tional processes, of this copnry. at any level, higher education, or
elementary or secondary.

.
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We have succeeded remarkably well in !laying to rest the old

.

c-7

scarecrow argument that the Federal Government cannot. participate
in assistingthe educational processes. of this counti7 without. its lead-;
ing to Federal Government domination of education,
I have never feared it, and I continue not to fearlt, provided we so
word the legislation that we pass as to provide in fact for autonomous
control.at the institutional levels. I think we will have that guarantee
retained in this bill when we finally pass it in the Senate and in the
Congress. But I am very glad that in your very first point tlis morning you yourself' mentioned this matter of maintaining the. independence of the institutions in the academic world.
I have said so many times, both in hearings and in. executive sessions

of this subcommittee, we don't have to worry about our institutions
of higher learning. They are available to the Government and to the
people,of this country to develop a sound educational program, if you.
will give them the assistance so that they cant and I think we need to
be very careful in this bill as well as. in .the higher education bill and
.the elementary-secondary bill, to see to it that theiurisdiction of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and in connection
with this bill also the. State Department, does not involve a determination.in any respect of educational policy.
I think educational policy Ilas4o,be
imined outside Ot the Fe4
oral Goveknment, and the Federal ''lfivernment should come 'to 'the
itatistancefinancially, to provide our educational institutions with the
wherewithal with which they can develop educational programs, purchase equipment, and participate in the formulation of governmental
procedures and policies, respecting education..

You will see, when you read .the -answers that we have obtained
from the administration, that there is no quarrel with me on that major
point. There hadn't better be; because I will not support 'Any legislation that violates it.
On the other hand the institutions of higher learning_ have ft trust
1

to,see-to it that our hands are strengthened *hen we argue for such'
legislation. There should be no reason for the taxpayers to have any
doubt that you are going to come forward both with an educational
program that is desirable and also with a fiscal policy that will give
the taxpayers the assurance that, they
-eff,ici
0

CAAEbiIC FitEEDall

I think this first point that you make is of great importance. I
:think very clearly your statement also covered the next point that I
want to mention. This bill was in great difficulty in our sul3commi
because we felt that it needed to clarify. it in regard to prc,ftection'of
what I.call true academic freedom,, and that is the freedom of the edu-

cators of this country and the institutions of 'learning of this country

to-pursue the truth and the facts wherever the truth and the facts

lead..
As you know, theri5 has been very gi*iit collcirn. developed among
us'conc;erning a trend in recent years between the federal Government

and the institutions of higher learning or some of the professors and
some of the administrators of those institutions as to whether or not
true academic freedom has beep' protected.

'
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have been very greatly concerned ,about the disclosures of CIA
contracts and Defei,, contracts and State Department.Contracts which
seem to indicate that the contracts are based upon getting institutions
.

of higher learning thrOugltheir faculties to pursue a point of view.
We are not interested in such points of view. 'We are not interested

in appropriating taxpayers' money to pursue a .point'of view, We
think that to do so creates a tainted program and has had a very deleterious effect on the institutions of higher learning in thie:country..
I think all institutions suffered from it. It is the old story that one
rotten apple in a barrel sooner or Inter infects the whole barrel.
You are going to be pleased I think With the assurance that we get
in tfie answers, to these very pointed questions. I would limit fought
this bill to a finish, and I. wouldn't have been alone. There would
have .been no international edUcation.bill,. if we couldn't. get_ this mat ter cleared up. .It is more impoant to .the people of this country

that we keep.' the institutions of higher learning intellectually purethan to keep' them Well financed.. That is to put. it bluntly.
I interpret. your remarks to imply at least that you are .satisfied
t!u the bill, if we pass it, I am sure it will be strengthened with the
answers. The bill, if we pass it,, in no way is going to interfere with \
true acadethic freedom on the camp
of this country. The real
demic freedomalthough it is related to the relationships with pro....
fessors' the mil academic freedom is Whether or not an institution is
ilree to sears % out. the.triith and report the truth as it finds it and
follow where those faCts lead.

.

.

I sit. before you this morning a much happier person than I was 'thelast time I presided over this hearing. Then I was greatly ccinreined with whether or not the international education bill, as it hadbeen: interpreted by some, was a bill which would make it More nossible
for the Federal Government entering into 'contracts, in secret, fashion,

throlit,ikthe CIA and the Defense Department and the institutions to
produce research -reports thatere really the reports of hired academi
men to propagandize a point of view.
That. should have no place in the academic life of this country. It.
has no place in any-insAution of learning in Allis country, and no. -.
instAntionol _learning will ever. get my vote, for the sup.0...rtLo.itlytt;

nave

nd

anything tosar abontit, if there is even a .Semblance of 'that kind of
what. I have on other occasions called academic propaganda.: /Tam proud to say that Ihayen't met with a single' academic perSon
who hasn't agreed that there must be no doubt. about the fact that this
is pure. educ ion we are supporting and not propagandized educatim.
PORTLAND, OREG., 111171ING

A week 'ago Fr ay
a group of college

It I met on a panel in Portland, Oreg.. with
;dents and deluts, and they took exactly the

same PositiOn'and save me assurance that with their study Of, the ob

jectives of this hill, particularly with the answers from the bepart,.
meat of Health. Education. and Welfare, and the State Department,
which 1 had with 'me, and from which I quoted at great length as my
contribution to the panel, left- no room for doubt that we could all go
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ahead and enthu4iastically support this bill and have no more concern
about whether-or not the institutions were going to remain free.
I have made that little speech because I have been misunderstood
by some academic people. as to why I was opposing the international
education bill in its original form, why I said I thought- it. Would. be

Well to let it go over until January. I..hope now we can get it out
before we-adjourn, if a sine die adjournment is prior to the. election.
I' shall do everything I can to get it out. It may very well be that we
Will get it out after the 'election if it is decided to have an earlier lidjOurnment than has been heretofore discussed, and. come back, as
think under those circumstances we should iminediately after the election.

But. I thought you ought. to 'know what my position has been as

chairman of this subcommittee. I was not acting alone. I was acting

.

With the majority support of my subcommittee.
One other p6int. I think, Mr. Lee, it is very important that .Dr.
Bailey and all the other witnesses here thisniorning have made available to' them at the earliest moment the.fult record, that we are making
here today. Although have to close the record on-Thursday,. if we
are.evor going to get on-with-this, it does not mean, Dr. Bailey, that
you are IIOt free- to submit to the any additional memorandum you
want before-we get this bill to the floor of the Senate that I can use on
, the floor of the Senate, if there should-develop any 'attacks on this
from any quarter.
. We need the help of all 'of you to meet any criticism that may be
directed toward, this bill. if,wed(i..hot succeed in putting into the record

before we close it adepittte answers to any criticism.
Dr: BAILEY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this and we. stand. ready
to be of any possible help we can be to you. I would 'like simply to
eipresS personally and as a representative of Syracuse University
and of the American Council on Education and the other associations:
listed our 'very warm appreciation not only for your support ofiicademic freedom in this particular context,- but. for a 'consistency of personal record, Sir,.over the years on this subject by the 'chairman.
.

. FUNDING OF PROGRAM

Senator. MORSE, You are very kind. One question: asked through
me.by Mr. Lee, counsel to the committee. The House act provideS
hods for only 3 years. Is your statement- on page 7 directed to urging
that We' put in dollar amounts for the fourth and fifth: years?
.

.

Dr...13A.ux-r. Yes, sir.. I. would like very much to have dollar amounts
for the fourth and fifth years.
Senator MORSE. I think we are going to have to do that, Dr. Bailey,

in order to aVoid=and I *think it is a. sound objectionin order to
avoid the objection that always develops in the House, and among
ninny of us in the Senate as far as open ended 'authorizations are
'concerned. I think we ought to tie it down to specific amounts.
,In the Semite bill, 1970, we.have a total of -$151 million, in 1971 we

baVe $211 million; and I think ire ought to putii- in at least.forconferencepurposeS, That will' get us into agreement: with the House
in their. general opposition, to open ended authorization. They may
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not agree with, our amount. We may have to do some bargaining
on that.. .
.

.

Dr. BAILEY. Y6s, $ir.
Senator MORSE A10101101 I do not think we in any way:are putting
,

.

in an amount too large.

.

.

.

.

.

Anything further, Mr. Lee ? I want you to feel free---Senator:
Javits couldn't. be here this morniig but his assiStant is here. I want"
you to feel free, you don't luive to go through 'me. if some-question
-comes to your mind, you can ask it in behalf of Senator Javits. Thank you - very- much.
.

.

.

Dr. BAILEY. Thank you very much, Mr.. Chairman.\..
Senator MORSE.; 'The 'next witness will be Samuel P. Hayes, president of the. Foreign. -Policy Association: We are very glad ;AD *have,,.
you . May I tharik. you in -behalf of: my subCommittee for 'the .help ...c
that the Foreign- Policy Association has been to us.
\!
You may proceed. in your own .way.
..t
.

\

..

.

STATEMENT OP DR. -SAMUEL 1'; HAVES, PRESIDENT, PORETGN.
POLICY ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.
/
.

.

Dr. HAVES. Thank vou, Mr.= Chairman:. I. am most appreciative \
of the opportunity -)f-..being here to testify on this Very inportant..

\

legislation.
..-You ;nay know that as an .organization we don't take positions -on
issues or on legislation. I am; therefore; appearing in my perSonal
have submitted a-statement for---.-7capacity as an expert in this field.

the :subcommittee and will follow. Dean Bailey's precedent in not

reading the statement to you. I would like to summarize it,. if. 1 may.
Senato MORSE. President :Hayes, your entire statement will be
.printed in the-record at this pointi,and you may summarize it in-your
own way.
"(The Prepared statement of Dr. Hayes follows:}
.

.

PREPARED' STATEMENT OF 'SANIVEL P. HAYES, PRESIDENT,' FOREIGN .POLICY
'ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK',- N.Y.

I am.Samuel P. Hayes. President of the Foreign Policy Association. Ai you

May know, the Foreign Policy Association is a non-partisan, non - profit, educational organization, privately supported by foundations, eorporations . and individuals. We operate 'as a central source of information', consultation, and materials on world affairS'education.- We work _through existing organizations' or
institutions which share our interests. These include secondary schools, the
extension services of universities, and voluntary adult educational. groups concerned with world affairs. Our relationship with these allies is that of a catalyst
and consultant, attempting to focus their attention on the needs and opportunities
for world affairs educatidn and then helping them develop educational programs.

The views I. am presenting are my own rather than those of the Foreign
Policy Association as a coiporate body.; But. 'of course, these views grow in
major part out of the work of the FPA, which has been engaged in world affairs .
education for almest 50 years. They also grow out of my own earlier experience
in research and teaching about public opinion,:my service. in international agen-

. cies of the Federal Government, and my experience as Professor of Economics and

Director. of the Center pr. Research on Economic Development at' the University of Michigan.
:,. It is a privilege to have. the Opportunity to present to this Committee views
on matters so important' to this country.. America's role in the .world and its
World interests Make it Imperative that greater attention be given to the study of
international affairs at all levels of American .educationelementary and secondary schools, colleges, graduate schools, and in adult educationif we are to meet
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the ehallenges 'confronting us in the world. I welcome this opportunity to
pre apt my views on critical needs for certain types of international education.
I would like to direct the 'committee's' attention to two needs, bbth of which
I believe are of great iinportance, and r.neither of which, seems to me; is
covered in the present bill with sliflicient specificity. These needs are: first, the
need for better preparation of secondary school teaChers to deal *ith international affairs; and second, the need for continuing educationon international,
affatrs-for adult opinion leaders.

TEA611..ER PREPARATION

The critical probleni of teacher education itself has two aspects:: first, the
need fOr. better preparation of the teachers now being trained:in, our. colleges,
and second; better preparation for those teachers already ,in .service. in ..Our
secondary schools.
During the, past few years we in FrA. have discnssed the problem of world
affairs 'education with teachers, social studies supervisors, and: school administratota.in many parts of the country. These conversations, plus .the :very con-

. siderable number. of requwts we receive fromSchools.for assistance,:strengthen
our conviction that a major portion of the social studies teaChers in secondary
schools today have not had the opportunity for. sufficient study of international.
Affairs to be able to teach this importentsubject matter effectivelyi the class- ,

.

room.

Even today, althoughimprovement.is being 'made, most ;social.

being graduated from teacher training institutions have not had

dies eachers
loPportunity

to acquire an adequate background in international affairs.-

lu-iny view,this need deserves -a more direct approachthan-Ap ars-to:be
taken by the International Education ACt as passed by the Hot*. ;
Teacher, education or training is not mentioned specifically ixi the.Act but, of
course, may be included under the reference to "professimAlianOther fields of.'
study." There I& also a reference to it in -the House CommiOe's"Report El.CCOM-

' "believethat improvement otteachertraining in international
affairs is' sufficiently critical to warrant specific mention/in'the Act or, at'a

minimum, an indication in the Senate. Committee's Report on the Act that a major
purpose of the .newly authorized support 'for graduate and'undergraduate 'educe-,
tlon is the better preparation of teaChersfor secondary schOole.

It cannot be assumed that the Acrp, present. provisions for strengthening the
graduate- training. of scholar§ and specialists_ or the ecinew .program. to increase
the emphasis on international affairs in the undergni Uatey-curriculum will automatically provide- better teacher training. I stress' this because,- with,. a few
'exceptions,. there is little--tradition In American eduction. of cross .fertilization
between Schoolsof education on the one-hand and ilia academic-disciplines that
.make up international studies on the other. Support for the latter gives little
its.surance that the former will benefit

'

-

.

The second aspect of tha teacher-training problem I. would like, stress .conCerns.the estimated 100,000 teachers of social studies who .are already teaching
in the. U.S. secondary schools. Most of tyese have never had the opportunity,
to study international affair- in any systematic fashion in their Undergraduate
-training. Because perhaps half of Ourikesent high, school populationviill not
go on to college, we believe it is especially important 'to', provide their.. present .&),
teachers .with. greatly expanded opportunity for in-service training. in international affairs: finless the teaching improves, most futtfre citizens will continue
to lack any adequate introduction to'world affairs.
It:might be'argued that Auffici,ent opportunities for teacher training in international affairs are now available through NDEA. summer institutes, because

'

those in history, 'economics or civics may include materials on international
affairs. However, in prac* the attention given to international affairs in the
NDEA summer institutes appears to 7" Small. "believe that the addition in the
new legislation of 'specific ,anthorizatton for Institutes in international affairs
would attract the interest and attention of professors of international relations.
By and large, such profeSsors have not been. actively involved in institutes, on
history, civics or economics:

.

.

Additional emphaFfs on in-service teacher training in 'the language of the bill'
or of the Committee's Report would also serve to encourage institutions apply-

' ing for support for Centers .for Advanced International Studies to consider
the holding of/teacher institutes as an integral part of their/overall intern&
tioual affairs activities.

../

-

.
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The second great area of need I would like to discuss is continuing eduCation
for adults. Our nearly 50 5,ettrs of experience in the field of titian education

leads, us to believe there is a .'critical need for a broad' scale and intensive
affairs directed to adult opinlon leaders.
programof education in
I am not referring here tit
to national personalities and VIPs, but to leadership at

the community leVel, including clergymen, civic leaders !.editors and commenta-

.

.

tors nn radio, TV and in the press, businessmen and bankers, union officials,
farm leaders,- State and local governient officials, end :educators'at all levels.
Still another -important group :comprises those who plan informal educational
programs in world' affairs 'carried on h.v voluntary organizations"' across. the
countryby -.women's groups, 'business :.nd labor organizations, Civic clubs, .
world affairs councils, and 'church groups. One of the important ways in which
members of the larger'public develop their ideas is by personal interaction with

,
such "opinion leaders".
Even though a great nany.-of these opinion leaders have completed college and
often graduate or professional studies as well, few have obtained much formal
education. in international affairs, and even the -little-they have' Obtained is now
largely out-of-date.' In international affairs, continuing 'education is even more
..
necessary than In many other fields of knowledge.
Continuing .education 'in_ world affairs for adults has been given no specific

.

.

attention- in the education legislation, enacted by Congress to date, so far as I
know.. I would suggest that colleges and universities 'engaged in extension
work, as well. as other educational organilatio.n.lte- encouraged -liY4ndertake
or expand Continuing education in international affairs.
The importance of continuing education is recognized in Title I of the Higher
Education Act Of1905,-but-this-legislation appears to be focused. sharply on ..
activities directed toward the,, solution of comninnity problems. Relatively few
International affairs topics seem tome to fall in this category.
It should be borne In mind that most of .those. to. whontj pare: referred ns
opinion' leaders have little' Interest inobtaining more acaditillNieR4rItit-tlie
most part their needs for continuing education are best -met thAugh .short
courses, institutes, conferences, aud..--seminars rather an-more traditional
credit courses.

In summary, Ifeel-the are two-major areas in international education:

: that need attention and stimulus,,,ntunely, - teacher education and continuing

.

education for adults. I Urge the. Committee to consider carefully,, first7-the.
--- need to strengthen the capacity for international studies of the some 750 teaaer .
training institutions in the United States; SecOndthe.needs of almost 100.000
social studies teachers now serving in our secondary schnols, for training which.
will' permit them 'to teach international affairs effectively ; and third-4-he "'
desirability of providing key members' of _our society greater opportunities for
continuing education in international affairs.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, fOr the opportunity of testifying before this
distinguished committee on this very important bill.

Dr. HAYES. The bill as we have read it appears to be priniarily con cerned with two major groups, graduate students and undergraduate
students; and we have a particular interest in two target groups within-

the population which we feel are not pointed lip as -specifically as
might be done in the bill, 'particularly. in view oPtheir critical im-.
portance in the process of building au} informed public opinion.
TEACHER PREPARATION

I am speaking of two groups here, first, teachers in secondary schools,
and second, a sector of the general. adult population which we characterize'as `.`opinion leaders." I don't very much like the term, but here
I am referring to such people as ministers, edUcators lieopid in press,

TV; radio; farm leaders, union leaders, business ldders, and so on,
in the adult population, most adults, after all, are generally very
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Much undereducated in the field of international affairs, and if educated at all theY are out of date in their, understanding of this general
subject.
With respect to teacher's, there are first the teachers in service now,

who in most cases have not had an opportunity to study foreign

affairs. We are hoping that there will be a.; great increase and a. great
improvement in the teaching of foreign affairs in the secondary schools,
and yet the teachers themselves are not qualified inn most cases to use
the materials,,to introduce the new programs, -to be effective teachers
of ifiternational affairs. So, we see. a great need for .support, of inthe form o- f. summer institutes, perhaps
perhaps
service
inn other forms, but a special emphasiS on teacher training-for teachers
already in the secondary schools..
Secon, those teachers who. are currently studying in teachers colleffeS have eery littlein'the. way of foreign affairs teaching and instuction available to thein.. There are very few professors of international
affairs in teacher ethicatiOn institationS. There. is Ordinarilirelativelv
little interaction between the schoql of education and departments Of
a university where interimpolitical science or other 'departments
tional affairs are important.
I might say in this connection that 'an important exception to this
-IS the University of Oregon, where there is good interchange between
the school of. education .and-John-Qange-tid-his -Institute- of Inter.- national Studies- and Overseas Administration. There a re some. -other
exceptions too, but generally -schools of education' have nothing to do
with, the departinents Which. handle international affairs. We would
like to see some provision for stimulating the quality and quantity Of
teaching of international affairs in the teacher education institutions
themselves.

.

.

Thits there -are the two levels of teacher education, first,' inservice
training undo second, in the institutions themselves that are graduating
teachers year bY'year. Both levels need attention this new.prograni...
'Senator MousE. Naturally, President Hayes, I-am pleased to. bear"
this reference" to the;Univeity of ,Oregon. I was not aware of this
part icularcooperative program which Dr. Gauge is carrying out with
the School of Education, but I am aware of his directorship of our
foreign policy program on the campus. He was one of the menat the
seminar, the paneldiscussitm, that I talked abont, whom.3 talked to
on Friday .night, I. shall be delighted to call his attention to these

very favorable contents in the record.. He, like the rest of us, is

human enough to appreciate it.
ADULT EDU CATION

DI:. HAYES. The second major grouping which I have.. referred
to are the opinion leaders. The techniques of reaching them and the
institutions for reaching them generally fall in what. we call con
tinning education or adult education. This is a kind of education
to which, as we read the record in the testimony before the House and
the Senate, the present bill give relatively little. attention. We would
stress the desirability of making it clear, either inlhe legislative record
or in the legislation itself, thateducation doesn't. endwith undergradnate education or with graduate education of specialists, but goes on,
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needs to :go on through lifeespecially in afield like foreign 'affairs,

.

.

,which. changes from year to year and where one's knowledge. quickly
gets out of date.
We would like to see provisions made and emphasiS given to support
for extension work .by ;the universities and similar continuing educa-tion activities by:other kinds of organizations,. which can reach this
sector of the general public and 'keep on reaching them long fter they
have left an institution Of formal education.
These two.major groups are similar in that each-has a great multiplier effect, a great leverage. If one reaches teachers, they then reach
hundreds and thousands of students, each one. If one reaches oPinicin
leaders, we know -that the process of formation and develOpinent Of
public opinion goes on through; the interaction of the general public
with opinion leaders, who themselves reach hundreds and thousands
of people each, one. So these two groups` we see as-particularly im.

.

.

..

'portant for the committee's 'objective . of bringing about a broader
understanding: by. Our citizenry of the significant characteristics of
international affairs and the U.S. role and interest in the world.
Senator MORSE.' I thank you very much. I will not take the time.'
to discuss it with you now. I did p,sk a series of questions of, the
Department on most -of the points you have raised in your testimony.
I think you will be pleased as I am with the answers, and I suggest

that when they are availabl; for reading you will find them very

interesting. I suggest if you have anything further to say after you
read the,Department' Miswers. that _you will .give us a supplements
memorandum.
Thank you very much, indeed.

_

1

-Dr. HAT-is. Thank you.
(The-following material was subSequently supplied for the record :)
FOREIGN POLICY AssOCIATION,
-

New -York; N.Y., Septeinber 19, 1966.

:Senator WAtin Monsx,
Chairman. Subcommittee'on Education, ComMittee on 'Labor and Public-Weifare,
U.S. Senate, Waehington, D.C.
.

D. EAR SENATOR MOlitiE:.Thank yoU. again for the opportunity of testifying before

yOur Committee today, on The International Education Act of 1966. It is a very
important measure: and I hope that the Senate will net favorably on it.
Mr. Lee was kind enough to show me your questions 4nrand 4n, concerning
the role that the proposed Centers might play in continuing,education and teacher
education, together with the replies supplied by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. In effect these replies said, "Strong Centers for Advanced
International Studies will necessarily influenmextenslonpervices and schools of
education to give greater emphasis tq international affairs.".. Unfortunately,, this
is not necessarily se. As you know from your own acidetnie .experience; uni-..
versities tend to be aggregations of relatively- independent units. The kind of
influence that HEW seems to be relying on is often dilute or even absent, In
:many universities., the new Centers, may have no impact at. alL.onrextepsion work
and teacher tritining.
Instead of assuming thiA-everythitig. will turn out all right (fircontradiction
of much university experience), it would seem to me desirable to make clear in
the legislation and. the legislative record that you want and expect the Centersi

.

.

_

to influence continuing education and teacher training; and for HEW to re-.
inforce this in the instructions it provides for institutions applying for support
of .Centers) ,/
Specifically,. I would suggest the following slight changes in the legislation
(H.R. 14843, introduced'in the Senate on June 7, 1966)
On Poke 2, Sec. 3. (a), change Hoes 17, 18 and 19' to read:

,* strengthening, and operation by there of centers of gladuate and continuing education .which will be national and international fesources for re-

"*
.

.
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.: - searth, leaching and training. hitinternstional IstudieS *..S '0."
italicized.).

.

(New material

-

-

The.purpase of adding the ph se and Continuing. education" .1s.to encourage
the new Centers to provide.seini
, institutes, conferences, short courses, etc.,
..for secondary school teachers now in service.and for the broad range of "opir !on /
leaders". who, 'although generally graduates.. ,of .colleges and/or .professit nal /
schools, need continuing edticatitin ate I vel somewhat different from that nettled '
by. Ph..D. candidatesin internatiOnaia tidies.
The.. purpose of. adding the word -" teaching" ("instruction". or "educatton" i
would do as: well) is to broaden the./Centers! funetiona'sbeidnd research lid/
"training" (which to most educators,/ I believe, is somewhat narrower hen
"teaching!),.''instruction"; or "education").
Similarly, I would suggest changingSec. 4. (a) -of.the. Act so that lines '24 n/d/
25 on page 3 read :
..
' "4, * * ,prOgram to strengthen and improve instruction inhinternational Stu ies
in the undergraduate and prpfessiona/ curricula:" (New material italicized.)
The purpose. of this change is to emphaidze the\ impartance of 'strengthening.international studies in all undergraduate schools .(especially..schoels,of edtica.
tion) and in graduateprofesaional.schools: as well, where the problems are stud.%
ilar. Just as many teachers get their principal education in. schools other than
schools of education. (as IIEW.points out), so aiso many. leaders in. our society
get their principal'educ tion in schools of law,-business, journalism,' engineering,
agriculture, and so.. o ; Sometimes these prefessional schools :are ,graduate,
sometimes undergradua sometimes .a mix. They need .tostreyigthen their international studies' as much as, or more than, the liberal
colleges do,
Of course, if this change, were adopted, the heading in lines-19 and 20 ,would '

., .

i

.

.

..

.

,

.

.

need.

be confOrmed.

Finally, I feel it would be. most desirable in..the present legislation to amend
the National Defense Education Act to authorize summer institutes for teachers
which 'would focus on international affairs: This might be done by adopting or
. 'adapting the propoied Sedtion 111a. (a) of S:.2037, introduced by Senator Javits

,
- "/ ,
,
'I hope that these specific suggeStions will prove useful to you and your-,Cone -:
mittee.
Yours. very sincerely,

on May 26, 1965.-

/

SAMUEL: P. HAYES,
,

President.
.

.

' Senator.Moxsx.. Our next
next witness will be James P. Dixon, president
president
of Antioch College.
Dr:DixOn,.we are delight3d'to have you:. You may proceed inyour,'
.

.

own
way.
/
,

.

_

.

'-

,-

I

STATEJ.C.I' OP .TAHV., ie.

,('

.

all HD.,_CHAIRMAN, 0

VLAXES - I
OCH COLLEGE,

007'....LEGE ASSOCIATION1 AND
YELLOW SPRINGS, 011.110 '...

..

.

.

Di. Dixorr. Mr. Chairman, I hive filed"with the'subcommittee some
written testimony which, if I may, I would lilie,tO briefly summarize.
Senator MORSE., The full statement of Dr. Dixon will be, printed in
way.:
the record at this point. and he bay summarize it in his'
.
,
, ,
(The prepared statement of Dr,. Dixon follows
;)
..
.

,.

,

\

.:

..

-......e,..,,-;

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 'JAMES P; Dim*, 31:D., CEIAIRMAN,4iREAT LAKES .COLLEGE
ABSOGIATION,.AND PassinErrr, ANTIOCH COLLEGE, YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO
.

It seems unnecessary in this setting either to define or comment et length upon
the need to extend the international emphasis of untlergAduate.education'in this
country. The need.is defined by the obligation which niodein life. places upon.
education to prepare young people-to fOnction personally, socially, add vocationtdly .0 a'world Where commerce, education; politics, and.the arts are all part

` of a_Complex system of planetary existence. \
,

That there is an increasing demantf.for:perSons who can serve with internau

A:19nel ease in the. traditional- professions is 'equally clear. There is, too; a. sub-

r co
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stantial need.to increase the number of 'persons who are expert in international

affairs, international development, and in cultures of other:countries: .That
-

American undergraduate education is sensitive. o and can adapt to these .needs
seems in a measure clear from the experienee of the past 'two:decades.
During this time, largely through the encourageMent of priVate philanthropy
but with modest assistance from:lederal .agencies such as the Peace Corps; the

Bureau of Edudational. and Cultural Affairs:,' Department or State; and the
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, -and Welfare, undergraduate institutions and groups of -Such institutions have been able to conduct success-

ful experiments designed to improve their efforts. at interne onal education.
From such experiments we have identified enough of the eleme is of :a. strategy
of improvement to support the proposition that it is now appropri te-and indeed,
necessary for the federal government to recognize, as does nate Bill 2874,
the urgent need for improvemeat of international studies at the undergraduate
level.

.-

-..

-

.

Let' ine support this contention by reviewing briefly the experiences of Antioch
c, College tiAld . the Great Lakes -Colleges Asseptation.. In .1957; Aniloch- College,
believing that the conventional Junior Year Abroad, while hseful,\did not ade- '.
_L quately challenge, -young adults' to the responsibilities of learning,\ living, sand.
'wetting .in other cultures, established-a program Which made it a 'Viable option..
within' the 'financial limits of domestic tuition for .a 'Majority of its 'students to
consider spendinrup. to 15 montha in our foreign-program.- : Since tha time some
:1500 undergraduates have studied and worked in More than 25 foreign countries.
Almost half of our present graduating class bas had this experience
While the - program -is now sc.1-suPporting,,it could not have,been e tablishecl
.

"

withont the assistance of a subvention from private philanthropy.. ' ..I,
The most distinctive new feature of this program was the educatiow 1--useof
work experience in a foreign culture. In theWurk relationship, integrated with
academic study. a :studen,L is forced. to come to i.rins with the real problems of
language and cal-Mild con. nunieatkinis, forced to aceommodate.th.the .social
structure )f another. country. Ne .are_convinced, as is the Pellet Corps, that
this work on regular jobs is a powerful method of international learning '. !
Althoug Antiocb is primarily an undergraduate institution, we have;ha 1 good
success i responding to the needs of over a Ihundred foreign:bnainessmen, engineers a d teachers who have come to us in the.last, live .years in programs.
designed to providE.work-study experience -11(the United States...
It was soon discovered, hoWever, that if :-students were left to their own..
devices t ey Would-opt for overseas experiences in predominantly Weste chititres. N Wig that this narrow "view of the world tended "to coincide-. with a
similar ew of: its facUltY, Antioch College ;joined with Earlham- Colleg , in 2
riearbyR chmond; Indiana, and successfully' sought from:private sources ft ds
for an o going faculty seminar in non-Western studies. The. world base' of the
intelleett al life:And-experience,. of students and faculty enlarged, as did Iso
the need .for specialization. New course.). were introduced into the, eurricul m..
-Students and faculty .sought out wherever possible direct experiences. in s onWestern s Weill:Li:Western cultures, and there was a shift in priority forfact ay
appOinth ent ,toward persons with knowledge. and experience in other cultures.
As the program matured the new educational demands for compleXity and
quality t at were generated by faculty and students were, clearly beyond the..
resource. OT a- single small' college or t 7o small colleges working in. Mutt.
The sma 1 collegeand .particulary the ollege netnSsoCiatecl.'directly.Wit a.
,Imiverstt is, severely limited in ability to concentrate in *nth' in 'many. Ian-gpages a lithe study of many cultures.
..
--Thus- hen, in r6.2, Antioch, Eariham, and ten other olleges in Ohio, Indiana;
and Mich gari formed the Great Lakes Colleges Assoclat n to provided-basis for
education 1 undertikings-too complex to be mahaged y n single institution, one,of the firs . programa of that association was for the advaticement of international
studies.
he greet T.altes CollegeS'Association has already ea blished centers
In Bogota Beirut. and Tokyo, each administeredeby a ,differenti
tution but )for
thehenefi . of faculty 'and'students of all the institutions, For,example, Antioch
Manages he -centers to Guanajuato and. Bogota, as the Great Lakes'. agent for
the Latin American program, and at the same time has added Portuguese to
SPanish i its curriculum. In the offing are centers to be 'established itijAfrica
and Nast sia. Cbineident with the establishnient of these Study cente there
has heeit n increase in -areas spedalisation. on the'several campuses and peclali-

:

.1
.

.

.

.

.

---i-

within in e irriculum and library resources.

.

__,..:_.
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Once again, however, m much of *the impetus for this enlargement dune because

the Great Lakes Colleges Association was able to. make available to faculty
financial support for both cholarly reseqrchand theidevelopment of educational :

.

programs relevant to non-Western studies, /
This history.is not a complete success story. Indeed, unless the Prlvete basis

of support of .this venture can ,,soon be replaced by public funds, it will haVe
dB/lenity in surviving. But I cite the experience because It serves as a base for"
. making direct Comment on the legislation under discussion and to emphasize
particularly three points :
z
,

1. The importance of plticing emphasis upon the development of
capabilities of undergraduate faculties.
2.* The importance of including wherever poskible direct work experience
in another culture as a component of undergraduate international education.,
3. The,need to recgWze from the outset that in this as in other efforts

undergraduate educationls.likely to use increasingly the devicecf, the con sortium to improve its quality and cosmopolitan character.
The language of the present'bill seems adequately to encompass these aspects
of undergraduate Strategy,. It is pa cularly important that the ability to sup' port consortia of undergraduate col eges be, clear.
I would like to make one final ge eralicomnient. :It is necessary, I am sure,
to recognize in this legislation an sentlardiff erence-betweeir-the-character--of
undergraduate and graduate instruc ion; But would like to stnte a view that
it is no longer possible to express this s a simple distinction between colleges and ..
universities,
Universities, in an effort t captur the intimacy and distinttiveness of the'.
A erican. College, are movin' in the directionsuch a& for instance, at the
ISa ta Cruz campus of *a U,niversity of Californiaof becoming themselves.a
sortium of small institutions. And collegeS,,to gain hpecialized.eoinpetenej.
a cosmopolitan character, are joining ,together into the collegiate consortia.
rhese college consortia will not long operate wholly at the undergraduate level.;
j.*ready t1 Great Lakes CollegeS Association conducting a program for the/ .Atiwrovement of teaching in.the humanities.that must necessarily involve.teachers
ilWasSociation With regional. universities, and we should have additional university relationships to improve Our program of international studies:
As increasing numbers of y, ung people identify their, interest in international
professional careers while they are still unprgraduatei, it will be ibiportant that
.

.

ways and means be found to establish relationships beWeen colleges. nd
universities:which will assure that the undergraduate' expegences are adeq ate
to qualify students for admission to the related.professionaligraduate stu

There.is, shOrt, a major reorganization at work in Amer
.cEn higher etl nadon which on the one hand seems to_distinguish -between classes of ltistitt tions

/ but on the other hand moves to blUr these distinctions. /
/
.1

.

Too much hai probably'been made of the difference in federal policy b tween
support of college versus university programs. But the- effects of public- z ipport
have been,in general to strengthen the universities at a more rapid rate than the
undergraduate institutions. To the extent that. development, of literacy and
/' competence in .international affairs has now become a 'social responsibility for
every educated person, the encouragement and supportof this effort needs clearly
to be directed toward both the college and the university?: This proposed leg'slation is particularly .nOtable in making this point Clear.,
.

,

There is much that individual, colleges and groups of colleges Working tpgether: can do and have done to create and strengthen prOgrams of international

qtudy:The-problem, however, is ntriv so complicated, so. universaVand so costly,
othat if iv.e..are' to move with any effective speed we-must have kith policy and
;
,
support from he federal government:
.

DrDixopr. I would like to draw attention jut to four °points that
Ithi/kare'particillarly.relevant to the undergraduate sections of this

bill, , hese-pomtis-growing largely out of the experience which a &Pimp
of some dozen colleges in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana have had bworkirivtogether on problems of international education. The first. Of
theSelPoints I.wOuld like to Make is the importance of placing ernpl
tIO__Iponake__dpplopment., of .faculties in undergraduate institutt ns .as perhaps significantly different in importance in universities:
68-856 0-76

..-
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It turns out that our tmdergraduate colleges, even those that are prideful of. their quality, are essentially illiterate in international affairs,
and the development of their literacy it. seems to us must commence
with the development of their faculties Simultaneously With the de,. velopment of their. undergraduate student, bodies.

I should

underscore also that. where foreign experience of

.both students and faculty enters into the undergraduate training
program, it does seem likely that foreign experience will be a common
component of undergraduate training programs, especially those programs where we are trying to provide opportunities for young people
to sort out their vocational interests, and they need some cultural exposure in other countries in order to do this.
ANTIOCH PROGRAM

Senator MORSE. You have a program at Antioch, do you not, where-

by ybu send for part of the academic year groups of students to some
foreign country with part of your faculty, and they study abroad in an

interrelated program with the students of the foreign university?

Don't, you have that kind of a student exchange program ?
Dr. DixoN. We have. had a programsince 1957 through which some
1,500 students have passed, and presently about half of the students
graduating from our college will have had this kind of experience.

Senator Mouss. I lectured at Drew Saturday night and President
Oxuam was telling me about a similar program that they have With a
group of students now in England. They go over fora semester. That
has become pretty common, the student exchange program among
various universities, has it not?
Dr. DIXON. Very common indeed.
Senator MORSE. And highly successful?
DixoN.. Yes. Even when critically

appraised I think it is

judged to be successful. There are certain standards that need to
apply if it. is to meet the qualifications of academic excellence.
Senator MORSE. And the objectives of this bill would really. strength .

en. the support of that type of program,leaving.to the institutions the
working out of the program in its adininistration and the nature of
the. urriculum, would it not?
Dr. DIXON.. I think so. There are now, Senator Morse. upward of
some 300 such programs in the country. One would assume that, this
bill would permit a much more rapid expansion of these programs to
other institutions.
r
Senator MORSE. GO ahead.

CONSORTIUM PROGRAMS

Dr. DixoN. The third point, which I. would like to particularly underscore is the point also stressed in this bill calling attention to the
use of consortia in groups of institutions as a base for the operation of
international programs. It seems to us quite clear that whether one
is dealing with the relatively simple problems of 'language or whether
one is dealing with the complex problems of competency in a number
of cultures, single undergraduate institutions-And particularly those
not associated with universities will have difficulty in putting together ,
on their own and by themselves adequate resources to produce respectable programs in international education.
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It seems to us clear that there is a necessity for institutions now to
learn how to work together, which is something we should have been
at for a long time anyhow, but which is likely to occur. much more
rapidly under the stimulus of t his legislation.
Finally, I should like to' make a point which bears perhaps more on
the questions to the departments than it does on the language of the
bill itself. I would like to underscore the fact that the line between
undergraduate colleges :111(1 universities is now rapidly becoming

blurred, that .the American university is often fragmenting itself into
a group of campuses, because let's say in the Santa Cruz campus of the
University of California, it is becoming in itself a kind of consortiuN
of faculties at the very same time that undergraduate institutions are
gathering into consortia in order to gain the quality and excellence of
the university. Therefore, it would seem to me that in the administra-.

tion of this bill it be clear that one is talking, when he talks about
undergraduate .education, he is talking about programs which are

centered there, but is not putting any impediments in the way of those
,programs working directly with universities for their implementation:
GREAT. LAKES COLLEGES PROGRAMS.

We have not yet in the Great Lakes Colleges Association reached the

point in our international educational . program where we need the
services of regional universities, but we ',than very soon, because we

sl.all run out of the resources which are available in these 12 colleges.
We. will also be very soon in a position where we will be having
young people in these programs not just for the purposes of general
education, but at least at the prevocational level, if I may put it that
way, for training for international careers.
It will be absolutely necessary, even as undergraduates, to coordinate these programs with the possibilities of graduate studies so that
the time is not wasted and that there is efficiency in the programs.
Senator MORSE. I think it is very important, Doctor. .I want counsel's attention. I want counsel to send a letter to the .Department
calling particular attention to the point that is being made here, and
.

that they understand Dr. Dixon's point of view, and that they feel
that if they have any reservations with regard to the matter, that we
ought to have a memorandum' on it before we pass the bill.

While I am interrupting, Dr. Dixon, I am going to ask at the close
Of your testimony that two questions I asked the departments in regard to programs for study abroad be inserted in the record with the
departments' answer.
The first question.is: With regard to the programs which are funded
would support, be given to students for third year abroad-type study?
That involves this whole question of study abroad.
The second question : Would funds be used and, if so, to what degree
for study in institutions by foreign students? I think we will be very
much interested in their answers.

They supplement your testimony and I will have them inserted in

the record.

Dr. DrxoN. I would like to make just one final point. For the freestanding undergraduate colleges at any rateI can't. speak for those
.
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that are associated with universitiesthe situation is one of cliff
.

hanging sort of at the moment in terms.of our international programs,
largely because the incentive for the development of these programs
has come essentially from private philanthropy. These colleges have

not been resouies for technical assistance as have our universities
been, and, therefore, have not .had the opportunity to develop these
kinds of relationships.
We support this legislation with both enthusiasm and with a certain

sense of urgency, knowing that private subvention can demonstrate
that these things can be done, but it cannot. possibly take the burden.
of spreading the entire msponSibility across the whole university.
Senator AloRsE. Thank you very much, Dr. Dixon, for your help.
(The following material was subsequently supplied for the record:)
itzseos Se OF THE DkMARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND, WELFARE TO COMMENTS

REQUESTED ay SENATOR MoRSE RE' Dm DIXON'S TESTIMONY

In Dr. James P. Dixon's statement on September 19 before your Saconnuittee
hearing testimony on the International Education Act of 1966, he spoke to the
importance- of providing opportunities for colleges to engage with other colleges
and universities in developing programs of high quality under the provisions
of this Bill.

We wish to assure Dr. Dixon. and the Committee that this statement matches
perfectly the view of the Department. We intend actively to encourage a wide
variety of combinations of institutions to carry out the purposes of the Act.
including consortia of colleges and universities. In fact. one tiossibllity may
be funding of a single proposal under both Sections 3 and 4, so that the needs

of undergraduate and graduate institutions, In concert, can best be met in
reaching the supplementary needs of each. Our earlier testfmony underscored
the' Department's philosophy on this very point. We are pleased to know that
Dr. Dixon shares this view.

.

.

Senator AfORSE. Our next witness will be Dr. Richard H. Logsdon,
director, Columbia University Libraries, speaking for the Association
of Research Libraries.

We are delighted to have you again. You may proceed in your

own way.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD H. LOGSDON, DIRECTOR OP LIBRARIES, .COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, N.Y.; REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

Dr. LoasDoN. We have. filed a statement which we would like to have
go in the record in full.
Senator Mons& The full statement of Dr. Logsdon will'he inserted

in the record at this point and he may summarize it in his own way.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Logsdon follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. LOGSDON, DIRECTOR OF LIBRARIES AT.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Education Subcommittee: I am Richard H.
Logsdon, Director of Libraries at Columbia University and former chairman of_,
the Association of Research Libraries, the organization which I represent today.
The Association of Research Libraries, established in 1932, comprises 73.
institutional members. They are thelarger academic, public. and special libraries
which collect comprehensively in support of research. Our 64 academic members .
are the universities which have been most active, in developing area studies prograMs and other special projects coneeniing fOreign countries, especially the socalled "developing" nations of the world. These universities award appro:dmately 81% of the doctoral degrees granted each year in all fields of study.
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We are particularly happy to join in support of this legislation, necause Its

passage and implementation would go a long way toward solving one of the most
perplexing problems facing universities and university librarians today; namely,

that of making adequate provision for the teaching and research materials
required for the success of international studies programs of all kinds.
The increasing emphasis au such programs in American universities since 1945
is well documented. At Columbia, for example, a long term interest in international affairs was given a new priority in the years following the close of
World War II, beginning with the Russian Institute in 1940. We now have area
institute. programs in the planning stage or in operation for virtually all areas,
languages and cultures.

Each field of activity requires new dimensions of library service. From
modest levels of acquisitionof materials from the areas involved, it was suddenly
necessary to achieve coverage of journals; monographs, documents and archives
similar to, if not above that typical of purchases of American, English and West.
ern EUropean publications of an earlier generation. Allocation of funds for
library support of programs covered by this legislation have been increasing at
two or'three times the rate for other fields of study, reaching duriiig the current
year, an estimated $500,000 out of a total budget of 3.5 million, but even tbls
amount falls below the known needs of students and faculty. We currently
estimate that an appropriation of at least $750,000 is needed-fifty percent above
present levels. It is doubtful if funds of this magnitude can be found from
private sources.
There have been similar developments at other private and publicly supported
universities. The University of Michigan, for example, spent $385,000 last year

for library support of specialized programs concerning Oriental, Near Eastern
and Slavic studies. Less than half of this amount ($175.000) was for materials;
the balance ($210,000); was for staff. The cumulative cost for any institution
moves quickly into the millions us is illustrated by Cornell's experience in the
table which follows :

Cornell University Library
Capital

Program

value I

China._

Annual book
budget

51,500,000

Southeast Asia
Slavic
Latin America

1, 000, 000
800, 000

Total

I

annual

personnel
budget 2

350,000

$56,000

25, 000
35, 000

42, 000
35, 000

750,000

'45, 000

31,000

4, 050, 000

155, 000

164,000

I Based on an estimate of $10 per volume.
Direct personnel costs, not including fringe benefits or pro-rata administrative costs.

]cse 'data indicate the magnitude of effort required. If it is assumed that
personnel cost over the years is approximately equal to the Capital Value of the
books, Cornell has invested $8,100,000 in its area studies collections to date.
It is evident that library collections related to international study programs
are an 'expensive element in the institutional budget. For this reason it seems
to us both proper and essential that legislation designed to strengthen American
educational resources for, international studies and research include provision

for supplying, library resources which are essential to support the proposed
prograths.

II

Lest we seem to overstress library resources, a few general comments

establishing their relevance would (seen[ ill order. Our knowledge and understanding of foreign countries is acqbired by a variety of means. These include
travel, personal contacts, exposnrto- mass communlesAlon, and reading published materialii. However, in higher- education it is generally acknowledged
that the availability of a well selected and organized collection of published
materials is, next to The faculty, one of the most essential factors in teaching
and research. There is an inescapable relationship between the quality of the
library and the quality of the programs which it supports. It is our feeling, Mr.
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Chairman, that legislative proposals in the field of education should recognize
this critical relationship.
In developing collections and services concerning foreign areas, especially the
so-called developing countries. research libraries become involved in the most
expensive type of operation. Many of these countries lack an organized book
trade and materials can be obtained only by sending members of the faculty or
library staff on a bibliographic safari to visit the bazaars, book stalls, printing
shops, and government ministeries in an effort to acquire the essential record
of that nation's development. These records are found in books, periodicals,
newspapers, government documents, maps, parliamentary debates, the proceedings of European colonial societies, and other types of published materials.
It Should also be realized that involvement in area studies programs requires
that the library employ skilled bibliographers, catalogers, and reference 'staff
with an adequate knowledge of Swahili, Hindi, Korean, Arabic, and hundreds
of other languages and dialects. All of this requires large sums of money which
on the local level must compete with demands on the library budget generated
by ever expanding enrollments, as well as the continual extension of teaching
and research programa into new areas of knowledge.

-

HI
While supporting. fully the provisions of the present bill, our Association does,
have three suggestions concerning the language. Specifically :
(1) Section 3 (b) states that grants for support of Centers for Advanced Inter-

national .Studies "may be used to cover part or all the cost of establishing.

strengthening, equipping. and operating research and training centers, including
the, cost of teaching and research materials and resources
." This language presumably includes the costs of library materials and staff, but if this intention is not completely clear, I respectfully suggest that any possible ambiguity
could be removed by inserting after this phrase on page.2, line 24: "*
including the cost of library materials and staff
s." As have indicated earlier,
library personnel required to collect, organize, and service materialsin esoteric
languages frequently exceeds the cost of the materials themselves.
I should also like to Suggest that' it would be hazardous to expect that library
support form a general granting program, such as Title II of the Hhgier Education Act of 1965. would be feasible. Such an expectation would be similar to`--requiring institutions receiving program grant support froni the National Science
Foundation to apply to a secondary source-for the equipment funds essential for
the implementation of the program.
(2) The cost of library support for the undergraduate part of the .Act (Section

4) obviously is less than the funds required to develop research collections.
However, in most instances, the establishment of a undergraduate program will
require the immediate development of a supporting library collection of several
thousand volumes. It will be difficult to attract the qualified and specialized
faculty to teach these courses if they do not have reasonably adequate library

facilities, and if a number of years are required to acquire a basic collection. severl generations of students could be given an inferior educational experience.
Authorization for necessary library support of the undergraduate section could
be obtained by adding a new item to Section 4(a) as follows on page 4, line 7:
"(7) development of library collections and staff."
Section 3(a) admits "institutions of higher education, or combinations of such
institutions" to participation in this Act. I would like to suggest that cooperatiVe.attivity in international programs could be one of the most productive elements in the objectives of this legislation. The non-profit learned societies and
associations have excellent records of cooperative accomplishment. They have.
in the 151st. provided a professional focus for developing new programs and
bringing together the best talent in this country for a common enterprise. The
American Council of Learned Societies, the Social Science Research Council, the
African Studies Association, and the American Oriental Societyto mention but
a fewhave distinguished'records of accomplishment in the international field.
Certain kinds of programs can be more effectively and economically managed by
learned societies than by other types of sponsorship.
It is for these reasons that we respectfully suggest that eligibility for grants
be extended to learned societiesand associations. This objective could be accomplished by adding the following sentence at the end of Section 3(a) : "The Secretary may also make grants to public and private non-profit agencies and organizations, including professional and scholarly associations, when such grants will

.

,
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make an especially sigittfle.ant col trIllution to attaining the objectivebsofth.Ris

section." Th
This liinguagehas iretnrinc4porated into the revised House bill

14643), and we earnestly recommend its inclusion by the Senate.
On behalf of the Association-of Research Libraries I respectfully reemomend

these minor changes in the language of the Act. and heartily endorse 52874.
Please accept my great appreciation for being invited to appear and testify
before this distinguished Committee.

Dr. Loosnox. In view of the time, I would like simply to highlight
three, four, or five key points and make a few Suggestions with respect
to the wording of the bill.
LIBRARY RESOURCES NEED

First, my colleagues from the subject departments and associations
who are presenting testimony here today would, believe, join with
me in agreeing that library resources in any subject field are important, but. in the particular subject. fields with which this bill deals,
they are enormously important and critical to the success of any and
all of these programs.

The second point I would like to make about our library problem
in relation to.areit studies is that meeting
and faculty needs is
art extremely complex and expensive business.. In many fields, for
example, we are able to give fairly good library support to a program
of research or instruction at costs ranging from 5 to 10 percent of the

total cost. In. contrast, area studies programs frequently require
library support of up: to twice this ratio. We must literally comb the
world for publications--Lnot only typical monographs, but more im-.
portantly, we must comb these countries for documentary .material:

There are a number of reasons for this high cost and complexity,
and I think one is the historical neglect of area studies in American
universities. In fact, it was not until the close of World War II that

our major universities gave focused attention to area studies programs.
Not only are these services costly to.provide, but they also involve a
very high ratio of staff costs to total cost. Frequently, the material

is relatively inexpensive, but the cost of having qualified staff with

both language and subject competence gives us an extremely high ratio
of staff costs to total costs.
y

If we were to check with the larger univer, ties, which have been

that enormous .
giving particular attention to area studies, we w >t t)'
efforts have already been made through this 20- or 25-yeanittriod
cite a few examples of Columbia, Michigan, and Cornell to indicate
the substantial sums of money which are already being appropriated.
At Columbia, for example, we are now spending perhaps as much as
$500,000 a year in support of area studies.programs$500,000 out 'of

a budget of $.5 million. But, even this is not enough, as is true of
our colleague institutions. We estimate, for example, that it would
take at least $750,000-50 percent above the present amountto do
a *properjob for existing programs. In the judginent of our membership, it is extremely doubtful whether funds in such quantity will be
found either from .private sources or from local and State funds.
Another.- point should be made with reference generally to these
programs. While all universities at the research level operate in the
total national or public interest, it is particularly in activities like
those covered by this bill that responsibilities are being undertaken

-
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clearly in the national interest. It is, therefore, logical that the Federal
Government give specific support.
DENOTE LIBRARY MATERIALS AND STAFF IN TEXT OF BILL

Moving more particularly to the language of the bill, we have

included three suggestions. The bill is intended to cover library mate-

rials and staff, but it does not say so explicitly. We would suggest
that in the appropriate section dealing with the centers, the provision
for library materials and staff be specifically inserted.
Our second suggestion relative to library support of college programs is similarly relevant. We know that a teaching program does
not require the extensive library resources that a research program

demands. On the other hand, if these area specialists working in
the various collegessometimes remote from library centersare to
keep up to date in their fields, there Must be at least basic coverage of

the area materials. Again, costs there are likely to be somewhat

higher proportionately than support of certain other fields.
Our third suggestion with respect to the wording of the bill is that
it be extended to include the possibility of cooperative effort in these

fields by associations as well as cooperative effort by groups of

institutions.
It is a pleasure to bring the support. of the Association of Research
Libraries to your work, Mr. Chairman, and that of the committee.
Senator MORSE. Thank you very much, Dr. Logsdon.
I want attention of counsel for a moment. These three suggested
changes in 'language of the bill set forth in section three of Dr. Logs-

don's testimonyI want. counsel to send a letter" to the Department
forthwith, so I can have it before I close' the hearings on Thursday,
asking them for their views on the recommendations made, including
their opinion as to what ought to be said in the report of the committee
in case they recommend against any of the language being inserted
in the bill.

I think he has raised very important questions in those three suggestions and we certainly must have a commitment from the Depart-.
ment one way or another on them.

I am also going to insert in the record the questionS that I asked
the Department in regard to the library features. of the bill, which
will supplement your testimony.
As you know, sometimes for purposes of emphasis, although I am
not so sure it is too much of an overstatement, I have said that a college

can be no stronger than its library. That is why I have been such
an ardent advocate of the Federal Government doing more in regard
to library development.
I well remember the last. conference I had with President Kennedy

after we had gotten a major program for the educational legislation of
his administration through this committee. I met with him to decide
the parliamentary strategy foi. handling it. It was my recommendation that we start out with this library bill. I said, "Mr. President, I don't know who could be opposed to that
except those who are just opposed to all Federad aid. There are these
Other pieces of legislation, sincere people who favor Federal aid but
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have some good faith proposals for modification. I don't agree with
them, but they are going to have to be heard and I would like to start
out with a hill that. we almost have a surefire guarantee of success on,
the library bill. There is nothing that produces more success than
past success in passing legislation."
As it liappene.d o'vo or three measures were in conference before. it,
but in fact, it was the bill that I was taking through the floor of the

Senate at the tragic hour of his assassination, and it was the third
Federal aid to education legislation that we passed in this whole
almost iniracolom Grob rani of aid to education since the first year of
the Kennedy administration.
I think that yourtestiniony this morning bears out the reason why
this bill ought to give great emphasis on the need of library assistance.
Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLENsoN. Senator, may I ask one question ?
Senator MORSE. Question.

Mr. MILLENSON. If I may, sir, do the figures that you had in your
testimony include any funds which research libraries have obtained
under title II of the Higher Education Act of 1965. I am referring to
I he section for special - purpose .grants'?
Dr. .LOGSDON. To my knowledge, no. I..don't think there has been

appropriations.

special-

Have there been, actually,. allocations under the

Mr. MII.I.ENSoN.. There have been appropriations, yes, siriast year.
Dr. Loosoox. Appropriations, but I don't, believe allocations yet.
Mr. A.In.t.-vxsoN. Do the libraries plan to get money under the special
purposes section of title II?

Dr. LoosnoN: Yes. Again I think that section is funded only at a

modest level. In fact, ail of title II

Mr, MILLENsox. The' authorization is $50million, which we haven't
appropriated this year. Special- purpose grants receive 25 percent of
the.$50 million which is authorized.
Dr. Loosoort. Right.
Mr. Mit,t,r-NsoN-.. For the current. yearand
nd for next year.
.

.

Dr. LOGGDON. For the special purpose section.
Mr. MTLLEicsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator MoRsE. Thank you -ye ryinuch.

(The responSe of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare follows:)
RESPONSE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

. FOR

COMMENTS RE LOGSDON'S TESTIALONY

We are pleased to respond to your request for our views on these questions
raised by Mr. Richard H. Logsdon of the Association of Research Libraries in
his September 19 testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Education on
S. 2874. the International Education Act of 1966.

Mr. Logsdon's first two nnestions deal with the adequacy of library resources
related to Sectlf-ls 3 and 4 of the Act. a matter of considerable importance in
meeting the overall objectives of the Act. The strengthening:of graduate cell;
tors for international study and research. as well as high qnality undergraduates
programs. should involve carefully planned library resources and supporting

staff.
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We believe that the present provisions of the Act are adequate to support the
balanced acquisition of library resources and staff. Since institutions of higher
learning: will be planning overall approaches to create and strengthen graduate

and undergraduate studieS we would expect that library materials might be
included, where needed: Many specific features could well be combined into

a single.proposal, including faculty development, research materials, curriculum
resources; visiting scholars. graduate assistants, and necessary hooks, periodicals.
doctunents, maps, and other types of published initteriuls. Institutions of higher
learning are in the best position to determine the weight that shonld be given
such features and the manner iu which they should be combined. Furthermore,
since we expect centers and undergraduate programs to develop under the coop-

erative sponsorship of severainstitutions, and since the available library collections Will vary from one institution to the next, it is imperative that such
cooperative planning give meticulous attention to strengths and weakneSses of
the library collections possepsed by the entire group of iligtitutions.
Giving precise .reference to library acquisitions may invite many proposals
designed to improve this feature alone. his is not the purpose of the Act, which
is designed, rather, to give broad rlatitude to institutions in their planning of
total institutional capability. In addition. the limited funds available fol. this.
,upgrading of the entire system of higher learning in international study will not
permit undue emphasis upon library resources and staff. Library collections
are normally developed by access to a variety of sources, including such programs as.those of Title II of the Higher Education Act of 1961
We believe, therefore; that the Act in its presetit form will support' a balanced
approach to planning, including library materials rind staff. We doubt that a
specific amendment would improve the Act ; -indeed, it may distort its 'main
provisions.
Mr. Logsdon's third concern is that learned societies and associations be made

eligible for grants under this Act. We fully support the substance of his
proposal and endorse the amendment he has proposed.
May I express my personal appreciation to you for your kind .remarks at
.

these hearings about the quality of this Department's replies to the series of
questions directed to us by Senator Javits. Senator .Prouty and yourself.. For
your enthusiastic support and excellent stewardship of this important lgislation we are most grateful.
Sincerely.

(S)

Wnsus J. COHEN,
Acting Secretary..

Our last witness this morning will be Dr. William Warner, Director
of the Offices of International Activities of the Smithsonian Institution.
We are very Pleased to have you, Mr. Warner. You may proceed
in your own way.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. WARNER, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION;
SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF S. DILLON \RIPLEY, SECRETARY OF
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to
testify on behalf of Dr. Dillon Ripley, Secretary of the Smithsonian,
who regrets he cannot be here because of previous commitments.
Following the example of the other witnesses, I would like to ask
that his statement, which has been provided the subcommittee, be
introduced into the record, and confine my remarks to two footnotes
on its two principal points.
Senator MORSE, The witness' full statement will be inserted in the
record at this point and he may proceed to summarize it.
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(The prepared Gtatelnent of S. Dillion Ripley follows :)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF S. DILLON- R/PLEY. SECRETARY OF TIIE
INSTITUTION

I up' delighted to have this opportunity to appear before :,.ou to support 5.2874,
the International Education Act of 11)66.

We of the Smithsonian Institution feel a very special interest in this legislation because it represents a major step forward in that Noble Adventure which
President Johnson so eloquently described in his remarks at the Smithsonian
last September, on the occasion of the celebration of the Bicentennial of the
birth of James Smithson.
Specifically, the Bill before you Is designed to accomplish' the second of the

five objectives outlined by President Johnson in his Smithsonian Address: "tit
help our schools and universities increase their knowledge of the world and the

people who inhabit it."
It goes without saying that America's role of world leaderShip requires of our
citizens a high degree of sophistication. Knowledge and understanding of foreign languages, of the history and culture of the peoples of the world. and of their

.

social, economic and political probleins are not mere luxuries in this day and
age. They are in a very real sense prerequisites to the successful accomplishment of our nation's high mission. And, as such, it is appropriate that they
Should be a matter of 'direct concern to our national government.
The Bill before you contemplates the suppbrt of centers for advAnced international studies ,,it the postgraduate level, and of undergraduate programs in
international studies, at "institutions of higher education." I very lunch hopethat this Committee, in its Report, will make clear that it is not the intention of
Congress to restrict the support of these prograMs to institutions which are
authorized to grant academic degrees. I am sure the Conunittee is. aware of the
constribution to research apd training. in international studies that has been
made and can be made byihe other great research institutions of 'our country.
The Smithsonian Institution, for example, looks- forward to participating
actively. in the developMent of centers for .advanced international studies, as
provided in Section 3(a) of the Act, both through the work of its own proposed
International Center for Advanced Studies, which President Johnson so graciously supported in his Smithsonian Address, and through the work of its
'historians and social scientists, who life work has so signally contributed to the
greater understanding of foreign lands and cultures. To support and supple-.
went these efforts, the Smithsonian will continue to present foreign cultures to
American teacherS and American students, particularly through increased use
of traveling exhibits, and hopes to assist museums in the developing world to

realize their vast potential, which has yet to be tried, for visual education
among illiterate and semi-literate societies.

,

Mindful of this great' challenge and opportunity, Mr. ChairMan, the Smithsonian Institution wholeheartedly supports the provisions of S. 2874 and urges
your Committee's favorable action.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I should like to express the hope that the CongreSs will

soon have an opportunity to move toward the realization' of the other four,
broad receinmendations contained in the President's Smithsonian Address: May
I presume to quote from his concluding paragraphs :
"We must embark on a new and a noble adventure :

"First, to assist the education effort of the developing nations and the (level-

oping regions.

.

"Second, to help our schools and universities increase their knowledge of the

world and the people who inhabit it.
"Third, to advance the exchange of students and teachers who travel and work
outside their native lands.

"Fourth, to increase the free flow of books and ideas and art. of works of

science and imaginatiOn.
"And, fifth, to assemble meetings of men and women from every discipline and
every culture to ponder the common problems of mankind.

"In all these endeavors, I pledge that the United States will play its full role."
We of the Smithsonian are eager to join in working toward the fulfillment

of this pledge.
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Mr. WARNER. Thankyou, My. Chairman.
In the first place, N'Z point outthat we hope the. Congress will make

clear that, the Support the bill contemplates for centers for advanced
international studieS and for undergraduate programs as well will not
necessarily be restricted .to degree-granting institutions. No such
restriction is implicit. in the language of the bill, of conse, but we
simply, wanted to state. the case more,positively or to extend recognition, as it were, to the contribution which private foundations and

applied or basic research institutions beyond the university world

it remaking and will continue to make to foreign area studies.
This isnot to say, Mr. Chliirman,-that the 'major roledoes not belong

to our universities. As the House report makes clear, the Federal.
Government fias relied heiivilf on our universities and colleges for
adv ice in the conduct. 'of foreign policy, or for the operation of our

.
foyeign aid programs.
11owever, we believe thakit is equally true that, our Government has

also relied on the important contributions of nondegree granting in -.
stitutions. For example, in the. anthropological sciences a field with
which the Smithsonian is particularly concernedAmerican museums
and their scientific research staffs have been a prime source of knowledge of what you might call the most. difficult of all foreign ctiltuies
to understand. By -this. we mean the so- called primitive or unaccultured peoples of the world, people who must be better known or
understood because they are now or soon will be engaged in' what one
historian 'has called a revolution of rising expectations.
For r better idea of what we mean about this muSetim resource, let
me 'give 'you just one or two examples from within- our own walls of
what museums can contribute to foreign area studies.
RESOURCES OF THE SMITHSONIAN

A Smithsonian anthropologiSt with long experience in the Pacific
islands is at this moment taking leave to direct the area studies in the

Peace Corps' major new training

for the first 350 or so

volunteers who will serve as teachers, public ealth workers,- and community development specialists is the Pacific ISlands Trnst Territories.
At thrhvitation of the Brazilian Fulbright Commission, two Stnith:

sonian scientists recently established a training course fOr- young.
Brazilian archeologists and- anthropologists. The graduates of this

course are now conducting a countrywide survey, which I believe has
never before been attempted, of the origins ,of the Brazilian peoples
and their cultures.
And Secretfiry. Ripley hilinself has on recent occasions given lectures
Or briefings to the State -Department on the Montagnards of Vietnam
and other of the related hill tribes of southeast Asia.
These are but a few current examples, and I am.snre- that-American
Museums across the land could acid greatly to the list. That is why we
believe the American museum community is keenly interested in the.
International Education Act, for it Can provide a unique opportimity
to American museums to increase their capability to contribideto the
Nation's understanding of .the world. and the people who inhabit 'it.
.

.

f4,

0

.

,
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The second footnote to Dr. Ripley's statement concerns the increas-

ing recognition on the part of our educators of the value of giving

students and teachers firsthand exposure to the Cultural achievemE nts'
of other nations by intelligent use of museum resources and mod rn
exhibits techniques, let's say by bringing the sights, the sounds, laid
the very artifacts or palpable objects of foreign cultures
into the
classroom..
Again, to better explain what we mean, let me just/give two examples,Of what we are. doing in this field, which even though they are
now domestic or local in character could be developed. into, a national
-resource for introducing foreign_ area Studies.:at the very beginning
.

levels.

This summer we invited a snriall, group of District of Columbia
teachers to spend .2 months working with our scientists and our collections in the preparation of scripts,. film strips arid other aids for
specialized student tours to our .museums. Now during the regular
school year these teachers are advising other teachers of the District
on how to use these materials-and h w to get. the fullest benefit. frOin
student visits to museums
(.*
I might mention that we are really eophytes 'or only beginners in
thiS activit; and that many other mus ums across the country, such
as the Brook:yn.Museum, the.MilwaukeeTublic Museum, or the FortWorth Children's MuseuM,. have older an better developed museum
education' programs. But the point is,I think, that it is exciting to
think how much could be accomplished right.at, the .beginning by ex
posing teachers, and through them students, to the discovery of foreign cultures through the very objects which these cultures produce:
Much Could be, accomplished at least if school, systems and muSeims.

across the Nation got together and either brought students to the

Museums in more meaningful programs or the museums to the students
through more and.better traveling exhibitions.
.

.

COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIPS OF SMITHSONIAN WITH UNIVERSITIES
.

In higher education we have recently estalaiied cooperatiVe Americarf studies prograinas .with .George Washington and the University
. of Maryland here locally for scholars v:ho want to make use of .Orn.
collections for better understanding of America's cultural, technologi-.
cal, of industrial history, for those who need to study the Object or the
manufact,as mucli,as the book or the manuscript.
We hope; to 'extend this kirid of cooperative university-museum
course to foreign area studies where it would be all the more valuable...
because it is obviously Much more difficult, unless one makes good' use
of major. museum collections, to bring Jogetlier all the objects and
artifacts or let's say the total material culture of foreign lands than..
7

it is of our own.

.

Mr. Chairman, it. is for this reason that we believe that museumsarid. many other non-degree-granting institutions ,can contribute to
the purposes of the act, and that, this potential help might be recog'nized -by the committe. Further, 'we believe that the two specific contributions I haVe mentionedthe museum scientists' specialized knowledge of indigenous 'people, .which is so important to-'foreign area
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studies, and the potential of museum collections or exhibits to introduce foreign cultures at the school .and college levelare.important .to
carrying out -the purposes -of the 6-64, and that the- act. itself as drafted
can support and encourage.these resources:
Thank you.again, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present
what, might seem like an extraneous voice, but we hope it: isn't, from
.

the American museum community.
Senator MORSE. Thank you very much, Mr. Warner..

I am going lo insert in the record, supplementing your testimony,
the answers...f certain questions I asked on behalf of the committee
of the State Department.. Those questions dealt with the Smithsonian Institution. You will find. their answers on .pages 12 and 13
of their memorandum to the subcommittee. Counsel will see to it
that the answers are inserted in the record at this point.
(Tile questions and answers referred to f011ow ;)
'RESPONSE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE TO QUESTION Nos. 8. 9. AND 10.
SUBMITTED WV TITE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE. ON EDUCATION
.

,\

8. In the event that the subcommittee deems it advisable to strueture into Ili ,
the bill an Advisory Council one of whose functions might be the eStablisli
went of equitable ground rules covering consideratiOn of applicatio m sub
mitted under both section 3 and section 4. what would be the position f the
Department of State as to the most desirable composition of such a Con cil?
What governMent agencies, if any, would the Departmer` feel it important
to have represented? What private sector groups, in the ew of the Departmeat ..of State, could contribute helpful advice and t..,,ggestions througli\
participation in the .work of the Council? How large should such a Conn- "-,
\
oil be?
President Johnson in his special message to the Congress on February 2. 1966.
.

7

.

stated his plan to establish a "Council on International Education" to advise
the Center for Educational Cooperation of HEW. The Council would be cony
posed of "outstanding leaders. of American education.. business, labor, the professions and philanthropy." As the Department understands it: the primary
function of the Council would be to give profesSional educational assistance
to the Secretary of HEW. in the exercise of his responsibility for providing
leadership and policy guidance within the Federal Government for the domestic
effort to develop educational resources of an international dimension.
The Department assumes that the Advisory Council referred to by the Sub..
committee is the Council called for by the President and that the Rubeommittee
is considering whether or not to_give the Council a iegislative'base. This mat-

ter is of primary interest to HEW. The Department a State considers that'

such a 'Council is necessary. however, whether or not it is provided by Presidential executive order or by legislation. ft the Subcommittee wishes to provide
for an Advisory Council under the International Education Act. then care should
be taken to distinguish its functions clearly from those of the. P.S. Advisory
CoMmission for International-Educational and Cultural Affairs. TlreAdvisory
Council to the Center should "properly be viewed as a professional gropp specifically- concerned with the development of international study and curricula in
the U.S. and with providing the. new Center with an effective channel Of corn -.
munication with the American academic community.
In our view' the Council should be a numerically small working group composed of people with nide ranging :interests and backgrounds in international
education. The members should be-drawn from a wide selection of educational
organizations repre,sentative of those groups mentioned in general. ternis by the
President: In otir.-..view they .might well include. representatives of university'
associations,. bookiMblishers. business firms with .important overseas establishments. the professional organizations and fqundations:
_

.

.

Since the .fpnction of the Advisory Counzdi is to bring to hear the advice of nongovernmental educational 'community, we believe government agencies. should
not be represented on the Council. We would see,no objections, however, if such
-agencies as the Departnientof State.. the Smithsonian Institution, the Agency

.

.
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for International Developinent, and others as oppropriate. Were to be designated
by the Secretary oLHEW' as official observers.

0. In the germination of the proposal. what advice, if any, waS Sought
from t he Smithsonian Institution? Does the Department feel that the
Smithsoniall eould or should play a role in the further development of the
proposal?

AO. As the measures are now written. could the Smithsonian participant,

under section 2? If it cannel. could the-Department as.a legislative service.
supply language enabling the resources o this agency to. be utilized
The questions are interrelated and we shall respond to them jointly. The

Department of State has at long-standing and cooperative relationship with the
Smithsonian Institution in .the field of international educational and cultural
activities. The Smithsonian has contributed to :the development of the new
program pti international education in severtd ays(1). through advice (along
with other public and private agencies) to the special Task Force. created t(i
study and recommend new dimensions of international education' following the
President's addresk at the Smithsonian Ili-centennial Convocation: (2) through
official observer representation on the interagetwy Council on International

Educational mid Cultund Affairs and participation in it's tleliherations: and
(3). in periodic colmultations between Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution
and Assistant Secretary of State for Educational nod Cultural Affairs.
The Department of State believes that the Smithsonian Institution could and
should play a role in the new international education program, Though the
Smithsonian is not specifically mentioned in the proposed Act. we believe that
under Section 3(a). 4(a ) awl 5( b) of the House approved measure (H.R. 14843)
a position mad be made to include it. We understand. however. that HEW

is drafting appropriat language to include specifically the Smithsonian Institution. and we therefore defer to that Department for compliance with your
request.

RESPONSE OF TOE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION., AND WELFARE TO REQUEST

FOR COMMENTS ON QUESTION Nos, S. 9, Asp 10. SUBMITTED BY THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

S. In the event that the subcommittee deems it advisable to structure
into the bill an Advisory Council, one of whose functions might be the
establiehment of equitable ground miles covering consideration of appliations submitted under both Section 3 and Section -4. .what would be the
position of the Department of State as .to the most desirable composition
of such a Council? What government- agencies. if any, would the r)epartment feel it important to have represented? What private sector groups.

in the view of the Department of State. could contribute helpful advice and
suggestions through paiticipatimi in the work of the Connell? How large
should a Council be?

As indicated in our response to question 12(e) of the group submitted to

'

Secretary Gardner on August 1S, HEW would. have no objection to an annelid:Anent to 'the bill wider consideration, which wonld provide for the Advisory
Council on International Education ..culled for in the President's Message .of
February 2. 1911(t. It is our understanding. that the Department noW has the
authority to provide for such a Presidentially-appointed Council. Accordingly.
ve have been tatking-the-appropriate- adminiatrative-steps; in consultation-with
the White House, so that we may have an advisory laxly %vhih can -be ealleil
together quickly to assist us in developing gnidelines and criteria for the administration of the International Education Act and other key functions of The
Center for Educational Cooperation.
Our recommendation is that. this 1w a mm-government council of 21 members.
composed. of .outstanding leaders of American education. science and the arts.

business. laimr, the professions. and philanthropy. -We also propose thOt the
Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs nnd the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution .be given standing invitations to Intend all
meetings as official observers..
In addition, the chairman of the .Connell-sliould be free to invite,on 'Occasion

other individuals from the private sector or government %vim. are concerned
with international education.
9...In
germination of the proposal. what advice, if any. was sought
from the Smithsonian Institution? Does the Department feel that the
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Smithsonian could or should play a role in the further development of the

proposal ?

r (a) The Smithsonian Institution contributed to the development of the recommendations which led to the President's Message of February 2. 1966, which
included as two of its points the proposal for strengthening the international
dimensions of graduate and undergraduate porgrams in the eolleges and universities in this country.

(b) We intend to seek the advice of the Smithsonian Institution on a con-

tinuing basis through a variety of-methods:
(-1 ) -We -intend-to issue-a -standing invitation to the-Secretary to .attend

all meetings of the Advisory Council on International Education as an
official observer.

(2) We will expect the Director of the 'Center for Educational Cooperation to consult with the Secretary on an informal basis from time to time.
(3) Additional consultation will. take place during the meetings of the
'interagency Council on International Educational and Cultural Affairs
chaired by the Assistant Secretary of State for Educational .and Cultural
Affairs. It is expected that the /Center for Educational Cooperation
Director will attend those meetings. The Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-

. tution now attends as an official observer.

(4) We fully support the provision in Section :i(b) of H.R. 146-13 which
authorizes the Secretary of HEW to "utilize the services and facilities of
any agency of the Federal Govveinnent and of any other public or nonprofit

agency or institution" in administering the provisions of this legislation.
The. Smithsonian Institution is both public and private. Its unique role to

"increase and diffuse knowledge among men" will provide a Most valuable source
of advice and assistance to HEW in planning and carrying out the objectives of
the International Education Act, Further, with respect to developing graduate

centers under Section 3 of the Act. undoubtedly the academic community will
continue its historic consultation with the Smithsonian Institution.
10. As the measures are now written, could the Smithsonian participate
under Section 3? If it cantiot, Mild the Department as a legislative service
supply language enabling the resources of this agency to be utilized?
Under section 3 of R. 2874, grants may only be made to iaStitutions of higher
education (including combinations of such institutions). Under sections 3 (a)
and 4(a) of HR. 14643 (as passed by the House) grants could also be made to
"public and private nonprofit agencies and organizations
when such grants
will make an especially significant contribution to attaining the objectives of this
section." The House language, therefore, would permit participation by the
Smithsonian Institution. We prefer the House language.
The Library of Congress, a Federal institution which would not be eligible under either the House or Senate language of the International Education Act, may
Well have important contributions to make to the functioning of the proposed
legislation. If the' Congress should desire to make the Library of Congress
eligible for grants, then :
In S. 2874, on page 2,1ine 17, insert the following new sentence as the second

_sentence of Section 3(a) : "The Secretary may also make grants for the same
purposes to the Library of Congress."
In HR. 14643, on page 3, line 2, after "scholarly associations" insert "and the
Library of Congress."

RESPONSE OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED UT THE
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

This is in response to Your suggestion, to provide answers to the two questions concerning the Smithsonian which you directed to the Secretary of State.
Question No. 9. "In the germination of the proposal, what advice, if any.
was sought from the Smithsonian Institution? Does the Department feel
that the Smithsonian Could'or Should play a role in the further development
of this program ?"

`Answer. The Smithsonian ha's participated fully in the deliberations and
the development of proposals leading to the International Education Aet of 1966.
Dr; Charles Frankel. Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural
Affairs, asked the Institutions for recommendations on how to implement the
five major points in President Johnson's Smithson Bicentennial address: two
of the Smithsonian's recommendations formed part of the President's message
to Congress of February 2.

Since that time Dr. Frankel and Dr. Dillon Ripley,
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Secretary of khe Smithsonian, have met frequently to.discuss the Smithsonian's
potential contributions to foreign area studies, exchange of persons programs and
other subjects related to the goals of the International Education Act. In addi-

tion, the Smithsonian is represented through official observer status on the

Interagency Council on International Educational and Cultural Affairs.
We believe the Smithsonian should continue to play a role in international
education programs becanse the promotion of basic research through interna-

tional cooperation has been a traditional primary inimical of the Institution.
We further believe that this future role is assured'by membership in the abovezientioned group and by the continuing dialogue which we maintain with the
Departments of State and Health, Education and Welfare.
Qumtic-a "TO:- 10: As the -measures -are.. now_ _written, could the Smith-

sonian participate under Section 3? If it cannot, could the tiefairtifielit-

as a legislative service supply language enabling the resources of this agency
to be utilized?"
Answer. Under Section 3(a) of S. 2874, as now written, grants could be-made
only to "institutions of higher education." Although the ,Sinithsonian Institu-

tion, by virtue Of its many graduate and undergraduate programs, is an "institution of higher education," it does not grant degrees, and this phrase has been
defined in other recent education legislation to mean only degreegranting institutions. Thus, the Smithsonian, as well as other scholarly and professional
organizations which can make truly significant contributions to the purposes of
the Act, (e.g. .American Council of Learned Societies, Brookings Institution.
American Museum of Natural History, Asia Society, American Historical Society,

etc.) might be excluded from the granting provisions of Section 3(a) ; and also
for the same reasonifrom Section 4(a) of S. 2874.
It is respectfully recommended that both Section 3(a) and 4(a) of S. 2874
be amended to add the following sentence, which appears in Sections 3(a) and
4 (a) of H.R..14643:

"The Secretary may also make grants to public and -private .nonprofit
agencies and organizations, including professional and scholarly associations, When such grants will make an espeCially significant contribution to
attaining the objectives of this section."
This language will cover the Smithsonian and other non-degree-granting
Organizations whose activities and resources are germane to the purposes of the
Act
If you consider it appropriate, we would be pleased to have our views on the
above question made part of the 'word, since they- go beyond the Smithsonian
and are concerned with all non-degree-granting institutions which can contribute
.

.

.

to the purposes of the Act.
Thank you again for the opportunity to testify.
Sibcerely yours,

',TADIER BRADLEY,

Acting Secretary:
.

Senator MORSE. To my colleagues on the subcommittee may I say

that Mr. Warner has been tpresenting testimony on behalf of Mr.
Ripley, Director of the Smithsonian Institution. He is the last of our
scheduled witnesses on the international education bill. I am sure
you are going to find my colleagues of the committee as we go through

the record that. it has now become a very strong record although it

started out as a Very weak record.

--

Senator Yarborough, you will remember the hearing we had when
the chairMan presented a list of more than 50 questions to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the State Department
asking for answers because he found it necessary to warn both the
Department. of Health, Education, and Welfare, and State that the
bill was in serious difficulty within this committee, because we had not
received the information we thought essential.
I announced before you gentlemen arrived we couldn't have received
finer cooperation than we have received from both the Departments in
the answers that. they have
08-855 0-66-----32

4-o those more than rA) questions.
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Are there any other witnesses 'that ill to be heard ? If itot let
the record show that the Chair now formally closes-Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, may I say a word ?
Senator MORSE. The Senator from Texas.
Senator YARn0R0VGU. I want to say I was here in time to hear Mr.

.Waner's statement. I want to express my regret that I was late this
morning, but I have been working on some amendments to the Economic Opportnnity Act which I intend to offer in executive session
later this morning.
As'one of the cosponsors of the Senate bill, S. 2874, for this strength-

enging -of American educational resources for international- studies
and research, I am very much interested in this subject and have been
since I worked my way to Europe on a cattle boat when I was 18 years
of age. and stayed there. if year.

I have been in this for .more than two-thirds of my life, and Fain
glad to see that you leaders in education are working out a framework
under which we can do more about this. I have been looking through
these statements. I will read all of them.
A11LERICAN UNIVERSITY, BEIRUT

Is Dr. Dixon still here? Just. one brief question. Dr. Dixon, in
this center that, you have established in Reirit,lis.that. run through
the American University in Beirut, or where is
Dr. Dtxox. At the American University.

physically located ?

Senator YARBOROUGH. At the American University?
Dr. DIXON. Yes.
Senator YARBoRouott. When I was there in 1962. I was adviSed that

more graduates of that university, founded by two Presbyterian ministers from New York State in the 1860's, took pam in the drafting of the

U.N. Charter in San Francisco than did the graduates of any: other
university or college.
Dr. DIXON. I think that is correct. When I was there 2 months ago,
they lay claim to the-fact, and with supporting evidence, that they had ,
.

produced the vast majority of the leaders of the Arab world.
Senator-YARnoRocon. That is what they told me too and I expect
to be in Beirut Fri daynight of this week, if all goes well. Thank you.
Senator MORSE: Will you give me your proxy ?
Senator YARBOROUGH, Yes, sir.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Chairman.
Senator MORSE. Senator Clark.

Senator CLARK. -Unfortunately I did not see my good .friend, Jim

Dixon, when I came. into the room this .morning. He served with
high distinction form '1952 to.1956 as Commissioner of health when
was mayor of Philadelphia. He revitalized, 'reorganized. modernized. streamlined, and made. I think, the health department the best in
any city of the country. He went from his career as a public health
specialist, to become president 'of Antioch College where he has also

made t splendid record. I would like this record to show my great
admiration and. affection for him and am delighted that he has come
to give us some helpful testimony on this legislation.

Senator MoRsEIn view of that statement. I -am -sure you will not
be surprised to hear the chairman say that he made a very valuable
contribution to the record. of the hearing on this bill this morning.

.
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Senator Y:tanoltUOGII. Mr. Chairman, is Dean Bailey here?
Senator MORSE. I think he left.

Senator YmtnoaotTon. I regret that he left. I have in his book on
the new .Congress which I have read. We didn't entirely reach the
same conclusions as our colleague front Pennsylvania that it was the
sapless branch.
(Off the record.)

Senator CLARK. He is a wonderful man and I ant delighted for his
helpful testimony.
Senator Ymmonovon. Thank you. Mr: Chairman, and thank you for

being here and finishing this hearing which Senator (lark and I are
both very much interested in.
CLOSING Or HEARINGS

Senator Monsr. I want to say, gentlemen; that all the witnesses this
morning made very appropriate and final statements for this record.
There being no other witnesses, the chairman now formally closes
the public hearing on S. 2874, the. International Education Act of
1966, advises both majority and minority counsel, if I may have their
attention, to be prepared With necessary memorandums or advice to
the committee in regard to any areas of this record that will call for
decisions on the part of the committee. I will keep ,the record open as
I earlier announced until 5 p.m., Thursday of this week, but I ask
counsel to start sending a manuscript to the printer today so that we
can have the printed cony by the e,srl of the week:
I shall do my very beSt, if I may have the attention of my colleagues.

that is why I asked Senator Yarborough for his proxy, in view of

the fact he told me he is going to be in Beirut at the end of this week:
Senator YARBOROUGH. I won't leave until Friday morning, .Mr..
Chairman.
Senator MORSE. That. is.when I .will have my first markup.
.

Senator YARBOROUGH. T was hoping you could bring.. the bill Out
before Friday.
Senator MORSE. With your instructions, I- shall vote you without
error. I would like, gentlemen, to try to get this bill to the full committee the early part of next week if we are going to have action on it
before adjournment. Any memorandunis can be filed, Mr. Counsel, by
5 o'clock :Thiirsday. I partimilarly want the memorandums from the
departments that. I have called for submitted by that. Hine.

If there is no further comment on the hearings. the hearings are

-declared closed. We will now go into executive session on the

povertY bill.

(At this point in the hearings record, at the direction of the .chairman, are inserted correspondence, memoranda, and materials relative
to themeaswes under consideration, as follows:)
:

U.S. SENATE.
COMMTTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
.

September 8, 1966.

Hon. WAyse MORSE,

Chairman, Subcommitte on. Education. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Enclosed for your interest are copies of letters from Dr.'

William R. Wood, President of the UniverSity. of Alaska, and Dr, Robert D.
Porter, Acting President of Alaska Methodist University. Both ofthese gentlemen have commented to me on the.provisions of H.R. 14643, the International
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Education Act. of 1960.

1 partieultirly desire to call your attention to the letter
written bY Dr. Porter. Ile raises what. to my mind, is nn very valid 'point. He

believes. that placing the authority for judging the vain of courses developed
through grants under the terms of ,the proposed At In the Office of the Commissioner of Education is contrary to the principle of academie freedom from governmental control and direction. You will note that in his letter of September 2
Or. Porter suggests. that existing associations of institutions of higher education
be used for the administration of the International Education Act rather than
the Officeof the Commissioner of Education.

I would urge that the Committee give careful consideration to Dr. Porter's
views. We have used the type of organization Dr. Wood suggested, more or
less, in the distribution of grants to, the Nntional Science Foundation,. the
National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities. and in other respects.
Those systems are working well and I Would hope that much the smile sort of
system might be established in tlie administration of the International Education Act.
With highest regards, I am
Sincerely yours.

E. L. BARTLETT.
UNIVERSITY OF. ALASKA.

College. Alaska.' August 11: in

Senator E. T.. BARTLETT,

U.S. Senate

Renate Office
TVashingfon, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BARTLETT: I appreciate your calling my attention H.R. 14643.

the International Edneation Act of 1966. It seems to me that its provisions will
not only expand and strengthen existing programs of international studies, but
aLso eneourage research and new programs in this significant area.
As you know. we are particularly interested here at the UniversitrOf Alaska
in finding means of using our unusual geographical location to meet both local
and national needs. One of our-proiects now in the planningStageis a language
and area center that would specialize in countries of the Arctic and sub-Arctic.
The provisions of Section 3 Centers for itdraneed International Studies would be
particularly helpful in this connection.
.

I especially urge that, where national interests are clearly served, federal
grants cover the full cost of the program as in the case of NDEA institutes.
Frequently a matching fund requirement will block or seriously delay a worthwhile undertaking when local matching funds are insufficient.
I am certain that H.R. 14643 will offer greater opportunities for oar college
youth to become more knowledgeable and competent in the important area of
international studies.
Sincerely yours.

Wfmrafir R. W000, President.
ALASKA METHODIST UNWERSITY.

Senator E. L. Bartlett.

Anchorage, Alaska, August .19,1966.

Attn.: Mr. DAvin E. PRICE, Research Assistant
Senate Offlec Building
Washington, .D.0
DEAR MIL PRICE Dr. McGinnis has just left Anchorage on a. well deserved
leave and expects to be away for at least three months. He has asked that I
reply to your letter concerning the proposed International Education Act, H.R.

14643.

Although I have not had time to consider all of the testimony pretented in
the hearings held by the House Committee. I have readlhe bill and the statements by Secretary Gardner and by others whom I know personally. I have a
deep concern in the legislation proposed. For almost fifteen years I served as
advisor to foreign students at the University of Washington; for the last five
I was concerned with helping. to develop the international commitments' of the
university. I could not agree more heartily with the rationale for and purposes
of this legislation. It is my conviction that a nation such as ours demands
leadership which is aware of both the problems involved in international affairs
and the absolute necessity of developing the means by which these problems can
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be solved without resort to violence. Such leadership is, however, handicapped.
If not completely frustrated in its purposes if the electorate is not able to understand the problems involved nor convinced of the necessity of their solution. I
believe that real improvement in the handling of. international matters requires
that the American people understand what is involved' and support intelligent
attelents"at improvement.
H.R. 14043 is aimed at increasing the ability of American higher education to
prepare leadership and to educate those who must support such leadership. It
is already late to begin but we cannot start earlier than now.
I am uncomfortable, however, about the implementation of the purposes of
the legislation. While section 0 prohibits the "exercise" of control over educa-

tional institutions, the wording of the act clearly nuthorlzes the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare not only to evaluate institutions but to penalize
institutions which do not, In his judgment. meet his specifications by refusing

grunts, and to reward those Which do follow his specifications by making grants.

It is obvious that judgment must be exercised and, when .funds are limited,
support can be given only to the proposal most likely to support the purposes
of the legislation. If that judgment is made by tilt: Secretary or by his appointee, then section G of the legislation is violatedeontrol has been exercised.
I am certain that the purposes of this act would be far better 'served if the

legislation placed the implementation of its purposes In the hands of the institutions of higher education. Educators are, on the whole. as eager as any agency
of government to carry out the purposes suggested and as dedicated to finding
the most effective programs for the purposes. In addition, they have been making
these judgments and .learning by their mistakes for many years. ,Education to
achieve a worthy goal' is the area of expertise, of educators. If the Congress
would demonstrate its confidence in American higher education by requesting
the.educational community to establish guidelines and provide an athninistrative
structure for the program, subject of course to regular reporting and reasonable
procedural safeguards, I am certain that more effective programs would result.

Iri addition, there would be much less reason to complain of governmental
controls.
I am certain that the educational community is capable of acting as a full
partner in the area of international education and that, as a full partner with

.,

the government, could better marshal its resources to effect their common par-

--poses.

Sineerely,
ROBERT D. PORTER,

Acting President.
ALASKA METHODIST UNIVERSITY,

Anchorage, Alaska, September 2, 1966.
Senator E.,L. Bartlett,
Attn. : Miss MARY A. NORDALE, Research Assist.:At

Senate Office Building,
TVashington, D.C.

DEAR Miss N0RDALE: I am sure that your response to my letter of August 10
was very much more prompt than mine to David Price. No apologies needed for
the delay.
My concern for freedom for colleges in developing programs in international
education is a result of the very real pressures whieltInost universities now feel
because of Federal programs. It is easy to say that a university need not submit
to such", pressures, they do not, have to participate in any program of Federal
grants. However, failure to do so may seriously handicap a university in 'development its financial resources since private foundations tend to be unwilling

to duplicate Federal programs. As a result. a university, to keep up with the
development of education, is often forced to accept Federal restrictions or
directions in order to secure Federal grant funds.
If Federal funds were appropriated to independent agencies created*by-an

iirganization now representing higher education. the universities themselves could
determine program limitations. and directions and make grants to individual institutions of higher education In keeping with higher education's-goal. I do not
feel thr.r the accrediting associations are inyended or staffed for such a purpose.
The American Council on Education. through the Council on Higher Education.

alight be in a position to administer programs in international education or to
assist in the design of an independent agency for that purpose. The Association

.
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of American Colleges is another representati..-e association which., might be ap-

proached, either to administer a program or assist in setting up an agency for
that purpose.
The Conference Board of Associated Research Councils was designated by
the State Department to administer a program of faculty grants for study abroad
established under the Smith-Mundt Aet. Perhaps this experience !night provide
a suggestion for the administering of the present. international .education net.
Sincerely yours.

.

ROBERT 1). PORTER,

Acting President.

Washington.

U.S. SENATE.

June .3, 1966.

Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

E.N. Senate.
Washington,. D.C.
DEAR WAYNE: I received a letter from Mr. Robert DeBry, Executive Director
'of the Foreign Language League Schools in,Salt Lake City, UtithAnforming me

of ,a letter and a proposal which he has sent to you containing certain amendments to the proposed InternatiOnal Education At of 1966.
I am sure, by this time. you have received his letter and are familiar with the
proposals which he has made. After reading over ,the material, I find it most

interesting and, therefore. request that your Committee carefully examine

these amendments to see if they might be added to the proposed net.
Iour tine assistance and consideration in the past is deeply appreciated and I
am sure that Mr. DeBry and his associates will be grateful and any consideration which SOli might give to their proposed ameadmen ts.
Sincerely,

WALLACE F. BENNETT.
U.S.. SENATE.

.

June 28, L966.

7.11on. LISTER HILL.

Chairman. Committee on- Labor and Public Welfare.
U.N. Scnate. Washington, AC .
DKAR Lisna: Attached is a copy of a statement by President Delyte W. Morris,
President of Southern Illinois University. Carbondale..Illinois. would like to have
.

.

inserted in the record of the hearings on the International Education Act of
1965. which passed the House on June 6th.
Sincerely.

EvEasyr M. Dncsns.

PREPARED STATEN! ENT OP DR. DELYTE W. MORRIS. PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS'

UNIVERSITY. CAttuoNnALE. Imaxots

Southern Illinois University has been active in international affairs' for the past
several years. Our philosophy regarding the service and leadership roles which

a university should play in the society which sustains it Supports this involvemeat. SIU is participating in developinent programs in Vietnam, Afghanistan.
and Mali under A.I.D. Sponsorship: in Nigeria under'a Ford Foundation grant :
and iu Senegal under Peace Corps sponsorship. We are providing training and

education for some 500 students from other lands and we host from 50-75 foreign
visitors each year for short observational programs.. Special international training programs, short courses. and seminars are offered in the fields of agriculture.
crime correction and the .study of delinquency. and educational administration.
We have provided training programs for Pence Corps groups in Niger. Senegal.

Honduras. Tunisia, Nepal.. and Guinea.
faculty and graduate students
participate extensively in the Fnlbright and
anal Other exchange programs. We sponsor opportnnities,for summer study abroad for both graduate and undergraduate ,
students.
The growing international involvement. just described has been subsidized in
large part by external financing:: -Itowtwer. the University. has assnmed-a sub-

stantial portion of the financing. Of more significance. however. is the fact
that we have identified areas of potential service which could make our contribuMut more meaningful. and we have not been able to move in these directions
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because of lack of funds. We are interested, also, In strengthening our capability
to participate in development programs in those areas where our resources are in
demand.

We have been seeking ways in which we can utilize effectively the resources
represented in overseas operations and hosting of foreign nationals to enrich and
transform oar regular instructional and research .)rograms. In particuiar, we
would like to bring more international content into the .curricula and to inject
international perspectives and dimensions into the total educational experience
at Southern Illinois University. Special,study groupS, facuity 'institutes and
seminars, pilot programs, and curricula r researeh are needed to accomplish these
aims. Again speeiai funding IS needed.
This background of involvement, identified needs. and ambitions in.the field of

internationni education motivates strong interest in the new forces which
appenr to be moving in this area. We have noted with enthusiasm the President's Smithsonian Address and the subsequent message to Congress on international education. If the requests and recommendations embodied in these
Messages are indeed implemented the limitations which have prevented a more
effective participation and involvement will.be removed.

Accordingly. -I wish to go on record as strongly endorsing the proposed new
legislation introduced in February. 1966 by Representative Adam 0. Powt41 and
by Hepresentative John Brademas (H.R. 12451 and H.R. 12452 respectively).

It is my belief that the new grants proposed in thiS legislation as well. as the
proposed amendments to Title VI of the National Defense Education Act: will

enable AmeriCan education at all levels to move oncoming generations nearer to
the important goals of international understanding and world peace.
Beyond this. It Is our hope that the other Parts of President Johnson's message
on international education may be implemented quickly and effectively. In
particular, the proposed new Center for Educational Cooperation presents
bright hopes to thoSe of us who have been concerned' with the restrictions im-

posed on existing tigbncies relating to the creating and strengthening of U.S.
institutional resources in support of :international education efforts... Since it
appears that this new center may be in-if position to play a key ,.ole
carrying.
forward the broad purposes of the new thrust hi this area we ace hopeful that it
will be effectively organized and adequately staffed and that programs i and
responsibilities will be soundly conceived. Again I want to ge'ini record as sup .

porting strcinglythe proposal to establish the Center for Educational Cooperation
to serve as a focal point of leadership in international education.
Those of us who have been working in the international field for some time are
excited and challenged by the new horizons now opening in this field. We believe
that the major streams of crisis in the world today can be met only by enlightened

participation of people from all nations and from alt classes of society within
each national group. Education faces the challenge of bringing about this en-

______Liightemuent and we are late in getting at the task.

Southern Illinois University urges .Strongly the. passage Of H.R. 12452 .and
issuance of executive directives to implement the supporting elements of the
Piksident'a Message to Congress on International Education.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
.

August 4,19$6.

.

Hon. WAY NE MORSE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, 09mtnitice on Labor and, Public 'Welfare,
U.S. Senate,lWashington, D.C..
Mai Ma. CHAIRMAN : Dr. Ellis Sandoz, Associate Professor of Political Science
and PhilOsophy, Department of Social Sciences. Louisiana. Polytechnic Institute,
Ruston. Louisiana, has contacted me in reference to WS support of S. 2874, the
International Education Act of 1966.
..
.

So that your .Committee may have the benefit of his views, I am enclosing a
statement which he has prepared.' I will appreciate the conSideration of this
statement by your CoMmittee and ask that it be made a part of the record when

\
6
hearings on the measure are held.
Thanking you for your,conSideration and with kindest personal regards, I am, \,
Sincerely yours,
.

ALLEN J. ELLENDER,

V.S. Senator.

..
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Da. ELLIS SANDOZ. ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL
SCIENCE AND PIIILOSOPIIY. LOUISIANA
INSTITUTE. Ruemort.
LonISIANA.41-

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1000

The International Education Act of 1900 as passed by. the House. of Reim....
septa Lives (II.R. 14643) and pending, before .the 8ennte (S. 2$74) is un important piece of legislation and deserves final enactment. It is a partial implementation of proposals made by President Johnson in big: Message on International Education on February 2. 1966, antscontained in -Section I; paragraphs
5 and 6 :

.

Support. Programs of Internothmal.Scnk in sinifilerand DerelopingColleges.Many of our nation's institutions have been unable to share
fully in international 'projects. By a new program of ;incentive grants ad5.

Ministered through IIEW these. institutions will he Iouraged to play a
more active role.
6. Strengthen Centers of Special Coin pile/tee in International Research

and Training.Over the past. two decadm our universities have heel a.
major resource in carrying on development prOgrams around the world. We
have made heavy demands upon them. But we hare not. supported. them

.

adequately.
I recommend to the Congress a program of incentive grants administered
by HEW for universities and groups of universities--./

(a) to promote centers of excellence in denting with particular problems and particular regions of the world.
(1)) to develop administrative .staff and -faculties adequate to main.
thin long-term commitments to overseas educatiOnal enterprises.

In addition. this act contributes in a degree to the further stated objectives of
the President in Sections II and IV of the February 2 ,Message which pertain to teacher and student. exchangek between United States -and foreign institutions and to the increased availability of grants to foreign stidents of ex
eeptional leadership promise who wish to study in the United States.

The 'particular merits of this legislaticth can be enumerated as follows:
1. It is aimed at both increasing expert 11)1.0116m.y within the American
academic conifnunity in the whole area of international relations and at coming to grips.with the pervasive problem-of illiteracy in our society with respect
to the fundamentals of international affairs.

The program is largely to benefit -American understaading of the world in
which. not only must we live, but in which we play the role of leading power:
Policy formulation as well as policy execution have in even the immediate
past been hamstrung both by fundamental ignorance of the eondi ors of inter.
national politics
persons highly 'placed and by a poorly i .onned general
publi.,, This Act provides for:incentive graatS 17)--i4rengt a graduate level
programs In all aspects of international affairs throngl le establishment of
centers for advanced international stadies. It encourages cooperation among
regionally contiguous institutions in the creation of such centers. It provides
"grants . ..to Cover part or all of the cost ocestablishing. strengthening.
e(inipping.ond operating research and training centers. including. the cost ofteaching and research materials and resources. the cost of programs.for bring.
bug visiting scholars and faculty to the center. and the cast of training. MI.....
movement. and travel of staff for the purpose of carrying out .tlie objectives'
of" such programs (ee. 3 (1)), H.R. 14643)
This is commendable and will serve to broaden the base of expertise in international affairs so essential to a successful and intelligtint policy. It is commonplace
the point of triteness to say that nmn's knoVledge of nature has outstripped by.far his knowledge of himself and his soci I existence. The world in
which we live amt lead is itself increasingly komple. and interdependent. The
time has come to pay. some particular heed to this fact and to. recognize that
energetic attention to the better understanding of int rnational political existence
is a matter of life and death and of highest priority on The scale of national
interests. -This act takes a significant step in this -direction: It IN of utmost
importance that a measure of at least this .scope promptly be, moved to final
passage by the Congrei;s and that the authorized funds (which are. Minimal)
be fully appropriated.
2, The general educational aspect of this act is its second feature of especial
merit. If it is imperative that. the caliber of our specialists in all the vartous
aspects of foreign relatiOns.be improvedand their member multiplied, it is equally
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urgent that:the search for talent he vigorously prosecuted and that the average'
college and university graduate be conversant with the elementary farts of life
in international politics. Section 4 of this Act authorizes "Grants to Strengthen
Undergraduate Programs in International Studies." As Secretary Gambler rematked in his statement on this .act before the -House committee: "It 44 of
greatest inqswtance to American undergraduate learning that we expand froni
the NI)EA training. of specialists concept and oStablish n broad base in the
colleges and universities for educating our young people as generalists. and
citizens."

The thrust-of 'benefit in stimulating undergraduate instruction in this area Is,
It will serve to identify with greater effectiveness undergraduate students with inclination 'end, ability in the area of international polities and better prepare them to do graduate work of excellencp. Sound undergraduate preparation is simply indispensable to effective graduate work. This
is n weak link in our present educational system in this area. Our.undergradnate students in the waist majority of the 2.000 degree-granting institutions of
higher teeming in the country simply have tob little opportunity' to become
acquainted even in at superficial way With even the Western world not to--speak
of the. twothirds of mankind encompassed in the non-Western world. The
social sciences generally need the kind enterprising attention in the undergraduate years as well as in the elementary and high schools) that the natural
sciences, have begun, receiving in the past decade. The future natural scientist'
and technologist needs the benefits of a more liberal education than he is apt
to receive at the majority of our, colleges and universities. The fUture
scientist needs an earlier and More thorough' grounding in the language; litera-Ore. history, geography, sociologYv.philosophy, and polities of both the, major
non-western civilizations. and the vast, areas of the world where the newly
emergent nations are to be foundthe so-called developing areas. It is sheer
Mockery to suppoSe (to take one crucial example) that our acute shortage of
Far Eastern experts can really be remedied if "specialists" in this. field gain
their formal academic familiarity With the literature and conditions of historical
existence of these Peoples only in- the three or four.year period'of post-graduate
study. This is a problem of urgent importance that this Act will serve to begin
as suggested, twofold.

, to meet.
No less important is it that the. half million persong being awarded bachelor's
degrees,each.year from American histitutions.of higher learning have increased

familiarity with these subject-fields. In the academic year 1963-1904, out of
617,716 degrees granted by ,our institutions there were 14,490 doctorates and
101,122 master's degrees. This means that, at the current rate, roughly 82 per
cent of our "educated" people end formal training with the undergraduate
degrea.. This significantly large segment of our citizenry must receive more
effective instruction in this neglected area than is today possible..
Inasmuch as our nation is committed to the' realization of democratic principies which involve.a universal participation in the proCesses of self-government.

it is clearly imperative that the general run of our citizenry be conversant with
the realities of world politics. Without this rational policy formulation will be
impaired and the execution of policies -which are demanded by the nation's
interest will become increasingly difficult. Education in international affairs is
essential if valid policies are to be persnasve to the electorate. Since we are
neither a nation- With a deep historical interest in foreign affairs, nor one whose
domestic political experience under the rule of laW equips it well for Understand-

ing the power brawl of international affairs. a purely educational problem is
posed. This problem'arises out of recent world history. It is
mai problem
that properly. should be and, indeed, must be met with the asSistan e of public
funds. Only since World -Nair II hes the T'nitect State been unequivocally
thrust into the position It 'Presently occupies atk the ending world power.

Throughout most of our history we halve been morejinclinea tojteed

aShington s

advice and steer clear of entangling alliances than to conduct:an enterprising

foreign policy. Certainly we have never.until the present period been compelled':
to conduct foreign relations on anything like at comprehensive global scale. That

We do '50 today remains a matter of reluctant obligation one that is diStasteful
and but ill-understood by a sizeable segment of our population.

This obligation is. however an ineluctable necessity upon which not only our
national well -being but our very existence iu the present and foraill foreseeable
future time is dependent. The acceptance of this obligation. its implications.
and its rational fulfillment overtime cannot safely be entrusted to a handful of
/knowledgeable political leaders, government experts and university professorS
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It must become a part of the public conscionsness. And this objective can be
reached only by menus of education, the core 'of which is imparted in formal
academic instruction to be supplemented and popularized by the Mass tnedia.of
conlimmIcation. The International EducatiOn Act of TWIG is a well-conceived
and rational, attack on a tusk of crucial importance to the national interest.
While it certainly is no panacea to the nation'ageneral ignorance of world affairs
and mu only he regarded as a 'small and belated beginning. it is in all respects
commendable and strikes at the very roots of an urgent problem.
This Act (as perhaps needs to be made clear) is neitheranother foreign aid
program, nor another welfare scheme. nor simply another foot-in-the-door to
"Federalize American education. nor merely another pork-barrel opportunity.
This measure deserves enthusiastic support from Democrats and .RepubliCans,
"liberals" and "conServatives" alike. It serves the national interest. however
our may wild' to define that expression. It gives hardheaded and factual attention to this interest. And there can be little don t that itwill.pay a greater and
more assured return on the taxpayer's dollar and 1. enter benefit to.The Individual
citizen. in the long-run than many other more ex sire pieces of legislation of
either the past or the future.
Most of us who are professional educators can cm tly be suspected as prejudiced' wituesseS when our testimony is taken on a ngressional enactment

that will benefit education in this country. Most of us regard education as

bigh, goal in itself. even if many of us scruple against the increasing identification

of the general business of education with 'various rational: political policies.
Education must primarily serve truth and not be tendentiously subservieut to.
political interest if it is to preserVe integrity and deserve the name: truth and
even noble political sentithentare not always compatible: Yet there is a hakic
connection between good goverunient and education. as Plato was at pains to
explain in. his Republic more than two millennia ago. And since Thomas Jefferson it has been clear to Americans that. in a democratic republic. 1111 effective
pregrom-of public education is mt inseparable pregequisite to just and intelligent

rule! No philosophy of government and educatifin _nor any factious vested inAlirt latwever. at. stake in the particular legislation before us, .011 the one

laffid this is an authorization to .stimulate greater attention to a- neglected

sector of -education. that is strategically pertinent to intelligent political conduct
by
nation's people and leadership. Hence. while it is justifiable and worthwhife inn, itself that we understand better the structure and tlyntlinicti of world
,politics in all its generality .and particularity. the occasion for. this legislation
is that it is,
essential to the nation's Well-being that we
w improve-this
understanding. On the other hand. the Act itself specifically. affirms that edit-

Cational enterprises launched imder its auspices shall retain their objectivity
insofar as governmental interference in them might possibly serve to pervert
this essential integrity. Section 0. entitled "Federal (lcutrol of 1:duration Proyeads: "Nothing contained in this Act shall be construki to authorize

any department. agency, officer. or employee of the T'nited States to exercise any
direction. supervision, or ccmtrol over the curriculum: program of instruction.
administration. or personnel of any educationahilittitution." r

That there is need for increased understanding of international. affairs at
both the -spechilist and. the general levelsand hence. for legislation of the
present kindscarcely requires documentation. One has only to be reminded
that at. the beginning of the .Cold War in .the late 1940's Colnuibin University
was alone. among the nation's universities with 'w significant area program in
Soviet studies. As late as 1952 Columbia and -Harvard were alone as major
centers of Chinese studies in this country. and the -shortage- of Far Eastern
specialists is still so acute that demand is 'easily twice the supply'available.
a poll taken earlier this year 25 per cent of the American people.did 'not .know
that the communists ruled China, and it is estinrited in a study published by
time Carnegie Corporation that only 10 to 15 per rent of all 'U.S. graduates 'get
any significant exposure to international affairs. Dr. Frederick Burideirdt.

president of the American Council of Learned Societies: has stated that the

'Vietnam Crisis found us trying to formulate policies of vital imuortance with no
more specialists on that. area than "could be counted on
the fingers of my
two hands."
While political science is only one of the disciplines concerned with interna-

Ilona affairs, it is the controlling one. and degree statistics are Suggestive of
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the problem here also. Of all college and university-degrees conferred in 1963
11
, degrees in ally the social sciencesnken together (including the fields- of
neral .social_ saences.. economics, history;' political science and government,
ciology, agrimiltural economics, industrial relations. public administration..

social work,' and social administration) comprised 15 per cetei of the total.
VII. D.'s awarded in that area constituted 12 per cent of the total nuteber of

.

doctorates conferred.. Political science degrees were 2,2 per cent of all degrees

conferred; doctorates in political science comprised 1.3 per cent. of the total
doctorates contferred and less than 115 per cent of the total doctoiates in the
social sciences conferred. If one bears in mind that international relations is a
sub-field. of the political science discipline, these statistics supply one index to a
significant educational- need in our society.

Z. A third merit of this legislation is the provision in Section -1(c) for

equitable distribution of funds "throughout the States while at the Same time
giving a preference to those institutions which are most in need of funds for
programs in futeriptionai studies and which show real promise of being -able
to use funds effectively.' The merit of this provision lies 'particularly in the
promise to small and. medium-sized institutions that financial assistance may
.. well be forthcoming. to expand or even to create the programs in international
affairs at the undergruduate and graduate leVels that are presently incapable
of being supported by current .revenue.
Past distribution of educatiOnal funds undei.Federal programs has too completely followed the principle of "operating from strength": to the neglect of
the vast majority of smaller institutions of higher learning. It simply is not
true that all the talent and all the important activities to American.higher education are concentrated in the big centers. This fact needs recognition.- To..an.
increasing extent it is the smaller institutions that are absorbing the tremendous
burgeoning of college anduniversity students/while the larger institutions condime. tb tighten admissions standards and Taisetuition fees to restrict enrollment: 'At the same tittle, the larger institutions are far More adequately financed
and more consistently recipients of the cream of both private and Federal
funds available for education.
The general insistence uptin a "equitable" distribution of fund in practice
usually seems to come down to making the bulk of a State's share ay.-tellable to..
the one or two largest institutions in the State:. It is to be 'hoped .that this
vicious 'cycle can be broken under the administration of the pending Act. -Candor
-requires it, be noted, however, that there is little assurance. of any such
.- change in the testimony as published in the Hearings before- the Task. Force on
Ihternational Education of.the House Committee on Education and Labor. The
. "undergraduate" colleges par excellence are precisely the small-and mediumsized institutions that, cannot. afford the luxuries of an elaborate prograin in
international, affairs on their own but must defer. this expense -in favor of such
pragmatic curricula as those in business, engineering,. natural science8, and
teachei training. Iri such institutions the "social sciences" generally "are a,
":service" area rhere."min4echnical electives" can be found. Thii is; to be
sure,partly a curriculum problem; and greater motivation to curriculum revision and modernization is imperative. Yet it is the businessmen, the 'engineers,
the scientists and technicians, as well as the Classioom teachers in the elementary and .seeondary schools who are precisely the people most needful of more
adequate- understanding of international affairs. They, indeed; become the
'men of affluence and influence in the community, the persOns of respected status
In society, the teachers of future generations' in public school systems, the citizens who seekiresponsiblY to participate in politics--whOtote, influence opinion,
and gain election to office.
The tine test of the effectiveness of the general education aspect of .this legis.-latfon lies in' Whether theseruff-of-the-mill institutions across the country the
.

.

ones. that are doing the fundamental -.Chores of education and are beaiing the
primcipal
burden'of basic undergraduate instructionwill find favor under its
provisions.. To. judge Prim the language of the Act it seems almost incontestable
that it-is the intention of both the President and the Congress that they should.
The crucial question. however, lieu in the administration of the pct. and the
criteria to be utilized in processing prbjects applications. The evidence here is
not reassuring. In line with the principle that a little leavens the lump, it
needs to be considered that comparatively modest grants to smaller colleges and

A
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universities can have a transforMing effect on the whole atmosphere of such
institutions. Among other things, the essential but agonizingly difficult task
of streamlining and liberalizing professional and vocational curricula can he
speeded so that time is created in over-specialized undergraduate programs for
attention to international politics. This Act should he so adminittered as to
alleviate the sometimes acute4ailenation of instruction-burdened faculties front
the -Mainstream of progresS in the various fields of education. It is not uncommon iml, for example, state colleges for faculty members to be required to

/,a.

teach h 15 semester hour load. to instruct from 200 to 400 (or even more) students
each semester without benefit of graduate assistants, to maintain two-hour con-

ference periods six days each week, and still to he expected to maintain professional competence through research and publication. The magnitude of the
tasks of such faculties should not he multiplied and compounded by the Government's seeing in these very conditions sufficient grounds to deny .projects
-requests. Rather, funds available under the present Act and under related legislation should conscientiously be allocated to help remedy such situations.
Precisely bore lies th0.eal challenge to undergraduate education in the United
States as it exists today. The choice is between fostering education and settling
for training. The them-that-has-OS attitude in the administration of .programs 'of the present kind must be abandoned if this challenge is to be met.
And there is assurance- that the challenge will increase in acuteness in the
coming years:
The desire to serve excellence and not to squander public funds by spreading
too thin or by investing where probability of justifiable return appears to be low
is connnendable.and well malted. But excellence is not an absolute monopoly of
.

the great centers and of the educational establishment concentrated .along the
axis of the Boston to Washington corridor. It should not be too easily assumed
that that academia excellence is foreign to the capability and aspiration either
of administrators charged with the fask of meeting educational needs in marginally-financed state institutions or to the foe .xi: .ies assembled in these places.
Nor should it be readily concluded that excellence is somehow better served if
public funds are added to the relatively abundant revenues of stronger institutions while financially. weaker ones are left to shift for themselves without
assistance and are, in effeet, written-off as educational forces in the society.
Neither should'the matter of a "return" on funds invested be given doctrinaire
definition. For 'instance,
would seem to those of us situated in the hinter
lands of the American educational world that the basic return for assistance to
undergraduate instruction under the present Act might.well be assessed by the
rudimentary criterion of the effectiveness of programs in augmenting students'.
understanding of international affairs. If this view has validity. then much of
the emnpiaiiiiraPhernalia of the "inventory of institutional resources" pieseMly employed in applications procedures under the NDEA could be dispensed
with in programs applications under Section 4 of the International Education
Act. Certainly any reduction in the red-tape of procedures Would he a service
to smaller institutions which seek assistance and can but ill afford to hire a
public relations specialist to draft proposals to HEW. There is, indeed, a ques-

tion of great competition for limited fundsnf priorities and criteria ; but it
woulai seem that careful consideration might be given development of a new
formula for the administration of the pending legislation. especially as it pertains
tai undergraduate programs.

Lastly, it is to be hoped that the legislation in the Senate and conference

stages can remedy the'serious deficiency in Section 4(a) by amending H.R. 14643

at line 16 by adding: "(7) development of library collections and staff." No
avademic program at any level can succeed unless the literature of the field. is

available in the library. and no significant expansion of library acquisitions can
occur without attention to the needed increase in staff. This matter was so authOritatively called to the attention of the House committee that it seems mere
oversight that the measure was not amended to the above effect before it left that
(lumber. Otherwise. this excellent measure deserves passage as it presently
stands : and its legislative friends should see that the .funds are appropriated
to put its pric:isions fully into effect in fiscal year 1967 and in the remaining 4
years of its duration.
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA. BRITANNICA,

Nor York, N.Y., September 21,1966.
Senator .WAY NE MORSE,

1:.N. Senate, Washington, D.C.

WAyNE: I hope I don't have to tell you how deeply interested I am Iu
the President's program in the field of International Education. I .like to think
that wy interest rivals your own.
Of course the International Education Act before you, II.R. 14643, represents
only part of the President's program. I have a special interest in it in My role
as U.S. Ambassador to UNESCObut rd be enthusiastic &Jima the program if
I had never heard of UNESCO,

Perhaps Alould he asking you how I can help, rather than urging you ou.
How can I help?
Sincerely yours,.
WILLIAM BENTON,

Publishsr and 'Chairman.
P.S:--I,don't know if you saw my speech of last Spring. on Education as an Instrument of Foreign Policy. before the American Academy of Political find Social Science. I am enclosing a copy for your information.

-Address by William. Benton
Education as an Instrument of American
Foreign Policy
+

Remarks of

Hon. J. William Fulbright
of Arkansas
in the

Senate of the United States
Monday, May 9, 1966
503
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Education as an Instrument of American
Foreign Policy
(Address by William Benton)

OF

HON. J. W. FULBRIGHT
OF ARKANSAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
;

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. ?resident, the
Committee on Foreign Relations will
soon make its recommendations, and
the Senate will consider the continuation

of our foreign aid program. One of the
most important elements of foreign aid,
and perhaps the element of most lasting
significance, is assistance to education.
On April 16, former Senator William
Benton addressed the American Acade-

my of Political and Social Science on
the subject of "Education as an Instrument of American Foreign Policy." This

address is another example of Senator
Benton's consistently wise counsel. and

I ask unanimous consent that his re'Marks be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EMICATION MI AN INSIMENENT OF AMERICAN

roarrox Polley
(By William Benton)

Back in the late summer, of 1945Just
before V.-,1 DayI was summoned to the
service of the State Department; summoned
in the fin' old sense of comma .ided. I was
to be an ssistant secretary. This was in
the days w en there were only /our assistant
secretaries uthortzed by Congress and we
had constd rable standing in the city.
During m early weeks in the Department.

I attended a lecture given by one of our
distinguishe.

crossing of the border of one nation, with-

out permission, by the troops of another
nation.

More recently, another distinguished ca-

rear officerseveral times an ambassador
was asked by a Senate committee to de-

REMARKS

Monday, May 9, 1966

,

Foreign Service career officerslater U.S. ambassador to several
e told us that the most sigcountries.
nificant act n international relations is the

scribe the qualifications of an ideal American emissary. The single most important
qualification, he replied, is the ambassador's
professional judgment on when to threaten ,
the use of force.
Here are two enamples of a classical view of
diplomacy. Today, however, the diplomat

worried abtt threatening the use of force
would be well advised if he headed for the

telephone; the hot line isn't there to be
ignored. New conditions have forced a new
diplomacy.

To what extent is the new :diplomacy taking over? To what extent is it clearlriecognixed? -These seem suitable questions to
raise with this academy.

when I joined the postwar State Gepartment, I was to be in charge of the new diplomacy. This included the war-spawned activities of the OIAA, the OWI, the ORS, and
other vibrant overseas agencies. It encompassed all of the Department's informational
activities, domestic as well as international,
including what became the Voice of America.

I was also in charge of American participation in UNESCO and, indeed, of all the Department's socalled 'cultural 'activities, ineluding the exchange of professors and stugents Further,--lealliiie it or not/ was
.responsible for nothing less than the reeducation of Germany and Japan. Although I
did not know it on the day of my command,
I and my new diplomacy were not welcomed
by the classical practitioners, those of whom
it has sometimes been said, they are honest
men sent abroad to lie for their country.
An early Impulse was to call upon my old
friend from the Midway, Harold Lasswell.
As most of you know, Harold is a kind of one-

man'academy of political and social science.
He knows practically everything about everything. Beardsley Rural once called him the

best educated man in America, and by this
Beardsley meant the best educated man he
had ever educated in his days dispensing
largesse for the general education board. At

my request and for the special benefit of

-
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Congress, Dr. Lasswell abandoned his famous

wrote an article In the Ladies' Home Journal

polysyllables and condensed the factors In-.

entitled "Our Best WeaponExchange Stu-

volved in international relations into four
five-letter 'lords.

The first word was

"force " they use or the threat of armed
might. The second was "deals " meaning
diplomatic, arrangements. The third was
"goods " meaning economic dispositions.

The fourth was the relatively new diplomacy"words"the open covenants openly
arrived atmeaning, more precisely, propaganda, or, to use less propagandistic words,
meaning information and culture in all their
forms.

That fourth was the great newly

recognized field my special areaImportant
everywhere in the world but made especially
Important in some areas by the rise of educated electorates. Dr. Lasswell was its

propho'-; he was and is to the best of my
knowledge the leading theoretician of international propaganea. He gently reminded

me that one of the principal functionti of
"words" in international relations was to
"economize on the ure of force." Force remained the fundamental.
The title assigned me for my speech today.

"Education as an InstruMent of Foreign

dente." One sentence In that article was
based on my observations in a prewar visit
to Shanghai. It read, "It is said that 40

percent' of the leading civil servants in
China have studied at American universities." Three years later the Communists
had seized China's mainland. Today there

ate 90,000 foreign students here in the
United States. It's wonderful; and I still
argue that exchange students are a potent
weapon. Should I still argue 'they are our
best?

Has UNESCO, which has sought Understending with a capital "U," actually contributed to peace, or even understanding?
The UNESCO General Conference in Novem-

ber of 1984 set up a special round table to
meet at the next Conference in November of
this year to discuss how UNESCO has and
can contribute to peace. This is in tribute
to UNESCO's charter and in commemoration
cf its 20th anniversary.
In te 20 years UNESCO's program has
undergone a swing of roughly 280° In

orientation. We who pioneered UNESCO

Policy," suggests that a fifth five-letter word
should now be added to Harold Lasswell's
quartet. 'rile new word is "teach."
This in no way minimizes force, deals, and

at the London Conference in 1945, where we
wrote the charter, were anxious first to halp
repair war-devastated schools, universities,

goods as instruments to be manipulated in

gave $75.000 of the 1946 printing of Encyclo-

the pursuit of foreign goals. Perhaps it only

_ emphasizes that wordsparticularly those
words and images that can fairly be called
educationalwill play proportionately a
greater role. However, I am less sanguine
of their impact than I was 20 years ago. I
am less hopeful of quick progress through
the new diplomacy.

Many of us then 'rare confident, and
somewhat in a hurry to 'prove it, that
Understanding with a capital "U" could
prove an answer to many of mankind's ills.
We persuaded ourselves to the belief that as
there were fewer misunderstandings in the
world there would be fewer tensions to be
relaxed and fewer relations to be improved.
This seemed a recognizable goal within a
realizable future..
I startled the State Department by arguing that the United States should welcome

at least 50,000 foreign students a year.
There were 10,0130 here then, in 1948. I

68-550 0-68--95

and libraries. (To that end I personally
paedia Britannica.) Our longer range perspective was focused on the more developed
countries. Like the old Institute of Intellectual Cooperation of he League of Nations, UNESCO proposed to concentrate
largely on the advanced countries.. It would.

construct "the defenses of peace in . the
minds of men" where, traditionally, wars
began. The-big wars didn't begin in the
underdeveloped countries.

Not foreseen by Us in London was the
trend that today puts more than 90 percent
the UNESCO's program into helping the
relatively underdeveioped countries. Can
our projected UNESCO round table on peace
demonstrate that this encourages peace? I

hope so. But the viewpoint must be very
long range. Surely it will be easy to demonstrate that the UNESCO program embraces
education as an instrument of foreign policy.

Yes, the word "teach" is now paramount In

UNESCO. But the "defenses of peace"
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those to be, constructed remain on ,the horizon. 'Education holds no quick promise of
peace or even of inderstanding.
Still, the promise is there--eien if it does

not warrant an immediate ;r massive educational crusade. One formidable obstacle
to any such crusade, very easy to understand,

"The men who founded our country knew

that once a nation commits itself to the
Increase and diffutlon or knowledge the real
revolution begins. It can never be stopped.

"We know today that certain truths are
self - evident in every natioli on this earth:
that ideas, not armaments, will shape our
lasting prospects for peace; that the conduct
of our forr,lgn policy will advance no faster
than the curriculum of our classrooms; and

confronts us in the literacy figures. Seven
?undyed million adults-4 out of every 10
of the world's population ran neither read
nor write. The number is Increasing. Does .that the knowledge of ow citizens is the

this then warrant a vast worldwide cam-

treasure which grows only when it is shared."

paign? Unfortunately, we are not yet ready.

President Johnson concluded his speech
with his outline of a program of five Points.

We don't know how to make it stick. When
we do, I shall favor it. Promising starts
have been made. UNESCO is sponsoring a
spatter of experiments. What we learn from

them we hope to expand, Ultimately on a
world basis. The so-oalled new techniques
are being applied in some areas. But where

choices must now be made at the adult
leveland they mustI feel that first priority must go to the education of people
who are being trained for jobs. Thus, it is

now better to take thee, Illiterate factory
worker and teach him thread and write
that he may become a foreman than it is to
stretch our presen. goals to the masses of
Illiterate peasants ;')Two years ago Minister
of Education Wens Bodet told me that 50
percent of albMexican children drop out of

school alter the first grade. But even it
they didn't, in many communities there are
no booksTorres Bodet's goal was 50 books
for every community schoolhouse. In Brasad in moot of the 50,000 PrimarY =boob,

largely taught by teachers with only an
alimentary school education, there are few
if any books. These two Illustrations from
c,
c.

these two relatively advanced countries show
the complexity of the literacy problem.

How then shall the United States pursue
the promise? Last autumn President Johnson signaled the wave of the future for U.S.
policy, and doubtless stimulated the suggested title of my speech today, in his speech
at the Smithsonian Institution. This former
Texas echocilteacher had already earned himself a secure place in the history of American

education by sponsoring the great congressional acts of 1955 which will raise to $10
billion a year the total Federal money going

into domestic education. In the Smithsonian speech he preempted center stage
in world education. The President said:

Rene Maheu, Director General of UNESCO

even before these points had been cabled to
me as the U.S. member of UNESCO's Executive Board which was then meeting in Paris,

read them point-by-point to the Board as a
statement of historic Importance. Here is
the President's projected five-point U.S.'
policy:

First, to aroist the education effort of the
developing nations and the developing regions.

Second, to help our schools and universities

increase 'their knowledge of tile world and
the poo'le who inhabit it.
Third, to advance the exchange of students

and teachers who travel and work outside
their native lands.
Fourth, to Increase the free flow of books

and ideas and art, and works of science
and imagination.

Fifth, to assemble meetings of men and
women from every discipline and every culture to ponder the common problem of mankind.
Shortly after his Smithsonian speech, Pres-

!Cat Johnson hammered home his theme
in a speech to the bankers. He startled them
by coolly suggesting that education is more
important than money. Rene Maheu also
read this to the UNESCO Board,

The President then set up his task force
to prepare the recommendations .for Congress.

Was its Chairman the head of the Office of
Education? Not at all. Was he the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare? No.
He was the Secretary of State.

In February, the President Implemented
the findings of the task force by calling upon
the Congress to establish a Center for Educational Cooperation. Is this a center for
encouraging cooperation among the 50 States

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT
as Dr. Conant has recommended? No, It is
not, even though such a center is manifestly
needed. The President informed the Congress, "Education lies at the heart of every
nation's hopes and purposes
It must

be at the heart of our international relations." The eyes of the Center are thus to be

fixed in large measure outside our own
boiders.

(The President's new initiatives in international education also anticipate a "Council
on International Education"; the.creation of
a corps of education cacera in the U.S. For"'gm:

Service;

further stimulation of ex-

changes with students and teachers of other
lands; direct support of countries struggling
to improve their educational standards, Including the development of new techniques
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pect to sell a dictionary with every set. But
it was also to promote English throughout the

worldand of course to profit thereby.)
These 100 million Soviet books are not
limited to Marxist-Leninist propaganda.
Many are texts by Soviet authors in physics,
chemistry, geology, biology, medicine and
engineering. These are made available to
student's at low costat most nominal cost
compared with the prices of American texts

in the same fields. India and Brazil are
notable areas for distribution of such English-language texts. Recently I heard a report about a startling example of Soviet enterprise. An American professor, appointed
by an Egyptian university to teach a course

in American civiliriktion, found that the

books he assigned his classes weren't available in Cairo in American editions. But, according to the report, Soviet manufactured
new bridges of international understanding English-language books about America were
through conferences and through the in- -plentiful.
creared flow of books and audiovisual mateSuch a direct attack is not the only way the
rials.)
Soviet Union applies this aspect of the new
The President's February. messagewhich diplomacy to foreign policy. Ten years ago
will shortly come before Congress for action, wrote an article for the New York Times
and will deserve your supportfurther sug- magazine entitled "The Cold War of the
gested the establishment of what be called Classrooms." This article was based on the
"binational educational foundations." When first of my five trips_ to the Soviet Union.
the President greeted Madam Gandhi, he proLast month I published a book titled "The
posed creation of the first surh Foundation, Teachers and the Taught in the U.S,S.R.,"
an Indian-American Foundation, "to promote based on the latest of these trips. Ten years
progress in all fields. of learning in India." ago and again today I have described the
This was no airy gesture. The President pro- gauntlet the Soviets hairs flung at us in eduposes to put behind the new foundation $300 cation. This, in my view, may prove to be
million in blocked rupees accruing from sales their great challenge. It has been made by
them most openlyand avowedlyand I
of food to India under Public Law 480.
We. Americans are by no means alone in would add most honestlyas a proposed teat
sensing these new, directions.. For example, of the worth of our two social systeins. "Folevery year the Soviet Union produces 100 millow our educational model," the Soviets cry
lion books in English, French, German, and to the underdeveloped nations, "and you,
Spanishwith major emphasis on English.
too, can pull yourselves up by your boot(There are 41,000 teachers of English in the strapi."
Soviet Union and the Russians seem reasonIn my judgment the Soviets have one
ably resigned to the fact that English and not undeniable advantage over us in education:
Russian has become the world language of they appear to have greater faith in it than
science, and' that English, not Russian, is we do, and they work harder at it. Their
becoming the auxiliary language of nation conception of the aim of education is of
after nation. If anyone Wonders why the course wholly dUterent: they aim at service
Britannica bought the Merriam-Webster dic- to the state, while we hope to aim at the
tionary, I can assure you it wee not merely to development of the individual to his highest
help our subscribers understand the pol).,i- potential powers. They have 'not yet
labic articles you and Lasswell write for the achieved our degree of Unlvnrsality, parBritannicaand our salesmen do indeed ex- ticularly at the secondary school level. But

for basic education and assistance in the
teaching of English; and finally, building
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the measure of their concentrationboth in
the party and government and by the individualis breathtaking. The vocabulary

ties of the new techniques of education?
Here at home as well u in President John-

standard for's, Russian fourth-grade young-

I see 'high hope in the use of radio and

ster is twice that of an American. Pupils
entering 10th grade, having had 9 years of
mathematics, tackle calculus while ours are
still floundering with solid geometry or
trigonometry, The Soviet budget for educe-

tion--which equals its budget for defense

son's proposed program outside our borders.

television, in programed self-instruction, in
films and filinstrips, and language laboratories. Everyone admits that there is. no
perfect substitute for a good teacher. But
where are there enough good teachers? Our
country has pioneered in the development

represents 19 percent of gross national product, compared wall our b,percent.
Let me give you an example Of the grim
Ouviet devotion to education. Last September the periodical Sovetskaya Ku Hui% com-

Of the new techniques, and Prof. Wilbur
&brain= 01 Btanlord, is now pioneering

plained that only '1 percent of the time on
Soviet TV is devoted to entertainment, The

lees to be painfully slow,
Recently my friend Prime Minister Harold
Wilson sent Lord Goodman to me armed with

author, one Victor Slavkln, says, "Of course

I don't count such things as animated cartoons in a program on health education as
entertainment." He concludes with a protest, "The viewer should not be considered
a patient who wishes some medicine, nor a
schoolboy to be seated at a desk."
Russia's present plans for television call

for setting aside one entire network for
education, extending from. Leningrad to
Vladivostok.

This

is not intended as a

means of so-called "enriching" of primary

and secondary school courseswhich, in
effect, is what most of our daytime ETV pro-

grams turn out to be. The new Soviet ETV
network is to concentrate on advanced education in evening or prime hours. It will be
integrated with correspondence techniques
and the students will get periodic time off
from their jobs to attend the universities.
It will be devoted to training in medicine,
engineering, and other advanced disciplines.
The head of Soviet TV explained to me, "We

have plenty of teachers and we thus don't
need TV's help in the 10-year schools.. We
need more engineers even though we are
now graduating three times as many as you
are. Further, we shall command the hlip
and leadership of our top scholars and
academicians in developing our TV courses.
We shall give diplomas with the same standing as those of our universities and research
institutions."
Does such Soviet dedication to education

through UNESCO in the study of their. appli-

cation in the developing countries. But the
application both at home and abroad prom-

the recent British white paper which pro-

poses a TV channel dedicated to a new
"University of the Air." The projected
courses are to rival in quality those at the
brittsh universities. rant it a certainty that
such courses will be exported? Should they
not even be exported to the United States?
Indeed, perhaps the greatest hope for us in

the -United Statesin our efforts to use the
great new medium of TV for "the public interest, convenience, and necessity"and most
notably for education:perhaps our greatest
hope lies in the lessons to be jammed down
our throats from the use of TV by the British, the Italians, and the Japanese who are
now in the forefrontyes, and also the Russians. Can't an assembly of scholars like this
one dare to hope that our American people

won't tolerate great progress in the use of
TV for education abroad in contrast to continued neglect and apathy at home?
Prof. C. E. Beeby, for 20 years Minister of
Education in New Zealand, later Assistant
Deputy Director of UNESCO, still later
Chairman of UNESCO's Executive Board, and

now at Harvard, hae written :.
"In the period between the two wars we

had discovered that education could be a
force in social change, but except in totalitarian countries, the change of which we
spoke was a staid and stately process that

have any implications for our foreign policy? What do you think ?. Doesn't this

bore little resemblance to the kaleidoscopic
events in. Africa and Asia over the past decade."
The evolving countries have told us, the

question apply particularly to the potentiali-

"staid and stately" pace in education Just

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT
won't do in these times even it we are prepared to tolerate it at home. James Reston
recently wrote:
"Wherever (Washington officials) look in

the developing world they And much the
same situationthe gap widening between
the rich industrial nations of the northern

o
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dom, social juatice, and equal opportunity.
Who then in this scientific group can deny
that it thus must be a central concern in the
development of our foreign policy?

ment and technological progress and in

Unhappily, almost by definition the gospel of developmentthe so-called revolution
of rising expectationswill be accompanied
by conflict and dissension. But there will be
little hype of resolving the conflicts, and of
achieving peace in our century, unless the
world makes heroic effort." in educationsustained, imaginative, and ever-greater efforts.
Thus education is deatined to become a
characteristic form of America's involvement
in world affairs. I agree this Is an optimistic
view of the future. I give it to you political
scientists whose work is often permeated by
pessimism under the guise of realism. I

creating a social order founded on the values

leave you as you adjourn your important

of freedom, social justice, and equal op-

conference with this optimlitic view. Can we
call my view other than optimistic since edu-

climes and the poor industrial nations of the
southern; vast corrective programs stealing
with the effects c: poverty and illiteracy, but
scarcely touching the causes, and everywhere
in these poor lands human fertility outrunning human ingenuity."

India's current 5-year plan user: the following words:

"Education is the most important single
factor fn achieving rapid economic develop-

portunity:"

President Johnson has used the phrase
"the gospel of development."
Even those nations today which turn their

backs on the gospel are eager for development.' Education is the key. It Is also the
only solid basis, as India insists, for free-

cation is indeed an end in itself? It Is the
very essence of the American dream. It is
now as well a means to-many ends. Some
of these will increasingly guide the conduct
of our foreign policy. For this, I am 'thankful.
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itNIVEIISITY,
DEPARTMENT OF

N TER NATIONAL RELATIONS.

Bethlehem, Po., June 15, 1966.

Re International Education Act of 1966
Senator J. WILLIAM FULBIOIIT,

Senate 0

Waxhingt

,

vros I.BRIGHT : I nun taking the liberty of writing von in connection
e proposed legislation which. as I understand it,.has now been sent
with- the
to the Sena e for study and possible intim I do so because I have the highest
SE

regard for our knowledge of and your judgment upon international affairs and
because 1 'know that your views will rarry great weight with your Senate colleagues when this Bill comes before the appropriate committee.

I have tried to follow the course of the Bill through the House and mY comMeats mxm it reflect my convent over some of the testimony given and over the
published recommendations Russel along by the House ('ommittee..
Since each of us necessarily speaks from his own partienlar background, I
should explain that my training has been in history and international relations,
that I have taught the subject for 15 years to both undergraduate and graduate
students. and for 10 -years have been head of a. department dealing with the
.

I retire these facts not to pesent Inflated claims for my accomplishments but, rather. to make the !whit. rhat I hove had to struggle with -the probloins of teaching the subject and. in addition. ha we had to fact' the questions involved In building a staff and in carrying forward a department in the field.
With this background in mind I would like to comment upon certain aspects
subject.

of the problem :

1. I believe the House Committee to bemistitken when it advises the develop-.
went of strong graduate centers before any substantial increase is made In the
number of undergraduate programs. There are several reasons for this judgmeat : a) we already have a substantial number of strong graduate .centers in
this country. Most of these arc well-supported by fomulations and/or private
sources: b) If the House meansthat medium-sized and small universities should
develop graduate programs first before trying to set up ougOing undergraduate
curricula, it is sadly in error and has the cart before the horse. Only because I
Ihave established a program involving 60-odd undergraduate majorsA
hope to go MI, to dent with the problems of setting up a strong M.A. program.

2. What is needed now is support for existing and 'new undergraduate

programs in a selected list of institutions across the country. By far Site most
crying need is assistance to the libraries involved. It is a simile -fact that, almost
all of these. except in the very largest institutions. are hopelessly inadequate.
What needs to be done is to have several of the leading graduate- centers compile

a list of basic sources in the key fieldsinternational law, organization and
politics plus several area studiesand have these books made available to needy
institutions. This simple action would do more to strengthen our colleges than
any far-fetched programsor schemes which are likely to be submitted under the
House recommendation for "comparatively unorthodox programs."
What we need to do is to provide solid bask instruction for the average student
who is going to become a voting citizen in order that he cite bring. some kind of
tresponsible judgment to bear upon the 'great and often tragie events of our
Nothing could do more for this goal than. basic library additions in support of
solid. undergraduate prok,rrams.
Most of the medium and small universities engaged in graduate work should

have a well-structured M.A. program Ina. with a few exceptions. toi doctoral

program.whatsoever.. Almost all of them lack the. staff and the library rosiiiirces.

to do the job adequately and they will continue in this condition for the fore-

seeable future..
The M.A. programs could be developed if reasonable help were given along

the following lines:
a) If a 'selected number Were provided With a small number of fellowships
'open to both American and foreign students. \I have been able to attract each
Year two or three young English students from\Oxford. London and Sussex and
this kind of experience does both countries a .greilteal.of good in ways which I
need not enumerate.

h) If a number of already established programs were provided with one faculty
fellowship for research and/or travel to be open to both oral faculty and visiting

scholars. Again,
invaluable.

the need here is for an interchan

which should prove

.
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C) Most libraries simply do not have an adequate supply of leading newspapers

from here and abroad. 1 would like to suggest a method by which this lack
could be remedied.: Beginning in 1922, Arnold Toynbee started a, newspaper

clipping file at Chatham House. It is by nil odds the most e..tensive available and.
despite disclaimers, far superior to the one at the Council ou Foreign Relations.

microfilm and then made available to a list of central

This could be put

libraries: Again. this would do more than' any number of fancy schemes to
advance knowledge of the subject. 'I have used the .Chatham House tile and I
am confident It could be made available for this purpose.

d) Leading graduate schools could he encouraged to provide occasional

meetings at regional centers, duringwhich scholarly papers could be given on
matters of urgent/ concern and importance. These could be attended by local
faculty and interested students.
4. 1 am extremely dubious about the Subseetiou 4(c) priividlug for an
equitable distribution on a state basis for the simple reason that some of the
wealthier studies' already suffer from an embarrassment of riches and others are
destitute. Snrely some kind of regional approach here would be more productive
with institutions selected which could serve as focal points for research materials
going beyond. a "basic list of books and periodicals: An example of this would be
oar situation in which the Lehigh library of some half million volumes issued by
four colleges in the immediate vicinity. This kind of situation is repeated many
times across our country and if such libraries were strengthened, a great deal of
waste of costly reZsources could be avoided:

These comments .could be extended indefinitely but perhaps I have said.enough

to indicate my own skepticism about some of the.. features of the present bill.
In general, these amount to saying that certaiu by sic assistance should be the
guiding principle of the measure and that aid shouRI be concentrated in order to
provide solid food for the mass of undergraduates who will someday become
resonsible citizens iii this great democracy:
Sincerely yours.

CAREY B..JOYNT,

Professor and Head; Department of International Relations.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
.11arch 17, 1966.

Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Mtn.: Mr. Charles Lee, Professional Staff Member. .Labor and Public Wellarc
Committee, New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

`DEAR SExivrott-MoasE:- I would appreciate it if you would make the enclosed
correspondence which I received from Professor -Daniel H. Thomas of the University of Rhode Island a part of your file On S. 2874. the International Education
Act. in order that his views may. be brought to the attention of the Committee

'Members when they consider this bill,
With best wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours.
.

.

Jonx 0. PASTORE.

C.S. Senator.

I7NIVERSITY OF , annE ISLAND, DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY.

Senator JOHN 0. Pasrosz.

'Kingston., R.I., March 14,1966.

Nero Senate Gies Building. Washington. DX'.
DEAR SENATOR PASTORE :
special interest and enthusiasm that I-have
learned of the. introduction of S. 2874 which might becoine an International Act
to encourage advanced studies in International Affairs. On our campus. we have
long felt the need of such support. I have served on two committees to consider
the possibility of establishing a program of this nature and we have not been able

to proCeed because of inadequate facilitiesstaff and library, primarily. prom

your record, I have no doubt that you will give this legislation your personal en=
dorsement. Consequently. this is intended as merely an indication of my support
for it.
Sincerely yours,
DANIEL

TnomAs, Professor._
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., MO 24, 1966.

Hon. WAYNE MORSE.

nbcommittec on Education, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Old
. Sotaio Offloc l utiding, 1Vashington, D.C.

'DEMI SENATOR MORSE

It is my understanding that your Subcommittee will

soon hold hearings on the International Education Act.of 1966. Acting in behalf
of some constituents.in My state; I respectfully request that your Subcommittee
consider amending the bill that will be passed by the House of Representatives

so that the words "or other public or private non-profit educational organizations" be inserted immediately after the words "institutions of higher education,"
wherever these words are used in the Act.

I make this request not because of any opposition to institutions of higher
education, but because the restrictive language of the .proposed act would disqualify some institutions who are in a position to make a significant contribution. The ,broader language suggested here would not require the El tsTretn6,
of Health, Education. and Welfare to deal with organizations other than institutions of higher education. It would, however, give him flexibility to take
advantage of the capabilities of private organizations where he deems they can

make significant contributions.
One such institution, the Foreign Language League Schools, Inc.; of Salt Lake
City, seems to me to be such a group. In fact; this organization might be ima position to render much better and much more efficient service than a typical college
or university.
^
According to the tennis of the act, any small state college or private institution

of higher education is eligible to organize and offer a foreign study experience

for teachers. A typical small state college .might have a faculty of only '30
people, none of whom had 'ever traveled abroad, and with an administration of
limited experience inn making arrangements for travel. Their adminstrative
costs of traveling back and forth and bumbling around to make adequate arrangements could be astronomical. The quality of 'courses they might offer -could be
very good, but having the course taught in Madrid instead of on the local campus
might not guarantee its superiority.
'A similar restriction exists in the Nationill Defense Education Act. The Foreign Language League made a proposal' to the Office of Education to operate' a

suinmer institute in 1966, but their application was rejected. I think there is,
no duobt that the quality of, the institute proposed by this group would have been
as good or better than other institutes Which have been conducted in the, past.
It was estimated that the cost of the Foreign Language League institue proposal
would have been approximately $250 per participant. Yet. the overseas institute
which the Office of Education is now sponsoring will cost approximately $2,000
per participant.
I am attaching a copy of the letter from the Office of Education rejecting the
application of the -Foreign Language League. As you can see, their proposal
was not eligible because their corporation does not fit the designation set by
PublicLaW 88-665. Title XI and Title I.

I respectfUlly request that your Subcommittee also consider amending Title
XI of the National- Defense EqucatiOn Aet of 1958 'in a similar way to the proposed amendment for the National Education Act of 1966.

acquainted with the personnel and program of the Foreign Language

IA

League and I believe they are in a position to. offer valuable service in the field
of international education. I sincerely hope that your Subemilmittee will look
with favor on these proposals.
Very sincerely yours,
DAVID S. KING.
-

.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTII, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington., D.C.. November 30, 1965.
Dr. ROBERT DERRY,

Excess tivcDirector, Fa reign.Langoaae Leafier Schools, Inc.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.,
DEA DR. DERRY : This is a reply to your letter of November 23.

. Your propoSal- for an NDEA institute for adVanced study to be conducted at
Caen and Paris during the summer of 1966 was not eligible for consideration be, ,
cause your corporation does not fit the deflnitton set by-Public Law 88-665. Title
XI and Title I.
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Letters from Dr. Donald N. Bigelow: anti me. with enclosnrcs'giving the defini-

tions mad method of determining accreditation and eligibility of institutions of

higher .education, have previously given you 1111 the pertinent information.

We appreciate your Interest In Improving the qualifications of teachers of

French.
Sincerely yours.

EUGENE EL SLAUGHTER,

rhiq, Modern Language Institute Branch.
Division of Educational Personnel Training.
.

.

.

.

,

THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN INSTITUTE,

New York. 31,Y .. August 15,1966.
HOD. WAYNE MORSE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR 3lo88s: It has come to our attention that the Senate Labor and
Public Welfare Committee will hold hearings August 17. 18. and 19 on the interlint-lanai education bills.

The African-Amerian Institute. although in the field of African education, is
also very much concerned about the education of Americans in the 'field of
frican historical and conteinporary development.

Therefore. we have followed

ith a great deal of interest the evolution of the education hills from the time

the President's message On international education.
It is important that the international educatimi of Americans take place with a
er degree of intensitv and variety than ever before. The internationalization of school curricula ; the providing of information and documentation oniinternational matters in regional centers of information; as well as the development of the international bibliography and teaching material' are all matters of
primary importanee. We. of ,course. feel particularly strongly about information dealing. with Africa. Africa. which is in the anidst of change and which
focuses the attention of many of our citizens because of the problem, of Southern

Africa. has been lost sight of in ninny of our schools and teaching materials

around the country.
:We therefore consider your hearings n real attempt to deal with the problem.
We wish you well with year deliberations. and look forward to receiving. copies
of the hearings-.
Sincerely yours..

E. JUFFERSON MURPHY,

Executive Vice President.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION. AND RECREATION.

Wa.shington, D.C., July 28, 196e.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

0/I/ Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MossE: On behalf of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education. and Recreation (AAHPER) I would like to urge passage of
S 2874. The Association which I represent is a department of the National
Education Association. It now has more than '48,000 members who are the

health and physical education teachers and the sports and recreation leaders
in the schools and colleges of the 'Milted Statea. We }torrid also like to urge,.
your consideration of the changes which were incorporated into the House version of the International Education Act of 1966 (HR 14643) and passed under
the leadership of ilr.'Braderlias. Especially desirable, it seems to us. are the
proVisions that groups of universities. may work together and that emphasis

.

would be placed upon the preparation of professional people.

The experience otir Association has had with international programs makes
us acutely aware of the great need for more such Support as the International
Education Act would Provide. It seems tremeadously- important at this time
-for the Federal Government to aid in strengthening colleges. universities, and
professional associations in the. area of international studies amid research. It
would be a most realistic approach toward matching effort witW.our expanding
world responsibilities.

Our Association has been involved in activities in the international realm for
many years and'for many reasons. Sports, games, dance, and other physical
.1
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activities are easy bridges of language and cultural' barriers. Concerns for .
educating about health and fitness nre not limited by national boundaries. The,
needs for avenues of communication by teachers in the fields represented by
AAHPER are being expressed with increasing fervor in recent years.

6

.

As one answer, we helped to form in 1058 the International Council on
Health,
sical Education, and Recreation fICHPER) as au International
'member of
orlif Confederation of Organizations of the Tem....ling Profession (WCOTP). Since that time, AAHPER has almost entirely underwritten
the ICHPER prog m which. now includes an annual COIDOVED4 ; o publications
schedule of research reports, the Congress proceedings, and a quarterly (
and the concomitant correspondence and membership relations. I rye
as Secretary-Gelletal. The' funds and other efforts, however, that our professional association haa been able to allocate to this venture have rieier been n
a scale commensurate with the burgeoning obligations. Indeed. such a ,progr ni
of communication among teachers in many countries only begins to t bv he
needs. These needs are the very ones that the International Education ,,,, would
help to relieve.
:

.

.

Sial'e the fall of 1002, AAHPER has cooperated with the Peace lie in the
administration of physical education and sports.projeets In Severn ountries.

Assistance is given in the selection of well-qualified volunteers in health, physical education, recreation and athletics for these overseas projetts. An AAHPER
staff member in each country having an AAHPER Peace Corp
's Priiject directs
the Project,and provides -professional supervision and consultation to volunteers.
Such projects now exist in Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Venezuela.
AAHPER has also served for several yearsas consultant to the EdlicationalCultural Affairs Special Exchange Branch of the V.F.i. State Department in
developing and maintaining special exchange programs. Under the American
Specialists .program, teachers and sports instructors are sent abroad to ussistin

the physical education and sports programs of countries where assistance is
needed and reauested. Under the Foreign. Specialists program, professionally
trained people are brought to this country. for travel and to\observe prOgrams
here.

.

.

In addition, AAHPER assists the State Department with multinational leadership development projects in physical education; sports and recreation. Under
this program, participants come from throughout the world to the United States
for several months of study and observation of progrnn,M and facilities in order to
gain new ideas and fresh approaches for the work, in their own countries.
Such experiences have given the Members of this Association great respect for
the proposed prortran set forth in S. 2874. We strongly support the concept that
more highly trained people are needed Per work in international education in all
the specialty' areas. We need the in-depth study of language, and of the various
cultures, bichiding sports and 'dance, and we .need career incentives such as this
Act would provide. This effort is essential to a world looking toward survival:
May. we take this opportunity to commend your Committee for the superb
work done on behalf of American education. Incredibly great-strides have been .,.
taken in Meeting the total needs of children; particularly those most neglected.We also thank you for the opportunity to express these views on the proposed.
.

.

-

International Education Act, which we believe .would help to create a better
world for the deprived children of other lauds.
'Sincerely,
,

.

.

.

CAM, A..Ttiozsrst, jr.
Executive Seerotgrii..:
°

AMERICAN PERSONNEL 'AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION,

Hon. WAiNz L. MORSE,

Washingtoti, D.C., August 25, 1966.

U.S. Senate, Wasltingtqn, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: I am writing at this time in response to your invitation

0,

to our Association. througNmr.Internatfonal -Relations Committee, to submit a
position statement concerning the .proposed International Education Act' of
19436--contained. in S. 2874 and H.R. 14643. We welcome the opportunity to

comment on this Important legislation for inclusion in the record of the hearing:4
and I wish to thank you for contacting us with this invitation.

The American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA) supports, the

provisions of the proposed International Education Act and recommends its 'Passage. The Act will .authorIke giants to institutions of higher education (arid-in H.R.-I4043also to public find private non-profit agencies and organizations)
in order to establish or strengthen programs Which.serve the important objective
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of emphasizing the. international dimension of education. This would be accomplishqd through funding research and studies both in international affairs and in

the international uspects 'of other acadeuile disciplines. This legislation has
iong been needed in order to better Prepare man for life in an interdependent and

developing international society.
Our Assoelatlon of 23.000 tnembers In the guidance and counseling profession,
many of whom are direkly involved in the instructional process. recognizes the
importance of the international dimension of our field and holds membership in
the International Association 'for 1.1(111(4Mo:161 and-Vocational Guidance. °Six

of our divisions also maintain International Relations Committees to handle
matters within their own specialties of an international nature. IQ addition,
we have recently taken steps to further develop our total international scope.

Of them, I would like to cull the following two developments to your attention :
First, in May 1966 our Executive Council passed a policy statement on the
international rekponsibility of the Association and assigned to our Internetional Relations Committee the responsibility for leadership in carrying out
this policy. I am attaching a copy of the policy for your information be -.
cause it highlights the international concerns of our membership and defines
the areas of our current educational exploration.
.

Second. the APGA International Relations Cinnufittee has established a
task force to study the implications. of the 'proposed Internationainducation Act for our Association and for the members we represent.
If this legislation is enacted, our school and college counselors will have to
play a vital role in the educational and vocational guidance of students regarding
the programs established through the Act. In addittonprogramSneed-to-be-de
\ eloped whichiffebilifliThorough international background and a cross-cultural
perspective within the training curricula of our own elementary. secondary and
university guidance specialists. This is necessary not only to enable these coun
selors to advise "Ancients for their future roles but also in order to prepare our
counselors to work closely with persons from other countries and cultures. These
persons from abroad may have different outlooks, terspectives, and aspirations,
and they currently are establishing guidance and counseling programs in and for
their own societies.

In conclusion. we support the Proposed legislation eel the broad outlines of.
the President's. Message. We believe that legislation is badly needed as an impetus to the establishment and development of meaningful international programs within the AmeriCan educational system. Our members are dedicated to
promoting the full development of each individual, and we welcome the opportu-

nity of helping students prepare for their participation in an international
satiety. Our 'Association stands ready tp assist our members and the broader
educational community in the development of the international dimension of
education.
Sincerely yours,

_WILLIS E. DUOAN,

Executive Director.

THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE AMERICAN PEREIONNEI. AND
GUIDANCE- ASSOCIATIONA POLICY STATEMENT

Since basic human needs are common throughout the world, the American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA) believes that counseling and guidance
have an important function to perform in development of human resources. The
appreciation and understanding of other countries. their peoples and cultures, are
essential for educated persons throughout the world. While each country must
develop its own philosophy and programs of personnel and guidance consonant
with its own traditions and needs, these programs everywhere will benefit from
exchange 'of-professional knowledge and insights.
The American Personnel and Guidanceassociation therefore accepts the following as its international responsibilities :

1. To help. its members develop a broader understanding of the inter-

national dimensions of their profession. To this end each of the constituent
AssoCiations of APGA is encouraged to develop the international aspects of
its own specialized field, and to make appropriate recommendations to th
APGA Internutional Relations Committee.

2. To urge those responsible in colleges and universities to etrtphasi e

appropriate international perspectives in professional. preparation progra IFS
in counseling, guidance, and related fields.
.

3. To encourage world-wide professional communication, includineex-

change of professional information and literature.
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4. To promote the international exchange of persons preparing for or professionally engaged in personnel and guidance.

1. To develop continuing liaison with professional organizations in other
countries and with international organizations in personnel and guidance
and related fields.
6. To maintain liaison with governmental and private agencies and pro-

fessional organizations conc,?rned.with international education and the international exchange of persons.
7. To encourage emphasis hi regional and national conference programs on
the international aspects of the personnel and guidance procession.
APGA assigns to its International Relations Committee the responsibility for
leadership in carrying out this policy.
Submitted by the 1965-66 International Relations Committee. Ivan Putman. Jr..
Chairman.
Approved by Executive Council action. May 26. 1966.

THE. UNIVERSITY OF THE AMERICAS.

if rale°. DF.. June 15, 1966.
Senator WAYNE MonsE,
U.S. Senate,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: It is worth a trip to WochillgtOII if-forno-otherNitson

.

utn to get the kind of encouragement and support which you have always been
ready to give us.
Before leaving Washington we tried' to reach Mr. Cater by telephone but were
unable'to'do so. I am enclosing herewith a carbon of a letter I am sending him.

I am not sure that the changes which am suggesting will be adequate to make
possible the support which we are convinced The University of the Americas
need ior net. You are the statesman who can best be the judge.
Again let us assure you of our own determination to justify your faith in us
and in our goal of developing a strong institution of intercultural education as a
pathway to international understanding.
P Most gratefully yours,
'

.D. RAY 'LINDLEY, President. THE UNIVERSITY OF THE AMERICAS,

Mexico, DF.. June 14,1966.

Mr. Do, , }LAS CATER,

Th . White House,
IV hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CATER: Thank you very much for the time you gave Dr. McLain.
Mr. Dalton and myself- on June 6. Also we are grateful for .your hospitality to
us at luncheon.
Following our visit with you we saw Senator Wayne Morse. As you know.

he and the President. are agreed on- the importance of meeting the educational
problems of Latin America more on the educational front. In fact. Senator
Morse indicated that he planned to speak to you about an amendment to S 2874
which would Make it possible for the University of the Americas to qualify for
assistance under this bill.

Senator Morse asked Mr. Dalton and myself to writesuggesting the kind of

amendment we would want.

Of course we are aware of the political problem here and of the necessity of
guarding against. Pandora's Box which would open -the door to unworthy institutions.

Since ours is the one American type university in Latin America which is
accredited with a U.S. regional accreditation. and since we are not charteredin
the States like the American University in Beirut.. I am wondering if the following changes would be in order. and would suggest :

(1) On page 2. line 13. to insert the words "American Accredited" just before
the words "institutions Of higher education ".

(2) On page 3', line 15, the words "American Accredited" prior to the words
"institutions of higher education".
(3) On page 5. line 10. either eliminate the words "throuifhout the states" or
substitute the word "geographically".
With such possible hauges we realize we still would need to qualify. but these
revisions should still make it Possible for us to come under the umbrella.
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We will be deeply grateful for your support, and protuiSe.to dedicate ourselves
to justify ally confidence placed in us.
Most sincerely yours,
D. RAY LINDLEY, President.
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY,

Tempe, Ariz., March 24, 196G.

Senator Lismt HILL

17.N. Renate, Capitol Building,
Il'asltington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HILL: After careful .eonsideration of the recommendations mode

by the White House Conference on International Cooperation, the International
Education Bill now being proposed. and the increasing interest in expanding
internntional understanding, I-have discussed with various individuals the idea
of forming n committee to plan for an international nniveesity.
I am enclosing a copy of my proposal with the hope that the necessary facil-ities e0111(1 be provided in order to establish a working group that would be anthorized to implement the tdit lining of such an international university.
Sincerely,

ARID AL-MARAYATI, 1'17. D.,

Assistant Professor, Political Science.
ZtoorceActa. Tae*N INTERNATIONAL.
- r;;

NIVERSITY

The idea of an. internationagnuiversity has been advocated in various forms
by many individuals and organizations. It is my understanding that some SO
such proposals have been submitted to UNESCO and that txissibly a thousand
groups are working on such an undertaking.

In my opinion the aim of such a university would lie to prepare students in
prttfessional competence and at the slime time to create awareness in international affairs: In au age of 'increasing nationalism, it is innsirtant that the
national identity be maintained as a prerequisite for creating a greater sense
Of international responsibility. Such an idea merits consideration ill view of the
expanding role of international education.
Furthermore, this university could also serve as a means for training persons
in various fields urgently needed by the developing countries. Such a program

is. important in areas with common problems 'of obtaining trained personnel.
The proposed curriculum should be based .on the needs of the developing countries as well as on area studies.

Also, better results might' be achieved if the university were locnied in a
Frequently, after obtaining training in Western institutions.
a considerable number of students prefer not to return to their own countries

developing state,

for perhaps economic, psychological, or political reasons. Attempts to enconrage them in the direct service of their own states have been to no avail. Iminigration regulations eannot provide the solution since' the problem is really one
of a non-legal nature.
If ;) comprehensive plan is developed that takes into eimsideration the many

proposals submitted on the same subject mid brings together the various interested groups. it might be possible to implement the plan by modifying all
existing eduentional institution in some developing.country, such as, the American College in Istanbul. The American University of Beirut or the East-West.
Centee ;it the University of Hawaii could contribute much in the way of baekground.experienee to the endeavor tinder consideration.
For greatest effectiveness, it seems to me that this proposed university should

be sponsored .by an internationally oriented facility and that students should be
drnWn from as many countries as possible. In this way, au internntiozmily oriented training could be provided and at the same time greater emphasis could
be placed upon the creation of internation»lnwareness. It would also ensure.
that.a greater number, of highly trained personnel would return to their home

count ries.

Iii discussing this proposal. the question. of financing has been raised. I am
convincedthat the leadership in this matter could toine only'from the United
States because of the fact that aid from the United States in the field of edneat ion has acquired noticeable results.

.

In clOsing, I would suggest that a committee should be established to prepare
a. comprehensive plan, 'Such a-committee might. well be drawn from people of
different national backgrounds. but with a strong interest in and munnitment to
international education. United States. counterpart funds might be considered
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in the financing of the project at the outset, but it Would be exp:cted that participation of developing states would be forthcoming as suet' an undertaking
would be able to meet their IHPBS for trained personnel.

:ASSOCIATION OF Orr:my:As Eocc.vrons,
I n1 Arbor,

Hon. WAYNE MonsE.

ich ./atll 18, 1966.

Senate Office Budding,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MOUSE: Dr. Elbert R. Moses, Jr., represei t n t I ve for the ASSIll'ht

thin of Overseas Educators to the National Advisory Committee for Exelm nge of
Teachers reports that there is a bill forthcoming in the Senate, which has passed
in the House, HR 14643.
We its an organization and as 'overseas teachers. wish to give active support
to the legislation pertinent to the international ethical-14m net of 1966.
Will you please send me a. copy of the bill and information about eontacting
the Task Force on Intern it-ion:II Education so that we may assure them of -our
support?

For your information the members of AOE are returned overseas teachers

who have served abroad as Exchange 'Teachers. Dependents Sehotd 'Teachers.
Fulbrights. Peace Corpsmen. International Schools Teachers and. under various
government and private programs overseas.
We wish you success in yonr efforts to promote international understanding
trahughi itt n rna tionaLeducation_,
Sincerely,

VIOLET WHERFEL CLARE.

Secretary.

BEN NETT COLLEHE.

MiiihrOOk. N.Y.. ..1agnxt 29. 191;6.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

Chairman. Subcommittee on"Educution,
Committee ott Labor and Public 1Vrlfare.
U.S. Rotate. 1Vaxbington. D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: Please accept any congratulations on the work you and

your subcommittee are doing to ensure prompt consideration of -the proposed
International Education Act of 1066,

While we share soNe of the doubts you have expressed as to whether this

legislation goes far enough toward meeting many of the valid needs for Federal
assistance to institutions engaged in providing Aniertean students with an international dimension in their education. We do feel' that after std' clarification
and broadening of intent Iris your committee ran provide. this priquised legislation should be pushed through this session.

We believe it important to stress the unique Faille ill Snell education of a
period of work-study abroad .following an adequate peri6,1 of preparation on
campus. Bennett College has been offering such experience to a limited number

of students since 1959.

N

As explained in the attched statement we believe the results of this program
have proved the exceptional merit of this pattern in educining American students\
and-we wish to add our support to this proposed legislation which should help
us and others to continue along these lines.

I should therefore appreciate your including my statement in the record of

your current hearings :f-you consider it helpful and nppropriate.
Sincerely yours,

DONALD A.Eranuone., President.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD A. ELDRWOF,. PRESIDENT, RF.NNETT COLLEGE.

MILLBROOR. N. .

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in connection with the hearings
your .snbcommittee is now holding on the .proposed International Education Act
of 1066 contained in two related bills, H.R. 14643. passed by the House of Retiresentatives, and S. 2874. introduced by the distinguished Chairman of this Subcommittee. I wish hereby to go on record as President of Bennett ('allege. MillbroOk. New York, a privately supported two-year college for whine'', in endorsing-.
the urgent need-for legislation of this nature. The Federal support of the type
proposed should he extremely helpful in assisting colleges like Bennett College
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in planning, developing and carrying out comprehensive programs to strengthen
and improve their undergraduate instruction in international studies.
For the past half century, we at Bennett College have held the view expressed

in your subcommittee's first hearing by Assistant Secretary Frankel that "an
education without an international dimension is an inadequate education for
Americans." Therefore, education in international realities has been offered
at Bennett since 1010.

In 1989, we began develOping our unique Overseas Service Program directed
toward providing specialists who combine useful technical -skills with international sophistication. This Program has been built primarily to meet the
specific needs in our own country for executive secretaries who liave had as part
of their general education an exposure to the complex facts of the international
scene. These young women develop an exceptional understanding of the ,reds
and aspirations of the people of other countries through two years of specialized
Preparation at Bennett College for a third year of supervised internship abroad..
the daily living and working experience of people in the country such
as France, Spain, Switzerland, Germany, Japan, Niger, or Greece. for example:
The psychological atmosphere at Bennett College superimposes on the firm
moral and intellectual foundatibn provided by the homes and schools from which
these highly selected young ladies have come, a capacity for open-eyed recognition
of the realities of the international world in which we live. Thus, they readily
develop an unusual ability to deal effectively with People. of all nationalities and
stations of life. Many of the psychological blocks and prejudices that handicap

students from less sophisticated backgrounds are not present. in most of these
Bennett students, and we haVe found this to be an important factor in their

success.

Under-t-t

-Sermice Program, Bennett College has developed a gradually

broadening cooperation with international business orgaittons such-as--17137M.
and Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith ; and.service.organizations such a's
the Council on Student Travel have been most cooperative in offering apprentice

jobs under both part and full time arrangements at full local pay rates for

beginners. The Interantional Y.M.C.A. and the International. Y.W.C.A., FranceEtats-Unis, the American School of Paris and the Institute de Cultural Hispanics
have also been most pleased to undertake on4he-job training for our students on
a voluntary basis oriat nominal wages....
Furtherinore,- on the completion of their year of internship abroad, many of
our students have been offered permanent jobs abroad or at home with the.orgalization.s with which they have worked as apprentices or with other organizations
such as Pan American Airways. Time-Life, Inc.. and a number of government
and educational institutions. The Department of State. A.I.D., the U.S.I.S:. the
Department of Agriculture, the F.B.I., and the Central intelligence Agency have
all expressed great interest in our graduates and have encouraged us to consider
expanding our program. Personnel offices in both business !Ind government inform us that there is and will continue to be a much heavier demand for girls
with the cultural background, language and secretarial skills our Overseas Serv-1
ice PrograM graduates possess than can possibly be met in .the near future.
In addition to training potential international office workers and junior executives, the Overseas Service Program cooperates with the Child Study and Liberal
Arts Programs of Bennett College in preparing and placing students in apprentice. ships or as teaching assistants abroad. For several years we have had two to
three young women helping to teach English in Japanese High Schools and for the
past two years have had one.eaudi at' Pierce College in Athens, Greece, and in the
American School, in Paris. School authorities hi Japan particularly have expressed to me an urgent need for many more young women with this kind of
training.
Our Interior Design and Fashion and Merchandising Departments at Bennett
College are collaborating on plans requiring special training, placement andsponsorship by the Overseas Service Program for a number-of their students, and
the Performing Arts Program is collaborating with the Overseas Service Program
in a project for the placement of a number of its graduates in France and Britain
as apprentices in the Provincial Theatres or as .students at the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Art or in the American Theatre Workshop in Paris.'
While we have been pioneering this program werhave been sharing the results
of our experience with other educational institutiOnswith which we are associ-.
ated in organizations and groups such as the American Association of Junior
C011eges, the Associated Colleges of the Mid-HudSon Area. and the "Little Six"
.Colleges, and we have offered cooperation to those who have indicated interest in
establishing similar programs. We believe that this work-study- plan could be
.

.

.
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developed into It pattern adaptable to maler colleges which recognize the unique
value of such overseas work-study progriuns wit limit the necessity for carrying
through expensive preliminary pilot programsof their own.
We are firmly eonvined of the great and unique value of on Overseas Service
Program to the promotion of better understanding between the peoples of tlie
United States and the rest tf the world and in providing pump: women prepared
to work and live abroad with the greatest effectiveness. for American government
and private organizations involved in international transactions or services: We

have found that in addition to their %cork o broad and in organization headquart, rs in the United. States, our graduates who marry IS40111e unusually useful,

'Wine:ices in the betterment of international understanding and relations in the
vommunities in which they live. We are therefore determined to continue the
program as long as we can.

We now see, however. no possibi: sume other than Fede.ral Funds under the
proposed International Education Act of 1966 fir expanding our program. . Onr
experience would indicate specifically time all of tlw provisions listed under Sec-

tion 4(al are desirable and.neessary to the accomplishment of the Bill's lairposes. I therefore wish to add the testinamy of our experience in education for
international service to that offered by individuals representing other institutions

and urge your favorable considera Him of anis legislation.
I should be delighted to answer
questions which, you or any member of your
.

connuittee or staff may have with regard to this. statement. I have also asked
retired America' Ambassador Horace H. Smith, Director of the Overseas Service
Program of Bennett College, to be prepared to discuss its.details and ur en
for this legislation with you or anyone you might

.

CLAREMONT GRADUATE SCI1001 AND UNIVERSITYCENTER.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT.

Claremont, Calif., September 19,1966.

Hon. WAYNF, MORSE,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR MORSE: I hope very much your subcommittee will accept

the International Education Act and press its passage in Congress. It is of
vital importande to institutions such as ours where numerous faculty and programs both graduate and undergraduate are dedicated to international education. Our program in non-Western cultures. including Chinese, Japanese. Indian.

and ,Southeast Asian is a Claremont Colleges feature we wish greatly to de-

velop in the next few years.
The sc*ope and requirements of such exotic programs will make it necessary
for outside aid if they are .to be developed by a group of private colleges with
limited endowments. Thus the International Education Act will in large part
determine our future possibilities in these directions.
Sincerely yours,

Louis T. I3ENEzer.
COLORADO COLLEGE,

Colorado_Springs, Colo., August 24, 1966.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

Chairman, Education. Subcommittee of the. Senate Committee on Labor and
PublicrWelfare, U.S. Senate, Wash ingt on. D.C.

I appreciate. your kind letter of August 11th. inviting
'me to submit a written statement with respect to the "International Education
'DEAR- SENATOR MORSE :

Act of 1966" .on which your subcommittee recently held hearings.. My statement
is enclosed.
Respectfully submitted.

FRED A. SONDERMANN.

Professor of Political Science.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRED A. SONDERMANN. l'ROFESSOR OF POLITICAL
SCIENCE. COLORADO COLLEGE. COLIMA'S) SPRINGS. COLO.

I have been hivolVedininternational studies for almost twenty yearsfirst as
an undergraduate student: then a graduate student. and'since 19'13 a nubmber of
the Facultyof Colorado College. During this period. I have also been active in
related activities. Thus, in the summer of 194 I acct an eight-week period as
a member of a Seminar dedicated to the improvement of teaching in international.
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relations at the University of Iowa (under sponsorship of the Ford Foundation) :
in the 1956/57-aclidemic year, I held a Ford Foundation International Relations
Training Fellowship at Stanford University, to acquaint myself with such related fields as Anthropology and Social Psychology. I was one of the founding

members of the InternationalStudies Association in 1959/60, and in 1962/63
served as the national President, of this group.

In addition to my teaching duties

at Colorado College, an undergraduate institution, I have also taught at the
Graduate School of International Studies, University of Denver; and at the
Claremont Graduate School iu California. I ant co-author of .a book of text
and readings, The Theory and-Practice of International Relations (first edition
1960, second edition 1960), and author of articles in various journals. I have
just assumed the job as editor of Background (to be renamed Journal Witter-

'national Studies).
--On-the-bagis of this experience in studying and teachinOnternational
strongly.support the objectives of the "International-Matta-ion Act of
1966" and urge passage of this legislation, with suitable appropriations to en
the intent of this legislation into effect. I support the objectives of this Act. to
render assistance toward the improvement of teaching at the graduate level. haproveuient of teaching at the undergraduate, level, and aid to relevant organizations.

Surely there is nothing that I or anyone else (_;--(--m1(.1-Possibly say that could
over-stress the importance to us, in our own national, interest, of providing the
best possible research .and teaching about foreign ,countries and areas -and the
relations among them. At the risk of seeming immodest, I will quote
introduction to the aforementioned book "It is not too much to assert that the
Solution (or lack of solution) of problems in this area of human relationships
will shape the design of our future. As a matter of fact, such solutions (or
lack of solutions) may well determine whether there is to be a future at all for
the kind of civilization. we know. However much many of us might prefer to
focus on ,private or intrasocietal problems, a' precondition for continued existence

is a profound understanding of, and Wise and skillful participation in, world
affairs on the part of national leaders. and in, a democracy such as ours, on the
part of at least. a segment of the People."

I hope it will not be considered necessary. in order to establish the point for
involvement and assistance on the part of the federal government, to argue that
nothing that has been happening in the field Of seholurship and teaching about
international relations has been valuable or worthwhile. On the contrary, I be,
here that this field of study bas made tremendous advances (hiring the past ten
or fifteen years. If I were to view it as a ease stney of Intellectual history. I
would argue that at various times a discipline may either be relatively stagnant.
or that. it may. on the other hand, demonstrate a burst of energy and advancement. On thiS basis. it seems clear to in that the study of international relations has increasingly partaken of the latter eharacteristie. It. is nu exciting

and challenging field Of Study. one to which more and more personsfrom a
variety of scholarly backgroundsmake increasingly important contributions;
think we are on the threshold of real. '..breakthroughs" iii our understanding of
the phenomena of international life: and I would hope that we are alSo going to
the increasing
1:e in an ever better position to communicate to our
knowledge which we are obtaining.

There are, however, problems in this processroblems of time and.resources
19 devote to the tasks at band: and problems of eommunication among scholars
and between scholars and 'Students. Very many institutiOns of. higher learning
in this country have only insufficient program's in the field of 'international

tioas. An informal survey vhivh I made some years ago of the nuinber and
kinds of courses in this held- offered at a cross - section of colleges and universities
in the Western l'nited Ntattes persuaded me that the situation was serionsindeed.-

Furthermore,. I believe that in the vast majority of higher edttentional institu,
Hons. the number of persons engaged in the professional study of international
relations is very small indeed : thus these teachers lack the inattediatt day -by -day
contact with others who share their own interests and competencies. I believe
that this argues 'for energetic efforts to establish allure adequate men nit of cola
ninniention among, them. so that they may keep abreast of the research efforts
and findings of. other members of the professhin. that they may contribute meaningfully to them; and, above all, that they may integrate theSe findings into their.
Mut: teaching, for their sttints' benefit nand. cobsequently; fOr the long-rangebenefit of the country.

What. I ma 'trying to say ,is that one of the major emphases should be on the
eommunicathin of. what we already know about international affairs. I.do not

mean to downgrade the importance of trying to learn a great deal noreif
48-856 0H-64---34
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there were ever to he a point at which we knew "enough" (whatever that might
mean). we are surely very far away from that point.now. But I intend to convey
to you my feeling that we already know more than we are communicating to one
another and to our students.
Hence. the emphasis on increasing and improving 1) iesearch activities: 2)
graduate and undergraduate instruction : and 3) organizational means of contact and communication seem. to me to make up a meaningful pattern. nil parts of
which are significantly interrOnted.
The expectations which we Americans have of our educational institutions are
tremendously large and complex. It has become increasingly apparent that these

institutionspublic or privatecannot meet all demands made upon them

through their.own resources. This being so. various levels of govermaent have
participated increasingly in order to provide the resources to enable our educational institutions to perform their functions. This has been true in such fields
as medicine, the sciences and mathematics, the preparation of teachers, language
instruction. I believe that all such programs have benefited not only the institutiens themselves. but much more importantly. they have been of direct benefit
to their students and of indirect. but surely major, benefit to the nation itself.
I myself happen to be the product of one of the first nmjor acts of participatiorr---by the federal government in the e
process-rthe. so-called G.I. Bill of
Right&following World- or II. I can therefore testify personally to the benetits of progzams of that sort : and I should like to think that what' benefited me.
and millions like me---directly has also been of value to the entire society. This
is the wny in which I view such programs of assistance to the educational process., We must be very sure that there is DO infringement of traditional academic
processes and freedoms. I find no indication in the proposed
on-that---there would be such infringement: hence. I supportlt -fail
.

The ituestinn-nOw--hrwlietlfer increased and improved knowledge of other coun-

tries and civilizations, and of the relationships among them and between them
and the United States is as nmch in the national interest as increased and improved knowledge of such fields as mathematics. science. languages, and the like.
My answer here is mar unequivocal "yes:" I hope that the committee'sand the

Semite'sanswer will be the same; and that the legislation presently before

your group will he viewed as an important initial step to implement that answer.
.TEACIIERS COLLEGE. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

Nem York. N.1'.. May 3, 1966.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE.

(*batman of the Education Rubeommitter.
rmumittre (») Labor and Public Welfare.
T. Renate, Washinyto». n.r.
'PEAR SENATOR MORSE: I am writing as chairman of the.Committee on Interna-

---tional-Rela-Mil's of the National Education Association to urge you and your
Committee to begin hearings' as noon as possible on the proposed International
Education Act of 1966. My committee, which represents an organization of

nearly a Million American educators, supports in. the strongest terms the purposes
and the propoSals for international education which were presented by the President in his message to Congress on February 2. 1966 and which are emhodied in

S. 2874.

We likewise Very strongly support H.R. 14643 which was reported out unanimously by the Honse Committee on Education and Labor on April 26. Webelieve
that the amendments made in H.R. 12451 and H.R. 12452 as a result of the hearingS before the IlonSe Task Force on International Education will still further
'enhance the role of American education at it understakes to strengthen its own
international thrust, expands its usefulness to time educational systitnis of other

nations. and thereby promotes the pence and security of the world;
We therefore hope that you and your Committee will take all pOSsible stePs
to insure prompt and favorable action hi the Senate so that the moment-tin)
ahieved in the House thns far may be consummated by passage of the bill dur-

ing this session of Congress.
May I add a personal Word of my own? As Associate Dean for International
Studies at Teachers College. Colunihin Cuiversity. I have been in charge of our
prOgrains of international APrviee. training. and; research for nearly a decade.
'We bride ourselves on the extent. variety. and success of the several projects we
at Teachers College have conducted in cooperation with AID. the Pence Corps.

several private foundations. and dozens of 'colleges and universities both here
and abroad.

.
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\ I am convinced that our efforts and the efforts of many other American colleges and universities have been invaluable to America's interests and to the
interests of the whole free world, but I am also convinced from personal, admin
.istrative, and scholarly experience that the urgency and scope of world-wide
educational needs require the long-terin basic support envisioned by the proproposed International kkhw Hob Act of 1O(6.

It is most important that he new bill aid to mobilize the combined efforts of
the aaulemi community. th institutions that educate teachers, and the public
and private school systems of the country if the needs are to be met at home and
overseas. Nothing less will do.
Again. may I urge you to redouble your efforts On behalf of the International
Education Act of 1966 in order to achieve its passage as soon as possible.

Your very truly.

R. FREEMAN BUTTS,

.

Associate Dean for International Studies.
COLUMBIA MsiIVERSITY IN TUE CITY OF NEV YORK,

New York, N.Y., June 22. 196G.

.

Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Education,
U.S. Senate,
`Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: I_tuu_writing-iircufiIfeTT1 on with the impending consider-

Uomniift-Ce of the International Education Act, recently. passed
by the House of Representatives.

As one of those who have been concerned with the training of specialists in
International affairs and foreign 'areas. I am wholeheartedly in favor of the
proposed legislation. Given your general record and outlook, I assume it is indeed not necessary to reiterate what wound seem to be compelling arguments
its favor.
I Might add that a number of the major philanthropic foundations which have,
oVer'th# past two ;lecades, given support to the development of training in and
study of. foreign areas at certain American universities have now withdrawn
their stODoat on the-ausumptionihat their function was primarily one of bridging a short-term gap or "priming the pump." so that in fact a number of established programs in regional studies. would now be left in considerable financial
difficulty, here there not a prospect of support by the Federal Government, and
the proposed International Education Act of 1966 would essentially improve. the.
prospects in an area which is manifestly in the national interest.
Many of us have, of late. been depressed by the seeming inadequacy of American knowledge and understanding of the world abroad. The demonstrable misconceptions which exist about so many areas have of course, had a most unfortunate effect on public opinion and probably policy: It would seem doubly
important, therefore, to stimulate the kind of training which over the years might
.

lead to an essential improvement in this situation. It seems to me that the
,tragic Vietnam situation must not be permitted to prevent the development of
sound and forward-looking legislation at home.
Sincerely yours.

ALEXANDER DALLIN,

Adlai E. Stevenson Professor of International Relations
and Director, Russian Institute..
WASHINGTON, D.C., August 16, 1966.
Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Chairman, Education Subcommittee,
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

-

DEAR SENATOR MORSE: I have your good letter of August 11 inviting a statement

on S. 2874 and H.R. 14643 (International Education Act of 1966) which are
currently being studied by your Subcommittee. My particular interest in that
legislation is in facilitating efforts "to strengthen undergraduate programs in
international studies."
While the proposal which I suggest does not seem to be contemplated in the

pending legislation, the Findings and Declaration (Sec. 2 of H.R. 14643) that
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. . this and future generations of Americans should be assured ample opportunity to develop to the fuhest extent possible their intellectual capacities iu all

".

areas of knowledge pertaining to other countries, peoples; and cultures; and
that it is therefore, both necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government
to assist in the development of resources for international study and research
. . ." leads me to suggest for consideration the possibility of including a provision under Sec: 4 of H.R. 14643 which would subsidize, through the use of
excess currencies, undergraduate education of veterans who may be beneficiaries
Of :the Cold War Bill of Rights and, contingent upon the availability of funds,

other U.S. students who desire to study: in countries where the U.S. has. such

currency balances.
The pending legislation and other existing federal programs-provide for sub..'
sidizaition of graduate education abroad. It is my opinion that we should expand
the principle of such support to undergraduate education as well.
I am, therefore, attaching a proposal for the use of excess currencies to defray
the cost of undergraduate education of U.S. students who wish to study abroad.
I hope that the substance of this proposal is appropriate for consideration by your
Subcommittee as it considers the International Educational Act of 1966 and. that
*the members of the Committee will find some merit in it.
With best wishes, I am,
Cordially,
;*.

BRANT CoOPERSMITII.

r To-DEFRAY TnE_CpsTs OF UNDERA. PROPOSAL FOR THE USE OF EXcEsSCuRRENer*----GRADUATE EDUCATION FOR U.S. STUDENTS WIT0 WISH To STUDY ABROAD
.

.

Excess currencies accruing to the U.S. from a variety of foreign aid programs

particularly P. L. 480 funds and those which will come from the Food For

Freedom 'proposals present an increasingly difficult challenge especially in developing nations which' are characterized by sensitivity to encroachments upon
independence, realor imagined. The recognition that an investment in education

is for all practical purposes tantamount to a capital -investment as well as a
major contra button to human development has led to a variety of proposals
large and small that significant portions of excess currencies be allocated for
educational purposes. However, with rare exceptions It is not contemplated
nor has specific legislative provision been made for the allocation of these funds
to the use of U.S. undergraduate students.

1. Authorization should be granted to make excess currencies available to

defray the cost of undergraduate education and subsistence forU.S. veterans and,
contingent upon the availability of funds, other U.S. students who desire to study
in countries where the U.S. has such excess currency balances.

2. At the present- time undergraduate study .abroad is limited to either the
exceptional scholarship student or those students who can afford what today
must be considered a 'luxury. It would be highly desirable that the opportunity
for foreign study be available to the less affluent and ordinary student as well.
3. Usually foreign study at the undergraduate level such as the Junior Year
Abroad programs take place in European nations. The utilization of excess cur-

rencies for undergraduate education would stimulate such study in other parts of
the world.
In. view of the importance of Asia, Africa, and the 'Middle East; it is essential
that they be included in the thinking of the people of the U.S. as something other
than exotic, mysterious locations, cultures, and peoples and become integrateds

into the American vision of the world' as one 'community. A steady flow of 'L
American undergraduates to those -regions would Contribute to that end.
4. In view of the fact that excess currencies belong to the people of the U.S.
every effort 'should he made to have the ordinary citizen benefit from them' so
long as it is considered beneficial to the U.S.

5. Current, proposals for Bi-National Educational Foundations have met with
resistance because of sensitivity in the grantee nations to the possibility of becoming involved with what is termed cultural imperialism. An undergraduate
student program would not run that risk. The number of students benefitting by
such a program would depend upon the willingness of the foreign universities to
accept them. Therefore, the criteria for participation in the program would be

in the hands of authorities in the grantee nation thus avoiding the possible allege -'tion of imperialism of any sort.
6. Benefits to ordinary U.S. student would emphasize the "mutual" aspect's of
the foreign Tiid program. Psychologically, this would be desirable in the grantee
-nation. This4is one means in which they, in Pact, can pay their own way diminish-
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ing the-possibility of Shakespeare's warning. ". . for loan oft loses both Itself
atud friend."
7. The appearance of ordinary :American nndergraduates on foreign campuses
would be desirable in communicating the values of our culture by their example.

,There can be few better ways of indicating the nature of our. modern technological society than by the conduct of our young people. Their aspirations,
hopes and plans for. good or ill would be more illustrative than countless lectures
urging the concept that,education has utilitarian ns well as cultural functions.
S. With the adoption of the Cold War 13111 of Rights the U.S. has an obligation
to contribUte to education for our .veterans creating demands upon our treasury

which- could be relieved by the extent that veterans availed themselves of the
benefit of the use of excess currencies if such use is authorized.
9. A special program encouraging veterans to use these funds for study abroad
would' in the case of 1000 students save the taxpayer in the U.S. $100,000 per
month.
10. With the increasing cost of education in the United States, the $100 /mouth
contribution to a veteran's education under the Cold War Bill of Rights may still
present the veteran with considerable economic problems. He, therefore, may be
stimulated to take advantage of an opportunity t(Y study abroad under conditions
Wherein full tuition and subsistence world be provided out of excess currencies.
11. Sikh an opportunity for study abroad might for some persons provide an
escape valve from the frustrations and pressures of ghetto living in our major
cities. In those cases it could be argued that such educational opportunities
would, to the extent to which they are.exereised, minimize tensions.

1-2Inereased-atudstudents-abread-would provido-the-uation-w-i-th

additional human resources when dealing with international affairs.

ITHACA, N.Y., '..S(p/rmber 19, /99(i.
Hon. 1VAYNE Monsx.

chairmaa of the Nabewnntittec on 1 nternutional Rduut ion ;let.
17.8. Senate, 111a8h

-International Education Act most important legislation to, help higher educa-

tion make a greater contribution to our country's capabilities to deal inteliipuny With overseas problems. Hope very much for your support for this
portant measure.

.Wiwi A. PERKINS,
Prr.whient,
Unirermity.

MExico 5, D.P..
June 22, 1966.
Senator \VAYNE MORSE.

Oh! Senatt\Office
Moth ington

Dkatt Snx,\ Ton: When. you :4() kindly received Dr. Lindley and Mr. .Sharp iu

youroffice.
oces r tently, you mentioned Senate Bill No. 2814 regnrding education

and said you w u1(1 welcome any suggestions We .might have to offer which would
open the door to he University of the Americas in Mexico.1).E.-coming within its
terms and prorisi ns.

Both Dr. Lindle,- and I made some notes on copies of the Bill and yon may
have already. heard\from him by this time. However; since he stayed in the
lSA, delivering a Commencement Address at LexinktOn. Kentucky. I'm taking
the liberty of forward; ig my marked copy. with-the thoughts that occurred to us
as perhaps being usefu to enable .theUofA to qualify within the frathework of
the Bill.

As hearings take place I (b) hope that it will be possible for the legislation to

be edited. and of course subsequently adOpted to accommodate the I7ofA.
We're Most grateful for y07 deep interest in the school and what we're trying

to accomplish. We can't hell but he enthusiastic as we review recent years alai
see the progress.. particularly the impnct-being made in this area.
Sincerely.
(Signed) JESS N. 1).ii.ToN.
.

2874. 9th Cong.. 2d seas.]

(Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic)
*

A BILL To provide for thee
r

.

*

of American oriented educational resources
international s dies and research
*.
.*
strengthening
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Stc. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that a knowledge of other coun-

tries is of the utmost importance in promoting mutual understanding and cooperation between nations ; that strong American oriented educational resources
irrespective of situs are a necessary base for strengthening our relations with

other countries ; that this and future generations of Americans should be assured
ample opportunity to develop to the fullest extent possible their intellectual ca-

pacities in all areas of knowledge pertaining to' other countries, peoples, and
'cultures; and that It is therefore both necessary and appropriate for the Federal
Government to assist in the development of resources for international study and
research and to assist the progress of education in developing nations, in order
to meet the requirements of world leadership.
.

CErNTERS FOR ADVANCED

TERNATIoNAL STUDIES

SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary of Health, l ;ducation, and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary") is authorizk d to arrange through grants to American oriented institutions of higher etrucition, or combinations of such institutions, for the establishment, strengthening, end operation by them of graduate
centers which will be national and.iiternational resources for researeivand train-.
ing in. international studies. Actir Wei carried on in such centers may be con-

centrated either on specific geogriqthical areas of the world or on particular
fields or issues in international affhirs which concern one or more countries, or

-both.

_

a

GRANTS TO STRENGTHEN UNDERGRADUATE' PROGRA1ES IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

SEC. 4. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to American oriented
institutions of higher education to assist them in planning,. developing, and
carrying out a comprehensive program to strengthen and improve undergraduate
instructions in international studies. Grants made under this section may be
for projects and activities which are an integral part of such a comprehensive

program such as
,

*

0.

*

(c) The Secretary shall allocate grants to American. oriented institutions of
will most nearly provide an equitable distribution of the grants tAreagitettt tit
etatef3 to' whomsoever directed while at the same time giving a preference to thos,e

institutions which are most in need of additional funds for programsin inter-'
national studies dad which shoW real promise of being able to use additional
tuna, effd ttively.
o\

t
NEir Ylcauc, August 164966.
Re S..2874 and H.R. 14643.
DEAR SENATOR MoRsE : Thank you for giving me this opportunity to offer my

proposals, regarding international education.
The International Education Fund, Inc., offers a "do-it-yourself" via a lending
hand progratn; through the use of 'credit leverage, combined with "groWth investment" applied to international education.
It proposes to preserve the'private enterprise approach to education, by provid.

t

ing a helping hand to those who wish to help themselves, where other means
are not available.

This is'a self-financing program, that does not require tax money.
The International Education Fund, Inc., provides the "know-how" mold amidst. mince for arranging long term, low cost loans to college students world-wide, in

order that they can complete "their education in the sciences, medicine, etc..
where they have no other means of obtaining financial assistance. Such loans
are arranged through local hanks and established institutions of education, in
the area of the students home.

In addition the International Education Fund, Inc., arranges for long..term."-:
low cost financing to colleges for the expantion of their facilities, on terms and
conditions that can be met within the provisions of their budget structure.
The International Education Fund, Inc:, proposes to finance this work, throughthe establishment of an Investment Fund, by the issuance of 30 year Debenturest
at current rates of interest, to be guaranteed by the Federal GoVernment.
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This InVestinent Fund, of several hundred million dollars to begin the pro-

gram ; will be invested in "growth" type Investment Companies. that over the

past quarter century, have demonstrated a growth of over 20% per anniun compounded.. This Investment Fund will appreciate enough to pay Interest on the
Debentures at current market rates, build a Sinking Fund for the redemption
of the Debentures at the end of 30 years and still generate'sufficient revenue to
Carry on the work, described above, in the field of internatienal education, by
working with local banks and established institutions of higher education, in
arranging for long term, low cost loans to college students from the local banks.
For each $1,000. 10 year loan at 3c/e.5interest, that the local balk grants to a
college student; the Aternational.Education Fund,
take from that bank

.

.. an 'additional $2,000. 10 year loan, at current rates of interest, plus the dif-.

ferential, of the college students 3% and the current rate of interest. 'The local
hank will thus, be paid the current rate of interest on the entire amount loaned.
under the arrangement of, and guarUnteed by the International Education Fund,
Inc. The loans to be repaid in the local currency of the country, in which the
bank is located ; or, lithe bank prefers % can be repaid in "hard" currency, this

" also applies to interest payments:

The International EducatiOn Fund, Inc., will invest the $2,000 loan from the
bank, through it's I'. vestment Fund. This $2,000.. investment in 10 years, will

amount to $6,000. (Based on the experience of the past quarter century, of
"growth" type Investment Companies.) This amount is sufficient to pay all
the interest payinents of the bank loans and to repay the original loan of $2,000.:
also if for any reason the college student cannot repay his loan, there is sufficient
revenue-from-this-investment to repay-his-.$1-,000.-loan-plus-any-interest thnt hP
may owe.

The kcal bank profits in many ways. 71 makes a loan at current rates of
interest, guaranteed by a strong International Education Fund, . Inc. It can
obtain repayment of % of the loan and interest paymehts, in the "hard" currency of any country it wishes. through our Swiss banks. It creates good will
for the bank, by assisting college students, the future leaders of the community.
In the case of assisting established colleges to expand their facilities, the
International Education Fund, Inc. will arrange for a local 30 year.Debenture
issue at current rates of interest: To be guaranteed by the local government
and/or the International Education Fund, Inc.

The ratio would be the same as in the case of a college student loan. For
each $1,000,000.00 that the college. would need ; a $3,000.000.00 Debenture issue
would be obtained. Of this .% Would go. to the College and % would be invested
through the Investment Fund of the International Education -Fund, Inc.

,...The...college would pay interest on its part of. the Debenture Issue, to the
International Education Fund, Inc. at the rate of at least 3% per annum, or
more, up to the full current rate at which the Debenture Issue. was obtained.
Depending on the ability of the college to pay.. The differential, it any, would
be made up by the International Education Fund, Inc.
The $2,000,000.00

ii rested, by the International .EduCation Fund, Inc.: of

the $3,000,000.00 Debenture Issue, in 30 years would amount to $60,000,000.00.

(Based on the experience a "growth" type Investment Companies, dining the
past quarter century.) This' amount would be sufficient to pay all current
interest and to repay the original .$3,000,000.00 Debenture Issue; even if the
college is not in s position to contribute anything during.the 30 year period,.
This proposed program of the International Education Fund, Inc., can begin
to operate by an initial 30 year ebenture Issue, guaranteed by the Federal

Government, of $900,000,000.00. This will cover both the college student-loan, as
well as the- college expansion programs. On a more limitrd basis, covering only

college student loans. the program could, be started with an initial 30year.
Debenture Isine, guaranteed by the Federal Government, of only $360,000,000.00.
.

EaCh year as the program progresses and needs require, additional fr.nds

could be raised, by additional Debenture Issues. ,
.
It is proposed that the Investment Fund 'of the International Education FM:Ali
Inc., be placed iiithe .custody of the Chemical Bank. New York Trust Company
and 'Invested in Aell established and managed "groWth" type Investment Com-.

panies, that have demonstrated s growth rate of at least 20% per annum, over a

Period of years'.

.

This program requires no tax dollark because it is t=elf-su.staining, through,
the employment of the principle of private enterprise and investment in privately.
owned "growth" industries, through the use of .credit applied to international
education. A lending hand to hell) those, who want to help themselves.
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In support of the appreciation through\"growth" demonstrated by well managed Investment Companies, over the post\ quarter century ; (1/1/41 to 1/1/60)
I refer to : Investment Companies by Arthur Weisenberger & Co.; Fundscope
Fundscope Inc.; Johnson Charts by Johnson Corp.
The following figures are the results of .'10,000 invested. for 20 years. An
average of 6, 20 year. periods, during the last quarter century. Figures taken
from Fl IN DSCOPE. July, 1960

Affiliated Fund_

Broad Street Fimd

20-ilcu Result (a
period Avcrage)

\\

Investment Company

-

$142, 315
119, 162
130,.787
121, 333

r

Chemical Fund
Eaton Stock Fund
Fidelity .Fund

135,944

\, Y
"\..
s

Founders Fund
Investment Company of America
Keystone K-2 Fund

122, 402
123, 547
177, 272
100, 384
135. 572
103, 004
147, 016
117, 017
163, 157
107, 744

-,

Keystone-S-3--Fninl
Keystone S-3 Fond
Keystone S-4 Fund
Massachusetts Investment Growth Fund

:-\_

Massachusetts Investment Trust Fund
National Investors Fund
Philadelphia Fund

1

t' -Amara Tnvestment__Fn nd

99, 91-3

State Street Fund

126, 748
118, 854
121, 931
104;007

United Accumulation Fund

Fundamental Fund
Keystone S-1 Pund

4.

The above 20 Investment Companies are an example of the many more

"growth" type Investment Companies that have similar and even greater appreciation records; on a consistent basis over. a period of many years.
If there are any questions or need for .additional, informlftimr-Lshall be most
happy. to provide any requirements that the Committee may have.
I appreciate this opportunity to present my proposal of 'providing international
education. without cost to taxpayers. at the same time exalting the private enter-prise system under whiCh we live.
Sincerely. yours.
.

.

PIERRE A. Du VAL.
EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE,

Cheney, Wash.,'Agril 13, 1966.
taon. WAYNE MORSE.

. UIS. Senate,
Efr aShington, D.C.
D
I DEAR SENATOR MORSE The purpose of this letter is to expresk some concelilnbout .11:R. 12451/12452 the International Education Act. of 1966.

:If one of our national purposes is to aid in the develtiPment of the deMocratic
ideology, which implies not only the right of choices but also the ability to choose.

lOgically, it can only be concluded that the general level of education in any
developing country is related to its arlity to make choices. The general level
Of teacher preparation determiniis the maximum level of gencral education, consequently, normal schools and teach/e, -s' colleges hr developing countries have a
most important stake ip the devetopment of democracy: Their connterpats in
America-also share. this responsibirity.
In discussing this issue last week with Dr. Ralph FlYnt. Associate Commissioner of Education, it wa,s concluded that the "blue ribbon" imam q called to testify
might easily overlook this important aspect. It was suggested .1cat I 'might retpiest the privilegeto testify ,in this behalf due to my experiences as n specialist

in teacher education in Korea.. However, I would suggest instead that you
consider Di. William Drummond of the George Penhody College. for Teachers
its it person who has had similar experiences and shares the same views.
Mconcerns are not related to who- might be called to testify as much as the
right issues are brought into focus.
Sincerely yours,

,

WALTER L. POWERS,

PrOfC880r of Education and .1'sychology.

.

,
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FORDIIANI UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIEN
DEPARTMENT OF
ISTORY.

Bronx, N.Y., Septum er 15. 1966.
Hon. WAY NE MORSE.

Senale.

Wash iogton. D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE : A number of the faculty at Pordham interestd in- promot-

ing the development of international studies have been following %.ith concern ,
%lid interest the progress Of federal legislation in support (if such e( ucation. this

. year.

I would just like to express to you my appreciation for your effor s on behalf
of higher education and my firm agreement with your position tl at such an

important cause should not be allowed to go under due to the fiscal I ressures of
the Viet Nam war.
.

Here at F ordhn
an we have been devoting a great deal of effort to interesting
college students in the affairs of other nations, with primary emphas s on Latin
America: We have for several years sent young collegians to Mexico for summer
work building adobe huts and .conunualty centers for impoverished villagers.
We have also operated a Junior Year in Chile program and had ad aetive inferdisciplinary undergraduate Latin American Program. The graduates from that
small group have gone oti to Peace Corps and graduate study in Latin. Amerfeal
affairs.

We Impe that. the International Education Act will be passed, and 'also, even
if curtailed fluids Indicate a primary emphasis on existing graduate centers.
that some funds will be allotted to .attracting. now, as undergraditates, the
graduate scholars of two or three years hence to this vital, neglected field. For
your information. I would be happy to send on to you from time to time information on what is going on here.
Thank you for your efforts, and please keep at it !
Sincerely,

ROGER WINES.

Chairman. Department Of History.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEAGUE SCHOOLS.

Salt Lake City, Utah. August 17. 1966.

-Senator WAYNE MORSE.

New Senate Office.ltnilding.
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MbliSE : We would like to thank you for your invitation to sub-

mit a written statement which will be considered as part of your hearings on
the International Education Act of 1906. Oar statement is enclosed :
Sincerely.

ROBERT. DERRY,

ECCHtitiC Director.
-PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT DERRY. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. FOREIGN LANGL;AGE

LEAGUE SCHOOLS, SALT LAKE (ITT, UTAH

The Foreign Language League respectfully requests that the wording of the
bill currently under study lie changed so that the words "or other public or pri-

rate non-profit educational organizations" he inserted immediately after the words

"institution of higher educatiOn" wherever these words are used in the Act.
At first blush it seems obvious that an "institution of higher education" would
.

he the logical vehicle through which these programs could be administered. There

are. hoever, organizations which do not qualify limier this definition which
could make a significant. contribution to this arch: The,broader category which

we are suggesting does not require the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare t4 deal with organizations other than institutions Of higher education. It
would,Imwever. give them flexibility to take advantage of the capabilities of
'private \organizations whore they deem they can make significant contributions.
As cwt 1 have noted above, it appears stilierficially that all "institution ,of, higher
education" would be the logical choice to operatNI-htkse programs. HoWever, in

pravtice; there are many organizations which can certainly render mach better
.
I
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and much more efficient serVireS4hati can a typical college or tuliversity. -Tor example. according to the terms (f the Act, Slippery Rock State College is eligible to
organize and offer a foreign study experience for teachers. Slippery Rock State

College may have a faculty of thirty people, none of whom have ever been in
Europe: and their administrative costs of traveling back aml forth and bumbling
around trying to make adequate arrangements can be astronomical. The quality
of the course Indy,- in fact, be very good but on the other ,hand the fact that
Slippery Rock State College teaches a doss in Madrid doesn't mean the class
would be nny better than if they taught it back at Slippery Rock.
By way of exaMple, similar provisions of overseas training exist under the
National Defense Education Act of 1958. fader fie terms of that Act, an "In-

stitution of higher education" can (operate ail overseas institute for 17.S. language
teachers. The Foreign Language League made a proposal to the Office.of Education to operate a 1966 institute. The quality of the type of institute we proposed
would have been as good or better than other lustitutes which we have observed.
Our proposal would have cost the U.S. Offices of Education $250 per participant.

The Office of Education rejected our request not because of the quality or cost
of Bee program but because we did not qualify under the definition of the Act.
The critical point here is that the institute we recommended would have cost
approximately $250 per participan The overseas in;qitute which the Office of
Education is now sponsoring will e st approximately $2,000 per participant. In
other words.. for the same cost ve-c uld train nearly ten times as many teachers
and do a good jolrof it.
In addition to the revised langua which we havelsuggested for the Act, we alsO
strongly ask the Committee as a lu of the International Education Act of 1066 to
amend Title XI of. the National 17efense Education Act of 1958 and Section 1101
thereof by inserting the words r other public or "private nonprofit educational

organizations" iinmediately after the %yards "with institutions of higher educadon." This amendment is designed to achieve essentially the same goal as we
-have suggested above..
We strongly, urge that the recommendations made in this statement be adopted
by yoUr CoMMittee so that the Secretary of Health, Education,- and Welfare can
have the flexibility to tap the resources of the many organizations which can make
Significant contributions toward the goals of tiffs Act.
Enclosures : Attachnients 1 and 2.

.

ATTACHMENT

DEPARTM ,NT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WEL!, tRE,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

,Washington, D.C., November SO, 1965.
Dr. ROBERT DEBBY,

Executive ;Director.
Foreign language League Schools. Inc.,
S'alt Lakc City, Utah.
DEAR DR. DEBBY:. This is it reply to'yonr letter of November 23.

Your proposal for an- lIDEA institute for advanced study to be conducted at
Caen and Paris during the summer of 1966 was not eligible for consideration because yoar copporation, does not fit the definition sot by Pnblic TAW 88-665. Title
XI and Title
Letters front Dr. Mania' N. Bigelow and me, with enclosures giving the definithins and method of determining accreditation and eligibility, of institutions of
higher 'education. have previously given yoti all _the pertinent information.

We appreciate your interest in improving the qualifications of teachers of

French.
Sincerely -ours,

EUGENE E. SLAUGHTER.

Chief. Modern Language Institutes Branch.
Division of Educational Personnel Training.

ArrActimENT

2

Foreign Language League Schools
The world's largest international high school system

(nonprofit)
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Preface

"In educating ter the world of today
and tomorrow, a world in which the
barriers that separate men and na
tions must be torn down. there is no
substitute for involvement with an
other culture. To i
another lan
guage is to acquir the vehicle by
which we can overcome our provin

cialism and cultural isolation and
achieve an understanding and appre
ciation of the life of those who before
were foreign to us. To learn a people's
language while living among them.
observing their habits and ways. study

ing their civic institutions and par
ticipatmg in their daily activities is
clearly 'an ideal method of cultural

In examining the.program of the
Foreign Language League Schools.
I have been impressed not only by its
apparent educational integrity, but as

well by the care with which the Lea
gue has provided for the needs and
welfare of the individual student.
The unusual success of the League
has been due to careful planning. or
ganization. and supervision...."
Very sincerely,
Starling M. McMorrin
Fame United Slates
Commission.... of Education

education.

The idea and the
achievement

Personal experience is always the best

teacher. But, for most young Amer:
scans interested in the languages and
culture of Europe, personal experience

has been limited to infrequent con
tacts with visiting Europeans or, at
best, to an unsatisfactory jetpaced
vacation racing over the traditional
toir..st trailS of Europe.

Among Europeans themselves it is
comparatively easy for students to
cross borders, taking advantage of
educational and cultural programs
offered in neighbor countries.Impress
ed by what they saw of a summer
school session in Austria, founders
of the Foreign .Language League de.

tided there was a definite need for
young Americans to enjoy this same
rich experience in a foreign country.

Thit is the basic concept of the For
eign Language League. From it has
grown a.successful array of campuses

in Austria, Germany, 'Switzerland,
France, Italy, Spain,. England, Scan.

dinavia, and Hawaii. At these cam
puses, young Americans are offered
schooling rich in foreign languages
and culture. Some campuses offer

special courses in English Literature,
Art History. European History. Clas
sicalCivilizations,and Polynesian Cul
Lure. In the United States, the Foreign
Language League also operates
lish as a Second Language" schools
for outstanding European students.

The academic standards of all For
eign:Language League schools are
high. Morning hours are spent in class.

room study, with afternoons and eve

pings free of the heaviei academic
work, but scheduled for independent
study; recreational and cultural activl
ties. Participation in regional weekend
sightseeing trips,. visits to museums
and art galleries; meetings with digni
taries of the host area, lively discus.
sions with their foreign contemporaried

... all these develop in American stu
dents a deeper and more personal

understanding of the riations and
peoples of the world. In this way the
Foreign Language League is making

significant strides in building international amity,
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The Advantages of Foreign Language League Schools

Thu Foreign Language League
Is a nonprofit organization

Unlike some recently organized and
commercially operated foreign study

programs, the Foreign Language
League is an accredited school whose

cago. These two top administrators

to achieve the maximum exposure to

alone have a combined total of nearly

the local culture within the limits of

60 years' experience in the field of

safety and discipline.

education. Other personnel of the For.
sign Language league are also highly.
qualified educators.

The Foreign Language League
provides complete chaperonage

services are not intended to show a
profit. The cost of summer study with
the Foreign Language League covers
travel and academic costs and the
many stimulating activities connected
with the school program. All efforts
are expended to see that the student

While it is normal for schools to be
operated by educators. prospective
students should be aware that many
commercial overseas programs are
operated by people with little or no
experience in the field of education.

receives maximum value for his school
and travel tees.

The Foreign Language League
maintains American standards

The Foreign Language League
is experienced

The directors and administrative offi
cials of the Foreign Language League
are responsibic and widely traveled
Men with broad experience in educe.
tion. They have been organizing acts
denim programs in Europe, Africa, and

Asia for many years, and have been
recognized by government and. pro.
fessional groups as providing unequal'.

ad scholastic experiencesfor their
students.
The Foreign Language League
has stature

The Foreign Language League oper
ates the world's largest foreign sum
mer school program. In the past two
years some five thousand students
have benefited from Foreign Language

League study programs in Europe.'
Because of its size and prestige, the
Foreign Language League can offer
Use student more opportunities, better

facilities, greater safeguards ...with.
Out loss of individual attention.
The Foreign Language League.
N run by educators

James DeBry. president of the Foreign
Language League, has been an admin
istrator.and teacher for 38 years. The

headmaster. Dr. Lynn M. Hilton, re
ceived his Ph.D. in educational admin'

istration from the University of Chi.

Many excellent European study pro.
grams are available for older Amer.
ican students as part of regular Eu
ropean university sessions. However,
it is our opinion that teenage'Amer
ican students do not belong on the

campus of a .European university.
Because of the more relaxed moral
standards prevailing there, it is not
desirable that they should mix too
Feely with older European students.
Instead, the Foreign Language League,
has arranged for carefully supervised
introductions and contacts with young

people of the same age and with ap
proyed families.
Class work is especially designed for
Foreign Language League participants
Typcal knogn US,..110 iMIVO

Competent American administrators
oversee the entire program at each
campus. Additionally, one American
chaperon has charge of approximately

. ten students, with no other duties
than to care for the welfare of those
students and to help ensure that they
have the richest experience possible.
Alcoholic beverages are absolutely
prohibited. Dorm hours and regula
tions are strictly enforced. However,
students are given all the freedom
they will prudently exercise.
The Foreign Language League Schools
have well -supervised activities

Naturally classroom work is of prime
importance. but extracurricular activi
ties hadie been given special attention
in order to supplement and enrich the
academic program and to assist in
developing leadership ability. Such
activities include many weekend and
afternoon excursions, dances, swim.
ming, talent shows, movies, sports,
hikes, discussion groups. folk culture
events, yearbook staff, student gov
ernment. and many more.
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French Language Programs in FRANCE

4tt
France is a rountry whose moods and

Grenoble is to be the scene of the

features are constantly changing

1968 Winter Olympics, and is a

befce the very eyes of those who visit

charming and popular resort in the

her. The freshness of Normandy.

Savoy Alps of France.

garbed in the colors of a fruitful coun
tryside, sweeps into the stern beauty
of nearby Brittany, with its gray. jag.
ged coastline and seabattired cliffs:
and eternally white MontBlanc, the

Group It: Three weeks in Pads have
been scheduled for this group, fol.
lowed by three weeks at the resort of

highest peak in the Ailys, towers above

the.Alps Maritimes, gazing with cold
majesty southward across sunlit hills
and valleys toward the warm blue of
the Mediterranean.
France has been the host country most

favored by students of the Foreign
Language. League. In 1965 alone.
nearly 1.000 U.S. students pursued
summer studies on the campuses of
Foreign Language League schools in

France. This year. to acquaint our
students more thoroughly with France

and her people, each of our schoo
will be held on Iwo campuses, each
campus differing geographically and
culturally from the other.
At each campus, to promote the inte.
gration of the American student body
into the local French community, we

have caref ully selected a group of
local French students who will live at
the school with the American students.

In addition to helping with local cus.
toms and language, these French stu.
dents will invite the Americans to their .
parents' homes and to join with them

and their circle of young friends. It is
planned.to have one such youthful
host for. each ten American students.

Group A: A special favorite among

the F,ench campuses is Reims.

Reims. in the beautiful and historic
Champagne region, has many 'excit.
ing attractions of interest as well as
being dose to Paris for weekend visits..

After three weeks there, the group

will move to Villerdde-lens. near
Grenoble. for another three weeks.

Evian, on Lake Geneva. Evian, a short

distance from the Swiss city of Gen.
eve. is a magnificent lake resort, with

wonderful facilities for all kinds of
sports and activities. Colorful folk
festivalsare held in July and August.

This campus group will
Group
spend three delightful weeks in Parts,
followedby three weeks in St. Semen.
in Brittany. St. Servan. rich in cur
tuna, will help students appreciate the
special qualities of the Breton people.

Their historic, sprawling countrysideis crowded with interest and color.
Between St. Servan and Paris, students will enjoy the entire scope and
sweep of life in France. .tasting and
enjoying both its city sophistication

and the rich 'rural customs of the
country.
Poi, WM. Aro. Frost
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Art Studies and
Italian Language
Program, in
ROME

Classes for the first two weeks of the
school session will be held at the-sea
resort of Cato lima on the coast of the

Adriatic. Here, students will have a
wealth of opportunity to enjoy the sun
and sea on a special private beach in
afteralasahours, The final four weeks
-will be in the Eternal City, Rome. Here.

students will have all the many and
varied treasures of this classic city to
enrich their stay. Students can choose

Art'History, or Drawing and Painting

curriculum. One lecture per cay is
given on beginning Italian language.

Classical Civilizations
Course: ITALY,
GREECE, EGYPT
Students will spend four weeks at
Italy, on the shore of the
Cato
Adriatic Sea to study background
material for the Mediterradean trip.
During the final two weeks of school
the student body and faculty will board

a special first-class cruiser at Venice
to visit historic ports of call along the
Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia among
the jewel-like islands of the Aegean

Sea, then to Athens, the city that
blends together the ancient and modern world; and on to the exotic ports

of Egypt. Lectures will be given on
shipboard to prepare students for each

,meaningful port visit ashore.
Iyme tow .mm.. oaf la Closix

Z1vAt,

Cowl.
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Spanish Language Program in MADRID

Spain is a nation of color and emotion.

is a city of majesty and beauty that

Its people and national temperament
reflect the many civilizations that have
helped create it ... Roman, Moorish.
Christian. The stunning sun-drenched
splendor that is Spain holds enough

has been modernized and re-created

interest and excitement for many

shrubs, and trees. The older town is
a direct contrast, with fascinating old
homes and ancient narrow, winding

summers of study. But the program
planned by the Foreign Language
League will give students an incom
parable introduction to the language
and customs of Iberia.

Madrid, the capital of Spain, isthe
cultural center of the country and a
city of world eminence. Situated on a

2.000foothigh plateau; Madrid also

17th Century Cathedral. Plaza de
Toros (Bull Ring), and the Archbish

from the ruins of the Spanish Civil
War, The new sections consist of
broad, clean avenues and streets.
Parks are a profusion of flowers,

streets.

.

op's Palace.

School is held on the campus o ,the
Ciudad Universitaria (founded 1508).
However. students will occupy nelvty
built dormitories and classrooms dr
ing their stay. Informative lectures a ,d

.

Visitors to Madrid find all the attrac

tions, entertainment, and conve
niences of a lively but sophisticated
metropolis. Students and chaperons
will enjoy the following: the Pi ado
Museum, Rehr° Park, Royal Palace:

.

class work occupy most of the morn
ing school hours, with conducte'd
tours through museums and an excit;
ing array of old historical points taking
up many of the afternoons. Sports
and many forms of recreation also
are available, making use of the Wien'
dia facilities available to the school.
F..1. WNW* Woos Maws pr. ...not O&M.,
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Modern European History Program
in SCANDINAVIA

The excellent success of the 1965

university and its many attractions in

modern history program held in

the field of music and art, Copen

Copenhagen has prompted the Foreign Language League to make this
an annual program.

hagen was immensely popular with
everyone. As with Copenhagen, so
with the rest of Scandinavia ... the
fabulous lands of the North, each a
Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale
come true. Sparkling blue fjords and

The Scandinavian countries, tradi
tionally holding themselves aloof from

most of the squabbles and troubles
of Europe, are ideal locations'for unprejudiced examination of modern
European events.
Gay and gleaming Copenhagen enthu-

siastically received students of the
Foreign Language League's 1965
Coponnymn HaOpr. Urvo.
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bays, glittering white sandy beaches,

and quiet country streams light up
the peaceful countryside.
The modern history program will take
on special meaning against this mow

summer scfrol. With its winding

ing baCkground. The 1966 Scandi
navian campus is tentatively set for

streets, unexpected canals, its fii:e

Copenhagen.

English Literature Program

Hans IA PetIMIN11 fond INer The. lonbn. [naval

t7F41

in LONDON

%Osage,* Orthr4101. Nonly

For the student 'of English literature,
nothing could'be more fascinating or
more useful than a summer in Eng.
land. Here you can join with the char-

acters from the immortal works of
Shakespeare, Dickens, and many
other renowned English writers, seeing with their eyes' and feeling with
their senses the sights and sounds of
Elizabethan ,Enguand ... the Golden
Age of English literature. Here in the

pageantry of

gone by were

thrashed out the
the solutions to cersonal
freedom, democratic government, and
impartial juStice for all:

For Americans, whatever their own
national origins might be, England
and her literature are a monumental
legacy freely given.Study of English

68 -855 0-66---35

literature becomes alive and immediate when you yourself can stand in
the blood- soaked Tower of London, or
uponthefamous soil of Runnymede,
or stroll through quiet and lovely.rustic villages celebrated by poetic giants
like Shakespeare, Wordsworth, and
Coleridge.

Time spent in classroom work and
attending lectures will be amply re-.
warded by increased understanding
of the England which produced so
many ageless works of literature. The
myriad excursions and activities planned will be a rich experience, ,a memorable pleasure. As an important part
of the curriculum, students will attend

several stage plays, incliiding some
Shakespearean favorites.

aptsr..
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French Language Program at LEYSIN, SWITZERLAND,

Switzerland has been called the
"Heart of FAIrope:' Its central location

has made it an international crossroads for centuries, while its unsur
passed Alpine scenery has made it a

neverlobeforgotten experience for
all who have visited this jewel-like

nation. French is spoken by one-third
land of colorful mountaineers. Swiss
of the Swiss people and is oneotthe_ __industries produce a wide array of
lour, "national" languages, the others
ultramodern precision goods in addibeing German, Italian, and a tongue
tion to the expected Swiss watches.
Peculiar to the Canton (County) of the
and the country is the most important
Grisons called Romansch.
banking center in the world. The lar' But Switzerland is more than just a
gest French-speaking city is Geneva.
a resort metropolis and headquarters
of the United Nations in Europe.

Leysin, site of the Foreign Language
League campus. is a' picturesque village located in the high Alps above
the eastern tip of Lake Geneva. Built

on the side of a mountain, Leysin
offers an incomparable view of the
superb Dents du Midi Mountains
across the valley. The clear air and
magnificent surroundings make Ley
Sin an ideal center for summer visi
tors.Generallyknown as a health cen
ter because of its excellent climate.
Leysin has recently become popular
as a winter and.summer sports area.
Available to .students are the new
swimming pool, tennis courts, minia
lure golf, and numerous hiking trails.

Caution: Leysin's altitude (4,100 to
7,200 feet) can be strenuous for older
people or for persons unaccustomed

to such altitude. Leysin participants
are lodged in four different buildings'
throughout the village, and because
of the physical arrangement of this
mountain village, most travel is nn

foot up and down flights of steps.
Persons with heart trouble or other
physical limitations should not apply
for the Leysin campui. Because of its
pcipularity with young people, stu
dents wishing to study her should
.

make early application.

.

US" tn. carncvsI Lm,, 3.zeriand
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Semester Abroad in
LEYSIN,
SWITZERLAND

.111,

^`

.;0

The Foreign Language Leigue otters
a full semester of study, helping stu
dents to expand and enrich their edu
cation through formal-classroom study
and travel in Europe during the reg
ular school year. The fourteenweek
program of the League is designed to

fill general high school graduation
requirements. together with intensive

study in introductory and advanced

41* %.1004*
camp. me, Pen. Ikxn

German or French language:

The semester includes a comprehen
sive threeweek tour of European capi

Peoples of the Pacific Program
in LAIE, HAWAII

tals: London. Paris. Copenhagen.
Rorrie, Venice. Florence. and Geneva.

Eleven weeks of the semester will be
spent at beautiful Leytin, Switzerland,

high above Lake Geneva. Full high..
school credit for work done is avail.
able to all students.
Mark Twain described the Hawaiian

Fijian peoples. in Polynesia. Studies

The loveliest ieet of

will even ccver the more recent hiStory

islands that lie anchored in any

of emigration from China and Japan.

ocean." Students of the Foreign Lan
guage League School will heartily
agree with Twain's comment as they

It is the purpose of the "Peoples of
the Pacific" program to givethe stu

Islands as

sample the many pleasures of this
Polynesian paradise and are enhanced
by a new knowledge of the peoples of

thePacific.
The Foreign Language League School
in Hawaii will otter students the oppor
tunity to enjoy all of the colorful island
adventures...visiting famous beaches,

pineapple plantations, tours around
ithe island, colorful hukilaus, and, best

dent a comprehensive understanding
of the historical development of the
South Seas from an ethnological, arch
aeological, and historical point of view.

be applied in social relations through.
,
out the United States.

Supervised swimming, surfingspOrts
of every kind will make complete a

memorable trip to the islands of

Here in Hawaii the student ha.a
unique opportunity of
e
history,retigion, and traditions of

Hawaii. As one of the most popular
Foreign Language League schools,

first canoes to arrive in Hawaii to the
,mystery of the Easter Isles, from the
fantastic journey. of the Maori people
to the place of the Melanesian and

ter invaluable, The program is open
to high school sophomores.-juniors.
seniors, and recent graduates.

where intercultural cooperation has
developed a unique multi.racialsoci.
ety, mainlanders will learn much to

people themselves.

Tales' and legends of transPacific
Migrations will be studied, from the

Lure and language will find this semes

Here in the newest state.of the union.

of all, minglingWith the Hawaiian

various ethnic groups of the Pacific.

Coliegebound students wishing to
have special training in Europearul

early ippliciation is essential. Students

will stay at what is perhaps the most
modern and beautiful campuses in
all of Hawaii. All flights to Hawaii via
United Airline jets.

UNITED.

err

Kstor4 Monewn nut /lomat. 5.11..t.7
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German
Language Programs
in AUSTRIA
The Tyrol is one of Euri e's most
poadar tourist areas. Its unsurpassed

scenic belauty, charmin§ oldworld
villages, and accessibility to many ex
citing andlhistoric spots both in Austria and in the neighboring countries
have made it a favorite with Leagiie
students. Many have seen some of
the specta utar views of this incredibly

lovely co ntry during the opening
scenes of khe movie. "The Sound of
Music." Mitch of this fascinating land
in the Tyrol will be explored with the
Foreign Langu:ge League. The excel;
lent German language instructions

will increate the student's ability to
converse and make friends with the
happy people of the Tyrol.
There are tlIw, o campuses in Austria:
innsbruck (Seefeld)

The Innsbruck

campus is 'Oust 15 miles from the
center of Innsbruck, in the charming
'eves totausse is

thetu x sa., outlet

If

t

,tTeptii
41

'1 '
T. Nab., Vmma. 4.4

10

fklt.

village of Seefeld. This gives students
the opportunity to enjoy both the bene
fits of the nearby metropolis plus the

charm of a typical Tyrolean village.
Seefeld, itself, was the location of
tome of the important ski runs during
the 1964 Winter 1lympics.

Mayrhofen

Mayi;,ofen is located
at the end of the tiller Valley, about
two hours from Innsbruck. Situated
on the44alley floor, the surrounding
mountains rear up more than 10,000
feet abme ics level. Available are ten
nis courts, swimming pools, and all
the otheiYecreational activities stu
dents would enjoy. This was, the first
Foreign Language League summer
khool, and being so well established.
has received a great deal of publicity
and acclaim from former students.
Early enrollment q necessary.
On the front cover is a I ulhcolor picture of
the charnena vyllaa

Meythoien.

t
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School

toward gridualion requirements from high

Organization and
Activities

complete the Stameek course. This is essentially

schools throughout the U,S. Onehall contact
unit is granted to 'students 'who satisfactorily
equivalent to participation in a onehour daily

doss for one halt of a regularly scheduled' school

Year While many states honor credit earned in
resident% al e Foreign Langeage League School
campus, check with local school boards to deter.'
none.if they will accept a transcript from Foreign
Language League Schools as credit towards high
school graduation requirernen1:;
Repast Cards and Completion Statement*

Report cards will be filled out by the language
teacher and the chaperon. A letter grade will be
dweh to each participant. Official transcript's of
fil.lca,deeigsnarcianingaulangleaTietelagubye.the main office of

School Attendance

The Academie Progreso

In order to insure the maximum benefit from
thtir foreign school experience, students must
di 'gently Iona w the outlined course SI study,
With the exception of excused Vence, for ill.
ness, classroom attendance is mandatory,

Classroom Work; Class attendance is required

Supervision and Cloperonapo

of every participant. Format classroom work
generally will be heltrom 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

Each student will be assigned to an American
chaperon for nis stay abroad. Adults selected
for these positions are carefully screened, highly

Mondays through Fridays. Or/campuses special.
extra`witl

tc:;;;e::;

foreign language instruction, students

. cod

into groups of approximately 25. On nonlan
gone campuses, these cl
may be some
;

.

whet larger, and students will be dwided on basis'

of age and interests. Classroom teachers are
Eurapean'arolesson, native to the region.

special series of lectures will be given to the

'American chaperons so.that they also might
benefit academically.

OuteldiAithltiee'ln addition to the regular close
room work. a well.rounded program of planned
activities will be offered, fostering interest and
personal growth in the local language and culture.

ACtilities include
1. A complete program of excursions to take
Place on weekends and weekday afternoons,

,

(Sea WeekendEroursions Section.)
Z. A series of special lectures and munr.41c,:r.ts
Said throughout the school session. Lectures will
deal with the geography. history, and culture of

the maximum benefit' trans all aspects of the

summer program and to look etter the personal
- well being oh each student. No one chaperon will
have more thap 15 students under his charge.
. The awerag group consists of ten students for
eachshaperon. tncliwidual chaperons are usually
a local high school teachers employed for the sum
now by the Foreign Language League.
Stwient Regulations
observed or all League Schools. Students will be
expected to Conform to these standards, Patents
should expect these rules to be enforced.

1. Students are required at all times to main.
lain the higher) standards of private and public
conduct. In else of serious infractions of the
rules, the participant may be sent home at his
own expense.

This. of course, excludes blue jeans. sweat shirts,

'would be lost if students were to live on an

"Agserican Island" in a foreign country. There.
tore, activities and programs are scheduled to
promote the integration of student body into
the local community. for example, at each earn
Pus there will be a special Mayor's reception at
which the students will have an opportunity to
mein the WOO, and other dignitaries of the host
City. It. is the custom at this reception for each
student group to Present the Mayor with a token
sift from the group's home town. The presenta
bon Is made formally and in Mt native language.

A photographer will be present to take motor..
and students maysend photos to hometown

'!

newspapers.

\ activities, These will probably include a -hoot
runny.- talent show, dances, intramural sports.
etc. II the student talent show is good enough,
arrangements will be made to show it :o..,ia local
1..o.,,,i4,,...,.. (See Student Government Section)
Ragman( Caedit Earned
It 's the policy of the Forelin Language League
Sc cols to provide courses which lead to credit
,

.

unless excused for illness or other valid reasons,

3. Casual dress is proper for the classroom.
tee shirts for men and slacks for women. Short

shorts are never proper attire- at, any time

Women should never wear slacks in Spain: At'
dinner, men will wear coats and ties: 'women will
wear heels and hose. Students should always be
property attired when going Into the cities...
tel. Students may newer leave the campus alone,
in rare cases where parents specifically
request it and take Ma responsibility.

5. Appropriate dormitory hours will be Posted.
6. Students -may not leave the city without writ.
ten permission from parents; chaperon, arid reso
dent coordinator,
7. Smoking is allowed in designated areas of a,
fee campuses; on others it is permitted to smoke

only off.campus No student will be permitted
to use alcoholic beverages. Misconduct in the
use of alcoholic beverages is grounds for sum.
mary dismissal from school.

g. sewn are not allowed to visit the women's
dormitories and vice warsa.

5. In addition to the pep/armed programs listed
above, there are a variety of studentspOnsoredi

licipants must understand that any time they
receive e medical doctor's attention or ere admit.

ted to a hospital. the (anion/ant himself must
bear these expenses. The Foreign Language
League recoMmends that each ,luient be row.
wed by appropriate medical insurance.
Campus AdrnIntstratten
All activilies.on the campus are directed 1?y the
school principal Or "coordinator." These coordn

niters are usually Amencan'high school prim
Opals tutelar with the supervision of groups at
young American students, "Assistant coon:line.
tors" are American teachers or administrators
/ember, with the language and customs of the
host country. In addition to a Coordinator, assist.
ant coordinator, and campus nurse each cam.
pus has a faculty council, composed of all U.S.
chaperons. This staff is ably assisted by assist,

ants and leaching personnel who arcusually
native to the host country,

Most of the school activity programs will be de.
:doped On a Monday.throughFriday basis so
that students will be free for weeksod excursions.
Some school activities will be Conducted on week.

ends for students not participating In the trips
away from school.'

Since students' studying with the Forelgnan.
Image League are above
tic meaningful

ectradies stress latetershigidevelopMent.
Programs plannisflor the summer include sports
(with emphasis on developing skills in European

.games); assemblies (with American talent end
talent and discussions from citizens of the host
country): talent shows (competition among Amer.

can students); newspaper (dibiished AelnY at

The following rules of conduct will be strictly

week.
3... A selection of 'suitable films will be shown at
each school. At language Campuses all films will

studied. or will have (relish subtitles and tor.

.

qualified, professional educators. The chaperon's
sole responsibility is to help his students obtain

2. Students are required to attend all classes

be either English with subtitles in the language

largely dictated by standards of cleanliness and
safety. In addition to all regular precautions, the
Foreign Language League provides a rellisteme
nurse for daily sick calla! each campus, !noses
of serious illness. the most modern hospitals of
Europe are within reach Of any campus. All par,

Student Government

the host country. but emphasis will be on the
Particular region where the students are Ping.
In lehern, there wilt be two such events each,

sign - language dialogue. ,.
L 4. Much of the benefit of the school experience

541

9. Conduct in the dining tam should be shove
reproach, and
are expected to observe
rules of proper dining etiquette at all times
10, St ticlenIcare not permitted to operate motor
vehicles without proper authorisation..
Health and Safety

From beginning to end, the entire program is
Planned to insure student health and safety. The

choice of airlines, hotel, restaurants, irk...,

.

each sch000: yearbook (planned and assembled
st each school but published when the groups
return to America); excursions (afternoon visits
to local historic places, museums. hikes, etc.):

special events (including an American hnoten
anny and other special programs); host country
correlation (working with citizens of the host
country far an exchange of ideas., parties, etc.);
scholarship committees. religious programs, and
student governMent. All of the above activities
will be planned and conducted by the students
themselves, with counsel from the I acuity ad.
risers.
A calendar of activities for the dUration of each
school will be made available immediaiedy after
arrival at the campus,
I

.

Typical School Day

While sessions on each campus May vary slight.
ty, a typical school.day would be es follows:

a.m. Formal ciasswvlk typically con.
ducted by native professors. Attendance is'
mandatory. Language courses are eared for
beginners, intermediate and advanced stu-

9:04).h°612i:"008.

'121d00.entls;00

p.m. Lunch at hotel or student hous

ing.

2:00.6:00 p.m. Discussions witp professors on
'European economic, political, and cultural
tile. Swimming. tennis, golf. andniking are
aisu available during the afternoons, Some
afternoons are left tree for study. tenement.
ing, and lauddry.
6:30.7:45' p.m. Dinner at hotel or student hens
ing.

8:00.10:00 p.m.Lectures by university proles'
sore. discussions with local politicians and
business experts, social evenings, concerts.
cinemas, etc. Some evenings and free.
i'.ctivi.
Saturdays and Sundays Free for

tit or Ps' Pa.

League excursions.

roreigh Language
'
11

.

i

spa.

,

11:00.9:00.a.M. Breakfast at hptel or sti:cient
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We6end Excursions

The seasoned traveler finds greater
enjoyment in becoming well acquaint-

Excursions from VillardrieLans,
France

ed with one region than in rushing

Paris

helterskelter through Eui ope "name
gathering." Areas closely visited by
Foreign Language League students

Geneva
Grenoble

will always be familiar and well known,
rathler than just names orplaces once

'Passed through.

Plateau of Vercurs
Vallebof the Rhone
Aix les Bains
Chamrousse

/

Excursion's from Mayrhofen, Austria

Coo.. Ramo.. NI,

0

Grossglockner, Dolomites

are onecray or halfday visits. In addi

Venice e

tion to the areas visited on the For
sign language League excursions:

Salzburg
Munich,

students may; with prcp..rpeimis
sion and under supervision, visit other

to wt,..

tosnes

The.eicursion /i.iogram is an exten
skin of the curriculum: Those areas
visited are specifically Chosen to en
rich the student's invoivement with

An

Innsbruck
Achensee, Tegernsee

SI Pstor's Sawn. Rt.. Rats

areas bf their own choosing at their
own expense. By way of example,
saMple excursion programs from the
1965 program are as listed below.
These excursions were all included
in the tuition, Excursions in 1966 will
be similar.
som^w +wow. at most umwses

the-1061 culture and to tic in with the
weekly classroom study. Most weekend excursions are included as a part
of the tuition payment. Chaperons will
accompany the students on all such
outings. Some excursions lastthree
days, many are overnight, and several
o
ti

.

Nice, Cannes, Mo7e Carlo

Excursions from Leydn, Switzerland
Geneva

/

.o ut tM s.; nom tot.. Sootreo.

Lake St. Leonard
Lucerne and Interlaken
Berne
4,
Castle of Chillon' Zermatt
:
Paris (optional)
Gstaad
osighttut Como slasoo. Soot:sr,.

Excuisidfis from Rome, Italy
Venice
Florence
Naples, Pompeii, Capri
I
Perugia, Assissi

Tivoli, Castelli Romari
Scosnore (swimming)1
Rome (sightSeeing)

Outdoor opera

INTERNATIONAL

DUCATION ACT
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The Hometown Group

Approximately ninety per cent of the

Liable aidin helping to guide and assist

Foreign Language League participants

students in a strange and foreign

. are members of -hometown groups."
A hometown group is simply a group
of young people from the same school
or town under the. leadership,ot one

environment.
Returning with the student group to
the same school and town, the chap.
eron is able to meet students in peri

of the local school teachers. After

odic "post study" reunions and eis
cussions at which students can re
evaluate their summer experiences.
The hometown chaperon also has
opportunity to personally report In

years of broad eiperience in the field
of international student exchange, the
Foreign Language League has found
this to be the finest possible system

of group superiisiort, Under the
"hometown group" concept, parents
may be assured that the chaperon is
a highly qualified local person, one
with whom they are well acquainted.
A hometown chaperoh has adequate
oPPOrtunity to meet with the student
group periodically prior to departure.
and by orienting the students to the
foreign culture in advance, insures
their receiving the richest experience

cases. the Foreign Language. League
assigns them to a carefully selected,

highly qualified chaperon. The, "sin.

gle student" will be assigned to a
chaperohas geographically close to
his home as pos.:Axie. A single student
has the unique opportunity,to

acquainted with a new group of
friends. For example, a typical single.

student group may be composed of

parents on the success and progress
et individual students..

d chaperon from New York, three
students from Mdssachusetts, one
student from.New Jersey, five stu
dents from Connecticut, and two stu

The Single Student

dents from Washington, D.C.
...A..;
ixxxi a, txxxxi cxrex.

Approximately ten per cent of the

possible. He or she is acqUainted with
the personal background of members

Foreign Language LeagUe student '
body is composed of students enroll
ing individually. These students may:
come from schools or areas where
there are not enough, participants to

of the student group. This is a val.

form a hometown group. In these

Officers and DirectorsLeap... Leaders
0

James DeBry is president of the For
eign Language LeagUe. He has 39
years of experience in teaching and

educational administration to

his

credit and has traveled extensively.
I:Tr. Lynn M. Hilton is headmaster of
the League Schools. He received his
Ph.D. at the,University.of Chicago in

1952 in educational administration
and was-a faculty member for 12 years
at-Brigham Young University in Provo,

Utah. He is a world traveler.
Robert DeBry is executive director
the Leigne. He received his LI.B. from
the University of Utah Law School and..

is a member of the Utah Bar Associa
lion. He has experience of manyyears
of service-in overseas education.

'

League: Mr. Janes lived in Europe for

three years, and he has traveled
widely through all of Europe. He is a

former faculty member at a mater
Tom Jones is associate director of the

western university.
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Policies and procedures for enrollment
It the appihation is received early. students are

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Emily Application -Early aPPication is absoiateis
essential to insure partmilfation ',Om Past espe
hencre it n expected trial all a lotaele spaces mil
be fated by January 1 In order to get tint Choice
make application as
of CamPirS. stutter/Is
early as possible

AdMission Standards - The 'Lowing require
ments must be met. unless seer., provision is
granted from Foreign Language league Schools
administration Each stustent apPicant must

1. Be,I5 to 19 teats of age

asorrd that tint choice will be granted II 'leg

Chaperons Study Too-fact chaperon is enrolled,
m special passes

istration is not ...sewed earls enough. students
will be invited to attend their second or third

Early ApPliction -All teat hers' who wish post

choice carnous Inlorniatod of the campus assign

tans as chaperons stiOWCI amity as early as DOS

mint will be unt early in Ili' spring

Most chaperon selections for summer

stile

schools will be made by late fall ot the previous

Application Forms -.Application loans an .1.11
able by writing directly to the Foreign Language
League Schools Inc . P D tior 1920. Sall Lake
City. Utah 84110 (Several application towns ale
printed in the !older. '!Special Ins?, outruns for
Chaperons

year

Compensation -Comuensatiot depends upOn
academic qualifications and number of students
,uperyned Salary well normally be sufficient to
cover individual espenses plus some additional

)

pocket money

i

2. Be currently enrolled in a retognieed second
Jry 501C01 01 college

CHAPERV, ENROLLMENT
Qualified U S teachers may apply to act as chap

erons to small groups of American students

3. Submit. attached to applichtion. a letter of
recommendation verifying gold character and
scholastic
holastic record

4. Be currently studying a foreigriranguage. art .
or nostory

Student, ishmg I. apply. but who do not meet
the above requirements. shouldlwrite a personal
letter explaining in der'sd why tney would like to
Oarticipate with the League Schbolt
Selection of Campus-Notice that the French and

Geo.^ languages will be taught on several
caMpuses. Students at these campuses should
list a lint and second choice of Famous I.ation
on the student apPticet.ti loin?

Generally those currently teaching suriervismg
counseling in a public or private school' a e
eligible to fill these positrons Consider allow also
will be given to those who ale opiermse qualified
by virtue Ot special qualdicalrohs

.

.

'Whether or Not an Amer.., . teacher is going to
Personally participate in as program. the For.
mn Language League would be pleased to send
a supply of materials fot distribution amen,/
interested students

Duties -Chaperons will be employed by the For
eign Language Lepgue as supervisor counselors

to Amerman high school students during the
summer This includes supervision on dorrns'and

at extracurricular Wrap,.

Application Forms-Application f owns tor teach
en applying for Positrons of chaperons are avail,
able by writing direct to the Foreign Language
League ?schools. Inc P1$ (ss,, 1920.Salt Lake
City. Utail 84110 (Also a copy or this application
form is-printed on the back COvet of the folder.
"Special Instructions for teachers Applying lot.
Positions as Group Chaperons. ")

Chaperons Will Not Tench-Native proleviors are
employed to teach all classes Chaperon / esPon
so/Mites are to insure the welfare and h
mess
of the student

Prices, ,Dates, Timetables SCHEDULE OF STUDENT PROGRAMS FOR 1966
AU Trans.Atlantie Flights via boa Fan Jets

(Subject to chug*. Pikes and states.* Pa; best ratimatee based from 1965 season.)
Country

Campus Located in
CRY Pee)

FRANCE

/

Rein. Villa-re-II:

Pans Erten 5

Subject matter
to be studied

Arrive United States
Airport
Data 1966

Depart Untied States
Date 1966
/
Airport

French Language
French Language

28 June
3 July

French LangJage

11 July

French language

16 June

8 August
13 August

New York
New York

Cnicagot
Paws

St.

Serigan

New York

21 August

L. Angelest
SWITZERLAND

Leystn
Ley sin

AUSTRIAr

May rhofen

Innsbruck (Seefeld)

Semester abroad
Semester abroad
German Language
Geernan Language

27 February
4 Seat
22 June
14 July
22 June
25 June

New York
Chicago?
New York
New York
New York

Cle.got

New York
New York
Chicagnt
New York
Los Angelest

Student/
Cost

3

N. York
cieuvet

50

4 June
10 December

New York

$1895

2 August.
24 August
2 August

New York

27 July

N. York
Chicagot

10

its%
li750696

758
750

16 August

New York
San Francisco Or
Los Angeles
New York

5 July

New York

15 August

New York

$990

Spanish Language

12 July

New York
Chicagot

22 August

Englistilderature

30 pane

N. York

10 August

New Torts
Chocagot
New York

$698
$758
$698

. Paws

$445
$445

SCANDINAVIA
UNITED STATES Hawaii (Lam)

European History

ITALY

Rome

SPAIN

Catollica Pus
Mediterranean Cruise
Madrid

Art Fintors and
Italian Language
Classical Cryilleations

ENGLAND

London

P.ries of Perak

(5nakesarel

6. July..

New York
San Francesco or

5 August

t.
Angel.
-Neu York--

$750*.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR EUROPEANS TO STUDY IN UNITED STATES
.

UNITED STATES

Rochester Nen Yon.
New York

tic. win

English language
Enginn Language

I i , liar

Paws

16 GOY

Paris

13 August
13 August

'Pe,lapants vial stay three weeps nn One campus. then move for tonal three weeks n other camp.,

III the conditions do not justify these penis of departure'. reserve the right to res nraule these nigher:. New York

l

pa,,,
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formation

_General
Mee

aaaurance a. to the reliability and 014 ot
this carrier should direct inquiries to the

the group. Otherwise. he will miss additional

wane Mena

the prograln rte New York n 56

ia based on current tariff s

aterteand ends
.00. This Piece

in unmet to

change. the school. in Switzerland. Copenhagen.
Hawan..and Italy adrzlightty higher. The 14.vmee

Whom of the program, 11 a student plane lo be
absent Items flight and lets his seat go unused
tunny.

.

.,Semester Abrbed in mere (5ro page 14.) A nu
dant may provide his own transatlantic tramper,
tation. Jn thin event fOnfe allowance it made
from the regular tuition.
to required immediate

This r:ci'dTg
enoruI
: f tlt:11:0:
e:11:t
1y W

Ion is rejected by the Foreign Language League)

and doesbel apply toward Itiejotal price
,
Roundtrip transatlantic or
transpacific OCT transmutation by at horn the
lined mete of embarkation.
61KOndclawlnyins or deluie auto Ceachea lot

eiterEurolnan'trivel.

Setected Cliss B heels and student eminence
distorts throughout.:
Tiwe meal...per dey thiorughout. Ail tweak/ads
ire continental style: lunch And dinner are table
Ohne beverages with meal. are not included
Sientsating, entrance into to-rnuseurna and
opera on ballet ticket. where *town on the ens'
itinerary.
Transient trom airport. or terminal, to hotels
and vice versa by motor coach..

Tips. gryttintel.-hotet Senate thaget
A total ot 44 poundi'biggsse no sail flight
Professional superwason in alteriass hours
Nurse's services for daily sick call
Registration and instrutlyonal lees.
Passpori lees int.

In iunchea and dire
mum:mums tunr
ners. laundry. excse baggag charges. insur
once. textbooks. airport lases, student activity

Civil Aeronnillcs BWrd,In Wadenglon D.C.

(although paid fort he should lel the Foreign
Language League know et tho earliest bona.

The maximum luggage mile(
the airplane
44 pounds Thu 4 ontue than adequate for

the experienced traveler.
Specially designed.eoppetided flight begs will
be clotnbuted to tech participant free. Student;
.

,

Each person who anticipate. with the FcheIgn
Language League must be coveted by Warplane.
insurance. Therefore, each applicant mint

*ill want to carry these flight begs abOard the,
aircraft. as they nicely SeCOn1M00419 Herne such

1. Have his own memento policy of at lent

as comers,, tainting material, and other items
ota personal nature. Theo begs toll be shipped
to students In time to pock tor the trip,

$2,000 life end $500 medical. with haulage and
charter fare coverage also recommended. He
should check to be nye his own policy will mar.,
tern in flight and while he n oversees: or

2. Buys special pence designed lot Foriegn
Language League muds a. Thin policy can .
include health, baggage, life and dismemberment, and anomaly chsilm fare protoetiOn
Ineurance toy Appfoxlmotely $21.0n. More
hformation cants/fling insurance will be included In monthly Newalettera published by

Each participant. mull take the'initiatiee to got
his own pasaport. This must be obtained at the
Paaspcet office In the neaten Federal building.
Every pietxdpant must have a 'Malan vaccina.
ten evidenced by the yelfow fonts properly tilled
out with the seal affixed. Typhoid shot. dicier,
recommended. These shots and vaccination.
may be giverrby your Band of Heed!, or ornate

the League..

physician.

All chapertini and aturangs who with to partici
este should apply.as early as possible; Most

'chaperon aelectiorts for the 1966 summer
school. roll be made by late 1411011965. Nearly'
two thousand live hundred students and leach
Ns pit Ot104111d in the Foreign Linguae* League
European programs in the summer of 1965, and
many ot these already nave sent aPPlidattlina

Every Month ills forign Language Luaus pub
.ashes a neardetter which end keep aludents
Posted on all EOM*. The periodic newalettur
wet also deecribethe detail. for each camtnn.

° for the 1966 program. We expect all available
spaces will be Med by January 1.1966.1n order
to get lust c oice ot-ternPuses. please make
application on

ember. October. or.Noverriber.

Ext;..,;.crf has taught that a Student should
have a rnlmnium of $1C0.00 plus a beget to and

from the airport at hilt point of embarkation.

It is strongly urged that parents de stet send too

lees. mend/m.5n lee, house fee,. transportation

horn student's home to point of embarkation
and return. and other items of a strictly personal
nature.

.

.4 $15.00 nonrefundable registration lee must
be enacted with each application. An additional
, 5100.00 payment Mug be made no later than
December 1.1965. Registrations received alter
December 1 moil are the lull 5115.00 attached
to be accepted. The us.po registration fee la
nonretundable and doesplot count toward the
Mil tuition pesos l'uktton payment. must be paid

in tin no later_thinforil I. 1966.
.

Atter` acceptance. Me 61500 mostraton tee is
Kohretundable.-11 a sludeht withdraws prior to
9011ms before departure. hail refund is assured

. (ass te... x15.00 Mgr:nation tee). Withdrawals
thereafter-Met .sgeci to assume ildthlanst ex.
Mnes. However, every effort will be made to
erect to a Mormon losses to students *Ivo mist
Withdraw: There.8ill be no penalty. except for
'the 515.00 registration !nu a withdrawing .todent Mn Poserde a qualified replacement

-

.
.

II a student rnissiniettnit on one ot the cna,
hued giants andite Tight leaves without hon.
he must understand that the price of the seat
thus lei: vacant cannot he refunded. Student
'should OLL,C1143e another lkket to oak', up ram

much money with student3,0ne ot the inlIne
tent especienoes for the shideMs Is in honing
the opportunity to learn tis budget money. We

The Foreign Language League reserves the right
to make carontetions, char, s. or substitution.

lit megacycles 0, m the interest of each group.
and tb alter the cost prior to departure in order
to meet unexpected changes in airline lams,
hotel rates. etc. The announced tee 4 Wild on
current tariff. MOO are aubrect to change.

ask that no aludent have mere than 5200.00 in
. addition to tuition and domestic transperlatIon,
Students should anticipate thefollowing eat.
expenses on the carnpuo satroceUts and eta for
'

thine at home. Penne and PM ands, tllm to,

tartuda, textbooks. student frothily fess, airport
lame. extra weekend trips B desired, Candy hers,

soda pop, laundry. andOther miscellaneous

I.

Al the amnia students and chaperon. wilt be '
housed in prevonly approved sccOrnmodations,

usually one or two persons to a private room.
WO accommodations are in student residences

on the campus. Some accOmmodations are in
norms or 'hotel.. American student, will live a.
European studanta Me. In most Case. the For.
guage League has chnecompletely
nen

Carry Pochatmoney in trainer. cheques. Try
to false At Josef /1000 worth of foreign cur

ferny tor each country visite& Don't try, to

'Change money in Europa unlit MO entices days
Typical extra expenses are as follows:'

th student residences ate

new and modem. In every case accommodations.
for boys and girls are separate:,

Student Activity and Moils., Fees. ......
PassPort Fees

The Foreign' Language League has recently corn.

.

.

,

Meted a study of air carrier. and has selected
Capitol Airways to provide charters in 1966.

Optional activities la...wiling. got!.

Capitol nu an impeccable safely record of never
Tamp had a passenger lanky rn Own 1.500.000

Candy, son drinks; ponagolnadis ...

2.00
10.00

12.00

000.passenger miles ot operating testory. All
nights will be byDC 8 Jon Reports frooLthe Ciwt
Aeronautics Board conclude that Cannot is in

financial condition and that +lithe or
yeeevo
craft mewl Me statutory tests ot
ed by Government Dose who desire adchtionat

ate hag, maw offetes,0, h a foorqn lenouto Loire
wr.www..bonney. area Rare Ire oo,....no,

tn.. a.u..rxe net erno .1 Me orn.es. uywanin le Jai

1144 k

Ousenft
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS,
CIIRDIDO if)11,

SOI/lIo WAYNE MORSE,

II.. Septcatber 20, 19tlt.i.

Chairman, Edu Cation Subcommittee.
Committee on. Labor and Pu bile Welfare.
Minh Milton. 1).C.:

I understand that some question has been raised about strength of university
interest in proposed International Education Act. I believe it could be milestone
in fruitful relations between government and universities in International field.
Aid remieSts for assistance In building institutions in underdeveloped countries-.
bas caused both strain and drain on staff at many universities. Federal assist:111(3' is
rebuilding capabilities for future. Act would also strengthen
student programs for understanding international problems and for overseas
careers. We would welcome prositect of Netter resources to implement our share.
of responsibility in serving itational purtmses delineated in the act. Many other
nniversity presidents share these views.
1).vto I). HENRY. President.
INDIANA. UNIVERSITY.

Hon. WAY NE MORSE,

II1oomingtmi, Intl., September 21. 1966.

/7.8. Senate, Washinyton, D.C.:

Indium University strongly supports proposed International Edneation Act

pending' before your subcommittee. The universities deSire to contribute signifleantly Iii. the fields of international studies and international development.
Research and assistance has been proven over -a period of years. The proposed
legislation would help undergird and strengthen these contributions.
We urge yonr favorable consideration.
With personal regards.
ELvis .T. ST.% nu. Provident.
INDIANA IT:In-rustTY. DF:PARTAI ENT OF GOVERNMENT:

Senator WAyNE MORSE,

Itloomington. bat., loebrnary 22.1966.

11.8. Senate, WaRbington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: I have noted with great interest the introduction by you

of the Thternational Education Act bill. I have followed over the Years with a
great deal of care developments on this front within- the lnited States government. I believe the bill proposed by you should make :t very sobstantial sioutributton to the strengthening of both the American educational system- and to
developing necessary closer relations with the institutions of other countries.
Both of these steps I consider essential to the strengthening of the pOsition of the
United States not only at home. but particularly in our international relations.
Aluy,I immodestly refer to a _book on this subject which I wrote jointly with
the late Charles A. Tionnpson entitled. CULTRAL RELATIONS A NI) U.S.
FOREIGN POLICY, published by the 111(1i:um University Press. I also did at
about the semi' time .a staff study for the Department of State of which I enclose
a copy in en se it has not recently Mille to your attention. Both of these items I
refer to merely in order to assure you that my support for ytotr bill derives from

careful study and a' fundamental belief that this is an essential step in the

strengthening Of th3. national interests.
If I can be of any assistance in furthering the prospects for this bill.. I hope you
will not hesitate to call mion me.
Yours very truly,
WALTER H. C. LAVES, Chflirnia/..'

(The material referred to above may be found in the tiles of the subcommittee.)
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Hon. WAyNE LYMAN MORSE.
The Senate, U.S. Congress,

WAstitsros. D.C.. March 4. 1966.

Washington, 1).C.

DEAR SRN ATOR NIonsE: lit behalf of a group of Washington librarians interested in international affairs. I am writing to tell you that we were pleased and
encouraged by yonr introduction of S. 2874To provide fOr the strengthening of
American educational resources for international studies and research.
We believe the primary resource. to be library materials which. in the field of

international relations including area studios. are difficult to learn of. to locate.
and to acquire. The group mentioned above has been meeting Informally for

some time to see what we could do among ourselves to remedy the situation. We
decided the first step tens to prepare a Bibliog.nphy of Bibliographies eontaining
sources of infornmatIon on foreign countries. We completed a draft. prepared a
prOposal and submitted it to the National Scienee Foundation. i am enclosing,

an excerpt from this proposal, a copy of our draft bibliography and a list I if the
organizations represented in our group.
The group hopes that yen, to a member of your staff. will review our proposal

aml. if you believe it has merit. perhaps communicate your opinion to the

Foundation. If you can suggest other sources where we might. seek fu»ds.. we
would appreciate hearing from you.
Respectfully yours.
.

,

MARY ANGLE 11 Y ER.

Chairman, Int er-Ageney Library Group.
(The material referred to above may be found in subcemmittee tiles.)
_KALANt Azoti-com:EGE,

Kalamazoo, 31 Wt..' .,Ingust 26, 1.966.

Senator WAYNE MonSE,

Cltoirman. Ellacetion Subcommittee, Committee on Labor and Public; 1Velfare.
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

I) :.'.ti Si NAron Moms: Thank you for the opportunity to provide some written

material for consideration by your Education Subcommittee (Thwerning the
hearings on Senate Bill 2874, and House Resolution 14643, the International

Education Legislation. Because Kalamazoo College, the college that I represent,
is a small college. I think it would be useful to indicate. briefly sinne of the background of international progrann4 which we currently conduct as well as some
background of my international experience so that my comments may he placed
in. better perspective.
1 believe it is safe to say that Kalamazoo College has a Foreign Study Program
-more extensive-than other-college. or -universny na the -Thuteil-States. Pres-

ently, approximately 90% of our students will have studied abroad sometime
during their four year. period at Kalamazoo College. We opeiflite nineteen
different programs at. thirteen 'different foeigii locations on every continentbut Australia.. We were the- first college to have students in Africa. and now
have two centers there. We were the first college to open a program in Portugal.

addition to our Foreign Study Program. we have as program of teaching
exotic languages which was initially supported by a Gmternnielit grant.. We
currently teach Chinese. Japane..:e. Hindi, Portuguese and Swahili ou mr campus

as as means of enriching our international and non-Western thrusts and pro-

viding aid and support intellectually for the students who will be studying:

ill these areas. We have a well developed African Studies Program for. tow
undergraduate. During the last. academic year. twenty of our faculty of
seventy-five spent some time abroad.

In terms of my own internatimial experience.
have previously been air
Economic Adviser to the Planning Board Of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,
under a program supported by the Ford Foundation. I served in Jordan for
fifteen months. Last year. along with two State pepartment specialists. I
represented the Great Lakes Colleges Association on as visit to six African countries to evaluate methods of making connection with African universities. I

enclose a copy of the report presented to the Great Lakes Colleges Association
at the completion of our trip.
comments supporting tits legislation
May I first of all commend Congress and indicate my strong support for Section
IV of the bill. The importance of an undergraduate program and evolvement
.

.
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into the area of international education cannot be overestimated. Unfortunately.
IA internationd experience and education is postponed to graduate school, by
far the great Majority of students will have made their commitments to other
things and it will probably be such al comitment that it Will be too late for
them to shift their interest away from 'their earlier (non-international commitment. For this reason it would perhaps be useful far Section III to be
amended or at least interpreti'd to 111(11de small colleges as potential centers
for advance _international studies. The bill already includes the opportunity
for such organizations as the Great Lakes Colleges ASsociation. of which we
are a member, to participate in this kind of activity through "combinations
of institutions."
The new bill rightly recognizes the role' and responsibility of .Anwricain

leges and universities to participate in the educational development of in..
many friends In the developinr. countries abroad. Although Many of our
American faculty members ha v' the talent, interest, and commitment to contribute to this multi-facet educational revolution that is taking place abroad,
they and their institutions often do not have the resources to support this
commitment. It is au exciting' prospect that the Federal Government may
soon do something in the area of resources. To support this educatiimal need,
may I quote briefly from our African Report of which a copy is enclosed.
'Of the extra - national movements taking place in Africa today. by -far the
most important is AfrIcanization, or the placement of Africans in positions
of influence and leadership in both the public and pri. ate sectors. This is why
education, 'mid especially higher education, looms sc large in the aspirations
of Africans. To develop economically, they need human resources development ;
to show education it: important. Tobreakdown tribalism, they' need to create
a new nationalism, so once again education is the vehicle. Therefore, our
mission to the African' universities put us briefly in touch with the throbbing

.

pulse of educational activity in these countries.

"Unfortunately, .becanso of the lack of trained African manpower at the
college faculty level and because of this drive to Africanize, we quickly and
universally learned that m ost of our programs will_ have to provide a one-Way
flow of our professors and our students to Africa, rather than a complete exhange. Because of the ,ost, of the a vailabilty of home universities,- and
the danger of students alienation from his own country and sponsored by
African governments. On the other hand, all of the 'countries visited were
(mite interested in inviting or attracting our students for short periods, but.
more specifically, in attracting our faculty for teaching aSsignments, hopehilly fin- two yet rs."

Although we are vitally interested in the contribution and learning that can
take place through our stndents and faculty members being abroad, we should
amt. minimize the impact back on otn hoine campus. I attach all article written
liy-the Director of the. Foreign Study of-Kalamazoo College, Dr. Rivard Stavig.
%Itich--appeared-iiiLtiebmial*-19,1_966-issne-of-the_Sitturituivitc_doc ansUlesqibes the impart of foreign study in students and therefore back on the home
campus.
.
It is-trite. but nonetheless true, to repeat that the world each day gets smaller
through the transportathin am' communications 'revolution. It is also unfitWinne that the size of our great Cinuitry and the opportunities in it have made
us in the paSt feel that significant knowledge of evolvement with foreign and,
specifically, non-Western cultures and languages were relatively unimportant
this 100 is changing. Also changing, is the growing responsibility of the United
States in the international arena. If w are to meet this responsibility effeetiVely,.-it must come through better trained and a tter educated manpower that
will feeil out from one. colleges and universities. It is therefore highly appropriate that.the Federalthivernment is now lending its Policy and resource support to encourage a great education step forward into the arena of international,
education. I cannot conceive of anyone in the educational arena beingopposed
.

.

to this legislation:.

.

American .college; and universities have an obligation to.make their faculty
exports available fir oversew: programs. It is common but erroneous to think
Mast overseas activities are soniething separate from the mainstream of college
fife.. While foreign assignments must be cmapatable with teaching. research,
and public service functions on the home iampus.the mat ions educational evolveWent abiond canlie one of the most constructive aspects of America's internsco amniilrf.Alfhough
`firitilfierfarr a
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the quality of higher eduention in ninny of the developing countries is high,

the numbers of students available that can enjoy it must expand. There is an
urgent need for more higher education in the .developing countries of the world
. and it is important that. American ani'ersities can play a vital oily in assisting
t his (41 tica t Iona I development.

Sincerely yours,
CLELAND.

Vier Preside/it and 1)can of Academie Affairs..
[Reprinted from the sataiday Review. Felt. 10, 19130i

STri»- .kinto.ta P.tYs OFF

Among the many colleges and universities flint' offer students opport Unities
for stool// al road. few if any proridr more varied oplion.v or offer more earefullY
pla »tied programs than little Kalamazoo (.1liehigan) College. .1 /rice thim
percent of all Kalamazoo gradwttes hare spent sonic time in foreign study at ime
of the colleg's ralrl's in licrinantl. France. .pain. fort
tiiproi benne, and

Kenya. or at 401e of the renters Of the Great Lakes Colleges .I.Vfoillii0)1 in C010»1-

Jilpoi,.and behanigi. Here the. director Of Kalamazoo's 'olign Wild,/ Prograiw describes some of the nonacademic ill'Ilefits,that may itrel'ite from shady
abroad.

I By Richard.T. Stacie-)
.

N*(I longer is foreign study for Ame)'nilii undergradantes limited largely to
language majors from prestige sellouts.. Today one has to search to find an

American college or unh'ersity that does not have, or is not contemplating..Some
kind of foreign study program for its students. and these programs are each year
serving an imreasing number of very different kinds of students. Unfortunately
however, this rapid expansion has too often been characterized by inadequate,
planning, Uncertain objectives. and uneven- standards. Consequently, as overenwded foreign universities become les receptive to onr students and as questionable practices come to light, attention is finally. being given to serious evaluation of foreign stilly.
rly we need to examine carefully utat can and %vita
cannot be (lime successfully by Anaeritlin tinderg,raduat es abroad.
16;xperienee at KalamazooCollege suggests that foreign study needs not be flatbed to the outstanding student nor:restricted to language,majors. The average
undPrgraduate junior can definitely profit from a period of study abroad. Having
said that, however, one must make clear. under what circumstances this can take
place. 'flue benefits of foreign statly are not automatically dispensed. Only 'if
stmhints are adequately screened and carefully prepared, and only if programs
designeti for them are appropriate to their qunlifications will there be reasonable
expectation of success. Very few American undergraduates are ready to
plunge into the Sorbonne unaided.: many, however, can study profitablyill foreign
universities and is foreign settings wit, proPer assiOnnee
But %at constitutes -profitable" foreign study? Since study .alultad generally substitutes for college .work at ho ore.. it is not, enough to demonstrate
that, a student, gains something from the ( xperience. If the gain is not greater
than what could have been achieved at F.nue during the same period, the extra'.
cost and trouble are scarcely justified. Measuring the extent to which a student

profits from stinlY abroad, however, is extremely difficult. Since colleges -and
universities currently measure student progress at home almost exclusively Ill
-evaluated in the same way; enttennis of credits and grades, foreign study
phasis is placed out academic standards and on academic nehievement. This is

certainly proper and necessary. especially so the longeen student remains abroad.
lint this kind of evaluation is ineoalplete bee:time it ignores the personal 111111011shat---t he reason most students.go abroad and the reagba for their mithusiaslii
when they return. This is not, to say that academic work should bede-einpbasized

or that its currency should he devalued by giving avademie credit for persinial
growth or exptirience; rather, that any evaluation of foreign study is inanequate if it rest riots itself only to what is academically creditable.
The academic experience abroad can be stimulating and rewarding, especially

far the student rein is aide to exidoithe opportunities
differeaVOneational system.

'to hint 'in a

But for inost'undergradnates the academic values

:thine art; not sulfficient to justify foreign study.

What._student gets from a

course abroad is seldom- superiTir ill quality or quantity to what he
could get in n.siinfrttr course on his own campus. This is no reflection on the
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quality of education abroad it simply means that because of language difficulties,

sequential differences, and adjastment problems. the foreign student is unable
to benefit from course work in the same way that a local student might. (Recognizing this, Many American colleges and universities have supplemented course
work abroad with tutorials, papers, and special seminars designed for their own
students Stanford has even exported some of its own faculty and curriculum to
certain foreign centers.) Furthermore.- what American students terirt-ttr get
abroad is largely general education, not the specialized study juniors require.
The academic program. Him often represents not so much a plus factor as an
attenipt to,avoid a minusthe loss of course work missed at home. Of course.
if the academic program ahroad*Is superior to that. at home or unavailable there.
foreign study can obviously be justified in academic terms alone. Conversely.
if the academic loss is great. no justification is possible for foreign study as ciu
educational enterprise. If academic gain or loss is absent. or mininml, however.
then the personal dithension becomes decisive.'

What is this personal dimension in foreign study? Unfortunately, very little
research 'has been done on this subject, and. we badly need objective data, It
%.1,''..-'.3.seems clear, 'iowever, that a student abroad is a rather. special kind .of visitor
with unusual advantages and opportunities.. Because he is able to function in
his accustomed role and to operate as an insider in a inirtiaily familiar context.
lie is peculiarly able to profit also from non-academic experiences. He does net
view a foreign country through the eyes of a tourist ; neither does he live what
would be for him an artificial ife of leisure. He observes and judges and
evaluates from a favorable want oe point. and 'he participates in a way that is
rare for an outsider. The 'results 4.ach am experience natnrally vary in kind .
and degree from student to student. out there is enough consistency, at least
with Kalamazoo students, to Suggest.some tentativeconclusions..

If a student is sufficiently integrated into the foreign culture. what lie gets
from the c:.perience is primarily perspectivemanifested in various ways. He
sees, first (.1 all, new relevance in traditional subject matter. Language study.
So often viewed by students as irrelevant memorization. suddenly is found to
be essential if one is to function effectively. and the results are often dramatic.
Geographical and historical perspectives likewise change us places, peoples.
and events take on immediacy. Students repeat President Kennedy's "Ida bin
Berliner" as Germany and the Berlin Wall becinne not simply ideological

symbols but physical realities. Alsace and Bavaria .achieve existence. as a part
of a student's own experience, never to be viewed again as mere configurations on
maps. Some of this is expected and sonic is not. We expect that a visit to -the
Roman-ruins 'at Trier might make vivid to a student the Roman penetration into
Germany, but we are seldom prepared for the impact. of recent history. For
'many students who go to France, for example; the most memorable sight there is
not Notre Dame or Versailles but the American cemetery at Omaha Beach. World

War IL which is considered ancient history by most present undergradnates.

won't-e;ter-ho-iplite the_satae,,,ta those who have spent, some hours among -the
crosses and stars at Omaha. Nor will the Nazi persecution of the Jews ever-beforgotten by anyone who has seen the ovens at Dachau.
The average AmeriCan student abroad is also likely for the first, time to become

really aware of the significance of the fine arts. Certainly no American need
go abroad to encounter great museums or experience fine music. But n grCui
number of students are. in fact. introducetIthere to professional theater. opera.
or ballet, and. others visit their first art museum or look critically at architecture
for the first time. Interestingly. the same student who- visits Chit'ago and is
.unaware of the line Art Instittrte there would not think of leaving Parb4 without
This might be at first. simply.because it is the thing to do. It
might also he because one can
move abroad without being exposed to the
arts, Probably also the new eenvironment makes the student aware of his own
ignorance -- suddenly important because -of the obvious context .of respect and
appreciation for art in which he finds himself. Whatever the- reason, however.

- see;Y,g the Louvre.

student hinnanists, scientists, and athletes alike return. from 'abroad with a
heightened sense of the inMortance of art.

Perhaps the most important 'shift in perspective involves the studetirs view
hiaiself and his relationship to others. His shift in context allows him to see

his own culture_frota. the_ontside_iwd_a foreign....cnItute_from_thejaside,
turn, leads almost inevitably_ to at challenging of basic personal and national
assumptions. In the process Of observing and learning- about, a. foreign culture.

the stue.ent is paradoxically able to learn even more about, his own .cOuntrY
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and about himself. Countries, peoples, customs, policies, valuesall are seen
afresh from a new vantage point. A Negro girl studying in Africa begins to
sort out. for the first time, her racial, mitiOnal. familial. clad individual components. Others make equally meaningful discoveries. Interestingly. in most;
cases these do not result in radically changed values :.rather, values tend to be
clarified, modified, and strengthened. The experience abroad does not change
the student so much as it helps him find out who lie is.

Self-discovery also takes place on another level. Because the academic and
social programs abroad are less structured, than at home, the student tends to
have more time for reflection 811(1 independent exploration. Most find this
challenging and rewarding, though initially frustrating. The student is unable
to escape Into ritualized campus activities; 1M must establish new friens and
new patterns of activitydifficult but valuable because they can meet. present
needs and do nothave to compete`With already worn out or outmoded patterns.
Social relationships tend to .heunuch -more spontaneous and relaxed than they
are at home. Friendships with members of the opposite sex on a non-dating
basis are possible; mixed groups can participate in various activities without
feeling the need to pair off. Relationships with a student's host. family overseas
can also provide a different kind of social dimension.. Both family and student
are able to relate to one another in a way that can provide the intimacy of
family life without the burden of the past or the. responsibility of the future.
The student is invited to begin life anew, and he becomes aware of the importance
of his own role.
In this kind of environment many students develop a degree of confidence.
(Wise, and assurance previously lacking. One girl. described the change this
way: "I feel that inY experience in Europe was a dividing line between two
livesthat of a child and that of an adult... I feel different inside . . . more
stable, basically happier, freer as a result of my experience. I no longer feel
like a child wandering, asking to be led. I have .begun to feel that someday I
may be -able-to lead." This scarcely reports on academic progress, but isn't this
somehow what liberal education is all about?
If the personal dithension of foreign study looms large, what does this signify?
First of all, we must simply recognize that this is so. This in itself would
affect both the Planning and evaluation of foreign study. Then we must try to
analyze precisely what happens abroad and under what conditions in order
that we might assist and enhance this part of the educational ,experience and
exploit it after the student returns. The non-academic must.not7lbe substituted
for the aeademic; indeed, the former cannot exist without the latter. The
academic must be seen, however, as only a part of a much larger educational
wholecertainly legitimate educational practice here or abroad, particularly
within the framework of the liberal arts. In our zeal to maintain high academic
standards abroad we must not forget the personal dimension of foreign study.
We must not reproduce for our students. American institutions abroad with all
of the structure and paraphernalia that that implies: We must remember why
we wanted to send students abroad in the first place and why they wanted to go.
WHERE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT STUDENT =PROGRAMS

A vast number of programs are available, both of the traditional kind described
hi these pages, and the more varied types described on pages 02-98. Details
about them can be obtained free of charge from the following organizations:
Tim COUNCIL ON STUDENT TRAVEL' (777 United Nations Plaza. New York, N.Y.

10017) serves as a clearinghouse for information on overseas travel for students
and teachers. Information available is wide-ranging. and the more specific the
inquiry, the more detailed can be the response.
Working with member organizations which are expanding operations into less

known areas of the world, .the COuncil also develops special orientation and
educational programs for students interested in Asia, Africa, Latin America,

--

and the Soviet Union.
flnucArroNAL TRAVEL, INc ; travel -arm of the U.S. National Students Associa-tion (265 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1,01016)-;-provides-tr-lOW:CoSt foreign

travel program_and-maintains-triliivel information. and advisory service for
students and teachers. The Independent Student Travel Services, at the same
address provides information and services for the student wanting to travel on
his own.

.

.

The NSA:publication, Work, Study, Travel Abroad ($2), is a comprehensive

guide to foreign travel.

a,"
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INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION (SOO United Nations Plaza, New York.

N.Y. 10017) is a clearing-house of general information on scholarship and fellowship opportunities for American students. It administers fellOwships, mostly
on the graduate level, offered to American students by the fr:S. government (ineliding -the Fa 'bright program). foreign goverimfonts. foundations. universities..
eorPorations, private organizatioas. as well as iirivnte donors. A publication.
Sam

Rt wry.,1 broad (no charge). offers some basic information op the subject.

llosus (14 West 5th Street. New York. .Y. 10011.), provides information about student 'hostels in Western Europe--where they aro.
their rules and Prices. information on .eamping and campsites. and travel routes
for hikers and cyelers. as well as, planned itineraries for Asia, Africa. Europe,
ANtEnteAs

and the Americas.

Tut COMMISSION ON YOUTH SEIVICE PROJECTS (475 Riverside Drive. Room 825,

New York, N.Y. 10027) is a eau tell of more than forty organizations. church;
'related *one. private. in the Uni ed States and Canada. which sponsor youth
service projects. The Conant:481m 's booklet. In rem( Your summer (300 )..provides*

a thorough listing of service proj ets in the 17.S. and abroad. Further inforamtion on work camp programs ar anal the world can be obtained from the COORDINATION Com:an-rm.: Poe, Isna NATIONAL VOLUNTARY WentE" OpIPS ( UNESCO,

6 rue Franklin. Paris ide. France)

.

NEW ANGI.F.S oN rut; YEAR AIIROAD

Several institutions l'ave develoPed programs in reeent years that offer a fresh
iy,spective,on study abroad. A few of these are listed here :
.

Stamford University administers an -Inter -I niversity Program for Chinese
Language Studies in Tailtel. This fall-year program. sponsored by nine top -

e:utkiag universities including Stanford, provides graduates and undergraduates
with intensive language instruction. tuml furthers their knowledge of. Chinese
Texts and materials, preparatory to. research in academic or professional fields.
Write: Graduate-Overseas Centers dud Special Programs Office. Room 207. Building 10A, Stanford Cuiversity.Palo Alto. California'.
In Bogota. (7.olombia. the Universidad de Los Andes is hest to several Ainiiricaut

university programs : 1-niversit y of California sends students there for a full
year lieginning in June. SyrnenseTniversit,v students are offered one semester.

Dartmouth College. together With the Exierinient in international Living, aranges for juniors and seniors to .spend a fall term studying the language and
literature. Rollins College also offers a -half-year-abroad- arrangement. Inquiries should be addressed to the individual
Indiana University sends students to the University of San Marcos in Lima*.
Peru. for a ten-mouth program beginning- in Mandl ;--lield-trips- a tuLexeursions
Supplement formal eourse work. and students live in private homes. University
of Kansas offers a junior year at the Inlversidad de ( 'osta Rica. front Felarnary to
December.

The Great Lakes Colleges Association (Antioch 'College. Yellow

Spri ug. Ohio) has au academic-year program-hi Bogota,.

Colgate University sends students to Colombia, Chile, and Argentina for a

Semester on It program called CLASP (Colgate Latin .Americau Study Program).
The emphasis is on experience with Peace Corps type work. rather than on formal
study. Colgate also offers a highly specialized semester in London for majors
in eConoznies. English. or history,

Yale offers it junior year in Asia. Africa. or Latin America. doing Peace Corps
type work. The purpose is.not formal study. and the program-is pant of a new
tive-year bachelor's degree program. (See "Schools Make News?' SR. Jain. 15)..
o

KA LA MAZOO. COLLEGE NEWS BonEntI. KAI AM 'a00,
-

FOR RELEASE.SUNDAY. AUGUST I4. I !Ian

KALAM AZ00.4,11CII.PrOb)11)1Y nohere-else but on the American college caMpus

are there sal many iirofessortowho so often become globetrotters-on-business.

The volume and variety of this Professor traffic arc not only growing, but

already having a significant effect on the professor's teaching. research. profeSsional and personal life.
Equally stgnIficant. though .little noted. is the fact that the professor-globe-

trotters come from small colleges as well is big universities and that their
world-wide business trips take place at all seasons.

08-856 0-66-36
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Take, for example. the Kalamazoo College faculty. Nearly one out
of every
three profeAsors has traveled abroad during the past 12 months.
Fanning out to
live continents. some have nonle_moril_than_nne tripr-s-ane-have stayed
.in more
' than one part of the world. bar nearly /nil trips were business trips.
Traveling seholars ore not new: of/coarse. ,What is new is that overseas travel
has .grown into a "necessity" for au ever-increasing number of teachers. proof
,pOsitive that, the once "absent-tnim10
professor" has become the important man
;If affairs all over the globe.
'What Is happening. at Kalamaioo also suggeitS that the professor's international involvement "and trit veLare not neeessarily confined to large universities
with multi - million - dollar overseas contracts. (Kalamazoo has 1136 students
and Tr) faculty ntetabers.) The proportion of globetrottirig professorX iX expected
to rise at Kalamazoo and. On a proportional basis, some -small colleges may
equal or surpass big institutions active in international projects.
Why do small-college professors go overseas mid 10111 t do they get out of
their continent-hopping trips?
First .off, several factors encourage the trek of Kalaniazoo College professors
abroad : Increasing financial aid for travel from various sources,
including the
hom6 instfittition-.-for7various purposes: the need of government and other orga--nizatirafirCfirs faculty experts wing can participate in adVisory, study and exchange
programs 'abroad; the growing interest in foreign countries
the home school's expanding foreignstudy progrartrfor students.and cultnres; and
A look at Kalamazoo professors' international Itineraries reveals at least five
main categories of trips:
1) College business., 'A good example is- the assignment that .took Dr. Joe S.
Fugate, chairman of the German department, to Europe as the coordinator of
the College's foreign study progra in during 1'963 -64.'
His primary duty was to supervise the 146 Kalamazoo students who studied
r t the College's study centers at six universities in France, Geramny and Spain.
( ixteen other students studied at centers in the Middle East, Africa,
and Central
A Herten that year.)
ut. thej ob carried a' big bonus,aaccording le Dr. Fugate. "H.was a priceless
.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

op )ortunity for melinguistically, culturally, and educationally."
esitling in Bonn, Germany. with his family; he got a closerloolt at the
Ge Ian Government in operation. It also. was a timr.for him to catch up West
with

.

all lie latest social arid cultural developments.- Many 'new' personal and .profes-

sion 1 frietuishipS were formed and many old friendships were renewed.

..

-7l3e: .,..of all, says Dr. Fugate, he was able to survey the current German
liters ure and find new boOks for his department library. "Almost any American
-.of Germanic languages and literatures would be influenced in -his
..- classr om instruction after a year in Germany," he notes.
At kolamazoo. the faculty's ()Verseas travel in connection with the College's
foreign\ study program has grown at a rapid- pace,--partly becttuse the school' '.
has operated 19 study centers in 13 foreign countries and 90.:per-eent-Of-its------- stnden ts-ParticiPate-in-sttidy 'abroad before their graduation., Predictably, not
,1.------ -all--Prof tors involved in. the foreign study program are language specialists; nor
-._;.,../ do theY.. tay abroad as long as Dr. Fugate did.. Still. they fill gain, in terms of.
.

cultural ,n
from their trips.. s
i
2) Res arch. The. primary and the most obVious reason for overseas research
,.rips is to, go where the research material isan-example being tilt trip to England by Dr \ jrihri E. Peterson last year.
.,
A apeciallist in. West African history, he is currently engaged in -11.,two.year
,Study of the social history of Freetown,- Sierra Leone,, durinv the peried 15101920. The study will trace the develdpment of the Freetown Creolds, -the city's
Alonlinant Mipulation group, during the period. Supported by a research grant
from the Grant Lakes Colleges Association, his project calls for research in Lott- /
don and-Freetown.
Ile already\ hug completed muck of the archival research t London last year.
. Just how Productive.the trip was can. be seen in the fact twat- he had' to spend
tw'sadditionalmonths because of the. abundance of material and now plans to
return tri London during the final three months of the study.
.
At the moment. hoWeVer, he is preparing for a trip to Fre' town this fall where
fie will spend 'pine months researching official archives nd concentrating on.
studying diaries- unpublished memoirs, oral recollections of- Freetown families.
"The study will have valtte.professionally as it will alloW me to fulfill a need
.

:

.

,.

.

,

'

'14

for a study of Freetown as a new. town in Afrien 'during the 19th century

pect
seen primari!y from an African perspective,'
Dr. Peterson explains.

-

.
.

.

/

/
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"It also will help my own .t.ontinalug.profesAlOntil growth...and I shall, la
able et) 'mike a greater. contribution in my classes as a 'result of a mine recent
held experitaice in Africa." tin such trips, he adds, there lire aunt . olaka"

tunities to dismiss his work with other researclics on Sierra Leon'. history.

"Von get stimulated professionally, . 'Yon also leinsn all the up-to-tlati tlyVelopments in your tieltl."
3) Advisors, (1 ilguita las, fact - tinders.

,

.

i.

'Ainerleint elillegt.: and it'd/versales
have an obligation, to make\ their faculty experts available for overseas pro grams," says 1)r. Shia'rill Cleland, Ilets president and dean of i tidetnit. affairs, (who has tintlerta ken stint 4iiajor.fortlign. itssh.Mitients ill t ,i, past. three
yearS.4

.,./

..

it is common but .0'4)1114111S (11 think That 111.1.'n4l'il` :lei il. 1411';.: are S11111(.(11111g
:alai rate from the ma in stream of t'ollegis life. lie 'ina in tai ins. NVItile ti 'reign_

assignments intfzt be compatible with teaching, research and public .service
functions on the Mane iiintints, ht. believes, the nation's taliteationn) involvetnent abroad van he use of the most eonstruet Re aspects ofr America's: international effort.

.

.

.

.

Ills own trip to .\.fricit last summer is ti plod 'example. As a member of a

Three -twin team appointed by the (treat 1.ala.t: Colleges .issoiation, Dr. Cleland
visited' colleges am.l.ttniverSities in'six Afrienti coutark:.s to examine passibili-

:ties of faculty and student txelittligt., as well as other means through whip'
this .\ ssociat ion might assist in the eiltiontional development in Africa.

Among his 'billings is the 'fact Chid. while .\frican schools Iveli.ittni. as'sist-anee. they sets little advantage in direct one-to-one exchange of Professors and
students. with American institutions.
Iii summing up his observations. Dr. Cleland suns be was impressed by Cite
high quality of education at those .\fricati soh. 'is he visited. Rut. he Innis.
the trip also deepened his untlerstaliding of. the urgent need for higher villa'sthni 'and its vital role in the rut ililevelopinentOf .kfriett.
n
J
Calloway. chairman
Dr. .lean
-1). i'rofessibital meetings.' Take. ffol. insance.
ortlreinathematics departmeri.- This year he will attend the International Cons
griss of Mathematicians in Miiscow and last year ht. ,petit eight weeks in Iiiiii..

.

ham. Kenya. part icipat big in a IvOrksbop.
...11e.)vas one of. '23 American ninthentat ii..iiiits in the projeet. sponsored by the

Iti Menai tie: Project of Ethical baud Services. Inc. The /primary purpose was. to use the ideas of this -new math'' in developing' a mathematical pro
gram .geared to the special 'teeth: and problems of English - speaking African
.\ f Henn .

\

countries.

.:

.

Invited guests of forisig-w govenineldi: nail universities. A most recent
example is the trip to Germany tc.i. Dr..-Weinitsr K. 'Risks. College...president.
at. the invitation of the West German Government and the Univergty of Rusin.
The trip was arrange:I tot the purpose of finnilinrizing Dr, !licks with repent
developments in German higher education.
-.
.'
Oils of the hierenshe wersens travel ti' the
faculty. and `a surprising variety of asSigninents semis professor,- crisscross:1)

.

ing the globe.

Rut Ott Otte piiiiii.,t1M world traviders are pitch lea IlV -unanimous :

the. intanFible results of their .trips are just as important as the tangible
..

ones.

.

.. All the professors note the implact of international travel I in their "relat ion.
ships with students. With so tunny stutlent-glislietristtvss. on the. campus. overseas travel bet:Mites a common ekperience shared and discussed by students and
teachers.

.

.

.

.

Another benetit most often mentioned is summed' tip by De. Pligate: "Ovei.7.

seas travel gives it 411:(1ill, i4) St(' 0111.`.t 111111 country from the outside and he
..
gets a new and linsthiened perspective."
.
.

Learning hew foreign educators solve their problems is clearly high in the ..
thoughts of must. Anieritan professors abroad. In.. iteterson speaks fur a lot
of professi;i-globetriaters when' lie says ;"After: seem different eilficittiimal
. approttelass and system:: iu operation. pm are.bittital t :ttiprotich pow Own
differently, with a new critical awareness which :would art Nrwise be missing."
Equelly important. though less tangible. is the general cultural enrichment
gained by the faculty. Cuittira! activities' taken part it!. side trips made., art
Treasures. of Europe- sampled these and many (alters piny a great part in
influencing. the world travelers' tastes and. interests. If the profes-sor is ac..

companied by his fantil7, as is often. the case. the 'entire fantily.lsenetits.
"W6 110W have." Dr. Cleland sums it all up. "a new .diinension of educational
7

opporttinity tor.studentsandthefr teachers.".
!
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GREAT 'LAKEN COLLEGI.:8 ASSOOIATION REPORT ON A raleAN 'PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION

On August 1, 196, a three -mail team of the C, eat Lakes Colleges Association
left. the United States on a four-week tour of West and East Africa. Presidents
Smith of Ohio Westeyan and Kerstetter of DePanw served as American Special-

ists,. simasored by the United States Department of State. Denim Cleland of
Kalamazoo was sponsored. by. the non-Western program of the Great Lakes
Colleges/ Association, These particular institutions were represented because of
their special interest in/African studies. The purpose of the trip was to 'lean
as much as pnissible about how these individual institutions and the Great. Latices
Colleges Assdeiation could best capitalize on their African interests,Rin special
African materials, and on potential academic exchanges with Africa. In addition, the team was to consider whether individually or collectively ,tune formal

cooperative relationship should lie established with one or more Afritan .instito tidns.

.

.

. Kinds of connections:

Listed . below are the kinds of relationships or connec:tion'S which were

examined:
1. Student exchangesone way, both ways, or all variations.
.

2. Faculty exchanges of all kinds, particularly GLCAfitculty service in

selected, African, universities:

.3. Short-term travel visits in either direction, such as the trip here

reported.

4. Training trips for African college administrators, presumably only

from Africa .to the GLCA.
5. Collect4on of African Materials for teaching and research.

6.. Research and consulting services for our government. African governments, or African institutions.
7. Direct -contract with one or more African universities for a' broadside'
institution -to- institution relationship or Association-to-institution relationship. on all fronts..

Heans of support.
*We also examined possible' means of sumforting an extruded African ,program. for the Association. Our trip abroad put tn: in touch with a number of
the\ .United States government agencieS, most important of w'hich' wane the;
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)l This is the
agency which administers most of the foreign 'aid progriintA' of the federal gov-

ernment and uses the services of U.S. colleges and universitite4 to carry out
technical assistance and development projects in foreign countries, In fact.
125 U.S. colleges and universities held 293,separate contracts with USAID last
year. totaling $195 million. Probably the. best means of supporting a long-run
African program that would have a signfficant impact upon the participating
institutiOns of the GLCA would be through on AID contrail. Troth in Africa
( e.g.: Kenya and Malawi) and upon our return in WashingtoO*SaID officials
gaVe us encouragement to consider entering into such a contract.

11

The United States. Information Service of the State Departaient has a program that sends American history professors into particular countries to'teach
at an- institution without a specialist in American. history. This is a .thodetit
-program and must be negotiated .on a one-to-one basis, However. the GLCA
could conceivably agree to staff such a program for a number of years, droning
an American historian from a different college each year.

The Peace Corps also may have possibilities that will allow us to connect,
with African institutions or enhance our African program. This. is outside the
scope of our present repOrt. however.

.

Other, means of support are American foundations.. We of course now have the FIppOrt of the Ford Foundation in our non-Western. program. which we
hope can he expanded and extended into the future. The Ford 'Foundation hip.:
strong African interests.. including a staff in both West and East Africa. The
Rockefeller Foundation also has signifiCaiif Silivity in Africa. as dials the Carnegie Corporation, through the Commonwealth pkrrofits prdgram.
A more Malted possibility would be host-country support. .or host-institntion
support. In Kenya. where Pre,:ident Smith of Ohio Wesleyan has a special rein-,
tionship with the Minister of Education, we might be able to receive sonee support

.,
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in kind, such as housing facilities or internal transportation in aid of a mutually
sutisfactOrT program. Host institutions also will provide housing and salary
for vacancies in thel,r4authorized staff. Howeyer,- they ordinarily do not provide
such support for supernumerary apPointment.
, Finally. if the Association felt that an African thrust was a vital part of its
!magma', it. is conceivable that modest Assoc at Ion funds could be used to.support
a program-,.although the likelihood is that a ny African prograni. if not supported
by outside sources, would have to rely large y on some member college sufficiently
interested.
Administratirc xtructuic.1.
We also considered possible administrative structures which might he utilized
in any program that we would recommend. These %would include :

1. A GLCA program centrally mind iistered from the GLCA headquarters

office.

GLCA program administered y a member college acting as agent.
A'meniber college-program open Ito other member colleges.
.
4. A member. college program not pen to other Member colleges.
In sinimiary, these are the possible cote eetions, the wissible means of support. \
and the possible administrative stinctures.
.

.

TOE COMPLEXITi48. OF AFRICA

Although Africa is no longer called the "Dark Continent," much of it still
remains in shadows, and the illumination that has been given to the continent
recently has had' only modest candle power. It is an emerging: complex continent offering opportunities and challenges. . This, of course is one of the, major

reasons Why, African studies can be so fruitful and so interesting for our
A ssoei t tin.

(frogra ph WO aud cultural complexities

Africa is many things and it-has tinny faces. It is a continent three times
forests. of snow-capped mountains. and of rolling grasslands. There are more
than. 250 million people, speaking over 800 languages, most of Which are mot
written. There is Arab Africa of the North, sub- Sahara Black Africa, and White
flutii Africa now much in the ,»PWS because of Rhodesia. There is a multitude
of religions, although the Moslem faith is the most widespread.
Although a sixth of that continent is still tinder direct colonial domination.
there are more. than thirty -five independent countries. fifteen of which at one
time .wpre parts of the French Colonial Empire.' eleven were under British inthienee. tive 'are Arab,. and only two have been free for many years. To these we
must. add the. Portuguese areas. Tribalism remains a potent force. divisive or
cohesive. depending On the country. Transportatioir is .still very-much in the
development stage. Canting between adjacent countrik if one is formerly
Britislrand. the ocher formerly French, is likely to be much less than contact
the size of the 17nited States. It is an area of endless deserts. of -verdant rain

-between one. British Commonwealth country in West Africa and one such country
in East Africa, although they may be separated. by 1500 miles. Tribalisin, Wu.cage. religion, tasters' and cultural heritage all work withgeography, to maintain
the isolation or ninny of i its _ountries.
conomie and political compic..itirx

There are a number of important extra- national political movements taking
loltup in Africa today. These include..-Pan-Africanistn. African 'Nationalism.

African Socialism, and Africanization. By far the most important extra - national
movement for our purposes is Africa nization. It is the process of placing native
AfriCans-in positions of power. influence. :aid leadership in government, business.

edneat: on, the prilfessions. the arts. and mill other setors of the country and its
economy. It is less revolutionary but more steady and more powerful than the
other extra - national movements.

The A frieanization of a country depends upon one major factor an increasing
flow of educated Africans capable-of taking over the iinportant jobs. This Means

that education is the vehicle upon which AfrieanizatiOn will ride to' Power.
This means That education. and especially higher education. is very important
to Africa. This 111.4.111O: that tin, -newly -independent eountries,must...have_their
own-universities to identify, edneate, and train leaders. This. means that they

universities and that the African professors..
so-muclilii-the-MliWority. cannot be spared for overseas exchanges. This is why
must have professors t_
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11e van stale ea tegorically \ I hat I rold it ional t wo-Nvay exhatige progr tins betIeen

our oolleges and African toniver::it los were looked upon NVith distIor I v every
lltliversitY that NN.0 VISII (4.1. S114,11 -t 01111 xclialigu.s. An:Olean fav illy lot to
.1(riva. or two or Hiroo ptr,d'ossurs fur on. t3 p' of exchange, might be la ssible,
hut the II:milli:mai otte-t000ne program has limited hope of success.
.'t 11 of tins 000nit rips of glint: .1frica 015 underdeveloped onntie.L, its prioress
or (,00llotyli, deolopinvilt. 'luny have more or loss formalized Poo minic taus
for longteloin 0n)11onlic groavtli. 'This means plans for highNvas. 1 ospitols industry:agricultue. tourism: and schools : a ad for all of these 110 iVit tt.`S, edit Vt t (4i
and ( ra ini.d word/. Illy tived(.d. g() 611(.1 again. VIITIC:It 11111 1001115 tarot.. this li im.
for econ6tnic t:elivitis.
.
,

The need fi) support of otiose .African pouotrivs nod their nitiverOsities, so : s
toachhove a lorriisurco of political stability and of sustained economi growth, I.
large. j We believe that. imotcr the right viroulastanos, this t:IA'A 'You'd sliiiro
in flies. exult ing 1111:1 1'ms:1r:11111g tasks.

,qiunr outilitilock.s. to (1 pOulkaw.

.
..

The count r:ios of .1frica prolnib1,TPrOsent. more potential for dram ttic or ovtII
forceitisle oliiiiwao thou the visitor iiivittrios in Which (1I,VA non \V o steru study
cowers :ire I.,,,a (ed. AlintiSt :Ili iIr f lieso African ootintrie.s are less tit in ten years

old in their independence.

,thnost half are less than live )years old.

:Choir

governments are vonstatitly harassed 1)y internal polities Mid extern il pressures.
Violence in the Congo. Sudan, atol .tttgola has been comitionplave; With flotre-ups
even in Nigeria botch tolitt MI y moans that any long-run relationsh ps or agreej11010.4 may be subject to rapid change. (hi our trip. NIP visited the ciitnpus ot_tIno
University of Lagos INV() 111(1111 ilS Ift IT Si 11111111i riots had 11fyi(11011 t110 :4 11001. CH 118ell

1 110 (.)'(111s of nottly of its fatatlt y, destroyed touch equipment. and lirottgItt forth
illoysical iossaillt on the Vice Chain:01m% The l'itiersity opened it4 doors in the
fall. 4'01 a new campus with a different faculty. However. a iiiimber of tlir
/ .11n:oilcan faculty members Under eontract did not refloain.
Ttte it:111(.00qm] systems in noist countries' of .1frioa are either liritish or
1

i
(
r.

:

Fromoli in structure.

Both, of Nom' systlis are signitleautly different from

.1znerica a edizeat ion, from primary school through grit:In:ite stony. 1 Alt hough NV0
011V01111t1.1'01i 00111Y i hc; 'trills)! (4111(701 1011(11 system and attitudes, Nye undvrstand

thut 11105)' its the roonolt-smaking countries ao intih the sattm These attitudes
often contend that the .tineriean baccalaureate degree is on inferior degree mid
'1 hat Anteriean land-grant college ideas do not reflect sionul voltiation. The prevailing ("1114'14 is (4111atioll for :in pflfr group. rat-Inr than ethiention for the 1.
,7-;1:01V1 11 of both pesons and country. .tinerican educational teantS in Africa are,
therefore. sonnet ii)uos met With suspicion.
Pmr these re0s0ifs, the propsect or sqloces', or 0 special (=IPA torograni Nvould be
1

greatly ollilanced bY l'he added support and prestige that Nvonhl come ohrough a
foundation g Aitt or It sigtoition it l'stAII) eontract. In a few of the eotintrii.os.
some of the Ili.c...1 colleges aro 1:1101v11: in others. houvevol-. alnio.st all are int1:lauvii. Their collective presence. with outside endorsement and support; Nonld
otolorppeal and stability.
opiTationat low)/ hr.re,v baNcrIon'pbxerrationN
.c

.

SA'e list "at this point some operational WT4410505 :51111 Wilt:flirt' 1,1111'illSjOils :
1. .1f pica nizat ion is the crucial movement that 1VO.11111 ill each Of the voun

'vies visited..
.
. live:lust. of 1111e great iitiplia sis on ,tfrietinizat loll. ioIttioli 1,,utit espy.
.

.

cially higher eihwat too 1 is a vital emicern to t hest' goovvrolou'Itts 1 luta t In'Y all'
.
minin it I ing scarce resotirces to iis cxpansio».
.
lt. IlevelOpment costs:11;11.1'01W high ill these countries. especially it' the (.1051:,
l'0(11..lir0 the expenditure of scarce r(Iroilzu exchalige. This', oust is strongly
i

-evident in the development of a national universit..

.1frictii professors are

s'carce: SI) (YINI t Fiat os liniA1 he rvyriii I (41 a lid silppiril ol.

-

I. As the embryonic ,tfrican ouliversities expand no size!ould statute. goN-lorntlielital. restrictions will cut down the flow of undergraduate Afrieitus to
i he Voile Mate:. Those young people will be kopt at Inane to attend the.
local imi-Vo .sity. This will probably snot; a ffeet the windier of .1frican studont s 11,,w 0

oill. 1101111 0:1 1111011SP:,.

ii0
0 of the faoors listed abdve. and esovelally'lwpallse or .ruiplliiization any direct profes;:orb. I exchange I:mgt.:1m that pulls an African pro.0.

fessor 0111 .1of his university seems to iv.: to, have little chance of suceess.

'_\
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United States foreign policy is committed to ;tiding the develolanent of
selected .tfrienn conntries, with the bulk of aid going In OWifiberS of the
British ( II/1111110111%1'111th or Nat bins. These are I he countries which we visited

and with %vhiclo we have closest relations. These re also the count ries in one
of %vhicli a 1'SAII vont rart with the
would LC Possible.
^r,

SY N P Sit; OM' C01.7 N TitIES AND

NIV

lEti V I SIT ED

1.;(1 provide 801111' flavor of our trip, a brief description or the itinerary is her
....riven. Woo flew front Noott York 1111 August I directly to Dakar, Senegal. After
brief stopovers theri'and at Roberts Field, Liberia, we flew on to Sierra Le011e.
Wth lItiVed 11 t the Freetown airport. just across the it from the city. and were'

tact by the Acting Principal of hoorah Bay College (the University of siera
Leone). we were wen reeeived nod well treated lasoanse of the cordial relations

that "lave-been-est ablislied over the years bet ween 1:alannizoo College and Fonrali

Bay. -7rhe.yisit enabled us ao meet the people and (observe the facilities where

1:alitinazoo College. has its program. Woo also spent onto (lay-up-country. at a new

odnihntiultal institfition of Njala. operated by the1niversity of Illinois tinder an

:ill August we left Sierra Leona, for Lagos, Nigeria. There ,i were warmly
treatedby Om Atoning Director.of AID and the Acting head of the SIS, both b
DePailw graduates. Wio-drove the nimoty miles to lbadon. where we visited the
iiithinn and had a marvelous time %itt! \'ire Chancellor Dike and

his wife, two charming and learned Afripans.

pion our return to l,agos. we.

visited the facilities of. the 1' lifter:di y of LIgos.
-.We left-Nigeria late August 7 nod bow across the continent, (with only nue stop
at Khartoum in the SU11:111 t III Addis Ababa. Ethiopia. to nake connections to

Nionya, Uganda. and other points in East Afrin. Air transportation schedules.
though o:ifife and adopt:Ito. are sotuewlutt

We were required to spetiol_,

full day in Ethiopia awaiting connections to Uganda. Fortunately, nu Ohio
Wesleyan. alumnus is head of Ow Al('A In Addis Ababa :nu) o were warmly
treat
'out August h. we flew to the EidebbeKainhalot airport in Uganda via Nairobi.
.

In Kainintla. we visited the very impressive 3Iakerere C.ollege. the oldest
in lo:ast Africa. It is :t quality institution which knows ifs awn needs well..
I:lolly:1.

Hi August 12. we returned to Kenya. There we were wet by President Eldon

I.. .Tolinson of (tf.A. The details of our visit in 1:enya were handled by the

Honorable Alloiyu 1:oinange, the :Minister of Ethic:Mon, who is a graduate of Ohio.

ourd .1 -recipient of a recent honorary degree there. Iii addition. the
Prineiral of -UnivIVity College. Nairobi. iii a long-tinho assoOatoo of Kalamazoo
College. since he wits formerly Vice Prineipal at Fourah Bay in Sierra Leone.

On August 17, we left Nairobi for Blantyre.
Enroute we lord a
agniffeent aerial view of snowcapped Mt. Kilimanjaro. In Blantyre. President Johnson of GLCA attended the Council Meeting of the new University of
Maloovi.-of which lie is a membe.. This was held in Lilongwe. 200 miles from
Blantyre. to trip the team members made by ear. There we met top Malawian
and Anieri(oati government, officials who are in the process of establishing the
University of Malaivi. whose first students were enrolled iii the fall,of 190.1.
We left Malawi oil August 21 for Dar
Salaam. Tanzo"tia. There ..We were
wet by Dean William Hellmuth of Oberlin College. who was spending the MuniIller at the . University College. under Rockefeller Foundation auspices.
arranged and hosted our pleasant visit in Tanzania.
From. Dar es Salaam. we flew out of Africa via Cairo on August 24 and each
iof us went his separate' way, one to Jerusaleni, one to Athens. one to Ronne, and.
all eventually back home.
Pottrah Bail College. the Unirersity College of Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone is a country about the size of South Carolina, on'the under-belly
ofiKest
history
story and batokgrom ul Make iit a counterpart to American-

created Liberia.for here the British returned their freed slaves hi the early

19th Century. Sierra Le011e 'MO Malawi were the two least develoved countries
Here at Freetown. however. is the site of the (oldest college"ill
black Africa. Fonirah Bay College. founded in li+27.

that we visited.

Freetown, the capital and main seaport of Sierra Leone. has a population of
It is built on a series of high hills overlooking the bay. with
Fottrall Bay College crowning the top of the highest. Recent capital expansion,
much of it supported by the" Ford Foundation, has (Totten a very impressive
about' 100.000.
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campus.

Enrollment in the mllege is about WM) students. of wlumt ithont ten
percent are vomen. The student-faculty ratio-is less than 10 to 1. The faculty
is predominantly expatriate. although there are stout. Impressive African ma Ilessors. including the principal, Dr. Davidson Sivol.uIno is an internationally
kattwo scientist.
Kalamazoo College has had a student exchange program I here,1 11111 11113' a one
way fluty I for the past four years. Currently there are ten Kalamazoo students

studying iu the regular university program. In addition. prelholuary arrangements have been made to engage in a professorial exchange program on a sixmonth basis during the 1906-67 academic year. Fourah Bay College does not
have a great deal of room to accommodate American sIndentsfideen is prole
ably the capacity figurebut it wonld be interested, however. in having any
111101her of onr professors come there to teach. Although the college's program
is good. the country is not on the main transport routes.
Our .visit enabled us to observe the kind of facilities,.meet the various profes0 sors.
and obsorve the environment in which an on-going, successful GLCA
member-college program is already in operation. 1 71tfortnnately, as Was the ease..
with most of the universities we visited, Fourah Bay College was not in session
due to summer holiday.

We also visited University College of Sjala; :t new land-grant typo, agricultural and teacher-eduation college. 130 miles up-country. Although the need
and opportunity at Njala may very well have been greater than at any of the
colleges we visited. the renviteness of the operation and the problem of facilities
it'd' us to eonlnde. that, for Sierra Leone. the GLCA should 'hot try at this time
. to seek any type of contract within either of the colli.ges.
l'airersity College. lbadon, Nigeria
With :1:5 million people. Nigeria is the trait. populous country in Africa. Its
size. its varied terrain, its natural resources, and the economic know-how 'and
vigor of its people make it analive. exciting, pulsing country. Of all the man-tries in sub-Sahara Africa, it may- be nearest to the take-ta for economic development awl growth. . Recognizing this, the United States government has poured

a great deal of economic aid into Nigeria. Currently. no fewer than fourteen
different college and university contracts operate in Nigeria. the most important
and most effective perhaps being the Alichigan State University contract to
develop a full-scale land-grant type institution at Nsykka, the IqiiverSity of
Nigeria.

Lagos. the Capital of Nigeria, has over a million people. Ibadan. ninety miles
to the north, has three-quarters of a million people. It is an impressive country.

The uniersity College at? Ilnulan is striking and magnificent in itsfaeilities.
Its imedical school has a new 600-bed hospital. There, are three. beautiful.
chapels on the campus, one atholic, one Protestant,' and a Moslem mosque.

The library. which is still new. is being replaced by a larger building with nutty
space and. facilities. Faculty housing is excellent, as are the datnims bookstore

.and the museum for African art.° We believe that it would not. be difficult to
open up a program there, similar to our Beirut program, to aceommodate 8011111'
(11..CA stlldUlltS. if we are only interested in a student- type program. Here,
however, like Fourah Bay College. the dormitory facilities would limit the sizeof any group to twelve or fifteen, predominantlyt men.
However. on' the ha cis of the amoupt of Amerivan restturees already being
poured into this country. the involvement of several large nniversity eoutraetors
already. limited residence hails, aiid a GLCA connection elsewhere in West
Africa (throngli Kalamazoo). we,believet that at GLCA program in Nigeria would
be less useful and less valuable than one in East Africa..
.1Iakere College, Kampala. ltganda
Uganda is one c. he three counties Of former British East Africa, which
have until recently 4,en bound together by a contnion eurrencY: aaannmon postal
and immigration system, a common railway service. a continua-airline, and tentpttrarily a C611101011 university with constituent colleges in cacti of the three
countries. Uganda.. Kenya, and 'ran:audit..
Ugawla, though out by the equator. i5 located on a high plateau. with elitnate
favorable the year round. II is a land-locked country which depends on rail
transportation for the movement of its agricultural and modest industrial output.
Makerere College, founded in 1922, operates daring the sit-miner. fall. and
winter. and, therefore, was in-operation during our visit. We were able to meet
with faculty members and visit more facilities at Makerere College than at any

.
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of the other colleges visited. The facilities are excellent. The IlbrarOs quite
strong, especially in African studies. There is a good medical school. though not
as impressive in size and resources as the one in Madan. Both the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation have provided rapport for buildings and
manpower. There was a genuine interest on the part of a number of the faculty
members in having a connection with GLCA. but some of the administrative
heirnrchy were hesitant in talking of relationships. This is not to -say that we
were not treated cordially a. .ntertained well. Indeed we were even invited
to dine at the high table one a- to
The university is very mucl. g. ug`concern. If we were to make a connection
with it, we'would be deciding k
an already good university.' The marginal
value of our attachment to Ma.
however, would be, we believe, somewhat
less than with other colleges in E,. _ Africa.
University College, Nairobi, Kenya

Kenya is the .most developed of the countries of East Africa..and

.

its capital,. is a modern Western city. It is still dominated by Asians (Indians)
and whites, even though the government is now African. Nairobi is located on a

high plateau, so that its year-round climate is very pleasant.. It is a major
tourist center for photographing and hunting big game.
NoWhere in the countries that we visited do GLCA schools have better present
relations than in Kenya. AS mentioned above, the Minister of Education is a

graduate of Ohio Wesleyan and a recent recipient of an honorary degree there.
Through the Minister's courtesy, we had the rare privilege of an hour interview
with' President Kenyatta in his country home. The government also held a
formal state dinner for us, with most of the Cabinet in attendance. Any educatidual program that we might contemplate in Kenya, including helping to staff
a new college, Kenyatta College (which comes under the atispiCes of the Ministry

of Education), would be given strong support by the Minister. It should also
be noted that Earlham College held a. USAID contract for -a period of years to
staff a secondary school at .Chavaltali, near Nairobi. Because. of this special
pilot project, which went 11, both the Kenyan government and USAID are
familiar with Earlhant anu, consequently. with GLCA. 'Kalamazoo College now
has a modest-scale programfor its students at University College. Nairobi. Dr.
Arthur Porter; the Principal of University College, is the former Vice Principal
of Fourah Bay College in Sierra Leone and his commitment to and enthusiasm
for the KalamazOci-typeprogram there led him to -*port the establishment of a
similar program of American student flow to University College, Nairobi. Although this is the initial year .of the program, it is functioning well and will be
expanded next year. Finally, President Eldon L. Johnson served with Arthtir
Porter on the survey team that proposedlhe University of Malawi in 1903. -So
our relations in Kenya:. both With-the Ministry of Educatien and with the freestanding University, are strong.
The University College, Nairobi, is a relatively new college and originally was
established to 'enrpluisize the sciences -mid technical education. Later it became a part of the University of East Africa. It has now, however. embarked
on an expansion program that will make it a full-scale college in arts, sciences.
and social scienee, phis some university professional areas. It is located-item.
the center of Nairobi and its facilities. like all of those that we visited in East
Africa. are excellent. The architecture of the campus sweeping and daring.
The library is a beautiful imilding with good holdings. Although the school
was not in Session, we met a number of the staff. They were generally interested
in some sort of piogram with us.
The University has in seven-year development. plan. which is pert of the 'total

plan for the country. It is, in short, an organization such as the GLCA could
plug into. Preliminary. exploratory conversations were held .ii Nairobi with
Mr. William Wild. Director of USAID in Kenya, who shoWed interest and gave
encouragement to the possibility of developing sonic sort of a cooperative pro-gram with the University College. Nairobi.

rniverxity College. Dar e:v Salaam, Tanzania
The University College. Dar es Salaam, is the newest of the three units of the
University of East Afrieo,' Originally' intended' to be the law faculty, it too
has now eMbarked on an expanSion program to a fall-scale art;. sciences. and
social science prograni. University College is located about eight miles outside
of liar es Salaam, on hills overlooking the Indian Ocean and the city. All of its
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facilities are new, and the architecture is eveninore exciting and Oaring than
at the University College, Nairobi. At the pre at time, however, many cif the
facilities have not been cempleted, inclialing the library. Also. the Staff is in- .
complete, Because of its early stage of development. there are probably more
needs tha» in the other colleges which we visited except the University of
Malawi. Enrollment at the present time is around -M. but will expand to
1,000 over t he next six years.

GLCA has one close relation with University ('allege. Dar es SalaamDean
liellmuth of Oberlin College. who. wins doing research there in the

summer of '196.1 and will return in 11)06, front February until September, to help
develop an economic,research institute under Rockefeller Foundation auspices.
Through his connections with the University, we would be able to open a dialogue
although the currents relations between the United States government and Tanzania probably make any supported connection with the 1.7niversity, and any consideration of an AID contract. premature at this time,
University of [Malawi, Blantyre, Malawi
At the time of our visit. the University of Malawi was not yet operative even
though the administrative staff and limited faculty were on hand:,. Late in September,
the first entering class arr)ved and took up work in a former secondary school facility in Blantyre.

Malawi is the former Nyasaland and, along. with Sierra Leone..is the least
developed of the countries, visited. It is also the country where the least
Africanizatlon has taken Olive:. The outtrnisfor nuich early' progress Is tied to

educational development and political stability
The number of university-educated Malawinns might well number Under five
hundred at this time. The. staff orthe University of Malawi is all expatriate and

will remain mostly so for many years. The present teaching staff includes

twenty-four Europeans (twenty of whom are British) and one American: 'GLCA'
President Eldon' L. Johnson is oil the governing board. Dr. -Ian Michael, the
Vice .Chancellor, is a British educator with previouS African experience in the

Sudan! He would he most interested in having the GLCA make some sort of
formal courfeetion with the University of Malawi in terms of faculty service.

The need is great:
Nowhere in a'.,1 our -trip were we met with such enthusiasm and interest by the
American AID mission. Mr. Robert Snyder, the head of AID in Malawi, was
strongly interested in developing a program, with GLCA and he instructed his
education officer. Dr. Kmivolinka, to work up a tentative statement of the kind of
assistance 'that we might provide. In .brief, here is a country iu which we are
truly wanted; both by the University and the USAID mission. In addition, there

is certainly a great need and opportunity to help develop this University in a
new nation of four million people. in a strategic pa t of Africa sandichqd between black and white governments.
There are, however, disadvantages that tend to iffset some of, the Advantages.
Firgt of all, the country .has its' political tension . Also, the goVernment is talk-

ing of plans to build a new capital in Lilong e, goo miles north of the present
Blantyre -Zomba gbvernmental complex. W Kai the new capital is completed,
the University will move into part of the governmental facilities' and houSing in
Zomba, but will_ have a new campus of its own also. The target date for movement is now 1908, which may be optimistic. In the meantime. there is a slow.down in the planning for lie University atits current site because of the expecta-

tions of this move.
Another disadvantage is the remoteness and less-developed nature of Afalawi.
This country, hike Sierra Leone, would be less attractive for our faculty to live in,

even though the climate would be pleasant. Intellecutal life is still dominated
by the expatriates, which probably means that most of our faculty, should they
g'o there, would tend to participate more in the white part of the. system than

with the Africans. To this extent, there is for our faculty a greater service

dimension for a program in Malawi than a curricular (African 'studies or deyelopmental) dimension. Balancing the advantageS and disadvantages, we believe

that Malawi. along with Kenya. Offers a cooperative possibility we should
consider.

SUM MARY AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of the GLCA team trip was to investigate potential African exchanges and to learn as much as possible about how our individual institutions
and the GLCA .could make best use of their African interests, materials, and
opportunities. In addition, based on what we learned, the team was to consider

.
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whether individually or collectively some formal 'cooperative relationship. with
one or more African instituticas should be established.
insnunnary, it is worthwhile. to emphasize once again the complexities of the
emitinent of Africa. On the ninny finks of Africa, we saw only those which
appear III six countries--two lit West Africa and four to East Africa. all, former
British colonies. These veiny'? Sierra Leone Mid Nigeria is West Africa, and
Keuyn,. Uganda, Tanzonia, and MaloWl in East. Africa. (The Ethloplairs visit
\
was essent
'II stopover enroute.)

Of tife extra-national movements taking place in Africa today, by far the'
most important is Africanizatio, or the placement of Africans in positions of
infitience and leadership in both the' public and private sectors. This is why\
ethic:aim), and especially higher education, looms so large in the aspirations of \\
Africans. To develop economically, they need human resources development ; so

education is important. To break down tribalism, they peed to create at new
nationalism, su once,agaiii education is 'the vehicle. Therefore, oar 111:3S1011 to
the African universities put ns briefly in touch with the throbbing pulse of

educational activity in these countries..
All of theJ11Stitntions that we visited are impressive in different ways. Found'
Bay College in Sierra Leone is the oldest college injilitek.Africa. Its principal
ii 1111 internationally known scientist. It has a quality program. It is one that

we are famillarwith already because of Kalamazoo 'College's close relations
during the last four .years. , The University of Ihadan in Nigeria is distinctly
first-class.. Its African Vice Chancellor. Dr. -Dike. is n distinguished scholar.
Its tpital plant Is new, attractive. and high.in.quality. The three component
units of the University of East .Africa are all strong. or ;toteittially so, as shown
by development plans. Makerere College in Uganda is, of course, the oldest
and best. known. University College. Nairobi. however. is eNpanding from its
hiitiai science orientation into the arts and Aminl sciences, as is University College, Dar es Saloon!. In Malawi. the U i versi ty is More a plan than a reality.
It had alit. opened its doors-for tlk first year when we visited, but. it has done
so now. Growth will be.modest Autt the sat.. plo. and philosophy are good.
Dr. Ian Michael. the expatriate Vice Cha ncellor. has had previous experience in African education and should be a strong leader. GLCA President
Johnson is on the goveraing board. representing the American Council' on Education. In. other words, all of the institutions are worthy ones, although we cannot
consider all for GLCA cooperation.
Unfortnnotety. because of the lack of trained African inamtower at the college
faculty level and because of the drive to Africanize, we quickly and universally

learned that most of our program's will have to provide a one-way flow of our
professors and our students to Africa, rather than a emnplete exchange. Beeause; of the..eost, of the avilability of Mane universities, and the danger of
student alieatioafrom his own iountry and its needs, there will he declining
opportunity for sUident exchanges sponsored by Afriean governments. Or: the
other hand. all of the countries visited were quite hiterested in inviting or attracting our students for short periods, but, more specifically. in attracting oar
faculty for teaching assignments, hopefully for two y(1 l'S.

Despit this interest. we should not minimize the risks involved in any longter program between our Association and ony particular Afrian institution.
First of all. We must recognize the p*wsibility of rapid change. affecting all rely-

. lionshit,s, .Secondly. we need to, reogniw the political role that education plays

iathese countries, As.a means to an end. education is significantly intertwined
with politics.
les. Finally. education is of a particular type. with a particular orientation. copies front the British and now embraced by Africans and exPatriates
alike. Whether or not, we. feel t hat this type oteducational philosophy is always

most apPopriate to a developing Afriean conntry. it is nonetheless the reality.
110W undergoing some ha.nge. .

-0

oncom NI NDATIONS

) We vigorously and unanimously recommend that the GLCA attempt to
establish a Study Center in Africa with broader scope than the centers we now
have in the Near East. the- Far East. and Latin America. Our GLCA African
`Center should include not only student Igwortmlittcs. bat ;Jim° opportunities for
faculty and adminiSttion as well, For our initial movement 'into a more
structured GLCA program focused on Africa. we believe that we should choose
only one African institution for a formal cooperative ogreement. Later, on the
(

0.
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basis of experience, resources, and demand. additional foimal Association rein-.
Bonships can be established if desired.. Iu order to mount a multi - purpose
project. Ineluding "exchange" of faculty members on two-year appointments
or of Afrleap college administrators visiting here. Ire will need outside support.
There appears to be o good chump_ foe AID support in Malawi .or Kenya. In
addition, we should} not overlook the American foundarions. However. Its our
initial move, we reconnuend that we seek an AID contract for Mutiy' or Kenya.
12) Before beginning negotiations for any forinal program, We should have the'
non-Western coordinators on each of our twelve faculties canvass the members.
of their faculties to tint out whether there would be sufficient. faculty interest
in two -year teaching assignments in an African university. assuming adequate
financial and logistic support. We should flint this out by Individual disciplines;
in terms of the social sciences. sciences, and humanities.

(3) If we discover that. there Is enough interest, we should authorize. the
Association President to enter into negotiations with AID to conclude a. contract,,, if possible. preferably 'With the. University of ,Malawi or :the University
College. Nairobi. There are a number of reasons why the Great Lakes Colleges
Association is a logical contractor : the members and their African cooperators
are .1111 small institutions with. :11 preponderance of arts and sciences. As a con-

sortium, we have flexibility. yet extensible resources, We would send our

own faculty and not contract outsiders, thus providing a more persOnal interest

and involvement.

(4) If the .GLCA Board should decide not to enter into an AID contract,

we should encourage interested faculty members, once our non-Western grants
have run their course, -to seek African opfstrtunities through the Overseas Educational Service. In terms of student involvement, if the Board should decide
not to seek au AID contract, we should seek to establish a program somewhere in
:Africa similar to that in Beirut, Tokyo, or Bogota. This mould be a.minimnal
Program. of course..

(5). We .recommend that any AID contract entered into by the GLCA should

be administered through the GLCA beadquarters office.

(6) The question of designating one or more of the member GLCA, colleges
as the African Studies Center for the entire Association still remains unresolved.
This designation need have no connection with any contract entered into by the.
Association but should be a recognition of a home-campus program and resources
available to students of other GLCA 'members, in.the same minter that GLCA

has designated certain colleges for concentration on the .Near East and Latin
American programs. In other words, we regard such a designation to mean

recognition of specialized progr in and resources, without excluding other
tivities of their own in the area designated.
For .eXaniple, it now appears. that in addition to Kalamazoo, Ohio Wesleyan.
and DePauw, Earlham College is'expandingits historical East African interest
for its own .purposes, a development which certainly is in keeping with the
GLCA colleges from carryin

'Associatioe'ibroad concept of promoting non-Western studies on All fronts, both
collectively through GLCA and by individual college effort.

(7) Finally, we wish to thank the Association and the Department of State

for making. this experience possible. It was. in fact, so 'fruitfu: :hat we would
encourage the Association to seek other cultural exchange funds from the Department-of State-to permit other GLCA. representatives, as- "American Specialists," be make similar exploration of exchange possibilities in those parts of the
non-Western world most closely related to GLCA planning.

Mono-:RN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION Qv AMERICA.

New York. N.Y....ingust 26. 1966.
Senator WAYNE MORSE,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEMI SENATOR MORSE: I 'am writing you in regatd to the proposed International Education Act of 1966-(S. 2874). As you know, the Modern Language

'Association, a learned society With some 22,000 members. has .long supported
Federal assistance for strengthening those aspects of American education 011ell
will better pretrre our citizen to understand and to participate in the affairs of
. this multicultural and multilingtial world. Largely as a result of the research

' findings of the MLA during the early and mid nineteen fifties, the National'
Defense Education Act of 1958 included the Language Development program
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(Title VI)., which has greatly advanced education in the _understanding of foreign peoples through its provisions for support to language and area renters.
fellowships. rqgearch and studies. and Institutes, Former Commissioner of
Education Law .ence G. Derthick said in December 193S: "The Modern Language

Association had a good. deal to dosometimes indirectly, sometimes

directly

with the introduction of the Language Title into tiw new Act and with its

favorable reception by Congress."
I am happy to take this opportunity to support the provisions' of the. Interimdone.' Education Act of 1966. This appears to be a logical evolution from the
NDEA legislation. and is probably long overdue.

However, I should llke to register' two comments with reference to the 'proposed adniinistration oD the International Education Act. one of a broad philosophical nature and the other more technical:
First, too frequently in international education programs the serious. difficult.

and expensive business of the study 44 foreign languages has received quite
casual treatment.- The NDEA Title VI provisions were designed to remedy this
persistent situation,gand very significant progress was made because of the limn
administration of those provisions by a succession of effective leaders enlisted
by the Office of Education, and because of the' ready cooperation of American.
edhcation.

I respectfully ,. hope that the administration. of the International

Edtkation Act will give assurance that the hard-won gains in language development\will not now be allowed to erode, so that in live or six years the Congress
will find it necessary to enact new emergeney language development legislation.
'SevondlY, Secretary Gardner in his flue statement of 17 August 1966 before
your Subcommittee proposed that the administration of the-centers and language
tellowshinprograms (Section 601 of- NDEA) would be administered with the Secretary. of Health, Education, and Welfare. rather than with'the Commissioner of
Eflueation.. However. he added : "The NDEA foreign: Language research program
would remain in the Office of Education. closelY related to the other research programs of that agency." It .appears to me that this latter proposal culls for further
examination. The research component of NDEA Title VI has served to improve
language instruction in various echelons of American education. .Much useful
work has been aceomplished under thisauthorization for the purpose of improving language learning in the elementary and secondary schools. But the research
program has also been a creative arm for the language and area centers program.
several hundred twojects have been fil'anced which have ve resulted in the availability of specialized instructional matelials in numerous languages of Asia and
Africa: languages which could not otherwise have been taught at the centers. In
addition. many studies, conferences. and surveys dealing with. center actiities"
have been funded nut of the language research authority. With the expanded
role of the Federal. Government in international education affairs visualized MS. 2874. the research. studies. and developmental aspects must sufely"Continue to
be a Nita] factor. or the new program will be seriously restrieted:
The- question is. then. what administrative arrangements for a research component will be provided in the new' program? Three alternatives appear to exist :
.
1. It can be 'located in the Office of Education, but a satisfactory administrative channel must be assured in order to accommodate the special research
needs of the proposed Center fOr EduCation Cooperation (CEC) within HEW.
2. It an be located in the CEC, but a satisfactory administrative channel
must be assured in order to accommodate the special research needs Of the
Office of Education.

3. The CEC can administer its own research-authority (perhaps the present NDEA SectiOn 602 Research anti Studies program). while the Office of
Education snbsumes concurrent rosponsibility ter broader aspects of lap-

.

:guage research and developmentsuch as methodological and statistical
studies. experimentation in the Psychology of language learning, ERIC activl

ities. ete.under the Cooperative Research Program. This appears tobe the

most reasonable alternative.
It seems to me that clear and adequate policy on these tivo probletm4 ought to
be arrived It now, and I hope you will invite official reaction from the Department of Health, Education, mid Welfare.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN HORT FISHER,

Executive ,Steretary.

..
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Foll'FOREION STUDENT AFFAIRS,
XCW

York, N.Y., May 31, 1960.

Hon. WAY NE Moitst.:,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

.

DEMI SENATOR MORSE: The Board of Directors of the National Association for

-Foreign Student Affairs. at its Annual Conference held in Chicago May 2-7, has
instructed me as PreSident of the Association to forward f o you a copy of a Reso
lution,in support of the Internatitmal Education Act of 1906.
I Although we realize that this MI does not directl support programs designed
ild be advantages that
primarily for foreign st admits, we believe that there
would accrue indirectly t6 foreign stdent progrumg as a re. t of the passage and
implementation of the Act.

OD behalrof theational Association for Foreign Student Affairs I should like
to expeess .appreciation for your great interest in and contribution to interout Mtn

Lou.

Sincerely yours,

Fl711Al.tN A.Banimuts. Pre:ft/dent.

RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF 'rim INTERNATIONAL. EancATION ACT or 1966

.

Whereas the National AssoCiation for Foreign Student Affairs is dedicated to
the thoughtful and carefttlly conceived expansion of educational interchange betvveen American universities and the universities of other-countries around the
World; awl
Whereas such expansion and the qualitative improvenient of existing programs
of interchange has been inhibited by the lack of adequate resources in the colleges
and universities of the United States : and
Whereas, expanding services for foreign students and the American students
desiring.to study. abroad is a major specific need which should be partially met.
.
by federal assistance to colleges and 'universities ; Therefore. be it
Rejoined, That the '1960Annual Meeting of the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs: Weleonms the substiince and the spirit of the. President's
Message on International Education and the celateMegislation, the International
Education Act of 1966; Commends the early passage of the proposed legislation

(HR12451, HR 12452, and S. 2574) to the House of Representatives and the

.

States Senate ; Urges the early appropriation of the funds'needea to implement effectively the provisions of the Act ; Offers to those goveriunental.agencies
anddepartments involved the support and counsel of the leadership and meMber-,
ship of the NAFSA in implementing their. .expanding-roles in the field of inter,
national education:
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Of SOCIAL. WORKERS, INC.,
'Washington. D.C., May 5, 1i196:

Hon. W.AYSEMoasz,
Chatrman, Subcommittee on. Education..
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
.

DEAR SENATOR MORSE: The National Association of Social WorkerS wishes tr,'

express its support of the international Education Act of 1966 and the programs
advocated by President Johnson in his February 2. 1966 meSsage to Congress on
International education: Our Association. with. a membership of 46.000 soeir.I
workers in the fifty states. hopes that the Senate Subcommittee on Education
will Make a favorable report on this bill.
We would like to urge that a. liberal interpretation be given the 'Act. that is.
an interpretation which includes social. work education. With social welfare
needs and programs expanding in nearly ever, ountry of the world, shortages of
trained manpower are becoming increasingly acute. This is particularly true in
the developing countries which have limited reservoirs of trained personnel _and
very Unified training facilities. We believe that social work educa that Juts a
vital role to play in "the develdpment of reSources for international .study and
research and . . . the progressof education in developing nations'' as stated -in
S. 2574. AMerican social welfare too will benefit by passage of the bill, for the
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experience of other countries has considerable relevance for the depressed areas
of the United States.
I enclose an outline of Ivays in which we belLeve these international education
programs may appropriately include social workIsducallon.

Sincerely Mrs,

Enclosure:

Dr. thatmAx 1). STEIN,
Chairman. Comm ixsion on I n trrnational Social WcIf re,

EXAMPLES OF SOCIAL WORE. EDUCATION PROGRA NIS I. N DER T I I E, 1NTEIINATIONAI.

EDUCATION ACT or 1900 (S. 2874 AND_ H.R. 12;11) AND T II r PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE TO CONGRESS ON INTERNATIONAL. EDUCATION, FEBRUARY 2. 1900

1: Centers for Advanced International Studies. Grants to schools, or groups

of schools, of social work to operate centers for international research or training.
There are at this thne no such centers in the U.S. ;;11(.1111 welfare eduCal hat
One such center might concentrate. for example, on the study of comnamity
planning and development, ;In issue which concerns inure than one eountr and

which requires mach attention if we are to understand better how incentive to
change is developed, the .consequences of the breaking up of traditional l'alues
and traditional family organization, and Ivhut preventive measures twill lessen
the humaalutrdship accompanying social and Ce111101111e development.

ACcording bi the 19(14 Conference on" International Social \\'elfitto Manisovt.r.

sponsored by the HEW, AID. and the Connell on Social \Vork Education; the
c:mlienge today is to determine how social work skills can most eonstructilely
be fitted into the new and often Anite different patterns that lire takik shape all
over the world atn1 lime these skills may help to build the institutions-that will
enable developing countries more adequately to nuPt the needs of people.
2. Strengthening Undergraduate programs in Internatimmt Shane:4. Grants to
. enable social. work faculty in undergradnatecollegesto receiver training in foreign countries. American :whit work students to do supervised field work abroad.
and social work faculty und scholars from overseas to study in the United States
and to serve as visiting faculty or resource persons in American colleges.
Training at the undergraduate level for social wIrkers from abroad is of key °
importance because most do not have the edifFiffirinal background for graduate
study, the traditional educational program for American social workers.
3. Establishment of a Center for Education Cooperation within DIIKIV. lu
order that this "focal 'point for lendership in international education." in the
words of the President, may lie fully cognizant of social work and social IVY:di
education, the .Center's advisory body. the ,proposed Connell of International
Education, to include it representative from the: social Ivork Profession.
4..Exchange of Teachers and Students. The.exchniatePenee Corps to include
young social 'work students or social workers from Abroad placed ia community

social 'Welfare programs. The .American Education Placement .Service. to lie
established by DHE,W, to recruit social work faculty to serve overseas, with
financial assistance to those going to areas of special hardship.

At the present time there is. no organized and substantial way in Ivhieh

faculty of American 11001S of social work can get experience abroad. withIlle.
exception of the Fulbright 'programs: While individual faculty members have
been able to secure specialized experience. It has been too inuh a matter of
happenstance. A concerted program of exchange of teachers t:tul studenttf, will
- serve the-dual purpose of training saudents anti advancing programs in the host
.countries.
5. NIP Programs for Educational Assistance in DevelimingNa-ti;msT Direct
assistance to social% work education develgpment abroad by allocating -funds. for
teacher training (overseas and in the U.S.,). constrnetbm of facilities. speehilized
training in the U.S. of foreign students, and for imblishing extbookt:.Many staff members of the newsocial welfare ministries in developing :lathtries studied in U.S, schools 'of sochll work anl gained their field experience in
American social agencies. And yet of the 1'5.000 foreign students" studying in
the I'.S. in 1963, less: thatt.400 had social work educatitm. Os their major field
of interest.
°
G. New Bridges of International l'inlerstanding.
The Welfare Administratjon
DREW, to conduct, or contract 1ith the Council on Social Work Education or

t
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individual schools of social work for, coriferent!es of :social welfare. leade,0 and
eitperti: Books and other educational materials on social work to be sent abroad.
,Addifional support to an American college abroad enabling it to establish a strong
social work sequence and serve as a model for such schools.' Special programs
for future leaders studying in the U.S. for spedial ( ou/res and summer institutes
in order both to aid the students and encourage the schools to plan special .1.0
grams. Third countries seminars on Social work are nhio Indicated.
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PARENTS & TEACHERS,

chicaga, 111 September 21, 1966.

Hon. WAYNE L..MORSE,

Senator from Oregon, Senate Office Rai inin
Washington, D.C.:

The national PTA board of managers meeting in Chicago reaffirm support
of the International Education Act alrettO Presented to your cononittee.in behalf
. of national PTA, and urge passage of the net for its potential importutee in in', creasing international understanding.
/
Mrs. JKXNELLE MOORHEAD,

President.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE U.S. NATIONAL COMAIISSIONIFOR UNESCO,
:,..,

HOD., WAYNE MORSE.

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Nerel)rlirans. La.,'September 20. 196q;
;'
.
.
.
.,
t

-

Delegates from more than 100 leading voluntary organizations representing
'Over 50 million Americans. attending..Special.. national vpference of the U.S.

.

'N a t ion a I Commission for U1;1,1C(.), kirvoted unanimously to respectfully urge
passage of the Internet lohnt Eduee t ion 4ket.
.
.

,.

.

.

.

ALVIN EURICII:

)

,

. Conference Chairman.

.-

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION-,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, D.C:, May 3,196(1.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE;

Old Senatc.Officc Building.
Washington; D.C.

.

.

.

.

'DEAR SENATOR MORSE: Tale 'COILDHUOR on 'lite!' -...i,i0DRI .11011tito s of the Na-

tional EdUcatiim Association convened on Ar7 : i 29. 1906,,/ During -the meeting
a full report was" made on the status if TI.i:. 14643. The Committee especially/

noted with pleasure the tenor al--d ,'..:. t: of the hearing condul:ted by the Tag

Force .
.
1
Reali2ing your long-time de:... '....a to education; the Commitee, requested also
,

that I inform you that when the Bill for International Education comes, to your
notice, you will have our dupport and assistance.: This bill represents to us a
much needed additional dimension to education. -- 'Sincerely yours.

PAUL E. SMITH, SCCrCtDry.
gORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
SC HOOL OF LAW.

Chicago, 711.. Scptcm;';.:T 21, MO.
MD., WAYNE MORSE,

U.S. Senate,
Washington. D.C.

Dunn SENATOR 31onsu: Having just returned- from a meeting of the United
States National Commission for UNESCO in New Orleans, .f. write to express
my appreciation of your leaderShjp in connection with the International Education Act of 1066 and the hOp that it will pass the Senate at this session.
Sincerely yours,

BRUNSON AlAcCuEssEv.,

Professor of !Jaw,

.
.
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NORTIIWEATERN UNIVERSITY,

Evanston, lit., April 20, 1966.

Sefiator WAYNE MORSE,

U.S. Senate 011ico
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SErucros MousE; Knowing your leadership in educational 'natters, I ant
enclosing a copy of a letter sent to .Representative John Brademas.coneerning
-*the International Education Bill. I hope you will give it your sympathetic
consideration.
With kindest regards,
Yours very sincerely,

(1WKNnot.lis NI. CARTER, Director.

Amut..20, .1966,

Representative Tons Bit/on:Nuts,
House of Representatives Office Building,
Washington, 1).U.
DEAR. Mn. BRADEMAs : I know that your Sub-Committee is considering the Inter-

national Education Bill and I am writing to say how much it will mean to those

of us who lire concerned with the urea approach t2 internationalstudies if

pair committee should strengthen the resources of TitlerATI. It will be helpful, of
course, to have stone of the restrictions ,rc.aoved from the present, operati ass of

'Title' VI, e.g., the 50% matching provision, hut since most universities arc
already (folltributi lig far More than this the important point for us is to have

more funds available to aid us in rekponding to the demands being out upon us.
As Director of The Program cif Afriya.L.Studies first established In this country
awl one. of the two or threei most corilprehensive, I am piirticularr eonscious
Of the needs as well as Contributions of the Program.
I believe strongly that thos'_ b of us with specialized resources its the universities
ild and should be -nut kind contributions to the development of international

studies' both at the college, level throughout our country anti! abroad. With
adequate resources, we could provide 'much more training- each experience for
teachers in the smaller liber41 arts Colleges' and high sehOols and also Work more
effectively for mutual advantage with' one colleagues and sister institutions in
...:: Africa. Only lack of funds is holding. uSback from cXchanges. of faculty that are
desired both hi Africa and on our own campus. The African specialists associated with our Program a e closely in, touch with their colleagues abroad, as
well -as in this' country,: and I believe' that support through the International
.

.

'A.:duration Bill for Mir aCtivities cent(' pay very rich dividends in consolidating
What we have. been able to do already-and- giving us the opportunity to expand
along the lineswe have already charted. '
...
I know your own concern for, and 'experience in the flew of education. /41deed,
I am, much interested to ..ce .that'3144 were at Harvard and Oxford, .aS.I was
alSo, and that we are both olitical scientists. My own concern .for area studies
.

is as a laboratory for dis'iplinary.,approaches but one within which interdisciplinary work, is not onl encouraged but essential. It is in this perspective
that I ant appealing for .. our sympathetic interest its that section of NDEA,
Title VI; on which our cen ers and ofir research arc nwreasingly dependent. I
believe siticerelY that who . we have been ,able to accbtupiish already is a good

warrent that additional _s ipport WHIN be nsed for the broad advantage. of
scholarly work and to aid t ose abroad as well a$ at home. ,
I:learned from Dr. Bolan 1 Young that you haVe visited the Program of African

.....)

'Studies at Northwestern 1. niVersity 611 an earlier date 'and I hope very much 1.
that we will have ve the ph asure of velcoming you here agahr in the 'future. I

Should you -bean this vim ity Mal have the time I would be most apprecjative J
if you would let us know. I would be particularly happy. if otiV'faculty and stu.dents had the .opportunity to hear you speak about your approach to,thelvin7

\

(Aides tindorlying the Inter tational Education Bill and to exchange ideas. about ' ,
where we can all most constructively
. place our efforts.
With kindest regards,
Yours very sincerely
.

..

.

,

-

e

.

GNVENDOLEN M. CARTER, Director.

;8- S55--6G-- 37,

: nr S
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GE.ORE, WINCHESTER STONE, Ja., DEAN, GRADUAME SCHOOL
(*AWL'S AND SCIENCE, NEW YORK UNITERSITY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

My: Concern hits long been for the need which so. ninny of us forsee as this
century moves..into the next, of equipping our nests of oncoming students in the

colleges and universities, with a clear 'mule-standing of the requirements for
peace, alai of .providing them with the Implements with which to .effect it and
hold ou to it. ..I emphasize an "understanding of the requirements for. peace"
rather than of peace itself. If the requireinents are clear, inch of gmid will and
intelligence will seek to beet them. The requirements have much: to, do wit Ii

supplying basic need of food, shelter, clothing, and medical care, but. they ramify
into the effective distribution of materiaLgoods, effective eommunication.between
peoples. nintual respect TM' differing societal. religious, and artistic values and

attitudes-towards custom, tradition, and expahsion, change and revoltollf in it
word, which we imply in the -terms "health, education and; Welfare." The
students of one generation become the teachers 4tf the next. The only urnetictil
way to conic at the students IS by the teachers.' It. IA hoped that teachers are

nod will continue to be persons of initiative, jud imentAnd_a ccoplishment.To__
m

produce a continuing band of these, challenge( as they are by the rigors of
training in their disciplines, we must assure 'I teat aniple opportunity in the
words. of the Bill "to develop to the fullest. ex eat possible their intellectual

capacities in all areas of knowleOge pertaining I. other countries, peoples' and

-Culteres.!'

To accomplish this is to provide the means for the survivor of

enlightened den ocracy. 'Section 2 of this Bill, therefore, expresses succinctly

a rationale ^or an act which provides the highest type of enlightmied national
self-interest wi le it blends With the wider sphere of global liuman interest.
The libert
elaStic nate. of the grants beiToken in Section 3 Will be 'Welcomed
r whom I slim
By accentuating the positive approach and by.
assuming tlik ght use of tb
-ants by men and universities with wide experience. the srat itent encoura, recipients. to ficcept it tremendous responsibility
to-the natiOn

jl to the world of universal education.

Since gradu to education rightly conceived is an inseparable continuum for
undergraduateS who qualify, I find one of the most attractive features of they
Bill in. Section 4 which' suggests the value of and provides the Means for estblishing more fifilY than ever before possible the roots of international education

mining talented nudergrmluates.
The key to ultimate success of this legislation when
.

.

/r!
passed by Congiress,

-as we hope It will be. lies in the identittelition of proper.,recipients4r ..support,
and the' sele,ction of 'the qualified. One commenting .ill that old English Epic
.Heotrulf abeut those who should travel abroad; (and. by implication, thml,e NOM

should not) noted :
..
/
"Far t7ounlniestirebettet:visiteit by one Who avails." by one.who brings with him-,
a stock of knowledge, experience, and accomplishment, and who also approaches
the .foreign shore with a receptive attitude towardS learning Something niore and
of contributing something to.boot.
.
( The optiorttniity which this Bill -will
-inagnificent. The respOnsibility
.

.

.

of selection and follow -up faced. by the Secretary of- Health. Education and
Welfare, and by the agencies of higher education 'that work with him is inn- ,,.'....

precedented in slicer Magnitude. But both the oppoAnitity and the respMisibility:ire eminently worth.offering,
:Ai.ra Fulbright research scholar
England, and one who also lectured there.,

i

1

.

in Oslo. Helsinki. -mid Ci4Fahagen,'ean testify to the value whivitthe opportunity of, close coin iiiiiThaship witl the commtnuty of schoittrs abroad, of
working with students. there; and of I sing the superior library collections in my
field to be' found abread, had in imp (wing my own work m elasses here. My
students have protithd; and 'I would wish thattnore and more of our professors
could have .siiiiilar experiences-welcome likewise the provision in the Bill for
bringing visiting scholars and Thenity to Our centers foi the improvement of our
staffs and incidentally, for what they..may derive ,of benefit from a settled rlife
ns for nperiod of fame.. .. ;
, with
. My own . departinents at 'N.Y.U. of language. government, sociology. tintliropology, economics and rjhysics.specifically, and the humanities and social Sciences
in general. have n .
4ring to develop eooperat:ve international-programs
.

for their fatql-fi..s and students, which seem to. me to he eminently sane mild
salutary. The 1 inguage people are lapt to hailt at international edncatiOn hl-'
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the
laterally in order--th perfeet the speeell and knowledge of the vulture of
of I /Hi
country of their professional interests. The social SviPla istK and lit
physical sientists look upon international education multi-laterall::. twhirli
ultimately wars t Is' the direct ion of international studies oil our closely knit %vorld.
assuredly -have the approval of the more than 22,000 teachers
This Pdll
%Ow compose the Nbuitirn Language Asses iation. of the more than 60.000 citizens
who characterize the membership of the 32 organizations which wake np the
American 0)111101 of Learlied Societies. and of thtf,several millbuis who are
represented in -the U.S. National 0111111 issb at for UNESCO. Many of these
persons are academic, tuul will yam the rcsponsibilit les wheel /1 hove. Nlany more
are persons deeply interested in this move nu' the welfare of Hat buts intern:abut:illy. All members of the three wimps are spread throughout all states of
the union.
As a member of t he U.S. National Commission for UNESCO. as well as a private
izen. I think it projN1 that yon should know my feelings on this subject.

STATE UN IVERSIT DV NEW YORK,
IN'TERNATIONAL STUDIES AND WORLD AFFAIRS.
September 2, 1V66.
oyster Flay,
11011. WAV.NE MORSE,
. N.

Schate,

ll'axhington,

DEAR SENATon Mousz: I am writing you as chairunin of the subcommittee ou
education Present 1Y,.eonsidering your Bill S. 287-1 on International Education. As
former president of Npritigtieht ('allege, 3hissitelmsetts. one of the earliest interim-

mal colleges in the United t-',tates, and since last September, Executive Dean
for International Studies tual World Affairs of the State University of New York,
the largest, youngest. sual,fastest-growing University in the United States, I have
to. be served by this bill.
been privileged to work at the grass roots of the
As a Willamette University (Oregon) graduate ofof11142. 1 have a vivid recollection of our football game with the University of liiiwaii, Sunday afternoon, te-

ember 7, 1141 ; which was "ealled.by the bombing of Pearl Harborreminder
of the sudden smallness of_our world. and our pathetic ignoranue of events oil
the other side- of the world. This bill. which captures he historic urgency of
our time for students generally (provision-for undergraduate education) to adequately understand all areas of our shrinking world. and the critical manpower
rmnirement of our leadership role in the world for advanced and specialized
competence (provision for centers of advanced international studies), is to be
commended for wedding these two essentials ill any itogram aimed at human
survival in the short run, and democrati:e citizenship iu one world in the long
run.
ThOugh institutions like the State University of New York, with its 58
eamtpases. 13010 faculty. 110,000 ardent s. and curricula ranging from agriculture and technical colleges, through university and medical een:ers. to advanced
specialized schools, are doing much to meet this-demand, the hour is late, and
the resources far ton...$mall. In the short year the program in this State Uni-

versity has been developed. centering ill onr new In: emotional. Center On this 407
acre estate 40 ininutet-i from the United Nations. with eurrienlar development on

all 58 campuses. regional centers overseas. technivaI assistance to developing
nations, learning and library. resource development. the State has committed
over 10 million dollars in capital and 2 million dollars in operational budget
in furthering the purpose:: of the bill. Yet. we all know Anwriean higher ethicalDoti is pitifully prepared to understand mainland China now erupting- on the
World seem), vast section Of Africa, Asia. and Latin America. and particularly
the critical issnewthat lock us into national emninitments of men and hardware

all over the globe.
We do not ;yet :4eem able to grasp the fart that penetrating international under-

standing requires preparation, special and general ediation, research and

validation on a magnitude (laninensnrate at least -with our effort to get a missile
to the moon. Indeed. it May prove to be harder to build. a bridge from man-to
man than to get that missile on the moon !

I- would hope that the bill anticipates relating the -graduate (*.titers to the
e»rieliment of undergraduate general edneation, as we are organized to do in
the State FniVersity, so that research will not remain on library shelves or in
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position papers, merely, but will inform teaching and service as well. Only
through this direct and continuous "multiplier" effect, can we hope to cut down
the distance between our knowledge and our action, and discharge our national
obligation to facilitate an educated citizenry capable of performing responsibly
in a global setting.
We hope further, the bill will encourage expansion of bi-national centers, both
here and abroad to facilitate authentic collaboration on common et oblems, feed-

back involvement of foreign scholars, and refinement of our understanding of
American studies and involvement as the proper counterpart of International
Studies, much as the State University has developed in our Paris Center.: It
would seem appropriate that federal funds should seekto clarify through research, teaching, and service the interconnections of American and every other
national and culture interest that impinges on us, and' shou:d seek to inform
thereby, not only objective scholarship, but in turn develop an enlightened citizenship capable of participating intelligently in democratic decision-making essen
tial to the fate of us all.

Finally, we hope the bill intends to interpret broadly the internationalizing
of-the undergraduate curriculum, in something more imaginative than tinkering with a few additional courses. Almost any "study" can be international,
and indeed, should be, if it is genuinely responsive to all the data and organized
general principles. Unfortunately, "International Studies" have ofteh been
little more than a bloodless rehearsal of foreigr. policy, are Merely one among
many specializi,Aons within an undergraduate curriculum. If the bill really
intends to widen the "knowledge of other countries . . . as of . . . utmost importance in promoting mutual understanding and cooperation between nations",
then it must insure that all the disciplines that bear on our human situation,
and take us swiftly into the heart of the culture, ideology, and practice of other
nations and peoples, be encouraged to become "international.". One would hope
that considerations of quantitative equity in distribution of funds, would not
cro -,od out qualitative innovation in long delayed educational reform in this area.

What is needed is not merely more courses in international studies, but the
internationalizing of every study in the university.
We commend you for the comprehensive terms of the bill, their relevance to

all levels of higher education,-their intent to augment present limited resources,
and new centers of international excellence. We know first hand that our best
efforts, already begun in so many places. need the encouragement and help of
such legislation, and assure you we are doing all w:th111 our power to "catch up"
with the needs of our time. Whether we are indeed, too late, only history can
tell.

Meantime. can we do less than our best to ready every student for his

proper responsibility as citizens of this real changing world, and some students
with the special skills of advanced competence in the understanding of the language, culture, and critical issues of selected regions If the world? We think

not,and trust there will be no hesitancy on the part o! the Senate to pass this
bill. If any of our staff could be helpful in putting tat importance of this bill
more urgently before your comMitiee, we would be pleased to do so.
Cordially yours,
-

GLENN A. OLDS,
Executive Dean.

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY,
SCITOOI. OF EDUCATION,

Corvallis, Oreg., April 25,1966.
II011. WAYNE MORSE,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MORSE: We are aware that the International Education 13111 is

now before Congress. After reading the bill, I feel that it is basically a good

It would be my suggestion, however, that the s be provision made for
international workshops in the summer for elementary and secondary teachers
to include the different subject matter fields and different kinds of people including teachers, curriculum specialists, and administrators. Provision might also
be made for the interchange of teachers and administrators on the various levels
on a short time basis, that is, six months to a year.
This institution has worked with the International (Education section of: the
United States Office of Edu&ition in providing short time programs (approximately three months) for science, mathematics, and industrial arts teachers.
one.
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This program has been, we feel, very worth while but it is limited in scope. We
would like to see more of this kind of thing but, in addition, the same kind of
opportunity for small groups of American administrators and teachers to work
abroad. The International Education Office, in my opinion, is one of the most
competent and efficient groups in the United States Office of Education. 1)r.
Thomas Cotner, chief of that section, is in a position to provide excellent information concerning programs for elementary and secondary persons.
May I take this opportunity to thank you for the service you are providing for
this natimi. I will stop by your office the next time I am in Washington.
Sincerely,

LESTER BEALS,

Professor of Education.
.ELEENT COVELL COLLEGE,

N IvERSITY OF TILE PACIFIC,

Senator WAyNE MoKSE,

Stockton, Calif., March 9, 196U.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEes Saseroe Mosaic: As one of 'the sponsors of the International Education
Act of 1966, you will be interested in the program in inter-American studies

which is taking place in the Elbert Covell Oollege, the Spanish-speaking college
of the University of the Pacific.
This is a college whose efforts for strengthening inter-American affairs brings
together students from all the Spanish-speaking countries and interested North
Americans from the various States for a living and learning experience in interAmerican relations. All subject matter courses, with the exception of English

as a Second Language, are taught in the Spanish language. The foreign language barrier is thus completely eliminated for Latin Americans, permitting
them to fit immediately into the North American educational system and practices and concentrate on the search for knowledge and creativity in their own

language. The North Amerioan student bears the responsibility and opportunity
of acquiring outstanding Spanish language skills and a vocabulafy embracing
many academic areas and social activities. The North American student, therefore, receives an unequalled training for future participation in Latin American

relations in industrial, educational, and government services.

In agreement with the objectives of the International Education Act, the
Elbert Covell College is now actively and totally committed in your proposed
comprehensive program' for the strengthening of Inter-American studies at the
undergraduate level. In its third year of official operation (the fifth of planning
and development), one hundred and twelve students are presently enrolled in this
program, thirty-two from the. United States, eighty from sixteen Latin American
countries.
Both North Americans and Latin Americans gradually become exceptionally
bilingual. All Latin American students are required to study English also.

More important than the acquisition_ of language skills for all these students,
however, are the understanding and the ability to deal positively with different
cultures which are developed in this program.

The glamour of the exotic quickly wears off and there is deVeloped a clear
understanding of different values, preferences, reactions, and techniques forgetting along together. In' a few years these young men and women will be
scattered throughout Lath' America in key positions. They will have had the
seine academic and social background through the three or four years of college
association and will hrve formed lasting friendships and mutual respect We
can anticipate, fh..!* importance and contributions to stronger inter-American,
hence international cooperation.
One 'half of the Latin American students are scholarship supported by the
University. This is with purpose. These ambitious students often set the
academic standards. They well recognize the chance-in-a-lifetime for advanced
educational preparation, and they make every effort to succeed in the opportunity.
Those students who are more privileged financially and not in need of scholarship support must also be present. They serve as representatives of the contemporary influential business, social, and governmental, society as it is, and,
therefore, the medium in which eventual economic, political, and social progress
must evolve forward through the cooperative endeavors and concern for all levels
of society.
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Until the present. Ile l'iliyerAity itsiolflitn: invested, in addition In failities,
n: rohnlarships. raenity ,alaies and instructional materials and equipment. :rani:illy. various individuals, business
enterprises with interest, in Latin .1 aterica. and foundations have been vontrilotil mg grants. but the linattehil need to keep this going program on the move
to bet ter quality is still considerable, As you well wider,' aim as a sponsor of
the AO, pioneering innovations which differ from the established pattern': 1100(1
approximately ',u,.- halt' milli ru (lanai's

support (luring the formal ive y0:1 rs.
I would appreciate your chose examinat ion of the descriptive materials which

of your interested colare enelosed. We would too very happy to have yon
leagues visit this campus so that you could personally (observe mid evaluate this
signifleant contribution to international similes with its proven excellent results.
Sincerely pours.
Director.
.tirrilur I. Cr
[ront The Pacific Historian November 196.1
-ELItt.:RT'CJVELI, COLI.FuE:

oN TOE b+PANI,it TILtDITION IN CALIFORNIA

(By Arthur .J. Cullen')
it appropriate that the United States' first Spanish Tradition's 11110 Ingie
speaking liberal-arts college should be located in California a ml at Stockton. For
oilt anti consanguinity subtly links schools iit the Pacitie Coast missions of the
1 Sth and 19th centuries to an educational experiment linderway at California's
oldest hist itut ion of higher learning. chartered in I 851. the University of the Pacific at Stockton. It is the Elbert Covell College, established in .1963 chiefly to
serve s;tiiligits from Latin America idiome cultnraI homeland is Old Spain. As a
societal device mingling talented piling Latin Americans with their Anglo-Sax(in
counterparts, it is in the .70i/fici.ott of bettering the relations among the Americas.
is making history.
As an educational innovitt
Ma ny.eolleges or universit ii's in the United State list in their catalogs all area
o of academic specialization called "Latin American Studies." "Area" is the convenient term for any combination of courses in the soeial scienees which contain

"Latin America- in their titles or the name of any of the individual regions or
countries whieli (lama's(' that geographical section of the 'world. Students who
specialize in such Latin American Studies are North Americans. Their classmates are fellow North Americans. Their instriletors are North Smeficans. In
titormetiltura I. monolingual educational lrarning experience, the academic shoecializat ion vatted Latin Annorican Studies remains 1111 too often an understanding
of Latin American affairs front it North American point of view.
lint all this knowledge often yields disappointing results for the Spanish major
who plans to work and live with Latin Anterienn::. When he receives his college
degree he discovers no positions. available ill Spanish-speaking Latin America for
as

North Anierieans 'Ono haVe dedicated their college eareers to a major in the
Spanish language and literature. Spanish-speaking Latin Amrteans do not need
Spallislizsiwaking Not lh Anterionts to serve as teachers of the Spanish language
and literature ill Latin America.
Until the establishment in September, 194.1, of the Elbert Covell College, no
Latin American Studies program iu the United States had presented a constant
intercultural living:experience for both Latin American and linguistically quali-

fied North A merle:lib students training Halm naanwhile to lie(.onle bilingual
specialists. ..tt. Covell f hey are (onolled in the same classes. Their fields of aademic emphasis may ((over thr, range of the offerings of the University of the
tile-t hir(i 'of the students who study to Elbert Covell College are North
Americans: Iwo thirds are Latin America ns. l'urrently eighty Latin American
students represent .folirteen Spanish-spaking American republics. One-half of
these students reil'ire scholarship support from the 1 7Iiiversity, foundations, and
Pacific.

gin-m.11111(4a agencies.

All students. both Latin and North Aineriean. are required during the four-year
program to study tootirses in booth North and ',atilt American :treas. Basic requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree include "llistory of Latin America,"
"filst(ory of the United States."2'GeogTaphr of Anglo-America," -Geography of
ral and South America,- "(INNII Figures of Latin American Literature," and
"Lileratiire- of the United States." Of the 124 unit's required, a minimum of
Dr. Cullen Is Director of the Elbert Covell College of the University of the Pacific. He

took his doctorate at Middlebury College, Vermont.
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thirty must bp taken in inter-Ameriettli area courses. Other basic requirements
for the Batchelor of Arts degree in linter-Ameriean Studies include a choice be:,
tweets elementary economies. or comparative governments. psychology or mci°logy, physics or chemistry or biology. At least sixty-two units of the total
number required for the degree must be in the Spanish language. Only "Engfish as 21 Second Language" and "Literature of the United States" are required
courses in the English language.
With a student body iamposed of both 431)&11 and Latin Americans in every
meirse, we have the reactions of two cultures, or the possible renetions of sixteen nations., These reaetions, values. contrasts, ealliparisons, traditions, and
beliefs are all in conflict with each other ; the final acarptatnee of these differences
gives us the new kind of Inter-American experience whirl' must replace the tra-

ditional program in Latin Anierlean Studies, if such programs are to produce
inter-cultural understanding.
It is immensely significant that beeatise >u lack of proficiency in the English
language, none of the Latin Ainc*I'ciftWar Covell could have enrolled as a full-

time regular student in any (other college or university of the United States.

Usually Latin Anieriasul students do,tiot attend North American colleges to learn
English; they come to take atalvantagi, of the tslucational opportunities, to become
familiar with the techniques. materials. and equipment which are at the dispose;
of students in the United ,States. For. them, Covell College eliminates the language barrier.
Usually, the Latin A11101'12.'2111 '1'110 1111S received his university education in
the United States 11218 studied Mlle English language. He controls two vocabularies, two concepts, which are pot interchangeable, unfortunately. He employs

one language to express his soial and familiar life; 1w uses another to express
his professional life. He does not share his professional life with his family,

with his compatriots. because they do not undetand English, the language
in which he has acquired tics profesidonal training in education, economics,
science, etc. Too many foreigners have returned to their native lands with newly

acquired information which, they were not able to share with their compatriots.
The typical university apPlicant-from Spanish-speaking Latin America speaks
Spanishjust as native born 'N'orth Americans speak English. A conversational
or reading knowledge of a second language is not. sutheient mastery of it for a
student to compete neademitany with native speakers at the university level.
Too many Latin Americans haVe come to the United States to study and have
returned home without. the coveted educational training which attracted them
to our institutions of higher ealtnattion. They have returned to their families
and homes, bitter and reseutful..1Their failure cam be attributed to their lack
of proficiency in the English language.

The traditional Latin Aremicait Studies program' denies to our own North
American stu&nta any inter-euitural, natural language-learning experiente."
We have not eliminated the "cultural shock" for the lAtin American who comes

. to the United States nor eased that of the North American who will go,,to Latin
America. With magnificent languhge laboratories, expensively equipped with
electronic and mechanical devices, Valith libraries of tapes, records, and -visual
aids, we boast of new techniques in freign language teaching, of great strides
in foreign language learning. But t ere;is no audio-visual aid to equal the
wise use of a bilingual, bicultural living experience among students in the same
classrooms, sfslal halls, and dormito1es. Too often the Latin American is alone,

as he tries t grasp new understandings in the English language. He is judged
by monolingual professors on the 143is of his revelation of his newly acquired

knowledge in the English language.

At Covell we accept the truth_that knowledge is;indepeudent of the language
In which it is expressed, but we strive to.create and maintain a natural educational environment in which second language skink- will improve while first
language competency is respected. Language, either first or second, in any
event, must remain secondary to informatiOn. What one learns in u language
'is more important than the language itself.
This is the educational philogophy of the Elbert Covell College. It is a "elm
ter" college of the University of the Pacific; with its own dormitories, adtninistrative center, dining hall, and 1210Q1211 hall.. It will soon have its own academic

building, although students will always bat permitted and urged to take a part
of their scholastic program in otaer Schaols of the University. The administrative staff and the great majority of the4 faculty have full-time duties in the
Spanish-speaking college. This college, devoted completely to Inter-American
Studies, shares with other. &boob of the University such central facilities and
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services as the library, the infirmary, various science laboratories, maintenance.
and housing. Its specific requirements are coordinated with the responsibilities
of the offices of admissions, counselling, and business. The Elbert Covell
iege, like the other cluster colleges, autonomously develops its academic and social program as it harmoniously fits into the total structure and image of the
University of the Pacific.
Is Covell achieving its pnrpose?

One answer comes from Dr. Alberto Lleras Camargo, former president of
Colombia, who recently was the Bishop George A. Miller Lecturer at the University of the Pacific.
"I feel very much at home here," he said. "and SG would any visitor from Latin

America. What I have encountered in this newest college of California's oldest
l'niversity Is something I shall be talking about not only to my friends in Oo tombin and other Latin American countries, but also in the eastern United States
where people justly pride themselves on their cosmopolitan attitude and their
intellectual accomplishments.

"What is significant about Elbert Covell is not 'Just the composition of its
student body, with its heavy proportion of young people from Latin America.
It is even more its purpose: 'Education for Life in the Americas in the 200
Century.' If what you have begun here had been in existence longer
and In
more colleges and universities both north and south, we might be a lot further
ahead in inter-American understanding and cooperation."

STATEMENT fly Dm ALBERTO LLERAS CAMAR06, TWICE PRESIDENT OF COLOIDIA,
I)IU
Ills LECTURE, "AFTER FOUR YEARSHOW MUCH ALLIANCE, HOW MUCH
PROGRESS':"

"NeedlOSS to say, I feel very much at home here. And so would any visitor
from Latin America. What I have encountered in this newest college of California's oldest University is something I shall be talking about not only to my
friends in Colombia and other Latin American countries, but also in the eastern
United States where people justly pride themselves on their cosmopolitan atti-

tude and their intellectual accomplishments. For what is significant about
Elbert COiell is not just the composition of its student body, with its heavy
proportion of young people from Latin America. It is even more its purpose :
-Education for Life in the Americas in the 20th Century."
It may not be amiss to say that if what you have just begun here had been
in existence longer and in more collegeS and universities both north and south.
we might be a lot farther ahead in inter-American understanding and emmwration. The Alliance for Progress might have evolved all by Itself, without having
to be proclaimed and signed as a formal instrument four years ago.
ELBERT COVELL COLLEGE: AN INTER-AMERICAN STUDIES EXPERIENCE, FOR NORTIT
AMERICAN AND LATIN AMERICAN STUDENTS

(By Arthur J. Cullen)
There are few colleges or universities in the United States which do not list
in their catalogs an area of academic specialization called "Latin American
studies." The pattern differs very little from one educational institution to
another: it is an interdisciplinary collection of courses added to a foreign language and "area." The language is usually Spanish although some instruction,
especially in the reading.skill, may be offered in the Periuguese language to
those students who have advanced beyond the intermediate level in the Spanish
language. "Area" is the convenient term given usually to any combination of
courses in flu, social sciences which contain the words "Latin America" in their
titles or the name of any of the Individual regions or countries which compose
that geographical section of the world. "History of Latin America," "Geography
of Middle America," "Economic Problems of the Caribbean," and "History of
Mexico" are course titles which are found in the usual "Latin American Studies"
programs.

To the language (usually Spanish, with its literatures of Latin

America and Spain) and the area courses in the social sciences, may be added
courses in any department which offers an acceptable title: "Mexican Art,"
"Latin American Music," "Nutritional Problems of the Underdeveloped Nations,"

etc.

The students who specialize in Latin American Studies are North Americans.

Their instruction in the area and related fields is in the language of North
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America. Their classmates are fellow North Americans. Their instructors are
North Americans. In a monocultural, monolingual educational learning experi-

ence, the academic specialization called "Latin American Studies" remains all
too often an understanding of Latin American affairs from a North American
point of view.
There are students and professors in all schools who know that the knowledge
of a foreign language, with proficiency in all its skills understanding, speaking,
reading, and writingis the only key to the first locked door of a labyrinthine
series which leads to our understanding of Latin American affairs. This wisdom
on the part of some professors and students has, unfortunately, produced specialists in the foreign language rather than in foreign studies. A student begins
the study of the Spanish language; he becomes interested and skilled in it ; he
begins to understand Spanish-speaking Latin Americans and, consequently, clecides that he wants to live and work with them. Because the' study of the
Spanish language has awakened his interest in Spanish-speaking Latin Americans, he 'mistakenly chooses Spanish, the language and the literatures of Spain
and Latin America, as his major field of study. He "majors" in Spanish,
just as hie colleagues "major" in history or mathematics or physics. He becomes
appreciative of the values, the reactions, the marten: de ser of the people who
speak Spanish as their native language. He discovers and understands their

ideals, as express. d in their literaturetheir strengths, their weaknesses,

°

their prejudices, their defects, their virtues. He knows them: los conoce; and
he knows wily: sahe por que. All this knowledge a the behavior and valne
patterns of another culture, which he has gained through personal interest and
efforts, a culture with which he can communicate, may yield only disappointing
results for the Spanish major who plans to work and live with Latin Americans.
When he receives his college degree he will discover that there are no positions
available in Spanish - speaking. Latin America for North Americans who have
dedicated their college careers to a major in the Spanish language and literature.
Spanish-speaking Latin Americans do not need Spanish-speaking North Ameri-

cans to serve as teachers of the Spanish language and literature In Latin
America.

Until the establishment in September, 1963, of the Elbert Covell College, the
Spanish-speaking college of the University of the Pacific in Stockton, California,
there had been no Latin American Studies program in the United States which
presented a constant intercultural living experience for both North American and

Spanish-speaking Latin American students while it trained them to become
bilingual specialists in areas of. need in Latin America. In the Elbert Covell
College North American and Latin American students are enrolled in the same

classes. Their fields of academic emphasis may cover the range of the offerings

of the University of the Pacific.
There are many great' universities in the United States which prepare North
American students to beeorne Latin American "specialists." We have waited
too long to ask the question, specialists in what! History? Political science?
Spanish? Men and women with doctoral degrees in Latin American Studies toe
often use their training to fill teaching positions in other colleges and universi-

ties in the United States which perpetuate the traditional programs in Latin
American Studies as established in the great universities of the United States.
Few of the graduates in Latin American Studies contribute solutions to the
critical needs of Latin America in the sciences and mathematics, economic and
business administration, teaching and administration in the primary and secondary schools, and home economics. Few have been qualified to help Spanish-

speaking people in the Spanish languageeither here or therein the primary
needs of all the Americas. Few have realized that Latin American Studies is

but half of a twentieth- century social, economic, and political complex which
is meaningless without an equal understanding of North American Studies. Are
not the critical needs of the twentieth century Interrelated in all the Americas?
Educators have erroneously used the term "Latin American specialist" for the
person who has completed a required number of graduate units of study and
written his doctoral thesis in the field of Latin American history ; he is, in truth
a specialist in Latin American history ; he is not a Latin American specialist.
There is even some doubt as to the accuracy of that title for him unless he is
fluent in the. Spanish language and thoroughlY familiar with the characteristics
of Spanish-speaking peoples, a fanilliarity leashed only through convivencia with
them.'
Far too much emphasis in all existing Laiin American Studies programs has
been directed toward the study of the history of Latin America. The needs of
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Latin America will not be solved by specialists in Latin American history. The
needs will not be solved by the Latin American specialists now being graduated
by our leading North American universities. Only those programs in which

North American and Latin American students together can study the various
areas of academic specialization in the Spanish language will produce interAmerican specialists who will be capable of putting their skill and knowledge
at the immediate mutual service of both Americas. Latin American Studies
programs must be replaced by Inter-American Studies prograMs.
The Elbert Covell College, the Spanish-speaking college of the University of
the Pacific, is training young men and women from both English-speaking America and Spanish-speaking America to become Inter-American specialists. It Is

training .hem to become specialists in 4 talent which meets a need of all the

Americas: the biological sciences, physics, chemistry, mathematics, economics,
business administration, teaching and supervision in the elementary and secondary schools. It' is teaching these subjects in the Spanish language because

that is the loaguage in which the educational and professional talent is transmitted in Spanish-speaking Latin America. A critical need of Latin America is
a critical responsibility of North America.

One-third of the students who study in the Elbert Covell College are North,
Americans: two-thirds are Latin Americans. In the first year of operation of
the Elbert Covell College, the Latin American students represented fifteen of the
Spanish-speaking American republics. One-half of the Latin American students
receive scholarship support from the University, foundations, and government
agencies. All students, both Latin American and North American, are required
during the four -year program to study courses in both North American and:,
Latin American areas. Basic requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree in
Inter-American Studies include the following courses: "'History of Latin America," "History of the United States," "Geography of Anglo-America," "Geography of Central and South America," "Great Figures of Latin American Literature." and "Literature of the United States." Of the 124 units required Por the
bachelor's degree, a minimum of thirty must be taken in inter-American area
courses. All of these courses, with the exception of "Literature of the United
States," are taught in the Spanish language. Other basic requirements for the
Bachelor of Arts degree in Inter-American Studies include a choke between
elementary economics or comparative governments, psychology or sociology,
physics or chemistry or biology. At least sixty units of the total number re-,
quired for the degree must `.)e taken In the Spanish language. If a student
majors in the areas of the sciences or mathematics, economics or business administration, or teaching or supervision in the elementaryor secondary schooli,
it will be possible, if he so desires. to take more than 100 units of his total degree
work in the Spanish language. Only "English as a SeCond Language" and
"Literature of the United States" are required courses in the English language.
North American students are required to take the usual freshman English course
in lieu of the course. "English as a Second Language."

With a student body composed of both North and Latin Americans in every
course we have the-reactions of two cultures (if we simplify by using the two.
classifications of Anglo-American and Spanish-American), or the possible reartions of sixteen nations (if we limit ourselves to the different nationalities represented in the academic school year of 1963-64). These reactions values, contrasts, comparisons, traditions, and 'beliefs are.all in conflict with each other ; the
final acceptance of these differences gives us the new kind of inter-American
experience which must replace the traditional program in Latin American Studies,

if such proggrams are to produce inter-cultural understanding. A North Amer-.

ican cannot penetrate into an understanding of Latin America unless his
learning takes place in the presence of Latin Americans. Those of one
.America cannot learn about themselves without representatives of other cultures,.

other nations present to question, to contrast, to defend, to seek explanations.
In the Elbert Covell .College, and in this college alone, a realistic inter-American

educational experience is taking place: a self-examination in the presence of
other cultures; an examination of other cultures in the presence of their representatives. It is impossible to determine who is teaching whom. Who is becom-

ing an inter-American specialist? All are becoming bilingual in English and
Spanish, participating in an inter-cultural living and learning experience, becoming informed in the history, geography, and literature of both Latin and
North America, and, specializing in an educational or professional need of the
Americas.
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The Elbert Covell College, after two years of planning and experimentation,
opened its doors to sixty students in September, 1063. Twenty of the students
were North Americans; forty, Latin Americans. Because of his lack of proficiency
in the English language, none of the Latin Americans could have enrolled as a
fall-time regular student in any other college or university of the United States.
The language barrier for these forty students were insurmountable for co:lege
entrance hi the United States except at. the Elbert Covell College.

Latin American students do not attend North American colleges for the purpose of learningEnglIsh ; they attend our colleges in order to take advantage of
the educational opportunities, to become familiar with the techniques, materials,
and equipment which are at the disposal of students in the United Suites. In any
ether school except therEibert Covell College, North American educational oppor-.
tunttles are available only through the medium of the English language. The
Elbert °Oven College eliminates the language barrier for Spanish-speaking Latin
Americans and thus permits them the accumulation of knowledge in their own
language medium. ILiowledge is independent of language in the Elbert Covell
College.

The Latin American students will return to Latin America ; the North Ameri-

can students are also planning to live and work in Spanish-speaking Latin
America. It is only right that all of these students be prepared linguistically to
share their knowledge immediately in the vocabulary and concepts'of the people

with whom they will share their training.. The United Statesis a World leader
in educational achievement ; surely its educators should know that a professional
vocabulary in a language can only be obtainedby studying the profession in
that language.. The Latin American who has received his university education
in the United states has studied in the FAiglith lam:nage. He con.rols two
vocabularies, tivo concepts, which are not interchangeable, unfortunately. lie
employs one language to express his social and familiar life; he_uses another to
express his professional life. Be does not share his professional life with his
family, with his compatriots, because they do not understand English, the
language in which he has acquired his professional training in education, economics, science, etc. Too many foreigners have returned to their native lands
with newly acquired inforniation which they, neither bothered nor were able to
share with their compatriots. The immediate dispersal of North American educational and technological advancements has not been facilitated among the
compatriots of Latin Americans who have received their professional preparation in the United States.
We have expected Latin Americani to be almost as proficient in the English
language as our own high school graduates in order to enroll in our co.leges or
universities. Surely we should have known that only the most privileged, the
most widely travelled,.couldhave met this requirement. The average university
applicant in Spanish-speaking Latin America speaks Spanish.- -just as' native
born North Americans-speak English. A xinversational or reading knowledge of
a second language is not sufficient mastery of it for a student to compete academically with native speakers at the university level. Too many Latin Americans
have come to the United States to study and have returned home without the
coveted educational trairOng which attracted them to our institutions of higher
education. They have returned to their families and -homes, bitter and resentful. Their failure can be attributed to their lack of proficiency in the English
language. As leaders in world education, however, we must also admit to our
lack of preparation for meeting them as they are -- Spanish- speaking. We have
erred doubly. Not only have we failed to begin at .the natural starting point of
communication,, which is the student as he isSpanish-speakingwe have also
overlooked- the final objective of his university preparation, the sharing of lcformation with his Spanish-speaking compatriots in his own language.
.. In our traditional Latin American Studies program we must be accused of another oversight: We have denied to our own North American students any intercultural, natural language- learning experience within the contineS of the .United
States. We have not eliminated the "culture shock" for the Latin American who
comes to the United States nor eased that of the North American who will go to
Latin America. With magnificent language laboratories, expensively equipped
with electronic ant mechanical devices, with libraries of tapes, records, and
visual aids; we boast of new techniques in foreign language teaching, of great
strides in foreign language learning. There is no audiovisual aid, and there
never will be, which will equal the wise use of a bilingual, bicultural living
experience among students in the same classrooms, social halls, and dormi-
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tries. It fa important to know him to :speak a foreign language; of far
greater importance, however, is it to know well the man with whom one speaks.

To learn to liaten, to acquire skill in limitationthese are the basic prin(intim of language learning. To want to speak a second languge to a person who wants to speak to youthis is the meaNs to perfect the understanding
and speakingskilla of a second language, It is also the onli-ineans otlearging

by trial and testhuaan reactions, interpretations, and impressions of two cultures In one language.
We have not used the inter-American human resources at oudisposal to create
practical later-American Studies programs. We have attempted to teach Latin
American Stud lea in our universities (language, area, related subjectswhatever
the combination may he) without incorporating in the program:, those0 who
lsnow Latin America best, its problems, needs, hopes, and approaches. The interested North American studies with his compatriots as they attempt td penetrate into an understanding of Latin America ; the Latin American is too ofte,n
alone, as, he tries to grasp new understandings in the English language. He will
be judged by monolingual professors on the basis of his revelation of his newly
acquired knowledge in the English language. While we must accept the truth
that know-ledge is independent of the language in which it is expressed, we must

create and maintain a natural educational environment in which second lan-

guage skills wiil improve while first language eompetency is respected. Language,
either first or second, in any event, must remain secondary to information. What

one learns in a language is more important than the language itself.

In its second year of official operation, the Elbert Covell College will offer the
following courses in the Spanish language :
Biological 'retraces
Biology,

Botany,

Zoology,

Chemistry
General Chemistry,
Organic Chemistry.
Business ad of nistration and economics
Principles of Accounting,
Elementary Economics,

Introdutiqn to Business,

Commercial Law,
Intermediate Economic Analysis,
history of Economic Thought,

Business Fluctuations.
Education
School. and Suety,
Learning and the Learner,
Special Projects in Education,
,Individual Investigntion in Education,
Comparative Education.
Geography
Geography of Anglo-American,

Geography of Central and South America.
History and political science
Comparative Governments.

History of the United States,
History of Latin America,

History and Civilization of Spain,
Latin America in the Twentieth Century.
Home economics
Directed Studies in Home Economics.
Mathernatics
Plane Trigonometry,
College Algebra,
-Calculus with Analytical Geometry.
Phystas

Principles of Physics.

Prychology
General Psychology.

-
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Sociology

introduction to Sociology.

Spanih
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Speech

Fundamentals of Speech.
The following courses, in addition to those offered throughout the othegsthools

of the University of the Pacific, are offered in the English language :
English as a Second Language -

,/

Literature of the United States
Materials and Methods for the Teaching of English as a Second Language et
The Elbert .Covell Oolrege is a "cluster" college of the University of the Pacific,
With its own dormitories, administrative center, -dining hall, and social hall. It
will soon have its own academic building, although students will always bepermitted and urged to take,a part of their Scholastic programin other Schools of
the University. The administrative staff and the great majority of the faculty
have full-time duties in the Spanish-speaking college. A..few of the bilingual professors of the University teach one course in Spanish in the Elbert Covell College.
This college, devoted completely to Inter-American Studies, shares with other f
Schools of the University such central facilities and services as the library, the
infirmary, various science laboratories, maintenance, and housing. Its specific
requirements are coordinated with the responsibilities of the offices of admissions, fa
counselling, and bdsiness. The Elbert Covell College, as the other cluster colleges
of the University, autonomously develops its academic and social program as it

harmoniously fits into the total structure and image of the University of the
Pacific.

In summary, it can be said that the primary objective of the Elbert Covell

College is to train young men and women to become inter-Anierican specialists'.
Such a young man or woman,..Latin American or North American, can be charactelized-in the.following manner:.
1. He receives training in one of the critical needs of the Americas, a need
which will help all nations to progress with mutual benefit in their social,
economic, and educational development.
2. He becomes socially and professionally bilingual in the -Spanish and
English languages. What he learns in a language is morn important to him

,. than the language itself ; what he learns, he will know in two languages;
and thus, he will have the vocabulary and concepts to transmit his knowledge to two socially and linguistically different cultures.

3. He studies the traditions, the manners, the reactions, the values of the
people who speak natively the second language which he is mastering.
4. He studies traditions, principles, and values of his own "Inherited"
culture. When a man -through knowledge becomes appreciative and proud
of his own culture, he becomes a first-class citizen with all other men and
ceases to be envious or afraid of those whose culture differs from his.
The first, year of taking Latin American Studies out of the textbooks and
coup erting it into Inter-American Studies in a learning and living situation for
men and women from sixteen different countries has ended. It is possible to
give, an evaluation of the success of the program tp date and to indicate the
exceptional ;potential within it for meeting desirable -objectives impossible in
any other types of inter-American studies program.
For the North Americaf student, it call be said that his educational experience
is producing the following rvsults:

1. He is acquiring a functional skill in the Spanish language. The language advantages of foreign residence and study are present here.

2, He becomes acquainted with the behavior patternsthe values, the

reaetions. the expressionsof people who use the Spanish language natively.
3. He is trained professionally in the sciences and mathematics, economies
and business administration, and in teaching and supervision in the elementary and secondary schools. and becomes able to communicate his training
in two languages. for two cultures.
4: Ile is beemning exceItiorslly well prepared to heroine cithsr a teacher
of Spatilisil in the United States or n teacher of English as a second language
in Latin America.

5. lie is experiencing in his studies in the Spainsh language the difficulty
until now reserved only for "foreigners" in higher education in the united

-
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States. Therefore, he becomes aware of and very sympathetic to the relationship between the intention of eipression and the misinterpretation or

lack of understanding of this intention when it is put into a second
language.
.
For the Latin American student, it has become evident that the followingls
,.

taking place :

1. He maintains an interest in his own country, its culture and develop-

ment, and thus looks fort rd to returning to his own country to use his
training.
2. He advances in his un versity career and professional training freed-

(

from the language barrier, Re observes and participates in North American
educational and technological advancements without needing the English
language proficiency requEed in any other educational institution.
3. In fact; although he studies English in programmed academic participation, he is freed from academic competition in subject matter courses
in English and, thus, with enthusiasm and confidence he advances rapidly
in,English language skills through' participation in social and non-academic
activities carried out in English.
4. He penetrates gradually into an understanding and appreciation of the
complex North American society. He is given from three to four years to
understand us.
5. He becomes acquainted With 'other iAtin Americans. We can be certain that in ten to twelve years from now these young people will have positions of responsibility in their respective countries. The mutual experience
bent will influence their attitudes long after the date .of graduation.
Latin American students from the Spanish-speaking countries can now enroll
in an institution of higher education in the United States to take advantage of
N
American educational opportunitiesrand technological advancement in
e r own language. North American students can now become fluent in the
panish language while specializing le the educational needs of all-the Americas.
The Elbert Covell College has I ,:tiated a practical, twentieth-century innovation -in inter-American education. It deserves to be admired and supported for
its pioneering effort.
,.
._.

ELBERT COVELL COLLEGE : AN EVALUATION

Now that the first year of taking inter-American relations out of the textbooks

into a learning and living situation for men and women from 16 different
countries has ended. it is possible to give an evaluation of the success of the program to date and the exceptional potential within it for meeting desirable ob-

jectives impossible in any other type of inter-American educational program.
For the North American student, we are discovering that his educational experience is producing the following results:"
1. He is acquiring a professional and conversational skill in he Spanish

language. The language advantages of foreign residence and study are
present here.

2. He becomes acquainted with the behavior patternsthe values, the reactions the expressionsof people who use the Spanish language natively.
3. He will be uniquely trained for,competent leadership in American busi-

ness and governmental activities in Spanish-speaking countries.
4. He is becoming exceptionally well prepared to become either a teacher.
of Spanish in the United States or a teacher of English as a Second Language
in Latin America.
6: He becomes understanding and tactful with those who do not speak hit;
language well. since he experiences the language difficulty usually reserved
for the "foreignet".

For the Latin American student, it has become evident that the following is
taking place:
1. He maintains an interest in his own country, its culture and development. ,and thus looks forward to returning to his own country to use his
training.
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2. He advances in his university career and professional training freed
from the language barrier. He receives his professional training in his own
language: thus, he can share it immediately with his compatriots in their
language on his return.

3. He penetrates gradually into an understanding and appreciation of
North American society and the democratic processes of government and
business enterprises.

4. He becomes acquainted with other. Latin Americans. We can be cer-

tain that within a few years these young people will have positions of responsibility in their respective countries. The mutual experience here will in-

fluence their. understanding of the United States long after the date of

graduation.
5. He is becoming aware and appreciative of his own heritage: thus, he
is neither afraid nor envious of the heritage of the other Americans.
ELBERT COVELL COLLEGE

Basic questions concerning the Latin American students, as proposed by prospective donors to the program: 1. Does the Latin American student return to his

native country after graduation? 2. What are the graduates doing now?
The objective of the Elbert Covell College with respect to the Latin American
students has always been the following: Instruction in their own language, as
quickly as pOssible, and into productive employment in their own countries.
The Adminiptration of this college has always believed that any educational
program for fpreigners in this country which encourages and facilitates\ their
remaining in this country after graduation is determintal to the interest of
both the foreign country and the United 'Stater.. This is particularly true of
Latin America and other developing nation, which need all the educationallyprepared talent they can muster to their support, especially their own nationalit
In fact, foreign countries have a right, and in my opinion, an, obligation to
resent and prevent the drainage of their best prepared citizens to a- highly
developed country which does not need them so urgently. In order to discourage and make more difficult a failure to return to their own countries, all
Latin American students with scholarship support administered by the Elbert
Covell College are. admitted to this progress under a "Jr visa. This visa requires that the student return to his own country for a minimum of two years
after completion of his education. This is the same visa which is required of
all foreign students supported by U.S. Government programs. To the best of
my knowledge, Elbert Covell is the only college (or university) in the United
States which requires this visa in place of the usual student visa. The latter
can quite easily be 'changed to a resident's visa. The Administration of this
college has also always been fully aware of its obligation in helping to place
its Latin American graduates in employment in their own countries. It is for
this reason that American companies, such as yours with subsidiaries in Latin
America have been informed of this program. We believe that we are performing a service for American business by preparing these young men and women
for an active association with American business and personnel in their own
countries.
Thus far, only seven Latin Americana (six from Honduras; brie from the Do-

.minican Republic) have graduated. They entered the prctgrats as advanced
students, sponsored by the Agency for International Development. Of the
seven, five have written that they hold the following positions in the Ministry
of Education In Honduras: Assistant to the Director of the Center for Preparation of Educational Materials for the Alliance for Progress, Supervisor of
Social Sciences in the Junior High Schools, Assistant to the Director of Primary Education, Supervisors 6f professionalization in the Normal Schools, Supervisor of Home Economists in the Junior High Schools.

In June. 1906. othersboth North Americans and Latin Americans--will be
graduated; and their training and influence will spread even further after only
the third year of operation of the Elbert Covell College.
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ELBERT COVELL Coi.tmar.ThE SPANISH-SPEARING COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS or
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Bachelor of Arts in Inter-American Studies: Minimum of 124 units Major:

24 to 50 units, according to Departmental Requirements.

I. Basic university requirements:

*Unit*

English Composition or English as a Second Language
Fundamentals of Speech
History and Literature of the Old Testament
History and Literature of the New Testament
History of the United States
Physical Education

6-12
3
2

6
2

Total

H. General studies area requirements:
Elementary Economies or Goverinental Institutions of the United
States and Political Theory of the United States

2 1-27
6

Geography of Anglo-America and Geography of Central and South
America

6
6

Great Figures of Spanish-American Literature
History of Latin America
Masten; of North American Literature
Science: Biology or Chemistry or Physics
Spanish Composition (for Latin American students)

6

6
8'

3-6

Total

41-44

III. Bilingual Requirement: All students must complete at least 62_ malts of
courses taught in Spanish. For Latin American students the courses in
English as a Second Language count toward fulfillment _of this requirement.

IV. English Language Requirement : Placement in Englisb. as a Second
Language classes by examination. Student most follow sequence in

consecutive semesters.
V. Mathematics Requirement : Plane Trigonometry -and Modern College

Algebra or equivalent are minimal requirements in mathematics for a

major in economies or business administration or in the sciences.
Spanish Language Regairement .A minimum of 6 units in courses taught
in Spanish is required each semester.

ELBERT COVELL COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Registered Students. February 1966
Cit izo.ahip
Noss
Casco, Roberto
Ampie, Salvador_____ Ecuador
Castro, Edgard°
Andrade, Romero-- Nicaragua
Castro, Orlando
Do.
Andrade, Lourdes__
`6ein r, Alejandro
Do.
Andrade, WashingName

ton.

Arriaza, Louis
Arrivillaga. Rolando_
Auza. Enrique
Baldwin, Susan
Beckwith. Janet

Chirinos, Jose

Chile
Guatemala
Bolivia

United States
(California)
Do.

Beighley. K. C.
Derdugo, Henry
Blair, Vivian

Colombia

Borrero, Gerardo

Ecuador

United States.

United States
(Nfevico)

Brenta. Roglio

Campbell, Martlia
('ano. :rose

Argentina
.

United States
(California)

Mexico
Callaway, Colleen_ _ _. United States

(California)

Clin. Zie
Cochran, Peggy

Honduras
El Salvador
Do.

.

Nicaragua
Peril
Uruguay
United States
(California)

Contreras. Esteban__. Mexico
Crob.are. Carlos
Chile
United States'
Davis. Catherine

(California)

Valencia, Ro- Colombia
berto.
Diefendorf. Roger___ United States
De

(California)

Costa Rica
Esquivel,
Fernandez-Bussy. Al- Argentina
fredo.
Venezuela
Ferniinlez. Jose
FernAndez. Rafael___- Colombia
Venezuela
Ferrer, Julio
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R11letered Student8, February 196(1Continued
Cuu.enehip
Name
Ferrer, Mirella___L- Italia
Pizarro, Leonel
Chile
Name

Fink, Christine_i__ United States

Gionzillez. Juan/
Gonzilez.
Grant, Kathy

United States
(California)
P. Pa tricio_. Eemolor
Reyes. Pedro
Peril
Itodrig-nez.
Nicaragua
Romero, Prospero
Ecuador
Venezuela
Roth. Nelson
Salazar, lIerunn
Chile
Salvador, Carlos
. Ecuador
Venezuela
Silnehez, Luis

Chile

United States
(California)
Guatemala
United States
(Nevada)
Peril

Guevara, --Erx in

Hargett, Ga

Hilton. HarOld
Jarantillo, Oarlos

Santamaria,

Ciro.
Sheehy, Wesley
Steller, Nellie

Colombia

Jo, nriqu

Ecuador

Jo, Franc

Lar Rie , Janet

ra ncisco_.

Diana
Lozal
,

.

Makairoff, Karen.:--.....

Martin. Juan
Mar nez, Horacio
Mart nez, Rafael
Mele o, Francisco

I

Meza, Carlos
Milk; Carol

.

Sutton, Robert

United States
(California)
Nicaragua
United States
(California)

Tessari, Javier
Guatemala
Thomas, Martha M . United States

Tchorniekdjoglou,
George.

(Colorado)
Ecnadoi
Torres, Angel
Tailor', Jr., Marco
Panama
Aurelio.

Do.

Argentina
;enezuela

Urteaga, Enrique
Urteaga, Nelson
Valenzuela, Edgar
Vallejo, Gerardo
Veiler, ldel

Mexico
Venezuela

Honduras
United States
Colombia

t, Mo$tuJuan

, Maria
M a , Leonor
Mirphy, Susan

Lan, Zoila
Walker, Ronald G
Welles, Jere C

Costa Rica

Mo

Venezuela

United States
(California)
Oreliarra, Manuel P
Guatemala
Ortinp. Roben Dante_ Argentina
Pant.Oja, Jose
El Salvador
Pardo, Jaime
Peril
Parra, Rixio
Venezuela
Pereira, Mario Ro- Honduras
berto.

Per and. McNeil
Pinkon, Lyda

Costa Rica
United States
(Connecticut)
Guatemala
Nicaragua
United States
(Montana)
United States
(California)
Argentina

United States
(California)

Chile

Koryzmli., Zbigniew

Jorge Ecuador

Solis. Roberto
Sotomayor, Ricardo
Steelier. Valerie

Do.
Do.
Do.

Jo, Nancy
Jo, Susan
Korn, Ma:ine

Lopez,

Rasmussen. Roslyn

..(New York)
Honduras
United States
(Califoraia)
Peril
Ecuador

}Tires. Juan
Franklin, Sandra

Citizenship

Weiner, Mark

Wurzer, Dorinth
Ticboy, Victor
Young, Susan

Peru

Ecyador
Do.

Peru

Chile

. Argentina
United States
(Virginia)
United States
(California)
United States
(Nevada)
Peru
United States
(California)

Zamudio, Sally
Do.
Zamudio, Walter
Peru
Zumbado, Fernando_. Costa Rica

Colombia
Do.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS FROM EACIL COUNTRY

Argentina
Bolivia
Thile
Colombia

Costa Rica
Ecuador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico

Nicaragua
Panama
Peru

F3 Salvador
Uruguay
7 Venezuela
6

3

7

1
S
1

Italy

4 United States
16 Latin American
5 European
4 North American
3
5
1

10

Students

Total in all

(7(3 men ; 33 women)

29
81

1
29
111
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ELBERT COVELI. COLLEGE THE SPANISH-SPEAKING COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS.
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, STOCKTON, CALIF.

COURSES PLANNED FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1965-1966

Biological scicncep
General Zoology

General Biology
General Botany

Business administration (economics and busincss administration)
Chcmistry
English
English as a Second Language
General Chemistry
Methods and Materials for the Teaching
Organic Cheinistry,, .
of English as a Second Language
Economics and business administration Masters of American Literature
Principles of Accounting
Elementary Economics
Principles of Organization
Commercial Law
Intermediate Economic Analysis
History of Economic Thought
Business Cycles
Social Change and Economic Development in Latin America
Industrialization of Latin America

Geography
Geography of Anglo-America
Geography of Middle and South America
Social and Economic Geography of Latin America
Special Projects
History and political science
History of the United States
Governmental Institutions of the United

States
Political Theory of the United States
Principles of Foreign '.iirticle in Latin Western Political Theory
Comparative Political Systems
America
Latin American Governments
Special Projects
Inter-American Relations
Political and Social Movements in Latin
Education

Analysis of the Structure of Public
Utilities in Latin America

Basic Principles of Education
Education and Society
History of Education
Learning and the Learner
Principles and Practices of Guidance
School Supervision
School Organization and Administration
Professional Practice
Special Projects in Education
Comparative Education
Methods and Materials of Teaching
Electronic Physics

America
History of Latin America
History and Civilization of Spain
Mathematics
Plane Trigonometry
Analytical Trigonometry
College Algebra
Pre-calculus
Calculus with Analytical Geometry
Physics
Principles of Physics

Political potence (history and political science)
Psychology
General Psychology
Spanish
Spanish Composition
Great Figures of Spanish-American

Literature

Speech

Fundamentals of Speech

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACT
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OVINZ COLT 4011,---UNIIMRSITY or THE PACIFIC FACULTY AND STASI,
ACADEMIC PREPARATION, 1905-1960

Dr, Arthur J. Cullen: Director. B.S. in Education, University of Alabama.
LM., University of Illinois. D.M.L., Middlebury College.
Dr. Joan Connelly: Dean of Student Life and Assistant Professor of HiatOry.

LB., University of California, Berkeley. LM., Ph. D., Bryn Mawr College.
Dr. Arturo R. Beckwith : Professor of Business Administration. C.P.A., 3. L.,
Cabrera College, 17.6rdoba (Argentina). Doctorado en Economia, Universidad
Nacional de Cdrdoba (Argentina). (Part time)
Mrs. Antoinette Bryant ; Instructor in English as a Second Language. LB.,
Candidate for the MA., University of the Pacific.
Dr. Leonard P. Campos: Assistant Professor of Psychology. LB., City University of New York. LM., Ph. D., Michigan State University. (Part time)
Dr. Maria Luisa Dash : Assistant Professor of Economics. One year of study,
Universidad Central del Ecuador, Quito. Licenciatura, Doctorado en Ciencias
Econednicas, Universidad Central de Madrid (Spain). (Part time)
Dr. Georges de Bone: Assistant Professor of Economics. L.L.M., Royal
Hungarian P. Pazmany University, Budapest (Hungary). Diploma of Commercial Sciences, Royal Hungarian Josef Nador Polytechnical University, Budapest,
Diplome d'Etudea Consulalres, Lausanne University (Switzerland). Licence es
Sciences Sociales, Lausanne University. (Part time)
Dr. Donald M. Decker : Assistant Professor of Modern Languages: English as
a Second Language. A.B., A.M., University of Michigan. Ph. D University of
California at Los Angeles.
Dr. John L. Dennis: Associate Professor of Speech.

Director, Radir.. and T.V.

Station KUOP. A.B., North Central College. A.M., Ph. D., University a
Michigan. (Part time)
Dr. Ruth Marie Faurot : Associate Professor of English.
Park College,
A.M., University of Kansas. Ph. D., University of North Carolina. (Part time)
Mr. Delvis Fernandez : Instructor in Mathematics. A.B., West Minister College (Utah). M.S., University of Miami.
Mr. Julio Ferrer: Head Resident, Casa Werner. Two years of study, Univer.
sided de los Andes, Maracaibo (Venezuela). Candidate for the LB., University
^

of the Pacific.

Mrs. Mirella Ferrer: Head Resident, Casa Werner. Aviamento Comerciale,

Monte cateene, Terne (Italy). Studies : Delta College; University of the
Pacific..
Mr. Edward G. Grant: Graduate Assistant in Geography. BA., San- Jose
State College.
Mr. Joel C. Hancock : Instructor in History and Political Science. A.B.,

Candidate for the A., University of the Pacific.
Sirs. Ida Hewitt : Secretary. Capital Business College, Salem (Oregon).
Mrs. Helen Hughes : Instructor in Speech. BA., Shorter College, Georgia.
Graduate Studies: University of Georgia, Athens ; Universidad Nacional, Mexico
City ; Universidad de Valladolid (Spain) ; Universidad de Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras ; University of Michigan.
Dr. Horacio A. Mottola : Assistant Professor of Chemistry. Graduate Studies:
Doctorado
en
Quimica,
Universidad de Buenos Aires
University of Minnestoa.
(Argentina):.' Post doctoral studies: University of Arizona.

Mr. Plinio Negrete: Graduate Assistant in Physics. M.A., Universidad

Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City.

Mr. Pedro Osunaa : Associate Professor of Education. B.S., New Mexico
Agricultural and Mechanical College. A.M., Stanford University. (Part time)
Mrs. Donna Peterson : Graduate Assistant in English as a Second Language.
LB., University of the Pacific.
Dr. Larry L. Pippin : Assistant Professor of Political Science. B.A., LM.,
University of Wisconsin. Ph. 1)., Stanford University.
Mr. Leslie Robinson : Assistant Professor of Economics. LB., MA., candidate
for the Ph. D., Stanford University.
Dr. Andres Rodriguez -Fraga : Assistant Professor of Physics. Doctor en
Ciencias, Universidad de Havana (Cuba).
Dr. Olga Rodriguez-Frage : Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences. Doctor
en Ciencias, Universidad de Havana (Cuba).
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Dr. Ada Roscoe: Assistant Professor of Education. Doctora en Education,

Pontificia Universidad Cate lice del Peru.
Mrs. Sandra J. Martinez : Graduate Assistant in English as a Second Language.

A.B., University of New Mexico. Candidate for the M.A., University of the
Pacific.

Mrs. Zeta A. Salisbury : Head Resident, Ballantyne House. B.A., South
Dakota State University in Brookings.
Mrs. Catalina E. Stipe: Secretary. El Colegio de Sion, San Jose (Costa Rica).
Eacuela Gregg, San Jose.
Mrs. Araceli Terry: Secretary. Institute Mexicano, Mexico City.
Miss Ruth Ann UpdeGraff: Graduate Assistant in English as a Second Lan-

guage. A.B. University of California, Berkeley. Candidate for the M.A.,
University of the Pacific.
[Congressional Record. Washington, Thursday. July 9, 1004, No. 138)
ELBF.RT COVELL COLLEGESPLENDID PROGRESS BY UNIVERSITY OF TILE PACIFIC

Mr. KUCHEL. me President, until September 4, 1963, no Latin American
student from the Spanish-speaking countries could enroll as a full-time participating student in a North American college or university unless he was proficient in the English language. The doors to North American educational opportunities and technological advancement were closed to all eager Latin American students unless they were as proficient in the English language as our own
high school graduates.
In the same way, until September 4, 1983, a North American student, no matter
how intense his interest in Spanish America, could not study any subject matter
in the Spanish language except its literature. Those North American students

who specialized in the critical needs of all the Americasthe sciences, eco-

nomics, teaching, and so fourth, were seldom, if ever permitted to offer Spanish
as the required foreign 1-44guage in the areas of their specialization.
This unhappy situation was brought to an end by the establishment of Elbert
Covell College, the Spanish-speaking college of the University of the Pacific in
Stockton, Calif. The educational program of this excellent and unique new
college is specifically designed to produce inter-American specialists: young men
and women who are trained to offer their skill for the continuing social and economic development of all the American Republics.
These people will be specialists in the skills Latin America needs mostengi-

neering business administration, and educational supervision. But the most
important thing is that they will be bilingual, equally able to share their advanced training in two languages, Spanish and English, to people of various
cultures. They will have studied the values, traditions, and reactions of the
young men and women of another culture who are their classmates. And no less
important, while studying another culture, they will become aware of and appreciative of their own culture, which they are also required to study in this
program of inter-American studies.

Mr. President, we in the United States have recently become aware of our

drastic shortcomings where the teaching of foreign languages is concerned. This

country has a history of producing scholars who are not proficient ip any

language but English, but these American scholars must go out and deal with
persons from foreign nations who are skillfully multilingual. I believe the
Elbert Covell College is making a significant and growing contribution toward
overcoming this tragic foreign language deficiency among American scholars
and, generally, among our people. This college's program is one that should be
emulated by other institutions of higher learning throughout this Nation. For
this reason, I would like a brief description of this program to be placed in the
Congressional Record.

There being no objection, the description was ordered to be printed in the

Record, as llows :

ELBERT cOVELL COLLEGE: THE SPANTErt-SPEARTNO coLLEGE OF THE. EN/VIRSITY OF
THE PACIFIC

September 4, 1903, nn Latin American student from the Spanish-speaking

American republics could take advantage of the professional opportunities of
higher efluvation in the United States unless he were qualified to meet academic
competition in the English language. This Nation of ours, which rightfully
boasts of superior teaching techniques, materials equipment, and facilities has

,
1
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been willing and eager to share its educational achievements in this_country only

with those Latin Americans who were qualified to receive nee, inferinatlini-through the medium of one language alone the English language. We have
made the serious mistake of. sharing North American knowledge in this country
only with those men and women who can 'experience it in the North American
language.

We have insisted that the Latin American student begin his advanced education in the United States as equally articulate in the English language as his
North American classmate. We have demauded the impossible, for we have de-

Mended that the Latin American be North American in order to partake of

North American educational experiences. We expect him to understand, speak,
read, and write the English language at a level of correction deemed satisfactory
to college entrance examination boards and monolingual professors.
We have failed to meet the Latin American as he isSpanish speaking. We
have related intelligence or academic accomplishment to his revelation of it in
the English language.

We disregard; his potential for receiving in his own language and disSemlnating in it new kinds of knowledge to his countrymen. We fall him early in
his university career for poor spelling in a language of little use to him or his
compatriots upon his return to his native country. Too many Latin American
students have mine to the United States to study and have failed because of the
language barrier. Eager to learn, enthusiastic and ambitious, they have returned home, bitter and resentful.

Other Latin American students have successfully struggled through the lane
guage barrier, so successfully, in fact, that they have "North Americanized"
themselves and located permanently here rather than return to share their training with their countrymen. If we continue to insist in our institutions of higher
learning that Latin Americans be taught in the English language and that they
become like us as quickly and thoroughly as possible, we shall continue to do
much more harm than good for our Latin American neighbors. We shall make it
much easier for the eager, the enthusiastic, the ambitions to remain in this coun-

try. We shall be draining national human power from the nations we wish to
help rather than send it to them.

In our position of educational leadership we have been wrong in failing to

share the resources of this leadership with Latin American students in their own
language. We have failed to make adjustments lathe techniques and materials
so that the shared leadership with Latin Americans could be put to effective use

in meeting the special needs and requirethents in Latin America. The young
of acquiring knowledge and skills which they intend to put at the servic-e of
and the idealistic men and women who leave families And homes for the purpose

their families, friends, and native land must be given a chance to succeed in their
original intention : They must go back home with knowledge immediately applicable to their national needs.
Until September 4, ID;;:.;, a North American student, however sincere may have

been his desire to live and work in Latin America. could not study any subject
matter in Spanish except the language itself and its literature. With this kind
of training, be could, of course, teach the Spanish language. Latin America does
not need North Americans who have been trained to be Spanish teachers.. It
does, however. need inter-American 'specialists who are skilled in the sciencesand mathematics, business administration and eeonom!ics, and teaching and ad-

.- ministration in grade sehoolS and high schools.
Latin Auterika_does need North American teachers of home economics who at*

ante to share theii training in the Spanish language to Spanish-speaking people
whose values and reactions they understand and respect. It does need North
American biology teachers who can create laboratories out of glasS jars and
household insects. It does need elementary school teachers who can make a
visual aid out of any magazine cover. It does need the bilingual economist who
has lived in a nation of consumers, where small profit on many sales satisfies
both the man who buys and the man who produces the article. Latin America
does need the North American who has something to offer in the Spanish language
to a people he understands.

One-third of the students in. the Elbert Covell College are North Americans;
one-third of the students are Latin. Americans whose parents can afford to send
them to the United 'States to study; one-third are Latin Americans who without
financial help could not study in this country, or even, possibly, in their own
countries. The majority of these students are young, ranging in age from IS to
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Z. With belief and effort, like the young in all ages, all countries, the Elbert
Covell College students are dedicated to development in Latin America and to
improvement in inter-American relations.
Their language for communication in the clissrooms, the dining hall, the dormi-

toriea. and In social events is Spanish. The Latin American students study
programed courses in English as a second language and they are urged to take
some of their college work in that language when they are sufficient well prepared
to do so. Although the Elbert Covell College is not primarily a center for
learniri foreign languages, within the period of 4 years all students will be
completely bilingual. The Elbert Covell College believes that students should
learn their intortnation in the languages in which they are going to use this
information. Inter-American specialists who plan to work in Spanish-speaking
Latin America must master the vocabulary and concepts of their skills equally
well in the Spanish and English languages.

Elbert Covell College provides a unique intercultural living and learning ex-

perience. Latin Americans of all economic classes, from all the Spanish-speaking

countries study with North American students in an atmosphere where the
Spanish language and culture dominate. The flags from each of the American
Republics hang from the beams in the Elbert Covell College dining hall. Each
Latin American is at home with North American students and other Latin

Americans in a valuable and pleasant, educational atmosphere which has reduced
to a minimum the "culture-shock" which plagues all students in their first foreign
residence end study.

It has also become evident in this first year of operation that both North

American and Latin American students are becoming very aware of and appreciative of their own heritage, thus unafraid or envious of the heritage of the other
Americans.

Latin American students from the Spanish-speaking countries can now enroll
in an institution of higher education in the United States to take advantage of
North American educational opportunities and technological advancement in
their own language. North American students can now become fluent in the

Spanish language while specializing in the educational needs of all the Americas.
The Elbert Covell College has innovated a practical, 20th-century innovation in,
inter-American education. It deserves to be admired and supported for its
pioneering effort.
[Time, the Weekly Newsmagazine, Oct. 11, 1963]
SMALL, ATITONONOUS, BEAMED AND THE WHOLE OESRIDGE BIT
REFORMS ON THE COAST

While Britons borrow American ideas, many a U.S. campus aims to outdo its
2,000 competitors by copying Oxbridge. Case in point : California's little (2,551
students) University of the Pacific in Stockton.
In 1951, when it celebrated its 100th birthday as College of the Pacific, the oldest college in California was the model of a football foundry. For years, Coach
Amos Alonzo Stagg had built teams that trounced the mighty universities of Chicago and California. By 1950, having climbed to tenth in the ,nation, Methodistfounded Pacific bad progressed from stadiums.seating 10,000 to 20,000 to 35,000
and into academic oblivion.

into Competition.In those days Pacific lived in the shadow of President
Tully C. Knoles, who was wont to dress up like Buffalo Bill, with his goatee
Jutting, and lead parades aboard a white stallion. But when Knoles died in 1959,
the scowl found in his longtime assistant a distinctly different leader. Eyeing
California's booming public citadels of learning, President Robert E. Burns saw
that private Pacific was out of the competition.

Burns' answer was to make the place bigger yet smallerlarge enough to
the name from college to university. Thenafter visiting Oxford and Camcompete with the well-equipped state schools, but not so monolithic. He changed

bridge ("draftiest damn week of my life") for guidance Burns set out to expand
the university through "cluster" colleges; small, autonomous schools with ivied
walls, beamed ceilings, great halls and high tables, the whole Oxbridge bit. The
first to be opened was Raymond College, a $3,000,000 complex of seven buildings

with more than 4,800 crop-rich acres as endowment. Though yet to feel the
cling of ivy, Raymond has everything else: tutorials for its 124 students, a

,
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scholarly faculty of 17, comprehensive exams, and a bold taste for guest speakers
from. Blithers to ZeLniste to Martin Lather King. It is generalist to the core.
"Students who want vocational training should go elsewhere," says Burns.
The whole university is no longer a place-' for on-the-field training. The football
schedule has been cut and athletic scholarships shrunk. Says Atretic Director

Paul Stagg, Alonzo's son : "I'm riding a very thin line at 'moment."
Cross-FerfilicationThis month Burns opened another college that appears

to be uniqule in the U.S.one teaching everything in Spanish. The goal of
'Elbert Covell College is "education for life in the Americas in the 20th century."
It will stress math, science, business and schoolteaching. Equally important, it

Will threw together 250 dissimilar studentstwo-thirds of them from Latin
America, the rest Americans fluent in Spanish. Already on hand are 60 stu-

dents from the U.S. and 14 Latin American countries. Faculty is still a problem.
Covell has spent months trying to find a Spanish-speaking physicist, for example.

"The very difficulty we've had shows how much this program is needed," says
Director Arthur J. Cullen.
Covell's birth pangs hardly daunt President Burns, who now plans two more

collegesone to be supported by Episcopalians, the other by Presbyterians.

"Within 15 years, I see 15 cluster colleges with 5,500 to 6,000 students," he says.
Unless football creeps back, Pacific may become one-of the nation's most interesting campuses.

(Newsweek, Sept. 80, 1003]

Tarsi. IMMERSION

In a biology lab at the University of the Pacific last week, as Prof. Ernest Edwards demonstrated the proper use of the microscope, a puzzled freshman interrupted: "Lenge? Qud es 08tOr! Prof.,Edwardis.pointed to, the microscope and,
in the same fluent Spanish with which he had begun his lecture, explained "lente"
means "lens." The student said, "els si," and the class continued.
Spanish- dialogue may. sound strange in an American biology class, but such

interehanges are the linguistic rule at PaCific's brand-new Elbert Covell College. As the first Spanish-speaking college in the. U.S., Covell offers instructi)n
in such subjects as "geografia," "historia," and "inatematicas"Completely in
Spanish. "We teach English as a foreign language," says Covell director Author
.1.

Actually, English is a foreign language for 39 of the 59 stndents who earl/ this
month became Covell's first freshman class. Representing fifteen Latin American countries, these students were lured to the Stockton campui by the prospect

of taking their basic college ,courses in Spanish while learning how to speak
English. Many of the twenty Americans, on the other hand, were lnred by the
prospect of learning Spanii3h the quickest way ; total immersion:

Communication ; As far as possible, each American his a Latin American
roommate. For instance, William Christianson, a 17-year-old politicaLacience
major from Bnrlingame, Calif., who speaks little Spanish, rooms with Ruben
Dante Ortino, a 21-year-old Argentinian who speaks little English. They communicate .in sign language, or says, Ortino, "can un 4/iecionari oen la mono."
With small classes (maximnm enrollment : 25) and a carefully selected
faculty (all fifteen speak Spanish and ten have Ph.D.'s), no U.S. students have
dropped any conrse becanse,of
of initial failure to hurdle the language barrier.
"We try not to put stndents over their heads," says Cullen. "If his Spanish
is a little weak. we might not allow a boy to enroll in economics which has a
highly specialized vocabnlary. Instead, he would be allowed to take geography,
which has a wealth of visual aids. However, by the time a student graduates,
be will have become bilingual."

Clnster : If it fulfills its early promise. Covell may yet put the University of
the Pacific on the educational map. Althongh it is the oldest chartered college
in California, UP was for many years better known for the quality. of its foot-

ball teamsit prodneed the great pro qnarterback, Eddie Le Baronthan for
the quality of its classrooms. But early in 1961, the school changed both its
name (from the College of the Pacific) and its academic personality. ."We decided to grow larger by growing smaller," says UP's hard-driving wevident
Robert E. Burns. Rather than simply add students, UP is adding "cluster
Colleges," each with a distinctive educational approach.

The first one, Raymond College (With a cnrriculum based on the Oxbridge
tutorial system), opened last September. Covell is the second, and in 1966
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BMus hopes to launch St. Michael's, which will give, he Methodist-affiliated
University an Episcopal-sponsored college. "Within fifteen years," predicts
Burns, "we'll have fifteen cluster colleges. The idea is not only educationally
exciting, but it seems to attgact financial resources. All of this makes it a
natural way to grow."
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,

University Park, Pa., April SI, 1960.

HOD. WAYNE MORSE,

The United States Senate, WasAington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: On behalf of the International Relations Committee of
the American Personnel and Guidance Association, I would like to support the leg-

islation peuding before Congress on International Education and Health (H.R.

12451). As an organization of 8,000 counselors in secondary schools, colleges and

universities, and other institutions, this Association is in a position to provide
consultation on the bill and'assist in its implementation. Furthermore, our organization has eight other divisions made up of counselors and psychologists
working in the specialized areas of education and industry ; many of these divi-

sions also have international relations groups.
You may be interested to know that A.P.G.A. is presently passing on a policy
statement concerning the international responsibilities of guidance and personnel
-workers. It also holds membership in the International Educational and Vqeational Gulden e Association. Many of our.members counsel foreign students in
American schools, as well as serve abroad in professional capacities. For example,
as a Pulbright professor, I did guidance work in India and lectured on five continents concerning this uniquely American contribution to education.
With reference to Document No. 375, I believe that A.P.G.A. could make a significant contribution in the following areas with which this Act deals :
(1) The establishment of a center. los educational Cooperation; it should
have a section on guidance,and counseling.
(2) Our members could serve effectively on. the proposed Council on International Education.
(3) Otir members can counsel coliege graduates for the proposed post of
Education Officers in the U.S. Foreign Service, and would also make excel -'
lent candidates for these positions themselves.
t,

(41 Our members can assist in the area of intercultural relations and international opportunities in the programs planned for elementary and sec ondary schools in international studies.

(5) Our members now serving in small colleges may be in a position to help
the development of programs of international education in these institutions.
(0) Counselor educators could undertake the research and training which
would be important to international education.
A.P.G.A. members are in a 'good position to counsel students on International

-study, travel, service, and work opportunities. They also guide foreign students and could be very helpful when an exchange Peace Corps is established.

.

Their pineement and vocational guidance skills would be essential to the successful implementation of the plan for an Americah Education Placement Service.
Our experience in human relations and leadership development should be helpful
to any conferences of leaders and experts that might be planned in conjunction
with this Act.
However. I am appalled that so little' reference is made in the comprehensive
statements-of this new Act concerning the implications of guidance, counseling
and personnel work for international education. I believe that this is an oversight.. Assistance is especially needed to stimulate curriculum in programs of
counselor education, so that they consider the international dimensions Of the
student personnel field. If nt any time the International Relations Comniittee
can be of assistance to you and other advocates of this legislation, please 'be assured of our desire to cooperate. When the bill has been finally approved and,the
appropriations made. I am sure that A.P.G.A. through this Committee can make
a vital contribution ito the implementation of the purposes of this significant ActCordially yours,
R...HARRIA, Ph. D.,

Chairman, International Relations Cominittee,
American Personnel and Guidance Association.
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REGIONAL COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXCIIANGE,

Hon. WAYNE Moan.,

Usivgasrry OF Pirrtisunoir,
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 5,1966.

U.S. Smite,

Wa.shington, D.O.

DEAR ft./Aron Holm: May I congratulate you on the responsibility you he ve
assumed as the sponsor of the International Education Bill of 1966 in the Senate..
As President of the Regional Council for International Education, an association of 38 colleges and universities in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia, I

wish to express to your our enthusiastic support for the bill and to transmit a,

resolution passed unanimously at the Council's. Seventh Annual Conference beld
at 'Allegheny' College, Pennsylvania, April 16, 1966. In this resolution the
delegates from the member institutions give Specific support to the principle of
ultimate cooperation between government and educational associations, consortia.
and councils in develciPing proposals, receiving and administering funds, and
otherwise carrying out the intent of the bill. The resolution reads: "Resolved,
that the assembled delegates of the Seventh Annual Conference of the,,Regional
Council for International Education urge Congress to include specific authoriza-

tion in tile International Education Bill of 1966 enabling. educational associations, consortia or council& to make proposals and receive grants under the terms
of the bill."
The Beghinal Council has expressed its wholehearted suppOrt for the wording
of the bill (HR 14643) recently reported from Committee which authorizes the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make grants not only to institutions of higher education but also to combinations of such institutions. We urge.
the Senate to adopt similar wording.

The Council also supports the new wording added to Sections 3 and 4 of the
House bill authorizing the Secretary to make-grants to public and private agencies and organizations, including professional and -scholarly associations, when
such grants will make an especially significant contribution to the oklectives of
the bill.
The members of our association, which include state and private colleges and
universities, are particularly concerned with undergraduate education and the
future of the smaller institutions which have until now been unable to participate

as fully as they desire in the development of the international dimension of

education on the American_rampus. _ _As a means to Or. em:sale this .deficiency
these 38 institutions have Joined together to do in association or combination
the things they are not able to do alone.

Our 'experience over the past six years has demonstriaTtritr-VididitY-Of-the
cooperative approach. 71t is our conviction that only in this way will most of
small institutions be able to move in the direction of fully articulated international programs. For the need is not merely for books, physical facilities or
new faculty. It is for the expansion of the institution's total capabilities to meet
the demanding.,eomplexities of the modern world through the development of a

campus-wide senSitivity to the implications of international education.
To help achieve this goal the Regional Council has already initiated programs.
of faculty setilftiars here and abroad, library development, foreign studeneorientation, study abroad for American students, and faculty exchange. It has estab-

lished its first overseas center and created an effective system of interinstitutional communication and consultation. All of these are programs which in theaggregate and even individually most of the institutions would find impossible
to undertake alone. The Regional Connell has thus laid the foundation for
sound cooperative development among its members. Government support can
provide the added ingredient that will markedly accelerate progress toward the
--attainment of the kind of excellence in education to..wbich we all aspire.
But we write not .only for the Regional Council. All over the country institutional associations have sprung up in response to the clear need for mutual
support in meeting the challenges of modern education. State educational sys
tems and groups of undergraduate institutions particularly have. found strength
through centralized or cooperative activities. It is probable that within -the
next five years a _majority_of American institutions of higher education will be
engaged in some kind of substantial cnoperative enterprise with other institutions.

887856-06-39
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We therefore sincerely hope bills with the wording incorporated in HR 14643
will receive the broad support in Congress any in the nation that they deserve.
Sincerely,

SHEPHERD L. WITMAN, President.

0

UNIYERSTTY OF RHODE ISLAND,
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY,

Kingston, R.I., March 14, 1966.
HOII. SENATOR WAYNE MORSE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dissa SENATOR Mosso': I have seen with special interest and enthusiasm the
legislation, 11.R. 12451, H.R. 12452, and S. 2874 wLich would become an Inter-

national Education Act intended to encourage advanced studies in internaThis would meet a need which I have witnessed first hand for

tional affairs.

some years. Such an act would make it possible for those of us on this campus
to move into such a program much earlier than we once thought possible. I endorse it whole heartedly and so do a number of my colleagues.
Sincerely yours,
DANIEL H. Tztomes, Professor.

EUGENE OREG., September 19,1966.
Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington., D.C.:

A conference of educators from 10 public and private Oxegon institutions of

higher education meeting in Portland, September 9 and 10, has been discussing the
prospects for improving and expanding our programs in international education.
We have welcomed the increasing support which the Federal Government has been
providing for the development of centers for the study of many foreign languages

and areas. We have had high hopes that the International Education At of
1906, and other measures related to its objectives, would be enacted early in
this session of Congress.
The 'need for additional supportesjacially for strong study programs abroad
is most urgent. Substantial leadtime is required for effective planning and
. making adequate arrangements abroad. Since the academic year is about to
begin we are deeply concerned that further delay in this legislation will limit
very seriously the potential development of new programs in international education. We hope that you and your colleagues will give the highest priority
to the enactment to this authorization and the related appropriation bills.

This legislation may well be critical in developing the intellectual reli,ources, of
this country for better understanding and cooperation of world affairs.
Dr. MILES Rowers*.

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
SAINT MICHAEL'S COLLEGE,

Winooski, Vt., March,10, 1966.
HOD. WAYNE D. MORSE,

Chairman of Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: The International Education Act of 1966 (S. 2874, H.R.

12451 and H.R. 12452), introduced in Congress at the beginning of February,
in our opinion. is very vague in one aspect of international education which we
consider primary.

If foreign nationals are to take full advantage of the various educational

opportunities which the United States has to offer them, it seems obvious that
many of them must undergo concentrated courses in English. The implementation of the above Bills, it seems to us, can be accomplished only if adequate

mean's of communication among the various peoples and nations can be acquired.
The' role of the United States in international education now being planned, by
Conan.. s rrnoires a lingua franca as the bridge of communications. This can
only be English.
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This 16 written with some basis in experience' for judgment. St. Michael's
College has developed a program to teach English to foreign students since
1954. There have been about 4000 students in the program from thirty or forty
nations in the world. The program has been aimed (1) at individuals who
intended to perfect their English so as 'Eo enter American colleges and universities and (2) at individuals who needed English as a tool for the realization
of personal or business objectives.

The basic course has been a sixteen week program which can be followed by

another sixteen week program for greater perfection. The facilities, staff,
classrooms, and language laboratory can competency handle ninety students every
sixteen weeks during the school year. In the summer over two hundred have
been taught. We are now considering the expansion of these facilities to handle
more students during the academic year.
In addition tof,this basic program, we have developed a course which covers
all the material Of a regular Freshman course in English for American boys and
girls. The only difference is that we devote, for foreign students, 240 class
hours, including 80 hours of laboratory.

In the last four years we hare also endeavored to train teachers of English as a second language in graduate programs. These courses have been
revised to bring them directly in line with offerings to be found in the ten
best graduate programs in the Teaching of English as a Second Language, as
recently described by Professor Edward Erasmus of the University of Kansas.
As a matter of fact Professor Erasmus used our program as one of the ten
he described,

Furthermore, in addition to the formal teaching, we carry on a program
of acculturation to the American tradition for foreign nationals. This program provides _opportunities for them- to meet Americans within our various
institutions, clubs, industries, schools, churches, etc. and to spend time in
American homes during holidays and vacation periods.

As examples of what we have accomplished, let me cite the following :
1) Three groups. of Tunisian teacher candidates came to learn how to teach
Eng/lakes a Second Language. They are all teaching English in Tunisia at the
time.
pres
2) A group of nine Congolese teacher atndidates for whom we prepared a
special-program__are_ now teaching Englis7_ in the Congo. One was recently
cited big the governme-firof -the-Republic of the Congo for his excellence in
teaching.'

8')
group Of 104 Hungarians learned their basic English at St. Michael's
College and afterward spread over the United States into various occupations.

Fifty-six of them went to college.
`4) A large group of Cuban students learned English here and then matriculated
in colleges and universities throughout the Country.

We believe that such proagrams as the above would implement the International Education Aet of 1985, particularly Section 4 of 82874. It is not spelled
out clearly, that the development of such programs as those outlined above is
covered.
Sincerely yours,

Very Rev. GERALD E. DUPONT, S.S.E.,

President.

SAN Joss STATE COLLEGE,'
DpTISION OF EDUCATION,

San Jose, Calif., April 18, 1988.
Hon. WAYNE Mouse,

Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

Da:.s Slit: As a former associate director for the U.S. Dependents Schools
in Europe, Africa, and the Middle-East, I write to express concern that one of
the greatest opportunities to foster the development of intercultural relations
and international education might not be provided for in the pending legisla.
tion on International Education.

To have the most direct impact upon the, largest group of students in a

single school system, the legislation should include provisions for the support
of intercultural education for the 170,000 "dependent children" now overseas
and enrolled in the American schools of the Department of Defense. As these

i
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children are "rotated" with their parents on the average of once every three
years, it figures that every six years there are 340,000 children who have spent three years abroad ; every nine years, there are 510.000 childern; and so on
The location of the military and government personnel families in other countries does not automatically bring about intercultural understanding; and, unfortunately, our Dependents Schools do not in all cases otter as much "international education" as they might. There area number of reasons for thitt, some
of which I could not overcome in the two years (1963-1965) that I was responsible for curriculum development of our schools 'In Europe, Africa, and the
Middle-East. Reports come to me now to the effect that some of the gains made
recently have not been sontinued ; and, if true, our nation is missing one of the
great opportunities of MU time. There are some wonderful examples of DOD
school programs designed to promote better intercultural relations, but such
excellent educational programs are all too few. Much more effort should be
made by our overseas schools'(both U.S. Dependents Schools and the independent

American International Schools); as well as by the Armed Services for the
milita,ry personnel.
As far as I know, never in the history of the world has a nation maintained
so many of its younger generation abroadand certainly, in the spirit of these
.

times, one of the priorities of its educational program ought to be international.
understanding.
trist that you will find a way to prbvide for the ginternational education"
I

of our "dependent children" overseas, as well as for the students attending
schools and colleges within the States.
Sincerely,

W.Fouo.
Professor of Education.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY.
EDUCATION DIVI b'ION,

Edwardaville,

March 28, 1966.

Hon. WAYNK MORSE,

U.S. Senator from Oregon,
. r
`,Senate Office-Building,
Washington, D.C.
.
Dann SENATOR Mosso: For several years, you have used, some of my data in

regard to hearings you have conducted as Chairman of a sub-committee in. the
area of education. Whether you are conducting the hearings this year or not.
ybu will be a member. I am asking you te,make the enclosed article, "Relkting.
Federal'Educational Legislation to the Needs of Mankfnd," apart of the 1960
hearings. Also, please send me a copy of The-hearings. when they are printed.
In my graduate courses that I teach, I find the-prior hearings very fine references.
As a personal note, you were reellz a "hit" in yorfr recent St. Louis speech.
Also. I have Just returned from a trip tb Seattle and Portland, and I find your

- popularity high in educational circles.
A friend.

.

.

GoosokS: Rooms, Jr.

RF.LATINO FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION TO T E 'NEEDS OF MANKIND

(By Dr. end Mrs. George S. Reut

Jr.)

I*'rRODUCTION

We are in a moral crisis that is ever ehiiging. but ail changes reveal one con;
stant Actor. The moral life of mankind.,is contindally in the embarrassment
of realizing that the absolutes of Biblical and rational normswhich enjoin
responsibility for the neighbor's welfarecan never be perfectly fulfilled, either
by the use of br abstention from any Of the instruments of community or conflict. Yes, we should deplore war as contrary to God's int4iftion for His children.

Christians should never lose their capacity to care, and they should express to
the responsible national leaders their desire that nothing be neglected, that
might bring about a "meeting of the minds"that would promote a peaceful,
honorable, and Just solution of the current crisis in Southeast Asia. Finally,
we should be concerned about eradicating the canoes of war and planting the
roots of 'peace wherever possible. U.S.. Senator Wayne L. Morse of Oregon

....
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stands high in this area,_but,- unlike most statesmen, he also is a giant in promoting needed Federal legislation in the realm of public education. This article
is thus dedicated to the proposition of reviewing the major issues involved in
relating the educational reeds of mankind to the Great Society via democratic
philosophy.

R.

We are living, ID Sir Winston Churchill's phrase, amidst "a security which
is the child of terror and a survival which is the twin brother of annihilation."
Leo Rosten has said : "We must learn to meet fanaticism with courage, and
idealism with great care, for we must be skeptical of what is promised even by
virtuous men, but has not been provided." Yes, in these hectic days that try
men's soots, when the fundamental principles of brotherhood are being openly
flouted by the politically oriented Communists, we often think of the strong
man of mythology whose strength was renewed every time he touched MotL:r
Earth. By the same token, our strength is renewed am' our courage goes forward when we make contact with free people.
Our Founding Fathers did not bestow upon us a system of freedom, finished
and tine. Rather, they set us upon the road that leads toward freedom; they
lighted a lamp for us, and they gave us a Constitution as a vehicle; but it has
been up to those Americans who came after them to make the long journey.
The failure of imagination, the torpidity, the placid indifference of many-people
to the social challenges of our day is not likely to be overcome without extending

our structures. It is thus imperative that we initiate and maintain a sane

dialogue in the academic community.
The good citizen finds the causes of our social disturbances and contributes
his best efforts toward eliminating them. The time has come for Christians
of this country to lead the greatest demonstration in history. By careful planning and effective teaching, we must denier-et:ate against the forces of hiwlessness. +ndifferent citizenship. and moral deterioration. We thus must testify
to our p*ofound ;ore for our Nation and humanity.
Yes, We who count ourselves in the company of the Judaeo- Christian tradition
believe ...hat !suit is a sovereign God "who bringetb princes to naught and maketh
the judges of the Perth as vanity," and this is a source of immense and incalculable
wisdom. A country which knows that there is a Lord whose majesty dwarfesthe
pretentious of even the most powerful nation is one which may not be destroyed
by its own vanity, Or, expressed in another manner, if there were only 1,000
people in the world, under the percentages that now exist, there would be 60
Americans and 940 people representing the balance of the world. Those 60 Americans would possess half of the income, the other 940 the other half. Five hundred
of the 940 would never have heard of Jesus Christ. More than 500 would be hearing about Karl Marx, Lenin, !Stalin, and current Communist leaders. The 60
Americana and about 200 others of the 940 throughout the world would be relatively well-off,hut most of the others would be uneducated, poor, hungry and sick.
Never has there been greater need for this kind of unselfish neighborliness.
As Christians, we welcome new knowledge, and work in the world in attempting
to include love. Yet, the American families spend at least $850.00 annually for
military defense, but less than $4.00 per year to share their faith with the other
people of the world. Sometimes in middle-class America we pretend. that life is
nothing but achievement and well -being is everything, but then the "Brookses"
esti the "Gowsters" come into focus, because they are found in our cities. The
Gowsters are public school students who terrorize the teachers. refuse to study,
speak a dialect of their own, and consider "whitey" the enemy. The Brookses are
trying hard to get an education, and get along well with the whites, which is one
reason the Gowsters bate them.
The academic community may try to hold itself apart from the fern, despair,
and disorder of the times. It may. unwittingly. contribute to the turb ence, or
It may overtly try to help distinguish the landmarks by which a (*ours
steered through present oversized dangers and alarms.
ro avoid catastrophe in our world, the United Nations is at work helping
channel both know-how and capital from the rich industrial countries to the poor
undeveloped. Of every 20 U.N. employees. 17 are engaged In these programs of
social progress and economic growth.
The Dignity of Challenge

Today, as ever, we need light and challenge. Long ago Christ came into a
generation which needed these. Under his influence he persuaded a little group
of ordinary men to take the light they possessed and put it on a candlestick, and
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then came the revolutionary consequences. We must not do less than this in our
time.,

Christians are recognizing the challenges and problems. Dr. John R. Rice, one
of the greatest Bible scholars of our time, has said: "I think that desegregation
was inevitable sooner or later." Inherent in he idea of equality .before the law
is the concept of equality of opportunity. Tate we commonly refer to as free
enterprisethe right of every individual to choose his trade or calling, his right
to engage in fair competition, and to succeed or fail in accordance .,with his skill,
training, experience, incentive, and desire.
Reinhold Niebuhr has exercised vast influence on American social and political
thought as he has attempted to show how the Christian view of man is able to
account more satisfactorily for the heights to which he (man) can Aspire_and_ the
depths to which he sinks. America will continue to progress -in dignity and
honor. God and confreedom so long as our peopleNherish liberty, justice,
tinue to take positive steps to Help all people.secure these conditions.
r it is important to remember that most of the world is nonwhite: -If. we had,1
sample of 100 people that. would accurately represent in preria--f-,'dPortion a
cross-section of the popUlation of the globe, we would have one -from-Australia,
New Zealand, or the South Pacific; five from the U.S. and Canada ;six-from the
U.S.S.R. ; eight from Africa ; nine from Latin America ; fourteen or fifteen froth
Western Europe; and fifty-six from A a.
Historically one of the greatest single vents of thisidecade will be The political
liberation of Africa. This continent is out four trees as great in area as the
United States, fifty percent larger thaii U.S.S.R. and larger than all of North
America. It is almost 5,000 miles long d 4,500 miles wide. It has an Brea as
large ss the U.S., Western Europe, India: and Red China combined. Ninetyseven percent of the two hundred and forty million people are of African origla
and they speak seven hundred languages or dialects. Approxiniately eighty-five
percent of the people cannot read or write, and sixty-two million of the eightythree million children of school age are not in-school. The average annual income
of $132.00 pc: person is Ices than that of any other continent.
.Our unwillingness to take more initiative in Africa is-all the more-remarkable
ause it is the one area of the world in which the-United States has more freedo n of action and fewer constraints on its foreign. policy - making than in any
7-.**`\; er. The administration sons to have accepted as applicable_ to Africa. the
ennan- Lippmnnn thesis on the limitations of U.S. capacity to-influente-The diree-

tion of affairs in distant areas of the world.
Ats the African leviathan rouses from ..histslumber to shout his resentment
against the tyranny of his former colonfaVhilsters and %of rho white man, be
knows that at-the same time he is overwhelmed by the necessity of striding, in
a mere decade, from a condition of primitive illiteracy into a technological culture which is uobelievably complex and sophisticated. He has neith-ei-thelinie
nor the desire to develop the political institutions on which government. or the
consent of the governed, can be based. Regardless of the time or the eomplexity

involved, he is determined to take his place under the sun.
One result of our policy of self-abnegati n is that the desire of The newly indea.-eendent states to widen their relations, a to dilute the influence of their former

-colonel masters, . is being ignored. and t e conditions for their continuing de-

'pendency a're being1,,ppurtured. This pro otes the image of neocolonialism and

Aftiean "stooge" g, vertu:tents ripe for ational liberation, as propagated by
Communist China and radical nationalist African states, such as-Ghang.__,

Education as a Tool for Progreso

Benjamin -Franklin once said : "An investment in knowledga,pays -the best
interest." Also, Edmund Burke of England noted :."The puDlic-interent requires
would wish. five
doing today the things that men of intelligence and good
or ten years. hence, had been thine." People nre thus free to the extent that
their productive and creative activities are unimpeded. The educator must find
the causes of our social disturbances and contribute his beat efforts._
Our remarkable phenomenon of today, especially of The last-wo. decades, 1s =
the increasingly high value American society has placed on knowledgelife Pro-!-'11

duction, acquisition, it-td disseminationand thus on the inquiring mind. The
refreshing new value 3 -idgment is apparent on many levels. Education. today,
more than ever before, has the responsibility for preparing individuals with theinner strength and -intellectual understanding to enable them ix; cope with life
in an, age pressured not only by constant and rapid change butAlso*here instant
annihilation of whole populations is an ever-present possibility.

-
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Pope John XXIII said it rightly: "Beloved children, must we repeat and
the principle of human solidarity and remember and preach loudly the duty of
those communities and individuals who live hi plenty to reach out to those who
'-nown, yet millions
live in want ?" Ameriea is the richest Nation history
1mitigh Illiteracy,
of our people are trapped In the dead -end street of. a
v3 ill health.
lack of basic skills, racial discrimination, broken horns
8 .1e world. Let
We Americans find it difficult to realize that hunger
us consider our neighbor to the South as just one example .t is estimated that
only 50,000 el Haiti's 4,500,000 people are actually wage-earners. The annual
per capita income of Haiti is only $75,000. Population density there is greater
than in India or China-480 persons per square mile. The life expectancy is
only thirty-five years.
More than half of the world's people suffer from chronic ma,nutiltion, and the
hunger problem is getting worse. If 'drastic measures are not taken soon, it is
estimated that the diet. of two out of every three people in the world will de-.
leriorate.. The reason is not hard to guess. It has taken 100,000 years for the
world's population to reach its present level of thiee billion nenale. In thirty fl vp years, between now and the end of this century, three billion more people
_
wifi be added.
Lord Boyd-Orr once said: "hunger is the worst politician." You can't digest
Karl Marx on a full stomach. There are two other- .things,' that must disturb
Christians. The one is .hat the mass of the hungry areTby and large, the socalled -"colored people." And the mass of the well-fed are, by tied large, the
"white people." Also,--thewellzfed are normally Christians. - We find nothing in
Holy Writ that links obesity with-sanctity.
Today's war on poverty is attacking poverty where it starts. We are recog-_
nizing that America's great system of free public education is the most important
ingredient in her enormous economic growth and po3ver, hence the current war
on poverty is geared to wipe out inherited poverty, by making certain that each
child has a real educational opportunity; and by helping those who missed out
on education to make nptbn deficiency.*
The Dignity of Life

Perhaps the. Oki Testament chardeter, Nehemiah, provides a relevant Biblical
Illustration of tension. Nehemiah, you will recall, was the highly placed Jew
in the court of ArtaxereS, the fifth century B.C. Persian monarch. Nehe.miah
returned to Jerusalem as Governor to lead. in the rebuilding of the city's walls,
which had been lying_in ruins ever since Nebachadnezzar.destriiyed them in 586
B, C. While the construction was proceeding, Nehemiah's enemies, certain nonJews, gathered round the.-city, ridiculing his efforts and, thre,atening to attack.
fight for shUman rights was
Later, in our own Nation, Abraholn
generated in Alton. Illinois, from the spirit of the great_ martyr of freedom,
Elijah P. Lovejoy. Since that time.many pioneer trails have, been developed

in this area. A modern lady for this current critical erajs Lena Horne. She
has written one of the best autobiographies -of this age. It is abent one of the
greatest ladies of hike*. This worthy book comes at a very appropriate time.

*Yes, the excellent book, ''Lena," provides the background and understanding of
the non-white problem. The world Is a cynical old place, but now and then our
faith is restored when fortune smiles in the right direction. "Lena" not only

the true story of one of the grtsteat Americkns. who is knowu.' admired, and
loved around the world. but it has great-depth In the areas' Aof psychology).sociology, and human relations. The greatness of -Miss Horne i6 recognized. -in
All walks of life, but one proper setting for her is found in "One Blood. "' The
principles of the book._"Lena," are these :

-1. Right to Equality:' "I Was never taught by them that I was not as good as
any white person and. Lligured if this was true for me it was true for All the
other Negroes as well:: .

_

2. Right to Safets:1I'What I remember was the surge of fear ihat was almost
palpable in our car, and the sudden, shocking change in my mother's mood from
one of holiday to one of terror. It was the first time I had ever experienced fear
like that. I was to learn more about it in the South as I grew older."
George S. Renter. Jr.. August M. Hintz, and Reien'tr. Reuter, One Blood (Expoeltion
2 Lena Horne and Richard Rchicket, Lena (Doubleday and Ceit'reay: Garden City, New.
Yolk 1965). p. 117.
p. 24.

Proms: New York. 1964) . p. 89.
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8. Right to Human Dignity: "I suppose it seems a small point, but to me it
seemed a denial of my right to share a group activity with my associates. For
in school here, as in other Southern schools, I was set apart by my color and my
Northern accent." Later:' "There wits talk about me for many months in
Hollywood and it finally culminated in a protest meeting. I was called 'an
Eastern upstart' and a tool of the NAACP and I was forced to get up and try to
explain that I was not trying to start a revolt or steal work from anyone and that
the NAACP was not using me for any ulterior purpose."

4. Right to Christian Love:* "But when I was young, there was nothing at all
militant about the church. The people used it as a refuge, if not from life, then'
certainly from the white man. It was a pacifier. And it was also the one place
where the white man never, never interfered with the lives of Negroes. He
could trust the minister to keep them happy, and in turn, the church made the
white man happy. It assuaged his guilt to see the happy, docile Negroes going

to church on Sunday, apparently conent with their lot."
5. Right to Domestic) Happiness: T "Negro women, no matter what their age nr
br.!kground or understanding of the problem, have to be terribly strong. They

cannot relax, they cannot simply be loving wives waiting for the man of the
house to come home from work. They have to be spiritual sponges, absorbing
the racially inflicted hurts of their men. Yet, at the same time they have to

give courage. make him know that it is worth going on. worth going back day after

day to the humiliations and disconragements of trying to make it in the white
man's world. It isn't easy to be a sponge and an inspiration. It doesn't leave
enough room for love to develop. You both become victims of the system you're
trying to fight. The strain on a marriage is incredible."
6. Right to Personal Happiness: ° "When a Negro woman marries a white man

it is vet another put-down of the Negro man. It wounds his already deeply
wounded vanity and masculinity. For a hundred years the system has decreed
that he takes the worst jobs. the worst education, that he not be able to give

his family as good a home and neighborhood as a white man of the same status.
Then he sops a Negro woman marrying a man of the race that has oppressed him,
and it's impossible for him to Lelieve that it was a purely personal decision, In
fa,t, he is unwilling to concede her the right to make such a decision."
Later about a friend : "Perhaps, he wanted to see if they could learn to see

me as he mw meas a woman first, a Negro second. If they could do that,

then maybe they could see him as a man and all of us as individuals."
Still later about her future husband:" "The thing I noticed first about Lennie
was not the color of his skin, but the faces that he was a' musician. They were
the ones, white and Negro, with whom, all my adult life, I had been able to be
easy and relaxed. Music was, and perhaps still is, die area of my life where
the question of color comes second and the question of whether you play good
or not is the one you have to answer as a test of admission into society."
Right to Christian Ethics:" "Whenever I made a general statement of belief
or commented on some injustice that did not directly involve me, I felt as if I were
reacting like one of Pavlov's pups. responding not because I chose to, but because
I had been conditioned to do so. whatever my true feelings." Later :" "Is would
be equally false for me to attempt a role like Jimmy Baldwin's on the one hand

or lack; Gregory's on the other. I had to go on being me. And that meant
that I must find ways to contribute, to life as it was happening nowto the

cause vilthout losing myself in it, without being false either to it or to me."
A Rrightrr :;;Mori om
Our su rsonle sights. our explorations of matter, our Early Bird satellite have
provided us with new dimensions of human togetherness. but at the same time.
they hay provided us with the possibility of new dimensions of manipulation and
tyranny.
A wort that is already three billion in population. and racing toward six in
the nretlicktnhle futnre, thus mint be viewed in something other than white skins
a 174.1.. p. 31.

81514.. p. 11117.

mid.. p. 54.

7 7514.. p. 52.
06.

8 1544.. p.

Ibid.. p. 43.
10 Tbfri . p. 153-104.
la 1104., p.12:13.
" Ibid., p. 287.
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or residing within the three-mile limit of the coast line of the U.S. Either we
must choose to shrink from this prospect in fear because of its immensity, or we
can strive to understand it and realistically plan toward it in the kind of world
in which we hope to survive.

So long as lawyers, public officials, and State courts in the South continue to
distort the process of public power so that Negro citizens may not enjoy the
legal equality promised them or exercise the liberties assured them by the Constitution, Federal authority must continue to make Itself felt.
The U.S. Supreme Court's reapportionment decisions in June, 1964, rank as
one of the most far-reaching series of decisions since the beginning of judicial
review, and few decisions will help public education and social welfare more.
The Court, utilizing the "equal protection of the laws" clause of the 14th Amendment, embraced a one-rnai., one-vote principle.

Finally, in thee* hectic days that try men's souls when the fundamental principles of democracy are being openly flouted by many, our Nation, after carefully considering the historical philosophy, must move ahead educationally in

With a wise educational program suggested by Fresaieut Johnson, America
can expect Senator Morse, "Mr. Education of the Pas. Senate." to once again give
Sile imaginative and progressive leadership necessary to guarantee to all mankind the quality education so needed in this critical era. After the Congress has
1966.

responded, there is just no predicting the extent of what Christian America
can do.
SOUTIIER,V ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY.

Car bonito le, Ill.. August 15, 1966.
Hen. WAY NE MORSE,

States Senate,
Wa.,,,,ulton,D.C. ...
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: It seems to me that passage of the International Educa-

tion Act of 1966 is important both for education in this country and for Improved
international relations. I hope you will support it with full vigor.
Sincerely yours,
Lewis E.
Research Professor and DireCtor of Graduate Studies in Philosophy.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY.

Carbondale, Ill., August 29,1966.

Hon. WAYNE MoasE,

Chatrtnan, Rducution Subcommittee, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington. D.C.
DEAR SENATOR Molise:: You invited me to send an additional statement for the

record, supplementing the testimony which Dr. Tudor anti I gave last Friday in

support of S. 2874, amplifying my suggestion about the need for providing broader

international content to the education of all Americansrut just those who will
be working overseas.

Perhaps the best statement I can offer for the record in swport of my observation is a quote from an unpublished paper which I had prepared jointly with

Dr. Paul Schwarz from the American Institutes for Rese.oret Utst. May :
"In recent years we have made a !leather of fundamental decisions atout the
objectives of American education. We have reaffirmed our commitment to excellence. We have decided to pursue excellence more vigorously. And, most
importantly, we have redefined 'excellence' in accordance with present day Values
and needs.
"One of the standards of excellence that has emerged is the relevance c,f the
education that the individual student receives. Is it relevant to his needs, in" the

It relevant to the many new delight of his own talents and aspirations?
mands for living and working productively in today's world? Is it relevant to
the larger needs of society and of the Nation? These are among the most im-

portant of the criteria by which the quality of American education and our efforts
to improve education are to be judged.
"Most of the changes that are being made in our educational system, and much

of the pressure for still greater and faster change, follow directly from these
basic objectives. We have evaluated the relevance of our traditional practices
and found them wanting, and are devoting considerable energy to the search for
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better solutions. And in a number of the areas if deficiencye.g., in meeting
the demands of the technological revolutionmarked progress is being made.
"One of the notable areas,of deficiency in which progress has lagged relates
to the broad field of international education. We have recognized for some time
the urgent relevarce .s t" educational programs that will prepare our youth for
'kite in a community of nations in which peoples and languages and cultures are
increasingly intermingled. But we have done little to inject into the traditional
curriculum the new elements that preparation for life in a polycultUral society
requires. The President has said that `no child should grow to manhood in
America without realizing the promise and the peril of the world beyond our
borders.' Yet, tothe vast majority of our population the opportunity to develop
vistas beyond their immediate experiences continues to be denied.

"The con::::,-uences of the provincialism of our education are increasingly
pervasive. They are felt by the many -thousands of Americans who are trying
to work effectively iu other cultures, or at home with representatives of other
cultures, and are finding it surprising difficult to communicate and digest. They
are mirrored in the frustration of highest officilis struggling to explain the
complex objectives of foreign policy to an electorate not prepared to grasp or
evaluate even the fundamentals. They are seen in our general apathy toward
all but the most dramatic international issues. The percentage of adult Americans who take a continuing and analytical interest in 'world affairs has been
estimated at one percent. Much as we espouse international cooperation and
world order, we seem ill prepared to contribute to their development, or even
to accept. their practical Implications..

"To meet these needs, a new approach to international education in the

American educational establishment will almost certainly be required. Simply
giving the student the larger dose of polycuitural inforMation will not do the
job. We must devise programs that will enable him to make specific judgments
and decisions on the basis of broader perspectives acquired in school and that
will motivate him t6 seek out additional experiences that will further stretch

his perspective as an adult. We must,. in effect, add a new dimension to his
system of values ; and this can be accomplished only througb imaginative programa and methods not yet developed."

In this respeCt thP new. International Education Act holds, great promise.
If this act is passed, if there are adequate supporting funds, if its measures are
imaginatively implerdented, it can become a prime moving force in bringing
about the changes which must be made in curriculum, in teaching methodology,
in philosophy of education, to educate the on-coming generations to live meaningfully in the world as it is today. Beyond the stimulus which may be provided
by this act, titre!a are needed which are not now available in the schools and
colleges and universities to carry out experimentation, pilot programs, retraining
of teachers (including direct exposure to other cultures), and other activities
which will begin to point the wayjust ae the seed efforts of the National Science
,Foundation in recent years have brought about changes in the teaching of the
sciences.
This focus upon the need of American education to become more broadly infused

with international content 'and international dimensions argues strongly for
passage of the Interational Education Acttoday ,a far more potent need than
the demand for international education specialists, as persuasive as that demand
may be.

Dr. Tudor and I appreciate the courteous attention given to our testimony

last Friday, and, in behalf of the University, we are grateful for the opportunity
to make a matter of record our support of the legislation on International education.
Sincerely yours,

e.'

ROBERT JACOBS,

Assistant to the Vice-President for Student and Area Services.
UN IVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,

Senator WAYNe Ivioase,

Madison, WM., September 21, 1966.

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:
University of Wisconsin strongly favors major strengthening of international
programs at colleges and universities on a national basis and supports concepts
of international Education Act of 1966 now pending. Safeguards must be pro-

vided to insure broadest participation at both the graduate and undergraduate
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levels. University of Wisconsin, with special strength at graduate faculty levels,
is willing to assist smaller institutions, statewide, move forward in international
educe ton.

State funds and foundation funds have been available in limited quantities,
because of other demands placed upon these sources. There is no question
about the need, for major fund commitments next decade and beyond for development of international competency; in wide variety of fields. Such developments

essential to the national interest and must be based as broadly as possible.

Strengthening of legislative proposals to accomplish ,this will earn full support
of the academic community nationwide. University of Wisconsin is prepared
to help in !key appropriate way.

)NIED HARVEY HARRINGTON, preedeat,

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE,

Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Sioarthmore, Pa., September 21,19F8-

CheirNION, Subcommittee on Education,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:

Swarthurore is glad to support the International Education Act as desirable

and helpful measure.

COURTNEY SMITH, President.

Lion. SENATOR WAYNE 11018C,

Autzrioron, VA., September 16,1966.

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Szuarott Moses: I am writing you in reference to the International Education Act which is at present pending consideration in your aimmittee.
As you know, the International Education Act is concerned with a vast international program which is designed to bring about an exchange of educational
ideas, systems and programs in cooperatIon with all countries in the world.
The importance of such a plan cannot be underestimated. It is perhaps the best
and most worthy piece of legislation that has been envisioned by our able legislators. This Act can have repercussions which may bring about more good than
has ever before been experienced in the world. It is commendable that our

Country can originate and foster such a plan.
There are those, however, who hesitate to endorse such an ambitious project of

education because it may involve the United States in expenditures amid conrmitments which may be unrealistic and inappropriate at this time. There are
also others who oppose such an undertaking because they fear that Government
is exerting too much influence and control where education Is concerned. and
that academic freedom is jeopardized. There is, too, the fear that the Act may
have international repercussions which - will arouse suspicions and hostility
among our friends and enemies abroad, who will look upon the American scheme
as an act of intrusion and influence in the affairs of others. - All these doubts are
well founded and they arise from serious concern by those who expound them.
On the other hand, the good that can come from such an Aet can far outweigh,
any doubts or suspicions that may exist.

It is true that the plan is an ambitious and far reaching one, but it is also

true that if it succeeds it can well change the coarse of history. We can envision.
if we dare, that it can produce a Renaissance of Learning that win encompass
the whole of our civilization, and that it will do mr,re to unite the States of the

world and bring peace and understanding among them than any other act in
history. It may foster a Golden Age that has neyer existed before.

Thoee of us who are scholars and learned men and women cannot turn our
backs to such a plan neither can we remain silent on such an issue. We appreciate the implications that are involved here. It is for this reason that I am
writing to you, to ask that you give this legisl...lon your support..
I speak as a woman who has been exposed to a considerable amount of education and as an American who has lived, studied and taught abroad. I have seen

squalor, ignorance and poverty but I have also been privileged to witness and
experience beauties and treasures that come from foreign cultures and people.
There ie much that we, as Americaua, can give to the world, and there is much
that the world can give to us. The monetary cost Is insignificant in proportion
to the benefits that will ensue. By benefits I mean the emancipation of shackled
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minds, the improtement of living, the development and appreciation of arts and
sciences, the growth of understanding and the fostering of friendly relations with
all nations. This is a project that aims at enlightening the world. I do not
hesitate, therefore, to write to you, Honorable Senator Morse, and to implore
you to see that the International Education Act is passed. It may go down in
history as the greatest piece of legislation that was ever enacted by oar government, and you can have the satisfaction of knowing that you had a hand in mak -.
ing this glorious dream come true,
I shall be happy to assist your Committee in any testimony that may be-useful
for the passage of this Bill.
Respectfully yours,
Mrs. HELEN MARTIN-TRIGONA.

Education

HELEN MARTIN-TR-MONA

University of New Hampshire--B.A.; major, history and political science ;

minor, English.

Cornell UniversityM.A. ; major, rhetoric and public address; minor,theater.
Wesleyan UniversityGraduate studies in international politics.
Oxford UniversityB. Litt. graduate studies in English literature.
University of IllinoisPh. D. major, rhetoric and public address ; minor,

English.
Travels
England, France, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, Italy, Greece, Israel, Leb-

anon. Suez, Egypt, Sudan, Nigeria, Ascension Island, Brazil, Puerto. Rico.
Lived in ; England, 2 years plus; France, 1 year ; Egypt, 13 years; Greece,
6 months.
Languages
Greece. excellent.
French, good.
German, fair.
Teaching experience
University of Illinois.
University of Maryland.
Central Connecticnt State College.
Oxford Academy of English, Oxford England.
St. Giles School of English, Oxford England.
Other, etc:

COROORAN DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY,
PNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

Charlottesville, June 16, 1966.
HMI. WAYNE MORSE.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: I am pleased to learn that you are taking prompt action

to hold hearings on the International Education Act of 1966. I trust that the
urgency of your action will be reflected in positive and early approval by the
Senate.

The International Education Act is an important piece of legislation with

implications for affecting the direction in which American education moves in
the middle of the 20th century. I am confident that with your support and
direction the bill will be enacted this session.

I would appreciate receiving reports of .your committee hearings on this
measure and the relevant pages of the Congressional Record when it comesbefore the Senate.
Respectfully,

WALTER IlArsr.n, Chairman.

Committee for International Studies and Research.
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WASHINGTON STATE I' YIN ERSITY,

FIEF MI NEST OF EMT trioN,

PtIttataD, 1S'ash., II arch 27, 191.0.

Mr. WAYNE Al WOW.,

Senn tor, State of Oregon,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR fins: I have recently returned from a Peace Corps assignment ltt Ethiopia,

It was a wonderful experience. I saw a trace of the potential that can result
from the projection of America's human resources. Along with this develonment I witnessed the frustration resulting in the effort of the incrican mission
to operat" at two extremes. I was at one extreme, a young inexperienced volunteer wanting to serve, but restricted because of the need for "tools" to give wholeness to my drive and enthusiasm. 1011 the other extreme were those, in other
foreign aid programs. who possessed the alternatives of experience phis the financial backing to be of great service. but lacked the commitment necessary
totally involved.

4..

I have been very mueh Interested in the leadership you have given to the proposed International Education Act. 1 want to encourage you in giving this

Act a philosophy that will integrate the best qualitiees of each of these two
extremes. I trust. as guidelines are developed. that the involvement of wellmeaning and sincere, but naive educators will not distort the effort to prepareindividuals for this program.

Within each of the participating countries there are nationals who can give
insight in establishing their educational needs. I suggest, for instance. Dr.
Aklilu Ha We, Faculty of Education. Haile Sellassle I University, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. I hope that this dual effort will establish a framework where the
International Education Act will remain America's most significant contribution
to the immerging nations. I encourage your support. I look forward to being
a participant.

Sincerely,
DADYLE RUSSELL,

Research Assistant.
WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY,
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST,
.

Re House Bill 141943.

Cleveland, Ohio, June 22, 1966.
°.

HOD. WAYNE L VOItSE,

Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Education, 417 Senate Office Build-

ing, Washington, D.C.
SIR: We are most gratified In the House Committee's recent favorable report

on H.R. 14643, and hope that it will be possible for your committee to schedule
hearings on the Bill at an early date.

This university has long been interested in broadening its program In the
field of international activities. Section III of the proposed legislation will
provide the kind of support that will make this possible.
Sincerely yours,

ALAN R. Moarrz.
YAKIMA VALLEY COLLEGE.

Hon. WAYNE MORSE,
U.S. Senate.

Yakima, Wash., August 28,1966.

Washington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MoliSE : There are many of us in higher_ 'education who are

vitally interested in the passage of the "Internationtil Education Act of 1966"
which, I believe-is designated S. 2874. I understand that it has passed the
House of Representatives. We certainly appreciate your introduction of this
bill into the Senate and we hope that it is making some progress there. Could

you apprise me of the present status of the bill and what the prospects of
passage are?
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If there are any "key" persons that it would be helpful to have us contact in
the U.S. Congress, I would appreciate having their names and we will try to
explain to them our support of this proposed legislation. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

JAMES G. NEWBILL,

Legislative Committee of the Association of Higher Education.
YALE UNIVERSITY,
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

Hon. W YNE L. MORSE,

New Haven, Conn., May 3,1966.

United States Senate, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MORSE: Yale University has a strong and continuing interest

in the fields covered by the International Education Act of 1966 now, pending.
For many years the University has been allocating substantial resources to the
development of major programs in international studies, including the following: East Asian Studies, Russian and East European Studies, Southeast Asia
Studies, Latin Anierican Studies, African Studies, International Relations, and
Comparative and European Studies. For three of these, Southeast Asia, East

Asia, and Latin American, we have coters established under the National

Defense Education Act, Title VI.

The University's purpose in devoting major resources to these programs is to

provide a new generation of trained and sophisticated sPeeiali-zta and to promote,

in the long run, a deeper and wider under:It:LI:ding of the areas and problems
involved. Our training and research programs have benefited greatly by certain
types of Government support, notably those included in NDA, Title VI. The
existing budget ceiling on NDEA, Title VI, centers, and on other moneys have
place(' certain limits on our effectiveness in achieving our objectives.
We wish therefore to urge that the Oongress give special attention to proposals
in the new Act under the beading "Amendments to Strengthen Title VI of the
National Defense Education Act of 1958." All of these amendments, in our
lltreked by increased appropriationsWould greatly strengthen the
effectiveness of our major graduate programs in this country for both training
and research.

We believe that certain of the categories of grant support now listed under
the proposals for cent "rs for adVanced international studies and undergraduate
programs in international studies would also be Of value for the major graduatecenters. . First, we would call particular attention to the desirability or providing our major graduate schools with stipends for foreign trainees. at our centers.

In the last fiscal year Yale spent very large sums from its general university
resources for the support of foreign students. For example, in the Graduate.

School of Arts and Sciences alone in 1965-66, we spent $700,000 of,our own funds

for aid to foreign students. However, these resources are severely limited. We
would like to be able to do more than we- now.can for gifted foreign students .
who apply in great numbers to Yale. Second, we believe that the graduate
centers would also benefit greatly from grants for visiting foreign scholars and
resource persons. All our programs now seek ways and means of making it
possible for foreign specialists to participate in our activities, tO broaden their
own training, and to increase their expehtise; we could effectively do more if
we had more funds. A third need is in the category of "teaching and research
materials." Yale is spending and is committed to spend large sums on ourspecialized research collections relating to international studies. Rising costs
for acquisitions and staffing make it extremely difficult to satisfy the ever increasing needs in this critical area.

We would faVor the proposed Centers for Advanced International Studies it
thet. establishment did not mean thinning out of support for established major-

programs and if the standards for qualWcation were kept at a high level. We
recognize the potential usefulness of t'..e proposed undergraduate programs but
would favor an initial effort to strengthen and modestly enlarge the undergraduate centers established last year unaer NDEA:\
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In summary, Yale would give priority to the proposed changes In NDEA. Title

VI, and the other program items noted which would strengthen the nation's
graduate training and research centers.
Sincerely yours,

KINOMAN BREWSTElt, Jr

President.

(The following communication was subsequently received for the
record:)
RESPONSE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY FOR COMMENTS ON
AMENDMENT No. 731$

Reference is made to your request for the views of this Department on the
amendment intended to be proposed by Mr. Javits to S. 2874, "To provide for
the strengthening of American educational resources for international studies
and research," (Amendment No. 736).
The amendment would amend the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange
Act of 1961: (1) by adding a provision to Section 102(b) of the Act authorizing
the President to provide for promoting studies, research and other educational
activities of citizens and nationals of foreign countries in American schools,
colleges end universities by making available to the citizens and nationals of
less developed frimdiy countries for exchange for currencies of their respective
countries (other than excess-foreign currencies) such amounts of United States
dollars as may be necessary to enable those who are coming to the United States
'temporarily as. students, etc., to meet expenses of the kind described in section
104(e) (1) of that Act ; (2) by adding provisions to section 104 of that Act
which would (a) authorize the President, for the purpose of performing the
above functiOns, to establish the exchange rates at which all foreign currencies
may be acquired through such operations, and to issue regulations binding upon
all embassies with respect to the exchange rates to be applicable in each of the
eountries where currency exchanges are authorized, (b) authoriZe the President
to make suitable arrangements for protecting the interests of the United States
in connection with the ownership, use and disposition of all such foreign currencies as may be acquired and (c) provide that the total amount of U.S. dollars
which may be acquired by any individual through these currency exchanges
shall not exceed $3,000. during any calendar year ; and (3) by providing in.
Section 105 of that Act authority to appropriate for making such currency exchanges not to exceed $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30; 1968 and
not to exceed $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,1968.

This Department Is fully in accord with the objective of the amendment: to
_facilitate educational exchanges between the United States and the nationals
of less developed friendly foreign countries. However, the procedures and requirements set forth in the amendment raise doubts as to the desirability of
seeking the objective,in this way.

In terms of the United States balance' of payments, the exclusion of the

excess currency countries provides protection to our position ; foreign currencies
would be purchased only where we needed to acquire them for official use and,

in turn, the dollars paid out by the Government would be expended in the

United States. To avoid an adverse impact on oar international' payments
position it is escentisi that this proviso be retained in the amendment. But this
necessary requirement leaves the amendment open to the charge of discrimination
against persons who are otherwise eligible and are desirous of participating in
the program but are barred merely because they are located in an excess currency
country.
. A second source of potential difficulty lies in.the exchange-tontrol laws, regulations and procedures which prevail in the respective countries eligIbFe for participation under the amendment. As a general rule; these countries, having
inconvertible currencieb and with very limited foreign exchange resources, seek
to concentrate and budget such resources on the basis 'of national priorities.
They resent and generally oppose procedures which deprive them of'control over
foreign exchange which otherwise would flow into their own banking institutions. Since Consent ,of the foreign country concerned would be required for
the contemplated procedure, it therefore seems likely that many countries would
not agree to implement the amendment.

.
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Subsections (g) (I) and (2) which are to be added to Section 104 of the

Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 authorizing the President to establish exchange rates at which foreign currencies may be acquired
and directing him to make suitable arrangements for protecting the interests of
the United States in connection with the ownership, use and disposition of the
acquired foreign currencies would appear to be unnecessary. The Act of December 23, 1944 (68 Stat. 921), as amended by the Act of June 16, 1953 (67
Stat. 61 31 U.S.C. 492a), authorizes disbursing officers of the United States,
subject to regulations promulgated thereunder, to conduct for official purposes
exchange transactions involving United States and foreign currency and coin,
checks, draft bills of exchange and other instruments. In this connection it
is assumed that the amendment does not purport to authorize the furnishing of
dollars and the acquisition by the United States of foreign currencies in exchange therefor at a time when the U.S. does not have a need for the particular
foreign currency involved in the exchange or that arrangements be made with

foreign countries restricting our normal use or disposition of the acquired
foreign currencies. Purthermom the language used in subsections (g) (1) and

(2) might be construed by a foreign government as a derogation of its sovereign
right to control transactions in its own currency, including the official rates at
which it is purchased and sold.
Subsection 9(c) of the amendment authorizing appropriations would appear
to be unnecessary since only ,foreign exchange transactions, not expenditures,
are contemplated by the amendment and the U.S. dollars used in such exchanges
would be dollars available to United States disbursing officers for such official
transactions.
The administration of the proposed program, including travel arrangements
ancljle scheduling of dollar payments geared to requirements, will involve
probitWns for the Department of State with which it is particularly familiar and
the Treasury Department defers to its view on these matters.
This Department has no objection to the proposed amendment for balance
of payments reasons but considers it doubtful whether it would substatially
promote the objective. We defer to the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare as to whether the International Education Act is the appropriate legislation for an amendment of this type.

The Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection from the standpoint of the Administration's program to the sub-

mission of this report to your Committee.

(Whereupon, at 10 :15 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned the public
hearings to go into
i executive session.)

